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PREFACE 

First Edition 

W . B . W I L D M A N ' S A Short History of Sherborne and successive 
editions of the Register have done much to make Sherborne conscious 
of its past. Yet, while acknowledging my great debt to these books, 
I felt there was room for another. Information in the Registers is 
mainly statistical and for reference, and Wildman's History (in
cidentally a work not dealing exclusively with the School) was 
largely conceived over fifty years ago; since then much has come to 
light, and a modern student can draw on reminiscences, diaries and 
letters published during the present century, together with the 
communicated recollections of many O.S.S., now a body much 
better organised for enquiry. Local research, top, has been facilitated 
by the exhaustive catalogue of the School archives compiled by 
M r W. B . Simms. 

The result, as no one knows better than its author, is a book 
containing a considerable amount of detail, perhaps not light 
reading on every page; but I have tried to steer a middle course 
between the short account with its frustrating omissions and the 
catalogue that embraces everything. Apart from headmasters there 
are deliberately few references to living individuals. 

The general plan is conventional, taking events under the rule 
of successive headmasters. This time-honoured arrangement has 
much in its favour. A school usually affords a striking example 
of the effect of character on an institution; hence it may well be 
argued that a history of its headmasters is a history of the place. 
At the same time such a scheme cuts across some features better 
treated as one from beginning to end; to obviate this difficulty 
and to keep the narrative as simple as possible recourse has been 
had to appendices and fairly frequent footnotes. Some care not 
for digressions; for such the main text alone will be found to con
stitute a continuous whole; but these bypaths are often more 
attractive than the high road they leave and perhaps richer in those 
trifles it gives most pleasure to remember. 



A special word is necessary about the account of the buildings. 
Of some "perierunt etiam ruinae" and such take their place in 
the main story. Others, for clearness' sake, receive but passing 
mention there, but are described in chronological order in the last 
chapter. Here the ground is well worn, but I felt that the beauties 
and associations of this "place of disused arches" deserved the 
fullest possible treatment. Perhaps it is overfull and suggestive 
of a historical guide book; but this must be at once its condemna
tion and its justification. The illustrations have been largely chosen 
to show Sherborne as it was rather than as it is; to the very many 
who have contributed to the School's collection of old views a word 
of gratitude is due. 

The history has been put together in the infrequent free intervals 
of a somewhat busy life; my best thanks are due to M r V . C. 
Clinton-Baddeley, M r M . M c C r u m and M r G . G . Green for 
reading the typescript (the last named the proofs in addition), 
and by their useful suggestions rendering some sort of coherence 
possible. I am also especially grateful to Admiral Pick for his 
invaluable help in advertising and selling the volume. 

Finally, I should like to put on record the unfailing helpfulness 
and kindness with which, in every quarter, my enquiries have 
been met and my researches furthered. For this and for other 
reasons the book for its writer at least has been a labour of love 
and a constant source of pleasure over a period of some years. 

A . B. G . 

Sherborne, 1951. 



PREFACE 

Second Edition 

There were not infrequent requests for the first edition of this book 
after it had gone out of print. There may therefore be some justifica
tion for this second (and rather larger) version. The history of the 
school is now covered up to 1970. Elsewhere a few mistakes have 
been put right, and there are a good many additions from a wide 
variety of sources; I am grateful to those who have suggested some 
of them to me. Their collection has been an abiding interest over the 
years, even if fitting them into the existing text has proved a some
what taxing exercise. 

In moments of depression I have felt with Aubrey "Nobody else 
hereabouts hardly cares for it, but rather makes a scorn of it." Yet, 
whatever the future may hold, it is a lasting consolation that nothing 
can rob Sherborne of her past. As well then to set this down as fully 
as may be, even if it has meant adding yet more detail to what was 
already a fairly full account. The section on the buildings, for 
example, now emerges unashamedly as a guide book. But why should 
a school not have one, and the numerous questions which boys ask 
on this particular subject leave me content that it should be so. 

A small number of readers may be interested in all, rather more 
perhaps in some things, (none, I hope, in nothing). Thus the index, 
designedly very ful l for browsers, is an important feature of the book. 

Of the new illustrations some of the best were found to have 
been lying hid for over a quarter of a century in a house not a 
hundred yards from my London home. 

As before, living individuals (headmasters excepted) receive no 
mention. It is happily noteworthy that after twenty years so few new 
names appear. 



M y especial thanks go to M r G . G . Green who has repeated his 
kindly office and read the proofs of this edition as he did of the first. 

To end on a personal note. Completion of this book and virtually 
simultaneous retirement will no. doubt create an unwonted gap in 
my activities. However this accident of dates has happily just 
enabled me to add the finishing touches while still in the school 
community and has reinforced my conviction that whatever the 
changing needs of the day (and in recent years they have been 
challenging enough) the school can continuously adapt itself to them. 

A . B. G . 

Sherborne, 1970. 
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Clear signs of the visitation by M.G.M . J 



A History of Sherborne School 

C H A P T E R I 

EARLY HISTORY 
"Olim fuit monachorum schola nostra se'des." 

IN the year 705, at the wish of his king and the council of the 
Church, Aldhelm left his abbey at Malmesbury to become 
the first bishop of the new diocese necessitated by the Saxon 

conquest of the British in the large area west of the Forest of 
Selwood. For an elderly man to quit long familiar surroundings 
must have been a wrench, and it is said too that, conscious of his 
limitations, Aldhelm was unwilling to assume the office. But he 
deferred to the call of duty, and at Sherborne he founded his see. 
Twelve hundred years later this incident was picturesquely re-. 
enacted in the Sherborne Pageant, but with dramatic licence, for 
the saint was portrayed as making contact with a tribe of ancient 
Britons of primitive aspect. In fact such a representation was 
misleading, for a region as backward as this would hardly have 
commended itself as a site. The Saxons had been masters of the 
area for forty years and it is likely there was a settlement in the 
place of sufficient development to warrant the existence of at least 
a small church. 1 

But whatever the nature of the district to which he came, there 
is no doubt as to the outstanding character of Aldhelm himself. 
He was one of the foremost churchmen of his day, distinguished 
as a scholar, writer, teacher and builder. Fuller says of him that 
he was "the first of our English Nation, who wrote in Latine; and 
the first that taught Englishmen to make Latine verse." He is 
credited, too, with the introduction of a Psalter in Saxon and the 
use of the organ' for church services. It was the ordinary practice 
for a missionary bishop to found a school at the centre of his work, 
and a man such as Aldhelm would have been quick to do so. 

On such evidence. W. B. Wildman founded his belief that the 
origins of Sherborne School lie back in the 8th century, rather 
fancifully even making Aldhelm the first headmaster. Many years 
later, Joseph Fowler, another well known local antiquarian, while 
admitting that the new bishop must have been concerned with' his 

1. If so, not a trace remains. Some ancient foundations at the west end of the Abbey were 
exposed for a short time in 1949 and the doorway of "long and short work" close by is thought by 
some enthusiasts to be of Aldhelm's period. In fact even this, though Saxon, is probably much later. 

1 
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duty to provide education for his people, dismissed these assump
tions as "extravagant claims for both the continuity and extreme 
antiquity of the existing Sherborne School." 2 How far then does 
the evidence justify the legend ? 

In the pages of medieval history Sherborne figures but little 
apart f rom references to the Castle and Abbey. The stormy record 
of the former and the famous names associated with it, though 
interesting, tell us nothing of any school. But since the Church 
was always largely concerned with education, the Abbey archives 
are more helpful and suggestive. Here the various developments 
and changes from the 8th century to the 16th are made clearest by 
means of a table; the first three columns are composed of known 
facts, the fourth contains the inferences that may perhaps be 
drawn therefrom. 

Establishment 
705 - 998 

College of secular 
clergy (i.e., un
attached to any order) 
founded by Aldhelm. 

998 - 1539 
Benedictine monks 

established by Bishop 
Wulfsy during the 
monastic furore in 
expectation of the 
millenium. 

Ruler 
705 - 1075 

Bishop of Sher
borne. 

1075 - 1122 

See moved to Old 
Sarum, but monks 
remain under control 
of Bishop who from 
998 was equivalent to 
the Abbot of the 
monastery. 

1122 
Sherborne Abbey 

separated from the 
see. Bishop no longer 
in control, but re
placed by Abbot of 
Sherborne. 

Fabric of Buildings 
705 

<Aldhelm. Roman
esque church, pos
sibly on the site of an 
earlier Saxon build
ing. 

c. 1110 
Bishop Roger. 

Norman church. 

1436 
Abbot Bradford. 

Choir. 
1475 

Abbot Ramsam. 
Nave. 

Schools 
705 - 998 

A grammar schc 
the regular accc 
panirrient to si 
colleges. 

998 -1539 
A grammar sch< 
associated with 
monastery (till 1' 
under the supervis 
of the Bishop, the 
after under 
Abbot). 

It seems then fair to assume that originally Sherborne possessed 
an episcopal school, till 1075 under bishops resident in the town, 
then for forty-seven years more till 1122 at Old Sarum, thereafter 
till 1539 nominally at least under the abbots of the monastery. 
There is no shred of evidence that a school existed as a Guild, 
Chantry or Hospital foundation, other regular medieval types. 
In the pre-monastic period (705 - 998) teaching would normally 
have been done by a secular. The Colloquy of Aelfric, himself a 

2. Local patriotism can indeed be both insidious and dangerous. It has even been contended 
that the town of Sherborne has a Roman, pre-Saxon origin—a theory based on its identification 
with Aranus or Aramae, a place mentioned in an itinerary of Dorset compiled by Ravennas (the 
anonymous 7th century "Geographer of Ravenna"). In support are quoted the numerous Roman 
and British relics dug up from one end of the town to the other. Where there was such a civilisation 
there would, of course, have been a school; but this is pushing things back too far altogether. 
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Dorset man, written at Cerne about the end of the 10th century, 
gives a good idea of the general method, the main subject being 
Latin and the pupils drawn from all classes. Under the longer 
regime of the monks (998 - 1539) things remained much the same, 
but to what extent the monks themselves taught is a vexed question. 
Traditionally, monks were schoolmasters. "It is well known that 
a great part of the former teaching was in monasteries," wrote Wase 
in the 17th century. If such was the case at Sherborne there was 
probably no lack of men competent to do so. (c/. Adam of Barking, 
fl. 1217, a learned prose and verse writer and an acknowledged 
expert in the scriptures, who was a monk in the monastery for 
many years.) There was a plethora of orders—from papal sources 
downwards—that monks should keep schools; and without 
question such orders were obeyed. Some, however, assert that 
the monks confined themselves to their own oblates, like Chaucer's 
"Li te l clergeon, seven yeer of age" who was taught to "singen 
and to rede," a purely utilitarian process of assuring understanding 
before worship. Yet while choir training doubtless had its place, 
it is hard to suppose a total cleavage between monkish schools 
for oblates within the precincts and secular schools outside for 
the ordinary run of boys who had no idea of entering the Church. 
There is certainly something in the old tradition of the schoolmaster-
monk, and indeed at one other Abbey—that of Westminster—there 
are definite records of a "magister scholarium" in the 14th century 
paid by the almoner, 3 who ran a totally separate establishment 
from that devoted to the choristers, who are not even mentioned 
before 1480. The truth probably is that practice varied from time 
to time and house to house, and it must be admitted that the 
evidence bearing on teaching at Sherborne in the early 16th century 
suggests that latterly at least the Benedictine community there 
had fallen from its high ideals in education. Prayers, almsgiving 
and hospitality for strangers there were to the end 4 ; but a direct 
controlling interest in any school seems unlikely. 

Against the background of this very early period may be reviewed 
the two great figures, one a layman the other a cleric, whom tradi
tion, unsupported indeed by definite proof, claims to have received 
their education in Sherborne. The first is Alf red; his two elder 
brothers, Aethelbald and Aethelbert, both ruled over the West 
Saxons, 855 - 860 and 860 - 866 respectively. In 860 Winchester 
was sacked by the Danes and the seat of government transferred to 

3. Evidence about Sherborne monastic finance is unfortunately scanty. But a ledger book 
of the Abbey, c. 1385, survives in the British Museum which gives one detailed account of the 
sums disbursed to such officials as the chamberlain, precentor, almoner and infirmarian, and— 
on a lower plane—to ploughman, gardener, drover, miller, baker and cook. Of a schoolmaster 
there is no mention; the only "magister" is the "magister braceator," the master brewer. 

4. Catherine of Aragon lodged at the Abbey in 1501 on her journey to London for her first 
marriage. 
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Sherborne, where both Aethelbald and Aethelbert are buried. 5 Thus 
the story runs that from 860 the court was at Sherborne and Alfred, 
then a boy of 11, with it. That is, i f a "court" in the modern sense 
can be said to have existed at a time when kings rather travelled 
f rom manor to manor taking their goods and chattels with them. 
There is certainly one isolated reference in the Anglo-Saxon Charters 
to the presence of Alfred, then a boy of 15, in Sherborne Abbey on 
Good Friday 864. But of his education proper our chief knowledge 
comes f rom Asser, his tutor and himself Bishop of Sherborne about 
900. It seems incongruous that one of royal blood could have 
attended a public grammar school; but we are told that Alfred's 
own son, Aethelward (Bishop of Sherborne 910), was sent to 
Winchester "to the grammar school under the diligent care of 
masters." The followers of tradition therefore assume that Alf red , 
unlikely to give his own son a less good education than he himself 
had received, was himself in his time a pupil in a grammar school— 
at Sherborne. Unfortunately Asser depicts his hero as complaining 
that when a youth he could find no one to teach him. There is also 
the famous passage in which Alfred at the age of 12 is described as 
"illiteratus," whatever the precise connotation of the word may be. 
It is probable that in the wanderings of the court the boy's education 
had been much neglected and such schooling as he had, at Sherborne 
or elsewhere,6 makeshift and broken. Later such omissions were 
repaired and Alfred took much interest in the furthering of educa
tion. But he has himself left it on record how great was the lack of 
scholarly learning in Wessex owing to the wars with the Danes. 
That fine modern windows to Alfred and Asser should now be 
visible in the Lady Chapel of Sherborne Abbey is appropriate 
enough; as regards the school, a poor song, " K i n g Alfred O.S." 
and a playful reference in the Register (3rd ed.) suggest that the 
authorities have not countenanced the tradition very seriously. 

The second name, less well known to history, but in its way 
distinguished, was Stephen Harding (c. 1055 - 1134), founder with 
three others of the Cistercian Order and its first abbot. Of him 
Wil l iam of Malmesbury writes: "In boyhood a monk at Sherborne, 
but disturbed as a youth by the itch of the world took a hatred to 
his cloth and journeyed first to Scotland, then to France. After 

5. Claims to have discovered the actual site and coffins have more than once been made. 
In 1801 a sarcophagus of Purbeck marble was unearthed in the Abbey, which attracted much 
attention as probably being the coffin of Aethelbald; but its measurements proved inexact according 
to the ancient records. In 1925 another stone coffin was discovered during the excavations con
nected with the War Memorial. Made of Ham Hill stone, it contained human bones, though 
sacrilegious hands had already removed clothes and anything else of value. Its measurements 
tallied better than those of its fellow and it is now believed to be the tomb of Aethelbert. 

A further find was dug up about 1885 at the west end of the Abbey. The workmen light-
heartedly distributed the contents to Shirburnian bystanders as genuine relics of St Aldhelm. 
Their claim can hardly be substantiated, but next day the bones were hastily collected by authority 
throughout the school. 

6. Alfred, like Homer, is claimed by more than one city. In 1901 a millenary celebration 
to commemorate his death was held at Winchester. The mayor who presided and even subse
quently wrote books on the subject was himself without question educated at Sherborne. 
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some years spent there in liberal studies, he felt the spur of the 
love of God, and easily relearnt the rule he had studied before." 
And there exists a letter (attributed to 1131) written by Harding 
himself to the Abbot of Sherborne, "Because you are our bone and 
flesh, I urge you to be patient and give me briefly a little news of 
Sherborne." 7 

The latter is a document of exceptional interest as showing how 
the old man let his thoughts wander back to the scenes of his youth. 
As to the former—that Harding spent his early years at Sherborne 
and was educated there seems beyond question; whether, however, 
he is to be classed as merely an oblate within a closed monastery 
school or an ordinary boy outside depends on the view taken of the 
monks' function as teachers at this period. William of Malmesbury 
suggests the former, but it is difficult to see how Harding could have 
renounced his vows and then later made such a brilliant recovery 
from his apostasy; possibly the chronicler, notoriously biased in 
favour of monastic institutions, has attributed to Harding a purely 
religious education throughout, the fact being that he was educated 
in a public grammar school, perhaps indeed as a cleric, and became 
a monk only in later life. But the letter points rather the other way. 

Alfred and Harding, notable names, even i f their exact Sherborne 
status remains uncertain. But of course the Abbey must normally 
have had its quota of youthful occupants. Goscelin records how the 
Prior being mortally i l l near, but apparently not actually in, 
Sherborne, sent a boy posthaste to the Abbey to dip holy relics in 
water and bring him to drink—a course of action which effected 
a cure. 

Unidentified this young messenger must remain, but falling in 
time between two much greater figures he is yet better documented 
than either, and—if the tale be true—what an education was his. 

But too much stress must not be laid on those early days. 
Indeed, till Wildman began his investigations about 1880, previous 
Sherborne antiquarians (and there were several) had never carried 
their researches back beyond 1550, and "the pious founder" was 
for them a sufficient beginning. We must admit then that for seven 
hundred years our knowledge of any Sherborne school and its 
pupils is at best a matter of inference and analogy. Yet these early 
centuries have become so much a local tradition that to ignore 
such evidence as does exist would be wrong. 

7. "Quia os nostrum et caro nostra estis, commoneo vos ut me pauca Scireburnie patienter 
paululum erudiatis." (From an MS at Jesus College, Cambridge. Communicated to The 
Shirburnian in 1961 as the earliest example of an old boy's letter by one who was himself an O.S.). 
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However, from the first half of the 15th century onwards 8 we 
are on firmer ground; there is no lack of evidence of the definite 
existence of a school and masters to teach it. 

(1) Amongst the Sherborne Almhouse archives are two lists 
dated 1437 containing the names of local residents who subscribed 
towards the cost of the new foundation then in hand. On both 
of these occurs the name of a certain Thomas Copeland "magister 
scholarum" (one school only is meant). He lived in "Chepstrett" 
and, with his donation of 3/4, was one of the more handsome 
contributors. 

(2) In the choir of the Abbey (rescued from the side chapel 
in which during the 18th century it was negligently stored) is a 
grotesque carving on one of the Miserere seats representing a 
master flogging a boy, while other pupils look on. The building 
of the Choir is attributed to Abbot Bradford (1436 - 59), thus it is 
possible that the carving is a caricature of Copeland himself. The 
figure wears a round cap and not a monk's cowl. 

(3) The Churchwardens' Accounts for A l l Hallows, adjoining 
the Abbey to the west and used as the parish church till 1539, 
contain several significant references. 

1523. "Itm payd to the Scole Master for the keeping off the organsse 
for the hole yer. xx s." 

This refers presumably, not to "keeping off" in the modern sense, 
but to maintenance and playing. Relations between monastery and 
parishioners were not at this time particularly cordial, and it is 
hardly likely that a monk would have been employed to do this 
work. 

(4) Ibid. 1534. 
"To John Yong toward the awter clothe that the scholmaster's 

' wyffe gave to the cherche. ij s. ix d." 

The schoolmaster is thus a married man. His wife is mentioned 
in another account as changing her seat in the church for a fee of 2d. 

(5) Ibid. 1537 contains a reference to one Robert Percy who 
hired a room in the Church House for his school. This was the 
ancient block of buildings, now shops, in Half Moon Street to the 
south-east of the Abbey. Percy paid Ad. per year in peppercorn 
rent, a figure not without significance as will be seen later. 

These five allusions to the Sherborne schoolmaster (and there 
was but one in the place at any given time) curiously enough each 
have their different indication that he was not a monk. (1) His 
private address. (2) His costume. (3) His engagement for parish 
church work. (4) His non-celibacy. (5) The site of his school 
outside the monastery precincts. 

8. Possibly even earlier than this. In the Liber Niger of the Salisbury Diocesan Register 
is a list of Sherborne tenants dated 1377. Amongst properties in Houndstreet, Westbury and 
Eastbury is one "messagium cum curtillagio nuper Petri le Usher," let at a rental of ij s. per year. 
If "usher" can have as early as this the meaning of "schoolmaster" that it afterwards bore, this 
Peter is undoubtedly the first master known to us by name. 
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Taken together the evidence is irrefutable that at any rate in 
the last century of their history monks at Sherborne did not teach 
school. 

But there is another reference—in the Valor Ecclesiasticus of 
1535, the income assessment drawn up by the officers of Henry VIII 
to secure the monastic revenues to the Crown rather than to the 
Pope. The section dealing with Sherborne Abbey has the following 
entry:— 

"Exhibic triu scholariu in schola grammaticali. Ixxviij s.9" 

Exhibitions for three scholars in the grammar school. This runs 
counter to the evidence quoted above and strongly suggests a close 
connection between Abbey and school. It can, however, be explained 
as follows. The choristers in certain Abbey Almonries were regularly 
given instruction in grammar under a secular master for periods up 
to five years. The monastery officials did not teach them themselves, 
but delegated an outside man to do so. It is significant that the 
Valor makes no mention of the master's salary (such as is found in 
entries dealing with other foundations). Whoever he was, the latter 
appears to have been without monastic subsidy except for the three 
exhibitions and was thus forced to supplement his income by his 
own exertions. 

After 1539 and the Dissolution the monastery, of course, ceased 
to exist and its relations with the school no longer present a problem. 
Yet clear though it is that at the end the monks did no active teach
ing, it would be rash to assume that they had completely lost all 
interest in the school or the man by whom their own boys were 
instructed. The tradition of fostering education had been such a force 
with the Benedictines that it is hard to picture them, even in their 
last days, as entirely indifferent at Sherborne. There may well have 
come within their province such functions as fell later to the Board 
of Governors, general supervision of the School and selection of 
the master. Benedictine libraries, too, are known to have been open 
to others besides members of the Order. What more suitable users 
than the more forward members of a school close at hand? 1 0 

There is a tradition that Abbot Barnstaple, the last of his line 
at Sherborne, on his death in 1560, left a legacy to the School . 1 1 

This seems more likely to be a token of interest in and affection 
for an institution that the Abbot had known in his Sherborne days 

9. The testator was AJfric Thornecombe, said to be the father of Clement, a 12th century 
Abbot whose effigy is still to be seen in Sherborne Abbey. 

If so, this is a further hint as to the very early origin of the school. He also left money to the 
village of Thornford. 

10. Writing just after the last days of-the monastery Leland notes in his Itinerary: "The 
Prior lying in the Town can bring me to the old Librarie yn Shirburne." He records seeing therein 
three books by Adam of Barking, mentioned above. 

11. The school account for 1563 records a gift of £1 from "Mr Barstaple." 
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than a contribution to the funds of the foundation of 1550, which 
had not even come into being until eleven years after he had left 
the town. 

Which in its turn leads to the concluding question of these 
early times—whether there was a break in schooling at Sherborne 
between 1539 and 1550 when we have ful l details of the foundation 
as constituted by Edward V I . On the face of it such a hiatus seems 
improbable; essential institutions like schools do not lapse, but 
carry on somehow, changed though their circumstances may be. 
As G . M . Trevelyan says: " 'The Edward V I Grammar Schools' 
were simply those old establishments which his counsellors refrained 
from destroying and to which his name was sycophantically appen
ded." Thus, the onus probandi seems'rather to rest on those who 
assert that a break took place. But apart from this, there is the 
definite evidence of continuity contained in the memorandum on 
the Chantry Act, to which reference is made in the next chapter, 
and an entry of the utmost significance in the Churchwardens of 
St. Mary's Accounts for 1542 (i.e., after the Dissolution, when the 
townsfolk had quitted A l l Hallows and moved to the more spacious 
Abbey adjacent). This reads as follows:— 

"Jt'm rec' of Robertt Percy for his Scoles rome iiij d." 

Thus we find the same man who taught at the end of the 
monastic regime apparently undisturbed by its closure. The very 
looseness of connection between monastery and school in the 
early 16th century hints that the extinction of the one would not 
necessarily have meant the same fate for the other. The master, 
as we have seen, was not dependent for his salary upon the monas
tery, and the closing of the choir school with the loss to him of the 
emoluments of the exhibitions, though doubtless a blow and even 
a crippling one, would but have acted as a spur to his efforts to 
acquire fresh pupils from other sources. 1 2 To deny Percy any 
significance as a link postulates a totally separate private school for 
him to teach i n ; but when the best authorities allot about ten 
schools to a county at this period and there is no hint at all else
where of any such school in Sherborne, the theory will hardly bear 
serious examination. Again, within nine months of the departure of 
the monks, we find Sir John Horsey 1 3 granted possession of all the 
monastery buildings. Thirteen years later, in 1552, the Governors 

12. Apparently not without success. In 1544 the Churchwardens needed money (perhaps for 
the moving into the Abbey) and Percy could advance the considerable sum of £7 on the security 
of certain church plate—seemingly never redeemed. Surely no hedge schoolmaster here, but a man 
of some substance. 

13. Former steward of the monastery and a courtier of Henry VIII by whom he was 
enriched for his services. He was a large landowner, reputed to hold 20,000 acres, and lived in 
the then magnificent mansion of Clifton Maybank, formerly a villegiatura residence of the Abbot. 
He died in 1546 and his son (of the same name) in 1564. The family tomb is in the north transept 
of the Abbey. With them lies the poet Sir Thomas Wyatt, a greater man than either, but com
memorated only by an almost invisible tablet. 
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of the new foundation were renting from his son a "schole house" 
still for the absurdly low payment of Ad. per year. The continuance 
of this artificial figure strongly suggests that a beneficent landlord 
granted to the new and comparatively prosperous foundation the 
same concessions as had been made to an individual. These premises 
were clearly within the former monastery precincts, not in the Church 
House as heretofore; their exact location is discussed in the next 
chapter. If this is accepted, we may assume that it was at this time 
that the move was made from the town to the Abbey precincts. 
But be that as it may, the rent remained nominal—an act of grace 
designed to avoid prejudice to the new venture. 

Amongst the school papers is an old steward's book, crammed 
with entries, many of them in an almost illegible scrawl. Most deal 
with the administration of the school lands, but three entries in a 
group are of more local interest. 

"Itm paid to the Skolemaster, Master Gybson, for iiij quarters wages endyd 
at Mich'as xvi li ." 

"Itm to the Usher for iiij quarters wages endyd at the same feaste v li ." 
"Itm paid to the Kyng's Magites audytors fer ye chyffe rent of the skole 

for ij yeres rente xxvj s viij d." 

Working on what he considered to be conclusive internal evidence 
Wildman assigned these entries to the autumn of 1550 in which 
case payment of wages is recorded prior to the granting of the Charter 
in May of that year. This he took to be firm proof of the continuity 
of the school. Much later Fowler cast doubt on the correctness of 
the date 1550, preferring to place it a year or two later, thus disposing 
of Wildman's c la im. 1 4 

Whichever interpretation is correct, it is significant that after 
1550 there are no more extraneous references to a schoolmaster 
in the archives of Sherborne town—only continuous and well-
established records in the school's possession. While it would be 
unjustifiable to assert that the school of monastic times was identical 
with that of 1550 and after, negative evidence alone suggests that 
in some way not clear the old merged into the new, and it may well 
be that Master Will iam Gybson, who was a Fellow of Trinity, 
Cambridge, as far back as 1546, .worked in the town both as a 
freelance and as a servant of the Edwardian Governors. 

Thus, in the next chapter we may with a certain degree of con
fidence speak of the refoundation of 1550. After that date tradition 
and conjecture give way to indisputably solid facts. 

14. Fowler first favoured 1552 which indeed cleared all the payments, but created a difficulty 
with two Wardens of the Governors seemingly serving together in the same year. Later he suggested 
1551; but while this cleared the wages payments it still left the rent going back to 1549—a distinct 
point to Wildman, who incidentally had never made it. 



CHAPTER II 

RECONSTRUCTION, 1550 
"On n'a V L I jusqu' a present de bons enseignements que' dans les corps 

ecciesiastiques."—Napoleon. 

TH E immediate stimulus towards the refoundation of the 
school was not so much the dissolution of the monastery as 
the Chantries Acts of 1545 and 1547 which, by abolishing 

many of the institutions (endowed as they were with funds for the 
'chanting' of masses) as centres of popish superstition, released 
their incomes for other purposes. Amongst matters calling for 
the attention of the state nothing was more pressing than education, 
which presented a very gloomy prospect owing to the disruptive 
effect of the Reformation. It was clear to the authorities that could 
free schools be provided to replace the paying ones of earlier 
generations, a firm hold could be gained over the minds of the 
youth of the country. Schools kept carefully under state control 
would afford excellent ground for propaganda for the new faith, 
and would eventually relieve the pressing shortage of Protestant 
priests, who naturally had to be well educated men. There were 
other advantages, too; opportunities would be given for heresy 
hunting among Catholic parents and the establishment of "royal" 
foundations would ensure the teaching of complete loyalty to the 
throne instead of a kind of half-and-half allegiance shared with 
the Pope. From every point of view, then, money laid out on 
education would be an excellent investment. 

As elsewhere, so at Sherborne, local education must have 
suffered to some extent from the loss of the monastery, and the 
leading men of what Leland called "the best Town at this present 
in Dorsetshir" would not have been slow to act. And the words of 
the School Charter, "ad humilem petitionem inhabitantium villae 
de Shirborne," suggest a popular movement to obtain a share of 
funds now available for endowments. 

The law provided officers who toured the country inspecting 
schools to see i f they were suitable to be continued. If their report 
was favourable the master in charge could be paid a small salary 
out of Crown revenue until further order. In 1547 Protector Somerset 
was in the Sherborne district, residing at the Castle, and it seems 
likely that local people made representations to him at this time 
on the subject of a new school foundation; their approach was not 
fruitless. The certificate for Dorset under the Chantries Act issued 
on 14th January, 1548 is a long document containing some very 
significant features. N o claim can be made that it refers exclusively 

10 
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either to the school or the town of Sherborne; but dating as it does 
from a time when education was in the melting pot, some schools 
disappearing and others endowed and arising in their place, it con
tains a very likely indication that during this critical period schooling 
in Sherborne was still proceeding without interruption—evidence 
which does not seem hitherto to have been examined in the detail its 
importance deserves. Most of the writing is in one hand. Down the 
left of the parchments run various place names followed by seven 
or eight columns of notes and figures. Under Sherborne is found a 
reference to "Hospitale sive Domus leprosorum" (ie the Almshouse). 
Directly opposite this in the left hand margin is a note in a second 
hand "Memorandum for a schole to be in Sherborne." Under this 
again in a third hand is a further marginal note "Continuatur 
quousque"—"It is being carried on for the time being." 

The first addition "Memorandum for a schole to be in Sherborne" 
is written exactly where one would expect in the case of a scribe 
'getting in first'—level with the Almshouse entry and very largely 
filling the margin. 

The second memo "Continuatur quousque" is squeezed in under 
the first addition and is clearly intended to be in close connection 
with it. There is little likelihood (as has been maintained) that these 
two words refer to the Almshoxise; had this been the case they would 
have been written further in on the page to the right of the 
Almshouse entry where there is plenty of room and where in similar 
cases in other parts of the document such memoranda (including 
another "Continuatur quousc/ue") have actually been written by the 
third hand. 

The certificate contains other evidence, of which perhaps the 
most important is a reference to the school at Wimborne—suffering 
from the lack of a regular master, but furnished with a temporary 
man, and once again annotated in the two hands in terms almost 
identical with those applied to the school at Sherborne. 

A reasonable interpretation of the above would be that the 
Chantry Certificate was made out originally without reference to 
Sherborne as a suitable centre for one of the new endowed schools. 
A second hand soon inserted a reminder of the omission; and a 
third, revising the whole, did not forget to point out that in 1548 or 
thereabouts schooling of some sort was available in the town 1 

1. This section of the Chantry Certificate (No. 16; 91) has on several occasions attracted 
attention during the last three-quarters of a century and has appeared in print at least half a dozen 
times. 

A. F. Leach, the great educational historian, used it twice, once attributing 'continuatur 
quousque' (hesitantly) to the Almshouse, once (definitely) to the schoolj it is a pity that so im
portant an authority is self contradictory and that his evidence is thus invalid. Two Almshouse 
historians reproduce the uncontroversial 'Hospitale' reference. 'Continuatur quousque' seems to 
have struck neither of them as significant for the Almshouse; at any rate they do not quote it. 
Attempts have also been made to interpret the entry without first hand examination and assessment 
of the document as a whole. Partial transcription (unfortunately inaccurate) cannot be a reliable 
basis for conjecture. 

A photostat copy, essential to illustrate the evidence, is now published for the first time and 
may prove clearer and more convincing than many words. 
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Moreover, when six months later (20th July, 1548) the royal com
missioners, Sir Walter Mildmay and Robert Keylwey, visited Dorset 
in their tour to arrange temporary salaries for schoolmasters, they 
made no mention of Sherborne in their warrant; this would indicate 
that not only was the school already regarded as efficient enough 
to be allowed to carry on, but that also its master was self-supporting. 
Thus there is presumptive evidence at least for an unbroken tradition 
of education at Sherborne from 705 onwards. 

Yet the Chantries certificate represented an interim decision 
only; it was followed on 29th March, 1550 by a more formal 
instruction from the hand of Richard Sackville, Chancellor of the 
Court of Augmentations:— 

"The kinges maiestie, by thadvise of his prevy Counsaill, is pleased 
and contented that a free grammer Schole shalbe erected and established 
in Shirborne in the Countie of Dorset and Landes to the yerely value of 
£20 to be geven and assured by his highnes to the maynetenaunce thereof," 

The Letters Patent were sealed on 13th May, 1550. The exact 
dates are of some interest, for while the Charter thus granted has 
long been traditionally ascribed to Protector Somerset (whose 
services to the school are commemorated in the Jubilee window in 
the School Library), he could have done no more than the pre
liminary work on it, i f that. The actual sealing is very unlikely 
to have been his act, for in January 1550 he had been incarcerated 
in the Tower and, though soon released, must have been busily 
engaged on his precarious climb back to favour. The credit for 
the Charter must thus go to his successor Dudley, Duke of North
umberland. What part Edward V I himself played is not certain. 
He may indeed have been "a prince of such towardnesse and 
virtue for his yeres as England before never brought forth," but 
he was only a boy of thirteen at the time and it is reasonable to 
suppose he was largely guided by his advisers. 

The Charter, a long and beautifully engrossed2 document, is 
one of the earliest of the eighteen attributed to Edward V I . 3 Its main 
provisions are:— 

1. Sherborne was to have one Libera Schola Grammaticalis 
under a headmaster and usher for the education of boys 
and youths (i.e., under and over fourteen). 

2. The Abbey Churchwardens' account for 1550-51 contains the following entries:— 
"It'm delyvered to Nicholas Engleberte at London to the use of the Scole. 

xviij li. viij s." 
"It'm delyvered to the said Nicholas for the use of the said Scole, as apperyth by a 

pertyculer byll. ix li. v s. ij d." 
Nicholas Engleberte was one of the original Governors, but the "byll" has perished. A guess 
as to its contents might well include the engrosser's fee and the other, doubtless heavy, legal 
charges. 

3. The claim to be the first Edwardian foundation is made by more than one school. 
Sherborne's pretensions are as good as any others. 
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2. A board of twenty Governors under a Warden was created: 
(a) to administer and in certain circumstances add to the 

lands now granted for the maintenance of the school 4; 
(b) to appoint the headmaster and usher (or second master)5; 
(c) in consultation with the Bishop of Bristol to make such 

statutes as were necessary. 
More will be said in another chapter about the government and 
finances of the school. It suffices here to point out that the rents 
from the land were enough to repair and augment the fabric of 
the school and to pay the two masters. The latter by the terms 
of their engagement were bound to admit and teach free any day 
boy, of the reformed church who presented himself. Such boys 
were known as Foundationers; but from quite early times there 
were also boarders or Tablers, who seem always to have paid for 
their schooling. We shall see that in later days some friction was 
to arise from the distinction. 

Such, then, was the early post-Reformation constitution and 
the pity is that for nearly half a century we know so little of its 
working, since the new Board of Governors, except for a group of 
building accounts, left little record of their actions. 

For statutory direction Sherborne soon seems to have turned to 
St Paul's, as in 1558 we find 4/4 paid for "the boke of Articles of 
powle Schole." Unfortunately for the Governors just at this time 
the see of Bristol fell vacant for thirty years, thus depriving them 
of the Bishop's advice as laid down in the Charter. 

However, statutes were made in 1565, for the bill for engrossing 
them survives. In the next year they were lent to Bruton for a fee 
of 6d. (as appears from the accounts of that school)— and apparently 
never returned, for there is now no trace of the original document. 
But standing as they do between Colet's Articles of 1512 and those 
of Bruton about 1566 (no doubt largely a copy) these vanished 
Sherborne statutes can to some extent be reconstructed by inference; 
a few of the more entertaining features of the Bruton rules will be 
mentioned hereafter in their place. 

The earliest actual copy of Sherborne statutes extant dates 
from 1592. These incidentally contain some notable divergences 
from those of Colet. A t Sherborne the usher got far less holiday, 
the school day started an hour earlier and the boys on entry had to 
pay three times as much as at St. Paul's. These statutes must have 
been made on the authority of Richard Fletcher, father of the 

4. These comprised some 800-900 acres in Somerset and Dorset. A complete list of the then 
tenants was issued in the Patent Rolls of 13th May, 1550. 

5. In contrast to the very early names, these appointments were invariably right to the end, 
to be Oxbridge men. 
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dramatist, who had by then succeeded to the see of Bristol. One 
of those who had suffered deprivation under Mary, he had a few 
years before committed the deed which earns him an unenviable 
place in history; for as Dean of Peterborough he had considered 
it his duty to urge Protestantism on Mary Queen of Scots at the 
scaffold and to cry "with a loude voice, So perish all the Queene's 
enemyes." Judged by this an unpleasing character, but an eminently 
safe and loyal man to draw up statutes for a new royal foundation. 

Of the first few headmasters who, in the words of the old oath, 
were to "instructe and govern the children as well in good manners 
as learninge, as health of body shall p'mitt," little is known in most 
cases but their names, colleges and dates of office. In the 1554 
account we find an item for salary paid to " M r Coke." The latter 
has been proved to be John Cook, a native of Sherborne where 
he was born in 1516, and educated at Eton and King's, of which 
college he was a Fellow until 1550; indeed, it is possible he took 
office at Sherborne at that date—in which case his claims to be 
the first headmaster of K ing Edward's foundation would rival those 
of William Gybson. 

His Sherborne record, if scanty, is abiding; for in 1557 he was a 
subscriber towards the cost of two of the Abbey bells which are still 
in use. Thus to this day there survives his tiny memorial, in sound. 
His was the difficult task of managing the school under Catholic 
Mary and Protestant Elizabeth; it is curious that he was allowed to 
continue under both regimes." In 1560, however, he became High 
Master of St Paul's, elected in place of Thomas Freeman on the 
result of a thesis which the Mercers' Company summed up as 
being "like a schoolmaster's doing, and one that will profit scholars." 
Cook remained at St Paul's till 1573, and made his name there, but 
the only personal recollection of him that survives is from a Pauline 
pupil dubbing him "a mad freeschool master" who "with lashes 
set more than seven scars on my hide which yet remain." 

The following entries in the accounts relate to the engagement 
of Thomas Parvys of Christ Church:— 

1560. "Ttem for the charges of Maister Parvys cominge from Oxforde, 
his taryeng here and retorne again, with 6/8 paid for the send-
ynge of a letter to Oxforde to the said M r Parvys." 

1561. "Paide to the Carver for the caryage of Mr Parvys things. 
vi li. x s. iiij d." 

He stayed in office a bare two years; as his salary was £20 per year, 
the expenses of getting him and his chattels to Sherborne seem 
entirely disproportionate. 

6. The fact is that some tolerance and lenity were essential in the times. In 1553 Nicholas 
Engleberte appears on a pardon list of Mary, while in 1559 William Cowthe, another Governor, 
is found on a similar list of Elizabeth. 
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John Delabere stayed only nine months during the year 1565 
and apparently thereafter forsook schoolmastering altogether, for 
later we find him studying for a medical degree at Basle University. 
John Hancock, his successor (1566-73), is of some interest, for there 
is extant in his name an undated "bond" or agreement with the 
Governors. A t the time it was drawn up he had been some while 
at the school and apparently given complete satisfaction. To retain 
his services his salary was specially raised to £21 6s. Sd. and it was 
agreed that he was not to be dismissed from his post " i f he be longe 
sick, or, by means of anie plage that maie happen, the schollers do 
be kept from him"—provided that, in the case of his own illness he 
himself supplied a man to do his work for him. This clause allowing 
the headmaster to put in a substitute clearly became usual. Like 
others of the staff at this period, Hancock "an earnest preacher" 
supplemented his income by some £5 doing duty as the Almshouse 
Chaplain; these increments occurred (no doubt opportunely) about 
the time of his marriage in 1568.7 

In the case of the next man, Thomas Seward, the clause was 
put into operation, for after he had been some six months in the 
school two fresh names, Tatum and Whyte, occur to fi l l in the year 
1574, after which Seward resumed his duties without further 
interruption. 

None of the early headmasters stayed long. Not only were 
there, as we shall see, financial difficulties, but it is also likely that 
after,the recent religious upheaval conditions were far from easy. 
The new church assumed a rigorous control over education and 
there was doubtless much supervision and interference, trying 
enough after easier and less exacting days. The strictest orthodoxy 
was regarded as essential in the teaching profession and there was 
a plethora of ordinances concerning the "service, use and demeanour 
of schoolmasters." Absence of a licence to teach (the account for 
1565 records 3/4 paid to the Bishop "for a lycence for Master 
Hancock") meant a heavy fine for the Governors and probable 
imprisonment for the master. It is curious to reflect that such 
licences, in theory at any rate, remained obligatory until 1846. 

True that freelance rivals had very little chance of survival; 
but even so conditions at a school like Sherborne could not have 
been attractive for the first three decades after the Reformation. 

For the first half century after 1550 we have more details of the 
buildings than of the masters. Edward V I had provided funds, but 
no premises. The Governors were therefore faced with an immediate 
need. It has already been mentioned that by 1552 the school was 

7. His bride Joan was a member of the family ("those rogges the Meers") which was later 
to become so bitterly embroiled with Raleigh. Hancock himself was marginally involved in the 
enquiry about the latter's alleged atheism. (See appendix to Ch. III). 
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housed in the disused monastery precincts; the question is—exactly 
where? Wildman propounded the theory that a building was used 
standing oh the site of the present School House Dining H a l l ; this 
indeed is strongly suggested by phrases in the indenture of 1554 
when the Governors bought certain land from Sir John Horsey, 
"grounde adjoyninge to the said Scholehowse on the Southe part 
called the Schole Barton;'.' the latter being further defined by the 
mention of "voyde grounde whereupon the Lady Chapels were 
sometime builded lyinge between the este end of the church and the 
Schole Barton." But there are difficulties in accepting this view 
without reservations. 

• (1) The tradition quoted by Hutchins that the Dining Hal l 
stands upon the site of an ancient chapel, not a former schoolroom. 

(2) The entry in the Churchwardens' Accounts of 1566 "makyng 
of the Scholehouse wall on the North Syde of the Churche." 

The Dining Ha l l lies to the east. 
(3) The curious reference in the Governors' Minute Book under 

date 12th June, 1596, where we read of a committee being "appoynted 
by their discressions to make convenient seats for the schollers in 
the rome adjoining Sir John Horsey's yle on thissyde Chrismas 
next." 

These last two entries-suggest a site to the immediate north of the 
Abbey, where there were various buildings scattered about until as 
late as the mid 19th century. The Horsey aisle, its name unchanged, 
still forms part of the north transept of the Abbey. The "rome" 
then might have been what is now called Bishop Roger's Chapel, 
but with a long history behind it of secular employment, and even 
now not used for services; or there were close by in the area the old 
monastery choir school which ran out to the north, and just west of 
it, the Chapter House. Either would have served and the latter 
particularly must have been a building of character. It is said to 
have been Norman, and Leland's description of it is all the more 
valuable in that it is practically contemporary with its possible use 
by the school. "The chapitre house is ancient," runs his account, 
"yn the valte of it be payntid the images of bishops that had their 
sete at Shirburn." 

One might perhaps assume that to begin with there were two 
separate buildings associated with the school (though this would be 
unusual at this period) to be combined into one when the present 
School House Dining Ha l l was first built as a main school room in 
1606—so great an improvement that it seemed to satisfy everyone 
for well over two centuries. But the evidence is very conflicting, and 
until we get more of it, its interpretation must remain an open 
question. 
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But wherever they were and however historical and picturesque, 
for a school such premises were makeshift at best, probably in poor 
repair in the last days of the monastery and certainly further decayed 
during the difficult years intervening. It is not surprising to find the 
new corporation losing little time in planning something better. 

Paradoxically the very early building accounts are much fuller 
and more suggestive than many of the later ones; their interpreta
tion forms a fascinating puzzle. So far as the extracts subjoined 
can be reconstructed it would appear that no change of site was 
made, but that the existing room and the ground surrounding it 
were bought outright instead of being rented at Ad. per year. The 
building was made broader and higher and the precinct ultimately 
surrounded by a wall; the monastic refectory which stood on the 
north side of the cloister disappeared about this time and it is more 
than likely that the materials were used to reconstruct the school
room. The relevant entries in the accounts are as follows:— 

1554.8 "pd to Sir John Horsey in part payment for the Scholehowse and 
the Plumbe-howse with two gardens; whereof one is called 
the Abbay Lytton, with all the voyde Grounde commynge of 
the late chapell called the bow and the lady chapell and-also 
all that ground belonging to the said Schole howse, for the 
term of 99~yeres. x li." 

(The remainder, iii li. vi s. viij d., was paid in 1555.) 
"Receyvyd for olde Tymber that came of the olde Scholehowse. 

xx s." 
"For the taking downe of the Helying-stones" of the said Schole

howse. ij s. viij d." 
"paid to Damper for takynge downe of the walles of the said Howse 

and for Ryddynge of the same." iii s. ix d. 

1555. "Received of John Stevens for the olde Grate of the Scolehowse. 
ij s." 

Thus far the payments relating to the original building. Those 
dealing with its reconstruction are:— 

1553. "paid to Bailer for Sawying of tymber in the parke for the Schole. 
iij s. iiij d." 

1554. "For caryeng of three cutlods of Tymber from the parke. iiij s." 
"For 8 lods of Helyngstones and for caryage. ii li. v s. vi d." 
"To Bailer the Carpenter for makynge of all the Tymber worke 

of the said Schole-howse. ii li. v s." 
"To Darby the mason for making uppe of the 2 syde walls of the 

said Schole howse. i li. iiij s.'" 

8. The full description of the year has a pleasing ring. "From the ffeaste of Saynte Mychell 
the Archangell in the ffirste year of the Reynge of our Soveraynge Lady Quene Mary unto the 
said ffeaste of St Mychell in the ffirste and seconde yere of the Reynge of Philipp and Mary by the 
grace of God of Englonde, Ffrance, Napilis, Jerusalem, and Irelonde, Kynge and Queene.V The 
Governor responsible was one Gervais Assheley, landlord for many years of the New Inn, which 
he had rented from the monastery. He forms a genuine link with the Middle Ages, having been one 
of the last "Kings of Sherborne," presiding at the revels over the Whitsun Church Ale. 

9. The large stone tiles, still extensively used in the school buildings. - .. 
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"To the said Darby for mendynge of the poyninge wall of the 
said Howse. ij s." 

"To Lane for coverynge of the said Schole-howse contaynyng 
6 perches and a halffe. i li. viij s. ij d." 
(there are also items of "sand, lyme, nayles, lathes and potts10 

of erthe"). 
1555. "vi s. viij d. paide to Darby, the mason, for makyng hygher the 

Scholehowse walls, and for wallyng uppe of the dores ther." 
"v s. viij d. paid to Bailer for makyng of the Schole-howse dores 

and for the seatis in the said Scholehowse." 
"For bords and plancks for the Schole. xvi s." 

1556. "For gemoues11 twystys11, and hoks for the Skole barton dore. v s." 
"Item xxx s. paid to Andrue Mason for makynge of the said wall, 

contayning 45 perches, every perche viij d." 

A t the same time as the above work was being done, additional 
money was laid out on the construction of "standings" close to 
the school. 1 2 

The ground acquired from Sir John Horsey with the old school 
house was more extensive than was necessary and a portion of it 
was at once let out as gardens to John Bolyng and William Rydeout, 
men who had no connection at all with the school. But some open 
space was recognised as desirable. Not only was there the front 
court or "Barton" (then, as now, just to the east end of the Abbey), 
but quite distinct from this, as the accounts show, another court
yard, invariably referred to as the "bally" or "bailey." 1 3 To this 
constant reference is made in the matter of cleaning and upkeep till 
the year 1702, after which it is never mentioned. Its site is uncertain, 
but was most probably in the Abbey Lytten or just south of the 
present School House. A few typical references are subjoined:— 

1577. "To the bedman1 4 for cleansing the bailey. vj d." 
1579. "To Father Baker for castinge16 and kepinge of the bailey this 

yeare. xviii d." 
1614. "For a seate of timber in the bally. vi s. vi d." 
1616. "For pitching the bally. ii s. vi d." 

10. Cartloads. 
11. Hinges. 
12. Though in no direct connection with the teaching, and indeed by their very proximity 

possibly a hindrance to it, these "standings" or "shambles," semi-permanent wooden stalls which 
served as shops, figure so long and so largely in the accounts that a word about them may not 
be out of place. They seem to have been some eight in number and always to have found ready 
tenants. The rents came to the school, which in its turn had to make an annual payment to the 
Lord (or Lady) of the Manor—including in his day Sir Walter Raleigh. Even in modern times 
4d. is periodically collected from stallholders on the Parade and forwarded to the same destination, 
though this is now nothing to do with the school. 

The very satisfactory revenue accruing to the school doubtless helped to gloze over the 
incongruity of having a noisy centre of trade cheek by jowl with premises where quiet must have 
been desirable. A few typical references are appended:— 

1576. "A standinge nexte the Parler Window of the schoole house." 
1624. "For a Standing under the Schoolhouse window." 
1658. "For pitching the ground of the Standings being 62 yards and for sand to cast of 

the same." 
1722. "Standings under the Free School Wall." 
13. Presumably derived from Low Latin "Ballium." A more usual form is "bailey," as in 

"The Old Bailey." 
14. A kind of sexton or gravedigger, who also had the duty of reading out the names of 

church benefactors and leading the prayers for them. 
15. N.E.D. gives "cast" = "throw up with the spade, arrange." But a local use of the word 

seems to be "clean out, empty," which is doubtless the meaning here. 
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In addition to school house and courtyards the Governors 
provided a handsome residence for the headmaster at the.east end 
of the Abbey and the total cost of all building between 1550 and 
1560 came to £64 16s. Id., rather more than three times the face 
value of the school's annual endowment. It is clear that despite 
the borrowing of part of the money from the Churchwardens and 
the Almshouse, the outlay strained the school's finances con
siderably. In 1550 income was 31 marks or £20 13s. Ad. per year 
(with fines, heriots and sales of timber perhaps half as much again). 
In 1553 the master and usher received £20 between them, in 1554 
the figures were, master £13 6s. %d., usher £4 13s. Ad., and further 
reductions followed until in 1557 two governors came to the rescue 
with gifts of £1 each. It is strange to find recorded in the Abbey 
accounts for this year an absurdly generous subscription of 
£13 6s. 8d. from the school towards the cost of new bells; indeed, 
the Governors seem to have had uneasy feelings about contributing 
so much, for in the corresponding school account the donation is 
adroitly, but quite falsely represented as repayment of a loan 
"borrowyd of the Church Stocke." 

From 1560 the position was eased by the bequest of Bartholomew 
Combe of Lillington who directed in his will that £2 13s. Ad. was 
to be paid in perpetuity for the remuneration of the usher. 1 6 But 
even then finances were not in a healthy condition; between 1561 
and 1563 some £7 were given by the Governors towards the wages 
of the schoolmaster. To retain the services of a good man, Hancock, 
we have seen his salary raised, but this could not last and his 
successor, Seward, had to come in 1573 for £15. Ten years later we 
still find a subsidy from the Governors, and a document among the 
Digby papers shows that in 1588 there even had to be a public 
subscription for the school. It is clear that the new foundation, 
faced with the necessity of providing suitable buildings, had at first 
a very hard struggle to make both ends meet. 

But in 1590 a substantial legacy of £10 from Sir John Horsey 
(the third of the name) redressed the balance and largely com
pensated for the rash open-handedness of 1557. By the end of the 
century the tide appears to have finally turned; the school stands 
out as a lender rather than a borrower and thereafter its finances 
were remarkable for their stability. The headmaster's salary—a 
sensitive barometer—was paid from revenue at the rate of £20, a 
figure below which it was never again to sink. 

16. This is the only bequest that has ever been left to masters of the school. During the 
latter part of the 17th century it was administered by one John Cole, squire of Lillington, who 
allowed arrears amounting to £33 6s. Sd. to run on for sixteen years. The school account for 
1672 contains the following:—"To Robert Munnings a Bayliffe for aresting John Cole, Esq. 
for money due to the Schoole. 10/-." Arrears in this trust did not accumulate again. 



C H A P T E R I I I 

CONSOLIDATION AND CIVIL WAR 
"The calm before the storm." 

TH E first man to hold the post of headmaster for any length 
of time was William Wood, who was appointed in 1581. 
He stayed till 1601 when he was dismissed "uppon good 

causes" though unfortunately no hint survives what these were. 
Nothing is known about his rule, though there was a severe out
break of plague in the town in 1594, which must have left its mark 
on the school. Of the man himself we do know a little. He was 
almost certainly a layman, being always referred to in the records 
as "gent." and on his death in 1610 he left 19 acres of land in the 
parish of Hermitage near Sherborne for the support of the Alms
house; he was also a benefactor to the poor of Hereford. Three of 
his pupils deserve mention. 1 

Thomas Lyte (c. 1578) attained fame as a genealogist; he was 
rewarded by James 1, as Anthony a Wood records, "by his picture 
in gold, set with diamonds." This treasure is now in the British 
Museum. 

Thomas Winiffe (c. 1590) was the son of a Governor and born 
in Sherborne. He became Bishop of London and was one of the 
compilers of the Polyglot Bible. Under James 1 "for a passage in 
his Sermon, not against, but about Gondomer, he was committed 
close prisoner to the Tower and there for some days remained." 
Later he became chaplain to Charles I and suffered much in the 
Civ i l War. Despite his eminence he did not forget his birthplace 
and he was the founder of a local charity which is now extinct. 

Richard Foster (c. 1590) by his will in 1640 provided from land 
at Haydon £30 per annum for the free education of twenty Sher
borne children, 10 boys and 10 girls, thus founding Foster's School. 
(His widow, Margaret, who later married John Fyler,. the usher 
of the grammar school, held a life interest in his estate. As she 
survived her first husband by over forty years the establishment 
of the new foundation was delayed by that period.) Since nothing 
was taught except English it was not a rival. Indeed by his further 
provision of £5 per year to support a boy at the university Foster 

1. Details about early Shirburnians are no more common than about their masters; but 
to complete the list of those in any way distinguished may be inserted William Englebert (c. 1560), 
"an incomparable Ingeneere and much used in the eighty eight." He was granted a pension of 
100 marks in recognition of his services to his country. Later in life, tiring of peace in England, 
he offered to waive his pension if he might serve foreign powers. "But they utterly denied him 
license to depart." (Fuller.) 

20 
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may well be classed indirectly as one of the earliest benefactors to 
the grammar school, for entrance to the university would naturally 
require a preliminary course in Latin and Greek, which was only 
provided at the Edwardian foundation. It is curious that never once 
in the two centuries of its existence was this exhibition taken up. 

The negotiations concerning Wood's successor as set forth in 
the Governors' Minute Book are worth quoting in f u l l : — 

"30rt September, 1600.—Att this present assembly, it manyfestly appeared 
by an exact examination of the governors then present upon their corporal! 
oathes taken that the fryndes of Mr Devenish hadd offred unto some of 
them money, to thend thaie shold geve their voyce for him to bee elected 
scholemaster of the free grammer schole of this Town. And therefore this 
company does not hold the said M r Devenish eligeable. And afterwards the 
next daie being the first daie of October2 at the assembly then had . . . . 
at the instance and by the letters of the honourable M r Secretary Cycell 
and the desier of Sir Walter Raleigh Knight, John Geare Master of Arts ys 
elected scholemaster." 

It is interesting that men of this eminence were prepared to concern 
themselves with the affairs of a provincial grammar school. It so 
happened that early in 1600 Raleigh was at the Castle with Cecil's 
small son who was recuperating after an illness. In the summer 
Cecil himself joined the party; their presence in the district perhaps 
explains their intervention. But even without their powerful support 
Geare had strong qualifications. His licence to teach was from the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, Whitgift, the founder of the Croydon 
school, and he had testimonials from "sondry Knyghts and gents 
of accompte"; there also lay behind him four years' experience as 
headmaster of Wimborne School. The intriguing M r Devenish was 
shortly afterwards made Vicar of Bridgwater and in 1628 Rural Dean. 

The Governors penned a fulsome letter to Ceci l :— 
"Soe humbly thank yor ho; in leaving us to that choice wherein we 

truste not to bee founde injurious in the remove of Woodd nor inconsiderate 
in placing Geare. And therein Soe humble praie yr. ho; (yf soe wee deserve) 
to patronise theis and or. further actions of the said Schole soe farr forthe 
as thaie shall stand wth. the advancement of learnynge and the discharge 
of or. duties with a good conscience. We shalbee bound ever to praie to the 
almighlie god to contynue yor. ho; health long lyfe and encrease of muche 
honor, yor. ho; most ready at command. The Governors of the said free 
gramer schole. Sherborne this 2 of Maie 1601." 

But at the same time they were clearly taking no chances after 
their recent experience, Geare being asked to take "a voluntarye 
oathe, that he directly nor indirectly have not used that means by 
any rewards geven or promysed." And then—anti-climax, for the 
outgoing headmaster, with twenty years' residence behind him, 
refused to vacate the schoolhouse and for some months Geare was 

2. The only instance recorded of two meetings on consecutive days. The matter was evidently 
considered urgent. 
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forced to rent a house in the town for "selff famyly and schollers 
wch. he brought wt. him," a ludicrous situation resolved only by 
a payment of 6d. by Geare to Wood, whereupon the latter "doth 
assume in £100 to be paid unto John Geare that he the same 
M r Wood will depte the school . . . at Mydsomer next." 3 

Of Geare at the school we know little, but may conjecture 
something. The Latin account for 1602 contains a cryptic item of 
which the following is a translation. "For a 10?. paid to a certain 
Master Gorganey of Oxford who offered himself in the place of 
the said John Geare and proved most unwelcome for certain 
reasons; and for a 10?. paid to Will iam More the Usher for attending 
to the scholars in the absence of the said John Geare." From this 
we may surmise the illness of the proper headmaster, the arrival 
at an opportune moment of M r Gorganey (who can be identified 
as Hugh Gurgayne of Trinity, Oxford, M . A . 1597), his acceptance 
as a pis alter by the Governors, his total failure and the devolving 
of the work upon the usher. 

Taking all in all Geare's experiences at Sherborne do not seem 
to have been of the happiest and it is not surprising to find him 
resigning the toils of a headmaster's life in 1603, and retiring to the 
more peaceful atmosphere of a country living." 

Upheavals and short tenures are bad for schools and when the 
Governors selected another layman in the person of George Grove 
they may have been acting deliberately in a quest for greater 
stability; i f so they were not unsuccessful, for Grove has the distinc
tion of having remained as headmaster longer than any other man 
before or since (1603-39). His reign is marked by the first known 
benefaction for the boys of the school, for by his will of 1621 one 
Thomas Lyne of Bradford Bryan (near where the Governors had 
a large holding of land) left £6 per annum for a poor scholar at 
Oxford or Cambridge. But as the boys of Ringwood and Wimborne 
Schools had prior claim it was comparatively useless to Sherborne 
and there is no record of its ever having been taken up. The out
standing event of Grove's time was the building of the new school 
room, now the School House Dining Hal l , but for 250 years the 

3. But Wood clung to Sherborne till the end of his life. The Church Order Book under 
date 1610 records that for a consideration of £10 given to the Churchwardens his widow Agnes 
was to have "the foremost seate in the Church" for her lifetime. 

4. He was Vicar of Lyme for over forty years, but the end of his life was disturbed during 
the Civil War by "his enemies lying in those parts." Amongst the Salisbury archives are documents 
dealing with marriage licences which throw considerable light on Geare's character. Writing from 
Lyme in 1639 to the Registrar he says, "Had you left with me at yr last being here blank licenses 
under Seale, I should or this holpen you to many a fee . . . In meane while I send you the bringer 
hereof, by whom I pray you to send me a license for John Coxe of Lime Regis, yeoman, and 
Elenor Billing of Pinnie within the parishe of Axemouth in Devon . . . If you make scruple of the 
woman's dwelling out of yr jurisdiction, first who will take notice of that but your selfe. Secondlie 
you may name her of this place if you please, since here she must dwell, and here she hath been." 
There may have been good reasons for his short stay at Sherborne. Not even a Raleigh or a Cecil 
could guarantee a man's integrity. 
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central feature of the place. Himself a contributor to its cost, Grove 
may well have felt disinclined to move from premises which, to this 
day very fine, could at that time have had few rivals in the country. 
It was, too, at this period that the offices were erected just to the 
north, later to make way for the Bell Buildings; their most important 
feature was a brewery replacing the upper part of the slype which 
had served this purpose hitherto. 

"The walls of the School House Dining Hal l have seen and 
heard much," writes an editor of the Sherborne Register.6 In 1627 
the County assizes were held in the room and the whole premises, 
including the garden and Bally (which had "two loads of Payars") 
underwent a refurbishing which they certainly did not get on 
ordinary occasions. So the boys of the school, if ejected for the 
nonce, were certainly the gainers later. It must have been just at 
this time that Nathaniel Highmore entered the school, afterwards 
to become a distinguished Governor and benefactor. 

He was Treasurer for the subscriptions to the Sherborne Town 
Hal l , built in 1681 just south of the Abbey. The transference of the 
assizes to the new building removed the necessity for periodical 
interruptions to the school's work. But Highmore is better remem
bered by the world for his medical eminence; it was he who first 
discovered the exact conformation of the "antrum highmorianum," 
who acquired the distinction of having dissected an ostrich, and 
who refused ever to take a fee from a clergyman. 

The manner of Grove's departure from the school is noteworthy. 
In his youth he could hardly have failed to hear of the limpet 
tactics of Wood, and some forty years later adopted them himself. 
Not content with a pension of £20, entirely unauthorised by statute 
and which seems in part to have come out of his successor's pocket, 
he also asserted his right on retirement to use certain parts of the 
headmaster's house for the rest of his life. "It is further ordered 
by the consent of the said M r Newman that the said M r Grove 
shall also have and enjoy during his life the free use of the kitchen 
part of the said schoolhouse and of the chamber over the same 
kitchen and of the bedsteed and presses in the said chamber with 
free passage to come and goe to and from these chamber and 
kitchen with, free liberty to make use of the conduit and house of 
office standing in the garden of the said schoolhouse when and 
as often as he shall have occasion to make use of the same." This 
Richard Newman was an O.S. (the only such ever to become head
master) and therefore presumably attached to his school. But the 

5. Some of the more striking episodes are described in their place. It is irresistible to set 
down others that cannot be worked in elsewhere, such as Westcott's regular dinners to trades
people, an assembly of between 40 and 50 headmasters (by candlelight) at the H . M . C . in 1911, 
sailors at a wedding in 1937 (with a barrel to refresh themselves) and a party of 36 American 
service men and women to tea in 1944. 
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price he paid seems a heavy one and by a supreme piece of irony 
he died in 1641, three years before his aged lodger, after only two 
years in office and under what must have been a difficult menage. 

There is a tradition that Bishop Jewel of Salisbury (1560-71) 
not only supervised the early building at Sherborne, but also gave 
books to the school. But this remains mere tradition, and only in 
Newman's time do we find documentary proof of the existence 
of a library. By his will of 1639 John Chetmill, a Governor, left 
40/- "to be bestowed in sound bookes or bookes as the M r and 
Usher shall thinke fitt." Accordingly in the account for 1640 we 
read:— 

"For books for the use of the school. v li." 
"Francis Butt for his worke for placing bookes at the upper end of the 

School." i li. xiv s." 

To the nucleus thus created were intermittent additions. Grove 
himself left books to the school by his will of 1643 and the large 
sum of £13 8s. 4d. was spent in London in 1654 by Hugh Hodges, 
a Governor. Thirty years later the collection was large enough to 
require housing in a special room. 

Here may be inserted an episode of importance as an example 
of an early addition to the teaching staff, and of a tendency on the 
part of the Governors to financial jugglery which was to lead to 
serious trouble later. In 1635 the Earl of Bristol, then resident in 
the Castle, had suggested that in view of the school's flourishing 
finances at the time, a sum of money should be put at his disposal 
for the purchase of an annuity for the incumbent of Sherborne. 
By thus increasing the stipend the town would be assured of the 
services of a first-class man, and in return for the school's contribu
tion the Vicar would give his services in the Abbey free and under1 

take to teach Divinity to the boys. The Governors took legal 
opinion, which clearly could do nothing else than advise against 
such a course as an obvious misuse of the endowment. They none 
the less fell in with the Earl's suggestion and raised in town and 
school the sum of £560 which produced an annuity of £40— the 
school providing by far the greater portion. The arrangement 
was not only illegal, but also against all equity, for the Vicar's 
stipend was already £50 per year, considerably more than that of 
the headmaster, and it was thus nearly doubled. In spite of this the 
contract continued for over twenty-five years and directly benefited 
two vicars. By a curious coincidence they both proved outstanding 
men in the long line of Sherborne incumbents, the one saintly, the 
other notorious. As they were technically on the Sherborne staff 

6. The account for 1637 contains an entry of a most puzzling nature. "For bords and 
makinge of a place for the schollers to write upon in the gallery." Where and what was this gallery? 
Could it have been a double set of shelves one above the other with catwalk in conventional library 
style? Probably not, especially in view of the later entries of 1640. But a better explanation is 
still awaited. 
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some account of them is given here; it is only to be regretted that 
we do not have so full a knowledge of all Sherborne masters proper 
at this time. 

Will iam Lyford had been appointed to Sherborne in 1631 by 
Laud; he was a Parliament man, a thing most unpopular in the 
town, but as a Calvinist allowed to enjoy uninterrupted tenure 
through the Civi l War until his death in 1653. His qualifications 
for teaching boys were excellent, for he had "a singular dexterity 
in Catechizing" and was the author of an annotated Catechism 
and " A n helpe for young people preparing them for the worthy 
receaving of the Lord's Supper." He was evidently a man of the 
highest principles, for on his deathbed (according to Anthony a 
Wood he was the victim of "a painful and sharp disease, by the 
Witchcraft, as 'tis said, of certain Quakers") his prayers were for 
a good successor to himself in the parish, and his last words were 
" M y dissolution is more comfortable to me than was my marriage 
day." He is buried in the Abbey, though his monument survives 
not. By his will he left provision for an exhibition at Magdalen, 
Oxford, " in way of restitution for a summe of money which accord
ing to the corrupt custom of those daies I did receive for the 
resignation of my Fellowship in that Colledge." On the other hand 
the financial arrangement under which he worked at Sherborne 
does not seem to have pricked his conscience. Lyford was also a 
Governor of the school; such a combination of teaching with 
administrative duties has only once been paralleled in the school's 
history—in 1941 with Sir Eric Beckett. 

His successor, Francis Bampfield, was a very different type of 
man. A brilliant Greek and Hebrew scholar—he wrote his auto
biography under the nom de plume of "Shem-Acher"—he was, 
according to his supporters, "a faithful and laborious Minister 
of Christ" and "the most celebrated preacher in the West of England 
and even beyond measure admired of his hearers." Wood on the 
other hand says, "He did almost craze and distract many of his 
disciples by his amazing and frightful discourses." He certainly 
lacked stability; he was originally a Royalist, but afterwards went 
over to Parliament. Ejected from the living in 1662 under the 
Act of Uniformity, he was more than once imprisoned for keeping 
a conventicle in London and Sherborne. Arrested in the latter 
town he was confined to an inn with twenty of his followers "for 
which entertainment they had to pay a considerable charge." 
Later he became in turn "a presbyterian, independent or at least 
a sider with them, anabaptist, and at length almost a complete jew 
and what not." In 1683 he was found guilty of refusing the oath 
of supremacy and allegiance and ended his days in Newgate the 
next year. In the light of history he now appears a courageous 
Non-conformist pioneer and has even attained the honour of 
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canonisation in Edna Lyall's novel The Golden Days. His later 
career was doubtless followed with keen interest by his erstwhile 
pupils at Sherborne and perhaps served to convince the Governors 
of the unwisdom of lightly disbursing the school's money. But 
the bargain proved more easily made than unmade; political 
troubles made money tight and not even the courts could extract 
their dues for the Governors from the Earl of Bristol (son of the 
original sponsor of the scheme). Ultimately, after a delay of many 
years, they had to content themselves with the grant of Combe 
Farm in lieu of full restitution. 

The town of Sherborne played a not inconsiderable part in the 
Civ i l War. There was much marching and counter-marching in 
the district and hardly a year of the conflict passed without some 
clash of arms either in or near the town, which itself changed hands 
several times. Charles and Prince Rupert were in the place in 
1644 and Cromwell and Fairfax in 1645.7 Local sentiment was 
strongly Royalist, not least in the school, where even before the 
outbreak of war the Governors had expelled one of their number, 
Walter Ridout , 8 after thirty-seven years' service on the mere 
suspicion of entertaining Roundhead sympathies. 

Conditions must have been very trying for the school authorities 
during the periods that Parliament occupied the town; they them
selves would obviously be regarded as malignants, while round 
about their soi-disant friends, the Cavaliers, were "pillaging, robbing 
and killing like so many Sonnes of He l l . " Though Governors' 
meetings continued fairly regularly throughout, the minutes contain 
absolutely no direct reference to the war—an indication that 
discretion was desirable in those difficult times. But the school 
must have suffered greatly. In 1642 Parliament artillery was posted 
north of the town in the area still known as Bedford's Castle. 
Amongst its targets was the "church steeple," which in view of the 
great inaccuracy of gunnery in those days meant that the school 
itself was under fire; amongst the relics in the Abbey muniment 
room are three cannon balls fired on this occasion. There was street 
fighting, too, for we read, "Sir Ralphe Hopton with the officers with 
him having placed many little guards of muskettiers in the little 
gardens that flanked their wayes beate them alwayes of with losse." 

7. As an indication of the amount of righting that went on, the Parish Register records 
the burial of 37 soldiers in October 1645; their skeletons, together with those of horses and pieces 
of armour, were dug up during the Abbey restorations of the last century. But the most striking 
and pathetic Civil War relic in the district is the series of hummocks in a field near Poyntington, 
graves of the victims of a skirmish. 

8. His is the quaint memorial in Folke Church, now barely decipherable:—"An epitaph 
on Walter Ridout Gent, which he himselfe made a little before his decease. 

Here lieth a true Christian man at quiet rest 
Who whilst he lived was by the world oprest 
But praysed be God he hath overcome this evill 
And vanquished hath ye world, ye flesh, ye devil." 

He died in 1643. 
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This repulse of the Roundheads from the town in September 1642 
was achieved by tactics reminiscent of those practised by Sherborne 
boys in the Home Guard three hundred years later. 

In 1643 the Roundheads made another attempt on the town, 
and penetrated as far as the Shambles (school property, as we have 
seen, and adjacent to the buildings). "When these arrived they 
heard a bell ring and being somewhat suspicious of the cause of it, 
were told it was the nine o'clock bell." This can have been none 
other than the school bell ringing the boys to bed. Royalist forces 
appearing, a sharp skirmish ensued and the Roundheads were 
driven away; later, however, they returned in force and took over 
the town; in revenge for the sniping from windows to which they 
had been subjected, reprisals were taken against property, one 
Governor, Josias Cooth, having £2,000 worth of damage done and 
another, Hugh Hodges, losing three houses. However, on this 
occasion the school itself was not damaged or interfered with. We 
find Richard Symonds, a Royalist soldier stationed in the town in 
1644, referring casually in his diary to a "schoole-howse" at the 
east end of the church, which implies that it was then fulfilling its 
normal function. But from 1645 when, with the fall of Sherborne 
Castle, 9 Parliament got complete control of the district, the school 
buildings were requisitioned as billets for troops, and the hall was 
used as a guard room to, the Abbey, which served as barracks. Their 
confiscation must have been all the more galling since, just before 
the war, in 1642, a new set of dormitories had been practically 
completed at considerable expense above the Brewhouse and wood-
store to the north of the schoolroom. The local commander was 
doubtless hard pressed to house his men, but then, as now, the 
military were not the most considerate of tenants, as may be gathered 
from the account for 1650:— 

"Paid Walter Osmond 5/6 for mending the glass windows in the Schoole 
after the Souldiers (who made it their Cort of guard) went thence." 

"For three dayes worke and for straw and beasoms to make cleane the 
Schoole after ye removinge of the Souldiers 3/6." 

In the days of reckoning after the war certain of the Governors 
had to pay the penalty of sympathising with the losing side. The 
estates of Cooth, Hodges and Henry Durn fo rd 1 0 were sequestrated 
in 1648, together with those of another friend of the school, John 
Williams, who joined the Governing Board after the Restoration. 

9. Amongst the 400 Royalist prisoners taken were no fewer than 60 inhabitants of Sherborne 
"with families in the town." Strange if such a total did not include'at least some old members of 
the local school. Yet amongst the few casualties mentioned by name was John Horsey, a Parliament 
captain; "shot dead by a birding piece from one of the towers," he lies buried with his ancestors 
in the Abbey. His father had certainly been in the school some forty years before. 

10. The Durnford family was at one time well known in Sherborne and lived in the Manor 
House, till comparatively recently known as "Durnford's." In 1650 the accounts mention an 
"Item of lOd. spent att a meeting of the Referrees betwixt Mr Cooth Sen. and Mr Durnford 
touching a difference cons, the School." 

Frayed nerves and war weariness like enough. 
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Later the government relented and they were all allowed to com
pound. The finances of the school, too, suffered, for rents got badly 
in arrear. It is recorded that even those of the Shambles were lost 
" in the time of the warre, they being desput and not to be recovered." 
The non-collection of rents in the case of properties literally at the 
school gate indicates a good deal of confusion and disorder locally. 
We find, too, that instead of the annual rotation of the office of 
Warden amongst the Governors, Durnford held this position for 
both 1641 and 1642 and a certain William Sansom even longer, from 
1643 to 1647; the accounts themselves were not presented for annual 
review, but postponed in toto till the latter year. The result was that 
the headmaster who had reigned through all these troublous times, 
Robert Balch (1641-53), together with the usher and the Vicar, 
though not fined directly, received no pay at all for a considerable 
period. 1 1 Not even the illicit pension awarded to Grove, who had 
died in the meantime, seems to have been available, though Balch 
in understandable desperation applied for it. Only in 1654, a year 
after his resignation from the school, did the unfortunate man 
receive his arrears of salary. 

But the worst came in 1650. On the establishment of the 
Commonwealth, the royal school of Sherborne in its centenary 
year had to submit to fresh statutes of a Puritan character. The 
document itself has not survived, having been probably immediately 
destroyed at the Restoration, but that it existed we know from the 
bill for engrossing it and for "wyne and bread att the publishinge 
and readinge of them"—which sounds appropriately Lenten 
commons. To complete the crushing of the spirit and tradition 
of 1550 the royal arms both on the schoolroom and on the head
master's house were removed "it being commanded and required 
by Captayne Helyar, a Captayne for the Parliament, to be done." 1 2 

The same fate presumably overtook the statue of Edward VI in 
the schoolroom—certainly the complimentary motto was removed. 
This Helyar was very probably an old boy, rejoicing in his new
found powers; there have been several of the name at the school 
since. Rather than acquiesce in this last indignity Hodges, then 
Warden, underwent a token arrest. Later he had the opportunity 
of expressing his true feelings by presenting to the school library a 
volume which till recently was still on the shelves, The Life and 
Martyrdom of Charles I. 

It was reserved for the next headmaster, William Birstall, ten 
years later to give full expression to Sherborne's royalist feelings. 

11. Balch and the trooper, Richard Symonds, seem to have been acquainted. The ages of 
the two men are known approximately, 30 & 27; but to the diarist the other is "the old school
master." 

12. These arms were replaced very soon after the Restoration, having evidently not been 
destroyed, but hidden away in some secure place. 
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The following extract is taken from the Mercurius Publicus of 
1660:— 

"On Monday May 14th, the King's Majesty was with high expressions 
of joy proclaimed by M r Bistal (sic), Master of the King's School, to whom 
Sir John Strangeways, High Steward of Sherborne Castle, did read the 
Proclamation, himself not being able, by reason of his age, to utter it with 
so loud and distinct a voice as was requisit. . . . The said M r Burstal (sic) 
after the Proclamation at the Castle Gate, did with a loud voice beg of 
Almighty God, that of his infinite mercy He would pardon the crying 
sins of all there that were guilty through base fear or otherwise of hypo
critical Protesting, Covenanting, Swearing and engaging against the King's 
most sacred Majesty, and desired them, and all others, now to learn with 
sincere hearts to cry out, G O D S A V E T H E K I N G A N D G E N E R A L 
M O N C K , T H E K I N G S R E S T O R E R . " 

A bad day for the quislings and a great one for the school. There 
were, continues the extract, thousands of troops bivouacking in 
the fields round about the town, "divers consorts of loud music, 
innumerable vollies of shot, and the continual ringing of bells." 
On the Abbey tower hung four large white flags decorated with 
red crosses, while for two days the Conduit "ran with Clarret 
besides many Hogsheads of March Bear. The streets were all 
strewed with rushes and flowers, while maidens at least a hundred 
in number, in white waistcoats, marched hand in hand about the 
streets, a woman beating the drum before them." 
R A L E I G H A N D T H E F R E E G R A M M A R S C H O O L . 1591-1603. 

Over the years the two could hardly have kept apart entirely, 
but so scattered and varied are the references that perhaps it is 
justifiable, even at the cost of some repetition, to collect them to
gether here. 

We have seen the Governors paying their rent to the Lord of the 
Manor in the ordinary way of business. More striking is the school's 
connection with the government enquiry into Raleigh's alleged 
atheism held at Cerne in 1594. One of the presiding commissioners 
was Sir Raufe Horsey, at the time a Sherborne parent, and the 
witnesses included a Governor, Robert Ashbourne, and an ex-
headmaster, John Hancock; however their evidence was not very 
damaging and Raleigh seems to have borne no resentment for any 
part school figures may have played. In 1600 he was pushing the 
claims of a candidate for the headmastership; if the latter turned 
out to be not much good, that is probably neither here nor there. 
Next year we find him reversing the process and helping to rid the 
school of an undesirable Governor. 

These interventions came just before Raleigh's downfall and no 
doubt tongues in school circles wagged all the more busily in 
consequence. The records are far from clear, but the Governors 
appear to have retained counsel with a watching brief in the case. 

It would have been pleasant to trace a continuous and friendly 
connection between the school and so great a man. Actually, 
relations, though definite enough, appear disappointingly inter
mittent and imnersnnal 



C H A P T E R IV 

BIRSTALL, GOODENOUGH, GURGENVEN, 
GERARD 

"Les querelles ne dureraient pas longtemps si le tort n'etait que d'un cote." 
—La Rochefoucauld. 

TH E inception of the Puritan regime ushered in a period of 
the school's history notable for continued strife between 
successive headmasters and bodies of Governors. For well 

over a century and a half dispute followed dispute, sometimes 
resulting in the dismissal of the headmaster, sometimes in his 
triumph in the face of all opposition. A primary cause was doubtless 
the conservatism of a governing body consisting predominantly of 
men themselves educated at the school conflicting with fresh ideas 
and new methods of headmasters outside the tradition. It was a 
corrupt age and neither side had a monopoly of faults or virtues, 
but the continuity of the wrangling is strange; it colours the whole 
history of the period and there is evidence in plenty to show that 
from time to time it was extremely bad for the school's reputation 
and prosperity.1 

The first name to be associated with discord is that- of William 
Birstall (1653-63) who came to Sherborne from Ottery School. 
His royalist sentiments have already been alluded to. The circum
stances of his appointment were curious. Despite the times the 
governing body were apparently allowed free choice of their head
masters and from an erased entry in the Minute Book it would 
appear that they had on August 21st, 1653, made all arrangements 
with Robert Frampton, a member of the well-known and intensely 
loyal Dorset family, who at the time was teaching elsewhere in 
the county. Seemingly, however, some hitch occurred and he never 
came. 2 Left thus in a quandary the Governors on September 18th 
hastily appointed Birstall, giving him the sum of £10 "for his better 
incouragement." This gratuity is some measure of their difficulty in 
filling the post at such short notice. Moreover, while Birstall's 
political opinions were, by Sherborne standards, quite above 
suspicion, his professional conduct was not so blameless. Only two 
years' before he had set himself up in Dorchester as a freelance 
schoolmaster at a time when the regular master and usher of the 

1. Conflict became so much the normal thing that as late as 1868 Harper could write to 
the Warden (on the eve of the dissolution of the old order) expressing his appreciation of the 
disappearance of "the last traces of the traditionary antagonism between masters and Governors." 

2. Later he became Bishop of Gloucester. 

30 
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school there had recently been dismissed and he had received an 
official rebuke from the town authorities.3 

Despite this somewhat unauspicious beginning, at first all went 
smoothly at Sherborne. Hostilities had ceased, rents were recovered 
and the school went through the not uncommon experience of a 
post-war boom. In fact by 1656 between £700 and £800 had been 
saved and were lying idle. But this very circumstance soon served 
to render the headmaster dissatisfied and in a long memorandum 
he set out his reasons for complaint. 

In spite of the apparently favourable terms of his engagement, 
his removal from Ottery had meant financial loss. Since his arrival 
he had been allowed to spend some £20 of his own money on the 
school, yet with all these funds available there was no talk of 
reimbursement. The Governors were neglecting their duty of keeping 
the place in ordinary repair. True they had built new cellars beneath 
the Brewhouse, but had failed to arrange proper seating for the 
boys in the Abbey, and far from restoring the schoolroom, about 
which there had been much discussion, they did not even maintain 
such essentials as the "Seates, Deskes and Shelves without which 
the Scholars cannot so conveniently either write their Exercises or 
so readyly make use of their books, when they have occasion of many 
about them, as they might doe." Personal grievances about tenancy 
were not lacking either, for the headmaster had had himself to take 
over his predecessor's effects at a valuation, "brewing vessels, 
bedsteads, tables, presses, etc.," while "that Confounding Gutter 
between the Church and us, which according to the judgement of 
sundry workmen that have viewed it, will cost you no lesse, to 
remedy that great Inlett of water, that most part of winter and all 
rayny Weather for the whole year renders those two rooms that lye 
under it very incommodious, besides the rotting of the stairs and that 
large Presse in the Chamber." Birstall did not ask money for him
self; indeed, he offered to forego all claim to what he had disbursed 
on the school, provided that the Governors would spend a like sum 
on the library, himself being ready to give "a faire paire of Globes 
and bookes worth eleven or 12 pounds." 4 

But more important than finance was the matter of professional 
pride. The headmaster had been brought to Sherborne under false 
pretences and certain portions of the Statutes sprung upon him 

3. Dorchester Municipal Records. "April 12th, 1651. This day Mr Birstall was sent for into 
this hall and this Companie declared theye were not pleased with his taking of a place in the 
Towne (as they conceive) in opposition unto them and the discouraginge of a Schoolemaster to 
come into this place, and therefore that they cannot approve of his settlement in that piace." 

4. The account for 1658 has the following:— 
"For carriage of two gloabes from London given by Mr Richard Newman formerly 

a scholar here. 7/1" 
The coincidence is striking enough to raise doubts as to Birstall's bona fides on this particular 
point. This Richard Newman can hardly be the headmaster of the name. In any case he is the 
first O.S. benefactor. The globes themselves have disappeared. 
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without having previously been disclosed. Moreover, the Governors 
had not been loyal. If there was any fault in his administration, no 
one was more ready than he to discuss possible changes, but covert 
hostility and gossip behind his back were intolerable. In short, the 
memorandum concludes, his position was impossible and he pro
posed to avail himself of the leave of absence allowed by statute; 
his wife would remain behind and receive the result of the Governors' 
deliberations. 

This jeremiad of Birstall's cannot but evoke some sympathy; 
his grievances are one and all reasonable and in their simplicity 
they bear the hallmark of truth. There seems little doubt that the 
Governors, as a body, were being obstructive and, having made 
their appointment of a headmaster in haste, were now repenting at 
leisure and determined to make things difficult for Birstall with a 
view to forcing his resignation. It is all in keeping that no response 
was made to his complaints, even though they dealt with things 
that financially were mere bagatelles. Three years later, however, 
Birstall raised very strongly the question of restoring the school
room; but this, likely to involve a large outlay, was a very different 
matter, and a plot was hatched to get rid of a man who had proved 
himself so uncompromising. A t the end of 1659 Birstall was offered 
a special honorarium of £20 over and above his salary, somewhat 
cynically in appreciation of his outstanding services to the school. 
This he accepted and undertook in addition to spend no more of 
his own money about the place, but to leave everything to the 
Governors. Having thus weakened his hand, he received at the 
beginning of 1660 summary notice to quit on the following Lady 
Day. Events then moved fast and a squabble that had started over 
trifles became a serious dispute. Enraged by what he regarded as a 
breach of faith, Birstall brought an action against the Governors for 
misuse of the endowment. This was with reference to the annuity of 
£40 paid to the Vicar; as noted above it was illegal and inequitable, 
possessing solely some slight moral justification in the school's free 
use of the Abbey clergy—an argument which the Governors were 
naturally not slow to bring forward. Almost simultaneously Birstall's 
opponents appointed a successor to him in the person of Edward 
Allanson, then teaching at Taunton School. The latter must have 
been a man singularly lacking in pride, for it was made quite plain 
to him from the start that if Birstall refused to go, and it was by no 
means certain that he could be removed, there would be no salary 
available. As things turned out Allanson had an extremely humiliat
ing experience; while the Governors were still taking legal opinion 
on the case, a deputation of their number called on Birstall accom
panied by their nominee, and standing in the hall of the old School 
House, demanded immediate possession. Birstall, with the action still 
pending, very naturally refused point blank to go. It is hard to 
conceive a situation more degrading than that in which the unlucky 
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headmaster-elect found himself, and imagination boggles at the 
explanations which must have been necessary on his return to 
Taunton. 

Forewarned by this episode, Birstall, as an insurance against 
his possible eviction, began negotiations with the authorities at 
Blandford School and later in the year was virtually appointed to 
the headmastership there; he did not in the event take up the 
post, but the very fact that it was offered him tends to show he was 
a man of good standing, and the Dorchester episode forgotten. 

In due course in 1661 the lawsuit was heard before the Com
missioners for Charitable Uses sitting at Blandford. In their defence 
the Governors could only voice vague charges against Birstall of 
"neglecting the school and abusing the company". As to the former, 
he "had but seven scholars on his side," while the latter was appa
rently a suggestion that he had tried to stir up resentment against 
them in their additional capacity as Brethren of the Almshouse 
amongst the poorer elements in the town—an accusation refuted 
entirely by everything else that is known of Birstall. His supporters 
in the school may have been few, but he had, it was said, "imployed 
his paynes about those scholars many extraordinary howers." 
Admittedly the headmaster had had to absent himself in London— 
to see what could be done about getting his salary—but "his' place 
was supplied by the usher and head scholars,5 and since the removal 
of the usher" (himself under fire from the Governors) things had 
been seen to by " M r Swayne, chaplain to the Bishop of Bristol." 
If this sounds like leaving a pale young curate in a somewhat 
ticklish situation, it was none of Birstall's doing and inevitably, 
despite their appeal to the Lord Chancellor, the decision went 
against the Governors. The headmaster had won a great victory 
over his opponents, but naturally enough he was to find the atmos
phere still strained, and negotiations dragged on throughout the 
year 1662. Arbitrators, seeing that the position was irretrievable, 
suggested that Birstall should leave his post as soon as possible, 
but not before receiving £140, arrears of salary, as an inducement 
for him to do so, £60 cash down and the remaining £80 to be handed 
over in the church porch immediately after he had finally quitted the 
premises! A t last we find Birstall in 1663 summoned to the Half 
M o o n Hotel and ejected from his position by the High Sheriff of 
Dorset. Whatever the reason for such a dramatic exit, his preferment 
to a living (and election as a Canon of Wells a year or two earlier) 
perhaps served to convince Birstall that an equally useful and less 
stormy existence was possible elsewhere. Thus departed, with most 
of the honours, the first headmaster to challenge the Governors on 
matters of policy. For this alone his place in the annals is secure, but 

5. The first, but bv no mean1! t f lP last, rernrrlprl inelancp r . f K A M C 1 w « n . i c o H ; ~ , . , o . . 
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perhaps even more so for what is discussed in a later chapter—his 
pioneer work in establishing games at the school, a thing curiously 
timed under the Puritan regime. O f his merits as a teacher nothing 
is known, but amongst his pupils was Will iam Thornton, the 
celebrated divine. -

Birstall was succeeded not by Allanson, who doubtless had had 
enough by now of Sherborne and its ways, but by a Wykehamist, 
Joseph Allen (1663-70) of whom few details survive save that he was 
elected a Fellow of New College by the Parliamentary visitors of 
1655 and ejected on the Restoration in 1660. The appointment of 
such a man to royalist Sherborne is extraordinary and can only be 
explained by the Governors' anxiety after the recent upheaval to 
obtain a safe and pliable tool. This Allen undoubtedly was; at the 
time of his appointment he was but 28 and of his reign at Sherborne 
not a trace survives; moreover, the Governors' Minutes hint that 
his ultimate departure was at their wish rather than his. He died aged 
49 when Rector of Maiden Newton. His memorial there, though 
largely covered by a modern altar stand, can still be identified—the 
earliest such to a Sherborne Headmaster by 100 years; thus in this 
at the end Allen has his little distinction. 

The Great Plague seriously affected the town during this period 
(a note in the Parish Register reads, "The plague began in the month 
of October 1665, hereabut it broke out about the 28 November"). 
It is obscure to what extent the school was affected, but the Gover
nors, in their capacity of public men, were active in organising relief. 
A letter is extant addressed to Hugh Hodges mentioning a general 
exodus f rom the town to the surrounding villages, where the evacuees 
(as in 1940-44) were not always welcome, particularly if, as often 
happened, they had been in contact with the infection. 

Yet, public spirited though they may have been in this, the 
Governors, as regards their school duties, were a shiftless, not to 
say shifty, body of men. If any doubt of this remains after the 
Birstall case it is removed by its sequel, for their quarrel with the 
headmaster was followed by a dispute with the Bishop of Bristol— 
in this case over the form of the statutes. We have seen that the 
set current at this time was that promulgated in 1650, though it is 
uncertain whether these were used in the years immediately follow
ing the Restoration or whether reversion was made to those of 
1592; in either case time was ripe for revision. Twice, in 1660 
and 1663, attempts were made to thresh out with the Bishop some
thing acceptable to both sides, but on each occasion without 
success. By an unusual chance the draft drawn up by Bishop 
Ironside in 1663 survives in a mutilated form among the school 
papers. It is obvious why it proved unacceptable to the Governors, 
since it was proposed that no master should be dismissed or even 
reprimanded without the Bishop's concurrence. Both provisos 
were an echo of the Birstall case and a plain indication of where 
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the Bishop's own sympathies lay. The intransigence of the Governors 
was evidently extreme, so much so that in 1665 Ironside was moved 
to report in somewhat bitter terms to his Archbishop. "These men," 
he wrote, "are by their statutes to make orders (by which the school 
is to be governed) cum advisamento Epi . Bristoll, but these late 
times hath taught them to Cast off that yoke, and they being in the 
peculiar of the Deane of Sarum, the Bishop of Bristol hath noe 
power to require their obedience, soe they Doe what they please; 
the Schoole-master his name is Joseph Allen a Bachelor of Lawes, 
but what their Usher is, or whether they have any or noe I cannot 
learn. Upon their entreats I tooke some paynes to make them schoole 
orders, but they refuse to receive them, because they think those 
orders to entrench upon their prerogatives, which I humbly con
ceive is worth your graces cognisance." But Bishop Ironside never 
succeeded in getting his statutes accepted. 

The peaceful interval afforded by Allen was destined to be 
rudely shattered by his successor, John Goodenough (1670-83) 
who came to Sherborne from Ilminster School. His name will 
always be associated with the building of a new library and the 
unique chronogram with which he marked the alterations made 
to the schoolroom. But these, the product of his first year of office, 
represent his main contribution to Sherborne; for thereafter and in 
every other way he served the place extremely i l l . 

By this time it was a general indictment against schoolmasters 
that they yielded to the temptation to supplement their salaries 
by occupations other than teaching—particularly taking clerical 
duty. Goodenough was a layman though, and even from the start 
seems to have shown little interest in religious education. In 1673 
the Governors had to order him to be more punctilious in his 
attendance with the boys at the Abbey services. But i f he could 
not go guinea-pigging, Goodenough was not slow to find another 
means of obtaining profitable outside work. Within four years of 
his arrival he had acquired by some shift or other medical qualifica
tions of a sort (probably by episcopal licence) and his critics alleged 
that he spent many days "practising phisick" away from the school, 
much to its detriment. 

When Goodenough did attend to his teaching, there was another 
charge levelled against him—that of illegally levying a fee for 
educating his pupils. This was not pressed at the time; better 
perhaps if it had been, for the practice was to lead to infinite trouble 
and harm to the school forty years later under Wilding. Not content 
with this, Goodenough was also, it was asserted, "o f an evill life, 
giving i l l examples to the schollers by his frequent being drunk 
having been so founde and taken up in the street." 

N o doubt it was this state of affairs that finally induced the 
Governors to begin negotiations with Bishop Gulston for a fresh 
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set of statutes designed to increase their powers over recalcitrant 
headmasters. Goodenough, getting wind of this, naturally enough 
was far from pleased at such a turn of events. "Or. Governors," he 
wrote furiously to an influential friend in 1679, "have clancularly 0 

contrived, and prevailed with ye L d . Bp. of Bristol to sign Orders 
of such Importance as will not only render the service of or. places, 
troublesome enough of themselves, intolerable, but leave us utterly 
exposed to ye arbitrary disposall of a Company of whom not one 
in five understands true English from false. Master and usher shall 
lose their places i f they exercise any other imploymt, how much 
need so'er they may have to support their families. As far as I can 
learn ye Bp. is like to let slip out of his fingers his sole and proper 
power of visiting ye Schoole to a Company of illiterate tradesmen; 
wch. Bp. Ironsides (sic), to whom application was made to ye same 
purpose, rejected with indignacion, calling them a pack of K(naves) 
for endeavouring to lay such impositions upon Scholars." 

None the less in that same year the new statutes were ratified. 
The practice of other professions was indeed forbidden and the 
unrestricted right of reprimand retained, but no more than before 
could the Governors gain the power of dismissal without the 
Bishop's consent. And in 1683 we find them complaining of the 
"clogg of the Byshop's negative voice in or. elections of M r . and 
Usher never granted to him by patent nor claymed before." We are 
left in little doubt about the character of the Governors at this 
time and the nature of the relations they wished to maintain with 
their masters. 

But it was not these domestic faults and disputes alone, but 
rather his political views that ultimately led to Goodenough's 
downfall. In 1680 he was unwise enough to allow his name to be 
associated with Shaftesbury and the Exclusion Bi l l , and, as another 
Sherborne headmaster was to find two hundred years later, politics 
and the scholastic profession do not mix, particularly in times when 
public opinion is divided and feeling runs high. The parents of 
Sherborne boys, who regarded themselves as loyal, withdrew their 
sons in large numbers and sent them to Winchester, where, un
fortunately for Goodenough's reputation as a teacher, the learning 
of Wykehamists compared very favourably with that of Shirburnians, 
the latter "not being fitt for any other school, but must beginn again 
as at f irst ," 7 

6. "Secretly". 'Classed as a new and uncouth word in 1656, though it had been used by good 
writers for more than a generation.' N.E.D. Was Goodenough striving to impress? 

7. Corroborative evidence of this migration is provided by the Long Rolls of Winchester 
which show an increase from 44 in 1677 to 77 in 1682. Two names of boys are alike in the lists 
of both schools, but lack of initials prevents positive identification. It was, too, in 1683 the building 
was begun of the New School at Winchester (for long the finest in the kingdom). One school's 
loss, as ever, proved another's gain. Despite the shortcomings of his teaching, Goodenough had 
at least one brilliant pupil, James Farewell, whom Wood calls "a witty young man and tolerable 
poet." He died young, otherwise he might have achieved much. As it is he is the first of Sherborne 
poets—forerunner of such men as Lewis Morris, Zachary Edwards and Cecil Day Lewis, Poet 
Laureate 1968. Thomas Creech could not, as Hutchins alleges, have been educated at Sherborne 
during this period (vide infra). 
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The "seditious and unmannerly petition," on top of everything 
else, was too much for public opinion at Sherborne, and all were 
at one in combining against the indiscreet headmaster. The Gover
nors, now headed by Nathaniel Highmore as Warden, proclaimed 
their intention of giving "a new light and life to our languishing 
school"; to this end they could call on the support not only of the 
Bishop, but also the Earl of Bristol who, though he had no official 
connection with the school, was moved to write, "Being a Royal 
foundation and so well endowed, it were pitty any but a Loyal man 
should enjoy i t . . . And M r Goodenough by his siding and associat
ing himself with dissenters and factious people (not to mention his 
relations in the plott with whom doubtlesse he holds a Correspon
dence) cannot be thought by any reasonable man a fitt person to 
hold any longer the place of master in the said school." 

The exact extent of Goodenough's political machinations will 
probably never be known, but the reference to a plot and the fact 
that he survived three years at Sherborne after the commotion 
caused by the Exclusion Bi l l make the following extracts from 
the Privy Council Proceedings in 1683 of considerable interest. Tn 
October of that year, just about the time Goodenough left Sher
borne, is a reference to a letter "from Trenchard to Goodenough." 
The former was a member of the well-known Dorset family, the 
latter in this instance not the Sherborne headmaster, but either 
Richard or Francis Goodenough, both notorious men who were 
wanted by the government for alleged complicity in the Rye House 
Plot. Another entry mentions a certain Christopher Battiscombe, 
sufficiently dangerous to be kept under arrest at the time, as having 
"tokens to carry to Sherborne from Goodenough and others." 
Thus, though the evidence is only circumstantial, it seems likely 
enough that the West Country was a seat of disaffection and at 
least possible that the Sherborne Goodenough was related to the 
other two of that name and implicated in much darker matters 
than merely the Exclusion Bi l l . But whatever the nature of his 
intrigues Goodenough was helpless against the array of his enemies 
and in 1683 he quitted the position in which he had done himself 
so little credit. He goes down in Sherborne history as the man 
who in a variety of ways made the maximum number of mistakes. 

The Earl of Bristol who was so anxious to see the last of 
Goodenough also took it upon himself to recommend a successor 
to the Governors. This was Thomas Curgenven, a 39-year-old 
Cornishman who had made a name for himself at Blandford 
School and who was evidently an ambitious man, not afraid of 
difficulties if he thought they would make for his advancement. 
"It is not (Blessed be God)," he wrote in his formal letter of applica
tion for the Sherborne headmastership, "a necessitous fortune that 
makes me hungry after more, nor want of kindness that makes me 
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uneasy. A n d as to the latter 1 must in all ways own that the genius 
of Blandford hath been still charming to me." His object was rather, 
he continues, "to gain a number to that Nursery, whose fame for 
some years hath been loud for nothing but salary"—an eloquent 
comment on the state to which the vagaries of Goodenough had 
reduced the school. 

In his efforts to work up the numbers Curgenven was com
paratively successful, for towards the end of his time he had in 
his house thirty tablers, a fairly fu l l complement (day boys would 
certainly be in proportion), though right at the end there was an 
epidemic of smallpox in the school which reduced their number 
to seven. But i f boys were a fluctuating commodity, books were 
not, and it will always be Curgenven's achievement to have founded 
the corpus of books for the recently built library. Between 1687 
and 1691 he induced the Governors to spend no less than £150 on 
new purchases. The sum sounds small to-day, but then it repre
sented the master's salary for more than two years and was thus 
comparatively enormous. 

The resources of the school were increased at the beginning 
of Curgenven's time by the bequest of its first direct exhibition 
endowment, 8 for, not content with his many other services to 
Sherborne during his lifetime, on his death in 1684 Nathaniel 
Highmore left directions as follows:— 

"1 do give unto my Couzin John Burbidge five pounds per annum for 
six years towards his Maintenance in the university if he stays there so 
long to be raised out of the Rents of my Houses in the burrough of Newland" 
in Sherborne by my Executors and by them to be paid to him and after 
the Expiration of that six Years or for less when he shall leave the University 
then I do give that five pounds per annum to such poor boy as shall be 
sent from the free Grammar School in Sherborne by the Choice of the 
Governors of the said Schoolmaster with my executors to the university 
for the same terme of Six Years if he shall continue there so long and so 
from time to time during the terme of Seventy Six years." 

The disposal of the money appears to have been in the hands 
of his widow. The letter from the unfortunate exhibitioner quoted 
below stresses not only the caprice of this lady, but also the kindly 
generosity of Curgenven, who, like all good headmasters, had to 
share everybody's troubles whether germane to his office or not. 

8. The idea of an exhibition was not a new one at Sherborne. Writing in 1656 Birstall 
complained that an award of £ I0 -£J2 yearly to the university had been promised by the Governors, 
but never given, "for any poor Lad that was hopefull to make a good scholar and a sober man; 
which very consideration I confesse it ingenuously to you, had a mayne sway upon me in my 
removall in hopes I might find so much love at your hands as to procure such an exhibition from 
you for one I had been at great charge to bring up, my Brother, I meane, who has been an orphan 
for many years and for at least seaven years upon my charge, only upon no other tye than my 
Brotherly affection, though he was but my father's sonne by a second wife." Artless nepotism, to 
be counterbalanced only by a queer case of mistimed self-sacrifice that occurred at the school 
more than two hundred years later. In 1887 two brothers were sitting the examination for the Sher
borne scholarship. The more able did so conspicuously badly that enquiries were made and it 
transpired that he had purposely produced far less than his best in order to ensure his brother's 
success. The Governors were unable to give their imprimatur to this quixotic design. 

9. A reminder of the time when its status was higher than now. According to Hutchins, 
in the 14th century Newland returned members to Parliament. 
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"Rnd Sir, 
Your letter together wth. ye money yu. sent me, I received and give 

you hearty thankes. I am sorry Mrs Heighmore is so unconstant but I 
hope by a second application she may be brought to a better and more 
fixt resolution. The favour you did me by laying down ye money out of 
your own pocket is very great and ye kindnesse by sending it so oppor
tunely unspeakable wch. I shall for ever with all gratitude acknowledge. 
T have according to your desire sent you a receipt in full, I remaine, 

your most humble servant 
Oxon. Bal. Coll. J O H N B E D E L L . 

Aug. 13 '94. 
Received of Mr Thomas Curgenven ye sume of ten pounds for ye 

space of two years past. £10 - 0 - 0 by me John Bedell."10 

Curgenven ruled the school from 1683 to 1695, in stirring times 
by which Sherborne was not left untouched. Within the space of 
four years two revolutions emanated from the West Country, one 
a dismal failure, the other a success that changed the course of 
English history. In 1685 Monmouth made his abortive attempt to 
seize power. Sherborne was a base for royal artillery during the 
campaign of suppression, and true to tradition the Abbey bells 
rang to celebrate Sedgemoor. But grimmer things were to follow, 
for seven victims of the Bloody Assize were hanged from the Bow 
Arch and their skulls and quarters afterwards displayed there; the 
spot is but twenty yards from the school and must have been in 
full view of the boys on their way to work. 

Three years later came Will iam of Orange on his triumphal 
procession from Torbay and "dined at my Lord of Bristoll's house 
in Sherborne, sending his cooks before to prepare it ." The story 
runs it was here in the Castle that he set up the printing press 
whence issued his proclamation, cracking in the process the hearth
stone on which it rested. 1 1 We may be sure that work at school 
did not continue uninterrupted on occasions like these. In the 
account for 1688-89 may be read: "Allowed for ye Warden and 
Governors under their taking ye Oath upon ye late Revolucion 
pd. ye Clerke of ye peace 18/." Corporate loyalty was evidently 
a duty and one that had to be paid for. 

A story survives of Curgenven in his later days, diverting in 
itself and illustrative of the complications to which pluralism could 
lead. On appointing Curgenven in 1683 the Governors, rendered 
prudent by their recollections of Goodenough, had bound him in 
the sum of £400 not to do clerical work or practise physic. Despite 
this, in 1691 Curgenven took the living of Orcheston St George, 
near Salisbury. The retiring incumbent had been suspected of 
leanings towards Papistry, and it was perhaps owing to this that 

10. A list of subsequent recipients, more or less completing the tally, came to light from an 
unexpected source a matter of hours after the 5th edition of the Sherborne Register went to press 
in 1965. But perhaps the names of these 18th century intellectuals may yet see the light of day in 
the 6th edition. 

11. Thus local tradition, rejecting Sir Hugh Speke's notorious forgery. 
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the Governors, upholders ex officio of the state religion, were 
disposed to grant their headmaster a special dispensation and a 
chance to undo the mischief. But his induction to his new cure 
was not auspicious. "On the 12th M a y , " runs the record in the 
Wilts Quarter Sessions, "Thomas Curgenven of Sherborne, clerk 
or schoolmaster, broke violently into the said church with an iron 
bar, the key not being forthcoming, who then tolled the bell for 
his induction and assaulted John Mortimer (the churchwarden) 
for following him." Though after this incident there was even 
issued a warrant for Curgenven's arrest, eventually the prosecution 
was allowed to drop and Curgenven retained the living until 1694. 
But relations between the rector and his parishioners can hardly 
have been cordial; as in similar cases elsewhere, the work if done 
at all was probably delegated to a curate. Yet ten years later we 
find this same man voluntarily undertaking the S.P.C.K. organisa
tion for the whole of Dorset. A pluralist was not always an idler. 

In 1694 Curgenven, on succeeding to the much more convenient 
living of Folke, near Sherborne, resigned his headmastership in 
favour of Thomas Creech. This famous scholar "learned, much 
admired, much envied", 35 years of age, had himself been one of 
Curgenven's pupils at Blandford. 1 2 He was now a Fellow of A l l 
Souls and well known for his brilliant translations of Horace and 
Lucretius. 1 3 But he was a man of unstable character and in the 
interval between his election and taking up office, obtained a better 
preferment and in the words of the Governors' Minute, "he after
wards refused the said place and came not." A year or two later 
he turned down the rectorship of Welwyn in similar circumstances, 
and finally, in 1700, committed suicide (like his own Lucretius) in 
a garret at Oxford, unbalanced apparently by an unhappy love affair 
and financial worries. His body was only found five days later by a 
maid and the whole affair caused a considerable stir, provoking, in 
the manner of the day, satirical, not to say scurrilous, elegies and 
pamphlets. "One of the most applauded wits we had, and one who 
for several curious pieces deserved well of the commonwealth of 
learning," was the verdict of Hearne, the antiquary. But it was 
perhaps with greater insight that Bishop Tanner had written of him: 

12. Hutchins has fallen into error in saying Creech was educated at Sherborne; there is 
no doubt he was taught by Curgenven, to whom he pays tribute in the preface to his Horace: 
"I am bound thankfully to acknowledge the pious care of Mr Thomas Curgenven, now of Shirburn 
in Dorsetshire, in this matter: he did not want, or if he had, his Virtue and Industry had con
temned such Helps, having searched into the Secrets of the Classicks, and being an excellent 
Example of unwearied Diligence, and regular Carriage, to all under his Tuition; to his Instruction 
I owe what at present I understand of these Books, and to his Rules my hopes of future Attain
ments." But Creech was born in 1659 and Curgenven did not come to Sherborne till 1683, eight 
years after the former had gone up to Wadham. 

13. Copies of these are in the School Library, the former with a portrait of the author. 
Creech also translated Manilius and Theocritus (dedicating one Idyll to Curgenven). H . A. J. 
Monro (himself an aspirant to the Sherborne headmastership in 1845) wrote, "a man of sound 
sense and good taste, but to judge from his book of somewhat arrogant and supercilious temper . . . 
His Lucretius however owing to the clearness and brevity of the notes has continued to be the 
popular one from that time to the present." 
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"1 always feared he would be mad at last; and the only way to 
prevent it will be to help him to such preferment as his great merit 
deserves." 

Thus Sherborne failed to secure the services of a man who could 
never have been dull and who might have done much for the 
scholarship of the place, but who from other points of view was 
probably no great loss. As things were, there was no alternative 
for Curgenven but to carry on for one more year in circumstances 
that were an ironic reversal of those thirty years before. Then 
the headmaster in residence had resolutely refused to go when 
confronted with his successor; now the headmaster-elect equally 
refused to come. 

The gap was eventually filled by the appointment of George 
Gerard, a Dorset man born at Stalbridge, then, like Curgenven 
before him, headmaster of Blandford School . 1 4 His time is marked 
by the erection of the Box Buildings in 1697, the greatest single 
addition to the school premises from the refoundation till the 
middle of the 19th century. The extension was due to the recent 
epidemic of smallpox mentioned above in which several boys had 
died, a tragedy bringing home the necessity of "having proper 
accommodation for the sick. Thus at the west end of the school 
garden projecting some 40 feet northwards from the Abbey was 
built a three-storey block with the date 1697 on its eastern face, 
"a parlour and a woodhouse with several chambers over it for 
sick boys." The cost was well over £400, its erection took six 
months and it was guaranteed by the builders for twenty-one years. 
In the event it stood for one hundred and fifty-eight, and as it is 
believed to be one of the earliest instances in England of a school 
sanatorium, so it must have been one of the longest l ived . 1 5 

In 1709 the school was flooded; a tablet in the Abbey 
Ambulatory put up by Thomas Mansell, an O.S. and Governor, 
commemorates the occasion. It reads:— 

"In remembrance of a great hailstorm May 16th 1709 between the 
hours of one and four in the afternoon, which stopping the course of a 
small river west of this church caused of a sudden an extraordinary flood 
in the Abbey Garden and Green; running with so rapid a stream that it 
forced open the north door of the church, displaced and removed about 
7222 foot of the pavement and was 2 foot and 10 inches high as it passed 
out at this south door." 

14. He was elected and sworn in on 29th March 1695, a day of some note for the Sherborne 
staff with the simultaneous appointment of a new usher, Robert Forrester, O.S. of Trinity Oxford, 
a man of 30 who however died within six months. He was replaced by John Butt, also an O.S. of 
Trinity, who proved more durable and lasted for 23 years—a record equalled only by James Thomas 
(1737-1760) and surpassed only by Thomas James (1814-1860). 

15. In consequence it was found necessary to move "the ancient door leading into the house 
of office" and to make access easy the Governors had to secure from their neighbours land 
"nyneteene inches in length from North to South and also nyneteene inches in breadth from East 
to West being a Triangle plot." Desirable, no doubt, but surely the smallest of the school's many 
conveyances—not to mention the most improbable geometrically. 
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A contemporary observer mentions hailstones six inches in 
circumference and writes: "Such a weight of water broke out of 
the River and ran into Shirborn Church that it beat down many 
seats and broke up the Pavement of the Church all over and was 
reckoned to have done in that Town 5000£ damage." Rumour is 
a lying jade; the Churchwardens' accounts record but £95 spent 
in repairs. The school, directly in the path of the unruly stream 
(the Newell water that now feeds the bath), did not escape un
scathed. The only special payment for 1709 was "For clensing 
ye Schoole after ye Great Floud, 1/0." But the next year there is 
an unusually heavy item for pitching, paving and mending the 
Conduit pipes torn up by the pressure. 

Gerard's tenure of office was long (1695-1720), but not other
wise remarkable. Toogood's manuscript history of the school, to 
which much reference will be made later, speaks approvingly of his 
capabilities, and any praise is high praise from such a hard critic. 
Gerard was a sound scholar, 1 6 a Fellow of Wadham, and in touch 
with Oxford men; Hearne mentions meeting him in 1713 and 
discussing Roman numismatics. But all good things must come 
to an end. Gerard had been fifty when appointed, an unusually 
advanced age, and a Governors' Minute of 1719 (when he was 74) 
sets on record " M r Gerard by reason of the many Infirmitys 
attending his age being rendered uncapable of discharging his duty 
as Master was this day sent for before the Company . . . to know 
if he would resigne his Master's place; to which the said M r Gerard 
replyed he would keep the said Schoole as long as he could." 
Evidently, like Wood and Grove before him, Gerard was of the 
tenacious breed, and it was only by asking his successor to-provide 
a pension of £30 out of his own pocket that the Governors were 
able to be rid of him; they probably reckoned that the pension 
would not have to run for many years, a correct enough supposition, 
for in 1721 the old man died "viribus sensim labantibus" as his 
tombstone, once visible in the Abbey, was forced to record. To 
have an exact account of the school at the end of such an over-long 
regime would be interesting. But the records are silent; there 
survive but a specially large bill for refurbishing the premises, and 
a passing reference in Magna Britannia, an up-to-date guide book 
published in 1720, which speaks of a "Fair Free School, noted for 
its good Order." But for candour the student of the past must 
not turn to guide books. Perhaps Wilding's subsequent protesta
tions of how much he had done to restore the school, even making 
allowances for traditional disparagement of a predecessor, tell the 
truest tale of all. 

16. A magnificent edition of Thomas Aquinas, presented by him, still survives in the School 
Library. 
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C U R G E N V E N A N D T H E PITTS 

A Dorset rectory and the India of the early 18th century have 
no very obvious connection. Yet such existed, and while the two 
were most closely associated during the period when Curgenven 
had left the school and was Rector of Folke, it casts some light on 
Sherborne and contemporary ideas of education in general. 

While still at Blandford Curgenven had married the daughter 
of the Rector of that town. This was a Miss Dorothy Pitt, sister 
of the Thomas Pitt who towards the end of the century went out 
to India as governor of Madras and who later gained such notoriety 
by his acquisition of the Pitt diamond. His wife and family, con
sisting of his eldest son Robert, two younger boys and two girls, 
he left in England, perforce very largely cutting himself off from 
them owing to the difficulty of communications. "I should be glad 
to know what is become of our relations," the Nabob was soon 
writing, "having not heard from one since I came out, but Brother 
Curgenven." The latter seems from the start to have had unofficially 
some of the duties of a guardian, 1 7 and in 1703 he sanctioned the 
marriage of Robert to Harriet Villiers, daughter of Lord Grandison, 
"a virtuous fine young lady with a good fortune." From this union 
sprang William Pitt, later famous as Earl of Chatham. 

Three years later Thomas Pitt quarrelled with his wife and 
expressed great dissatisfaction with his eldest son's care of the 
younger children. " I f my son Robert had followed my orders, 
which he has neither done in that nor in anything else, these boys 
had been in Holland learning accounts as well as languages and 
the mathematics, which would have fitted them for business, for 
my children must busk for their bread or starve. Two years at an 
academy were enough to varnish them over; therefore I think 
they were right to leave that place and to learn what would do them 
more good." Plenty to-day, like Governor Pitt, confuse mere 
technical training with true education, to their sons' sad detriment. 

However, the upshot of Pitt's feeling against Robert was that 
Curgenven was given legal charge of the younger children. Later 
on Pitt modified his utilitarian views on education and requested 
that his youngest boy should be sent to the best school in England. 
It is sad to have to record that Brother Curgenven saw fit to choose 
an establishment other than Sherborne. Shortly thereafter his sight 
failed and he ceased to have any further say in the affairs of his 
wards. None the less, in return for what had already been done, 
Pitt exerted himself in his turn to give a helping hand to the relations 
of his brother-in-law. By his recommendation he secured for 

17. "Your Brother Curgenven," wrote Pitt's London agent to his master, "I take to be a 
very honest just man, and heartily for your interest." 
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Curgenven's son Thomas, who was possibly educated at Sherborne, 
a post as factor in Bengal. His nephew, Peter Curgenven, who is 
definitely claimed as an O.S . , 1 8 also spent many years trading in 
India and had connections with Pitt. In 1701 Curgenven was writing 
to the latter, "Before this my nephew hath saluted you with a letter 
or found a grave in the waves." This Peter was in a large way of 
business and owned a fleet of ships, amongst them—according to 
one account—a 22-gun frigate of 250 tons, the Sherborne. The vessel, 
perhaps named after her owner's old school, was taken in 1712 near 
the Cape of Good Hope by three French privateers, but later restored. 

In 1720 Peter Curgenven was himself captured by pirates off 
the west coast of India and spent five years as a galley slave. It is 
said that on his return to England he died from a galled leg, the 
result of wearing chains during his servitude. 

18. The earliest known example of what must always have been a regular feature—the 
education at the school of members of masters' families. Father-son would clearly have been the 
most usual relationship (only in recent times made less common by the half fees exchange scheme); 
but there have been others besides. C. C. Tancock (1864-70) arrived when his brother, O.W., 
had been a year on the staff and spent the whole of his time under him. Conversely C. S. Whitehead 
O.S. came as a master just a year after his brilliant brother, A .N . , had entered as a boy. 

But the most curious setup remains that of the Pearse brothers. The eldest, J.T., was on the 
staff 1852-60 (a housemaster from 1855), the middle, G.J., from 1855-6 and 1859, while the youngest 
came as a boy in 1856 (not however to his brother's house) and—perhaps fortunately—proceeded 
to do very well, being for three years head of school. 

In 1856 therefore the three brothers were all at Sherborne together, two as masters and one 
as a boy. 



CHAPTER V 

WILDING 
"The worst paid and the most richly rewarded profession in the world." 

F T E R the aged Gerard a headmaster of energy and vigour 
was required, and such the Governors believed they had 
found in Benjamin Wilding. Born at Shrewsbury thirty-nine 

years before, he had spent twelve years in Oxford, where "by his 
public performances both in the College and in the University" he 
had acquired the reputation of a "learned and ingenious man." A t 
the time of his appointment to Sherborne he was "Schoolemaster 
at the Bath" where during the previous seven years he had had con
siderable success. His testimonial describes just the qualities needed 
at this time at Sherborne, "a person very proper to be employed in 
the care of educating and instructing of youth; and capable, i f he 
meets with encouragement, of raising a school to great reputation." 
Let the words of one of his pupils at Sherborne describe the man. 
"He was a strict Grammarian and eminent for grounding his Scholars 
in a perfect knowledge of the Classicks and of their respective 
Beauties and very deservedly acquired the Character of making 
sound Scholars; which seemed to be his Pride and Pleasure, while 
Regularity and Diligence in his Conduct went hand in hand. How
ever the Circumstances of his Family (having a Scold for a Wife, 
but a frugal Economist) and many Children, his Mind was frequently 
ruffled by domestic Scenes and while the Passions were in Motion, 
he was often excited to use severe Treatment where Idleness or 
Dulness appeared, when Prudence and proper Forebearance might 
have been more commendable—if a Painter who well knew him, 
had drawn his Picture, probably he would have exhibited a Virgil 
or Homer in one Hand and a Rod in the other; nevertheless, 
/ speak from experience, he was ever ready to give Merit its due 
Praise and Encouragement, and seemed happy in the Prospect of 
a rising Scholar. He was a valuable Man in his Profession and 
altho' once a Servitor in Oxford, he was no Sycophant or sneaking 
Parasite that would sell his Conscience to Mammon, but he pos
sessed a Mind superior to all such Servility, and at the same time 
was not chargeable with a Pride unbecoming to his Station and 
Character." Thus John Toogood, as boy, Governor and historian, 
the central figure of 18th century Sherborne, and from him this 
is commendation indeed; but the account is suspect, for its author 
may be justifying the master in order to prove the excellence of his 
own education. 

—Ian Hay. 

A 

45 
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Yet Wilding was without doubt a very able man; there survives 
from his pen a well-written pamphlet on the epitaph of the Duke 
of Buckingham, 1 which reveals not only a very exact knowledge of 
Latinity, but also considerable depth of religious feeling. Where 
he seems to have failed was in lack of tact and ability to handle his 
Governors. It will be remembered that on his appointment Wilding 
was required to assign half his salary to his predecessor Gerard. 
He had, too, been Vicar of Englishcombe, near Bath, while working 
in that town; this living he soon relinquished—with more regard 
for the Sherborne statutes than many others showed. But no man 
who had undergone the galling experience of being a servitor in 
those days could ever have failed to be acutely conscious of the 
value of money. Faced thus with the necessity of making an adequate 
income for his family, Wilding turned to the sole source left to him 
—the profits to be made out of his boarders, and from the start 
insisted on making a charge for teaching boys whose parents lived 
at a distance. This was against the spirit of the statutes, though a 
fairly common practice in other grammar schools of the period. 
Some forty years before a similar accusation had been brought 
against Goodenough, though, owing to the many other grounds 
available for his dismissal, not much use had been made of it. 
Curgenven, too, in 1684 had raised the question and bluntly asked 
the Governors "whether from any words in ye patent granted by 
Edward V I it can be inferred that he designed his charity to exempt 
any others from paying the Master than the Oppidans of this place." 
Though the matter seems then to have been shelved, it is at least 
plain that the interpretation of the statutes was doubtful. 

Wilding, however, was less fortunate or perhaps less clever. 
Almost as soon as he arrived he refused to teach free a certain 
Timothy Terry, an Exeter boy, on the ground that he was not 
domiciled locally. Unluckily, however, this Timothy was the nephew 
of Francis Fisher, the Steward of the Governors, who had himself 
been educated at Sherborne and was not prepared to brook any 
such innovation on the part of a new. headmaster. Fisher was a 
capable man with a considerable following and soon stirred up an 
agitation against Wilding and his methods. Hints proving useless, 
the latter was summoned before "the company" and thereupon 
made the mistake of being abusive, pouring ridicule on the statutes 
and "instead of an answer becoming his Gown returned all the 
scurrilous language he could think on ." 2 The Governors, united 

1. A minor poet and friend of Alexander Pope, who, incidentally, was himself a frequent 
visitor to Sherborne at this time. 

2. Accounts of Wilding's bitter tongue come mostly from his enemies. But there is one 
letter in his own hand, which confirms the impression of intolerance and irascibility. The letter 
is concerned with some matter of trifling importance only, yet it is addressed to the Warden and 
was written at a time when Wilding was but newly appointed; it begins;— 

"Sr. 
To answer Letters is a common Civility, which I believe even my Lord Digby would 

not refuse to as mean a Person as myself . . ." 
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by this insult, now began to take steps to get rid of him. The papers 
dealing with the case survive in part only, as certain documents have 
been intentionally destroyed; but what remains makes very interest
ing, not to say entertaining, reading. 

With complete lack of loyalty the Governors made contact with 
disgruntled parents, one of whom deposed that Wilding asked for 
20 guineas "like a Jockey, taking 10, more or less as he can make 
his markett." Another complained that "the year being expired 
M r Wilding did take his son up into his Study and put him in mind 
(as ye Boy told me) that he had been to school a year asking him 
likewise when his Mother did come"—a masterpiece of innuendo, 
and incidentally inadmissible as evidence in a court of law. There is 
even a suggestion that a parent who would not comply "was 
obliged to have home his Children again and put them to another 
schoole." Having built up their case they then took legal advice, 
standing for some reason best known to themselves on the obsolete 
statutes of 1592 rather than those of 1679. By charging high fees, 
they maintained, Wilding was discriminating in favour of the rich 
and limiting the school's field of recruitment. His salary was sufficient 
and he should be prepared to teach all free. Had they the legal right 
to dismiss him? Counsel's opinion was that such fees were illegal, 
but that on the other hand the master was not bound to take boys 
from a distance. As to the right of dismissal—this appeared uncertain. 

Despite this scant encouragement and Wilding's appeal to 
Bishop Boulter of Bristol to arbitrate, his opponents thought 
their chances good enough, and early in 1722 they got a formal 
order for his eviction. The headmaster protested at the haste with 
which the business was being rushed through, it being term-time 
and himself having small leisure to deal adequately with such affairs. 
But he gained no concession and lost his case by default, whereupon 
he appealed to Lord Chancellor Macclesfield. 

Both defendant's and plaintiff's pleas survive. Wilding main
tained that he had had a comfortable living at Bath whence he had 
only come at the repeated requests of the Governors to work up 
Sherborne School after the neglect of his predecessor. This he 
claimed to have done, raising the numbers from sixteen to eighty 
and attracting boys from as far off as Bristol and London. It was 
an understood thing that local boys were taught gratis, but from 
outside pupils he had taken the moderate sum of £1 entrance fee 
and £2 2s. Od. per year for tuition, as had always been done hitherto. 
It was only fair that a man who had worked for the numbers should 
have some reward. 

Of this the Governors' lawyer (the only man to get anything 
out of the quarrel) remarked "some part of it is very merry, and 
all soon to be answered." In due course this answer came. Far 
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from being solicited to leave Bath, it was alleged, Wilding had for 
two years intrigued to get to Sherborne. Admittedly numbers 
had risen, but only from thirty to seventy. Within living memory 
no instance could be recalled of any boy paying anything except 
the statutory shilling on entrance, and in any case the master's 
salary at Sherborne was twice that at Bath with a house included 
into the bargain. 

To strengthen their case the Governors did not scruple at this 
point to split the school from within, inducing the usher Cozens 
to testify against Wilding that when he arrived at the school he 
told his junior colleague "that it was absolutely necessary for 
them to agree together, which if they did he would Bully the 
Governors of Sherborne School as he had the Corporation at the 
Bath, and that in ten years time he would get an estate and quit 
the School." However, this unholy alliance had not prospered and 
the usher complained that Wilding "incouraged the Schoolboys 
to affront him, slite and contemne his Authority in such a manner 
as by hissing at him and suchlike unhandsome treatment that he 
hath often been obliged to go out of the said school and leave the 
boys to themselves." This affidavit of Cozens was particularly 
unfair and insincere, for beyond doubt till a late date in the case 
he was quietly sharing the proceeds of the allegedly illegal fee system. 

The two sides contradict one another directly, and at this 
distance of time with incomplete records it is impossible to say 
exactly where the right was. But after a year's delay Macclesfield, 
as judge of appeal, decreed that Wilding had been wrongfully 
dismissed; his position was restored, arrears of salary made up 
and his costs paid. With this complete vindication Wilding was 
freed f rom what must have been an intolerable situation pending 
the hearing of his appeal. Yet there are curious features in the 
case. It is very unlikely that all the Governors were corrupt (they 
included at this time men like Carew Mildmay) or that their case 
was a tissue of lies. On the other hand it is significant that Toogood 
in his history of the school does not even mention the dispute. 
Perhaps in later years, as a member of the body that had emerged 
from the affair with little credit, he may have felt that silence was 
more discreet. But whatever the rights and wrongs of the case 
Wilding, by his militant attitude, established for masters the privilege 
of exacting fees; thereafter this was the usual practice and the voice 
of criticism was for ever stilled. But the costs of the action were very 
heavy—exactly how heavy has never been discovered, for the 
relevant documents have been destroyed; there seems, though, small 
reason to doubt that the school was temporarily crippled, for the 
accounts fail to balance for several years thereafter. 
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Hardly had this convulsion subsided, and before the school 
could enjoy a much-needed period of quiet, there was a further 
assault made upon it, this time from outside. In 1723 one Samuel 
Dampier got up a petition of Protestant Dissenters complaining 
of the compulsory church-going and use of the sacraments enjoined 
upon boys at the school, which in effect cut off the children of 
dissenting parents from the benefits of the foundation. This Dampier 
was a clothier with a business at Yeovil and appears from one or 
two polemical pamphlets of his that survive to have been a man of 
harsh and cantankerous disposition. None the less, he had a con
siderable backing, for there were seventy-nine signatories to the 
petition besides himself. The Dissenters were technically right in 
their claim, but the Sherborne Governors did not show themselves 
disposed to accede to it. This case, too, went before Macclesfield in 
the Court of Chancery, who had no hesitation in deciding against 
the school in favour of the petitioners giving their children the right 
"to go to any meeting allowed by law" instead of attending church 
with the others. The action was a forerunner of the Chandler 
dispute nearly a century and a half later and it is worth noting that 
though on this occasion dissenting parents secured the right of free 
schooling for their sons, neither then nor at the time of the sub
sequent case were the doors of Oxford and Cambridge thrown open 
to them. A sidelight of the Dampier action was the way in which the 
Governors, who had neither forgiven nor forgotten their recent defeat, 
tried to put the blame on to the headmaster personally; this impudent 
attempt Wilding easily rebutted by reference to the statutes. 

After its first three years of stress the remainder of Wilding's 
time was uneventful save for the circumstances of his departure, 
for " in 1733 he had a sudden Passage out of Life, by an Apoplectick 
Stroke as he was walking with Milton's Paradise Lost in his hand, 
on a Sunday Morning in the Bristol Road." He was only 52 and 
Wildman, a great supporter of the headmaster, writes of "a good 
man worried into an early grave." Be that as it may, there was a 
curious sequel; his chief opponent, Francis Fisher, fell later on bad 
times, was imprisoned for debt in Dorchester Jail, and there died. 
But it is pleasing to record that 13 years at Sherborne had enabled 
Wilding to make "a Comfortable Provision for his Family ." 3 

The rest of this chapter is devoted not to lawsuits and matters 
of high school policy, but to the private lives of a very ordinary 
boy and his father, D r Claver Morris of Wells, 4 whose diary gives 

3. His formidable widow, Rachel, collected the residue of his salary. Her receipt survives, 
the only one of its kind. The son, his father's namesake and educated at the school, who had 
recently started at Corpus, Oxford, as a Highmore Exhibitioner (fortunate in view of how things 
were to turn out) was certainly able to complete his course there—despite (as recorded in the 
college punishment book) a considerable incident of nocturnal hooliganism followed by rudeness 
and defiance to the authorities. Like his father he was hot-tempered—and able, for after all this 
he was elected a Fellow of Corpus in 1740. 

4. The first Sherborne parent of whom anything much is known; an able man with many 
interests, he was something of a figure in Somerset. 
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a graphic picture of certain aspects of Sherborne at this time. 
Wil l iam Morris was born in 1709; between the ages of four and 
seven he was educated in a Dame School at Wells kept by a Miss 
Pierce. After six months with a reading tutor he was sent, in 1717, 
to Wells Grammar School where he remained for five years.5 It 
was not till 1720, at the age of 11, that the boy began to learn to 
write, a process he evidently found difficult, for under date May 30th, 
1722, the following entry occurs in his father's diary:— 

"Mr Nooth telling my Son his fault three or 4 times in Holding his 
Pen, and he committing the same again I struck him a slap on the Hinder 
part of his Head with the Palm of my Hand; but that did not make him 
mend it." 

Modest though the boy's standard of attainment seems to have 
been, it was enough to satisfy the statutory requirements at Sher
borne, for a fortnight later (June 13th, 1722) we read:— 

"1 went at 7 a clock with my Son in my new Calesh (being the first time 
1 ever rode in it) for Sherborn, to put him to school, to Mr Wilding. We 
went through Yarlington . . . . We had a little hindrance by meeting a load 
of hay in the Bottom over against Cumpton-Pansford; and we came to 
Sherborn, to the Crown Inn at 8 a clock. I sent for Mr Wilding, and he 
supped with me and stayed till about 11 a clock." 

June \Ath.—"My Son and I being invited . . . . went at half an hour 
after 8 to Breakfast with Mr Wilding; he invited us to Dine with him. 
So my Son and I went and bought of Mr Wickham6 a Silver Spoon (accord
ing to the Custome of the School) to be left to Mr Wilding; went also 
and bought of Mr King, a Bureau for my Son to keep his Clothes, and 
other things in his Chamber in . . . . Mr Windsor the Organist going by 
the Door 1 call'd him in and agreed to give him 10s. a Quarter to continue 
my son on the violin."7 

June \5th.—"My Son and I went after Breakfast at about 9 a clock 
to Mr Wilding's to see my Son's Lodging, and put his things into his Bureau. 
Which Mrs Wilding and I did. I gave her a note of his Linning, which she 
looked over. [ took my leave of Mr Wilding." 

It seems strange that a headmaster could spend so much time 
on a routine business of a boy's admission, 8 particularly a man 
who was alleged to have said to a parent " 'Twas a great fatigue to be 
a schoolmaster and if he were sure of continuing ye office all the 
days of his life before he should grow rich, he was as good be 

5. The doctor's accounts for 1717 include:— 
25th June.—"To Mr Gravel, for teaching him to Read, Half a year since Christmas. 

01.01.00." 
27th June.—"To Mr Creyghton, for Entrance-Money; being speedily to begin at the Grammar 

School" 01.01.06." 
"To Mr Franklin the Usher, for Entrance-Money, this being the first day of his going 
to the Latine School 00.10.09." 

From which entries may be deduced, first that substantial entrance fees were indeed, as Wilding 
maintained, common form, and second that Sherborne must at this time have been considered 
a better school than Wells, else why should Morris have chosen to repeat these items five years 
later? 

6. Mr Wickham was himself an O.S. and at this time a Governor. 
7. Claver Morris was an ardent musician himself. 
8. The date, incidentally, coincides with the most heated period of the great lawsuit. Wilding 

was evidently a man of unbounded resilience who could lay his troubles on one side at will. 
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despatcht out of ye way as undergo such trouble and fatigue." 
There were, however, compensations, as the following extract from 
D r Morris ' accounts for June 15th, 1722, reveals:— 

Altogether, with gratuities and cost of furniture, placing his boy 
cost D r Morris over £5, of which one-third went into Wilding's 
pocket—and all this before one penny was paid for actual teaching 
or board. Mrs Wilding, too, lives up to her description as "a frugal 
economist" by assuming with a Homeric simplicity the lesser 
functions of a house matron. 

Claver Morris was a good father. Allowing two months to the 
day for the boy to settle down, he then paid a further visit to see 
how he was getting on, this time bringing his wife with him. 

"My Wife and her Maid Molley Mitchell were carried in my Calesh, 
and I rode on Horseback to Visit my Son at Sherborn-School . . . . We 
came to the Crown in Sherborn at 7. Molley Mitchell immediately went 
for my Son and he instantly came and Supp'd with us . . . ." 

There are several such entries in the diary, the journey often 
being broken by lunch with friends on the way. Morris was a 
sociably minded man who evidently preferred the spoken word to 
the written. One entry (when his son had been at the school over a 
year) reads: "I writ a letter (the first I ever sent) to my Son, I having 
received one from him at Sherborne." 

The boy was never allowed to make the journey to or from 
school alone. Coming home he was sometimes accompanied by 
schoolfellows, sometimes by his father (the latter, a perfect parent, 
first giving his son's friends a breakfast of a "Dish of Steaks" at the 
Crown). The journey to school was always made with other boys. 
Possibly the route was not considered safe for one alone, or more 
likely economy was the object. 

But Morris ' dealings with Wilding were not entirely confined to 
silver spoons and complimentary breakfasts. Under date March 5th, 
1724, when the boy was a scholar of nearly two years' standing, 
occurs the following, quaint enough for full transcription:— 

"I went about 10 a clock to Sherborn to be fully informed, whether 
the report of M r Wilding's excessive severity to my Son under his Instruc
tions, was true. I found he had been often Whipt since Christmass, but 
not above three Lashes; not 14 at a time as he was before I had desir'd 
him to be more Moderate in his Discipline.9 M r Wilding shew'd me his 

9. There is no doubt that Wilding (perhaps following on the domestic scenes alluded to by 
Toogood) could and did treat his pupils too roughly. 

Another parent, who removed his boy in protest, left on record "how cruel, barbarous and 
inhuman Wilding was or behaved himself to his son, which he found true upon a strict examination 
of his son's flesh." 

"Entrance money to M r Wilding 
Entrance money to Mr Cousins the usher 
Entrance money to M r Windser his musick master 
For a silver spoon to be left with ye master 

£1 1 0 
5 0 

10 6 
12 6" 
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Exercises in one of which there were 30 Literal Faultes; but none of false 
Concord or very improper Words. He read about 10 lines of English, 
and made him piece by piece turn them into Latine off hand; Which he 
did very well. He then Examined him, in Latine, & Greek, being late put 
into the Greek Testament; He made him decline a Greek Verb, conjugate 
it through all the Moods, & give Account of the Characteristics, & Vari
ations which he did exactly, to the greatest Satisfaction to me imaginable. 
At last Mr Wilding said, He would compare him with any Boy in England 
of his standing, & did not doubt but that he should make him an incompar
able Scholar, & the best that ever went from his School. He loved him 
heartily; For he had no Fault but one, & that was he would not take Pains, 
which he endeavoured by his often Whipping him to break him of, & he 
had almost compassed his desire. If he would but search his Dictionary, 
they should never fall out. M r Wilding then bid him go out a little while & 
divert himself, & he would call him in again. Then he showed me Mrs 
Prowses Letter which he just then received, & as he though! by my Servant, 
wherein she told him of my Wife's great Concernment & Tenderness for 
her Son & what a Noise his Usage of him had made; & that her Friendship 

- for M r Wilding had occasion'd her Writing to him. He also professed to 
me, He had not given him above three Lashes at a time since I talk'd with 
him about it; He said also I should tell his Mother he would Whip him no 
more. I answered him, then all would be spoil'd that way; No. I did not 
desire that; but only moderate Correction, which to him a Good-Natured 
& Flexible, though Lazy, Boy 1 hoped would be effectual. I desired also he 
would keep him in the School at Playtime when the other boys were at 
Liberty. He said that would be no manner of Punishment to him; for he 
would sit in his Chamber by himself many hours together. However I 
answ'r'd it might be grievous to him when he was forced to do so. As it was 
to the Old Citizen (in King James 1st days) who had never been out of the 
Street where he lived in 50 years. But when the King was told of this old 
Man, & Confined him to the same Street, he had so great a Desire for 
Liberty that he pined away to Death with Grief & Impatience for his Rest
raint." 

In A p r i l 1725 Mrs Morris died; her son, himself just recovering 
from smallpox, was brought in to comfort her last moments. The 
boy's convalescence was longish as he did not return to school till 
June 1st. Two days later his father writes, somewhat sadly: "I dined 
by myself, being the first time T did so above these twenty years." 

One last entry bears insertion. Apr i l 20th, 1726: "T made an 
Amalgam and a Salve for my Son's Ganglion; and I made a Hollow 
Plate of Lead and fitted it to his Wrist." The father always doctored 
his own son when he could; attention at the school was probably 
of the roughest order. 1 0 

Claver Morris died in 1727, the year his son left Sherborne and 
matriculated at Balliol. The latter's health seems never to have been 
very strong and he ended his days in 1739 at the early age of 30. 

10. The first'official M . O . H . of the town was not appointed till forty years later than this. 
The Church Order Book records that in 1766 William Samson was paid £20 per year for the 
care of sick, poor inhabitants, "broken bones only excepted." He had been educated at the school 
and was also a Governor, therefore almost certainly the school doctor. He wrote in 1765 "A 
Rational Physic with a Family Dispensatory." The prescriptions include VIPERS B R O T H (a 
compound of dried viper and chicken), MILLEPEDES WINE (2 oz. live millepedes and 12 scruples 
of saffron pounded in a mortar and a pint of generous White Wine added—"a most noble diuretic"). 
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M O R R I S A N D T H E B U R L A N D S 

William Morris had an elder sister, Betty. In 1718 this young 
woman, though under age, contracted a clandestine marriage with 
an impecunious Somerset squire, John Burland. Her father was 
furious and for nearly a year remained completely estranged. After 
reconciliation Claver Morris was no doubt delighted at the birth of 
a grandson in 1724. And had he lived long enough the doctor would 
have been proud indeed. For this second John Burland, sent to 
Sherborne in due course like his uncle, became a very distinguished 
lawyer and is the only O.S. to be buried in Westminster Abbey. His 
monument was formerly in the south aisle of the nave, but the 
searcher will look for it in vain; in quite recent years it has been 
transferred to the triforium. 

A N 18TH C E N T U R Y G O V E R N O R 

Born in 1690, Carew Hervy Mildmay was elected a Sherborne 
Governor in 1721, though at no period, judging from the Minute 
Book, does he seem to have been very assiduous in his attendance 
at meetings. Indeed he spent only a minor part of his time in 
Sherborne at Greenhill House, which he owned (as late as the 
mid-19th century it was still designated Mildmay's) or at Queen 
Camel where he built the mansion known as Hazlegrove, a copy, 
it is said, of one in Genoa. The major portion of each year he passed 
at Marks in Essex (the house which inspired Dickens to write the 
fire scene in Barnaby Rudge) and in London. 

Mildmay, much travelled in his youth, had lived at the court of 
Hanover and in this country too had the best of social connections; 
he was a close friend of Bolingbroke and M . P . for Harwich in 1713. 
Well known to men like Pope and Addison he was in touch with the 
literary world of his day and, nimble of foot, he was once chosen to 
perform a minuet in front of Queen Anne. 

But he retired fairly early from public life "preferring the 
Character of an Independent Country Gentleman", though his 
advice, we are told, was "known in several Instances to prevail in 
the Deliberations of Both Houses of Parliament". Horace Walpole, 
however, wrote of him, "Old Mildmay whose lungs and memory 
and tongue will never wear out." 

He was immensely sociable; six coaches were sometimes needed 
to take his guests from Marks to church. In his later years he used 
to recollect that he had shot woodcock on the site of Conduit Street 
and to the end of his life he was able to read the smallest print 
without spectacles. When he died in 1784 (aet 94) he was the sole 
survivor of the Parliaments of Queen Anne's reign. 
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He lies buried in the chancel of Sherborne Abbey and his ornate 
monument is now in Bishop Roger's Chapel; the medallion is a 
good likeness and more accessible than the various portraits in 
private collections. His association with the school is perhaps a 
slight one; but this is a man who sat at the Governors' meeting on 
the fateful day in November 1721 when Wilding was dismissed from 
his headmastership. 



C H A P T E R V I 

T H E E N D OF A N E R A 
"Rest to the' souls of those fine old Pedagogues."—Lamb. 

F T E R the great lawsuit of 1722-23 it was manifestly impossible 
for the disloyal usher to work further with the triumphant 
headmaster, and Cozens 1 was replaced by John Gaylard, a 

native of Sherborne, who filled his place for five years without 
incident and then left to become headmaster of Wells Grammar 
School. He must, however, have left very favourable impressions 
behind him, for scarcely was the breath out of the body of the 
unlucky Wilding before the Governors were in negotiation with their 
former usher to return as headmaster. Indeed, Gaylard was elected 
to the post four days after Wilding's death, an amazingly quick 
appointment considering the state of communications as they then 
were; it is obvious, too, that this was no prearranged affair, for 
Wilding's sudden end could not in any way have been anticipated. 
The move incidentally involved what is not unknown in the profes
sion today, a large drop in salary for the new man; perhaps prospects 
of profits from boarders were better at Sherborne. 

Gaylard's time at the school (1733-43) is uneventful save that 
he was the sole instance of an usher rising to the higher post. He 
was, we are told, "estranged from the base Practise of Hypocrasy 
either to God or Man—and thus in the course of ten Years, being 
not married, he was enabled- to make Savings for the Benefit of 
his Relations." 2 His portrait, the earliest of a headmaster in the 
school's possession, and the catalogue of his private library bear 
out the impression of a comfortable bachelor. The latter contained 
all but 1,500 volumes (more than three times as many as were in 
the School Library) and indicates both taste and a wide variety of 
learning—its owner was a Fellow of Emmanuel. Gaylard died in 
1743 while still in harness; the school would have been fortunate if 
men of such balance and culture had always fallen to its lot. 

Hitherto the limelight on the Sherborne stage has tended to 
focus on the headmaster of the day; but now a fresh character 
strides athwart the scene, to whom all others take second place. 
This is John Toogood, to whom passing reference has already been 
made. He was son of a well-to-do draper in the town (the family 

1. His shameful behaviour hardly prejudiced his career. He became Rector of Yarlington 
and later headmaster of Dorchester Grammar School. 

2. There is a slab in Long Sutton Church, Somerset, which reads: "In Memory of Elizabeth, 
the wife of M . Hill, Apothecary, and Sister to the Revd John Gaylard, A . M . , fate Master of 
Sherborn School, who died Jan. 20th, 1760, aet. 51." There are many Gaylards still in the parish, 
but John himself lies buried at Haydon. 

A 
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owned Sherborne House), a boy under Wilding, and now from 
1746 for over forty years a Governor. He was also incidentally the 
father of ten children (some presumably boys.) His singleness of 
purpose, strength of will and devotion to the school go far to out
weigh his bias and occasional small-mindedness. He continually 
endeavoured to stir his colleagues in the governing body to enforce 
the statutes and further many enterprising schemes of his own, and 
any headmaster or usher who failed in his duty was not long left in 
any doubt of his opinion. Toogood must have been the bane of his 
colleagues and the bugbear of any .master to whom he happened to 
take a dislike, but it is due to the energy of this 18th century Cleon 
and the zeal with which he constituted himself the watchdog of the 
school's interests that so much is known about an interesting and 
critical period in its history; for not only did he write sketches of 
the headmasters from 1550 to his own time (increasing in fulness 
and value as the events of which he spoke came within his own 
recollection), but he also left a mass of memoranda, suggestions 
and criticisms dealing with many aspects of the school's activities. 
We cannot agree with all his conclusions, but the mere presence 
of a man such as this in an age when education was in a state of 
flux must have been most valuable. 

When Toogood was first appointed at the age of 34, he found a 
Headmaster some six years older than himself, unusual in being a 
locally born man (though not a Shirburnian) son of the highly 
respected Rector of Poyntington who had held the living there and 
a large estate for over half a century. This was Thomas Paget 
(1743-1751), a Fellow of Corpus, Oxford, and in his day a Proctor; 
he was also a close friend of John Wesley. From the start the two 
men seem not to have been on cordial terms, though Toogood, as 
might have been expected from a junior Governor with an established 
Headmaster, was content at first with a sideline role. "The School," 
he rather grudgingly remarks, "seems to be in good reputation for 
that we have many of the Principal Boys of this neighbourhood 
educated there." Soon however he was completing some research 
on Paget's earlier life and discovered that though bound to celibacy 
by his fellowship he had, while at Oxford, secretly married "the 
daughter of an Alehouse keeper in a place called Magpye Lane" 
and raised a large family before being asked by the college authorities 
to resign. "When this scene was laid open, he was obliged to seek 
refuge from his Father who gave some proof of his displeasure by 
ordering his Family to be brought from Oxford to Poinington in a 
Waggon, which he sent for that purpose." The Gentleman's 
Magazine, on the other hand, mentions Paget's wife in terms of 
respect, "Miss Cobb, a lady of an Oxfordshire family," words, of 
course, which may merely be those of ordinary prudent convention. 
However, indiscretion or not, in 1740 Paget, by his own account, 
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settled at Poyntington and, no doubt with his father's help, started 
a flourishing private school. "Oblivion and Ignorance," writes 
Toogood, "were in his favour, his Course of Life being known to 
only a few persons here." Be that as it may, after two or three years 
he was offered the Headmastership of Sherborne by Governors 
who probably knew all about the scandal and deemed it of little 
account compared with the chance of getting a well tried man. Thus 
in 1743 he migrated, leaving a son (surely by any reckoning very 
young) in charge of his private venture. Two years later Paget's 
brother, "patron for that term only", had put him into the Poyn
tington living in place of their father now deceased. It does all 
sound like a cosy family arrangement, and soon it was being 
whispered that he was diverting boys from Sherborne to his own 
school. If this was so, he was guilty of gross disloyalty; in those 
days and until much later a headmaster was expected to bring 
pupils with h im, 3 and ability to augment the numbers of a school, 
especially by boys of a good class, was a powerful bargaining 
counter for any man when dealing with a board of Governors. To 
reverse the process put a headmaster beyond the pale. It is quite 
possible that some at Sherborne felt that a mistake had been made. 

Of Paget as headmaster Toogood wrote: "It is certain there was 
a Collegian, pedantic Stiffness or affected Stateliness in his Deport
ment, which, as a Schoolmaster, excited an awful Deference from 
his pupils, but as a Member of Society rendered him rather disagree
able, appearing in the Garb of spiritual Pride." A proctor turned 
schoolmaster starts perhaps at a disadvantage and lack of social 
success together with all else may have combined to make Paget's 
tenure of office, eight years, far shorter than most. He left Sherborne 
at the comparatively early age of 46 and took the living of Mells, 
Somerset, where he spent the remaining thirty-two years of his life; 
as compensation for his cold-shouldering at Sherborne his daughers 
made good matches, one marrying his successor and the other the 
local squire, Horner, an old Sherborne pupil . 4 Paget died in 1783, 
full of years and honours—and if we can believe his monument in 
the church, a man of singular piety, universally beloved—all of 
which serves to offset Toogood's adverse account of him. 

It was during Paget's time, in 1749, that the Governors bought 
the ancient Abbey Priory, together with its garden and outbuildings. 
This structure stood just to the north of the then school premises, 
more or less on the site of the present School House private side, 
with an entrance through a richly wrought gateway in Cheap Street. 
Since 1737 it had been used as a workhouse, hardly a desirable 
adjunct to the school. "It fell out oftentimes that the School Boys 

3. Geare is the first we hear of as doing this, in 1601, and Harper the last, in 1850. 
4. "Little Jack Horner sat in a corner". The family is said to be the same. 
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practised Insults and Disorders on the People of the Workhouse, 
and they in return did sometimes trespass on the School, hence arose 
Complaints on both sides." It was bought for £240 (£50 of which 
was given by Lord Digby) and promptly demolished; it was a pity 
no use could be found for so interesting a house.5 But the garden, 
now the Sixth Form Green, was made over to the headmasters who 
enjoyed ils use till the middle of the 19th century. 

Visiting Sherborne in 1754, that astute observer, Richard 
Pococke, liked well what he saw and speaks of "a very good free-
school"; but of Paget's successor, Joseph H i l l (1751-66), the man 
under whom such a favourable impression was conveyed, not much 
is known. His son was in the school under him and has left his name 
carved on the panelling of the School House Dining Hal l . Toogood 
gives him a few words of approval and endorsed this by presenting 
him in 1761 to the living of Kington—a curious action on the part 
of one who demanded that masters should pay the closest attention 
to their work at the school. 6 He has to admit, though, that latterly 
"being subject to the Gout, he was often incapacitated from attending 
the Boys in the School, so that the School gradually declined." But 
like Gerard and others before him, H i l l showed no inclination to 
resign and was finally only induced to go by a fiat intimation from 
the Governors that as headmaster he would receive but half his 
salary, whereas if he retired he would get the whole in the form of a 
pension—his successor footing the bill . 

This peculiar and inequitable arrangement continued for nearly 
a decade.' When tried before with Wilding it had led to complica
tions, which naturally were to repeat themselves. In 1761, Hutchins 
records, an earthquake shook the towns of Shaftesbury and Sher
borne simultaneously. The ancients, in the light of what happened 
thereafter, would without doubt have looked back on this as a 
portent of the first order, for in that year one Nathaniel Bristed was 
appointed headmaster of Shaftesbury Grammar School; this was a 
decaying foundation then in the last years of its existence (it closed 
in 1780). But before this, in 1766, Bristed secured the headmastership 
of Sherborne and through his long and stormy tenure of office led 
the old order of things towards its close. 8 

5. Somerset and Dorset Notes and Queries, June 1940, contain an inventory of its contents 
at the time when it was used as a private residence. 

6. Hill was lucky in his preferments. Even before he came to Sherborne he was Rector of 
Chilton Cantelo—the patron in this case being himself. 

7. In the accounts each year from 1766 onwards, the salary is paid to the "schoolmaster," 
but the receipts are in the name and handwriting of Hill. 

8. A don of Bristed's college is said to have been behind the Shaftesbury appointment. 
This was Charles Yeatman, an O.S. and native of Sherborne, who was probably also concerned 
in the transfer five years later. Dying young in 1770 he was not destined to see all its results. 
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He was an able and versatile man. A t the time of his appoint
ment he was 35 years old, a third Wrangler, and he brought with 
him as many as forty boarders to supplement Sherborne's failing 
numbers. Hopes were expressed that the school would "be restored 
to that respectable rank it has always held in the West of England; 
and from which it has only declined, by the continued i l l health of 
the late worthy master." But in the event Bristed was to prove him
self a frank careerist who would never let the routine duties of his 
work stand in the way of personal advancement. Such an attitude was 
anathema to Toogood, particularly when dislike entered into the 
question as well, and the Governor has done his best to paint even 
the antecedents of the headmaster in the blackest colours. But he 
was able to ferret out nothing more to his discredit than that he 
had eloped with a Miss Knott, the sister of one of his private pupils, 
ingratiating himself by means of a "fawning, cringing, saintly 
Address" which episode had "such an Effect on her Parents, that 
they would never be reconciled or give them anything, altho' they 
were very rich." Such a hard and unnatural attitude diverts our 
sympathies even to a real-life prototype of Uriah Heep, but Toogood 
is wholeheartedly with the parents "robbed of their fond Hopes by 
a frozen Snake 9 which they had warmed and cherished." The story 
was probably true. In his tree of the Bristed family Hutchins cites 
two marriages, the first to an unnamed lady who may well have 
been this Miss Knott. But the union does not seem to have been 
long-lasting, for in 1772 Bristed married in Sherborne Abbey a Miss 
Hester Foot, daughter of D r Joseph Foot (an O.S. and Governor). 1 0 

That such a match could have taken place is clear proof that no 
great importance was attached in influential Sherborne circles to the 
earlier adventure. 

But it was not long before the guardians of the school's welfare 
had more serious cause for concern. In the year of Bristed's arrival, 
the post of usher was vacant at the same time as that of headmaster 
and Nathaniel made use of the opportunity to manoeuvre into the 
position his father, John Bristed; the latter, like his son, was well 
endowed with brains (he was the author of a brilliant work published 
in 1743, A Discourse on the Nature and Use of Prophecy), but he 
was a man of 68. It seems hard to justify such an appointment unless 
we consider that by the unfair arrangement made with H i l l , Nathaniel 
Bristed looked like having to work for a pittance and was determined 
that some money at least should come into the family coffers. In the 
event John Bristed was to continue as usher for thirteen years, till 
he was 81, an age when most men would wish, to be quit of the 

9. The original MS. is here somewhat childishly grangerised by the print of a snake gummed 
in the margin. 

10. Two children of the union who died very young (as so often in the 18th century) lie 
together with their grandparents beneath a slab in Castleton Church. 
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society of boys. 1 1 It must, however, be conceded that this uncon
ventional team of son and father managed to raise the school to a 
high level of prosperity. In fact the deterioration of later days 
showed no sign of setting in until John Bristed had retired, from 
which we may deduce that he was an old man of character who had 
more influence with his son than most ushers with their headmasters. 

The Bristeds seem to have been enlightened teachers, on terms 
of friendship and trust with their boys. Toogood, himself brought 
up by the austerer methods of earlier days, could hardly be expected 
to approve of leaving "these pretty young Gentlemen at large and 
at Liberty to learn or not as they pleased." Relying on the complaint 
of an isolated dissatisfied parent he dismisses the whole thing in one 
cutting phrase, "Pickpocket Lenity and Indulgence," resulting, he 
claimed, in the lowering of the standard of work, so that the term 
"Bristed's Blockheads" was a household word at the universities. 

But when in 1779 the restraining influence of old Bristed was 
removed Nathaniel began to show his true colours. For his first 
eight years at Sherborne he had held a living in Sussex (by its very 
distance hardly likely to have been a call on his time), but now, 
with all the less justification since—Hill dead—his salary was being 
regularly paid, he yielded to the temptations of pluralism and in 
quick succession accepted from the hands of Lord Digby the local 
livings of Bishops Caundle, Haydon and Sherborne itself. 1 2 Four 
years later he became a county magistrate and commissioner of 
turnpike roads as well, and began to afford an apt example of 
Dr Johnson's dictum, "there is no profession to which a man gives 
a very great proportion of his time." Inevitably the school suffered 
severely from the many other commitments of its headmaster and 
numbers dwindled till "there was not one Boarder left and but 
very few Day scholars." 

It is during this period of decline that we find Toogood most 
active. Now by virtue of long service one of the most senior of the 
Governors he spared no pains to set things to rights. Memorandum 
after memorandum survives in his neat clerkly hand, stressing the 
iniquities of the headmaster and calling for redress. For example, it 

I I. He died in 1785 at the age of 87; of the many masters and ushers buried in the Abbey 
his monument alone is extant. WeH indeed might Thomas Hardy write: "Sherborne Abbey 
affords an example on a large scale of the banishment of memorials of the dead, to the doubtful 
advantage of the living. To many of us the human interest in an edifice ranks before its architectural 
interest, however great the latter may be; and to find that the innumerable monuments erected 
in that long suffering building are all huddled away in the vestry is, at least from my point of view, 
a heavy mental payment for the clear nave and aisles. If the inscriptions could be read the harm 
would perhaps be less, but to read them is impossible without ladders so that these plaintive records 
are lost to human notice. Many of the recorded ones, perhaps, deserve to be forgotten; but who 
shall judge ?" 

12. The cure of Sherborne did not come easily into Bristed's possession. Indeed, he was 
involved in great pains and expense to prove to the Lord Chancellor that he had the right to 
undertake it. Once installed he engaged his son Charles as curate and retained the living till his 
death in 1811, thus for twenty-one years sitting on the neck of his successor at the school. As if to 
prove his incorrigibility, in 1810, aged 79, he accepted the perpetual curacy of North Wootton. 
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was forbidden by statute that the master should undertake clerical 
duty; this might have been evaded in the past, yet never so blatantly 
as by Bristed, who had thrown himself wholeheartedly into parish 
work—but had sublet the Vicarage to the Churchwardens for his 
own profit . 1 3 Bishops Caundle, too, had had its share of his attention, 
for without leave of the Governors, the headmaster had shut down 
the school for five weeks of the summer term in order to retire to this 
country vicarage. 1 4 

Bristed must not be Vicar of Sherborne, for if so, no usher can 
be properly appointed, the latter having "to be approved by the 
Vicar of Sherborne and the Schoolmaster for the time being." 
Alas! Toogood had had no opportunity of making the acquaintance 
of Pooh-Bah. 

As county magistrate Bristed was assiduous, never missing a 
meeting, and meetings might occupy a whole day during term. 
He even appropriated a room in the headmaster's house for this 
purpose and called it the Justice Room. A t other times when he 
should have been teaching his classes he was far away inspecting 
the surface of Dorset roads. Small use to forward, as Toogood did, 
complaints like these to the Lord Chancellor, Thurlow, with requests 
for a visitation. Small use to bombard with broadsheets the Gover
nors, the men on the spot; somehow he quite failed to carry them 
with him. Was it really the case, as he alleged, that Bristed was hand 
in glove with Lord Digby, Lord Lieutenant of the County, and the 
Governors "more or less dependant and consequently timorous of 
offending his Lordship." Or would it be truer perhaps to say that 
the Governors could not forget how Toogood had himself appointed 
Hi l l to a living and that his own son ran a private school in Sherborne 
itself? Was their inaction due to shrewdness rather than sloth and 
weakness, for so far from ejecting Bristed from his post, on one 
occasion half of them even voted that he should join their body and 
become a Governor while still headmaster. And do we get a glimpse 
of the other side of the case from a sermon preached in 1777 by the 
Rev. J. Peddle, curate of Sherborne before Bristed was Vicar and 
therefore unbiased, which makes mention of those "who are not 
content with being thought good-enough, but aspire to the vain
glorious title of T O O G O O D . " 

Perhaps, after all, Toogqod was only a petty scandalmonger 
of little discrimination and intolerable prejudice; yet it is clear 
that he loved Sherborne, and in many ways served the place well. 

13. Literally hundreds of documents survive—apprentices' bonds, paupers' disposal orders 
and the like, as well as many entries in the Parish Register, to testify to Bristed's zeal as Vicar of 
Sherborne. There are, too, several deeds of conveyance and mortgages on local house property 
—-more perhaps than befitted a cleric. But it is only fair to say that the latter all date from the early 
period wher he was receiving very little salary from the school. 

14. It was at Bishops Caundle that Bristed was buried. His tombstone in the north porch 
of the church was legible almost within living memory, but is now completely indecipherable. 
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He retired from the governing body in 1789, an old and worn-out 
man, to leave his bete noire in possession of the field. Bristed, too, 
though stigmatised by Wildman as the worst headmaster Sherborne 
has ever had, was a strange mixture of>good and evil. He had all 
the makings of a great headmaster. He was a man of personality 
and raised the school to a high level, grew bored and let it sink 
again. Let it not be forgotten he ruled at a time when Lord Kenyon 
could write "Whoever will examine the state of the grammar 
schools in different parts of this kingdom will see to what a lament
able condition most of them have been reduced . . . empty walls 
without scholars, and everything neglected but the receipts of the 
salaries and endowments." It was near the end of the old regime, 
a period when the pietistic foundation of education was being more 
and more questioned and the spirit of progress was at last abroad 
in the land. Bristed may well have felt that as a mere schoolmaster 
he was wasting his undoubted gifts, and his neglect of Sherborne 
may have sprung from the determination to employ his talents 
in wider ways than serving a worn out tradition in a backwater. 

QUERIES A D D R E S S E D T O T H E G O V E R N O R S O F A 
F R E E G R A M M A R S C H O O L . 

"1. Had not the Master, at one time, near ninety Boarders? 
2. Has he now more than fowl 
3. D o you not know the cause of the rapid decline of the school ? 
4. Ts it not notorious that the scholars have been permitted to traverse 

the streets of the town at all hours, to ramble almost continuously 
through the neighbouring villages with dogs and guns, and to tipple 
publickly in ale houses? 

5. Has it not been usual for the Master to attend his Scholars to public 
worship; and for the scholars to be confined within the walls on the 
Lord's Day, instead of lounging and playing (as they do now) in the 
churchyard ? 

6. Did not the present Master (when removed from absolute poverty, by 
an appointment to the School, from whence he drew an ample income) 
decline officiating in any church on account of the tenderness of his 
lung si 

7. Did not his lungs get stronger as his School decreased, and has he not 
for a considerable time past, served two Churches, distant seven or 
eight miles from each other, and totally neglected attending his Scholars 
to public worship ? 

8. Is it not notorious that the boys are taught to construe by translation, 
and that they are never required to parse'1. 

9. Is it not fact that the Master has been known to correct Latin exercises 
into false grammar ; and is it not usual to say in Oxford, on the appear
ance of a lad from your School. Here comes another of 's block
heads? 

10. Have none of you reprobated the conduct of the Master? Have none 
of your children been injured by it? 
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11. Have none of the inhabitants of the town been obliged, from a principle 
of duty to their children, to send them abroad for grammatical instruction, 
and thereby been put to an expence rendered necessary only by the 
incapacity of the Master, and his inattention to his duty 1 

12. Does the Master well in requiring twenty five guineas per ann. for 
board, five guineas for entrance, or by insisting on six guineas per ann. 
for instruction ! ! ! from parents of children in the vicinage of the town, 
for whose benefit, as well as the children of the town, the charity for 
which you are trustees was instituted? Had he not much better speak 
out and say, / mean to make the school a sinecure ? 

13. Have you not appointed an Under Master who, at the time of his appoint
ment, was under sentence of R U S T I C A T I O N from Oxford, or banish
ment into the country for two years'1. 

14. Is this sentence ever pronounced but for notorious crimes? 
15. Are whoring, drunkenness, and breaking windows, proper methods 

of wiping off the stigma thrown on a character by such a sentence? 
16. Is speaking contemptuously of attendance at the Sacrament a proper 

preparative for holy orders; or Peregrine Pickle a proper book to be 
read during divine service by a Tutor of Youth ? 

17. Is it not your duty to enquire into these abuses and rectify them as far 
as you can? more especially as the Master, P L A U S I B L E , has said, 
T do not care whether I deserve the salary as long as / have it.' " 

This indictment (printed) survives among the school papers. 
Though no names are mentioned, there is not the smallest doubt 
as to the author, or the master who is the subject of the attack in 
the first dozen questions. Queries 13 to 16 refer to the usher and 
the man against whom Toogood tilts so violently was almost certainly 
Robert Pargeter, who succeeded John Bristed. In later life an 
acquaintance was to write of him, "Par.—an Insolent Egotist and 
a lettered Barbarian", but he was only 20 now and perhaps less 
hardened. The tirade appears to have been effective, for he remained 
at Sherborne for one year only; his letter of resignation at three 
months' notice has a pathos of its own:— 

"I should esteem it a particular favour, if another could be elected as 
much sooner as possible since nothing but the Impropriety of abruptly 
making a Vacancy prevents my giving shorter Notice." 

For sensitive persons Toogood could indeed be a formidable foe. 



C H A P T E R VII 

PERSONNEL, DISCIPLINE, ROUTINE, 
H O L I D A Y S . 1550 - 1790 

"At ten years old J was put to a grammar school, where my master received 
orders to use me very severely."—Spectator 1712. 

A W O R K which purports to be a school history should not 
have pursued its way through six chapters of the doings 
and misdoings of monks, Governors and masters with only 

scattered references to the other not unimportant inhabitants of 
the place—the boys. In this and the succeeding chapter some 
attempt is made to remedy the omission by describing, as far as 
is known, who they were and how they lived and worked. The 
information is derived very largely from the various sets of school 
statutes, revised from time to time during the period, in 1592, 
1679 and 1791 (the other two sets known to have existed being 
unfortunately lost). There can be few more convincing proofs of 
the essential conservatism of the English Grammar School during 
the 17th and 18th centuries than this series of ordinances; for 
though the spelling and phrasing of the various sets gradually 
became more modern, there were no far-reaching changes. Thus, 
two short chapters can comprise the whole; while events outside 
moved fast, within the schoolroom walls education altered but little. 
To what extent statutory direction did govern life is hard to say; 
yet we can but quote it, for we have no other canon. 

As early as 1592 it was laid down that the headmaster should 
present yearly to the Warden a list of boys entering the school. 
Presumably this was duly done, but as successive editors of the 
Sherborne Register know only too well, of such lists hardly a trace 
remains till the 19th century; hence calculation of numbers in the 
17th and 18th is largely a matter of inference and guesswork. 

In the early 17th century the regular price for a seat on a form 
in the Abbey for an adult was 6d. per year. The Governors at this 
period normally paid 16/- as a lump sum for such accommodation 
for the whole school. Assuming the rate to have been cheaper, say 
half price, this would give a total of some 60-70 boys, figures which 
are'pretty well borne out by other evidence. When Birstall arrived in 
1653 "there were 60 or 80 scholars in the school", and a list survives 
of date 1686 containing the names of subscribers to a fund for the 
relief of Huguenot refugees. It is in part made up of townspeople, 
but one section, comprising forty-seven names, is devoted to the 

A 
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school. 1 To judge from the Parish Register of this date, few of the 
names are those of local boys and therefore the list is of boarders 
only, and—unless boy-nature in the 17th century was very different 
from what it is now—the whole of them. To this total the day boys 
would have to be added. / 

One only of the statutory admission lists has survived the ravages 
of time, that for 1737-38, in Gaylard's own handwriting. Running 
from December to December it records the admission of fifteen boys, 
each of whom paid the entrance fee of Ad. with 6d. for library 
subscription. This particular intake clearly includes boarders and 
day boys alike and assuming an average stay of four to five years agrees 
fairly closely with the total arrived at above. Some interesting 
calculations have been made of the ratios between numbers and 
floor space at several ancient schools. The average schoolroom of 
50-60 feet by 20-25 feet held some 50-80 boys. On this showing 
Sherborne, with a room of only 40 feet by 20 feet, must have been 
uncomfortably crowded, at least for teaching during the day. Out 
of school hours, with the day boys gone and the boarders left to 
themselves, things would have been easier. Herein lies the main 
difficulty, that of calculating the ratio between these two classes. It is 
certain that boarders were taken at Sherborne from the very begin
ning of the 17th century and probably earlier, for in 1601 we have 
noted already its being an established thing that a new headmaster 
should bring with him from his old school "schollers gents sonnes 
of accompt." This was Geare from Wimborne, where by statute 
boarders were limited to six. Salary and living allowance being alike 
at the two schools, the deciding- attraction of Sherborne was surely 
the possibility of expansion with consequent extra profits for the 
headmaster. Nor was this overlooked when a few years later the new 
schoolroom was built, for we find the same carpenter who did the 
main work, putting up extra dining tables in a hall nearby.2 

In 1694 the old School House could take forty boarders and 
Curgenven actually had thirty. In Wilding's time there was accom
modation for fifty — the increase accounted for by the Box 

1. This list is contained in a book filled otherwise with parish matter of no great interest. 
For many years it was in the Abbey Muniment Room, but was handed over to the school in 
1910 in exchange for the works of the old Abbey clock, which for some unexplained reason had 
been presented to the School Museum. Thus two objects found their proper homes. 

The average contribution from each boy was rather more than 1/6. The townspeople could 
not do better than about half this—some evidence of the comparatively wealthy circumstances 
of grammar school boarders. We also learn something about the numbers of school employees 
at this time. Mr Curgenven had four servants, one man and three women; these were apparently 
considered adequate to do the whole of the domestic work. 

2. School Account, 1608. "It. de a xxiij s. vi d. solut John Reape p. tabulis erect, p. scholaris 
supsorbend. juxta-scholam." 

The sole other entry that has anything like the same domestic ring about it is one for 1740 
whf>n fmii- Hi-i7f*n RiifL-hnrn k n i v e s : a n d f n r W werp nnrrhn^pH at a crmt n f 98/— 
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Buildings put up in 1697.3 We have heard Toogood's complaint 
that at one time Bristed had "near ninety boarders," since diminished 
by neglect to four; but this is almost certainly an exaggeration, 
for in the halcyon days of Lyon the absolute maximum was eighty 
until pressure was relieved by his purchase of the Laundry Buildings. 
Perhaps if we assign the boarders 60 per cent of the total and the 
day boys 40 per cent we should not be vary far from the mark; 
it must never be overlooked though that not only the sum total of 
boys, but also the proportion of boarders varied sharply according 
to the merits or otherwise of the headmaster, for in those days a 
school relied far less on its own name than on that of the man in 
charge. Enough indeed is known of internal troubles at Sherborne 
to make it certain that a graph of numbers through the years would 
have presented no series of flat curves. 

O f one other thing we may be positive—that not all boys in 
the town of Sherborne went to the free grammar school. The 
statutes give a plain hint with their mention of "rude boys of the 
town," but apart from this there would never have been room for 
all and from the early 17th century there were other schools available 
as well. 

From the names that have survived it is possible to see that the 
personnel of the grammar school consisted of a healthy mixture of 
local boys, sons of farmers, tradespeople and gentry;4 in early 
days all classes mingled together quite naturally at school; it was 
only towards the middle of the 18th century with the vast growth 
of what were condescendingly called charity schools that invidious 
social distinctions began to become a problem. There was also 
a fair number of boys from other parts of the county and from 
Somerset, Devon and Cornwall; but the disproportionate expense 
of travel at that time tended to keep recruitment local. The ages 

3. An advertisement in the Western Flying Post of 1751 runs: "At the School House at 
Sherborne, Dorset, on the 4th of June next, will be a sale of a large number of beds and other 
furniture. To begin at ten of the clock in the morning." 

"A iarge number" implies a going concern at least and, if statistically frustrating, is not 
without its human interest. 

At midsummer 1751 Thomas Paget was succeeded as headmaster by Joseph Hill, and it is 
easy to picture the outgoing tenant, with the boys despatched for their Whitsun holiday (May 26th 
in 1751), clearing up before departing to his country rectory. Of this transaction there is no record 
in the school accounts, so presumably house fittings belonged (as indeed they did till 1946) not to 
the Governors, but to the master in charge for the time being. But why the public sale at all? 
Were there no boarders left for Hill? Or were the beds so bad that no successor would take them 
over? An inventory of this exact date lists only "two old bedsteads" as not disposed of, so pre
sumably Hill refurnished throughout with new and could with a good conscience insert the 
supplementary advertisement a little later. 

"On Monday, the 17th June, the School will be opened and the House ready for the reception 
of young gentlemen, who will be boarded in a decent manner at fourteen pounds a year under the 
same regulations as in the time of the late Master." 

4. The signatories of Dampier's petition in 1723 appended their occupations; these are 
of interest since they must all be of those who regarded themselves as potential parents. Included 
are:— 

Button-maker. Yeoman. Chandler. Carrier. 
Gardiner. Shoemaker. Hairdresser. Bagman. 
Taylor. Cooper. Labourer. Esquire (2). 
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of the pupils ranged from children of seven to young men of 20, 
though both these were unusual extremes. A boy's ful l stay in 
the school might last from six to seven years, but there was inevitably 
a good deal of casual coming and going, especially in the case of 
Foundationers whose parents, paying nothing, would value the 
schooling the less. It was not till 1859 that Harper tentatively 
suggested that it would make for ease of administration i f a term's 
notice of departure were given. 

There seems to have been little conception in the modern style 
of a school career as a connected whole. Many entered the bottom 
form, found the classical course beyond them and so left very young. 
Others came late and went direct into the top form; such a one 
was Nathaniel Highmore, a member of the well-known Sherborne 
family, who entered the school in 1806 at the age of 17 to learn 
Latin to fit him for the medical profession 5 (but according to one 
of his schoolfellows he found great difficulties and had to descend 
amongst the little boys). 

Many proceeded to the university; in those days geography 
dictated Oxford rather than Cambridge, and Wadham in particular 
had a big Sherborne connection. A few careers, selected at random 
from the Register, will show to what extent a grammar school 
education was the ordinary preparation for every walk of life. We 
find lawyers, parsons, doctors, baronets, dons, authors, soldiers, 
sailors, an India merchant and one Member of Parliament. 

Discipline, of course, had to be maintained and both head
master and usher alike were enjoined "neither to refrayne correction 
where it is deserved, nor mynister correction where it is not deserved, 
for any favour or disfavour whatsoever." But it was not a soft age 
and the "Discreat Correction" of the statutes was only a euphemism 
for unsparing use of the rod, both for misbehaviour and for laziness. 
Evidence has already been proffered that masters were apt enough 
to make "their scholars hate the Muses by presenting them in the 
shapes of fiends and furies." 

Should the victim or his parent object to summary jurisdiction 
by the master, the case could be referred to the Governors; if the 
latter supported their nominee, as was almost inevitably the case, 
the accused either had to yield or leave the school forthwith. 8 Such 
expulsion was provisional only; i f the parents vouched for good 
behaviour (and paid once more the admission fee!) the boy could 
again be received into the school. A second such episode was, 
however, fatal and final. 

5. Soon afterwards to attain fame by his discovery of a medical monstrosity, particularised 
by Hutchins (iv 300). Highmore issued a descriptive pamphlet in which he wrote, "Thousands 
of persons flocked to my house, wishing to be satisfied of its truth." 

6. The right still technically exists, though it is not lightly used. Not so in those days; even as 
late as 1842 in connection with some purely petty offence we find the Governors noting solemnly 
in their Minutes that they "sent for the boy and admonished him." 
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The system was hard, but in essence fair enough. (Birstall 
always asserted his readiness to discuss any grievances with a 
committee of boys, though in this he was perhaps not typical.) 
Truancy was ever a common offence and special precautions were 
taken to make it difficult; written leave of absence had to be given 
by the headmaster for boarders and by the parents for day boys 
and that "not upon l ightand frivolous excuses." Other rules were 
directed against swearing, the use of "ribaudry," visiting of taverns 
and playing cards or dicing, particularly for money. With the 
insistence on the formal teaching of manners so characteristic of 
the 17th and 18th centuries, the boys were ordered to "demeane 
themselves scholastike," "passing by the streets be courtious to 
all men" and "weare their apparrell cleane and decently without 
wilfull spoiling thereof, and the defects and decaies therein to 
entreat their parents, tutors and hostes to be amended." Further
more, as a general precaution, there was to be no playing alone 
"without a companion one of the Schollers that may be a Witness of 
his Conversation and Behaviour with the rude boyes of the Towne." 
In connection with the latter a curious story has survived. On 
Tuesday 5th July, 1608 the Abbey curate, the Rev. John Yeatman 
who apparently took a few pupils on his own, was involved in a street 
brawl. Official action was swift; by the following Friday he was up 
before the Dean of Salisbury to explain his conduct, whereupon the 
curate made the following remarkable statement, "True it is that 
there was some controversie betweene one of his schollers and six. 
of M r Grove's schollers. These being schollers of the grammar 
schole meeting his, this deponent's scholler in the churchyard and 
there taking him up in their arms, some by the shoulder and some 
others of them by the leggs to carry him into the free schole to 
whipp him, so this deponent seeing this ran into the churchyard to 
decide and pacifie them and to take his scholler from them. M r Grove's 
schollers did then fall upon this deponent and strike him with their 
fists and he did likewise strike M r Grove's schollers with a rod that 
he had in his hands; yet notwithstanding they by violence carried 
him away from him into the free schole and whipt him with a rod." 
The court was apparently sufficiently impressed to summon the six 
boys to their next session, but at this point the record breaks off 
and the result will probably never be known. Even so, the evidence 
is plain enough that not all "rude boyes" were always "of the Towne". 

For the enforcement of these rules the master and usher were 
primarily responsible, having to "enquier and diligently serch in 
the houses of the parents'of all schollers"—no pleasant task this, 
if conscientiously carried out. But from the earliest times the help 
of prefects was available as well. In 1592 there were two such 
"impositores," serving for a week in turn to note down faults and 
report them to higher quarters. The statutes of 1679 give fuller 
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details of the system; the number of prefects is increased to four 
with duties divided as follows: (i) Schoole; "to see the Schollars 
demean themselves regularly there." (ii) Schoole and Abroade; 
"for manners both in the Schoole and Abroade anywhere." (iii) 
Church and Fields, (iv) Ostiarius; "to sitt by the Door to give 
answer to Strangers and keep the rest from running out." ' Yet 
comprehensive as was their sphere of influence, the duties and 
privileges of these early prefects were strictly limited. Technically 
they were not themselves exempt from the ordinary punishments, 
at any rate till the 19th century; official fagging to make their life 
easier did not appear till the 20th (though unofficially we find it 
much earlier than this). Nor were they themselves allowed to punish 
(an innovation only brought in by Arnold of Rugby); their functions 
in fact were more or less confined to licensed talebearing. The 
custom was for them to hand up to the master first thing each 
morning slips of paper recounting (in Latin) the offences noted the 
day before. This gloomy transaction, long before breakfast as it was, 
repeated itself each day, working up to the climax of Friday, which 
by tradition was the day of punishment in all English schools. 

From 1640 onwards the boys were summoned to these dismal 
scenes by the Almshouse Bell, or "Ting Tang" as it was nick
named, at 6 a.m. in summer and 7 a.m. in winter. 8 Ro l l was called 
in the schoolroom by the senior prepositor; s prayers followed, 
taken by the master or usher. These were of the simplest character 
and continued practically unaltered at Sherborne for two and a half 
centuries, until Westcott introduced more variety. The order of 
service was: Te Deum, Collects, Lord's Prayer, Litany, School 
Prayer. 1 0 

Master and usher had the right, if they wished, to keep the 
school waiting for half an hour before appearing. Time thus available 
was employed in preparation under the prefect in charge; those 

7. The "Door" was, of course, the present Sixth Form door. It is curious to reflect that its 
last custodian, in 1919, with quarters in the Old School House, was a woman. 

8. "For Ringing the bell in the morninge for the Schollers better coming to the Schoole." 
For well over two hundred years this service, performed by the Prior of the Almshouse, was 
rewarded by an annual fee from the school. The ancient custom was kept up for a time even after 
the severance of the connection with the Almshouse in 1870, but was abolished by Young in 1878. 

9. There may be a few of a more recent generation who can remember "the chorus of 
'Quarter' rolling from dormitory to dormitory at 6.45" and the prefect on duty by the door of 
the present Chapel, his sharp scrutiny for neatness and the Greek impositions if the latter was 
not satisfactory. One O.S. recollects "the final rush across the Courts, completing our toilets 
as we ran, in order to get to early Chapel before the door was' shut in our faces. The physique 
of the prefect who was in charge was sometimes not equal to his scholastic attainments and he 
found the rush, as the clock struck, was more than he could contend with and our fines were 
saved." 

10. The School Prayer, probably by Bishop Ironside, was first set out in the statutes of 
1679, almost word for word as it is used to-day. In 179! a number of copies were printed, which 
suggests that its use was congregational Here perhaps may be mentioned the feat of T. C. Rogerson, 
who as prefect in the '80's repeated it from memory, the printed copy being missing. Others have 
since been bold enough to intone it. In the statutes of 1827 an entirely different prayer was formu
lated which was certainly used by Lyon, who was possibly its author. But its tone is not in keeping 
with modern ideas and it is never heard to-day. 
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anticipating' "discreat correction" would have got little enough 
done. A n d so on " in the partes of grammar" till 8 a.m., when an 
hour was granted for long overdue refreshment, "the schollars 
going forth two by two and passe the streats in quiett and decent 
order to their breakfast." 9 to 11 a.m. saw more lectures and written 
exercises. "Dynner" was from 11 to 12.30, and was followed by 
more work 1 to 3 p.m. and 4 to 5 p.m. "at which hour, thaie all 
having said the appoynted praier and sung a psalme shall depart 
for all night." The form of evensong (Psalm VIII, the Creed and 
Collects) endured unchanged as long as that for matins. 

There seems to have been no evening preparation. Thus far 
the day boys, but at any rate by 1791 there was a definite hour 
of lockup for the boarders. "To prevent as much as possible all 
inducements to disorderly behaviour in all the Scholars, the Master 
shall take care to shut the gates of the Schoolyard from the 29th of 
September to the 25th of March by six o'clock in the evening, and 
from thence to the 29th of September by eight o'clock in the evening, 
and suffer none to go out into the town after that time, without his 
leave first obtained." 1 1 

Supper was at 7 and bed at 9. To maintain the time-table 
punctually there were the Abbey chimes, which had existed from 
time immemorial; but the school had its own bell as well, which 
hung to the west of the schoolroom, suspended from the balustrade 
that leads to the old house. A room in the latter was in consequence 
known as the "Bel l Room." 

One half-holiday was allowed each week, though never on a 
Monday, Wednesday or Friday. By modern standards this allowance 
was not generous, but Saints' Days were whole holidays except 
for church services, and extra half-holidays could be given "at the 
discretion of the Scholemaster if the weather soe serve," always 
provided that "this liberty shall not be extended so far as manifestly 
to create an appearance of neglect and inattention in the Master 
to the duties of his school." Then, too, as now, Governors and 
distinguished visitors could ask for further concessions. 

Religion holding such an important position in the school's 
life, it is only natural to find a highly concentrated routine at the 
week-ends. The whole of Saturday afternoon from one o'clock 
ti l l evening prayers was devoted to the study of scripture; on the 
eve of Saints' Days the school attended evensong in the Abbey 
instead of their own short service and on the holy days themselves 
and on Sundays all boys had to "repaire to the schole before the 
last ringing to praier mornyng and evenyng" in preparation for 

11. The 1730 account has: "Pointing of the wall for the Court and Sticking of Itt with 
Glass 8/-." 
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attendance at matins and evensong in the Abbey. Between services 
boardem at least were confined to the premises for the whole of 
the day. 

Exactly where the boys sat in the Abbey is a problem of some 
interest. The first reference to church-going occurs as early as 
1558 when, according to the school accounts a sum of 2(M was paid 
for "tymber to make seatis in the Chapell for the Scholers." For 
"Chapell" the corresponding Abbey account substitutes "Churche" 
(and probably correctly; we find also in 1566 "payed to John Butt 
for makynge of the Scholem s Seate yn the Churche £1-4-10") . But 
if the former word is pressed it cannot be the Lady Chapel which 
is meant, for at this time it was in a ruinous state; in all probability 
one of the side chapels is referred to. A site like this would have 
involved being rather out of touch with the services. In 1659 the 
Governors disbursed £2 2s. Od. "for the charge of the new seats next 
ye Chancell for ye Schollers, for buying out of several persons who 
had seats there." The place here described might possibly be the 
belfry, 1 2 but it is much more likely to be the spot actually indicated 
in the chancel itself on a most interesting seating plan of the Abbey 
dated 1704. Here, facing west, the school remained until it left the 
Abbey for good some 150 years later. It was the best part of the 
church, but the boys were somewhat cramped, seated on about 
fifteen forms (well beneath the eye of the Countess of Bristol and 
half-a-dozen Governors) and with only mats to kneel on. The school
master fared much better; his pew was one of the finest in the whole 
building (almost equal in area to the space allowed for all his boys) 
and was furnished with comfortable seats and cushions. 1 3 

Access to these seats was by the north door of the Abbey, to 
this day not generally used by the public, but reserved for the 
school and a few privileged people. There was a time in the mid-
n t h century when its lock was in the control of the townsfolk. 
Then, relations between town and gown being in one of their 
periodic bad phases, Birstall complained that " in passion it be 
barred up against us." The Church Order Book records how the 
matter was finally settled:— 

"The 16th of October 1662. Att the visitacion of Mr Deane of Sarum. 1 4 

It was ordered that the dore on the north side of the Church next to the 
Schoole be sett open as the other church dores are accustomed for the 
ingresse and egresse of the Schoolemaster and the Schollers into and from 

12. In Sherborne Abbey in those days the beils were rung from floor level by twenty-one 
ringers; hence neither here nor in other churches was the belfry regarded as the best site. "The 
gentleman that sitteth in the quire, as well as the poor that is ranged in the belfry," runs a 
17th century tag. 

13. The bill for the new cushions for Messrs Wilding and Cozens in 1720 has survived:— 
"1 yard | Chany at 1/6 per yd. (Crepe de Chine?). 

2 Basel! Skings, 3/4 (undressed sheepskins). 
5 Pounds of Flocks at 9d., 3/9. 
For making and lace, 1 / - ." 

14. Such visitations were normally triennial. The Chapel of the Holy Sepulchre in the Abbey 
served as the Dean's Consistory Court. 
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the Church att tymes of divine servis and sermons, and lo be afterwards 
shutt, as the other Church dores are. And that the North doore of the 
Chancell and the west doore thereof be likewise left open for the Mi 's and 
Scholars free passage to their Seats saving at such times as the Communion 
Table is covered for the Sacrament. 

By me W M . BIRSTALL, 
Deputie to the Deane of Sarum." 

On Sundays, in addition to the two services, boys had two 
periods of school at 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. These sessions were devoted 
respectively to Bible reading and catechism, and an examination on 
the morning's sermon. 1 5 The latter offends modern taste, but was 
only in accordance with the Canon Ecclesiastical that "School
masters shall examine them at times convenient after their return 
what they have borne away of such sermons." A t least at Sherborne 
there is no mention of note taking (an infliction said to be the origin 
of shorthand) or worse still the extremists' suggestion of rendering 
the sermon Latine. After this examination Sunday for the boys was 
comparatively peaceful, drawing to its close with evening service 
"where they shall sit attentively and reverently, using those decent 
gestures required by the Church." 

It was a ful l and busy week for masters and boys alike, and a 
succession of such would deserve a generous allowance of holiday 
for recuperation. But when the statutory directions are examined, 
it is plain that nothing like the modern amount of holiday was 
envisaged. Ti l l 1872, when the present system of three terms in 
the year was introduced, the school year was technically divided 
into two "halves," an expression still current at Eton. These two 
halves were varied at intervals by periods of vacation. Originally 
three days before Christmas, Easter and Whitsun were granted, 
to extend to the Monday of the whole week following "when 
scholemasters doe oft to break off from scholing and the schollers 
whose parents and frynds dwell from outt this Towne doe oft 
repaire to their dwellinge." From 1679 one extra day before Christ
mas was given. But even with this concession, by strict statute no 
boy could get more than an absolute maximum of thirty days in any 
one year and mostly, when the calendar was less to his advantage, 
he would fare considerably worse. 

Even during this somewhat meagre allowance "the schollers 
remayninge in the Towne shall come to the Scholehouse every 
Sabaoth daie and holidaie within that time to goe to churche at 
the hours and in manner and form as is before mentioned." What 
with this and the probable staying on at the school of boarders 
who lived at a distance, the master and usher were even more tied 
than their pupils, for the school could hardly ever have shut down 

15. Of all the words of wisdom, spiritual and temporal, addressed to members of Sherborne 
School during this period, nothing has survived but an occasional Sunday sermon; the Abbey 
has possessed at various times divines sufficiently eminent to warrant the publication of their 
preachings. It must be confessed though, that to modern ears the utterances of such men as Lyford 
and Lacy are not only excessively long, but desperately dull as well. 
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completely. Nor in other ways did the staff fare over well. In theory 
the master got thirty and the usher twenty days holiday in addition 
to what the boys were allowed. But this obviously necessitated a 
Box and Cox arrangement and the man left in charge must have 
had his hands very full . Nor were masters' absences viewed in any 
very friendly spirit. For anything over forty-eight hours the Warden 
had to be notified in advance and he was expected "diligently to 
note the daies of their absence from tyme to tyme whether they shall 
exceade the daies of their said allowance." It seems strange that 
men in responsible positions were prepared to put up with such an 
atmosphere of implied mistrust. 

It is not until the statutes of 1827 thai anything like the modern 
scale of holidays is approached. But in case the impression should 
be left that for over 200 years before this Shirburnians endured a 
heavy week for over eleven months in the year, be it said that strict 
statutory directions appear to have been replaced by something 
more humane and lenient. There is evidence for this under more 
than one headmaster, but the best proof is D r Claver Morris ' Diary, 
to which we turn once more. From the definite dates given of his 
son's arrivals and departures can be worked out fairly accurately 
the duration of the holidays. As in most cases several boys are 
mentioned as travelling together both to and from school, it may be 
assumed that these were the official dates and not individual excep
tions due to the known ill-health of Morris' son. 1 , 1 

On this reckoning the Christinas holidays seem rather more 
than a month, i.e., 14th December, 1723, to 20th January, 1724, and 
15th December, 1725, to 17th January, 1726. In 1724 Easter Sunday 
fell on Apr i l 5th, thus, strictly speaking, term should have started 
on the following Monday week, Apr i l 13th, but in fact the date was 
Thursday, Apr i l 16th. Similarly the Whitsun holiday was extended 
to about three weeks. 1 7 

But even with these concessions to the weakness of humanity, 
the division of the work as arranged in those days was very unsound. 
Once back at school some time in June, boys and staff were kept 
solidly at it without break of any kind until well on in December. 
Although the two holidays at Easter and Whitsun may have been 
of reasonable length, by their very proximity to one another they 
lost half their value and were but poor preparation for a spell of 
work lasting over five months, and the result for everyone could 
only have been an inevitable staleness. 

16. Not but what boys did come at odd times, c.%., the record of John Latham, quoted 
elsewhere, carved on the panelling of the School House Dining Hall who "came here on Friday, 
20th September, 1793." This was certainly not the beginning of a term. 

17. A relic of these statutory short holidays remained in the half-term exeat which continued 
regularly at Sherborne until its abolition in 1887 for disciplinary reasons. Conversely somewhat 
later and till about 1914, the general custom of keeping boys at school over Easter could play 
havoc with conventional holiday dates when the festival fell at an awkward time. Nowadays it is 
recognised that holiday engagements have their claims and only rarely at most schools do the terms 
include Easter. 



CHAPTER VIIJ 

C U R R I C U L U M . 1550 - 1790 

Sed tamen ut Dominum possis cognoscere Christum 
Ingenuas artes discito, parve puer. 

Quare nobiscum studium ad commune venite 
Ad Christum monstrat nam schola nostra viam. 

(Lines from a Latin Grammar used at Sherborne School c. 1740.) 

I F the motto above is verse rather than poetry, it has the merit 
at least of defining concisely the main object of grammar school 
education during the two centuries following the Reformation; 

such schools were places in which to acquire a knowledge of religion 
and the "learned" languages, and so they remained without much 
widening of their scope until the 19th century. 

Thus no boy was admitted to Sherborne unless he was "at the 
least ready to enter into the gramer, such as can read Latyn and 
English and something write." The proviso implies some sort of 
preparatory school. Elsewhere in Dorset junior schools were run 
for "petties," but at Sherborne there is no hint of this. In most 
cases dame schools or private tutors did the preliminary work. 1 

It is sad to record that such groundwork was often ill done and 
the native tongue neglected in the haste to get on to the ancient. 

Once in the school a boy's course was fixed. He studied the tenets 
of the reformed religion and did classics. Something has already 
been said about organised worship, but from the earliest times the 
greatest stress was also laid upon the teaching of Divinity. We have 
seen how the grammar schools owed their very being to a religious 
impulse and that in the 16th century at least one of their main objects 
was to train a body of disputants to refute the Catholic faith. With 
the passage of time it was not always thus, but in a place like 
Sherborne, permeated by centuries of ecclesiastical tradition, the 
custom lingered and the religious background of education was ever 
present. 

Before any man could become master of the school he had to 
submit his credentials to the Bishop of Bristol, and once approved 
and in office he was strictly forbidden to communicate to the boys 
"any author, boke, principles or rules tending to papistry or 
superstition." The boys themselves, in addition to the instruction 
at week-ends already described, devoted the whole of one afternoon 
every week to religious study, in particular "the use and benefit of 
the sacraments," clearly in part confirmation preparation; com
munion once a year was obligatory under penalty of expulsion. 

1. The early education of William Morris, quoted before, is a case in point. Some light 
is also thrown on Sherborne methods of instruction by the description of his uneasy interview 
with anxious father and austere headmaster. 
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The scholastic subjects in the early curriculum were Latin, Greek, 
Hebrew and Arithmetic. The three latter do not seem to have 
occupied very much of the time-table. Arithmetic was taught in its 
elements only, as a practical business accomplishment and not as 
a mental discipline. Hebrew was the special province of the head
master with the top form only. Tangible proof of its teaching survives 
in the School Library in a battered series of grammars and lexicons, 
but it fell into disuse as a school subject by the end of the 18th century 
and the statutes of 1791 no longer required the master to have a 
knowledge of i t . 2 To-day Hebrew sounds an outlandish study, but 
then it was regarded as the holy tongue par excellence and the key 
to the Old Testament; yet probably no great proficiency was ever 
attained by the boys or expected of them. Greek got rather more 
attention. Classical authors were certainly read and especially the 
Testament; like Hebrew it was regarded as valuable since a know
ledge of it made the Vulgate unnecessary and allowed the student to 
approach the Bible in the original text. But in 1550 Greek was a 
comparative novelty in England and we hear nothing of it at 
Sherborne till about a hundred years later. 

Thus from the beginning the backbone of the whole course was 
Latin. Throughout the Middle Ages it had been a living tongue, 
the regular medium for accounts and correspondence, essential for 
the universities and such key professions as the Church, Law, 
medicine and diplomacy—the common vehicle of thought for all 
Europe. In the reign of Edward V I English literature was still 
undeveloped and no substitute. The refounders of Sherborne in 
1550 had no other possible choice than to continue to give pride of 
place to a well-tried and indispensable subject of education. 

Methods of instruction were very much the same as those used 
to-day; a grounding in grammar was followed by a thorough course 
of classical authors; the school still has scores of such textbooks, the 
magnificent quality of many showing that things were not done by 
halves. There was also much practice in composition; examples here 
are harder to find, but two classical notebooks compiled by a 
Shirburnian in the first half of the 17th century have found 
their way to the British Museum. If one contains the young 
owner's signature childishly spelt out backwards, the extensive 
vocabulary and detailed ancient history of the other would nowa
days be more appropriate to a university specialist than a schoolboy. 
We have too one late 18th century eye witness description of an 

2. Yet of one Shirburnian c. 1815 we read "Not satisfied with the attainment of Latin and 
Greek, he felt great desire to enter into the deeper and more abstruse study of Hebrew which, 
though not taught at the school, he resolved to attempt without a tutor, by appropriating a part 
of the time allowed to recreation for that purpose." 

An attempted revival in 1869 proved transient and unsuccessful. Two O.S.S. who offered a 
prize for the subject, the Rev. H . Hall Houghton and the Rev. J. H . Cardew, suggested that the 
Library (then the Big School) should have its walls inscribed with the Creed in Latin, the Lord's 
Prayer in Greek and the Ten Commandments in Hebrew. 
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able boy. "On Friday a subject was given for an epigram, to be 
shown up on the following morning, and in this he surpassed all his 
competitors. His curiosa felicitas always drew forth from the head
master the meed of praise, while the sting, cleverly thrown into the 
tail, created peals of laughter." But what is now called scholarship 
was neglected in favour of a greater attention to the practical use of 
the language, a feature stressed by the Sherborne order that boys in 
the upper forms were to speak only Latin in and out of school. The 
regulation by which this was enforced is quaint. "In the three forms 
under the Master nothing shall be spoken but Latin in the School 
and out of the School whenever they shall meet and converse with 
one another, under the pain of the severest Correction. And that 
it may the more strictly be observed, there shall be a Custos (which 
shall be a place of reproach and subject to greater punishment for 
smaller faults than others) to observe those that shall speak in 
English to their Fellows, and to acquaint the Master by which 
means he shall be released from that Office which is to be under
taken by the accused, and such other punishment as the Master 
shall think fvtt to inflict. And he shall continue in that place of 
disgrace til l he hath found another in the same fault." The outlaw 
custos or "he" in free hours appears to have few parallels in other 
schools, which usually tried to enforce such rules by means of 
monitors. 

One wonders how effective such a system was—perhaps more 
so than would appear. Spoken Latin, curious as it sounds to-day, 
was not so then; plenty of Latin oral manuals survive which in 
their time were no more unusual than their modern French and 
German counterparts. Latin was used by the educated for lectures 
and even conversation and served as a lingua franca for travellers 
on the Continent. But of this tradition of a living language at 
Sherborne, so laboriously and painfully acquired, but one word 
survives in modern usage—the clipped ' S U M with which a present-
day boy answers his name at roll call. Classical nicknames perhaps 
came more naturally. The Victorian era gives us the obvious "Gigas", 
"Podas Okus" and so forth. A n earlier (c. 1800) and much more 
unusual example is "Cellarius" (ex the map maker) applied by the 
boys to a studious townsman whose tastes lay in that direction. 

By way of relaxation from purely linguistic work, there was 
daily practice in repetition and speech-making for the older boys. 
"Whereas elocution is a necessary qualification to all public employ
ments, It is ordained that the Schollars of this School shall be 
trained up in the practice of pronunciation by making speeches 
gracefully without Book. To that End the Master shall every Day 
call out one in their turns of the two upper forms to pronounce 
some speech out of Curtius, Livy, Tacitus, Ovid, Vergill, Lucian 
(sic) or any ode of Horace or in Greek out of Zenophon, Thucidides 
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or Homer, such as the Schollars themselves shall chuse or the 
Master direct, provided it be of no great length and spoken in the 
middle of the School, immediately before their departure from 
School to Dinner, which shall be handsomely and gracefully per
formed under the penalty of the Master's rebuke and disgrace 
before the rest of the Schollars, in performance of all which exercises 
a general silence shall be kept throughout the School, everyone 
keeping their proper Seats and places under pain of Correction." 
The last sentence with its reference to the whole school being 
taught in the one room is interesting and whatever we may think 
of the pillorying of senior boys in front of junior, there is no doubt 
that this survival of the medieval subject of Rhetoric was good 
training in more ways than one. 

As further practice in wit-sharpening, debates were held at 
least once a quarter, and every month members of the two top 
forms tested each other on knotty points, "hard words and criti
cisms everyone having liberty to propose his question." This was 
a relic of the medieval disputations; the method was practised at 
Westminster under the name of the "Challenge" until quite recent 
times. The two forms faced one another and questions were asked 
in turn starting from the lowest boys. If the answer was not forth
coming within the time taken to count six or ten (in Latin) the 
question was passed on to the next boy and the first was "captus." 
Interest and stimulus were provided by the certainty that if the 
standard of question and answer was high, a half-holiday would be 
granted. 

At the end of each term were presented plays, which were not 
"to savour of profaneness, scurrility or Levity, but observe the 
bounds of Christianity and urbanity". These were not so much 
designed as an amusement for the actors and audience, as a stock 
method of teaching the clear pronunciation of Latin and the 
avoidance of awkward gestures. The custom was a general one and 
not universally approved. "They make all our scholars playboys," 
wrote Ben Jonson, "do we pay our money for this?" However, 
Governors were usually present at these performances, the fore
runners of later speech days; and it would be hard to imagine any 
sort of amateur theatricals that did not provide a deal of harmless 
amusement. A notice, of December 1768, survives. "The head 
scholars of the free grammar school here have now in rehearsal the 
Andrian of Terence, which they intend to perform in public on the 
12th, 13th and 14th instant. The first two nights free, the third 
night for the benefit of the poor of the town." 

A good deal is known about the actual organisation of the work. 
There were six forms, all taken in the same room (to some doubtless 
an excuse for pandemonium, to others an opportunity to learn 
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concentration, and certainly useful for the headmaster to study the 
methods of his colleagues).3 

Officially there were only two men in charge, the master and 
the usher; the former had to be an M . A . , the latter a B . A . , and 
both were required to be "skilled in Latin and Greek" (the head
master, as we have seen, in Hebrew also). The necessary qualifica
tions seem to have been high at Sherborne from the start4; in some 
other schools it was only asked that the masters should be "learned 
and cunning." 

The master took the three top forms, the usher the three lower; 
but as it is known that the majority of boys "seldom proceeded 
beyond the Under Master's school" the latter must have had his 
hands ful l . In fact it is plain that unless pupil teachers were employed 
(of which there is no record at Sherborne) the work must have been 
too much for two men, and it is not surprising to find occasional 
additional assistant masters. However, such men, until their official 
recognition in 1827, were not employed on the foundation and as 
their salaries were normally paid by the regular teachers, their 
names and dates are hard to trace. A t times, though, the Governors 
subsidised the extra help, in which case the men's names occur in 
the accounts. In 1623, on the dismissal of the regular usher, Grove 
was allowed £10 over and above his salary to engage one Richard 
Camplyn "to helpe teach his schollers."5 Between 1637 and 1640 the 
usher was granted £8 each year towards the salary of a M r Reape 
as assistant writing master. Three or four men could have managed 
the school, so far as we can estimate its numbers; two only with great 
difficulty. Hence it is regrettable that such assistants did not have the 
standing of the regular men. More will be said later of the slights 
that were put upon them even in the 19th century, but one contem
porary quotation is irresistible. In 1656 Birstall wrote to the Gover
nors: "The young man that for my sake came hither to teach the 
Youth of the Schoole and Towne writing and Arithmeticke 6 is living 
in that corner of the Church which was otherwise uselesse and there
fore granted him by M r Durnford and M r Sansome, for the fitting 
up of which, it being but a receptacle of filth before, he hath been 

3. The account for 1734 refers to a curtain rod in the schoolroom. This may well have 
been a device similar to that used in the present Big School until quite recent times to divide the 
place in two for teaching purposes. "Above or below the curtain" was a standard 18th century 
expression for what would now be called "Upper or Lower School." 

4. But academic honours by themselves have never sufficed. In 1694 Mr William Player, 
a Sherborne parent, wrote to make enquiries about a possible successor to Curgenven; he was 
interested in "what tablers he has, how many he can bring wth. him (and their names if it may 
be), whether his wife be careful of her tablers, by what methods he governs his boys, by punishmt., 
fear or love, whether his present scool has been raised or fallen under his care." 

5. After six years as unofficial assistant he became usher himself in 1629. It would be pleasant 
to be able to quote him as the earliest example of the many who have come for a short period, 
and then, captivated by Sherborne, stayed a lifetime. But that same year, on preferment to a living, 
Camplyn left the school. 

6. The description rules out the possibility of his being the usher. He was probably a 
travelling scrivener, a class that became common when paper grew cheaper. 
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at great charges." But even in an age when schoolmasters were 
not reckoned very highly, this was regarded as somewhat scurvy 
treatment, for Birstall goes on to say, "which I must ingenuously tell 
you, I thought the Company would not have stucke to have done for 
him, seeing the Commodity does more than reflect on the Schoole." 

Such, then, were the early curriculum and the men in charge 
of it. The system, born of the Middle Ages, was essentially cramped 
and one-sided; yet so strong was tradition that for long after the 
Reformation it satisfied by and large the popular demand. Some 
thinking men from Humphrey Gilbert to Defoe and Adam Smith 
were not slow to raise their voices against the narrow pedantry, 
as it seemed to them, of the old system. Cowper, too, phrased it 
neatly in his Tirocinium:— • 

"For such is all the mental food purvey'd 
By public hackneys in the schooling trade 
Who feed a pupil's intellect with store 
Of syntax truly, but with little more." 

And indeed there is much to criticise in a scheme of education that 
could continue on its course unmoved through the age of 
Shakespeare7 and Bacon and bring about the "great defect in most 
of the grammar schools, viz., a total neglect to cultivate our own 
language." 

But for two hundred years the religious classicism based on the 
fervour of the Reformation sufficed and it was not until the close 
of the 18th century that widespread doubt and scepticism were 
felt about the old order of things. Faced then with serious com
petition from more progressive and utilitarian establishments, the 
grammar schools were forced to set their houses in order, hampered 
in many cases by their own statutes which made it hard for them 
to change even if they wished to. Sherborne was more fortunate 
than many schools; the twilight at the end of the Bristed regime 
was lightened for a time by the advent of Cutler; i f he had not force 
enough to dissipate the gloom entirely, the dawn was not far off. 
The 19th century was a period of great opportunity for able school
masters and on the whole Sherborne can claim to have been well 
served in it. 

7. There are several references in the Abbey accounts at the end of the 16th century to 
the "Queen's Players" performing in the Church House. The great poet is known to have toured 
with these troupers and may well have acted within 50 yards of the school itself. 



CHAPTER I X 

T R A N S I T I O N 

"I know not why anyone should waste his time and beat his head about 
the Latin Grammar."—Locke. 

TH E retirement of Toogood in 1789 and, within twelve months, 
of Bristed also, cleared the air and gave the Governors free 
scope in what was obviously a most important choice. Much 

would depend oh Sherborne's next headmaster; the monopoly of 
the old-time grammar school was gone and steps had to be taken 
to meet the competition of newer establishments either supported 
by charity or run as private speculations.1 A man of drive and 
vision was needed to bring Sherborne in line with the times. To 
this end the Governors elected the 34-year-old John Cutler, a 
Dorchester man and, incidentally, the last of the long series of 
headmasters previously associated with the West Country. His 
qualifications for the post were excellent. Educated at Eton and 
Exeter College, he had been a naval chaplain from 1780 to 1783 
in H . M . S . Hero, a 74-gun ship of the line in the East Indies, where 
he was wounded in action. Turning subsequently to schoolmastering, 
he had put in three years as an assistant at Rugby, followed by three 
more as headmaster of Dorchester Grammar School. To this varied 
experience he could .add the best of social connections, for his wife 
was Sarah Eliza Guise, niece of William Windham, the well-known 
statesman. Their family, a large one of six sons and one daughter 
(at least three more children dying in infancy), was destined to have 
an unusually close connection with the history of the school, the 
development of which it influenced in a curious way. 

The coming of the new headmaster was marked by an inauspicious 
hitch. After his election in December 1789 it was discovered that he 
was only a B . A . , a qualification insufficient according to statute; 
the omission was hastily repaired, and as an M . A . in February 1790 
he was formally re-elected. 

A n d the Governors did not fail to give him a good start. "The 
Warden of the free Grammar School thinks it a duty to the public 
to inform noblemen, gentlemen and others who have the care of 
the rising generation that this ancient seminary of learning will be 
opened on the 2nd of August next by the Rev. M r Cutler, A . M . , 
well known for his abilities as a classical scholar. A mode of useful 
and elegant tuition undertaken by approved abilities, joined with a 

1. There were about this time at least two other schoolmasters in Sherborne, J. P. Melmoth 
at Foster's and Joseph Ayres who ran his own school but also taught in the grammar school. 
It is, however, worthy of note that both these men sent their own sons to the latter. 
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diligent attention to the duties of the school, cannot fail "to furnish 
the western counties (in a few years) with eminent men, .who in their 
several professions, may become as highly honourable to themselves 
as beneficial and ornamental to their country." 

Cutler's time coincided with one of the most stirring periods of 
English history. The town of Sherborne was seldom without its 
garrison of regular troops from 1795 onwards and in the critical 
year 1803 with its threat of invasion there was much militia activity 
in the district. In August of that year there was a meeting in the 
Town Hal l under Lord Digby to consider the formation of a 
"Volunteer Infantry Association"; in the spate of commissions that 
were subsequently granted to the 1st Volunteer Battalion under his 
command may be read many names of O.S.S. and Governors 
(H. S. Brice, the Warden, was regimental surgeon). The boys were 
hardly likely to have been completely excluded. One of them 
recollects, "I was at that time at the King's School in Sherborne, 
and have vivid remembrances of soldiering in those days, when 
every man, ay, and every boy too, buckled on his armour, and 
prepared himself for the battle. We were soldiers with all the pomp 
and circumstance of actual war—we marched with the national 
colours carried before us, to the shrill fife and the spirit-stirring 
drum, and differed only from veterans, milites ipsi, in having 
wooden guns instead of muskets and rifles. 2 

Indirectly the great events of the period were by no means 
without their influence on English schools. The advent of the 
French Revolution still further loosened the grip of religion on 
education and a measure of state control was substituted. In view 
of the demands of the time and the need for modernisation Cutler 
could not fail to introduce some changes into the curriculum. 
Soon the school prospectus claimed that the "Eton plan" of educa
tion was followed—a natural tribute from the headmaster to his 
old school. Yet in fact the developments were not revolutionary. 
The hours and system of discipline remained much the same, and 
the old subjects still occupied most of the time, but there was some 
attempt to break new ground. For the first time History (taught 
after a fashion from a series of letters) and Geography from an 
up-to-date book and such English, classics as Paradise Lost were 
introduced into a Sherborne classroom. For these subjects the 
headmaster and usher were responsible in their respective classes, 
or, to use the then current term, for the former the "Great School" 

2. The considerable body of O.S.S. would obviously not have gone unscathed in the bloody 
campaigns of those days. Nearly all, however, owing to scanty records are-consigned to undeserved 
oblivion; but of one family, one hopes not typical, something is known. 

In 1790 a Mrs Hawker, a clergyman's widow, came to Sherborne for the free education of 
her sons, George, Peter and Edmund. The three "fine tall young men" all took commissions; the 
first was drowned at Portsmouth while a midshipman, the second, captured by a French privateer, 
was a P.O.W. for many years, and the third was "blown to atoms" at Badajoz. 
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and the latter the "Lower School." As before, assistant masters 
supervised the Arithmetic 3 and they were also given charge of the 
completely new subject of French. 

Some information about the curriculum is derived from a bill 
of 1796. Included is a charge for dancing lessons, possibly a further 
concession in its day to modern ideas.4 The fee is considerably 
more than for writing and arithmetic, though whether this is any 
indication of their relative importance in the eyes of the authorities 
is perhaps questionable. Such trimmings as dancing (and French) 
were regarded as luxuries to be studied strictly outside school hours. 
O f French incidentally we hear no more till Harper's time; dancing 
lessons, after an even longer eclipse, have only once since reappeared 
in the time-table. 

The following letter written in 1791 by Sir John de la Pole to 
his ten-year-old son casts light on the fruits of Sherborne teaching 
at the time of the changes:— 

"My dear little boy. 
I return you many thanks for your answer to my letter, although I must 

own that you disappointed me much by your long silence, which I will, 
for this time, suppose was occasioned by strict application to your books 
. . . . Your writing is not quite as good as I ought to expect from the con
sideration of the time you have learned that useful branch of education 
. . . . Your mode of spelling is very incorrect indeed and I am sorry to tell 
you that your last letter was more deficient in that point than any I have 
ever received from you. I desire you will show this letter to Mr Cutler as 
soon as you have read it . . . ." 

Parents without a sense of humour can be a tragedy to their 
children; from the school's point of view be it said that in 1791 
the new headmaster had hardly had time to get his reforms under 
way. Perhaps he himself never became a very profound or successful 
teacher. One of his pupils (possibly not of the most rewarding) 
confessed in later years that "he certainly did not take them very 
deeply into Latin or Greek, but such as he knew that he endeavoured 
to impart." Be this as it may, Cutler himself was clearly a dedicated 
classic who all his life "felt the charm of Latin poetry and would 
sing epic odes or strike off pointed epigrams of peculiar elegance" 
and he made it his proud boast that no boy educated by him ever 
failed or found difficulty with his university exams. To say such a 
thing he must have been a bold man, but it is true enough that 
some of his pupils did make their way in after life, notably William 
Bruce Knight who became a pillar of the Church in Wales, his 
brother Sir James Lewis Knight-Bruce, Vice-Chancellor, chief judge 

3. Its status remained low. Joseph Ayres, mentioned above, writes revealingly in the preface 
to his textbook on the subject; "Having for many years past, had a great number of young gentle
men to instruct in accounts, and but little time allowed for the same . . ." 

4. Another item is an optional charge for "Single Bed," an eloquent commentary on 
contemporary domestic conditions. It is recorded that boys were packed eight or ten in tiny 
dormitories. But the parent in question appears to have preferred to save himself the extra expense 
involved. 
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in bankruptcy and Lord Justice of Appeal , 5 S. March Phillipps, a 
well-known legal expert in his day, and B. P. Symons, Vice-Chancellor 
of Oxford. 

A further effort to get out of the rut was Cutler's institution in 
1791 of an Anniversary Meeting or Speech Day held each year in 
August or September. Something of this sort is hinted at in the 
statutes as taking place from the earliest times, but Cutler's innova
tion has a much more modern ring and served as a sound precedent 
for Young, nearly a hundred years later, to introduce the first 
Commemoration proper. The occasion was twofold in character, 
partly a reunion of Old Boys, partly window dressing for parents, 
both of course to keep the school in the public eye. The method was 
probably very effective; "the town", we read one year, "has seldom 
witnessed so brilliant a day." The initial advertisement ran as follows 
and others appeared annually (though it is of interest to note that 
in 1803 the military situation precluded the gathering):— 

KING'S S C H O O L , S H E R B O R N E August 1791. 
An Anniversary Meeting is proposed to be held at the School House; 

and the first to commence Monday 22nd August, which it is hoped will be 
favoured with the attention of the neighbouring gentlemen and particu
larly of those educated at this ancient and respectable seminary. The appear
ance of ladies will be esteemed an additional honour to the meeting. 

The Public Exercises commence at the School precisely at twelve of the 
clock. 

A n ordinary will be prepared at the Antelope Inn at three. And a Ball 
at the Town Hall 6 in the evening. 

E D W A R D PHELIPS ESQ. 
T H E R E V . D R W Y N D H A M , 

Stewards. 

Parents were also circularised, for the bill mentioned above bears 
on its back the following general invitation:— 

"The School Meeting will be on the of August when the company 
of M r and Mrs , their family, and Friends will be esteemed a Favour." 

The stewards seem always to have been O.S.S., one an older man 
and in orders, the other a younger, recently in the school. The 
speeches were delivered in the School House Dining H a l l 7 and 
consisted, not in dissertations by eminent visitors and the head
master, but in stock extracts recited by boys. A typical programme 

5. Famed for his good memory and quick wit. Arriving at Sherborne in 1799 as a child of 
eight, he was already able (once started off) to continue any passage in Shakespeare's Histories. 

Many years later a dull and longwinded counsel came out in court with "unius" in a Latin tag. 
The judge roused himself to interject, "Unius, we learnt at school." Counsel pleaded the use of the 
other form in verse. "Yes," instantly came the dry response, "But you forget we are prosing here." 

6. The Town Hall has been mentioned before: it stood on the area of the lawn surrounding 
the War Memorial. Demolished in 1884 its flooring was removed to the School Library, then in 
process of reconstruction. The feet of Shirburnians thus still tread its boards, though to less stately 
measures. Other advertisements state that tickets were to be got at Mr Penny's, of which we hear 
a good deal in the 19th century, "a bookseller's shop in Half Moon Street, the lounge of Sherborne 
in general and of the King's School in particular." Several members of the family were educated 
at the school. 

7. A bill survives "Putting up seats for Publick speeches 28/8/1792, three men's labour, 
11/6." Ten years later the cost was tripled, not all to be attributed to rising prices; the meetings 
had grown in popularity. 
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(that for 1801) is appended; 8 the preponderance of English as 
opposed to Latin and Greek is significant of the recent changes in 
the curriculum—: 

Demosthenes excites the Athenians against Philip - Demosthenes 
Catiline's Exhortation to the Conspirators - - Sallusl 
Ode to truth _ _ _ _ _ Mason 
Belial dissuades war with Heaven - - Milton 
Tacitus laments the death of Agricola - - Tacitus 
On the love of our country (Oxford Prize Poem) - Butson 
On the memorable military action at Aboukir and the 

Death of Abercromby - - - - Stockdale 
The Scythian Ambassador accuses Alexander of 

Ambition and Rapacity - - - - Quintus Curtius 
Demosthenes against Philip - - - - Demosthenes 
Brutus on the death of Caesar - - - Shakespeare 
Antony's Funeral oration over the body of Caesar - Shakespeare 
Caractacus, taken prisoner, addresses Aulus Didius, the 

the Roman general - - - - Mason 

Year by year newspaper reports assure us that "a numerous 
and polite auditory attended the recitations of the young Gentlemen 
in their elegant and classical deliveries" and that "about fifty 
Gentlemen afterwards dined in Harmony and Conviviality with 
the Stewards at the Town Hal l (or sometimes the "Antelope") 
following whereupon "a very full and fashionable ball closed the 
evening." A contemporary observer (in this case not a journalist) 
adds the human touch with the comment that the latter "was 
attended by all the pretty girls of the county." Who will have 
grudged them plenty of partners ? Little enough seems to have been 
designed for their entertainment during the day. 

In contrast to the formal phraseology of the newspaper reporter 
the following more personal account is of interest. It comes from 
the diary of a certain Richard Bellamy, who was at the time articled 
to M r Peter Batson, a Governor and a well-known local solicitor, 
and affords a vivid picture of what the Anniversary Meeting meant 
to a typical young O.S.; the entry refers to 1794:— 

"Thursday 28//; Aug.—This day M r Cutler's boys spoke in Public as 
usual yearly (called the School Meeting). They began about I o'clock 
and continued till nearly half past two. The boys spoke very well and 
highly entertained most of the company attending it, which was a very 
full meeting. I din'd at M r Batson's as usual; Mr Batson din'd at the Ordin
ary at the Assembly Room, and some gentlemen din'd at Mr Batson's 
house as did also Miss Bristed. I was obliged to be the Chairman, con
sequently pushed the wine about and I got myself quite a gentleman. 
In the afternoon about fi o'clock drank tea at Mr Winter's9 and recovered. 

8. The "juvenile orators" are often named; some future Register may one day record them. 
Personal touches are few, but in 1797 "we particularly noticed the promising talents of Snow, a 
very young lad, who, in the character of a negro slave, delivered, in French, an address to his 
masters, displaying singular strength of memory and propriety of action." He was 12. n 

9. Charles Winter, O.S. and a contemporary of the diarist. He was in the mercery business 
and was one of those to whom an ensign's commission was granted in the Ist Battalion of Dorset 
Volunteers. 
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About 8 o'clock I dressed myself for the Ball; about half past nine o'clock 
we began dancing. There was 40 couple in the whole that danced" and 
three card tables. 1 returned home about half past 3 o'clock after spending 
a very agreeable evening. Unfortunately I sprained my foot the last dance." 

But of the changes associated with Cutler the most lasting and 
important is one that is less perhaps to his credit, not concerned 
with curricula and social things, but with recruitment and the 
type of boy admitted. In this his motive seems to have been simply 
a shortage of money, aggravated perhaps by his wife's expensive 
tastes. His marriage with Eliza Guise was not, from the very first, 
regarded as entirely suitable. Describing a conversation with 
Mrs Guise (Cutler's mother-in-law) William Windham wrote in 
his diary in 1789: "From her I heard for the first time the story 
of her daughter's marriage and the unhappiness she was likely to 
meet with." But by the same token an influential uncle was the 
obvious person for a needy young couple to approach and in 1795 
we find Mrs Cutler writing to Windham to ask for his help in 
securing a living for her husband: "The anxiety of a Mother who 
wishes to bring up a family of small children with decency and 
credit, will I hope plead my excuse for troubling you with this letter. 
M r Cutler . . . has now literally nothing in his profession not even 
half-pay as a Navy Chaplain; which 1 believe is customary. Our 
present income arises from the School at Sherborne in Dorsetshire; 
when we came to it there was not a single boy, we have now 50, 
but Schools are fluctuating and uncertain, of course we are in a very 
anxious situation." 

The result of the niece's application was apparently nil, for 
seven years later Cutler himself put his own case:— 1 0 

"Sir, 
I should be extremely unwilling to intrude upon you at this time, 

if the dvayKcrir) kiey&Ari 8e6s did not compel me. When 1 had the honour 
some years ago of delivering you my testimonial signed by the Lord Lieu
tenant and the two members for the county I could not have supposed 
the reigning Minister could have neglected an old servant of the Crown, 
one who has deserved well of his country in war, in church & State. In 
case you might not have had a proper opportunity of introducing my 
name and character, I take the liberty of enclosing you a copy of it. Believe 
me, Sir, I find it difficult to exist as I am at present, greatly in debt for the 
necessaries of life. And how can this be otherwise with an income of £60 
per An. badly paid. 

Pardon me, Sir, I do not mean to be troublesome, but when I find myself 
surrounded with a large family of children, which I cannot decently support 
by. my labours—your goodness of heart, your sensibility, your humanity 
will plead my excuse. I should humbly suppose that the circumstances of my 
having sent to Cambridge, Mr S. Philipps, who this present year has won the 
University Prize would claim some attention from the Minister or Chancel
lor . . . I should fondly hope that my having bled for my King and Country 
(for tho' Chaplain with Sir Edward Hughes I was severely wounded in an 

10. It is curious to note that Windham and Cutler had been contemporaries at-Eton. The 
former, however, having been expelled, perhaps assessed the connection less highly than did the 
latter. 
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action off Ceylon) would at least give me some claim to the smallest of his 
Majesty's preferments. With your kind condescension, Sir, I should suppose 
that this might easily be brought to pass either with the Minister or Chancel
lor—or even both. 

May I humbly hope that you will take this my humble request into your 
consideration and let me not when my claim is greater on my King and 
Country than of most men existing, sink into the grave unrewarded, for
gotten and friendless. Let me not when I eagerly & humbly stretch out 
my hands for some small ecclesiastical gift, after having been in orders 
24 years let me not say that 1 must still be doomed to find—nihil praeter 
plorare. 

Mrs C. (who is worthy of a better fate) desires her Respects. Mrs Guise 
is with me, but she knows nothing of my writing this, 

I am, Sir, with unfeigned Respect, 
your most obedient & Faithful humble servant, 

J O H N C U T L E R . " 

But even this cri de coeur proved unfruitful, and pensionless, 
surrounded by a young family and beset by the steep rise in prices 
which was so marked a feature of the years following 1800, Cutler 
now seems to have turned in real earnest to his only other expedient. 
We have already seen that paying boarders could bring in a com
fortable augmentation of a headmaster's salary, and there is no 
doubt that in his straits Cutler did make a deliberate and sustained 
effort to change the foundation character of the school by admitting 
a large proportion of such boys, a course rendered easy for him 
by his social connections. 1 1 From his time then may be traced at 
Sherborne the rise of the anomaly that institutions which were 
originally founded for the poor and needy have come to be mainly 
supported by the more affluent classes. 

The change was not unopposed. It was this policy of trans
forming the old "ffree school" into a private boarding establishment 
that lost Sherborne the services of its usher, J. K . Moor, the dis
tinguished antiquarian, who wrote at the time of his resignation in 
1801, "Disapproving as I do in many points of the Conduct of 
the Upper Master, I chose rather to sacrifice my private interest 
than be the occasion of disputes which might be prejudicial to the 
interests of the school." This was a danger signal and the next 
year the Governors found it necessary to remind Cutler that no 
boy was to be admitted to the school unless under the express 
conditions of the statutes. The tenure of Moor's successor, Lake, 
was also suspiciously short and on his resignation in 1804 a difficult 
situation arose. A certain Rev. M r Porter was chosen as usher, 
but on further enquiry he discovered that there were but three 

11. For a time Cutler was extremely successful. The Stewards of his Anniversary Meetings 
present an impressive array of titles, even if partly of boys who had moved on to even better known 
schools. The de la Pole connection was perhaps too brilliant to be typical. He was an M.P. and a 
friend of the Prince Regent; she was a famous social beauty (whose portrait by Romney fetched in 
1913, according to The Times, "the highest auction price paid for a picture by any artist in any 
country"). And for those who think that interest in stately homes is a modern taste only, we read 
of a Sherborne boy being taken during the holidays about 1795 to Kingston Lacy House (still well 
known for its numerous fine pictures) to view the portraits of his ancestors. 
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boys on the foundation—the rest being paying boarders—and 
deciding that such a small number was quite insufficient to give 
scope for the talents of a conscientious undermaster, at the last 
minute he refused the post. This put the Governors in a quandary, 
for at such short notice it would have been hard to find a suitable 
usher. The headmaster, with financial considerations well in the 
front of his mind, was prepared to turn the situation to his advantage 
and offered to carry on by himself—at an enhanced salary; this 
the Governors refused. 1 2 Whereupon Cutler declined, as indeed 
he was entitled to do, to teach the foundationers singlehanded. 
Ultimately a compromise was reached, highly beneficial to the 
Cutler family, for the headmaster was permitted to engage tempor
arily for nine months his own son Henry, then aged 17, until recently 
a pupil in the school and who did not even matriculate at Oxford 
till after he had been superseded at Sherborne. But the records 
show that his salary was the ful l one normally paid to a qualified 
man; the official receipts are extant, but signed in the father's 
handwriting. 

The main question, that of holding a balance between boarders 
and foundationers, was shelved for the time being. But even so, 
all was not well with the headmaster's finances. In 1807 Mrs Cutler 
was writing once more to her uncle a letter which, even by the 
standards of those days, could hardly have observed the decencies:— 

"It was with the greatest concerne that my mother and myself heard 
of the death of Dr Lukin. We most sincerely sympathise with his family 
in their heavy affliction. You will, I trust, excuse the Liberty 1 am about 
to take in supposing his son is designed to succeed him in his Norfolk 
preferment & as I apprehend he is not of age to take it, say that should 
you approve of M r Cutler to hold it for him, he would think himself hon
oured." 

But all to no avail. The Secretary at War was too concerned 
at this time with a triumphant Napoleon to have leisure to deal 
with the troubles of a provincial schoolmaster. It was not till 1813 
(three years after Windham's death) that at long last Cutler secured 
a living—that of Patney, Wilts—and by then, ironically enough, 
his zeal for teaching was on the wane and the prosperity of the 
school declining. 

But the controversy caused by the change in recruitment policy 
was not so easily stilled. In 1814 was appointed as usher the young 
Thomas James (of whom more later). It was not long before Cutler 
discovered that he, now with twenty-four years' service behind him, 
was being fobbed off with a salary less by £5 per annum than that 
paid to the new and inexperienced arrival. The inevitable wrangle 
which ensued raked up once more the old dispute, which was clearly 
still a matter of bitter local complaint. 

12. Yet with an element of meanness, for in the same year, they had allocated themselves 
a larger sum for the expenses of their own annual dinner, a sure indication of the rising cost of 
living. 
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It was pointed out to Cutler that technically boarders were in 
the school on sufferance only, yet they had been allowed openly to 
disparage foundationers as "Charity Boys" and had furthermore 
been arrogating the sole right to use the "Play Courts"; things in 
fact had come to such a pass that local parents were jealous and 
hesitated to send their sons to the school. Moreover, Cutler, as a 
justification for his acceptance of so many boarders, had been 
spreading rumours that his salary was but £15 per year, and not, 
as in fact, £75 with considerable perquisites. This last impeachment 
the headmaster indignantly denied as idle gossip or deliberate 
misrepresentation. Of the alleged distinction between foundationers 
and boarders he could only write, "I have endeavoured by using 
the same conduct towards both, to create that harmony and 
familiarity, which ought to exist among Gentlemen." It is doubtful 
whether this was true; discrimination on the part of the masters 
between the two classes of boy seems much more likely. Some 
years previously Williams, the usher before James, had been sum
moned by the Governors and rebuked for "undue severity towards 
the boys on the foundation." 

The problem found a temporary solution in the granting of a 
well-deserved increase in salary to the headmaster, on the under
standing that he should thereafter make a point of admitting a larger 
proportion of foundationers; this agreement Cutler to some extent 
observed. But the bickering about the relative status of boys 
admitted free and those whose parents paid continued on and off 
till well into Harper's time and was not finally settled until 1871. 
The growth of class consciousness in education, a sorry declension 
from the easy and natural relationships in previous centuries, led 
inevitably to a clash between the old tradition and the new. Men 
who had been brought up to regard the school as a local preserve 
could hardly be expected to take a favourable view of the wholesale 
admission of boys from outside. Yet whatever his motives, Cutler, 
by his introduction of many boys from titled families 1 3 and the 
professional classes, especially the services, was probably con
ferring an ultimate benefit on Sherborne by tending to raise it to 
the rank of what was then known as a "Great" or "Public" school. 

If Cutler had been selected as likely to avoid the failings of 
his predecessor, the Governors must have suffered some disappoint
ment. Favouritism of his family and neglect of school work in 
favour of other profitable activities had caused much criticism in 
Bristed's case. But Cutler cannot be acquitted of leaning the same 
way—and latterly with the same results; by the end of his time 
numbers had sunk very low. In 1817 the Anniversary Meeting 

13. The 19th century was the age of tuft hunters. W. C. Medlycott, in the school about 
1820, had no other appellation, we are told, from the school servants than "the young bar-o-net." 
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ceased and parish returns of the period mention "a grammar school 
containing 10 boys, sometimes 12. The upper master has accommo
dation for 80." In all, 300 boys are accounted for in other local 
schools. "The poorer classes have abundant means of instruction 
and they gladly avail themselves of them." 

Gone the titles, gone the drive for recruitment. One can readily 
sense Cutler's critics making the most of their opportunity to carp 
at him; but the figures do make a sorry showing with those of Lyon's 
time 15 years later. In 1819, feeling the burden of increasing years, 
he applied for leave to resign; yet with a significant proviso he 
wrote:— 

"But my worldly circumstances are not of such a nature as to permit 
me conscientiously to give up the school if my son Richard 1 4 should not 
succeed to the appointment. His heart is good, his manners correct and 
his character for ability very fully evinced by his College Testimonium. 
My feelings would be exceedingly hurt, Gentlemen, if I could suppose 
you should conceive it indelicate in me to make any sort of proposition 
of introducing my Son to your notice . . . . " 

The Governors, however, showed themselves less sensitive than 
anticipated and ignored this plea entirely for three months. Cutler 
then asked for an extended holiday, claiming the old right to put 
in his nominee—Richard—as a locum. But the latter was flatly 
refused even as a stopgap, since it was more natural that in the 
headmaster's absence the usher should take his place. This decision 
annoyed Cutler so much that he was indiscreet enough to pen a 
letter to one Governor, M r Langdon, expressing his feelings frankly— 
an indulgence which nearly led to a suit for libel. When he did 
finally resign in 1822, it was without reservations and Richard had 
to take his chance of succeeding him in open competition; this he 
did—unsuccessfully 1 5 (though rumour at the time said there was 
only one vote in it.) 

In 1833 Cutler, now quite blind, died in London at the house of 
another son, Edward, head surgeon of St George's Hospital, thus 

14. This Richard, like his brother Henry, was a Shirburnian and had been given some 
experience by his father, being allowed to help with the supervision of the boys—an arrangement 
by no means welcome to the regular usher, James. 

15. His application for the post ran: "It will be unnecessary for me to enlarge on my private 
character and disposition; these are fully known to you, as I have grown up from childhood 
under your own observation. My being a native of the Town and being educated at the school 
must be favourable circumstances in your estimation; and, I confess, I should with sorrow quit 
a spot dear to me from the remembrance of my infant days, and to which I am attached by those 
close ties with which friendship links a warm and social heart. Stimulated by the strongest feelings 
—by duty, by gratitude, by attachment, by interest, I am confident I should fill the situation to 
your satisfaction and with honour to myself. With these reflections I cannot but sanguinely 
anticipate the result of your decision." The style is based upon the flowery model of the elder 
Cutler, though its author never seems to have realised that fresh blood is essential to a school's 
well being. Yet Richard Cutler was an able and conscientious man.. He was elected headmaster 
of Dorchester School in 1824, the post his father had vacated thirty-four years before. When over 
70 he returned to Sherborne as Abbey curate and in his closing years well proved the truth of 
what he had written to the Governors half a century before. A prodigious memory for his youthful 
days and a facile pen produced many reminiscent articles which, much appreciated even at the 
time, now form a quite invaluable sourcebook. 
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to the last in the bosom of the family for whom he had tried to do 
so much; his nepotism was but in accordance with the times, and 
Sherborne has since been richly recompensed by the bequest in 1924 
by his grandson (Richard's son) of £10,000 for scholarships, bearing 
his name, reserved in the first instance for the sons of barristers. 

Cutler's reign is the first to be much enlivened by personal 
reminiscences. Whatever his failings as a public figure, with the 
boys the headmaster stood well. "We loved Cutler," said one 
of them, "he treated us like gentlemen." And the feeling was clearly 
reciprocated by "the fine old man, walking up and down the little 
front court and looking on "his boys" as he fondly called them, 
engaged at Prison Base." A vivid glimpse of life in those days is 
given by this further recollection: 

"J myself saw, in early days, when a boy at the King's School a row 
of old shambling tenements on what is now the Parade in Cheap Street, 
more especially Noah's Ark, a ricketty gabled huxter's shop, the antiquated 
mansion of Mother Tibbs. The Ark was all bustle and confusion. The 
busy huxter was incessantly dealing out to her customers and among 
them the boys from the King's School, fresh eggs, pats of butter and slices 
of cheese, common fruits and small eatables of all kinds. Especially, t 
remember we loved to purchase sausages and cook them for ourselves 
at the schoolroom fire, with a penny brick, a little loaf of white bread so 
called from its ceramic shape."16 

From this time too is extant the first known copy of the school 
rules, apart from the statutes which are purely general directives. 
Top whipping (barred indoors) was apparently a staple amusement; 
some have wondered why the possession of poultry should merit 
expulsion; but it must be remembered that your 19th century school
boy sometimes had a propensity for raiding hen roosts, 1 7 and it 
was moreover the age of cock fighting. The town was out of bounds 
(save the churchyard and Under Bow—that long since demolished 
short cut from the Parade to Half Moon Street—for boys going to 
Dancing H i l l ) . 1 8 But though boys could go out by invitation to pri-

16. Though the old house at the south corner of Abbey Road and Cheap Street was known 
as "Noah's Ark" as late as 1940, the Digby Accounts suggest rather a site, as described, near the 
Conduit; the building, even then very old, was demolished in 1814, probably on the occasion of the 
erection of the New Shambles which stood on what is now the Parade. 

In those days there was no tuckshop; the boys bought freely in the town. Tuffins, in Church 
Lane, still remembered today, dated back to the 18th century; from here "young Dick" Tuffin, 
sallying forth with a tinkling bell, would toss any boy for mutton pies. 

Nearby, but a little later, was Maria Moore who kept a "puff and pie shop opposite the 
School Gate." 

17. cf. Tom Brown's Schooldays. "I regret to have to confess that visits from the Rugby boys 
and consequent disappearance of ancient and respectable fowls, were not infrequent." 

18. That early 19th century rules should read quaintly is to be expected. But the followin 
have all appeared in various codes of the 20th. 
Forbidden. Cycling in the Digby Road. Ferrets. Jewelry. Spiked shoes in school. 

Impositions take precedence over games. 
On the other hand, "School caps may be worn to Chapel after dark on winter Sundays." 

and "The Tuckshop is opened for ten minutes before breakfast." 
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vate houses, 1 9 such strict confinement led of course to mischief, " O l d 
crier Simmonds, who required the bill to be read over to him three 
times (for he could not read), commonly finished with 'God save 
the K ing ' and we boys usually added 'and hang the crier'"—and no 
doubt to bound-breaking too i f the crier were advertising an attrac
tion such as the 'Sherborne Diversions' (held annually in August.) 
A boy of the period has left his recollections of the displays of 
cudgel playing held on these occasions. "When a schoolboy at 
Sherborne, with childlike impatience, I watched the erection of 
the stage on the morning of the races. 2 0 A crowd of men and 
women from all the country round soon came together. The master 
of the ceremonies soon proclaimed that the playing was about to 
begin, and a dozen brawny arms threw up hats on the stage in 
token that the owners of the same were willing to enter the lists as 
combatants. Two were selected, who, after having their arms duly 
padded, and their hands protected by thick gloves, set to for a bout, 
with a 'stickler' to watch fair play between them." 2 1 

But i f term-time bounds were strict, holidays at least were 
growing longer in the 18th century—six weeks at Christmas and 
Midsummer, with a few days at Easter, Whitsun and Pack Monday. 
Nor were the terms themselves all work and no play. For our last 
glimpse of those far-off times we turn once more to Richard Bellamy 
and his diary for 1794. 

"In the evening about 7- o'clock I went to the Swan and saw Sieur 
Richards the Showman perform all sorts of conjuration—a great number 
of people attended this grand exhibition, a large number of gentlemen and 
ladies, and all M r Cutler's schoolboys. This Richards performed all sorts 
of conjuration with the Cards, Cups and Balls and other different things 
which he did quite clever; he also imitated different kinds of Birds. And 
at the same place we also saw a little double jointed woman, being about 
3 feet tall and remarkably strong, this was an American woman. This 
exhibition lasted until 9 o'clock, about two hours in the whole, and we saw 
all of it for 6d. each, which was very well worth the money." 

A printed item in the bill for 1796 before mentioned, "Seeing 
Shew 6d." suggests that exhibitions of this sort were regularly 
attended by the boys. 

19. "Unlike most youths, he had no inclination for play and often was he ridiculed by his 
schoolfellows for not joining them in their amusements, instead of returning home to again resume 
his studies; however his more studious schoolfellows were pleased to accompany him to his usual 
place of retirement to read and pray. Awake to every religious feeling and duty, often would they 
visit the poor and sick, anxious to impart balm to every wound." The boy was G. W. Woolcott 
(c. 1810-18) and his place of retirement was the New Inn where his father carried on the business 
of the "London and Exeter Waggons". This building, which stood 1483-1843 on the north side of 
Greenhill, was with its square yard, open gallery and picturesque mullioned front for long the chief 
hostelry in the town and one of the best known Sherborne antiquities. 

We have seen that one of the original Governors was its landlord; here now towards the end 
of its time, is a very different but equally definite connection with the school No doubt in the 
intervening 250 years there were many others, now for ever unrecorded. 

20. From about 1750 at least there was a mile long race track round Lenthay Common 
(then known as "The Moor"); this, too, was clandestinely frequented by boys. A letter of Harper 
survives reporting the expulsion of two of them for doing so. 

21. Bouts were held on both the race days; on the first on a stage erected in front of the 
steps to the Abbey near the weighbridge; on the second, in front of the Angel Inn, now the Green. 
"One guinea each day for him who breaks most heads." 
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A n d when all else failed, those spacious days with their easy
going conventions afforded yet other opportunities for liberty, as 
in the case of the boy who was given leave to drive his father (be it 
said with regret, the Vicar of Chetnole) home in his carriage, the 
latter not being fit to do so himself after visiting a Governor's 
house and several other places and "getting himself in brave order." 
But such excursions for a boy were perhaps even then exceptional. 

C U T L E R O N H . M . S . " H E R O " 
Preserved in the Public Record Office are the muster roll of 

the Hero for October 1780 with Cutler's name included, and the 
log books for the commissions on which he served. 

It was a stirring prelude to his less eventful career as a school
master. The young chaplain, aged only 24, was solely responsible 
for the spiritual welfare of 600 men, largely recruited from the Boyne 
and clearly of the roughest type; "one dozen lashes"—never more 
and never less—are constantly entered as punishments for drunken
ness, fighting or theft. 

In the tropics, despite the daily entry "Smoaked ship and 
washed with vinegar," deaths from pestilence averaged not far 
short of half a dozen a week. Reading the burial service must have 
been one of Cutler's main duties. 

The action of 6th July, 1782, wherein he was wounded, was a 
sharp one and involved a good many casualties. 

S H I R B U R N I A N S F R O M A W A R E H A M F A M I L Y 
The writer of these extracts was Thomas Oldfield Bartlett, O.S. 

(b. 1788); Charles and William are his younger brothers {b. 1794 and 
1797). Their father, a lawyer, had married a Yetminster girl. 

The dates mentioned fit mainly into the conjectural school 
calendar, though the Christmas holiday seems long. The occupa
tions might well be those of today. 

March 28th 1808. Longman of Sherborne, an old schoolfellow, 
called on me. This was on a Monday, Longman's birthday was on 
the Thursday following he being 19—mine on the Saturday following 
I being 20—send 7 shillings enclosed in a letter by him to Charles 
and William to Sherborne. 

Monday April 25th 1808. M y father, myself and sister Alicia went 
to Yetminster. M y father and sister went in a chaise, I went on 
horseback. A l l went to Sherborne Sessions Wednesday returned to 
Yetminster the same evening, brought Charles and William there, 
returned home the Friday following that day being the 29th. Dapper 
(the little dog) went with us ran by my horse all the way down and 
all the way back again. 
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Wednesday 15th June 1808. This day Charles, William and 
myself went to Ho lm Bridge fishing.22 

25th November Friday. This day Charles and Bi l l came home 
from school. 

November 29th Tuesday. B i l l fell in a ditch over head and ears. 
Feb Ist 1809. This day Charles and Wm, went to school. I had 

a most violent head ach (sic) that day. 

T H E C A N A D I A N R I D O U T S 
George Ridout of Sherborne (b. 1702) had two sons Thomas 

(b. 1754) and John Gibbs (b. 1757). The former emigrated to Mary
land at the age of 20 where his son Thomas Gibbs Ridout was born 
in 1792. The family finally settled in Toronto where the father rose 
to become the Hon. Thomas Ridout, a member of the Legislative 
Council of Upper Canada. 2 3 In 1812 he sent his son, then aged 20, 
to England on a tour that inevitably included Sherborne. There 
survive some letters from the young man to his father; do trans
atlantic visitors of the second generation act or feel much differently 
today ? 

Tuesday, Jan 1th 1812. I continued my journey to Sherborne 
where I arrived at two. Passed the Antelope then went down Cheap 
Street and round the market place to the King's Arms where I 
left my horse and went on to M r Wilmott's of Westbury at whose 
house we stayed. 

Bristol Wednesday 5th Feb 1812. On my visit to Sherbourne, I 
went to see my old grandfather's house. I found it in ruins, the 
hedges are out of repair, and the avenue of trees leading to the house 
have their tops cut off. I also went to see the grammar school, which 
now consists of twenty boys, kept by the Rev. J. Cutler. It was 
Christmas holidays. A girl came out and civilly unlocked the door. 
I walked up and down the room, saw the oaken benches, desks and 
wainscoting cut up and carved with 3000 names; saw John Gibbs 
Ridout carved. 2 4 

I went to Sherbourne church on Sunday sat just below the fine 
old organ and had a full view of this Gothic pile which has stood 
unmoved in war and peace through the storms and tempests of 
700 years its clustered pillars forming a lofty deep arch. The massy 
walls seemed to defy time and I think that seven centuries may roll 
away and this building will remain in a perfect state. After church 
James Ridout 2 5 showed me grandfather's seat near the pulpit which 

22. On the Frome near Wareham, scene of a Civil War engagement. 
23. From his monument in Toronto Cathedral, almost certainly an O.S. 
24. Only 400 names now survive. He was, of course, viewing his uncle's name—still visible 

today on the stonework. 
25. O.S. and Governor. Restorer of Abbey Grange. 
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1 entered. There, on that spot 50 years ago sat my father, in the 
other corner grandfather. Here in this church for generations had the 
family been christened and buried, but I found myself more of a 
stranger in Sherbourne than in any other town I had been in . " 

None the less, it is said that Thomas Gibbs Ridout in due course 
had a street in Toronto named after the town where his family 
originated. A query in 1955 to the City Clerk's Department elicited 
a prompt answer, "In reply to your letter, may I advise that one of 
our larger downtown streets is still called Sherbourne Street." 



CHAPTER X 

ADVANCE AND SETBACK 
"It is quite surprising to see the wickedness of young boys." 

{Letter of Thomas Arnold, 1830.) 

TH O U G H Cutler had stayed too long, lost his early enthusiasm 
and left the school in low water, his policy of broadening the 
basis of recruitment had made its mark; i f much criticised 

at the time, it seems ultimately to have commended itself to the 
Governors, who now set themselves to find a man who would not 
only once more strengthen the local connection, but also be prepared 
to look further than the immediate horizon of Sherborne. 

Amongst the thirty-one candidates for the post, besides the 
late headmaster's son, was the usher, James, who was also too 
bound up with local interests to be really suitable. The qualifica
tions of the other aspirants were all inferior to those of the man 
ultimately successful, the Rev. Ralph Lyon of Trinity, Cambridge. 
Born at Hexham in 1795 and educated at Appleby, he was probably 
the first Sherborne headmaster who was not known personally to 
some at least of the Governors; the appointment but stresses their 
wish to secure a man with a wider outlook and connection. His 
record was a singularly impressive one. Taking his degree rather 
late, in 1820, he had taught privately for two years at Cambridge, 
becoming at the end of that period university prizeman in classics 
and Fif th Wrangler; his character, moreover, was vouched for 
by the testimonials of no less than eleven Fellows, all of different 
colleges. His selection proved to be well justified, for in working 
up the numbers, improving the fabric and to a lesser degree perhaps 
modernising the school work, Lyon was to achieve more than any 
of his predecessors. 

N o easy task awaited him. It is recorded that in 1823 there were 
not more than thirteen foundationers and less than half-a-dozen 
boarders in the school. The latter one and all followed Richard 
Cutler to Dorchester in 1824. The first essential was clearly to 
restore confidence in the school and stimulate recruitment. The 
contemporary press illustrates Lyon's use of discreet and restrained 
advertisements, of which the following is a fair sample:— 

"KING'S S C H O O L , S H E R B O R N E . 
The Public are most respectfully informed that the Business of the King's 

School will be resumed on Monday, the 26th January. R. L Y O N . " 
As a purely emergency measure for the one year, 1823, entrance 

fees to the school and the Christmas gratuity customarily payable 
to the masters were waived, and it is plain that the name and 
personality of the new headmaster very soon had a beneficial effect 

95 
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on numbers; by 1825 there were-thirty foundationers and twenty-
five boarders. A t the same time Lyon realised that quantity in a 
school without quality is useless and it was made abundantly plain 
that only serious students were wanted. If boys came to Sherborne 
they came to work and parents or guardians who detained boys 
from school' for frivolous reasons would not be welcome. In the 
case of boarders it is noteworthy that the names of boys from both 
Scotland and Ireland occur with very fair frequency on the lists of 
this time, proof of the extent of Lyon's reputation. 

A year or two later an even greater attraction was offered to 
foundationers in the shape of an annual £60 exhibition tenable either 
at Oxford or Cambridge. This valuable award was made only to 
those who had been at least four years in the school. The rents 
of the lands at this time showed a favourable balance and in the 
circumstances it was a very shrewd use of the. money. Not only 
did it attract clever boys to attend the school over an extended 
period, but it silenced all criticism that the headmaster was more 
concerned with getting boarders for the benefit of his private purse 
than .furthering the interests of local boys. The idea of exhibitions 
was not new; they had been suggested more than once, by Birstall 
as far back as 1656 and by Toogood in 1786. In 1791 they were 
formally introduced by statute, but not actually awarded. Strictly 
speaking it was an illegal use of the charity funds, but no questions 
appear to have been asked during the brief nine years of the scheme's 
operation (for we shall see that when recruitment was no longer a 
problem, but rather the expansion of the buildings, the arrangement 
came to an abrupt end.) 1 

I. The examination, held in the summer of each year, was not conducted by the school, 
but by an outside examiner (the first such in its history). Generally some scholarly clergyman 
in the neighbourhood was approached and the candidates went out to his vicarage. We hear of 
a Mr Maddy at Sparkford, but the usual man was the Rev. Henry Walter of Haselbury Bryan. 
An old schoolmaster himself (he had taught for many years at the East India College, Haileybury) 
he was obviously an extremely able man, 2nd Wrangler, Smith's Prizeman and Fellow of his 
college. Jane Austen, who was a connection of his, calls him "the best classic in the university."' 
He was the author, amongst other works, of a seven-volume history of England and was, in 
addition, a fine modern linguist, chemist, natural historian and astronomer. His tombstone— 
proleptically self-composed—records some of his achievements. Thus the exhibitions were awarded 
at the discretion of a first-class scholar. There survive some delightful letters describing the 
arrangement and conduct of the examination. 

"Hasilbury Bryan. September llth, 1830. 
Sir,—I received your letter yesterday evg. Your being desired by the Governors to apply 

to a person equally unacquainted with them their master and the pupils implies such an honourable 
desire on their part to obtain an impartial opinion, that justice may be done to the young candidates, 
as would make it improper in me to decline aiding their intentions. I shall therefore hold myself 
at their service for any day of next week, after you receive this, except Saturday; and if the two 
boys can come over here in time for my breakfast at 8 o'clock, therewill be hours enough to make 
sufficient trial of their knowledge, and yet let them return before dark. There is a village inn where 
their horses can be put up." 

The rest of the letter deals with the subjects to be examined and the result is communicated 
five days later:— 

"I have this day examined Highmore and Curtis in Sallust, Virgil, Homer, Horace, Livy, 
Cicero, a Greek play and the Greek Test, and Demosthenes—and have read exercises composed 
by them, whilst here, in Latin and English and on the. Christian religion. As far as I have 
ascertained theirknowledge, it has been marked by a degree of accuracy very creditable both to 
themselves and Mr Lyon. There is enough difference however between their acquirements to 
allow me to say without hesitation that Mr Curtis is the best scholar of the two and yet Mr 
Highmore is so little left behind that if you have two exhibitions to bestow at this time, they would 
both be well deserved by these young men." 

Almost equally charming are the letters of thanks addressed to the Warden by successful 
candidates—a gracious practice no longer in vogue. 



PETER BATSON 
Governor, 1790- 1845. Steward, 1813 - 1845 

(from the portrait in the Sherborne Almshouse) 

R A L P H L Y O N 
Headmaster, 1823 - 1845 
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The measures taken to restore the numbers of the school were 
extremely successful. It was not long before the advertisements 
announced that "an additional master, a man of character and 
talent, is engaged to reside in the Headmaster's House and to 
assist in the general care and superintendence of the boys." Very 
soon all advertisements could cease altogether and in 1830 Lyon 
felt able to write to his Governors "By now the King's School 
has fully recovered its name." The rolls of his time show a steady 
increase up to a maximum of nearly 150, a.very considerable total 
for a school at that period. 

There was then a strong garrison during the farm labourers' riots 
of the early 1830s. Such was the unrest in Sherborne at that time 
that (in addition to the engagement of two night watchmen for 
three weeks) the boys were armed with cudgels and patrolled the 
premises; but nothing more untoward happened than the breaking 
of one of the headmaster's windows by a stone flung by a member 
of the mob. 2 

But prosperity and increase of numbers in a school raise prob
lems as well as solve them. Foremost among these was the question 
of accommodation, sleeping quarters and teaching room. For the 
former Lyon, as a receiver of boarders, doubtless felt himself 
responsible and in 1827 he purchased on his own account a large 
four-storied house facing Church Lane, adjoining the west side 
of the present Bow House. The price was £350 and the negotiations 
unduly protracted as one of the joint owners lived in Newfoundland. 
This, the first addition to the school premises since 1697, was fitted 
up on the ground floor as a laundry and above as dormitories for 
about twenty boys, in one of which the Head of School (an office 
dating only from 1832) always slept.3 As will be told elsewhere, 
the usher, James, was also, from 1835, prepared to take up to 
twenty more boys in Abbey House. 

Far different was the question of teaching room. Obviously 
this (as opposed to dormitories) was no charge on the headmaster's 
private pocket. But the Governors, with a hundred and forty years 
behind them during which not one penny had been spent on expand
ing the buildings, were not unnaturally cautious and sceptical of 
the wisdom of any large outlay. But this was cold comfort to men 

2. The Castle got off less lightly, the Vicarage was wrecked and its occupant the Rev. Johî  
Parsons (O.S.) manhandled by the crowd. In the end regular troops had to be called in to quell the 
disturbances. 

3. But the "Laundry Buildings," as they came to be known, did not command the respec" 
of posterity. The property was an old one and in his first year Harper described it as "scarcely 
fit for boys" and in his last, when it had passed from the school's ownership, he wrote "if it were 
possible eventually to obtain and remove that house, the improvement would be incalculable." 
Young, indeed, seeing how desirable it was to have possession of a property so close to the school, 
bought it, but sold it on his enforced resignation. Later the place became a temperance hotel (but 
with its refreshment room cheek by jowl with the school) and in the first world war a soup kitchen. 
Purchased by the Governors in 1916 as a precaution, it was demolished in 1920, when the Bow 
House, the approach to which it blocked, was brought into use. 
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working hard in difficult conditions. "It is distressing," runs one of 
Lyon's many applications, "it has long been impossible to conduct 
the business of the school otherwise than by converting two or often 
three private rooms into schoolrooms. The passing of classes from 
one room to another affords temptations to irregularities incon
sistent with good discipline. If we could be furnished with a room 
large enough to receive M r James and his classes, all would be set to 
rights." Eventually Lyon got his way and in 1835 the Bell Buildings 
were erected. It was during the very work that their necessity 
was most forcibly demonstrated. In March 1835 a very bad epidemic 
of scarlet fever broke out amongst the boarders in the house in 
Church Lane. There was much alarm locally and Lyon was ultimately 
compelled to write a reassuring letter to the press giving some 
details and asserting there was no further danger. A l l the same 
(though two boys were to die in the same week in December 1915) 
this epidemic, in terms of numbers, 26 cases amongst 90 boarders 
with 4 deaths," was the worst in the school's history. 

Not without reason was scarlet fever dreaded in those days. 
Another outbreak, in 1872, killed P. R. Clifton, a housemaster, and 
scattered the entire school. 

However things had to continue, and on 8th December "The 
whole body of the Governors, Masters and scholars assembled at 
10 o'clock in the great or upper school and from thence the under-
master, the Rev. T. James and the Rev. J. Langdon, assistant master, 
proceeded with their classes into the new school, where they were 
joined by the rest of the body. After a few observations from the 
Headmaster, the Rev. R. Lyon, a most beautiful and appropriate 
prayer was offered up by the Vicar, the Rev. John Parsons, which 
seemed to make a deep impression on all present . . . invoking the 
blessing of God upon the enlarged means of usefulness afforded to 
that Establishment." 

The Warden requested (and gained) a whole holiday for the 
boys, and at 2 p.m. the latter reassembled in the room were treated 
by the headmaster to wine and cakes "when the cheers with which 
they echoed the toasts proper to the occasion spoke loudly, and we 
believe sincerely, the warm feelings with which the youthful hearts 
entered upon the business of the day." The proceedings were 
crowned with a dinner given by the headmaster to the Governors, 
masters and gentlemen of the town, served in the new room. The 
occasion was marked by the distribution of a printed school list 

4. Two were brothers and two died on the same day; unusually pathetic monuments stilt 
stand in Bishop Roger's Chapel in the Abbey. 

The school accounts contain a grim little postscript "To 2 days whiting the under rooms after 
the young Gentlemans' deaths." 

Before the 19th century few deaths of boys are recorded. An exception is J. O. Bartlett who 
died at the school in 1770 aged 14; his monument too is still visible in the church at Wareham, his 
home. Hutchins (who mentions him in his History of Dorset) was Rector at the time and may have 
officiated at the burial. 
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(the first of its kind) from which it was observed that the total 
numbers had reached the unprecedented figure of 127. 

This addition solved all problems of accommodation for over 
a decade, but the hard bargain that the Governors drove with the 
headmaster before giving their consent almost passes belief. Of 
the total cost, £1414, Lyon gave £414 and lent the remainder without 
interest to be paid back in a series of ten yearly instalments. The 
Governors retained the right to choose the architect and supervise 
the actual construction. They insisted, moreover, as a quid pro quo 
that the headmaster should undertake the teaching of mathematics 
in the school. It would be difficult to imagine a more one-sided 
arrangement and Lyon must take a high place in the long list of 
those who, in their love of the place, have not hesitated to give 
generously to its betterment. 

There is a sequel to the story and it would be hard to find a 
better instance of the impossibility of pleasing everybody. The 
next year, in 1836, the first external inspection of the school in its 
history took place—by a delegation of the Charity Commissioners. 
"These Gentlemen," runs the record, "were received by the Trustees 
with the greatest good-will and were most cheerfully assisted in 
making the closest examination into the whole of their Documents 
. . . Particularly of the two Leading Charities, the Almshouse and 
the Grammar School occupied their minute attention for several 
days . . . It was a satisfaction to the Trustees to hear the repeated 
commendations of the Commissioners (from their own lips)." 

So much for the official courtesies. But by a curious chance we 
have a glimpse behind the scenes. In 1831 Thomas Love Peacock 
in his "Crotchet Castle" had poked so much fun at the Charity 
Commissioners that a subsequent editor of the book, by way of 
showing in fairness the real value of their work, printed in an 
appendix some letters written to his family by a Commissioner on 
tour. One is from Sherborne; as so often informality is revealing:— 
January 31st 1836. 

"The funds of Sherborne Grammar School at present are up
wards of £800 per annum. Henry VI (sic) when he founded it directed 
that there should be twenty governors, the survivors always to 
elect others to fill up their number. This, however, M r P(arsons) 
and his clique have not thought proper to do. They have elected 
as many as they could find of their own way of thinking, without 
regard to the number prescribed by the charter, and the reason they 
assign for so doing is that i f they increased their numbers to twenty 
they must admit those who would impede them in the performance 
of their duties, i.e. men of a liberal turn of mind. Some time ago 
they supplied books to all the free scholars, but soon repealed the 
order as regarded the lower classes of the school, because as M r P. 
states, they found it brought to the school improper persons i.e., 
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children who could not come dressed like gentlemen's sons. They 
have kept their accounts so strictly secret that they would not have 
them entered in a book because an amanuensis could not write 
them in during their sittings. They have also, under favour of an 
old bye-law, ordered all the scholars to attend the parish church, 
thereby virtually excluding dissenters, or holding out an inducement 
to this class to sacrifice their conscience to their self-interest. The 
funds of the Charity appear, however, to be very honestly distri
buted, and there cannot be a doubt that were the parson away his 
flock would very soon move in the right path." 

N o w all these points were true enough and had no doubt been 
put forward in a memorandum from members of the town, by no 
means in sympathy with the Governors' developing policies, who 
had been biding their time to forward their complaints to the most 
influential quarter. There were indeed at this time only 15 Governors 
(nine O.S.S. and the remainder exclusively professional men); it was 
also felt most bitterly that the Bell Buildings were ornamental only 
and an unnecessary piece of extravagance, not needed by the day
boy foundationers, reacting adversely on their teaching, and in 
particular involving the abandonment of the recently founded 
exhibitions. Yet on a long view buildings for the many would 
ultimately be more beneficial to the school than exhibitions for the 
few; moreover the Governors had been able, owing to Lyon's 
generosity, to make an excellent bargain, and would have been 
failing in their duty had they not clinched the matter. 

Lyon's conscience could well remain easy, for it is significant 
that he himself regarded the new buildings primarily as an extension 
of teaching room for all rather than sleeping quarters for his own 
boarders. Though the new dormitories were better then the old, it 
is not certain that their capacity was any greater. The ancient 
jealousy—foundationers versus boarders, was at work once more; 
to this the official report of the Commissioners adverts briefly, 
suggesting that the masters did all they could to treat both types of 
boy alike but could not be held responsible for "petty instances of 
an aristocratic spirit, too prevalent among boys." They mentioned 
too "the great moral benefit which must accrue to the foundation 
boys by collision with a numerous school of respectable boarders." 

But this militancy for the rights of local people persisted, and 
insinuations that exclusiveness was incompatible with straight 
dealing were to crop up again and again; the last differences between 
school and town on this matter were not ironed out for thirty-five 
years more. 

In July 1837 we read that a Proclamation Procession included 
(in the following improbable order) 

Masters 
Warden and Subwarden 

Young Gentlemen of the King's School. 
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Also present (in a carriage) was Peter Batson, the Steward, said at 
that time to be the oldest practising lawyer in the West of England 
and who, starting in 1760, had attended the three previous proces
sions. The accounts record the sequel "a dozen of port at 40/ and 
cake at 12/ to drink the health of Queen Victoria." 

The boys did well out of the new regime, a week's holiday by 
royal command for the wedding of 1840 and another week in 1841 
for the birth of an heir. "This privilege," records a beneficiary, "was 
granted only to schools of the Royal Foundation and it was obtained 
by a letter from the Head Boy to the Home Secretary." 

(And again a week in 1863 for the heir's own wedding, but this 
time all the boys presented a loyal address.) 

In the sphere of school work Lyon's regime is by no means 
unimportant. The increase in numbers made enlargement of staff 
inevitable. We have seen that previous headmasters sporadically 
engaged their own assistants, paying them from their own pockets, 
but it was not till 1827 that the new statutes recognised the official 
status of such men. In Lyon's time there were generally at Sherborne, 
besides the master and the usher, two graduates and two non-
graduates, the latter being mostly employed in the lower part of 
the school to teach writing and arithmetic. The classes were in
creased in number to twelve in place of the traditional six, and the 
boys probably got more attention from their masters under the 
new system than at any previous period. In moulding the curriculum 
Lyon stands between Cutler, who broke away for the first time 
from the purely scholastic tradition, and Harper, the founder of 
the modern timetable. It is true that under Lyon we hear nothing 
of the not very serious French studied by his predecessor's pupils, 
but in its place was put the thorough learning of mathematics 
proper as opposed to the deadliness of purely commercial arithmetic. 
The change did not come till 1837, but there is no doubt that Lyon, 
as a Wrangler, dealt efficiently with the subject. He was, too, no 
mean classic and the imposing list of university honours amongst 
his pupils bears witness to the soundness of his teaching in the 
Library (now the Oak Room) where he always took his senior boys. 5 

5. Three of these at least deserve mention, men who in very different walks of life all attained 
eminence. 

J. M . Neale (c. 1832) who produced while at school the boyish and quite untenable theory 
that Oborne was identifiable with the "sweet Auburn" of Goldsmith's "Deserted Village." Later 
he became founder of the Cambridge Camden Society and a prolific writer, publishing between 
fifty and a hundred works, juvenile, theological and hymnological. It is for the latter he is best 
remembered; a brilliant linguist—it is said he had an acquaintance with twenty languages—he 
translated Latin and Greek hymns with great success as well as composing original ones. One-
eighth of Hymns Ancient and Modern are from his pen, though perhaps his best-known work is 
"Good King Wenceslas." 

Montague Bernard (c. 1835) was first Professor of International Law at All Souls, attaining 
wide fame as a legalist and writer of technical works. He was largely responsible for the Alabama 
settlement with the U.S.A. in 1871. (It is not without its piquant side to record that yet another 
Shirburnian, J. G . Lakes (1845), took a very different line during the American Civil War and 
even published a book entitled Reminiscences of Running the Blockade in 1864). [contd. overleaf] 
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But like all good headmasters he taught the juniors as well 
and one of his pupils has described the dread with which Friday 
afternoons were awaited. On that day a selected form would be 
summoned up to the dais in the schoolroom, whence the desk had 
been removed and a cane laid in its place. "The school doctor," 
drily remarks this narrator, "usually had a number of extra patients 
on Friday mornings." A letter written to his parents by a 15-year-old 
in 1829 runs: "[ am sorry that I shall not have as much time to 
write as I could wish as next week is the examination, and all my 
play hours are taken up in studying and preparing for it." "Our 
class says to M r Lyon now," recorded another, who seemingly 
was less in love with his work, "which will force me to learn, even 
supposing I were not willing." The awe inspired by Lyon's ferocity 
became something of a legend; in this, of course, he was very much 
of his period, when a headmaster was hardly thought to be playing 
his part unless he intimidated his pupils. We read of boys being 
expelled for a mere matter of a clandestine supper at the Antelope; 
but there is another story—of a plot amongst the boys to blow out 
the candles simultaneously during evening preparation and to 
hurl books at Lyon in protest against some imagined grievance. 
Yet he is credited with much discernment of character; perhaps, 
after all, his severity and that of other Victorian schoolmasters was 
only suited to the material with which they had to deal. 6 Grimness, 
too, could be relaxed at times. " M r Lyon took me last Sunday to 
his curacy, he does some of the boys now and then," writes one of 
his pupils. "It is astonishing to see what a different man he makes 
himself in school and out of it. In school he is as stately and grave 
as possible, but out of it he descends to a level with other mortals, 
and talks and laughs quite freely." 

Sometimes, of course, there were mistakes of judgement. Lyon 
once most unjustly flogged a boy for giving his own nephew a 
well-deserved black eye. "Calmly he stood, while the blows fell 
fast upon his shoulders, with an accompaniment of such words 
as 'cowardly, mean, p i t i f u l ! ' " But this does not seem to have 

5. W. E. Metford (1838) whose memorial survives at the school in the pair of globes bequeathed 
by him; a born inventor, expert on optical instruments and one of the earliest experimenters 
in double rocket propulsion; later,,despite health broken by his experiences in the Indian Mutiny, 
he became one of the foremost small arms experts of the 19th century. His explosive bullet was 
adopted by the Government in 1863 till its use was banned by international convention, and his 
breechloading rifle, produced in 1871, had a record of unbroken success for over twenty years. 
(Curiously it was another Shirburnian again, C. G. Harston, son of the local vicar, who invented 
in 1868 the first hammerless sporting gun.) A very senior O.S., who knew Metford personally, 
told the present writer that while at school he "showed his early tastes by mounting a battery on 
the Slopes, firing the cannon by stealth and escaping detection in haste." R. V. K. Applin 
(a. 1883-6), a regular soldier, published a definitive treatise on Machine-Gun Tactics. His preface 
states his purpose, to "bring into greater prominence the latent possibilities of the machine-gun." 
He wrote with vision; the date was 1910. 

6. The following anecdote relates to a Shirburnian of the 1840's, who had "stuck cobbler's 
wax on the third master's chair . . . Spotting Joe, he administered a furious castigation, in the 
midst of which a volcano suddenly burst into eruption in the culprit's coat pocket, the rattan 
having collided with a box of lucifers with startling result! Tearing off his garment, literally a 
'blazer,' and foaming with rage our friend rushed down the schoolroom and out at the doorway, 
seizing en route a poker from the stove and hurling it at the master's head." 
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clouded relations with the parents, as witness the following written 
by a young sister when the family came to leave the town: "We 
were all very much harassed to the last between his staying or 
accompanying us. At length, the evening previous to our going, 
Papa wrote to M r Lyon saying Edward was not to stay. We felt 
many little pangs though, at quite giving up the poor school. 
M r L . wrote a most kind and friendly adieu, thanking Papa for 
the way in which he had ever spoken of the King's School and its 
'unworthy' Master. We went late that night to wish them goodbye. 
Mrs L . was so affected that she cried all the time and could scarcely 
speak." 

Lyon's is the credit for introducing a really effective (if the 
testimony of his staff is to be believed) half-yearly examination of 
the first six classes, partly viva voce, partly from printed papers, 
for which the Governors, no more generous in little things than 
in big, rather meanly allowed him to pay out of his own pocket for 
many years. The examination prizes were also provided by Lyon, 
though in 1831 the Governors founded the six major school prizes 
for English and Latin Essay and Verse and Greek Prose and Verse. 
The time-table, too, bears his mark in daily evening preparation 
(hitherto unknown at Sherborne), and—as compensation—two 
regular half-holidays each week on Thursday and Saturday, with 
an extra one most Tuesdays. (Lord Digby used to ask for one 
every week; or, failing this, youthful ingenuity would think of 
some plausible excuse'). "When a holiday was given," wrote 
Canon W. H . Lyon, "my father made a signal when he entered 
the Big School and there was at once a cry of 'Big School' and 
all rushed in from other rooms." A l l these things collectively 
must have contributed greatly to the very high standard of work 
attained in Lyon's time. 

The man himself had strongly developed antiquarian, scientific, 
musical and artistic tastes; it is said that the bookplate still used in 
the Library is of his design, (he certainly promoted culture by large 
presentations and purchases of books from 1826 onwards.) He 
showed great interest in the affairs of the town, being generous with 
gifts and quite unsparing of himself in his teaching in the Work
men's Institutes then coming into fashion; he was an active promoter 
of the Abbey restorations projected in his time and incidentally 
showed himself to have more than a smattering of architectural 
knowledge. His lifesize portrait by H . W. Pickersgill exhibited at 
the Royal Academy of 1842, and presented to Mrs Lyon by boys 
and O.S.S., which now hangs in the Big School, well bears out the 
"commanding abilities, vigorous mind and force of character," 

7. "Mr Lyon," runs a cynical boy's letter, "has just had an addition to his family of a very 
fine boy, the exact image of his father, mother and brother, etc. etc. etc. We are expecting to get 
a holiday for him, and besides that, it is the anniversary of Mr L's coming here on Wednesday, 
when there is a holiday generally given, but I suppose both win run into one." 
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which a lifelong friend once attributed to him. "Courteous and 
affable to all. Patient, generous and forgiving under any affronts or 
injuries," was another judgement. Christian virtues these indeed 
and they were founded upon the strictest of orthodox views and 
practice. He became a Doctor of Divinity in 1836 and was Vicar 
of Bishops Caundle from 1841— the last Sherborne headmaster to 
hold a living (though he took no very active part in the parish work 
till after his resignation from the school). His son has left a vivid 
picture of a Sunday at school as organised by his father, bringing 
to life those directions on Sabbath keeping on which the statutes 
from the earliest times laid such stress. At 8 a.m. two Abbey bells 
chimed, known to the boys as the "barking dogs." There was no 
early service, but breakfast was followed by Greek Testament for 
the seniors and the Catechism or Thirty-Nine Articles (strong 
meat this) for the juniors. Matins were at 10.30 in the Abbey, 
everyone dressed in his best, the older boys in "frock coats and 
smart scarves with dazzling pins . . . in summer often clothed in 
white trousers with straps of the same material projecting at the 
bottom and buttoned under the boot." The school was seated in 
traditional style on forms in the chancel facing west8 gazing down 
the church at the pupils of Foster's and Lord Digby's schools which 
had their places in a low gallery beneath the organ which was poised 
high up under the west window. 9 The services were dull and monoto
nous, invariably beginning with the hymn "Awake, my soul," 
followed by the psalms, which were read, only the Gloria being 
sung. Small wonder i f the boys so far strayed from the "decent 
gestures" ordained by statute as to change the time in the hymn 
when the Sunday School boys "became intolerably flat" and to 
think out irreverent nicknames for the choirgirls, generically dubbed 
"they screamin' maidens." 

Between services the boys were confined to the school premises 
and instead of going out to enjoy the countryside had "to tramp 
round the court, quietly talking." It is but fair to add that this 
restriction applied to Sunday alone. On other days Lyon allowed 
the boys much liberty, with roll calls only as a check at suitable 
times. Evensong was at 3—in the absence of gas in the Abbey it 
could not be later in winter. Lyon himself generally preached— 
for one hour or more extempore. After tea at 6 p.m. there was 
further religious instruction. As a sample F. H . A . Scrivener (an 
assistant master of whom more elsewhere) is recorded to have got 

8. A minor problem of the increased numbers was the impossibility of the boys assembling 
as a corporate body in the old place. Day boys were forced to sit elsewhere with their parents 
and even boarders with their friends in the body of the church. Lyon was anxious to obtain for 
the school's use the gallery which at that time filled the south transept; but nothing seems to have 
come of the project. 

9. Each of these schools was under the charge of a master or mistress armed with a long 
rod which was used to rap "the head of any offender against decorum. We are not told whether 
such measures were necessary with members of the King's School. 
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through the first twenty-two chapters of Ezekiel at one sitting with 
his long-suffering class—to Lyon's great annoyance when he 
heard of it. A grim routine in truth. But the Puritan tradition of 
the Sabbath has died hard in schools; a change from formal Sunday 
costume, a bicycle fide or game of fives or golf are fairly recent 
concessions at Sherborne. 

With the headmaster's Sabbatarianism went pronounced evan
gelical leanings. His family and servants attended morning and 
evening prayers in the schoolroom, and it was said of him that 
"his first thought and care was to bring up the youth committed 
to his charge 'in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. ' " Let 
the following letter to the parents of a leaving boy serve as illus
tration; "With real regret, but with affectionate and sincere regard, 
I part at length with your dear son. May the God, whom he serves, 
go with him and abundantly bless and keep him. I wish everybody 
left me as Will iam does; but that would be a kind of proof that 
earth had ceased to be earth, that Our Lord's words 'Many there be' 
and 'Few there be,' etc., had ceased to be true. Y o u kindly say that 
he has learnt here to drink of the waters of life—oh, i f it be true 
what an honour has God put upon this place! How far does this 
transcend all classical honours. Never has my soul been so refreshed 
amidst my labours against ignorance and idleness as it has been this 
last half year—for 1 have been permitted to see some 'fruit unto 
holiness' more than two or three boys really receiving Christ and 
those too at the head of the school. And no matter where and by 
whose means these fruitful labourers were hired into the vineyard, 
my house and school have been blessed and honoured in them." 

After this it restores the balance to be able to quote the story 
of how Lyon surprised two boys (not content with the chess per
mitted and much played in the school at the time) indulging in an 
illicit game of cards in a sick room, and tactfully put his foot on a 
card that had fallen to the ground as the pack was hastily swept 
beneath the bed clothes. In later days Harper was wont to say 
that Lyon had done much to christianise the place, but truth to 
tell no extreme views on the part of their masters were likely radically 
to alter the characters of the boys. These for the most part remained, 
despite all attempts at conversion, a very normal lo t . 1 0 The print 

10. But there were some very religious types produced by the system. To a memoir of one 
of his pupils, J. H . Forsyth, Lyon contributed the information that "more than one application 
was made to me by parents that their sons might have the advantage of being placed in the same 
room with him; so much was his character known and appreciated at that time. And I afterwards 
learnt that before the boy who was chosen entered on his new abode, Forsyth exacted a promise 
from him that he would read the Bible with him every night and entirely abandon the use of 
profane language." 

But Forsyth himself had to admit "I well remember, when, at Sherborne, I was subject to 
the ridicule and reproach of the cross." His better known brother, Douglas, was also a Shirburnian, 
but later went to Rugby. He records how oppressive he found the pious atmosphere with which 
he was surrounded in his youth and it is worth noting that on account of some prank he was 
expelled from his second school. 

The memoir of J. H . Forsyth is remarkable for little save mawkish pietism, but the corres
pondence its hero had with Lyon on such subjects as introducing new boys to the school, his 
vicitc M an O S monHr.no n/Jrk fnt-mor c-r.r,r,l foU™.,c all r,!,wo a m„H«i-r, unrl i'nlAr»lina r-ina 

http://monHr.no
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opposite page 97 with its animated scene gives a pleasing glimpse 
of Sherborne in early Victorian days. 1 1 Practically the entire school 
as it then was is depicted. To the north ran a high wall, barred at 
the top. To the left on ground level lay the New School, where small 
boys were tossed in blankets by bullies or mounted on the hot stove 
top in stockinged feet to sing—and dance. Above, the dormitories, 
already, despite their newness, ramshackle and draughty with i l l -
fitting doors, where inoffensive sleepers were dragged from their 
beds by strings attached to their toes and passed through the keyhole 
whence they hung suspended. Between the New School and the old 
main schoolroom of 1606, the Library and below it the Dining Hall 
where, a prospective parent was told, " M r L . gives his boys the best 
bread, the best butter, the best meat that Sherborne market pro
duces; he always dines with the boys; and if any gentlemen happen to 
call upon him, they always dine with the boys." 1 2 "The beer," we 
read, "which was good, was brewed by the school porter. 1 3 The 
food was really- good, though plain, and there was plenty of it ." 
On the Thursday before Christmas, prototype of the modern 
House Supper, there was traditionally a feast of roast goose and 
apple pie—"the embodiment of a bequest by some kindhearted 
lady, pending which our gourmands were wont to starve the day 
before." 

The headmaster, too, by private entertaining with his wife (also 
a Northumbrian) did something to relieve the monotony of school 
catering and to introduce a more homely atmosphere. "I drank tea 
in the parlour the first evening," runs a new boy's letter, and his 
own son records, "the boys came in by batches towards the end of 
the winter term to tea in the dining room, where they were regaled 
amongst other things with North Country griddle cake." Such 
hospitality seems in contrast with Lyon's severity at other times and 
well bears out the words that were later written of him, "the parental 
character with which it was his aim and desire to invest the dry and 
hard and repulsive office of a schoolmaster." (And on a larger 
canvas there was Lyon's picnic in Sherborne Park in 1844, when 
with a tent, tables and flags on the nearest heights around, between 
100 and 200 boys and guests were regaled with music, refreshment, 
archery and boating. It has never been equalled since.) 

In the background against the Abbey nestled Fons Limpidus 
with its pump and trough where till recently the boys had always 

! 1. The boys' costume repays study. It is a pity the colours are lost, blue, black and green 
for the jackets of the juniors, and particoloured waistcoats for the seniors. Not represented, but 
fashionable at this time, were umbrellas and blue caps with shiny peaks. 

12. Such catering produced "huge slices of bread and butter and half-pint mugs of milk 
for breakfast and tea"; the latter as a drink was only supplied to those boys whose parents specially 
asked for it. For dinner there was meat, pudding and cheese—a set menu for every day in the 
week; roast beef regularly on Sundays with "superior figgie" to follow as pudding—"inferior 
figgie" being the duller and less richly befruited weekday fare. 

13. The earliest post-Reformation accounts refer to a brewhouse and "two furnaces and 
horses for ye barrels" imply some quite businesslike drinking. 
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washed beneath the penthouse. Here on snowy mornings the bigger 
would congregate in what shelter there was and leave the smaller 
to wait their turn outside. 1 4 Yet, to be fair, a pleasanter function is 
recorded; "at that pure fountain did we boys frequently refresh 
ourselves when busily engaged in the Ball Court." Modern analysis 
would recommend otherwise. 

On the right stood the Box Buildings, dormitories and Sana
torium, whence an unpopular master was once pelted with raw 
potatoes by his pupils for some alleged offence (an encounter 
dubbed the Battle of Taterloo—at a time when Peterloo was a 
household word). 

The centre of the Cour t 1 5 is the scene of top whipping, leap 
frog, and various other games (Stag in and Stag out, Prisoner's 
Base and Kingsealer 1 6). The seniors who stand aloof are furnished 
with cricket gear, a reminder that elsewhere were more spacious 
fields. The bell is ringing to put an end to the leisure of all alike. 

But less pleasant scenes were enacted in the Court. There was 
"the ancient pear tree in one corner, protected by high and pliant 
railings, which forced asunder sufficiently to admit the head of 
some luckless day boy, became a convenient impromptu pillory, 
fast gripped in which the victim might be freely bombarded from 
the rear." More serious, boys detected in theft and other offences 
outraging public opinion were forced to run the gauntlet before 
the whole school, a form of expiation sanctioned by the headmaster. 
There is a story that here a brutish boy drove a junior round with 
whip and reins—the latter being strings attached to fish hooks 
through the ears. "So the small boys held a conference, chose a 
leader, waylaid the bully as he came through a doorway, threw a 
rope with a running knot over his head and shoulders, thus pinning 
his arms to his sides. He was then dragged to the lamp post 1 7 in the 
middle of the Court, bound to it, and suffered a bad 'quarter hour', 
his former victims paying him out with pins and needles, sticks and 
stones, etc." Enough has been said to show that physically the lot 

14. A senior boy in charge of a dormitory 130 years ago passed down how he armed 
himself with an ash plant to discourage sluggards from omitting their morning wash. 

In addition to providing the Governors with a cheap al fresco bathroom in the best monastic 
tradition, Fons Limpidus was also a source of revenue; for in the absence of a proper supply to 
the town, its water was piped and sold to nearby householders. 

15. "I trundled my hoop in the Ball Court" an old man was to record many years later. Of 
this the artist gives no hint unless it be the ring surrounding the tops. Nor do we see the cracked 
uneven paving stones marred with weeds and heaps of rubbish. 

16. A Shirburnian has described this once popular, but now forgotten, game. A player 
clasped his hands and chased the others till he caught one; he then shouted out, 

"One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, 
You are one of the Kingsealer's men." 

If the victim escaped before the completion of the couplet the capture was null and void. If not, 
the two made a dash for the goal, which reached, they joined hands and repeated the process, 
gradually adding to their number till.all were included. 

17. Apparently quite a feature of the school in those days; it is mentioned more than once, 
with itu "awful m\/th nh/int a hnv nnrp oihhptpH to Hpath hparl-HnwnwarHc nn its crAM arm " 
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of the small boy could be hard ; 1 8 had there been official fagging 
(which there was not till the present century), despite the smug 
protests by Thackeray and others against the custom, he might have 
lived a more protected life. But by and large he fared well enough, 
even when new and timid, as shows the following letter written by 
a 13-year-old to his father, the Vicar of Micheldever, soon after his 
arrival in the school in 1831. It is printed in full for its additional 
interest in throwing light on the curriculum and system of teaching 
then in vogue:— 

"My very dear Papa, 
I am very much obliged to you for writing to me by Robert. 1 have 

got on much better with the boys since his arrival. He says I must not 
let them think I am afraid of them. Bullen has not since attempted to 
molest me for 1 said to him the next time he came up to me Bullen if you 
do not keep off I will give it you so now he never dares to bully me. 1 am 
sorry to say that neither my Virgil nor my Xenophon will do. My Virgil 
will not do because it is a delphin and with notes and as for my Xenophon 
it is not at all the same as that which is used here. Mr Lyon has supplied 
me with both. The Virgil cost Is. 6c/. for it is beautifully bound just like 
the book which M r Coleman gave me. As for Exempla Moralia Mr Lyon 
says I must do shorter examples first, which he has given me. I did not 
think it necessary to tell you how I introduced myself to him for you exactly 
foretold it he even said the very words you told me he would. I took a 
great of pains (sic) as you may suppose in learning the lessons he gave me 
the first day and after I had said them he said you can translate very correctly, 
1 see, but in • parsing you are deficient.-1 put in my other letter all he said 
besides. He has not said anything else since. How different school is from 
home. I am very sure that when next J see dear Micheldever I shall never 
before have seen it with such pleasure. I very much envy the quiet Sundays 
we spend at home. I wish 1 lived near enough to spend Sunday at home. 
1 make it a point never to go and play before I have read my two chapters 
in the bible. We are to be down every day by seven when we have to learn 
a page from Matthias greek grammar and to say it. We then have to learn 
as much as we can of Xenophon till a quarter past eight when we have 
prayers for the second time as we have prayers when we come down at 
seven. After prayers we have breakfast. At a quarter past nine we again 
go into school. Then the division, in which I am, goes into the little school 
to write and cipher. At J past ten we go into the big school and my class 
has to finish learning Xenophon to correct the exercises of the night before 
till 5 past eleven. Then we go up and say Xenophon to Mr Lyon till 
twelve when we go out where we like till one. We then have dinner. At 
3 past two we again go into school and learn 35 lines of Virgil which 
we say and then we learn and say a page and a half of Latin grammar till 5. 
We then go ,out till 7 when we have supper. After that we do exercises 
and learn as much as we can of the greek lesson for the next day till J 
past eight when we have prayers for the fourth time for I forgot to say we 

18. Nor were mental trials lacking. Seniors might for their diversion force a clever child 
to learn and say "ten lines or more of Homer both forwards arid backwards." In Penrose's time it 
was the custom to terrify small boys by telling them that the stone monsters on the park gates 
flew round the town by night. Victorian schoolboys appear more gullible than their modern 
counterparts—or else they came much younger. 

W. Meade, son of the Vicar of Marston, near Frome, in the school about 1830, used to tell 
a story against himself, illustrative of contemporary treatment of homesickness (betrayed by 
an ignorance of local geography—though to find two villages of the same name in the one county 
is certainly unusual). "When out for a walk he came on a sign post, M A R S T O N 3 Miles; he 
thought he must be close to home, so on the rough chance he ran for it, only to find it was not 
his Marston at all, and he slinked back hungry, to school and the inevitable switching." 
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have prayers at 5. I am the third from the bottom of the class both in Latin 
and Greek, but I am afraid I shall have some difficulty in getting higher 
as the fellows are so much bigger. If I could but parse Virgil well I should 
have no difficulty in rising. Maddock says he thinks i had better remain 
in the class in which I am. I am very glad you are coming to see me for 
when I first came here 1 was very much afraid that you would not. Maddock 
says 1 had better give Betty the servant who has the care of our clothes 
under Mrs Lyon a shilling as it will make her much more willing to do 
anything I ask her and besides she has the care of our rooms. He has already 
given her one, but I thought it was better to ask you first. 

[ divided my cake between the boys of my buildings last night and J 
gave a piece of it to two or three of the boys, which Maddock advised me 
to do as he thought it might prepossess me in their favour and it is wonderful 
how much kinder they are to me. I really think the room in which 1 sleep 
is one of the most comfortable here. 1 think it is about as long as the best 
bedroom and rather wider, there are two very large windows in it a nice 
shelf a large pair of drawers so that each boy has a drawer and a key which 
will only open the drawer to which it belongs.19 Maddock desires to be 
very kindly remembered to all of you. Thank Anna for her nice letter. 
Pray give my best love to Mama Anna Susan Kitty and Adele to Uncle 
Tom and Aunt Henry if with you, 

I ever remain, my dear Papa, your very affecte son, 
THOMAS G R E Y C L A R K E . " 

In 1845 Lyon retired at the comparatively early age of 50. His 
was never a robust constitution and he had not the gift of laying 
aside the inevitable daily worries of his office. By an unfortunate 
error his retirement was announced in the newspapers as his death, 
which, though soon corrected, none the less spread great consterna
tion amongst his friends and old pupils. The young people saw him 
off in style. Aschool dinner o f ' O l d Englishfare', a huge candelabrum 
(subscribed for by the boys), speeches by undergraduate O.S.S. and 
to conclude, a nice touch, the Head of the School, Lyon's own son, 
proposed the toast of his father's successor. 

A few months later came a more modest memorial, a silver ink
stand, from a group of friends, containing just a couple of Gover
nors. The latter as a body had little indeed throughout to boast of 
in the generosity of their dealings with a man who had raised the 
school to a new level in its history. 2 0 

To Lyon succeeded the Rev. Charles Thomas Penrose, a young 
Rugbeian 29 years old, a rowing blue 2 1 from Trinity, Cambridge, 

19. tn 1953 there came to light in a cottage at Charlton Horethorne just such a chest of 
drawers, liberally inscribed with names of the Lyon period and such slogans as "Four days to the 
holidays" and "Last day school." 

This interesting relic is now kept as a curiosity in School House. 
20. Was it significant that on his death in 1856 his children (one of them educated at the 

school) should have put a window to his memory in Bishops Caundle Church and not in the 
Sherborne Chapel—then newly dedicated? But perhaps he had his consolations. A subsequent 
applicant for the headmastership, after a visit to the town to spy out the land, could write to his 
fiancee, "The late master, Dr Lyon, made a good thing out of it, as he is to be seen driving about 
in a very nice carriage, etc." (letter of Harper, 31st January, 1850). 

21. He rowed for Cambridge against Leander in 1837 and 1838 and against Oxford in 1839. 
The official lists quote the Oxford cox on the latter occasion as W. W. Ffooks who entered the 
school in 1825, but this is not mentioned in the Register. 

There have however since then been ten Shirburnian rowing blues, probably a fair ration for 
a non-rowing school. 
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with a brilliant record. Bell Scholar and second classic of his year, 
he had already published an authoritative edition of Demosthenes, 
and in addition to these academic distinctions had had experience 
of schoolmastering as under-master of Oakham and headmaster of 
Grosvenor College, Bath, where he acquired a well connected young 
wife. A t Rugby he had been a relative as well as a pupil of Arnold in 
whose first term he had entered the school. 2 2 On the latter's death in 
1842 Penrose had applied for the Rugby headmastership, and again 
for Harrow two years later—lack of ambition does not appear to 
have been one of his failings. A t Sherborne, amongst his thirty-three 
rivals was H . A . J. Monro, also of Trinity. Had the Governors' 
choice fallen on the latter the course of events might well have been 
very different. In all probability Harper would never have come to 
Sherborne, and it is unlikely that as a hard-worked headmaster 
Monro would have had the chance to attain his European reputation 
as a Latinist. 

But though the choice was to turn out i l l no blame can be 
attached to those who made it. Penrose's scholarship was first 
rate and he was known to possess the other necessary qualities, for 
he had already proved himself kind and friendly to boys, generous 
and accessible to his colleagues, yet when necessary a firm and just 
disciplinarian. His associations with Arnold, already even at that 
time almost a legend, probably tipped the scales in his favour. That 
his five years at Sherborne are only remembered as a period of 
failure and decline was partly due to his succeeding an outstanding 
man (though Lyon showed himself entirely loyal), but far more 
so to the painful illness which attacked him almost at the outset. 

"Merry peals of bells," runs the local paper, "were rung to 
welcome the rev. gentleman and his family to the town." 2 3 A t first 
all went well. Recruitment was adequate, and minor improvements 
quickly carried out showed an alert force at work—a thorough 
recataloguing of the Library and the institution of. a system of 
exchanging foundationers' books, the first hint of that once charac
teristic Sherborne feature, the Pound. Nor was it long before in a 
much larger way Penrose was showing himself sensible and practical, 

22. To the outsider, there is tempting, if not conclusive evidence to identify him with the 
"clever merry School House boy, some connection of the Doctor's and a great favourite" mentioned 
in Tom Brown's Schooldays. Though not exact contemporaries, Hughes and Penrose were in the 
School House at Rugby together. But whether as good a classic as Penrose could ever have been 
the hero of the "triste lupus stabulis" episode is much less certain. 

Rugby historians, with more intimate knowledge, have maintained that, in part at least, 
Penrose was the original of Old Brooke. 

23. The Abbey bells seem from time immemorial to have welcomed new headmasters. 
This, curiously enough, is their sole official connection, ineradicable though their memory must 
be to anyone who has passed his schooldays beneath them. The peal, designed to be heard at a 
distance, has ever been somewhat overpowering at close quarters. The lesser must needs suffer in 
silence, but one 19th century headmaster has left on record how on a Sunday afternoon "deep in 
his sermon as usual he furiously seized his hat and ascended to the ringing chamber." Three times 
only within living memory has it been silent, in 1884 during the restoration of the tower and in the 
two great wars. Thus from the school during the centuries it nestled beneath the Abbey and from 
the School House during the last hundred years, this fine set of bells has gained little more than 
tolerance at best—which is not perhaps as it should be with "the voices of past centuries." 
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suggesting a carefully thought out scheme of building improvements 
—an isolation ward, the division of the schoolroom into two portions, 
extra domestic offices for his own house, studies for senior boys and 
so on . 2 4 Above all, in 1846 he introduced football from Rugby, thus 
giving Sherborne a long start in the tradition of the game, which 
was but little played in schools at that time. Had not the great 
Samuel Butler of Shrewsbury stigmatised it as "fit only for butchers" ? 
For this alone Penrose deserves a worthy place in the annals. 

But the early promise of vigour and success was not fulfilled. 
Soon Penrose was fighting against ill-health; prolonged rest, 
according to his doctors, might have restored him, but he was 
unlucky and could find no suitable substitute. So by the invocation 
of the old statute, James the usher did most of his work for him. 
But in those days of small staffs the incapacity of a headmaster was 
a deadly thing for a school and numbers began to fall until in 1849 
the total had sunk to sixty-nine, of whom forty were foundationers. 
Lyon's twelve classes were reduced once more to six, and the 
usher's house, now entirely devoid of occupants, was given up. 
We find on the staff an unqualified stripling of 18 who had only 
just left the school, and it is pathetic to read that the headmaster 
could no longer even afford the rent of a field for the boys' games. 

But before assigning all the blame to the unlucky Penrose, we 
should study certain figures. The school's peak year had been 
1840 with one hundred and forty-three boys. After this, even under 
Lyon, there had been a perceptible, if slow, decline. Then came 
the change of headmaster, accompanied, as was very usual at that 
period, by a breakup of the established staff, and the lists show that 
in 1845 the numbers dropped from one hundred and fifteen to 
eighty-seven in the interregnum even before Penrose had the 
chance to prove himself. Had Lyon been going to another school 
and his pupils following him, the shrinkage would have been 
understandable. But this was not the case and we can only assume 
a certain amount of prejudice against a new headmaster among 
the parents. It is significant too that in 1850 the sixty-nine boys left 
by Penrose reduced themselves to forty before the arrival of Harper, 
perhaps the most successful headmaster in the school's history. 

Penrose was popular and respected and his resignation elicited 
a good deal of sympathy. It was said of him that "he had honoured 
himself by leaving the establishment." But history must view the 
broad issues and not be unduly influenced by sentiment. Penrose 

24. The extra offices he was allowed to build at his own expense; these, running along 
the north wall of the Abbey, were unsightly and survived only some fifteen years. The studies, 
designed to lie from east to west on the site of the private side of the present School House, were 
never erected. Had they been, Harper's more ambitious conception of the great quadrangle beyond 
might well have been stillborn. 
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was a failure at Sherborne and as such he will be remembered.2 5 His 
illness was not fatal; he lived another twenty years to have the 
bitterness of watching from an obscure country rectory a stronger 
man achieve what he himself might have hoped to do, for his 
reign was but the curtain raiser to a great period of Sherborne 
history. 

A S H E R B O R N E P A R E N T A N D HIS S O N I N L Y O N ' S T I M E 
{From letters of the Hey family written 1828-30) 

In 1828 William Hey, aged 17, was at a tutor's near Lincoln. 
His father, the Rev. Samuel Hey, a Derbyshire parson, decided to 
finish his education at a school and was attracted to Sherborne. 
Unable himself to undertake the long journey to Dorset, he com
missioned his nephew, the Vicar of Stoke-under-Ham, to ride 
over and interview Lyon, and enquire "whether he will have a 
vacancy at Midsummer" and provide his boy with "some small 
bedroom to himself," or failing this, "put him with well disposed 
young men who wd not discourage his private devotions." 

Lyon was prepared to offer a place though "his rule is not to 
receive any who are more than 15 years old, unless they are fully 
competent to read with boys of their own age." But assurances 
were required that a boy used only to tutor's discipline would obey 
all rules willingly; this was essential, for " M r L . cannot endure 
the idea of having anyone under his care who is unhappy." It was 
important, too, that a boy of 17 should be "free from all vice." 

The separate room was not forthcoming, "but every boy in 
the school has a single bed" (herein we see progress from Cutler's 
time). On this the father remarks to his son, "It is good for a man 
to bear the yoke in his youth. Moreover if it be ever so unpleasant 
it will only be for two years." 

Then, as now, a change of school was not easy to effect smoothly, 
and qualms assailed Samuel Hey about the tutor's reception of his 
notice of withdrawal. "It would have been better," he comments 
to his son, " i f he had at least acknowledged its receipt; you need 
not however say anything to him about it, but you may tell me in 
your next how he took the information about your leaving him." 

By August 1828 Will iam had arrived at Sherborne. " A t present 
I like the school very much," runs his first letter home; but things 
had not settled down, "so that I hardly know what to do with 
myself sometimes, we have so much idle time." Descriptions follow 
of his journey, the food and other boys, and the letter concludes 

25. His father, mother, brother and niece were all sufficiently distinguished in their various 
ways to secure (many years later) separate entries in the D.N.B.—surely a unique family record. 
But of Charles Thomas, alone among Sherborne headmasters of the last century and a half, not 
even a likeness survives. It is regrettable that his bust, presented to the Library some seventy years 
ago, has been lost without trace. 
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23rd October, 1850 
Defiling between the Schoolroom and the Old School House 
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with a complaint not unknown even in days of nationalised trans
port. "I have been waiting to see whether my books would come. J 
wish you would enquire at Pickford's office and make a noise about 
them. I hope they may not have burst the box or something of 
that kind." 

Samuel Hey's comments and questions reveal all a father's 
interest. "The young Gentm at M r Lyon's seem of a very respectable 
class," he remarks. "The grand thing is to read steadily from a sense 
of duty. It keeps the mind calm and gives a great advantage over 
others . . . How does M r Lyon read Euclid with you? Does he give 
you any deductions from the Propns to work, or does he attend only 
to your comprehension of the Propns as they stand?" 

Enquiries about William's performances in examinations are 
constant—and not always very promptly answered. "I should like 
you to keep and bring with you the papers of questions." To which 
his son replies, "We always give our papers up again to M r Lyon 
when we have done with them. In two or three years when the 
present class have left they will serve him to torment our successors 
with." As time goes on William's letters contain more and more 
references to nature study and fewer and fewer to work till at last 
his father is moved to write: "I cannot but fear these Entomological 
pursuits will prove a real detriment to your studies. If they are 1 
shall wish them all at the bottom of the sea." Good advice, no 
doubt, but the boy's last letter concludes, "I have got a new 
Colymbetes, several of which have been taken in a trough in a 
building which is used as a brewhouse, etc. . . . There are two or 
three dead deer in the park from which I hope to get something." 

William Hey became a Fellow of John's, Cambridge, and was 
for twenty years headmaster of St Peter's, York. Let parents and 
schoolmasters take heart. 



C H A P T E R X I 

HARPER. BEGINNINGS. J 850-1860. 
" A good master can scarcely have a self apart from the school."—Letter 

of Harper to Lord Digby, 1857. 

rip H E R E is never a lack of men who are confident that they 
can succeed where others have failed, and on Penrose's 
resignation the Governors had forty-three applications for 

the post. Three at least of those rejected attained later a wider 
fame than their successful rival—R. Payne Smith, the orientalist, 
A . H . Wratislaw, the Slavonic scholar, and J. W. Colenso, Bishop 
of Natal (who had also been a candidate in 1845). The latter's 
stormy career amidst his Zulu flock culminating in his excom
munication by the Bishop of Cape Town affords interesting ground 
for speculation as to what would have happened at Sherborne had 
he been elected. 

The factors deciding the choice of the Rev. Hugo Daniel Harper, 
a young man of 29, were partly his all-round attainments at Jesus, 
Oxford , 1 by which he was marked out as no mean classic, Johnson 
scholar, one of the best mathematicians of his time and a don of 
enterprise who had in his first year proposed plans for the complete 
restoration of his college; but even more impressive was his achieve
ment at Cowbridge School in Wales, where some three years 
previously conditions had been very similar to those obtaining at 
Sherborne in 1850. There, too, illness of the headmaster had led to 
disorganisation and decline; Harper in his place had surmounted 
all difficulties and restored life and vigour to the school, thereby 
acquiring a reputation which was something more than local. It is 
said that his move to Dorset was chiefly urged by a Glamorgan 
landowner J. Bruce Pryce, an O.S. of Cutler's time. 

In a sense it was pure chance that turned Harper to the school
master's profession, for he had only given up his fellowship at the 
special request of the Principal of Jesus that he should go to 
Cowbridge. But for Sherborne it was a very lucky chance, since 
few men could have used to greater advantage the spirit of educa
tional progress that was abroad in the latter half of the 19th century; 
it has become a commonplace to say that Harper's twenty-seven 
years in office saw a complete transformation of things at Sherborne 
and that he stands head and shoulders above those that preceded 

I. Harper was actually admitted Sizar at St. John's Cambridge in May 1840, but a month 
later matriculated at Jesus, Oxford after gaining an award there; from Cambridge it is quite 
improbable that he would have come to Sherborne. 

T 
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him. He found the place, when all is said and done and due tribute 
paid to Lyon's achievement, nothing more than a grammar school, 
its reputation temporarily tarnished, in a backwater, its buildings 
dilapidated and cramped covering an area much the same in extent 
as at the time of the Dissolution, its personnel still largely local, 
and its curriculum and system of finance stuck in a centuries-old 
groove. He left it with the area of its buildings increased well nigh 
tenfold, its numbers augmented in proportion, and the accountancy 
and work unrecognisably different from the "free school" and the 
"grand old fortifying curriculum." Tn short, he made Sherborne a 
public school. 2 

The new headmaster arrived in August 1850, bringing with 
him from Cowbridge, according to the still current practice, some 
thirty boys to supplement the meagre total at Sherborne.3 The 
average man, on taking up a new post, will hope for a quiet period 
in which to observe and settle down; but Harper was made of 
sterner stuff and was soon to show his vigour. Seeing that the year 
1850 was 300 years after the refoundation of the school, he urged 
upon the Governors the appropriateness of some sort of com
memoration. The result on Wednesday, 23rd October, 1850 (before 
he had been in the place three months), was a Tercentenary 
Celebration, when the "company assembled on the occasion was 
very numerous and of the highest respectability. Groups of elderly 
and venerable gentlemen were to be seen strolling about the town, 
refreshing their memories with the scenes and familiar places of 
boyhood, now seen again for the first time after the lapse of many 
years. Then those who were in the prime and vigour of manhood 
might be seen shaking hands with former acquaintances, and so on 
until we come to those who are now in training within the walls of 
the venerable institution." It was incidentally the last gathering at 
which the 18th century was significantly represented, there being 
many present from the early days of Cutler and even one or two of 
Bristed. 

2. From the first Harper had been quick to see the possibilities of Sherborne, surrounded 
by towns of some size, none possessing a school of note. "There is room," he remarked in 1850, 
"for a perfect host of boys." Some statistics may be of interest. 

Numbers of Boys Numbers of Masters 
1850 - 40 (2 boarders, 38 foundationers) .1850 -' I 
1860 - 130 1877 - 18 
1868 - 210 " Tuition Fees 
1877 - 278 (248 boarders, 30 day boys) 1853 - £600 

1877 - £6000 
But in those days there was no conventional build-up of numbers by the admission of boys 

of 13 only. The entry register, even as late as 1890, shows boys coming up to the age of 17, many 
ex-pupils of other well-known schools. 

3. Tradition says he soon got rid of some of the latter. By which token Sherborne at this 
time might almost have been classed with the school described in the pages of Talbot Baines 
Reed, which needed but two reforms—dismissal of all the masters and expulsion of all the boys. 

The Register presents an imposing array of Welsh names for 1850, including boys of 17 or 
18 whose parents thought that to follow a good headmaster was worth a late break in the place 
of their education. Among them was Lewis Morris, another was a certain D . S. Jones, less known 
to fame in after life, but who arrived at Sherborne aged 16 and acted as head of school for the 
unparalleled period of four years. 
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Distinguished visitors had been approached, but in the end the 
occasion was purely domestic. A t a service in the Abbey (owing to 
the restoration only choir and transepts could be used) Lyon 
preached and the usher, James, read the prayers. A meeting followed 
in the New School, where Harper gave a long address, including a 
fu l l account of the history of the school—to have found time to 
undertake the necessary research was in itself a tour de force. " A 
very handsome champagne luncheon" was served in the Town Hal l , 
a guinea ticket entitling the holder to one male guest or two ladies. 
The probable result might have been foreseen—"accommodation 
had been provided for about 250, but after the first rush was over 
it was found that all the seats had been filled, and that many were 
left standing. In this dilemma the gallantry of the gentlemen was 
called into exercise, and by the practice of a little self-denial, the 
difficulty was speedily overcome and the ladies were all seated." A 
dinner at the King's Arms was held in the evening for rather more 
than 100 O.S.S. (this time ticketless and equally chaotic) and at 
both meals there were many speeches of the usual reminiscent 
nature. Lyon (besides his sermon) spoke in all four times, and Bruce 
Pryce, on behalf of the O.S.S., struck a markedly caustic note; 
however in general all passed off well. The boys had their entertain
ment the next day by the headmaster's hospitality, after which there 
was a holiday for the rest of the week.1 

But very soon Harper was showing his enterprise and persever
ance in another and more important way. Envisaging any expansion 
of the school premises, an observer could not fail to see that only 
one direction was practicable, towards the north-west in the area 
occupied by what an 18th century traveller had described as "great 
remains of old buildings about the church," that is to say, the 
former domestic part of the monastery, then used as a silk mill , 
and the land surrounding, some five or six acres, known as Brook's 
garden and late Gouger's—all of which now form the Library, 
Chapel, Studies, Va Green and Courts. The property was owned 
by Lord Digby, who some months before had expressed himself 
as ready to part with it to the Governors for £1,000; but the price 
was considered too high and nothing had been done. However 
Harper sent out a circular stressing that over a hundred extra places 
could be made available—to the great benefit of the town as well of 
the school; then acting entirely on his own responsibility and without 

4. After such considerable initial labours, the following communication, a model of sugaring 
an unjustifiable pill, must have been received by the young headmaster with mixed feelings. 

25th Nov. 1850 
Dear Sir, 

1 have the pleasure to enclose your formal appointment as Headmaster of King Edward's 
School in this Town which was sealed by the Governors some months since. The fee payable to 
myself as Steward will be if you please (including the stamp) £5.5.0. I hope it may be many years 
before I may have to prepare a similar document. 

Believe me, my dear Sir, 
Very truly yours, 

William Ffooks. 
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even the cognisance of the Governors, he made a personal approach 
to the owner and proved himself so persuasive an advocate for the 
school's future that in 1851 he induced Lord Digby to give the 
property (the cost was actually a nominal 10,?.). Not content with 
this, he persuaded him to put up a loan of £6,000, which, supple
mented by subscriptions and a generous contribution from the 
headmaster's own pocket, sufficed to convert the new acquisition to 
school purposes. The loan, though less spectacular, was almost more 
important than the gift, for the buildings were ruinous and in their 
existing condition useless. On Guy Fawkes Day 1851 the Governors, 
in four carriages, went to the Castle to thank the donor, the Warden 
alluding to "the happy coincidence of the furthering of a Protestant 
school on the very anniversary of the great popish plot." A malicious 
observer pointed out that no four carriages could possibly hold the 
proper ful l complement of 20 Governors. The restoration was 
completed by 18555 and is probably the greatest single landmark 
in the school's expansion. The Box Buildings were demolished at the 
same time to open up the south east view of the new premises. The 
Lodge and Gateway erected a year or two earlier formed an adequate 
approach from the north. 

The Big School (now the Library), being merely an intermediate 
stage, was brought into use in 1853 without much ceremony. And 
there was but little more to mark the opening of the whole block on 
February 1st 1855. Ticketholders were regaled with recitations of 
prize poems and the inevitable cake and wine. The boys no doubt 
were satisfied with their whole holiday, but it was not well received 
elsewhere that the Governors "instead of inviting their fellow towns
men to a public dinner made up a snug little coterie" and entertained 
the masters privately in the evening. 

But at the consecration of the Chapel on 17th February things 
passed off much better. The Bishop of Salisbury preached at the 
morning service which was attended by many clergy. "Valuable and 
affectionate remarks fell from his Lordship which were listened to 
with profound attention by the boys and all present." Afterwards, 
no doubt acting on previous hints, the Governors arranged a sub
stantial collation in the Dining Hal l , where of course a more relaxed 
atmosphere would prevail; "something was said by D r Lyon about 
asking a holiday for the boys, but happening just at the moment to 
catch M r Harper's eye he looked very frightened, gave it up and sat 
down." The boys probably missed this enjoyable incident, for they 
were waiting in the cold outside, according to custom, "slipping into 
seats in ones and twos as the ladies vacated them." 

The new buildings were then thrown open to the public for 
inspection, while the Governors once more proceeded to the Castle 

5. A workman, killed by a falling tile in September 1854, (the only life ever lost in the course 
of building at the school) deserves his brief pathetic mention 
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^ to thank their benefactor and to undertake that the new addition 
should be "designated for ever the Digby Buildings in Honor to his 
Lordship's memory." Sic transit1. The name is never now used, but 
when and why it died out who shall say ? 

The papers dealing with these negotiations and others later 
reveal Harper's tact, drive and keen business sense. He had a 
genius for detail and kept a sharp eye on builders' tenders; in 
this he was greatly helped by having as an undergraduate devoted 
two Long Vacations to the practical study of engineering in a works. 8 

It must not be imagined either that all these changes were carried 
through without opposition. " I f properly managed his Lordship 
is inclined to be liberal" was Harper's verdict on Digby, but there 
were other obstacles. Bitter resentment was roused by what was 
regarded as the intrusion of boys on to town property. The Abbey 
Road which at that time meandered through the very heart of the 
Courts had to be slightly diverted. For the school this was nothing 
but a benefit, as it was "an ugly ill-lighted road, the resort of persons 
who were a nuisance to all that had to pass that way"; such, of 
course, were likely to be most vocal in their protests. But in the 
end all difficulties were smoothed . out by careful negotiations 
initiated by the headmaster. In this and in other reforms his own 
Governors had to be carried with him too. Judged by the capacity 
for taking pains Harper's many communications to them are works 
of genius. His proposals were always most shrewdly argued, fully 
documented—and expressed in the minutest detail. "Too long to 
read" runs the inscription on one of them in a Governor's writing. 
It is an ironic reflection that although Harper was ultimately to 
break up the old corporation and substitute another largely designed 
by himself, his relations with it to the very end were of the most 
cordial—in marked contrast to the two previous centuries of bicker
ing and strife. A n early case in point arose with the consecration of 

• the new chapel. Loth to break entirely a connection with the Abbey 
of 300 years' standing, the Governors decided that the school 
should continue to attend Sunday matins in the old place of worship. 
But Harper first talked over the Vicar, then managed to persuade 
the whole body of Governors of the unsuitability of their suggestion, 
maintaining that sermons for boys should be special ones delivered 
in their own chapel.' Over the question of offertories the next year 
the Vicar proved himself less amenable. Those given by the boys in 
the Abbey had always been at his disposal, which he maintained 
should still be the case with those from the Chapel. The dispute 
admitting of no compromise, the Bishop of Salisbury had to be called 
in as arbitrator before the matter was settled in favour of the school. 

6. In 1968 an auger, inscribed with his name, was discovered in the school workshop where 
it must have Iain perdu for nearly a hundred years. 

7. Though ordained deacon in 1846 Harper did not take priest's orders till 1854 when 
his imminent chaplaincy rendered it imperative for him to do so. 
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Equally important with the new buildings was the fresh set of 
statutes which Harper himself largely drew up and had ratified 
in 1851. They form a characteristic example of his brilliant powers 
of organisation, broadening the curriculum and improving the 
financial system under which the school was administered. In 1850 
there was still nothing seriously taught at Sherborne except Latin, 
Greek, Divinity and some mathematics, which since Lyon's departure 
had sunk to a very low standard. In the first three subjects a boy 
who lived in the town could even yet be instructed gratis—and be 
provided with free classical books into the bargain, to which latter 
Harper put an immediate stop. Not only were there no facilities for 
modern subjects such as were now required for the Army, Civi l 
Service and other professions, but the foundationer system by its 
unremunerative nature blocked the way to providing them. 8 The 
endowment with its provision for two masters only, to teach classics, 
had no reserve to pay other men for modern subjects. Assistants— 
and these were hard to come by at best in those days—had to be 
engaged by the headmaster personally and his salary was not 
sufficient to provide more than cheap men who could teach only the 
rudiments of their subjects. In short, while it was no longer sufficient 
for a school to be merely "grammaticalis," once it was more than 
this it could no longer afford to be "libera." The reforms of 1851 
were largely directed towards obviating this difficulty. Greater stress 
was laid on modern subjects, such as History, English, more advanced 
Mathematics (just beginning to be a desideratum at the universities), 
German and French. 9 So as not to make the change too revolu
tionary, these subjects were at first technically optional (thus-
admittedly disparaging their status), but they now had to be paid 
for, a tuition fee of £6 6s. Od. being charged (raised in 1865 to 
£10 10s. Od.); the overall financial position was further improved 
by the levy of a capitation fee on every boy in the school. From 
the reserve fund thus provided were available salaries for a few 
extra masters, leaving exhibitions of £40 per year tenable at Oxford 
or Cambridge (unlike those of 1827 open to foundationers and 
boarders alike), and medals and prizes for work throughout the 

8. This was the more unsatisfactory because, contrary to the founder's intention, so many 
free places were filled by boys whose parents had come to Sherborne for this purpose alone. Thus 
in 1865 a check revealed that of thirty-seven foundationers only four were genuine local boys. 

Of a prospective Vicar Harper once remarked "To him the temptation is the school, as he 
has six boys (so someone says)." 

It even happened that intending parents would write to the Warden and ask Kim to find 
them cheap houses; little enough he would have been able to save them. This property advertise
ment of 1850 is typical of many, "The tenant would have the privilege of Educating Sons on the 
foundation of Sherborne School." 

9. There was a Frenchman on the staff by 1853 and a German by 1868. The former wa 
Dr. Du Bois, a Protestant who had found a professorship in a German university safer than 
anything France could offer. He was the translator into German of Uncle Tom's Cabin, a standard 
version still used in Germany to-day. The latter was C. G. Muschaweck of Munich University, 
who did not escape the traditional fate of German masters at English public schools. "A dis
tinguished Pole (we thought)," one of his pupils told the present writer, "but somewhat the victim 
of ill-mannered roughs." 
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school . 1 0 The latter were in part also provided by private donors. 
There had been prizes under Lyon, but these were confined to 
the top form. A three centuries old lack of awards for the average 
boy was long ripe for reform. 1 1 

Harper was quick to realise that stimulus would be given to 
the work of the school, i f occasional outside examiners could 
test the boys. This had been the case twenty years before with 
the Sherborne Exhibition, but only the cleverest were affected and 
the boys visited their examiner, not vice versa. So from the start, 
at Christmas 1850, he imported suitable men from Oxford, thus 
anticipating his own statutory reforms of the next year whereby 
dons were regularly appointed to examine at midsummer. The 
expense was considerable, some £20 per year, but the innovation 
proved well justified and of significance as foreshadowing the 
Oxford and Cambridge exams which now hold such a prominent 
place in secondary education. In the early enthusiasm over the 
idea the dons even examined the very lowest forms, but later this 
duty was more suitably assigned to masters. The annual visit 
was made the occasion of a service and prize-giving, accompanied 
by a public report from the examiners to wind up the year—a less 
carefree occasion than the Anniversary Meeting of Cutler's day. 1 2 

One other small reform may be mentioned. Tuesday, as already 
stated, was sometimes a half-holiday and sometimes not. It required 
no great knowledge of psychology on Harper's part to observe 
that when the boys were disappointed they worked "heavily and 
unwillingly." Thereafter it was ordained that every other Tuesday 
should definitely be free; to counter-balance, a small deduction was 
made from the holidays. A n elastic timetable is not a sound thing, 
as Cutler had discovered long before when he printed in his rules, 
" N o holyday or half holyday will be granted to any person residing 
in the town of Sherborne as M r C. finds it would ruin the school to 
comply with half the requests made to him." 

10. That in the first year the gold medals for Latin and English should both go to boarders 
was unfortunate and the subject of sarcastic comment by a correspondent elegantly signing him
self "Risum teneatis, amici." In mathematics on the other hand the standard was so low that no 
awards at all could be made in 1851 and 1852. With this may be contrasted the achievements of a 
pupil at the end of Harper's time, A. N . Whitehead O.M. , F.R.S., a scholar with a world reputa
tion, author of nearly one hundred mathematical and philosophical works. Perhaps the most 
distinguished O.S. of all, he was a lovable personality and said to be a real life example of the 
absent minded professor. 

The school archives have contributed significantly to serious American studies of his life. 
11. The best intentioned innovations will always produce unexpected repercussions. "A 

visit from Mrs. Hammond," records Harper in 1861, "who is, of course, in great grief because 
'husband' is so cross with his boy, because he didn't get a prize—and the drift of her visit seemed 
to me to be to ascertain if she might buy a prize." 

12. The labour involved for the headmaster was, of course, far greater than that caused by 
a domestic arrangement or even a standing external examining body. "The Maths man who 
undertook the work," he wrote ruefully in 1872, "is upon the top of the Alps somewhere and 
the French authority is flitting somewhere else." But the annual visits must have had many pleasant 
features lacking in the more impersonal methods of to-day. In 1851 Harper was able to propose 
as examiners O.S. dons of Lyon's time, not a bad tribute to the scholarship of that period. The 
men employed were first class. In 1861 W. W. Merry and J. B. Mayor (still standard editors of 
Aristophanes and Juvenal) were at Sherborne together; in 1876 A. W. Verrall, perhaps the most 
ingenious conjecturer of all time. Conversely, in 1859 Harper himself examined in Mathematics 
at Oxford, leaving the school during term-time to do so. 
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In the midst of all this vital constructive work occurred two 
episodes, doubtless at the time distracting interruptions, though 
the first at least in retrospect appears pure comedy. It is worth 
quoting for the eminence of the characters involved and the lack 
of humour that even the greatest can at times display. Typical of 
those attracted by the educational facilities of the town, the celebrated 
actor Macready had recently retired to live at Sherborne House' 3 

and sent two of his sons to the school. It so happened that some 
unknown person had wantonly defaced a book. The offender 
not owning up, Harper inflicted a communal punishment of an 
imposition and a penny fine. The Macready boys did the former, 
but on their father's instructions refused to pay the latter. A n 
acrimonious correspondence between parent and headmaster then 
ensued, both very much on their dignity. The matter was laid 
before the Governors, who obviously had to support Harper. As 
a result the younger Macready boy was withdrawn at once and the 
elder soon after; 1 4 to such lengths will the artistic temperament 
go, for as foundationers both were receiving a first-class education 
free. But Macready was a very self-willed man with strong views 
on education (he himself ran a night school for artisans in Sherborne 
for ten years). In view of what was now to happen it is curious to 
note that he was also an earnest Dissenter. 

The second episode was a more serious matter for the school. 
In 1852 a certain M r Chandler, a resident of the town, himself 
educated at Sherborne and later to send his son there, complained 
that "some of the Statutes (however desirable they may have been 
when Popery was but beginning to lose its hold on the Nation) are 
now alike inexpedient and unjust", maintaining that the religious 
instruction given should not be compulsory for Dissenters (who 
numbered perhaps 50 per cent of the church-going population at 
that time), and furthermore that it was unfair that the new leaving 
exhibitions should be tenable only at Oxford and Cambridge, which 
still did not admit Dissenters. He did not appear to take exception 
to the fact that at Sherborne Dissenters were not allowed on the 
foundation, but had to pay from the start. To begin with the Gover
nors ignored Chandler's representations and took no action until 
they found themselves served with a sub-poena in the Court of 

13. Hence the town's slight association with Thackeray and Dickens who occasionally 
visited him. It has been said that the latter got the name Pickwick from a Sherborne boy. There 
was a Pickwick who entered the school in 1838, but the Pickwick Papers began to be published 
two years earlier, nor is there any evidence to connect Dickens with the town before 1851. So 
perishes another good legend; but the Sherborne Pickwick did later change his name to Sainsbury. 
It was at Macready's house in 1856 that William Barnes gave the first public reading from his 
poems in the Dorset dialect. Among the audience was the Rev. E. N. Henning, a Sherborne parent 
(who with eight sons educated free has done better out of the school than any other man on record), 
later the first to take up their regular reciting; this form of entertainment, variously continued in 
the district, was offered by Arthur Scott, the School Custos, as late as the 1930s. 

Today Barnes's work is not much remembered, but the present writer can testify to its extra
ordinary effectiveness when well rendered. 

14. The family was a large one and in fact Sherborne did not get (or lose) the most inter
esting of the boys. Of the others one had the distinction of having "The Pied Piper" written for 
him, and another was in command of the English troops in Ireland during the 'troubles.' 
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Chancery. Then hasty reference was made to the most ancient statutes 
and the Wilding papers on the same subject turned out. But in spite 
of every device employed during a three days' hearing, the case went 
against the school, Lord Chancellor Cranworth endorsing Maccles
field's judgement of 1723, which had got disregarded in the course of 
years. Chandler's costs amounted to £240 and the whole case cost 
the school a cool £500 . 1 5 In the town there was great glee at the 
verdict which put an end to a policy "only maintained by the close 
self-elections of the Governors which have been very adroitly 
managed"—the same complaint in fact as had been voiced at the 
inspection of 1836. Legally the suit was of some importance as 
securing liberty for Dissenters all over the country, though once 
acquired the right was little used at Sherborne itself. However, a 
clause was inserted in the statutes of 1854 exempting the sons of 
parents with conscientious scruples from religious observance, 
though nothing was done about the Oxford and Cambridge exhibi
tions till 1871. 

It is strange to find Harper during a period of intense and 
gratifying activity applying for other headmasterships; yet such 
was the case. In 1853 application was made to Christ's Hospital (his 
own old school where he had not been particularly happy), but 
though summoned for interview Harper did nothing to follow the 
matter up. Great play was however made locally of the fact that the 
Sherborne headmaster had been shortlisted for "the first free 
Grammar School in the Kingdom." With Rugby in 1857 Harper 
was being more serious and it is difficult to accept his biographer's 
suggestion that it was merely to maintain Sherborne's prestige; 
failure seldom works that way. 1 0 

The Crimean War and the Indian Mutiny passed by the school 
without visible memorial; yet twenty Shirburnians served in the 
former and twenty-four in the latter, and six of them lost their 
l ives. 1 7 On the conclusion of the Crimean campaign seven senior 

15. For this the school at least received, and still possesses, a shorthand transcript of the 
evidence—quite a revelation of 19th century vernacular. 

16. If the press had exulted in 1853, it was cold enough now, "We understand that the Rev. 
H . D . Harper is out of the competition for the Headmastership of Rugby." His successful rival 
was Frederick Temple, an old Oxford friend; they are said to have first met while both were engaged 
in putting out a fire in Cornmarket Street. Later, when Temple was Bishop of Exeter, Harper 
secured his election to the board of Governors as reconstituted in 1871. While Archbishop of 
Canterbury Temple proved a good friend to Sherborne, for despite the many calls upon his time, 
he served as Chairman of the Governors from 1883 till his death in 1902, during which period he 
loyally aided the school in the midst of its troubles. 

His bust is in the Big School Lobby. 
17. Amongst them the Wardlaw brothers who came in 1844. One fell at the Alma; the 

other, having survived the Crimea, died (very bravely) in the Mutiny. W. H . Slade served in the 
Heavy Brigade at Balaclava. H . J. Raby who won the V.C. at the Redan was the first man to receive 
the decoration from Queen Victoria. Also worthy of mention is J. G. C. Evered who lived till 
1931, when he died at the age of 100, the oldest O.S. of his time. He knew Florence Nightingale 
during the war. Another instance of longevity was C. G. Palmer, son of a Major in the Indian 
Army, who at the age of 10 had been through the siege of Lucknow as messenger and ammunition 
carrier. On his arrival in England in 1858 he went to Sherborne where he remained for four years, 
returning to India in 1863 despite his grim memories (his 19-year-old sister had been killed in 
front of his eyes by a cannon ball during the siege). Later he became a distinguished engineer 
and lived till 1940, when at the age of 93 he was the last holder of the Lucknow combatant medal 
and clasp. 
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boys addressed a petition to the Queen for a week's extra holiday. 
Her secretary replied, " I f additional holidays are given at the 
public schools on the occasion of the termination of the war, it is 
her Majesty's pleasure that the same indulgence be extended to 
the boys of Sherborne School." Whether the official phraseology 
will bear the interpretation that the social status of Sherborne was 
rising is not quite clear; but a week was a long time for what now 
seems a very minor war. 

In Lyon's time there had been an M.S. school magazine, King 
Edward's Casket; this, if irregularly produced, was 'spicily personal' 
and ended its days with a violent fight between two of the contri
butors. In 1859 the publication of The Shirburnian was started which, 
with one short break soon after its inception, has been issued 
continuously ever since. 

The next year, 1860, saw another important addition to the 
premises—the present School House. Almost as soon as he came 
Harper had expressed himself as dissatisfied with his own personal 
quarters in the converted chapels that had done duty for so long, 
and even more with what was provided for the boys. Nor in this was 
he alone, for standards are never static. "Whereas Parents would 
formerly send their children," runs a contemporary comment, "to 
this and other schools without the slightest enquiry as to whether 
they were to be lodged in a pigstye or a palace, now it is found that 
their first enquiry is as to the accommodation." Thus in 1852 
Harper had proposed to build on the west side of the Court just 
acquired from Lord Digby. The projected site was that of the present 
vestry with a fine south view unimpeded by the Abbey, but it would 
have blocked the obvious line for Chapel extensions; in any case 
funds were lacking and the project had to wait. But now there 
were available £3,000 from the sale of the old house, a price in 
excess of its real worth given by M r G . W. Digby . 1 8 So the head
master moved for one year to the Abbey House, since the days of 
Penrose given up as a boarding house, while the new works were 
carried out. The foundation stone, a commemorative metal tablet 
imbedded, was laid on Prize Day, 26th June, 1860, with impressive 
ceremonial by the Earl of Shaftesbury, the great philanthropist and 
later a Governor. It was a showery, windy day, and "His Lordship 
handled the trowel with zest and energy." The implement survives 
amongst the school's possessions, after a disappearance of many 
years and eventual recovery in a London pawnshop. Amongst the 
audience, packed into a large stand, were the two Bishops, of 
Salisbury, and Gloucester and Bristol. The latter, who preached 
the sermon, was paying his first official visit to the school in fifty 

18. This sum was not quite sufficient for the new building and a further loan had to be 
raised from an insurance company. Students of the history of photography may find it of interest 
to learn that in 1862 the School Charter was photographed in connection with the negotiations. 
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years. Colour was lent by a detachment of fifty of the Dorset Mi l i t i a ; 
peals of bells accompanied a procession of masters and boys from 
Abbey House to the Abbey. Speeches and feasting, a dejeuner for 
the Governors in Abbey House and a dinner for the masters at the 
King's Arms, crowned the occasion. Yet behind the jubilation there 
was criticism. 1 9 "Architectural crotchets," wrote a carper, "cui 
bono?" And indeed the whole venture was an act of faith, for the 
cost was heavy and the numbers of the school at that time not 
greatly on the increase; the new house, at the time succinctly 
christened "The Buildings," could hold ninety boys easily and there 
were but forty boarders and ninety day boys all told. That in the 
event it proved justified was in part due to a fact now often over
looked, though doubtless at the time carefully considered—in May 
1860 the railway had reached Sherborne. 

Until the railway era travelling in England was an expensive 
business 2 0 and formed a large part of the cost of education for those 
whose boys had to be sent from a distance. Sherborne was far 
removed from any densely populated area—"that lonely Sherborne 
place" as Dickens called it in 1856—served mainly by coaches 
from London to Exeter and Bristol to Weymouth, the two routes 
intersecting at the Angel Inn (now the Green). The attractive titles 
of the vehicles, "Royal Clarence", "John Bu l l " , "Quicksilver" (the 
name is preserved in a Yeovil Inn) and so on are but thin disguise 
for the discomfort and heavy expense that a journey in them in
volved. " M y back ached with sitting up so long," plaintively records 
a Shirburnian after a 28-hour journey from the Midlands. 2 1 Richard 
Bellamy, whose diary has been quoted before, tells how in the 1790's 
his mother and sister came in to Sherborne from Chetnole to catch 
the London coach, found it ful l and had to put up in the town over
night. Next day they got in safely, but had the company of a party of 
convicts on the top. Canon W. H . Lyon has left this description of 
conditions about 1830. "There was the mail to London every evening 
and from London in the morning. M y father used occasionally to 
travel by it to town. He left home about 6 p.m. and reached 

19. The fault finders were becoming less numerous by now; but one must have gained more 
attention than usual with his parable, 'The Ghost of Edward VI.' 

"A strange gentleman, who had evidently, from the dusty state of His travelling coat, come 
from a distant land" calls on the Warden and asks to be shown the school. During the tour certain 
awkward questions arise about apparent non-observance of the statutes. A second governor 
approaches the pair and whispers, "Who is your friend?" At which moment the stranger, like all 
good ghosts, vanishes into thin air—leaving the governors both shaken and pensive. 

20. So likewise postage. In 1829 a Sherborne parent in Liverpool had documents of some 
importance to send to a Governor friend. He chose, admittedly not his own son (a boy of tender 
years), but an older Shirburnian who lived in the same town, "finding that Wm. Forsyth would be 
going to school almost as soon as you could receive my packet by any other direction I judged it 
better to save you the expense, and probably the uncertainty of transmission." 

The boy did not fail; documents and letters tied together were discovered amongst the Gover
nors' papers in 1966. 

21. One compensation, of course, was the variety of route and scenery afforded. The traveller 
records at one time and another on his journey from Derby, passing through Birmingham, Worces
ter, Gloucester, Bristol (or Bath), Oxford, Whitchurch, Salisbury and so on. 
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L o n d o n by about 6 a.m. and paid £3 3J. Ocl. for an inside p l a c e . 2 2 

There was the 'Travel ler ' wh ich passed through Sherborne in the 
af ternoon and reached L o n d o n in the morn ing . Besides this 
coaches f r o m Ba th and Br i s to l to W e y m o u t h passed every day 
both ways. Bu t comparat ively few of the boys went by them. 
Postchaises were chartered wh ich started f r o m the C h u r c h y a r d 
near Tuff ins at a very early hour and took boys i n different directions 
to catch coaches and steamboats. The i r starting was always a 
scene of great excitement and they went of f cheering and b lowing 
horns." In Harper ' s early days the Br is to l coach was taken of f 
its regular run at the end of each term and reserved fo r his Welsh 
boys who were despatched in it at crack of dawn to catch the 
C a r d i f f boat. F o r L o n d o n travellers there was no station nearer 
to Sherborne than Dorchester (18 miles fo l lowed by a roundabout 
journey) or F r o m e (22 miles over h i l ly by-roads wi th no direct 
connection). O f this route M r s Car ly le has left a g r im and detailed 
account; but Harper , a s k i l f u l w h i p , 2 3 made little o f it and the early 
start it necessitated. M o s t passengers preferred to coach to 
Micheldever or " A n d o v e r R o a d , " as it was then called, on the 
Southampton line. L . H . Ruegg, a Sherborne resident whose son 
was later i n the school , recollects how the evening coach came up 
f r o m the west to A n d o v e r R o a d station in the small hours o f the 
morn ing and disgorged its outside passengers into a windowless 
truck covered with a tarpaul in, in which the warmest place was on the 
f loor beneath the wooden seat. The G . W . R . came to Y e o v i l in 1856, 
but it was not unt i l 1860, after more than the usual amount o f 
Parl iamentary wrangling, and some doubt as to its route which 
nearly missed the town altogether, that the Salisbury and Y e o v i l 
Ra i lway reached Sherborne, passing on its way through some 
school land near G i l l i n g h a m . 2 4 Harpe r was incidentally a sizeable 
investor i n the new company. N o w no-more coaching scenes, but 
"cart loads of luggage mov ing on towards the rai lway station, where 
the up express stopped for them." 

It is not mere fancy to attribute to the passing of such condit ions 
the f low o f boys to the more distant schools. A t Sherborne we soon 
find boys f r o m Glasgow, Brecon , Br ighton, the Channe l Islands and 
France, and the progressive spirit shown by Harper in launching out 

22. Twelve hours was rapid. Compare an advertisement of 1755: "A constant stage coach 
will set out from Cheapside on Monday at five o'clock in the morning. Will be at Sherborne 
Castle on.Wednesday. Performed with several sets of horses, if God permit, by Thomas Andrews."' 

23. In 1855, while driving himself, he had an encounter with coal carts near Sherborne; 
lie put the men in court at once. 

24. As early as 1836 the Reading, Basingstoke, Taunton and Falmouth Railway Co. had 
had their eye on this land; fortunately nothing came of it, for Sherborne was to have been on a 
branch line, [n the later negotiations the Governors received a good price from the Salisbury 
and Yeovil Railway Co., thus starting a business association of great mutual benefit. This was 
symbolised by the construction, some seventy years later, by the Southern Railway Co. of loco
motive No. 906, named "Sherborne", though apart from a brief exhibition .in the local station, 
it spent its days most inappropriately on the S.E. section of the line. With the passing of steam 
the name plate returned in 1963 to the school where it forms a striking ornament in Elmdene. 
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o n f resh bui ld ing was abundantly just if ied and his new house was not 
long lef t untenanted; i n fact it was soon more than f u l l and to 
accommodate the surplus, assistant masters were not slow to avai l 
themselves of the right granted them i n 1851 of applying through 
the headmaster to the Governors fo r permission to take boarders. 
In those days the headmaster exercised less cont ro l over the selection 
o f housemasters, but more over their boarders; it is notable that 
o f the present eight board ing houses no fewer than fou r were con
stituted or reconstituted by Harpe r ( A b b e y House 1868, the Green 
1865, Abbeylands 1872 and H a r p e r House 1873). Others that no 
longer serve the school but s t i l l stand are A b b o t Ransome (1855-60 
and 1868-90) , " Westbury House (1861-68 and 1872-85), former ly 
the B e l l Inn , now the Wessex C l u b , M a p e r t y (1885-91), now the 
Conven t , and the house standing at the corner o f N e w l a n d and 
Cheap Street (1864-68) now the D i g b y Estate Off ice . In the case of 
the latter i t is k n o w n that the housemaster d id not even live under 
the same roof as his boys, but some two hundred yards away i n the 
house now k n o w n as M o n k ' s B a r n , an i l lumina t ing revelation o f 
the accepted condi t ions i n V i c t o r i a n days. A n inspection of the 
houses themselves only bears out this impress ion; the small rooms 
show no traces of adaptat ion and the boys ' quarters, however 
adequate fo r private houses, must have been cramped and un in
sp i r ing . 

One bu i ld ing alone is i n a class by itself, having been used as 
a board ing house and given up, yet st i l l remaining school property— 
the smal l residence to the south o f the gymnasium. O f this, the 
first home of what was afterwards to become the Preparatory 
Schoo l , it is f i t t ing that something more should be said. In 1858 
Harpe r persuaded the Governors that the Rev . A . C . C l a p i n should 
board here a few boys destined fo r the A r m y . The arrangement 
was a special one designed to avoid los ing such boys to private 
tutors; it does not seem to have been o f long durat ion, f o r gradually 
the older boys were transferred to other houses and only the smal l 
ones left . These were fo r some time taught wi th the youngest 
boys in the school, and though not off ic ia l ly jo ined thereto by the 
statutes o f 1871, the Preparatory Schoo l remained under the cont ro l 
o f the larger school and the names o f its pupils were printed in the 
R o l l B o o k s of 1870 onwards. 

Qu i t t i ng these o ld premises in 1872, C l a p i n transferred his 
boys to Westbury House . H e was succeeded i n 1880 by W . H . 
B l a k e . A member o f a famous Sherborne fami ly , J . C . Powys , 
has lef t some account o f l i fe in this house wi th its yard at the back 

25. It was from here in the latter year that H. P. Price removed to Weymouth with most 
of his boys. The house has more than once been connected with education. A curious and rare 
print of apparent date about 1865 shows it as the "Sherborne Academy. Principal, John Kidd, 
F.R.A.S." Here also started the Girls' School in 1899. It was at this time that the housemaster of 
the Green is said to have publicly told his house, "You boys will have to moderate your language 
in the barge-yard now." 
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and the big gates opening on to "Sta t ion R o a d . " In 1885 B lake , 
a m a n o f enterprise and vigour, bui l t A c r e m a n House at his o w n 
expense and i n view o f the large outlay involved insisted on con
sti tutional independence. Since then the association between 
" P r e p " and school, though intimate and lasting, has been entirely 
unof f ic ia l ; f o r the subsequent development o f the " P r e p " to its 
present f lour ishing condi t ion reference is made to the Sherborne 
Register (4th edition). 



C H A P T E R X I ] 

TOWARDS T H E E N D O W E D SCHOOLS BILL. 
1861-1871. 

"The new-fashion was all for the 'Public School.' "—G. M. Trevelyan. 

E A R L Y in the 19th century had been born the idea that the 
state was i n some degree responsible fo r classifying and 
co-ordinating-the various types o f school into a homogeneous 

whole ; f r o m time to time enquiries were held and i n 1865 Sherborne 
was visited by members o f the Taun ton C o m m i s s i o n ; this was the 
first o f f ic ia l inspection o f the school f r o m the purely educational 
poin t o f view, fo r the Commiss ioners o f 1836 had been main ly 
concerned with the adminis t ra t ion of the trust funds. 

The subsequent report is informat ive , not least in its cur r icu lum 
statistics. The o ld order survived i n that every boy d id D i v i n i t y , 1 

L a t i n and Ar i thmet ic , and nearly every boy Greek ; but French 
had a f o l l o w i n g of 75 per cent, and Mathemat ics 50 per cent., while 
Engl i sh , H i s to ry , Geography, and G e r m a n , 2 were all established 
subjects. 

Even the youngest pupi ls , k n o w n in fo rmer days as " G r a m m a r 
B o y s , " a dismal reminder o f how their time was spent, had a varied 
programme, compr is ing the three R ' s and elementary L a t i n and 
French. 

T h o u g h 60 per cent, o f the total school hours were st i l l devoted 
to classics it is clear that in fifteen years Harpe r had very largely 
succeeded in modernis ing the c u r r i c u l u m ; for the first t ime there 
is even a hint o f what is now a commonplace, but up t i l l then 
almost unheard of, a modi f ica t ion of timetable to suit ind iv idua l 
abi l i ty , a few boys being al lowed to give up Greek in favour o f 
F rench or Mathemat ics . 

M u s i c and D r a w i n g , however, though provided for , were not 
strongly supported, and not a single boy learnt any science at a l l . 

In general the Commiss ioners were very favourably impressed. 
In no other school had the classical w o r k been found so un i fo rmly 
good . I n many s imilar ly endowed foundat ions remote Governors , 
indifferent masters and shrunken numbers of boys were a l l too 

1. So strong was the medieval tradition that even until Young's time Sunday afternoon 
scripture was the ruie, Septuagint for the seniors, and the "King James Bible" (i.e. the A.V.) 
for the juniors. 

2. Mathematics (advanced-enough to include Differential Calculus and Geometrical Conies) 
was the most successful of Harper's innovations and by the end of his time had a good tradition 
behind it. Other subjects were more in the nature of pioneer work; they were not always well 
taught, the boys evinced little interest and their present standard is a much later development. 
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Illustrated London News 
T H E SCHOOL F R O M T H E N O R T H 

1861, after the first period of large extensions 

SCHOOL H O U S E , c. 1865 
Note the low bench under the three elms; its foundation stones are still in situ. 



SCHOOL H O U S E STUDIES, C H A P E L A N D FIVES COURTS ; c. 1870 
Note absence of the Abbey Clock (1874). 
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c o m m o n , but o f Sherborne they wrote, "Whatever may have been 
the class o f boys fo r w h o m the founder intended to provide educa
t ion, there can be no doubt as to the class 3 who now actually use 
it, and what might have been a mere p rov inc ia l grammar school 
at present bids fa i r to rank among our great publ ic schools. The 
character o f the education given is the same, and the system pursued 
with regard to discipline and school arrangements does not materially 
d i f fer ." F o r a l l this, the report goes on to pay graceful and generous 
tribute to Harper ' s personal efforts. 

It was gra t i fy ing progress fo r fifteen years' work , but each 
advance raised fresh problems and it was clear that even the reformed 
f inancial system o f 1851 w o u l d not be adequate fo r very much 
longer. T o quote the Commissioners again: " I f intended as a 
mere local school, it has completely outstepped the circle o f such 
intention and outgrown the l imits o f its early const i tu t ion." In 
spite o f the inst i tut ion of tu i t ion fees fo r extra subjects, and the 
subsequent in t roduct ion o f an entrance fee and annual D o m u s 
contr ibut ion (sure signs of the school 's strengthened posit ion), 
boarding fees were practically the same as in Bristed's t ime and 
the foundationers remained, a non-paying proposi t ion in more 
senses than one. A t times their numbers had risen to such heights 
as to threaten a real f inancia l crisis, fo r example in 1856 when there 
had been seventy-one, about two-thirds of the whole school. Thus 
funds were still insufficient f o r the headmaster unless he was to 
continue to dra in his private purse. In 1864 Harpe r was personally 
paying out £150 per year to keep his competent staff. A n increase 
in the value and number o f the leaving exhibit ions (now few enough 
for so large a school) was also desirable. Ano the r great need, the 
provis ion o f some k i n d of entrance scholarship to attract clever boys, 
remained totally out o f reach. It is true that recent bu i ld ing charges, 
amount ing to some £15 ,000 since 1850, had somewhat depleted the 
endowment, but it was obvious that the days o f the o ld foundat ion 
were numbered and that sooner or later some sort o f universal 
teaching fee w o u l d have to be levied. 

Meanwhi l e there was a more immediate problem. The departure 
of the Taun ton C o m m i s s i o n was inevitably fo l lowed in due course 
by its recommendations, which were far reaching. Thei r general 
tenor was to impose a good deal o f government con t ro l ; to most 
o f them Harpe r was wholeheartedly opposed, not f r o m any spirit 
o f obstruction, but because he felt his school was being unfa i r ly 
discriminated against. It was admitted that i n a l l essentials Sherborne 
had become a publ ic school . Y e t the nine old-established " P u b l i c 
Schools" had received special treatment i n the A c t o f 1868, and it 

3. It was claimed at this time that 100 per cent, boarders and 95 per cent, day boys were 
the sons of "gentry or professional men," a distressing calculation to have made, let alone announ
ced. The figures probably erred on the side of over-statement at that. 
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seemed c ramping to its r is ing prospects i f Sherborne, i n the E n d o w e d 
Schools B i l l o f 1869, was merely to be classed with the great mass 
o f smaller grammar schools, many of them far less successful. 

It is a story fami l ia r enough i n these days, the relative advantages 
o f l iber ty of act ion with its attendant risks versus the restraint o f 
government con t ro l wi th its security. Harper , who fo r ten years 
had seen this crisis approaching, spared no pains to let his views 
be k n o w n in the highest quarters, arguing that personal control 
o f the trust funds by a board o f Governors , men in close touch 
who knew what was wanted, w o u l d be far more effective than 
routine handl ing by a remote government department. H e also 
feared that headmasters w o u l d f ind their f reedom threatened in 
such vi ta l matters as the appointment o f their staffs. In fact, in 
spite o f the. cogent arguments on the other side, it was only wi th 
the greatest reluctance that Harpe r came to acquiesce in the passing 
o f the E n d o w e d Schools B i l l o f 1869, a measure, incidentally, wh ich 
dealt w i t h Sherborne first among all schools in the k ingdom affected 
by it. A s things turned out, government interference made very little 
difference to l iberty and progress; the whole controversial corres
pondence dealing wi th the matter is now main ly o f interest as 
showing that Sherborne at this date was no longer an insignificant 
local school and that Ha rpe r personally was regarded as an extremely 
able educationist whose op in ion was respected throughout the 
country. 

The changes necessary to meet the new circumstances were 
crystall ised in a fresh set o f statutes which appeared i n 1871; l ike 
those o f twenty years before these were largely the w o r k o f the 
headmaster. T o a l l intents and purposes the modern system o f 
finance and adminis t ra t ion was thereby in t roduced. 4 The main 
clauses were:— 

(i) The establishment o f a new board of Governor s : its 
members were no longer loca l townspeople, but drawn 
f r o m a wider radius. Th i s was in keeping with the growth 
o f the school 's recruitment f ield. 

(ii) The abol i t ion o f free places fo r fresh foundationers, those 
already in residence being a l lowed to finish their t ime . 5 

(iii) A l l boys henceforth to be admitted on the result o f an 
entrance examinat ion and to pay a yearly tuit ion fee o f 
not more than £26. 5s. Od. ( f r o m 1874 this was made payable 
in advance). 

4. Subsequent amendments such as those of 1885, 1913 and 1922 have done little to alter 
the main principles. 

5. A few very young boys entered in 1870 in a last rush, many of them, as Harper bitterly 
remarked "unable to read." Some stayed on as foundationers till 1880, but latterly had to pay a 
reduced fee. Of such was W. C. Penney, whose eleven years in the school still constitute a record. 
The last surviving foundationer was F. C. H . Borrett who died in 1951 at the age of 93. To the 
end he could repeat "The quality of mercy is not strained " set him by the headmaster as a 
punishment for unpunctuality soon after his arrival at the school in 1869. 
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(iv) The inst i tut ion of entrance scholarships fo r boys l i v ing 
anywhere, based entirely on merit without reference to 
any residential qua l i f i ca t ion . 6 ( A smal l but significant 
poin t was that f o r a p ropor t ion o f the awards Greek was 
no longer compulsory ; this was a clear pointer towards 
the modern curr iculum). 

(v) Leav ing exhibitions as already established were extended 
to cover any university and also the service colleges, thus 
removing the unfa i r d iscr iminat ion complained of by 
Chandle r i n his act ion against the s c h o o l . ' 

(vi) The Bi shop of Br i s to l relinquished his vis i tor ia l right, to 
be replaced by the Char i ty Commiss ione r s . 8 

There were other provisions i n the b i l l , but it is a tribute to 
previous administrators that most o f them had already been 
anticipated at Sherborne; some instances are given, the dates i n 
brackets indica t ing when the measure had been first adopted:— 

The keeping o f minutes of Governors ' meetings (1591). 
A n annual report by the headmaster to the Governors (1637). 
External examiners fo r important examinations (1850). 
A conscience clause fo r the benefit o f Dissenters (1854, under 

duress). 
The annual publ ica t ion of accounts 0 (1855). 

The changes were to prove entirely beneficial. Harper ' s appre
hensions that his hands w o u l d be tied proved wi thout founda
t ion. The new system was to a l low h i m almost as much discretion 
as the o ld and i n addi t ion f inal ly freed h i m f r o m the necessity o f 
personally financing the school (as wel l as staff subsidies he was 
out o f pocket f o r bu i ld ing to the tune o f £1,000) . " F o r the first 
time since I have been acquainted wi th i t , " he wrote in 1871, "the 
School promises to be able to pay its way . " The transi t ion was 
effected smoothly, and the headmaster was soon reconciled and 
confident enough to urge upon the new board o f Governors that 
they should prepare plant f o r a school the numbers of which wou ld 
eventually touch the 400 mark. 

6. This long overdue reform had been foreshadowed in 1870 by scholarships endowed 
by O.S.S. with annual subscriptions of not more than £1. 1*. Qd. The scheme produced to begin 
with three exhibitions of about £40 per year. But these were quite often awarded to a boy after 
he had been one or two years in the school. Since 1896 such funds, made up of entrance fees and 
donations, have been administered by the O.S. Society for the benefit of its own members. Few 
things are less in the public eye, though the totals involved are now perhaps ten times the original 
figure and very many O.S.S. have been helped to send their sons to the school. 

7. Another valuable award, the Huish Exhibition, open to seven West Country schools, 
became available in 1875. 

8. The suitability of a bishop for this important duty had been queried by the Governors 
as early as 1838. Since 1902 the Charity Commissioners have been replaced by the Board of Edu
cation. 

9. The Sherborne account rolls and vouchers survive in almost unbroken series from 1550, 
but they were not published; the tendency of the Governors towards secretiveness in this had 
occasioned one of the few criticisms in the report of the Charity Commissioners in 1836, who 
called it "a mistaken view of the duty of a trustee which usually brings with it, in some degree, 
its own punishment, by drawing down upon the parties an obloquy which a full disclosure of their 
real conduct would go far to remove." 
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In one quarter only was there sustained and organised opposi t ion 
to the new state o f things—in the town o f Sherborne. W e have 
seen that the inc l ina t ion o f Cut le r and L y o n to take more paying 
boarders, few though they were in compar i son , aroused some local 
protest. Harper maintained that a grammar school i n a town did 
not mean a grammar school confined to a town and had long seen 
the desirabili ty o f there being in the town what he called a "midd le 
s c h o o l " to cater fo r boys born in Sherborne. A s early as 1858, on 
the retirement o f the aged master o f the Cha r i t y School , he had 
incurred some cr i t ic ism by urging his Governors , i n their other 
capaci ty o f Almshouse Brethren, to take steps towards this end. 
N o w , wi th the changes o f 1871, he was accused of f inal ly sloughing 
o f f the responsibil i ty fo r the higher education of local boys and a 
good deal o f indignat ion was voiced in consequence. " T h e a im and 
object o f the scheme," runs a typical comment, "are clearly to drive 
day boys away." The charge was not quite baseless, fo r day boys 
d id not entirely fit the pattern of the nascent publ ic school . Harper 
had long had to urge parents to supervise home work , and a day 
that started at 7 a.m. was demanding on any boy who lived at a 
distance. 

But a series o f meetings between townspeople on the one hand 
and H a r p e r and the Governors on the other worked out a com
promise which , educationally at least, was acceptable. By an 
amalgamat ion of loca l charities, in 1872 Foster 's School was 
reorganised with the right to have scholarships to the K i n g ' s School 
and the promise of a subsidy i f necessary. 1" 

But it was probably less easy to pac i fy other objectors; tradesmen 
and landlords o f good medium sized houses who had fo r long 
benefited f r o m the steady stream of migratory residents, parents in 
the town f o r the free school ing ; no doubt it took time before loss o f 
business and a drop in property values became accepted. 

The events o f the years 1865-71 have been dealt wi th at some 
length as they constitute an outstanding landmark in the history 
o f the school . A l m o s t with one stroke o f the pen there disappeared 
the o ld system, restricted and outmoded, and because it cost nothing 
less valued than it should have been by those who benefited. In 
its place arose a carriere ouverte aux talents on a much wider basis, 
f o r by treating classical subjects and modern alike on the same 
f inanc ia l plane the new scheme automatical ly raised the status 
o f the latter. The o ld easy-going order was no more. Rel igious 
ins t ruct ion and classics, o f course, remained, but only as two 

10. Little demand was shown for the scholarships (as with Richard Foster's 17th century 
endowment) but when Sherborne fees rose so much as to be quite beyond "a middle boy", a 
request for the subsidy was made and £100 per year was regularly paid during the 1880's. When 
the King's School itself was in dire straits during the difficult period that followed this caused 
bitter resentment amongst the staff and a reduction to £50 was made. This is still paid, but on the 
larger canvas of today is perhaps hardly noticed. 
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subjects o f several in the midst o f a better balanced organisation. 
A s a writer i n The Shirburnian put it neatly at the time, the transit ion 
was complete f r o m "the a w f u l syntactic academy to a modern 
public s c h o o l . " 1 1 "Sherborne School in Dorsetshire ," reported the 
chief commissioner, "an exceedingly good.school and a very r is ing 
school. The Headmaster asked us to make a scheme and we have 
done so and he has told us . . . he is exceedingly pleased with the 
result." 

Before the upheaval o f the Endowed Schools B i l l had subsided 
Harper was deeply engaged on a new project, in the furtherance 
of which he d id much to conf i rm Sherborne's newly-established 
posit ion. This was the foundat ion of the Headmasters ' Conference, 
a body original ly in part at least constituted to counter the imagined 
unfair d iscr iminat ion o f the B i l l i n so far as it affected the more 
successful grammar schools. But though this was its first object, 
its scope very soon increased, and it soon numbered amongst its 
members the headmasters even of the nine "pub l i c schools ." The 
moving spirit was Thr ing , who had been doing for U p p i n g h a m a 
service very s imilar to that o f Harper fo r Sherborne. The two men 
were warm personal friends and worked closely together . 1 2 Ha rpe r 
was an admirable lieutenant; f o r many years he had corresponded 
with other headmasters on points o f detail and had never hesitated 
to get the best legal advice on any doubt fu l question. Thus he had 
an unrival led knowledge of general school practice; fo r eight years 
he showed himself an energetic committee-man, invaluable fo r the 
pool ing of ideas and the breaking down of barriers between the few 
public schools universally recognised as such and those less famous 
schools wh ich were st i l l feeling their way. A t the end of his t ime it 
was written, " O v e r the committee he was supreme, and the one 
commanding officer whose robust and genial leadership each was 
glad to acknowledge." 

The first meeting of the conference was held at U p p i n g h a m in 
1869. Some sixty invitations were sent out, but only twelve accepted. 
This , however, was only i n the nature of a ballon d'essai. The next 
year's meeting, the first o f a f o rma l character, was held at Sherborne. 
This was much better attended, thir ty-four men being present. " T h e 
meeting at Sherborne a splendid success," wrote T h r i n g , " H a r p e r , 
as I expected, d id it in first rate style. M r s Harper also admirable . . . 
I was very m u c h struck wi th the superior style o f the numerous 
masters present." The main topic appears to have been the pro
nunciat ion o f L a t i n . The conference met again at Sherborne in 

11. The south-west block of classrooms, built 1869-70 in the middle of the process, may 
therefore be regarded as a memorial to the old order or a dedication of the new. 

12. A memento of their association was a joint Uppingham-Sherborne hymn book (contain
ing arrangements suitable also for secular concerts) compiled by the two headmasters; it was in 
use at Sherborne till 1887. 
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1884 1 3 and 1911, and it would have rejoiced Harper ' s heart, had he 
been alive to see it, to note the coincidence of 1899 when three o f 
his o ld pupi ls were headmasters of the K e n t publ ic schools—C. C . 
T a n c o c k o f Tonbridge, A . J . G a l p i n o f K i n g ' s School , Canterbury, 
and A . W . Upco t t o f St Edmund ' s . 

Over the years the conference has gone f r o m strength to strength, 
t i l l now it is a household word in Engl i sh education. In these days, 
when l ia ison between schools is so close and efficient, it is hard to 
realise to what extent a century ago each separate headmaster 
was p loughing a lonely fu r row, or how valuable it cou ld be to have 
an organised body of recognised educationists to counter the often 
u n i n f o r m e d cr i t ic ism of individuals . 

T H E T I T L E O F S H E R B O R N E S C H O O L 
F o r the first f i f ty years or so after the refoundat ion "the schole" 

was sufficient appel lat ion fo r the sole place o f education i n the 
town . In the 17th and 18th centuries, f o r the purpose o f dist inction 
f r o m other establishments "free grammar s choo l " was the term 
n o r m a l l y used, though very occasional ly " K i n g ' s S c h o o l " is found 
as wel l . 

In the 19th century this latter ousted the earlier name and was 
used un t i l Harper ' s time. F r o m 1871 the off ic ia l style was "Sherborne 
S c h o o l , " but the o ld title lingered fo r some time longer. 

U n d e r Y o u n g there was a tendency towards s impl i f ica t ion ; a 
wri ter i n The Shirburnian o f 1888 puts in a plea fo r the use o f pla in 
"Sherborne S c h o o l " and this, at any rate dur ing the present century, 
has become the regular term. Bu t " K i n g ' s S c h o o l " is stil l widely 
used local ly—doubtless fo r the old reason o f differentiat ion. 

The boys themselves at various times have been "the schollers," 
K . S . S . Fe l lows, Sherbornians and, f r o m about 1870, Shirburnians. 

A F I R S T T E R M I N T H E S I X T I E S 
The f o l l o w i n g extracts f r o m the diary of J . B . Footner who 

entered School House i n 1866 (and subsequently became a successful 
surgeon) not only have an artless charm of their own , but in one way 
and another throw light on the school l i fe o f those days. 
August 29th 1866. I arr ived here today. P a p a and A r t h u r came with 
me. A r t h u r was not very well going back. U n c l e W gave me 10/ and 
U n c l e H 10/ George 5 shillings A u n t E 2/6 A u n t C 2/6. 
September ]0th. It is my bir thday today. I a m 14 years old today. 
October 8th. M r Harpe r gave me and another boy a study. I am very 
glad of it, as a study w i l l be much pleasanter than the day-room. 
(A promotion thus effected in six weeks would now take about two 
years?) 

13. Young was not the man to fail to rise to an occasion. We read of Lucullan hospitality, 
the Big School full with a numerous influx of the Sherborne staff (their wives watching from the 
gallery)—and a Post and Telegraph office available nearby on the premises. 
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October 23rd. The school races took place today and they w i l l be 
continued tomorrow. 

October 24th. K e n d l e threw 104 yards today; he got the prize f o r 
throwing. C a l l w e l l got the mile, M a l a n ma. got 2nd, Cother 3rd. 
(The winner, like the writer, was a new boy—having presumably 
arrived at a mature age. The second man was E. C. Malan, now 18, 
later to be only too well known in Sherborne annals) 

October 26th. W e were reviewed i n Greek today by Harper . (Two 
months suffice for "Mr" to be dropped.) 
November 9th. It is the Prince o f Wales ' birthday today. H e is 
25 years o ld . 
November 10th. I went i n the paperchase today. It is ra in ing very 
much tonight. W e break up on December 21st and go home D e c 
22nd it is six weeks exactly to it today. 
November \4th. F i r s t school was taken of f today. 
November \5th. The scarlet fever has broken out in the school . 
November 2\st. It f roze last night pretty hard and there is a smal l 
slide in the courts this morn ing . 
November 22nd. I played foo tba l l today. It d id not freeze last night. 
November 24th. There has been a row today about fellows going on 
trust at a Grub- shop here (Running up bills). 
November 30th. W e had leave out today but not a half hol iday. 
December 5th. The holidays are posted today. They begin on the 
21st o f this month (and end on the 30th January 1866). (Sic). 
W e shall have our first examinat ion (viz the Hi s to ry one) given us 
on tomorrow week. 
December 1th. It is now a for tnight to the holidays. Some of the 
j un io r fives matches were played this af ternoon. 



C H A P T E R X I I I 

H A R P E R . 
LAST Y E A R S AT SHERBORNE. 1872-1877. 

Tprixsi ' , ctAV dyocOn. Kovpo rp6cpo$. 

"Rough, but a good nurse for the young,"—Homer. 

TH E first per iod o f Harper ' s regime had witnessed the revival 
and extension of a smal l school fa l len on bad days; the 
second its recognit ion as r ank ing wi th the great publ ic 

schools o f the count ry ; the th i rd , his last six years at Sherborne, 
wi th the sense of struggle a th ing o f the past, saw still further 
improvements in every direct ion. 

I n 1872 the t ime-honoured, but staling and unsound, two 
"ha lves" i n the year were abolished in favour o f the three-term 
sys tem. 1 In the next year the area of the school was doubled by 
the acquisi t ion of the fields, orchard and factory to the west and 
nor th o f the present Cour ts . The owners were again the D i g b y 
fami ly , but this time phi lan thropy was absent and the price over 
£5 ,000 . The old m i l l premises on the site were handed over after 
m u c h delay stripped o f most o f their fittings. The architects thought 
them useless, advocat ing their removal and the erection of a whole 
new series o f buildings f ron t ing on the A b b e y R o a d which was to 
be carr ied on f r o m the north end o f the present B i g School (where 
they projected a new chapel) to j o i n up with A c r e m a n Street; the 
present-School House garden was to be a p laying f ield. H a d this 
gone through, Sherborne to-day w o u l d have been a very different 
place. Bu t Harper , perhaps to save expense, held out f o r the con
vers ion o f the old m i l l bui ldings; on such little things do great 
issues turn. Sweeping away only some of the most sprawling and 
ramshackle sheds to the south of the area, the architects converted 
the remainder into a workshop , d rawing school, science buildings 
and music room. B y a huge transfer o f soi l the swimming bath and 
garden helped to f o r m one another, and i n the latter the school now 
possesses what has quite reasonably been claimed to be the oldest 
and most historical garden in the county. 

I. By this time it is probable that Harper had succeeded in enforcing some discipline over 
dates; in earlier years things had been haphazard. "The boys have come back very badly this time," 
he commented in 1854, "as only half of them have made their appearance yet, and of most of them 
I have not heard anything. . . . Their absence is a real evil. I shall write to all the fathers about it, 
as they have no right to make the mistake." But these were pre-railway days and perhaps there 
was some excuse; tardiness did not mark the beginning of term only. "We are to break up on 
Monday," writes one who relied on the coaches, "but I cannot tell how soon I may be able to get 
home. If 1 can collect boys enough to chaise it to Bath, I think I may be able to get'home almost 
as soon as I came, if not, I am afraid I shall be kept two nights on the road." 

136 
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" W e now h o l d ha rd , " wrote Harpe r in 1873, " and wait to 
recover breath—i.e. money, before we go on again ." Bu t such 
was the man's drive that i n the same year he was already th ink ing 
ahead to the construction of a new B i g School and before he lef t 
he saw work started on its foundations and also on those of the 
nor th aisle o f the C h a p e l . 2 

G o o d use was made o f the extra accommodat ion . F o r the 
workshop the headmaster planned " i n the autumn o f each year 
to br ing an experienced turner f r o m L o n d o n to give lessons in the 
art o f turning, at a cost not exceeding 1/- a lesson." 

The statistics o f 1865 had revealed a pi t iably smal l number o f 
boys doing drawing, science and mus ic ; this soon ceased to be a 
reproach. A fu l l - t ime art master, A . D . L o n g m u i r , 3 had recently 
been appointed and there was now a place fo r h i m to teach. Science, 
the Cindere l la o f 1865, was introduced by vis i t ing teachers and had 
its first resident instructor i n 1873 4 and was put on an off icial 
foo t ing by a circular to parents announcing that the laboratories 
were i n perfect order and that a charge of £ 1 . Is. Od. per term wou ld 
cover this extra " inc lud ing chemicals ." W i t h this addi t ion the 
modernisat ion o f the curr iculum was completed. 

M u s i c as an ind iv idua l subject had probably been taught at 
Sherborne fo r centuries, f o r we hear o f D r Claver M o r r i s arranging 
v io l in lessons f o r his son in 1722; but there is no hint o f it as an 
organised thing fo r the mass before 1851, when the school (apparently 
not very successfully) led the singing i n a b ig service at the reopening 
of the A b b e y after restoration. F o r about ten years f r o m 1861 the 
services o f the A b b e y organist were intermittently employed to 
train the Chape l C h o i r , wh ich apparently had existed almost f r o m 
the consecration o f the bui ld ing. Its members, though rewarded 
wi th extra pocket money, do not seem to have been very effective 
as a body, fo r complaints about the quali ty of their singing were 
c o m m o n i n the early days. F r o m about the same period the Sher
borne Par ish Magaz ine mentions a secular concert once a year (one 

2. This was the second chapel extension; there had already been one in 1865. But the cost 
of both was defrayed by subscription and did not fall on the estate. 

3. "Verra Scotch and retiring," but none the less the founder of the Sherborne artistic 
tradition, for his visiting predecessors seem to have accomplished little. His name survives in 
the prize he instituted; the window to his memory in the Chapel was blasted in 1940, but its replace
ment by plain glass has cast light on a picture by one of his own pupils. 

4. Amongst the visitors was Professor J. Buckman who ran a well known model farm at 
Bradford Abbas. He was a co-founder in 1875 of the Dorset Field Club to which his son, while 
still a boy in School House read a paper on fossils—the prelude to a very distinguished career as a 
geologist (see photo p. 160). The first resident man was Lloyd Tanner whose home-made telephones 
and phonographs delighted his pupils and colleagues, one of whom has recorded how sure every
one was that they would never be more than amusing toys. His successor, E. Cleminshaw, was, if 
we may judge from the minutes of his lectures, a man of amazingly wide learning. In 1879 he 
exhibited as a curiosity a solitary electric light bulb at the entrance to the Big School, by means of 
which the Abbey Tower was floodlit though "the moon was rather against the full effect of the 
light." He is however better remembered for his discovery in 1882 in a quarry near the Bristol 
Road of Megalosaurus Bucklandi, one of the best of such fossils in the world. South Kensington 
were glad enough to get it in the fullness of time. 
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programme survives—almost entirely made up of Vic to r i an part 
songs and choruses); but these grew weaker and ceased altogether 
about 1870. The turn o f the tide came in 1871 when Harper appointed 
J . R . Sterndale Bennett, ostensibly to teach mathematics, but in 
reali ty to encourage the school music. There cou ld have been 
few better choices than this energetic young man, the son of Sir 
W i l l i a m Sterndale Bennett, then the best-known music ian in the 
country. W e l l d id Harpe r k n o w the value of a name, and Sherborne 
music received considerable stimulus f r o m more than one visit 
by the great man while his son was teaching there. It was the father, 
too , who i n 1873 sent to help his son a young pup i l o f his o w n ; this 
was L o u i s N a p o l e o n Parker , whose del ightful autobiography it 
w o u l d be a sin to attempt to epitomise here. Suffice to say that, 
starting wi th practices in a classroom and concerts in the L i b r a r y , 
but soon moving to the new and more adequate premises, Sterndale 
Bennett and Parker between them broke down the unmusical 
t rad i t ion o f the place; on the departure of the former in 1877 
Parker , aided by a very musical staff largely imported by Y o u n g , 
raised music at the school to a h igh leve l . 6 M e n t i o n must be made 
o f a f a i t h f u l lieutenant who served both wi th and after Parker . This 
was Char les Regan, an able music ian who could play a l l instruments; 
a r r iv ing i n 1874 he stayed fo r 37 years and on his departure in 1911 
orchestral playing received a setback f r o m which , fo r one reason 
and another, it took many years f u l l y to recover. 

These things held the f ron t o f the stage at Sherborne, but there 
is one more activity connected wi th Harper , which is so important , 
though unspectacular, that it must not be omitted—the part he 
played in establishing an independent universities examinat ion 
board . U p t i l l 1870 no outside body, whether university, A r m y , 
L a w or medicine wou ld recognise a school educational standard, 
and each and a l l required a boy to take their own special entrance 
examinat ion . The difficulties and disadvantages o f w o r k i n g to a 
dozen different syllabuses in one school are obvious, and Harpe r 
d id m u c h spadework in urging the co-ordinat ion o f a l l such tests 
under one generally recognised exam. W e have seen that f r o m 

5. L.N.P. was in his way a notable figure, only just missing genius. Musically he was very 
progressive and an ardent Wagnerian; it is a fact that the first performance of the Siegfried Idyll 
in England outside London was at a school concert in 1883. The series of programmes of his 
long list of subscription concerts at Sherborne tell their own tale. If to begin with he had to fight 
against talking and other forms of bad manners amongst his audience of boys, by the end of his 
time he had so educated them that they could listen in silence and with attention to a stiff pro
gramme of three and a half hours' duration. At the 100th concert in 1887 a silver drum containing 
fifty sovereigns was handed to Parker; later, in the dark, the story runs, he spilt the contents in 
the front garden of his house in Acreman Street. 

Parker's plays drew big houses in their day; though now no longer popular in this country 
they are still performed on the continent, especially in Italy, where "The Cardinal" is a stock 
repertory piece. As a pageant master he was world famous. His long and varied life ended when 
he was 91, in 1944. 

Longevity in a teacher can lead to situations with more than a touch of pathos. "What 1 
can't get into my old head," he wrote to a former pupil just before his death, "is that you are 74. 
1 see you and shall always see you as a young devil with a heavenly voice . . . . Lord! those were 
happy times and I was frightfully proud of you." 
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his earliest days he had been a pioneer of liaison between university 
and school, and very largely as a result of his suggestion was born 
in 1874 the first Oxford and Cambridge School Certificate Examina
tion (though to begin with the examiners continued to visit the 
schools). The next year, as chairman of the executive committee 
of the Conference, Harper had the task of tabulating results and 
suggesting amendments in the syllabus to the board. Thus to a 
certain extent one of the most characteristic features of secondary 
education has its roots in Sherborne. 

If it is hard to imagine the absence of the School Certificate, 
it is harder still to visualise Sherborne without the Abbey clock, 
itself a product of the same year. There had always been some 
sort of chiming mechanism in the tower, but it was not until noon 
on March 14th, 1874, that the present action with external faces 
was set in motion. It was subscribed for by the town, whose property 
it still remains; originally two dials only were designed—to east and 
south, five and seven feet respectively. Almost as an afterthought 
the school authorities had a north face added—who shall say why 
they chose six feet? The cost was £40, an investment that has paid 
good dividends ever since.6 

In 1877 Harper resigned to become Principal of his old college, 
Jesus. "Long life and joy to you in Athens," wrote his friend, 
the Bishop of Truro, but for Sherborne to lose a man still active 
and in the prime of life was a bitter blow, the more so because of 
its suddenness.7 It is a tribute to Harper's position that after his 
retirement till his health began to fail some eleven years later, he 
was elected to no fewer than six governing bodies, including 
Sherborne itself. If the latter was unwise, it does not obscure the 
esteem in which he was clearly widely held, and on his death in 1895 
The Educational Review was to call him "the last of the really great 
headmasters of this century." 

By the end of Harper's reign the school had reached a level to 
which, after the disasters that followed, it was not again to rise 
for another forty years. Thus to many the Harperian era has seemed 
a kind of golden age; yet in truth for the boys of the time it was 
a rough and ready existence with much lacking that nowadays is 
taken for granted. It is a revealing fact that accommodation regarded 
as perfectly adequate for 300 boys in 1877 was stigmatised as not 
good enough for 200 in 1901 (and there had been many additions 

6. T o write ones name on the large gilt hand was comparatively innocuous. Less so to stop 
its progress with string and weight or to put it on one hour during the night; yet all these were 
done in the days when thick ivy on the Abbey wall beneath made access possible—parades for 
signs o f scratched knees were not unknown. Nowadays such pranks are harder—and less the fashion. 

7. H i s leaving present was available only some months after his departure. This took the 
form of a very large engraved silver epergne, surmounted by a replica of the statue of Edward VI 
in the School House D i n i n g H a l l , by any standards a magnificent piece of craftsmanship. 

Fol lowing a branch of the family that emigrated to Canada , it is probably still spelling out 
the Sherborne message somewhere in the New W o r l d . 
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in the interim). Rooms, classrooms especially, furnished with 
primitive heating pipes or none at all, could be glacial. Illumination 
was provided by the gas put in during Lyon's time—dim fishtail 
burners that were not removed till the turn of the century 8; even 
with these the supply was cut off at bedtime and if light was required 
later, it had to be from candles (the molten wax useful, however, 
as one occupant recollects, for "suffocating the black beetles" not 
unknown in the dormitories). Hot water from a tap was unheard of 
(primitive—and very noisy—boilers filled ewers) and even cold 
could be a doubtful quantity. In the summer of 1859 the supply 
failed and the boys could not so much as wash. The school relied on 
Kennel Barton (the Conduit source) and it took an epidemic of 
typhoid directly attributable to its impurity to force the authorities, 
as late as 1882, to have the town supply laid on. In the School House 
there were four baths for ninety boys and it is hardly surprising 
that such conveniences as changing rooms and drying rooms had 
never even been suggested. 

The system of administration by the Sixth Form was in fu l l 
swing and the cleverest boys, irrespective of their character or 
personality, were necessarily responsible for much of the discipline. 
A . N . Whitehead, who was head of school just after Harper had 
left, has recorded some interesting impressions of things as they 
were in his day. Tf the Sixth were athletic and level-headed all 
was well and vice versa. For half his time things ran smoothly, 
for half very badly. Himself obviously of strong character, he 
once flogged 8 a thief in front of the whole school to save him from 
expulsion. On another occasion he cuffed the head (a bad, but 
licensed, practice) of a larger boy who was twisting the arm of a 
smaller; but later had to apologise to the former since it appeared 
that the junior had called him "a captain of Barbary apes." 

Truly discipline was a rough and ready business in those days; 
its enforcement was no easy matter in the absence of strict bounds 
and of compulsory games. If boys did not choose to play football 
or cricket, they could loaf about or indulge in such harmless 
pursuits as bathing or birds nesting (a case is recorded of a climber's 
falling 40 feet unscathed); less innocuous were poaching, smoking 
and drinking (the latter a regular cause of expulsion, a hard thing 
when free cider was available at any cottage according to the 
hospitable custom of the time), or even plain hooliganism. On 
several occasions boys were more than half suspected of firing small 
bullets through the north windows of the Abbey during evensong, 
and in 1874 a gang (from different houses) broke out at night and 

8. In the School House Studies these had their uses for illicit cooking—even if it were only 
sausages grilled in a dustpan and hastily concealed in a hat box when the headmaster's loud voice 
was heard in the cloisters outside. 

9. It goes without saying that there was a brisk trade in the instruments o f fear. This was 
carried on , somewhat surprisingly, from the Post Office which at that time stood opposite the 
H a l f M o o n H o t e l . 
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created major havoc in the newly laid out garden of the Digby 
Hotel, one even "showing fight with a bludgeon." Animal spirits 
also found outlet in frequent fights or " m i l l s . " 1 0 The old-fashioned 
method of settling disputes has its advantages, but sometimes 
consequences could be serious. L . C. Powys in his interesting book 
The Joy of it quotes a letter written to him by an O.S. of this time:— 

"These two entertained a deadly feud, why no one knew, at all events 
no term passed without they fought, whether they were stopped or not 
I don't know but they never could bring it to a decision, but in 1862 they 
made up their minds to fight to a finish. No one was told about it, so they 
locked themselves into a study No. 27 which measured about 7ft. square 
and then fought it out. No one else saw it but those outside knew what a 
tremendous fight it was both by the sound of the blows and its continuance, 
it extended to over an hour. They eventually fought themselves to a stand
still and luckily the chapel bell rang for service, it being Sunday morning; 
when the school assembled in Chapel, X took his seat immediately below 
Mrs Harper, and as he, as you can imagine, bore the unmistakable marks 
of a tremendous battle, the dear lady was dissolved into tears. Of course 
Harper saw what had happened as well; after chapel he sent for these two 
heroes and that was the last we saw of X and Y as Sherborne knew them 
no more after a few days spent in the sick room. What Harper said or did 
is only known now to X himself, but the tradition of that fight was handed 
down and was as celebrated as Tom Brown and Slogger Williams of Rugby 
fame. You must remember that these fellows must have stood toe to toe 
and hammered each other for an hour. Y was 16 years old and shorter X 
was 15 and taller. I know the study bore the marks of the battle for years 
afterwards and it must have been an extraordinary exhibition of" pluck, 
courage and endurance."' 

During the next holidays one of the boys walked fifty miles from 
his home to meet his opponent and finish the fight; this done, and 
honour satisfied, he walked back again. (The truth of this highly 
improbable sequel was vouched for directly to the present writer 
by the hero's daughter). However, as organised games came in so 
fighting died out. 

There is an amusing letter of Harper to the parent of a new 
boy. Separate beds were still apparently worth quoting as a special 
advantage, and the headmaster continues, "there are only three 
or at most four boys in a room—and of course we arrange that they 
shall be somewhat of the same age and class, and so companions." 
He goes on to disclaim any possibility of bullying, in which he was 
optimistic; for the letter dates from his early days and in 1857 he 
had to expel a boy for extorting money from another with violence. 1 1 

10. T h e following was a very frequent inscription in school books. M o r e bellicose than 
present-day equivalents, it was perhaps symptomatic of the spirit o f the school in those days:— 

This book is one thing, 
M y fist is another. 
T o u c h not the one, 
F o r fear of the other. 

11. It was no doubt such an one who, returning some twenty years later, was arrested at 
the Swan for false pretences and "went off, handcuffed, and making use o f very bad language." 

A n d in 1854 a twenty year o ld O . S . came down to the school and horse-whipped a boy of 
sixteen for alleged rudeness to his (the whipper's) father. If the school itself was rough, O.S .S . 
would obviously be no different. 
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The grosser brutalities of former years had largely disappeared, but 
a more or less mild form of communal bullying was by no means a 
thing of the past. The system of promoting boys in the school on 
brains alone led to one great evil; day rooms could be filled with 
stupid, yet older, boys who in sheer boredom might turn to torment
ing those younger than themselves. In the early '50s at least blanket 
tossing still flourished, as did booby traps and such diversions as are 
described below:— 

"I was hustled along into the School by the troop to be criticised more 
at pleasure. To tell you all my admiration, and likewise the fact of my 
believing everything, even more than 1 was told, would be a waste of time. 
Of course I believed that the statue of Edward the Sixth was that poten
tate himself in a state of petrifaction12, of course I made him a bow and 
directly afterwards found myself sprawling on the floor in my best clothes" 
. . . . Of course I believed that the next morning the Masters would have a 
slice out of my person fried for breakfast. Of course when tea began, I 
was told to sit at the Sixth Form table, and was kicked away for my pains, 
which operation was repeated by every form until at last, in despair, [ 
seated myself at the bottom of a table which I afterwards discovered belong
ed to the lowest boys." 

Harmless amusements enough and perhaps' even good for the 
victims, but they are not much missed to-day. It is only fair to 
Harper to say that things improved greatly in this respect during 
the twenty-seven years of his time. A newspaper extract of 1876 
strikes a considerably more cheerful note, 

"The masters and scholars of the King's School were excited to roars of 
laughter and peals of applause by the best entertainment ever presented in 
the Town Hall. This was a lecture on Arab life, given by an Arabian gentle
man, a bright, handsome cheery fellow who has studied at Cambridge and 
is now qualifying himself at the London Hospitals to return to his native 
land with the qualifications of a physician, assisted by a dozen young fellows 
of the town so well made up in Arab costumes that some of them to the 
last defied their fellow townsmen to penetrate their disguises." 

A good story perhaps for some dayboys to retail afterwards? 
If a boy was i l l there were no trained matrons and only very 

indifferent sickrooms. In the School House there was a sick parade 
in the Dining Hal l at 11 a.m. This was normally dealt with by 
Edward Turner, the school-doctor (an O.S. of Lyon's day and now 
a Governor); if, as sometimes happened, he was engaged elsewhere, 
there appeared in his place his unqualified American assistant, who 
is said to have once regaled his patients with an account of an 
amputation he had just performed out in the country, singlehanded 
in the absence of his more skilful partner. There was no dentist 
nearer than Yeovil and boys in pairs were strongly discouraged lest 
they got into mischief together; no doubt with good reason. "T am 
going to Yeovil soon about my teeth," runs a letter of the period, 

12. It is a fact that in 1944 the present writer heard of a School House boy of some three 
years' standing who thought it was a picture. 

13. Those who saw the play "The Guinea P ig" will hardly forget the coup dc iheatie asso
ciated with this custom. 
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"and I shall have a tine drink there." But the solution for two rogues 
with simultaneous toothache remains obscure. 

Masters and boys mixed much less than now. The classroom 
very largely marked the limit of their association, and if the school 
reports that survive are any indication, even here there was far 
less interest and thoroughness. In the houses, too, boys were left 
very much to themselves, though Harper in the School House knew 
every detail of the domestic working and exercised careful super
vision, seldom failing to put the lights out at night or to rouse the 
boys himself in the morning. "He always went into Hal l to carve," 
writes his daughter, "that he might make sure that all was as it 
should be, and more than once I have known him send for the 
joint that was going to appear on our own table, as he was not 
perfectly satisfied, either as to quality, or perhaps quantity, with 
what was prepared for his boys." If such solicitude did not produce 
satisfaction, 1 4 the official diet could be supplemented by other 
viands bought outside. Whole suppers were sent in ready cooked 
from Tuffins or some other confectioner's and eaten in the Hal l . 
In morning break a man came into the Courts with buns. On one 
occasion a boy had a dispute with him over his change and the 
bystanders, in the words of the teller of the story, "wrecked his 
outfit." The episode is quoted, not only as an illustration of the 
rowdy element to be found in the school, but also as an instance 
of the intense town and gown friction, a commonplace of those 
days. In these peaceable times much has been forgotten. In 1656 
Birstall, smarting under having to foot a heavy bill for mending 
an Abbey window broken by a town boy, wrote bitterly of the 
"frequent brawles that are amongst the children of the Towne 
and the Scholars," and of the latter's "rambling abroad and the 
Corruption that they take by their Converse with the Ruder sort 
of boyes, whereof there are but too many in all Townes that have 
not a very good Government." In those far-off days not even 
the person of the master himself was sacrosanct, for Birstall, having 
made himself unpopular by attempts to segregate his boys, com
plained of being "rated like a dogge and threatened ever and 
anon to be cast in the stocks with my family." So things seem to 
have continued. "The Oxfordshire Minstrels," runs the reminis
cence of a Shirburnian of about 1830, "have held two concerts here, 
and M r Lyon let us go. I was delighted beyond anything with their 
singing. When we came out, at about ten o'clock, there was a 
great mob collected for the purpose of giving us a threshing. But 
to their no small surprise, they found that we boys were stronger 

14. Victorian schoolboys could be finicky, as witness the following: "spotty dog, a k i n d 
of jam roll with currants instead of jam. T o have eaten this unpopular pudding would have meant 
social ostracism. . . . It was a tradition on arrival after the holidays to throw the cakes o f soap 
provided out o f the window and substitute what we brought ourselves. . . . The soap was gathered 
up next day and re-issued at the beginning of the next term." 
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than they were, and therefore they contented themselves with 
calling us names." 

Thirty years later The Shirbwnian could describe with zest 
boys departing for the holidays by coach hurling "peas, marbles 
and even old jam pots to serve out some citizen of Sherborne who 
may have incurred our displeasure during the past half-year." 
The complaint was even made, "Why should the dirty little street 
cads be seen in our caps? Surely those charitably inclined might 
tear off their colours before giving them away ? M y foot has often 
been inclined to make acquaintance with some of the above-
mentioned little cads." Small wonder i f members of the school 
were always known at this time (and sometimes since) as " K i n g 
Cads." 

L . C. Powys tells again of a Shirburhian who on one occasion 
in the '50s jumped over a hedge to knock out a farmer who was 
disputing possession of a Rugger ball and on another "thrashed 
the butcher who had struck a small Sherborne boy with a whip; 
a word and a blow, the blow came first and the word was hurled 
after his fleeing opponent; and again when he told the magistrates, 
when haled before them for this assault, that he was still ready to 
fight and thrash anybody who insulted a Sherborne boy." Nor 
did matters always end with whips; there is more than one mention 
of pitchforks as well. 

Communal fights with stones or snowballs 1 5 were not infrequent. 
On one occasion in the late '80s Wildman's house (now the Convent) 
was beset with town boys and so closely beleaguered that small 
Shirburnians did not dare to emerge. Wildman himself stepped 
outside, promptly to be half blinded by a snowball. He immediately 
squared up to the nearest figure; the two grappled together and 
fell in the snow. His opponent unfortunately proved to be the 
headmaster of the Abbey School who was going quietly to his work. 

Another time a young workman waylaid a boy and stole his 
stick. The culprit, traced and summoned by Wildman, was offered 
the choice between prosecution and a beating in the presence of 
his victim.. The latter was chosen and undergone. Truly, tempora 
mutantur. Yet the fault was not always on the one side, for the 
story is told of two boys in the Sixth Form (thus privileged to visit 
the' station) who amused themselves by opening the doors of a 
departing train as fast as the guard could shut them. Salvation Army 
Services on the Parade could be broken up; a carter leaving his 
horse unattended might find it reversed in the shafts and even as 

15. Separately, no doubt fair enough. "The town, however," records a contestant, "was 
too much addicted to incorporating a stony nucleus in its missiles." With in the school snow' 
fights o f a milder nature were a tradition o f those days. T h e School House would bar entry through 
the school gate to all comers, and members o f the other houses had to wait until a sufficient number 
had gathered to fight their way in. 



A B B E Y H O U S E T H E A T R I C A L S , 1868 
"The A r e a Belle" and "Whitebait at Greenwich" 

Left to right, standing.—Pitcher (in the Police), J . H . N . Barton; Tosser (in the Grenadiers), 
A . F . E . F o r m a n ; M r Gl immer, H . Parsons; Walker Chalks (a milkman), W . B. Watkins 

Left to right, seated.—Miss Lucretia Buzzard, H . C . Sweet; Penelope (the Area Belle), T . J . Bishop; 
Sally (a servant), A . Cattley; Mrs . Croaker (the Missus), R . W . Boodle 

: 

I M l . S C H O O L O R C H E S T R A , 1877 
In mortarboard, J . R . Sterndale Bennett (1871-1877, first Director o f Music) . In bowler, C . Regan 
(1874-1911). T h e background is the S .W. corner of Abbey Grange; a window has replaced the door. 



T H E S T A F F , 1865 
Left to right, standing.—O. W. Tancock, P. R . Cl i f ton, C . J . E . Smith, S. W. Churchi l l , A . C . G . Langley 
Left to right, seated.—A. M . Curteis (the last usher), H . D . HARPER, W. B. Stanford, A . C . Clapin . 

O n the left is the bay window of the O l d School House, now at the Preparatory School 
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late as the present century boys would throw fireworks under the 
horses in the town processions 'and openly raid and despoil the 
waggons. 1 6. : 

N o account of school and town would be complete without 
reference to Harper's fire brigade. Ancient records show clearly 
that fires were very frequent; the earliest known organisation to 
combat them was connected with the Abbey which in 1584 provided 
"vi i i lethern buckets, one long ladder, one shpvell, one pickaxe." 
The parish also had a much more unusual possession, a special 
fire bell, known as the "Panne," described bys a former vicar as 
producing "a singularly striking and discordant sound audible at 
a considerable distance. By ah ancient custom,' a fee is payable 
to the person who brings the sextons the first intelligence of a 
fire, when the bell is immediately rung out, and was formerly kept 
ringing until the fire was extinguished. The practice, however, 
produced so much uneasiness in timid minds that it has been 
deemed advisable to discontinue ringing after the alarm has been 
sufficiently given." 1 7 Wildman goes so far as to maintain that from 
the earliest times the schoolboys, as the nearest disciplined body, 
had the duty of working the Abbey fire-fighting appliances,, but 
this is hardly substantiated by contemporary records, which besides' 
mentioning frequent gifts of buckets and the like, provided gratis 
by various insurance companies, give detailed accounts of sums 
disbursed in beer and cash rewards for casual helpers at fires. The" 
boys indeed may have assisted, but they were certainly not alone. 
It is, however, a fact that in the mid-19th century the whole school 
did turn out on these occasions, either as spectators or helpers; 
in 1859 the Vestry passed a resolution thanking Harper, his masters 
and boys for their aid and asking him to form a regular fire brigade. 
This he did, and from then on, sometimes in collaboration with the 
town and sometimes in rivalry, the Sixth Form was always available 
to help. "It seems to me," to quote Harper's daughter once more, 
"fires occurred regularly every winter and I fancy rumour suggested 
some were not accidental altogether . . . The terrible fire bell with 
its appalling clang would wake us in the middle of the night and 
then we heard the cry 'Fire! Fire!' sounding down the long corridors 
of the dormitories. . . . We well remember Papa going off with his 
boys to put out the fires and bringing them back to have hot brandy , 
and water before they went to bed." Two conflagrations in the 
Studies afforded practice close at hand; the first, discovered in the 

\ 
16. A better humoured, if still satirical, note is struck by the following reminiscence of 

the '70's. "When E . A . Upcott won the Ball iol the school all-got leave to meet him at the station, 
and chaired h im up shoulder high. The townsfolk, mystified, decided we had made a captive o f a 
runaway and cheered the cheerers." 

. 17. "Scarce had rung out the bell, which told that our studies were over, 
Scarce down the schoolroom steps headlong had scampered the fellows 
W h e n on our ears came a sound, dull and discordant and dismal." 

Thus a schoolboy poet in The Shirbwnian of 1859; who today^would choose to writein hexameters? 
T h e "schoolroom steps" are now those of the Upper Library . 
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early hours of the morning of December 7th, 1866, destroyed the 
roof and did over £700 worth of damage before the united efforts of 
boys, town brigade and the large engine from the Castle using water 
f rom the adjacent mill leet, got the flames under in three hours. 
The time might have been shorter had not, for once, the fire bell 
been out of order and the Sexton compelled to mount "and sway 
the clapper with his hands." Thereafter, to secure better supervision, 
four studies were converted into master's rooms; but in vain, for in 
February 1871 another, though less serious, fire broke out in a 
different part of the building. "Wel l do I remember," writes an 
eye-witness, "our headmaster with hose over his shoulder leading 
three or four others up a ladder to pour water on the burning studies. 
One boy had some pets—dormice I think they were—and actually 
risked his life to get them out, just as the fire was reaching his 
study." 1 8 In July 1870 a rick caught fire on what is now Youngs, 
then ordinary farming land. The boys on the adjoining field left 
their cricket, fetched an engine and put it out. 

There were obvious disadvantages to the custom. In one of 
his letters to a child (a form of composition in which he excelled), 
Harper wrote: " A poor woman's cottage caught fire and we all 
had to run away to help put it out and I had not had any breakfast, 
so that I am very tired . . . A l l the boys were at breakfast, but 
they heard the bell and were off in a minute, but they look very 
tired now some of them, and don't seem to like being in school 
after they have been working and passing the buckets of water." 

Fire fighting did not long outlast Harper; at times there was 
an unseemly element of Roman holiday and the privilege was 
finally removed after a farmhouse fire where the boys got them
selves and anything they saved into an indescribable mess, the 
farmer complaining that the boys were more destructive than the 
flames. 

But after a brief flirtation with chemical "Fire Queen Extincteurs" 
the school has had its own hydrant system since 1886 and boys 
have always been trained to use it, never more thoroughly than in 
the years 1939-45. 

And finally, what of the man himself? It is the fate of works 
such as the present that the characters with which they deal, from 
lack of adequate records, must largely be lay figures animated only 
in brief spasms. But with Harper the case is different, for the 
character and personality of "Old D a n " stand out distinctly. 

18. T h e mice indeed may have been saved, but not so the challenge cups which at that 
time were mostly reposing in School House. Hence every cup now competed for is subsequent 
to the fire. B u t the school still possesses two individual cups o f the period, serving to show the type 
then in use. T h e first, for 'Single handed fives', was won in 1861 by G . A . R . Fitzgerald, lidded 
and impressive with a bottom in red glass with elaborate white pattern. The other, for H i g h Jump 
won in 1867 by O. H . Channer, was carried overseas by its ownei who spent most of his life in 
India. In 1945 it was bought for a rupee or two in a bazaar at Peshawar and some years later 
given back to the school. 
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Directness, simplicity and serenity sum up the man, clearly 
denoted in his open somewhat leonine countenance. He had 
indomitable will power and few doubts, else he could never have 
achieved what he did. Burly and of immensely strong physique 
and constitution (he used to speak of his twenty-seven years at 
Sherborne as having been without a day's illness), he was very 
energetic and seemingly tireless, and his commanding voice, hearty 
laugh, slaps on the back and powerful handclasp were unforgettable 
characteristics. 

His family circle was a very devoted one and whenever his 
wife was away he would regale her with school gossip. Especially 
intriguing are the comments on his boys, thus almost the first 
Shirburnians to appear as human beings in contrast to the colourless 
"scholars" in the records of previous reigns. 1 3 And Harper, a 
believer in the refining effect of women's society, was generous with 
his hospitality. A t the same time he could be exceedingly formidable 
when he chose, and a genuine wrongdoer might well fear the 
punishment which would assuredly be his . 2 0 There was a brusque 
and hasty element in the man as well. One of his pupils has described 
how, caught in some nocturnal prank of dormitory feasting, he was 
expelled on the spot, Harper violently brushing away all his excuses 
—yet next day and after no more was ever said of the matter. But 
these things were for the minority. With a basic trust in his boys he 
was above all human in his attitude—and so greatly beloved. 2 1 

His sermons were characteristic—vigorous and practical, yet 
without the artifices and trappings of the highest eloquence. As a 
teacher, despite his academic distinctions, he was competent rather 
than brilliant. He is remembered as doubled up with laughter at 
the humour of Aristophanes and as playfully calling his weaker 
mathematicians "his lame ducks"; yet his field of knowledge was 
wide and a grateful pupil has recorded the understanding of 
geology that he acquired during the study of . Genesis and the 
astronomy that could enliven a lesson on Vergil. It is perhaps a 
mark of where Harper's real interests lay that he frequently allowed 
his Clerk of the Works to come into school and interrupt a period 
to consult him on some point of detail in the buildings. "Goodbye," 
runs a letter to his wife, "I 'm going down to the workmen." And 

19. O f new boys; "Very bumptious and magnificent, unless he is awfully nervous—but F 
have no idea it is the latter." " H e gives one a caffre-like grin and seems good natured, but very 
rough." "Very fat and rubicund and prodigiously large for his age." 

Another returns to school "vastly improved by the measles", and a leaver "is not coming 
back at all for which I am sorry only on one account that is that it leaves our number stationary 
at 50." 

20. Harper was famous for his public castigations in the old B i g School, and could "cut 
the coat" of his victim with the cane. This improbable feat is vouched for by more than one witness 
and doubtless took place: but the technique remains a mystery. 

21. O n his death a former pupi l wrote "When I stood in the school grounds a few days 
ago the scene depicted in Tom Brown's Schooldays where he returns to Rugby after D r . Arnold's 
death, came very vividly before my view, and, like poor T o m Brown, I went into the Cloisters 
and had a good cry." 
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while he stood over (or even joined) them, perhaps a couple of his 
masters would be visiting Ham H i l l in search of supplies of stone. 
We can trace, especially in the early days, a real corporate spirit and 
Harper was just one of a team with his staff "standing in the middle 
and pulling harder than anybody." He himself knew nothing, he 
would say, but his masters knew everything. 

His favourite phrase "for the good of the place" answered all . 
objections and silenced any who tended to hold back. Yet in fact 
Harper, the first man at Sherborne to have a staff at all in the 
modern sense of the term, was for many years not responsible for 
appointing his own assistants; till 1867 this was done for him by the 
Governors. 2 2 It is curious that few of these early appointments 
were of outstanding men—except W. J. Knox-Little (1866-70) who 
later became well-known as a writer of devotional works and one 
of the most moving preachers in England. 

A n example of what Harper expected in his colleagues survives 
in the story told by the Rev. A . Wood—how in 1868, then himself 
a master of only one year's standing, he was sent off by the head
master to Cambridge at twenty minutes' notice to engage another 
assistant for the staff. From this lucky dip emerged W. L . 
Hetherington, later first housemaster of Abbeylands. 2 3 The method 
of selection seems casual, but Harper had the gift of making it 
work. A great lover of animals and the country, he regularly took 
long and strenuous walks with any of his men who liked to go 
with him; the expeditions (the whole party attired in top hats) 
were one of the local sights. Indeed, despite the many crudities and 
lack of amenities of the place, to a young man coming to Sherborne 
in the '60s or '70s it might well seem the spring of the year, and 
herein perhaps lay the seeds of disaffection which were to bear such 
disastrous fruit under the very different and more subtle type of 
leader who was to follow. 

L E T T E R O F H A R P E R T O A Y O U N G 
P R O S P E C T I V E M A S T E R 

" K . S . S . , 
August 6th, 1867. 

I told you that I should possibly hear of something for you 
to do. I had then written to some of the Sherborne masters to 
ask their opinion about asking you to join us and take the First 

22. T h o u g h Harper actually had to pay them; "Please let me have the cheque for my 
confreres" runs a letter to the Warden, "in order to enable them to fly by the trains on Tuesday." 
T h e account for 1867 has an item of £ 1 0 paid to F . J . Bal l "for assistance rendered during M r . 
Tancock's absence from domestic affliction." The recipient, who had left the school in 1865, was 
that most useful of standbys, an undergraduate on vacation. N o doubt this was Harper's own 
arrangement. 

23. H e was a successful and beloved man, but seems not to have wished to outlive the 
H a r p e r regime. Once visible in Highgate was the large mansion (since demolished) which bore his 
initials and those of his wife together with the date o f his retirement, 1880. 
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Form for us. I have now had their replies, and shall be glad to 
hear 1st that you are willing 2nd that you are able to come and do 
your best for the place and to be with us on the 28th inst. . . . 
Y o u know what the work is—and that it will require all your time 
and attention—and that we shall all growl at you i f the youngsters 
go from you weakly and improperly grounded. The £ s d part 
of the Mastership is at present £150 and a share in the surplus 
up to £15 . . . I cannot offer you rooms inside the walls, but i f 
either Churchill or Clifton turn out I shall be glad to get your help 
and to make some arrangement with you for the looking after 
'House' and taking some of the writing and merely mechanical 
operations off my hands. In fact I think it might fairly be a part 
of a junior's work to make up and keep the School Lists, etc. etc., 
provided he can write legibly. But all these details can stand over, 
as I feel quite certain that you will go in for the work in right 
earnest and won't think it an imposition i f I ask you to do anything 
that lies within your powers. 

There is only one single point that has been alleged against you. 
We all know that you partake of one element of Welsh extraction 
in being rather 'peppery' and excitable. Y o u must fight against this 
—and however overwhelmed you may be by the stupidity of such 
fellows as abound in I.C. and their pertinacious refusal to learn or 
know anything, you must not knock their heads off, or exhibit any 
other sign whatever of loss of temper. I mention this at once because 
I know it is a difficulty—and also because it will make a beginning 
of my speaking out without any reserve which I fully intend to do, 
and feel I have a full right to do with you, and that by so doing I 
shall be helping you in your work. 

One other point I must mention. Believing as I do that smoking 
is extremely injurious to boys, I think Masters ought not to set 
them an example of smoking. This is a ground of soreness and 
misunderstanding between some masters and myself—as I quite 
believed I had said enough, and that they had acceded to the views 
which I expressed before their joining us, and I do not think they 
have been as careful as they ought to have been. However, this is 
not to the point—but I shall like to have some clear understanding. 
Can you give it up altogether? If not, can you limit yourself to 
some absolute rule, as to distance, as to the presence of boys, or as to 
any room into which they can possibly come ? A t any rate let there be 
no possibility of misunderstanding. I have been told that at 
Marlborough the tone amongst Masters themselves absolutely 
prohibits smoking. I confess I wish it were so at Sherborne . . . " 

The above in itself would be worth quotation, even i f it were 
addressed to a nonentity. But the young recipient was in fact 
H . P. Price, who twenty years later was to play so large a part in 
the school's history that some further comment here is necessary. 
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His father, the Rev. T. Price, when Principal of Jesus, had 
befriended Harper, then a youthful don, and in the latter's early 
days at Sherborne had done the school great service in sending 
boys, amongst them in 1854 his own son. The latter did very well, 
becoming head of school and captain of games; on his departure 
in 1863 Harper is said (though strictly speaking it was not within 
his power to do so) to have publicly offered him a mastership. 
A t the university Price gained further honours, an athletic blue 
and a reputation for cricket and boxing. Back at Sherborne he soon 
became a prominent and successful member of the staff, running 
one of the most popular of the houses. 

On his pupils he made an indelible impression. " A big terrifying 
man," was the recollection of one, and another wrote, "Burly, 
black whiskered ... .we small boys in his form soon learnt to watch 
his figures on the scoring board with eager apprehension. If he 
got fifty runs or so he rolled into afternoon school in the best of 
tempers. But if his innings had fallen untimely short, we were in 
for a bad hour. K ind of heart he was quick to anger; and when 
his indignation burned, it blazed. The time came when it blazed 
to such effect, and with such a trail of concomitant conflagrations, 
that it nearly burnt up Sherborne altogether." 

But of this more later. 



C H A P T E R X I V 

T H E G O V E R N I N G BODY. 
"Viginti homines, de discretioribus et magis probioribus inhabitantibus."— 

The School Charter. 

IT was laid down in 1550 that the trust fund should be 
administered by a body of twenty local men, whose numbers 
were to be maintained by co-option. This appears to have 

been a unique arrangement at that period, similar charities else
where being in the charge of the local town council, a college, 
merchant prince or ecclesiastical authority. But at Sherborne a 
new corporation was created solely for this special purpose. It is 
true that the "Company" (the term invariably used in the early 
documents) was in a sense already constituted, for its members 
were practically the same as the "Brethren" of the Almshouse, a 
corporation also of twenty, dating at least as far back as 1437. 
The earliest lists of "Governors" contain the names of men who 
had served the Almshouse for years past, and after 1550 election 
as a "Brother" normally preceded that as a "Governor." But 
though the two bodies were the same and their meeting place the 
Almshouse, their functions were entirely distinct. Indeed,' it must 
at times have been hard to fi l l vacancies, for a man whose talents 
lay in the direction of purely charitable administration would not 
necessarily have been an expert on education and vice versa. 
According to the 16th century Bruton Articles (almost certainly 
copied, as we have seen, from the Sherborne set of 1565) election 
was a solemn business, the Company "puttinge of their cappes 
reverentlye"; the new Governor, as junior officer, was expected 
to give his opinion first in debate. 

For busy men it was convenient that the affairs of the two 
institutions should be taken together, and the brevity of many of 
the Governors' Minutes suggests that Almshouse matters were 
discussed at the same meetings. Conversely, more than once 
reference is made to school business crowding out that of the 
Almshouse. The minute books themselves are something of a 
farrago, with entries relating to School and Almshouse intermingled. 
For convenience sake the two charity funds also were kept together 
in a "chest" 1 and there was a certain amount of mutual borrowing— 
till as late a date as 1853, when the school had a large building pro
gramme ; but such debts always appear to have been honourably repaid. 

I. What the Bruton Articles call a "fayre and stronge coffer with iii locks," the keys kept 
by "the most anncientest and chiefest governors." There are two such chests in the Almshouse, 
each furnished with several locks, to prevent peculation save by widespread collaboration. A s a 
matter of sentiment one at least might be claimed as school property and removed to another 
home. 

151 
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Though the ful l quota of twenty members was seldom main
tained (12 - 15 being a more usual number), the executive officers 
never failed to be elected from 1550 onwards. These were a Warden, 
serving for twelve months from Michaelmas, a sub-warden2 

destined to succeed him, and a Steward who held office for a number 
of years. The latter alone received any remuneration, nominal at 
first, but by the 18th century substantial. On the other hand, bail 
was required of him before he assumed office and it was further 
laid down that i f he was remiss in his main duty—that of collecting 
the rents—he got no salary at all. The executive officers of Alms
house and School were never normally the. same in any one year. 

The most important, if least spectacular, of the duties of the mem-
bersof theCompanyisexpressedinthewordsof the Governors' oath:-
"To thuttermoste of yr power, wil l and endeavour you shall doe 
and be ayding to the furtherance and encrease of the possessions, 
revenues and gudes of the said ffree Schole." This meant the 
administration and supervision of the lands granted to the school 
by the Charter. The leasing 3 and collection of rents by the Steward 
and one or two assistants was a routine matter, but took up a good 
deal of time. We find the first court for such a collection held on 
31st May, 1550, within three weeks of the actual granting of the 
Charter. Thereafter such meetings were regularly called at places 
like Bradford Farm, near Wimborne, and the Gillingham Chantry 
House, where the tenant was obliged to provide "sufficiente stable-
roome, licture (i.e. drink) haie and grass for their horse beasts as 
the tyme shall requier for one daie and one nighte." Human refresh
ment in the shape of a handsome dinner for the tenants was, how
ever, normally forthcoming from school funds. Here is a specimen 
menu dating from 1697:— 

"bread and beire - - - - 6 0 
wine - - - - - 5 4 
baconpeas - - - - - 3 0 
2 rabet - - - - - 2 0 
1 doz. i larks - - - - 2 0 
chees fruit - - - - - 1 0 
fiere - - - - - 6 

19 10" 
. 2. F r o m 1738 - 1870 his special responsibility was the administration of the two minor 

charity schools in the town, Foster's and L o r d Digby's . H e thus gained experience for a bigger 
task the next year. 

3. T h e Company would normally select their own tenants and fix the rent themselves. A n 
isolated minute, dated as early as 8th October 1550, runs, " Y t ys ordeyned yt the Wardens wt the 
Steward shalbe at the Courts kepte uppon the said lands and ther to lerne the best offer o f every 
burgage or fferme ther to be lette or sette and that same offer to be presented before all the said 
G o v n r s at their retorne home to Shirborne." O n one occasion at least though, there was interference 
f rom the highest quarter. In the State Papers under date 4th July, 1595, occurs the fol lowing 
entry. "The Queen to the governors o f the free school at Sherborne co Dorset. We request you 
to grant to R o b t Deckham, or Dacombe , a captain who has served in the L o w Countries, a lease 
o f Brereford (Bradford?) F a r m , belonging to the said schools, rent £ 7 . 6s. 8d., on reasonable 
fine and the usual covenants." N o trace o f this interesting royal command survives amongst 
the school papers. The rent, exactly as stated (which argues sharp scrutiny by the royal accountants) 
was indeed paid at this time, but by tenants o f another name. The Dacombes of Steepleton were 
a well-known county family. This Robert is mentioned in Hutchins (i, 299). There was evidently 
some very good reason for disregarding the instructions o f Queen Elizabeth. 
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But such transactions as these did not. end the story; sales, 
enclosures, inaccurate surveys, and sometimes unscrupulous tenants 
necessitated constant vigilance if the lands were not to be circum
scribed and the life blood of the school cut off. Sometimes such care 
was lacking. Carlisle, in his Endowed Grammar Schools published at the 
beginning of the 19th century, says of Sherborne that "the revenues 
were formerly much neglected, if not abused." Such a state of affairs 
put an even heavier burden on more conscientious men who came 
after. The extent of the care lavished in this way on the school 
property can be gauged by the fact that well over half the archives 
deal with this subject alone. Typical was a dispute with the 
Trenchards, a well-known Dorset family, 4 which dragged on in the 
Court of Chancery from 1612 to 1621. In this instance boundary 
stones in the Lychett estate had been moved and sheep ejected from 
their lawful pasture to make a bowling green for the squire. 

But it was in the 18th century that the Governors showed 
themselves most active in this sphere; three names deserve special 
mention, Bartholomew Watts, John Chafie 5—and once again John 
Toogood. In those free and easy days it was the custom for land
lords who suspected they were being cheated to seek out the most 
ancient local inhabitants and try to ascertain where the boundaries 
originally ran. But it is on record that more than one was "unwilling 
to discover out of fear of disobleging his Masters and Neighbours" 
—a quaint commentary on the feudal relationships prevailing. But 
Toogood was not to be balked in this way and with his own hands 
dug up the earth to try and find the old hedge roots; the picture is a 
comic one, yet by such methods were restored to the school in 1786 
no fewer than 155 acres which had been lost for over a century, 
and the revenues were so much increased that Toogood was able to 
propose the founding of exhibitions and the purchase of an advowson 
for the benefit of O.S.S., a step which he claimed would greatly 
increase Sherborne's prestige.6 

In the early 19th century school policy favoured exchanges of 
land rather than recoveries. The Edwardian commissioners had 
allocated the estates without the slightest thought for convenience 
or economy of administration. They were widely scattered and a 
Governors' tour might cover some 240 miles and occupy twelve 
days "besides the trouble of collecting rents from at least five 

4. The connection holds yet. In 1945 Lord Trenchard was the visitor at Commemoration. 
5. He died young; had he lived longer, even to-day Sherborne might be richer. His monument 

(once visible in the Abbey) read as follows: "Scholae Regalis, in hoc oppido, inter curatores electus, 
acumine sui ingenii possessionem circiter centum et quadraginta annos incuria forsan detortam 
in lucem protulit, et strenuosa et actuosa diligentia unius e curatoribus opera adjutus, in regias 
possessiones restituendam curavit." 

6. The school was not always the loser by the casual methods of the time. In 1836 the Charity 
Commissioners discovered that it was enjoying the rent of 18 acres in Somerset, the acquisition 
of which no one was able to explain. Even as late as 1879 it was revealed that two cottages belonging 
to the Trenchards were held by the Governors in error. 
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Tenants, now and then one of them may run away, or the land 
be misused for want of being inspected." In certain cases an 
exchange, it was argued, might reduce time and distance to a tenth 
and bring the lands "within an easy hour's ride of your school." 
Occasionally the motives of the promoters of such schemes were less 
disinterested, when they urged their colleagues to "reflect on the 
personal comforts that will be enjoyed by some of the feoffees 
by sporting over property in their immediate, neighbourhood." 
But in fact, though huge bills were incurred in surveys (mostly 
by the other parties) no exchange was ever actually made, the final 
reaction from Sherborne always being that they were "saving a 
feather and losing a Goose, as the saying is." 

Fifty years later, with the great agricultural depression, there is 
abundant evidence of the struggle to collect the urgently needed rents 
from men who, with the best will in the world, often simply had not 
the money to pay. "He told the usual tale," and towards the end it 
was quite a red letter day when a big tenant settled for the year. 
Governors' visits afford an interesting glimpse of developing 
methods of travel. Now it was train so far, with a conveyance 
ordered to meet them, chosen according to the weather, "a closed 
fly i f it be a pouring rain." On occasion a defaulting tenant was 
summoned to meet the train—not always successfully. A sincere 
tenant might try to meet his rent with offers of shooting, hospitality 
or in kind. In which connection there survives a letter acknowledging 
a present of hares, which ends, "I think you should know privately 
that the Governors are somewhat disappointed that there are no 
Birds. M a y T mention that your man omitted to pay the carriage 2/4." 
Autres temps, autres moeurs. But no doubt tenants could be tire
some as well. In 1866 after an apparently hostile reception, the 
Steward was moved to write "unless you take a very different 
course from the one you took on Friday, I don't think the Governors 
will like to have more to do with you, than to recover the back rents." 

The review and amendment of the statutes and the selection 
of headmaster and usher were also the Governors' responsibility. 
Then, as now, the latter was a vitally important matter, perhaps 
even more so in days when the well-being and status of a school 
depended far more on the personality of the man at the top than the 
antiquity of its own name. 

Curiously, the method of such appointments is best described 
by the case of a man who never came to Sherborne. There are 
two entries in the Minute Book for 1653, which, though erased, 
none the less give a clear idea of the procedure:— 

"18//; August.—The Governors made choyce of Mr Robert fframpton 
now scholemaster of Shaston to be scholemasler here in the place of Mr 
Robert Balch . . . . soe as he consent to such propositions as shall be handed 
unto him by the said Governors and the Warden is desired forthwith to 
ride to the said M r fframpton to give notice thereof and that he repaire 
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hither to the said Governors to agree on the said proposalis on such Daie 
as the said M r fframpton and Warden shall agree on, and the Warden to 
give notice thereof to the Governors accordingly." 

"21st August.—Mr Robert fframpton abovementioned came to the 
said Governors and according to his question put he accepted and under
takes the office of being the schoolmaster etc. and agrees to undertake 
the charge of his place at and from Mich, next and he fully agreed to performe 
the orders made and hereafter to be made touching the said schoole and att 
his coming to sign the said orders and he is to have for his salary 60£ p.An. 
as long as he continues with the schoole, besides the schoolehouse and 
other buildings except such roomes as the Governors shall allow and appoint 
to the Usher." 

Having once elected the masters the Governors, technically at 
any rate, had to supervise their work and keep them up to the mark 
by means of visitations. For this, being local men, they were 
admirably placed' and there is no doubt that in the early days of 
the school such inspections did take place. The Minutes of 1622 
lay down "that for the more due discharge of ye oathe and trust 
reposed in us by the founder the Warden shall once in every fort
night examine the attendance of the schoolmaster and usher and 
shall once in evrie month at the least taking some three or more of 
the Companie with him repaire to the school and there shall see 
the manner of the teaching of the Schoolmaster and Usher and 
examine the schollers how they are taught and doe profitt and how 
the orders of the schoole are obeyed." Indeed, the statutes of 
1679 go even further and ordain a private scrutiny twice a year at 
which a chosen committee of Governors "shall call before them 
in the library the Master Usher and Schollars of the foure highest 
formes sev'ally and apart; from whom they shall receive private 
informacion from ev'yone of all offences either agt the orders of 
the Schoole or other misdemeanours committed by the Master 
Usher or Schollars in relac'on to the Schoole." It has yet to be 
explained how it was seriously considered possible to combine such 
methods of spying and talebearing with the other clause in the 
same statutes, that no Governor should "confront, or controule 
the Master or Usher in the Execution of their office nor speake 
slightingly of them before any of the schollars to breed in them a 
careless neglect or contempt of their Authority." However dis
creet such enquiries, it would be impossible to hush them up entirely 
and i f these rules were strictly observed both master and usher 
must often have found themselves in a difficult position. 

A t the other end of the scale Governors were responsible for the 
admission of Foundationers to free places in the school. The papers 
that deal with this aspect of their duties are numerous and shed an 
interesting light on what the possibility of a free education meant to 

7. Who, for example, more on the spot than William Cruttwell, 18th century newspaper 
proprietor, who lived at the corner of Half Moon and South Streets in a house "the entrance to 
which was flanked by a double mixen on which all the chickens for streets around used to disport 
themselves." 
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people in the district and how eagerly in some cases it was sought 
after. 8 According to the regulations applications for free places 
had to be sent to the Warden a month in advance, accompanied by 
a form of declaration that the boy lived in the town with his parents 
or relatives (in the latter case gratis, with no thought of past, present' 
or future payment). It is amusing how irregular many of the applica
tions were. Inevitably a large proportion was late (one survives 
asking for a boy's admission the day before the term started), and 
others sought to gain free places for mere connections of Sherborne 
families, or boys from neighbouring parishes who only boarded in 
the town during the day and slept at home. Discrimination in 
doubtful cases must have been a difficult matter at times, but though 
refusals of free admission were few, they certainly did occur. 

The Governors, too, had many minor functions which persisted 
more or less til l 1870, the end of the old regime. They approved 
the appointment of visiting examiners and assistant masters, being 
only guided by the recommendations of the headmaster; and in 
the case of the latter the right of dismissal rested in their hands 
and not in his. A n d it is curious, too, as late as 1867 to find a man 
like Harper applying for sanction to buy such ordinary things as 
classroom appliances or books for the library, purchases which 
would now be undertaken at once without any such cumbrous 
system of controls. Equally about this time, when an epidemic 
made it impossible to hold the normal Exhibition exam in June, we 
find the Governors taking counsel's opinion whether they could 
postpone it until August. Initiative, apparently, was not encouraged 
in any quarter. 

Thus, in one way and another, membership of the Company 
could involve multifarious duties and a lot of work for a con
scientious man; the names we have probably represent the most 
public-spirited figures of the town, who were prepared to do all 
this without remuneration. Thomas Ffooks, who was Warden in 
1819, has left a diary of his activities in the latter part of that year, 
which gives some idea of what the office could entail :— 

"July 2\st.—Attended at the School and introduced to M r Cutler Master 
Henry the son of Mr Thomas Wilmott, as a scholar on the foundation. 
Gave orders to M r Cutler's Servant to go to Tolbord the Glazier to order 
him to repair the Window facing the Water Cocks in the School Room. 
And ordered Giles and Hamblin to repair the end of the tiling in the Landry. 
Ordered Upsale and Helyar to make a Chimney board for a bedroom. 
Introduced Gabriel and . . . . the sons of M r Wm. Jeffery to M r Cutler 
as Scholars on the Foundation." (Why not one journey for all new boys?) 

"July 26th.—Mr James the Usher: Advanced him his half year's salary 
and gave leave for him to have a lock on his desk." 

"September 30//?.—Went to Bradford and arrived there about \ past 5 
in the Evening having taken our dinner at the Crown at Blandford." 

8. There is one letter from an illiterate parent who cannot even sign his name; the wish to 
give one's children a better schooling than one has received oneself is no new thing. 
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"October Ist.—Walked over the whole of the property at Bradford." 
(Here follows a detailed survey of the 650 acres.) 

"October 2nd.—Returned to Sherborne after stopping and breakfasting 
at Blandford." 

"October 1th.—Went to Gillingham in a chaise and arrived there about 
12. Found M r John Gatehouse our surveyor there and examined the Draft 
of a Map or Survey which he had prepared of all the School Lands in 
Gillingham. Memo. Gatehouse says that a man by the name of Wm. Biss 
of Lydlinch can state a good deal about the School Lands at Gillingham 
as he ploughed up landmarks by order." (Here follow details of rents 
collected). Of a tenant he writes: "He petitioned strongly for some abate
ment of the rent, but I refused it and he agreed to go on again." 

Yet there were compensations. A n annual dinner on St John's 
Day, December 27th, was held shortly after the passing of the 
accounts and the dispensing of the Almshouse charities; this was 
attended also by the headmaster and the usher and was the occasion 
for the former's giving his report of the year. The series of dinners 
ran almost unbroken from 1637 to 1870 and many of the bills 
survive with their almost unvarying 75 per cent, of the total devoted 
to alcohol, silent witnesses of a succession of convivial evenings, 
some slight reward for the labours of the year. 9 Nothing was allowed 
to interfere with eating and drinking. Refusing to attend to some 
quite pressing question at this meeting, Peter Batson, a Steward of 
the early 19th century, wrote in excuse, "it being St John's Day, 
at which we are wholly employed on the business of the day." 1 0 

There was, too, the prestige of the office, a matter of considerable 
importance in a small town. In this connection there is a curious 
regulation in the statutes of 1592. "When any Governor or wyfTe 
of any Governor of this schole shall decease, the master, usher and 
schollers of this schole shall (at the tyme that the corps shall be 
brought to buriall) go to the house of such deceased Governor or 
wyffe. The schollers by two and two in decent order, the usher 
going before and the Master following and in that order to take 
their place next before the corps, shall accompanie the same to the 
churche and soe to the buriall and from then in like good order to 
the schole agayne." 1 1 

There are also traces of a kind of Freemasonry amongst the 
members of the Company. In 1591 (the first year in which Minutes 
were kept), the sum of £5 was lent from school funds to "Thomas 

9. Several of the later accounts have the odd entry "keeper's fee" (gratuity to innkeeper?) 
The King's Arms, Antelope, and, at the end, the Digby, all served their turn. The last dinner of 
the whole series was held in 1870 at the latter, then recently built, and thus forming a striking link 
between the old and new regimes. 

10. A scathing comment on these gatherings has survived, "Governors' social meetings. In 
vino Veritas". At other times seemingly their credibility was rather less. 

Per contra, as late as the early part of this century, Derby Day could be cited as a reason for 
not having a meeting. 

11. By 1679 wives were no longer included in this mark of respect and, an echo of the Great 
Plague, the whole ceremony was remitted if a pestilential disease was the cause of death. By 1791 
it was abolished altogether; yet it is a fact that on the death in 1883 of G. D. Wingfield Digby, the 
Chairman of the Governors, the "old squire" whose services to the school had been of an exceptio
nal order, the whole of the boys lined the cemetery paths to his grave. *> 
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Barton one of this company being knowen to be decaied." The 
morality of such a use of the charity funds is questionable, yet there 
were doubtless many similar instances, not all entered in the records. 
But there was one practice which was even more objectionable. 
Many of the Governors were in trade in the town 1 2 and the tempta
tion to use their position to create a monopoly of the supply of 
goods to school and Almshouse must have been great, and was not 
always resisted. The Almshouse Minutes for 1786 state quite baldly 
"To promote good harmoney Supplies of the house shall be offered 
to each member in his respective Profession or Business in Rotation." 
Even if a Governor was in a line of business that would not normally 
supply the school, his position would lead to many useful contacts. 1 3 

This being so, appointments to the Company were sometimes the 
result of bribery rather than personal suitability. Toogood, in one 
of his characteristic marginal comments, writes in the Minute Book, 
"George Hutchings. Rev. Capt. of the trained band for electing 
Robert Winter a trustee. O Tempora. O mores!" 1 4 The result of 
such a system was inevitably jealousy and criticism from those 
excluded, particularly if the quota of twenty was not filled and 
opportunities for easy profits were thus confined to a chosen few, 
who by electing their relations or business partners to the vacancies 
would create the effect of a close corporation and widen the rift 
between town and gown. 

Even within the Company itself it would have been miraculous 
if over so long a period—300 years—there had not been serious 
disagreements, and there is plenty of evidence of dispute and high 
words surviving in the archives, often at this distance of time 
more diverting than anything else. In 1601 Henry Meer "being 
by extraordinary meanes, perswasions and threats chosen into the 
company of the schole ys, for that cause and others, expelled from 

12. We have already mentioned Mr. Wickham, whose cutlery was presented to Wilding' 
Others included Reynold Pond, shoemaker 1685, Samuel Napper, mercer 1685, Thomas Mansell, 
apothecary 1691, and John Glover, tobacconist 1720. Robert Goadby, 1760, the well-known 
West Country newspaper editor, certainly did the school printing and others would not have 
lagged behind. Bartholomew Watts, 1765, if active in recovering school lands, did not disdain for 
very many years to supply the boys' candles. 

13. In 1798 the then Warden, A. H . Smith, a wine merchant, was trying to sell some of 
the timber on the school lands; his client's reply cannot have been entirely unsatisfactory:— 

"Sir, 
I have been and looked at the Timber and I finde it do not suid me at your price, and 

I should be glad if you could send me one Dozen of your Best Port wine Ether to Day or 
to Morrow with out Fail and in so doing you will much oblidge, 

' your humble servt. 
JOHN B R O W N . " 

14. For once Toogood was right. This Winter was a warm man, grocer, draper and under
taker possessing "a handsome New-built hearse, with able horses, capable of travelling to any part 
of the kingdom." But after a few years service he was discovered (appropriately by the indefatigable 
Bartholomew Watts) charging cheese at 42/- per hundred "whereas it does not appear that he 
bought the said cheese at any other price than 37/- per hundred." 

He was expelled forthwith and appears no more in the records; the whole thing must have been 
an unpleasant little scandal, not the least sufferer being his young son who was in the school at 
that time. 

In 1802 Winter was killed (and this same son injured) in a road accident; of those connected 
with the school perhaps not the first so to surfer, but the first recorded. 
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that company." The exact circumstances will probably be for 
ever unknown, but this Meer was a shady character who was 
found guilty of peculations in this year by a Commission in Chancery, 
Sir Walter Raleigh himself sitting as a member. 

The Walter Ridout who was ejected just before the Civi l War 
was evidently a man of violent opinions and choleric temper. On 
one occasion, when asked to repay a sum of money, it is recorded 
"he used and spake many undecent speeches and high words . . . 
Amongst other words hee sayd M r Hele of Clifton had never 
a hound of a bigger mouth than the Steward, M r Wright, had." 

In 1674 the Warden was ordered to "attend M r Home to 
know his Pleasure whether he intends to continue one of the 
Company and in his Turne to beare his proportionable share in 
the Burthen of the Trust," a more than usually tactful approach 
to an absentee committee-man. 1 5 Quite a number of others were 
expelled for neglect seemingly without any such preliminaries. One 
17th century Governor, elected to fill the place of a defaulter, was 
himself removed only four years later for exactly similar reasons. 
In 1757 it is noted that "The Rev. Peter Smith did at a general 
meeting of the Trustees in an arbitrary manner cut out a part of 
this page, because it contained an Order that was disagreeable to 
him, and he was afterwards expelled this house." 

It was just about this time that Toogood, no doubt in a jaundiced 
mood, was led to write of "a motley Mixture of different Complex
ions, of jarring Interests, of secret or open Animosities, not without 
much mulish Nonsense often in loud and naming Ferment, disputing 
and differing about Trifles. In their Meetings nothing is more 
common than to hear it said—this is wrong and ought not to be 
done—this is right and ought to be done—and L o ! the Farce is 
ended and seldom any proper measures taken to prevent the Wrong 
or to execute the Right, one is surfeited with the presence of an 
obnoxious Neighbour—one in haste to go to his own Concerns and 
another to his Dinner, and thus have I often seen their Meetings 
'left ridiculous and their Work Confusion rightly named.' " 

Against this dismal background may be set the record of four 
generations of the Ffooks family, who served the school without 
intermission for over a century and a half, from 1762 to 1932 
(J. appointed 1762, T. 1805, W. 1840, T. 1845 and E . A . 1906), 

15. Meetings were originally called by "somme sign made with chalke in our dores." (Bruton), 
a method apparently not forceful enough to render a subsequent roll call unnecessary. At Sherborne 
in the middle of the 18th century, an age when sense of public duty was not high, the following 
order is found more than once—better suited to the boys they were supposed to be governing than 
to grown men. "Upon all and every summons and warning given by the Warden or sub-warden of 
any meeting at the Almshouse doing Businesse for the benefit of the free Grammar School, if any 
or either of us shall not attend within half an hour after the Bell ringe, for such Neglect he or they 
shall pay one shilling unless he or they shall send a reasonable excuse." 
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totalling in all 194 years. 1 6 These perhaps are better examples of the 
conscientious service which on the whole maintained the school in 
prosperity and good repute. Yet_as time went on and Sherborne 
began to emerge as a large public school, the machinery which had 
served well enough in the past became outmoded and inadequate. 
In 1865 Harper had reported to the inspecting Commissioners that 
men "totius patriae ibidem vicinae," as laid down by the Charter, 
were no longer really the proper people to supervise the changed 
status of the school. It was increasingly hard to get twenty men of 
the right type 1 7 and the time had come to recruit the governing 
body from a much wider field. The result was that by the provisions 
of the Endowed Schools Bi l l of 1869 the constitution of the old 
time "company" was entirely changed. Numbers were reduced to 
sixteen, all connection with the Almshouse was severed, and instead 
of a purely local co-optative body 1 8 the following was substituted:' 
three ex officio members, The Lord Lieutenant of Dorset (or his 
nominee), the Bishop of Salisbury and the Vicar of Sherborne; 
four representing the counties of Dorset, Devon, Somerset and 
Wilts (holding office for four years), a masters' representative (five 
years), and the remainder co-opted for ten years—all with the right 
of re-election. The office of Warden was replaced by that of Chair
man, and the Steward's functions were undertaken by an Estates and 
Finance Committee. Under this constitution, with minor modifi
cations, the school is still administered. 

While it is not the purpose of the present work to enter into 
the deliberations of the more modern bodies of Governors, it is 
worth noting that in 1941, very much as seventy years before she 
had fostered the idea of the Headmasters' Conference, Sherborne 
took the lead in the formation of the Governing Bodies' Association. 

16. T. Ffooks the younger had 4 years in the school and 61 as a Governor—a record rivalled 
only by James Hoddinott (1812 - 1907) whose figures are 7 and 58 respectively. Towards the turn 
of the century we find the latter who farmed at Silverlake still supplying gravel for the Courts that 
had not even existed in his schooldays. A strange transaction at that period perhaps, unless for one 
so obviously a link between old and new. His plaque in the Abbey (though quite modern, very hard 
to read) deserves'a more accessible place. 

Col. J . R. P. Goodden, not a Shirburnian, was a very active Chairman 1902 - 1924 (the longest 
tenure on record). His enormous school correspondence survives to make him the best documented 
figure in the records. 

17. The report of the Taunton Commission, published in 1869, gives one of the last lists 
of Governors and the only one known that comprises a complete list of occupations; these were 
four J.P.'s, four solicitors, two doctors, one yeoman, one parson, one silk merchant, one iron 
merchant, one gentleman. According to the recollection of the oldest member, then upwards of 
88 years of age, at no time in the 19th century had it been possible to get more than fifteen members. 

18. Though as a mark of courtesy and to make the break less abrupt the existing members 
continued to serve under the new constitution in addition to those chosen ex officio. 



T H E SIXTH F O R M , 1877 
Left to right, standing.- F. S. Ruegg, H . P. Tregarthen, H . W. Laing, H . F. W. Harries, H. S. Crosby, G. T. Petherick, A. Whitehead, R. St J. 

Ainslie, E . Hurry, L. V. Lester, C. E. English, F. E. Lacey, J. A. Mayo, W. C. Penney,* C. R. M. Clapp, S. S. Buckman, H . J. A. Porter. 
Left to right, on chairs.—H. Broadmead, A. N. Whitehead, A. J . Galpin, H. D. HARPKR, H. J . Lloyd, H . J. Pulling, W. Lowndes. 
Left to right, on ground.—E. H. Hensley, H . S. Sloman, H . F. D. Stephens, E. W. Bastard, J. M . Whitehead. 

Note the chronogram in the background (see page 267). * In the school for eleven years—a record 
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A YOUNG A R R I V A L A N D T H E G U A R D I A N A N G E L " Hugo Daniel Harper 1850-1877. 
Cartoons commemorating the change of headmasters in 1877-8, 

From a series "Our Public Schools" published by Shrimpton, Oxford. 



CHAPTER X V 

FREE-SCHOOL F I N A N C E 
"Many of our numerous and ample endowments have fallen to decay by 

the negligence or cupidity of ignorant or unprincipled Trustees."—Report of 
Royal Commission, 1820. 

ON the whole, as we have seen, Sherborne was fortunate in 
possessing sufficient Governors of vigour to avoid the fate 
of extinction due to maladministration of the school lands. 

It is not the purpose of this chapter to give any detailed account of 
these 800 to 900 acres situated at Gillingham, Wimborne, Martock, 
Marnhull, Lychett Matravers and Symondsbury; this has already 
been amply done. 1 They are now no longer a school concern; 
between 1870 and 1914 practically all were sold, special provision 
for doing so being made in the scheme of 1871. The golden days 
of high rents were passing and it was considered that management 
by absentee and impersonal landlords like the Governors was 
inefficient and tended to distract their attention from where it 
should be concentrated—the school itself and its increasingly 
complex problems. Interest, then, centres rather on the former 
disposal of these revenues in the domestic business of Sherborne. 

From them was met the cost of maintaining the buildings and such 
minor things as cleaning, ringing the Almshouse bell, renting of 
seats in the Abbey and so forth. 2 But the largest item by far was 
the salaries paid to master and usher; a few figures are chosen at 
random:— 

Headmaster Usher 
1554 £13 6 8 £4 13 4 
1611 £20 0 0 £10 0 0 
1647 £40 0 0 £30 0 0 
1766 £60 0 03 £35 0 0 
1811 £75 0 0 £50 0 0 
1849 £125 0 0" £100 0 0 

1. Mr. W. B. Simms in Somerset and Dorse} Notes and Queries, September 1940. His list is 
exhaustive and comprises both the picturesque field names and a note in each case how the property 
was disposed of. One addition only need be made—the technical right of the Governors, which 
persisted as late as 1906, to pasture four head of cattle on Lenthay Common. Two good fields at 
Gillingham, comprising 18 acres, alone remain. The name of one, Chantry Mead, carries us right 
back to the Reformation. Curiously they were the first of the lands to be put up for sale—in 1872, 
unsuccessfully. In 1919 a bid to buy them for a War Memorial Recreation Ground fell short of the 
reserve. Overspill plans in 1966 might well have raised their.value, but now, quite apart from the 
fact that they are a good investment, for reasons of sentiment they will probably never be sold. In 
1925 - 6 young ladies were using the land for hockey. In 1940 it was bombed and the Governors 
granted their tenant 15/- towards repairs (was there no "War Damage" at this period?) To judge 
from the records they were more concerned over divots than craters. 

2. The items of expenditure are mostly dull reading in the accounts. Occasionally a wider 
horizon opens out, as when in 1610 xxj. is paid as a feudal due towards the expenses of creating 
Henry Prince of Wales, or two years later xs. when his sister Elizabeth was married. 

3. In 1762 young Boswell in London was finding that "£200 a year was very little." But 
Goldsmith's parson of 1770 was "passing rich with forty pounds a year." 

4. Contrast with this last year of the old grammar school regime the salary of £1,153 14.?. 6d. 
paid to Harper on his departure in 1877. 

161 
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Rents and salaries, of course, rose together, as with prices 
throughout the country. Such increases are particularly noticeable 
after the Civi l and Napoleonic Wars; what is harder to explain is 
the varying ratio between the remuneration of the two men. 

In addition to their cash emoluments both master and usher 
had accommodation from the earliest times ("a house, two gardens, 
one barton" are quoted in the bond of John Hancock, c. 1566) 
and occasionally a bonus was forthcoming. In 1615 the masters 
were so rewarded " in good hope that as wee endeavour to encrease 
their yntertainment so they will doe their endeavours for the good 
of their schollers." Even so, when all allowance has been made 
for the difference in the purchasing power of money, the remunera
tion does not seem princely; the masters were well educated men 
and often Fellows of their colleges. Yet it has been calculated 
that about 1550 the average salary in England for grammar school 
masters was only £6 9s. 6d.; hence from the start Sherborne seems 
to have been better paid than most—which goes some way to 
explain the numerous applications for the headmastership from 
men in other well-known schools of Dorset or the neighbouring 
counties. 

The boys fell into two distinct classes, (i) Foundationers, 
(ii) Tablers or Boarders. The former were local boys who lived 
at home and for them Sherborne was literally Libera Schola Gram-
maticalis, for if the parent was content with Latin, Greek and 
Divinity his son's education cost him nothing beyond the nominal 
entrance fee of \s., Ad. for the master, Ad. for the usher and Ad. 
for registration. (From 1679 onwards 6d. was also payable for the 
library.) Even this small sum was for long periods remitted to boys 
in the town. 5 

The Tablers, on the other hand, paid for their board and lodging, 
and such fees'constituted a considerable increment to the master's 
salary. It must have been the object of every man to obtain for 
himself what the Charity Commissioners who visited Sherborne in 
1836 called "a flourishing school of boarders without which no 
master, however zealous, can be expected long to persevere in great 
exertion." Unfortunately, as such fees had nothing to do with the 
foundation, but were the sole concern of the master who like as not 
fixed them by private treaty with each parent, it is difficult to 
estimate their exact amount. They make no appearance in the 
Governors' records and private accounts are few and far between. 

5. Foundationers in the upper forms got (from 1816 to 1850 at least) free classical books 
as well, which they were allowed to take with them when they left the.school. This system was 
a thoroughly bad one, for the books were expensively got up in calf and quite regularly an equivalent 
of up to 50 per cent, of the headmaster's salary was expended on them. In 1845 Penrose got £125 
and the booksellers £123. Thus money that might have gone to make the Library first rate was 
unprofitably squandered to benefit the few. 
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The earliest known bill is that rendered to D r Claver Morris in 
August 1723 and noted down by him:— 

"To Mr Wilding of Sherborne for a quarter's tabling and 
schooling which will be due Sep 14 now coming - £5 0 0 

For the three maids - - - - 7 6 
For his writing master for a quarter's teaching 6/-, 

for pens paper and ink 1/9 - - - 7 9 
For his barber - - - - - 1 0 
For mending his clothes - 9 
For cleansing his shoes - 6 
For M r Thornton for Prosodia construed Id., 

Garretson's Exercise 1/-, a Greek Grammar 1/6 
a phrase book 1/6, a Latin Testament 1/6, and 
for Ovid's Metamorphosis 2/6 - - - 8 7 

£6 6 I" 
Nothing seems to have been free except possibly instruction 

in classics and Divinity; thus the basic charge to keep a boy at 
Sherborne in 1723 was about £25 per year. This, of course, was 
not the end of it, for there were, as already described, the entrance 
fees and presents amounting to over £2 ids. Od. and violin lessons 
at 10s. a quarter. We are told, too, that William Morris wore a 
dress of fine grey cloth costing over £4; he was also given pocket 
money of 5s. per quarter and occasional "tokens" of the same 
amount. Travelling expenses from Wells to Sherborne amounted 
to 25 per cent of the total cost—a very heavy item. 

A little later we find Toogood inveighing against Bristed for 
his high charges, five guineas entrance fee, twenty-five for board 
and six for tuition; there were even six "Parlour Boarders" who 
paid £50 per year. Such a class did exist; one recalls the school
fellow of Dickens "who was said to feed in the parlour on steaks 
and gravy; likewise to drink currant wine." They were analogous 
to Gentlemen Commoners at the university, but it seems likely 
they would get scant enough respect from their companions at 
school on the occasions they did mix with them. 

These figures are high and perhaps controversial; the printed 
bill of Cutler's time towards the end of the 18th century, as actually 
delivered to the parent, is more moderate. It is in respect of a boy 
named T. Symons, who lived at Axbridge Wells and gives so much 
indirect information that it merits full quotation:— 

J years board up to Xmas 1796 -
Education in Latin and Greek 

- - £11 0 6 J years board up to Xmas 1796 -
Education in Latin and Greek - - £2 2 0 
Fire and Candles - - _ 3 9 
School cleaning etc. - - - - 2 6 
Mending Linen and Stockings - - 2 6 
Servants - - - - _ 5 0 
Books. Seeker's Lectures 4 - 0 

Cicero de Officiis 3 - 0 - _ _ 7 0 
French Master's Bill - - - - £2 2 0 
Writing Master's ditto - - - 5 5 
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Writing and Arithmetic -
Dancing - - -
Merit Money - - -
Weekly Allowance -
Carriage of Parcels and Postage of Letters 
Extra Washing - - -
A nurse - - -
Single Bed - - -
Seeing Shew -
Apothecary - - -
Draper - - -
Taylor -
Hatter -
Windows - - -
Glover - -
Shoemaker - - 1 -
Carpenter -
Whitesmith -
Haircutter -
Hairdressing - -
The Annua! Xmas Charge (in manuscript) 

- £ 1 7 
2 

2 
2 

- £1 1 

15 
- £1 12 

11 
3 
7 

4 
2 

3 
5 

6 
2 
9 
2 

6 
6 
0 

6 

2 
6 

0 
0 
6 
3 
8 
0 
6 

£23 13 4" 

Here again nothing appears to be free, not even instruction 
in classics; with the increasing cost of living it took rather more 
than £40 a year to keep a boy at school. Yet Carlisle, writing in 
1818, when prices had risen even higher, quotes for Sherborne 
a charge of 33 guineas per year; this clearly can only refer to the 
minimum rate without extras. The interest of his figures lies in 
the fact that comparatively speaking Sherborne was not at all an 
expensive school, e.g. Ottery is mentioned as charging 50 guineas, 
Cranbrook £50 and Grantham 40 guineas. 

After Cutler, throughout the time of Lyon and Penrose the 
boarding fees remained static at £52 per year exclusive of extras. 
Wi th Harper, as we have seen, the whole system was changed. 

In conclusion reference must be made to the last item on the 
above bi l l . From the earliest days of the school some sort of 
Christmas present was traditionally made by the boys to the master 
and usher. The custom was universal throughout the country 
and is described by Chambers in his Book of Days. "The master 
sits at his desk or table, exchanging for the moment his usual 
authoritative look for one of bland civility, and each child goes up 
in turn and lays his offering down before him." These payments 
originated in the frequent discrepancies between the funds available 
f rom the endowment and the sums necessary to pay the masters 
adequately; at Sherborne there was less excuse on this head than 
elsewhere. Theoretically unofficial and voluntary, they became 
established by custom into a right and were known simply as "the 
annual charge." This objectionable archaism survived at Sherborne 
for centuries; Lyon, it is true, suspended it temporarily in 1823, 
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but as late as 1850 the candidates' prospectus for the vacant head-
mastership held it out as an inducement that "The Headmaster 
may also reasonably expect a payment of £1 Is. Od. from each boy 
on the foundation." Harper's own reforms rendered the continuance 
of the custom unnecessary. 

But it is only by bearing this imposition in mind that the true 
significance of certain' directions in the early statutes is revealed. 
For example, "that no scholler shalbe discouraged from the 
attaynement of good manners and lernyng . . . the scholemaster 
and usher shall beare one like countenance and favour unto all 
their schollers" and the master "must not teache one more than 
other for rewarde or hope of gayne from the riche." Such monitions 
appear unnecessary today; but perhaps it was not always so. 
It was alleged against Wilding that because the parents of a certain 
Robert Hann could only pay him 5s. per year he put the boy back 
a class and thus retarded his progress. Far different was the picture 
when a wealthy parent was in question, as witness this letter in 
Wilding's own hand:— 

"My thanks are highly due to good Capt. Hussey for his kind letter, 
New Year's gift, our Jolly living at Charleton and all other favours wch 
L will endeavour to express my grateful thanks of by my peculiar and 
indulgent care of M r Huby 6 who as he is a fine child in his person so I 
doubt not but he will gradually attain all desired perfection and bounty 
of mind." 

6. The reference is presumably to Master Hubert Hussey, whose name survives on a memorial 
in Charleton Horethorne Church. He was born in 1707 and at the time this letter was written must 
have been about 14. 



CHAPTER XVI 

USHERS 
"A man very skilful in his little way."—Dr. Johnson. 

TH E qualifications required of the second in command were 
similar to those necessary for a headmaster, though in most 
cases the former was probably a younger man who might 

reasonably expect in due course to obtain a headmastership else
where. According to the oldest extant Minutes of the Governors, 
dated 8th October 1550 "The Scolemayster shalbe p'sent wt the 
Gover s for the examynacon and electyon of Ussher." Perhaps this 
was felt to put the junior man at a disadvantage from the start, 
and a later minute, 13th October 1629, indicates another method of 
selection, when the Governors were looking for a young graduate 
still in residence at the university:— 

"It is ordered and consented unto that the place of the Usher of the 
schoole being now voide, choice shall be made by the company of a very 
fitt and. able man to exercise the place and accordingly to increase the 
wages and that they use the best means they can in due discharge of the 
trust in them reposed by the founder, in execution whereof, we have now 
agreed that the Warden1 and M r Jon. Cooth his sonne with one other 
of the company shall ride to Oxon there to find out an able man by the 
good commendation of Universitye men knowne unto us and especially 
unto M r Vice Chancellor and M r Lyforde or one of them and having 
that approbation that the said Warden shall offer him £30 per ann. And 
this choice being made by them and the same approved of by the company 
or major part of them at their retourne the same person to be admitted 
on probation only till good experience be made of his ableness and conversa
tion and soe accordingly to be chosen usher." 

The bills for this expedition read as follows:— 
"For mine and mye sones and his mans expenses to Oxon to get an usher. 

iii li. xi s. iii d." 
"For ten daies heire of John Raimond's horse that journey. x s." 

At other times the usher was a man of some experience, working 
in the district already; in which case, instead of such a cumbrous 
and expensive method, he would be summoned to Sherborne for 
interview. Normally the Governors made the choice, but some
times the headmaster and vicar did the preliminary work, merely 
leaving the ratification to the Company. Tn either case the usher 
was to a large extent independent of the headmaster; sometimes 
friction was the result, but on the whole the system seems to have 
worked smoothly. 

1. This was Josias Cooth, a linen draper. Though holding the office of Dorset County 
Treasurer he was during this very year in trouble over some question of material for his business 
smuggled into the country. 

But the family was obviously a well-known one and rose to the dignity of a fine stone memorial, 
visible to this day in St. Margaret's, Westminster. 
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Once appointed, the usher, like the master, was not allowed to 
engage in any employment other than teaching, especially clerical 
duty away from the school. Disobedience of this meant that "he 
shall quietly relinquish that place or be expelled." 2 

Other persons unsuitable for the office were "common 
Frequenters of Taverns or other Houses of evil report, Gamesters 
or i f they shall appear to be perjured swearers, revilers or guilty 
of any other odious scandalous Crimes that give an Evil Example 
to Youth and an i l l report of the School." 

•The usher was responsible for teaching the three lower forms; 
from very early days he resided on the premises, having for his 
own use three rooms, a cellar and a garden; for a married man 
these quarters were too cramped, and he lived in the town receiving 
an allowance for rent. Tf resident, he had certain duties of super
vision over the boys out of school; the ultimate responsibility 
rested with the headmaster, but the usher had something of the 
position of a house tutor. 

To individual ushers there have been scattered, references in 
other chapters when their figures fitted into the general history of 
the school. Here follows no full list—such can be found elsewhere; 
but to pass over entirely all the assistants who for three centuries 
and more shared the work with the headmaster would be to leave 
an unjustifiable gap. Hence those men who played no great part in 
the school's development, but yet have left their little record of 
human interest, are here arranged in the form of a catalogue with 
notes. 

H E N R Y B A G W E L L , 1560. The first name on the list, and we 
have no means of telling when he came to Sherborne. But the Parish 
Register records the death of his infant daughter in January 1559 
and his wife soon after in March; the school account for 1560 
mentions the payment of 15 .̂ Ad. to "Maister Bagwell for a bede-
stede" with 2s. " in charges at his wyffe departynge hence." For 
Bagwell Sherborne was now clearly intolerable and we find him 
retiring forthwith to a country living. A sad exit indeed, but not the 
saddest; this has been reserved perhaps for the 20th century.3 

2. The prohibition was often laxly applied. From 1566-9 George Holman was not only 
usher, but Vicar of Sherborne as well. In 1634 John Jacob was paid £3. 155. Qd. "for saying prayers 
iii qtr of a yere to the poore," i.e. in the Almshouse, which as a local institution seems to have had 
a special dispensation; there are several instances of both master and usher taking duty there. 
About 1700 John Butt was permitted to officiate "in Mr. John Martin's churches so long time as 
this Company thinke fit." 

At the beginning of the 19th century a possible curacy was even advertised as one of the 
attractions of the usher's post. Yet at times the rule was rigorously enforced, perhaps to get rid 
of an unsuitable man—while it was waived to retain a good one. 

3. C. H . Hodgson endured the loss of his home and the death, one by one, of all his five 
children; a braver man, he continued to serve the school for 40 years. Not many perhaps now go 
to read the tale in Sherborne cemetery; yet there can exist few more pathetic monuments. 
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' W A L T E R B L O B O L L , 1572. His tenure of office lasted only 
one year, but he continued to reside in the district as the incumbent 
of Poyntington. In 1602 the Brethren of the Almshouse determined 
"that a letter be written to M r Parson Bloboll of his carelesse 
consideration of his distressed mother, that if good order be not 
taken presently, to complaine unto the ordynary" (i.e. the Dean of 
Salisbury). 

The tombstone of the unfilial Rector is still visible in his own 
church, in the unusual position of the exterior wall of the east end. 

W I L L I A M M O R E , 1595, was accused after ten years' service 
of "many great abuses" to the headmaster, "vile and disgraceful 
words in the scole . . . playing at unlawfull games in Alehouses 
at such tymes as he should instructe his Schollers in the Schole." 
In May 1605 he was bidden "to depart at midsomer next and i f 
he mislike that warning, then to depart at michaelmas." If his 
behaviour was as stated, it is curious that he was allowed three 
months' grace. However, the Warden was "to reserve out of his 
wages such money as he hath collected for candle-light the last 
wynter and to deliver it to the scolemaster for the next wynter." 

His successor, G E O R G E H A R R I S O N , was engaged on terms 
that can only leave the impression that he was the innocent sufferer 
for the vagaries of More. None the less the former consented 
"to instructe the youth gratis unless upon urgent occasion, in 
respect the late usher hath had the whole quarters wages till 
mydsomer. It is also agreed that if the companie mislike the usher 
upon reasonable cause then upon a quarter of a yeare's warning 
he shall be gone and dismissed of his office, and that i f the usher 
dislike his place, he maie not depte his position untill half a yeare 
after warninge given thereof to the companie of his dep'ture." 

J O H N M I C H E L L , 1635, shares with Thomas Paget the 
distinction of being one of the two Sherborne masters who have 
also held the office of Proctor. Later in life he became Rector of 
Langton Matravers and was one of those clergymen who suffered 
under the Act of Uniformity. 

T H O M A S M A R T I N , 1647, was born and bred in Sherborne; 
educated at the school he returned as the first known O.S. usher. 
He found the cost of living high and, not content with asking for 
permission to do clerical duty, addressed to the Governors an 
application for an increase of salary in 17th century style, requesting 
them to disburse "more plenteously what our royall founder hath 
soe bountifully committed to you who (questionlesse) intended not 
that it should be your care to get his worke done as cheape as you 
can." 
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J O N A T H A N G R A Y was at Christmas 1666 given a month's 
notice to quit. His letter begging for more time brings home how 
serious dismissal could be in an England where communications 
were still primitive. "I was in hopes out of some small respect 
to me, it would have been considered I am a Stranger and at 200 
miles distance from my own Country and Relations and that this 
season is uncomfortable to take such a journey in . . . I have expended 
near 20£ in Bedding and for necessaries in designe to settle in this 
place." His plea gained him a respite of three months. 

W I L L I A M P L O W M A N , 1667, was another O.S. and affords 
an illustration of the difficulties that could arise over a master's 
teaching licence. In 1670 he had been furnished with the official 
certificate of approval for transmission to the ordinary. This was 
based on the Statutes of 1592, and Plowman claimed that by swearing 
before the school Warden never to teach Papistry "he is become 
Perfect and Compleat Usher to all intents and purposes. And he 
did repaire to the Citty of New Sarum" with his headmaster to 
subscribe to the Act of Uniformity, only to find himself fobbed off 
on the day by the Dean's deputy who accepted the master, but 
rejected the usher. Evidently there were two sides to the case and in 
1672 Plowman was forced to appeal to the Governors, reporting 
"that the Deane has lately again cited him (as several times within 
the Compasse of 12 months past) to appear at his Court at Sarum 
to show cause why he should not be excommunicated (amongst 
other things) for refusing to take a licence to teach as Usher here." 
This Dean of Salisbury was Ralph Brideoake, in his time headmaster 
and feoffee of Manchester Grammar School and therefore pre
sumably well versed in academic procedure and quite aware of 
what he was doing. None the less the Sherborne Governors supported 
Plowman, took the matter successfully to court and paid the costs. 
In spite of this, three years later they were not prepared to waive 
in his case the prohibition on clerical duty and Plowman had to 
resign in consequence. But this did not stop him in after years from 
sending his own son to the school. 

J A M E S M A R T I N who matriculated at Oxford at 14 was elected 
usher in 1727 when only 18. As he was a minor, his bond had to 
stand over until he came of age. Eventually, having attained more 
mature years, he acquired a headmastership—that of Mil ton Abbas 
School. 

W I L L I A M S H A R P E , 1760, forbidden in the usual way to 
do work other, than teaching, must none the less have spent a great 
deal of time on non-academic activities; he was an expert on 
mining and author of A Treatise on Coal, published in London in 
1769. He persuaded Lord Digby to sink experimental shafts on 
West H i l l ; coal indeed was found, but fortunately for Sherborne, 
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which might otherwise have become a pithead town, it proved to 
be foul and produced such "an intolerable stink" that it was 
unmarketable.4 Sharpe was in the habit of prowling about the 
Abbey by night, a door thereto communicating directly from his 
quarters. A new sexton, unaware of this practice, seeing his figure 
in a dressing gown, thought it was a ghost, rushed home and died 
of terror. 5 

J A M E S K N I G H T M O O R , 1790, affords us a somewhat rare 
glimpse of the system of encouragement and reward—boys handing 
to the headmaster "a slip of paper containing the cabalistic words 
'For good', and the signature of little Jemmy Moor ; and the smile 
that would follow whilst the 'Tizzy' was subtracted from the purse, 
and the word of praise bestowed." His later differences with Cutler 
(already mentioned) seem ironic and his resignation resulted in a 
great loss to the school, for he was a gifted and versatile man. The 
articles on Sherborne and the neighbouring parishes in the 1815 
edition of Hutchins were largely from his pen and many of his 
rough notes and sketches are still preserved in the County Museum 

,at Dorchester. "His learning, classical and theological," wrote the 
continuators of the work, "was well known to many; particularly 
to those who have witnessed or been benefited by his labours as 
Assistant Master of the Grammar School at Sherborne." Married 
to a rich wife, he was of independent means, and his retirement 
from the school meant ,that he could devote himself to geology, 
natural history and antiquarian research. He was only 43 when he 
died in 1810. Had he lived longer his reputation might have been 
more than a local one. 

Chance has preserved, almost complete, a batch of papers 
dating from 1780 to 1802, consisting of applications for the post 
of usher, and giving a vivid picture of the type of man who con
sidered himself in the running. One, Alexander, writes not very 
helpfully, "The distance of Cambridge from Sherborne and the 
expence (sic) attending a journey would almost be a means of 
dissuading me from entering upon it, unless I could entertain the 
most sanguine hopes of succeeding." Another, Coleridge, being 
still only an undergraduate makes application through his father, 
who merely regards the post as a stopgap; to which the Warden 
replies with some feeling, "The Ushership of this school is far 
from being that servile and precarious employment which you 

4. An entry in the accounts makes it plain that coal was first burnt at the school in 1676. 
5. Greater credence might be attached to the story, were there not a similar one of a New

foundland dog left behind by chance which put its paws on the sexton's shoulders from behind— 
with identical results. 

Not but what the Abbey by night has its attractions, and an O.S. of Young's time has recorded 
how by the good offices of the latter's butler he secured access to the school keys. "By this means," 
he writes, "it was my habit to let myself out at night . . . . into the Abbey and there wander about 
and see the moonlight streaming through the stained glass windows." 
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apprehend it to be . . . if your Son intends to relinquish the Office 
of an Usher when his Age will permit him to take Orders, this 
Circumstance will be far from recommending him to the favour 
of the Governors." Campbell sends a Latin Ode of his own com
position (not a very good one) as proof of his ability, adding, 
"I have been a teacher for many years and am aged 26." Johnes 
writes, "I am not a member of either Oxford or Cambridge, but 
have received my education at a very excellent Grammar School, 
little inferior, nisi nomine, to a College." Kennedy claims, "I have 
made some progress in the French language and flatter myself 
that my character and learning in every other point of view should 
be found unexceptionable. M y connexions are American and my 
course of studies was in Trinity College, Dubl in ." 

It may be observed that none of the above gentlemen was 
successful in his application. Such a spate of letters was the usual 
result of an advertisement of which the following is a characteristic 
example; it is from the Salisbury and Winchester Journal of 28th 
January, 1805:—6 

" S H E R B O R N E , D O R S E T . 
Wanted immediately.—AN U N D E R - M A S T E R for the Free-Grammar-

School, founded by King Edward the Sixth, where the Eton plan of education 
is strictly adhered to. The gentleman must either now be, or have been, 
a member of some University. Letters (post paid) addressed to M r Brice, 
the Warden of the said school, will be duly attended to." 

The most notable of all the ushers is the last but one of the 
line, 7 T H O M A S J A M E S (1814 - 1860 and thereafter a Governor 
till his death in 1866) whose record of service is exceeded in length 
by no other master in the whole history of the school, stretching as 
it does from the Napoleonic wars and the twilight of the Cutler 
regime to mid-Victorian security and the great days of the Harper 
period. 8 His was a character that left its impression. " A n elegant 
Latin scholar and a most lovable man," was the verdict of one of 
his colleagues. " A dear old man, who knew, however, with many 
a quaint chuckle, how to use the cane when required," wrote a 
pupil. Another remembered him as "a cheery genial man, by 
no means a strict disciplinarian and not particularly successful 
as a teacher. He was supposed or, I should rather say, felt to be 
an artist in the use of the cane, unless he lost his temper, when the 

6. This actual advertisement was inserted on the imminent departure to the university of the 
youthful Master Henry Cutler, appointed usher by his father, when aged 17 and quite unqualified. 

7. His successor was A. M . Curteis, irregularly appointed as the Governors omitted to 
advertise the post, an oversight on which the school's many critics at that time were not slow to 
comment. When the office of usher was abolished in 1871, Curteis became an ordinary assistant 
master, and finished up as a very successful prep school headmaster. His career is thus a striking 
bridge between old and new. 

8. One is reminded of the record of the Tates, father and son, both educated at the school. 
C. R. born the year before Waterloo and H . R. who survived till 1957. Such links with the past 
can be multiplied, but do not lose their fascination. Even the present writer once attended the same 
O.S. Dinner as A. K. Carlyon who entered the school in 1862, the year before Gettysburg was 
fought. 
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desks suffered as much as the boys' shoulders." It is not always 
possible to teach for nearly half a century and retain one's 
enthusiasms; "Dear old Jimmie was very slack. We had to say a 
page of Latin Grammar in Latin most days, but we found that one 
particular easy page did as well for Jimmie as any other, and, as it 
did better for us, it was very frequently repeated." 

But despite his lack of vigour in the classroom James has his 
special niche in Sherborne history and here he rests secure; he 
was the first housemaster. T i l l about 1825 the number of boarders 
at the school had always been small enough to be accommodated 
by the headmaster and there had been no need to follow the common 
18th century practice of putting them out in dames' houses. Their 
supervision, as we have seen, was shared between the headmaster 
and usher, the latter receiving some remuneration for his pains. 
This had been the case with James in his very early years at the 
school, until Cutler's partiality for members of his family had 
manoeuvred his son Richard into this position and removed the 
emoluments from their rightful recipient. It was with justifiable 
rancour that the latter could write, "The profit arising from the 
care of the Headmaster's boarders, and which my predecessors had 
always enjoyed, was held out to me as a legitimate mode of increasing 
the value of my salary. I continued to enjoy it till M r Cutler thought 
fit to avail himself of the assistance of his son M r R. Cutler who 
was then residing with him." 

Nor was the old order restored at once under Lyon. By 1829, 
however, the school had largely increased and James, instead of 
applying for a renewal of his tutorial duties, asked outright for a 
house and the privilege of taking a few boarders of his own. But 
it was not the most opportune time and for four years nothing was 
done. The Laundry Buildings then recently acquired had absorbed 
the overflow and in 1833 Lyon wrote, "I do not speak of the 
dormitories, for I find we can with comfort accommodate a greater 
number of boys than I ever calculated upon." However, in the same 
year James moved from Cheap Street to what is now the private 
side of Abbey House, where in 1835, the school numbers being at 
last too great for central accommodation only, he was given the 
right to take a few boys. Under the original arrangement he was 
limited to twenty and the house was to be a waiting house only, 
passing on the boys to Lyon as vacancies occurred; but this does 
not seem to have been long observed. James started with seven boys 
and at the peak period in 1840 he had twenty-three, some of whom 
were right at the top of the school. Later came Penrose and general 
decline; by 1849 Abbey House did not contain a single boy and was 
closed down—a bitter experience for James, who by the scheme of 
1851, had to endure yet further reductions in salary, under the 
reforms initiated by the young Harper, who had not even been born 
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when he first became usher at Sherborne. He handed in his resigna
tion in 1860 on the day before the laying of the foundation stone of 
the School House. Who shall say what was in the mind of the 
septuagenarian veteran ? Pensions were still half a century away and 
all he got was a private collection. Perhaps " A n Old Inhabitant" was 
voicing James' thoughts when he wrote; "Date obolum Belisario. 
The Trustees waste thousands in bricks and mortar, and have but 
a doit to spare out of their costly revenues for the flesh and blood 
of K ing Edward's faithful servant." 

In conclusion something may be said about assistant masters— 
as opposed to the ushers. It has been mentioned that such were 
probably employed intermittently from the very early days; but 
till the beginning of the 19th century little is known of them save 
their names. Thereafter fuller details are available; in theory these 
men were the headmaster's personal employees, engaged to teach 
his boarders and not supposed to instruct foundationers. Thus 
their status was unofficial and their social position doubtful. Such 
a one was Joseph Ayres who taught part-time at Sherborne about 
1800. He was a gifted man, author of works on astronomy and 
arithmetic, and a skilled draughtsman and printer; he reduced 
Ladd's well-known plan of the town for publication in Hutchins' 
History of Dorset and did printing for Cutler; he also ran a school 
of his own for a time, and before his death in 1823 had become 
headmaster of Foster's. Yet the letter reproduced at the end of 
this chapter is an all-too-eloquent commentary on his social standing 
in the King's School. 9 

In 1827 the employment of such additional men was recognised 
by statute, but even thereafter they were of mixed quality and the 
old prejudice lingered, the printed school lists making a blatantly 
invidious distinction between . . . B . A . and M r . . . Lyon's son, 
writing of his time at Sherborne in the 1830's, recollected that 
"there were two University men . . . and two others who were 
not possessed of degrees and were inferior in social standing. 
There was one called by his pupils 'Nosey Turner,' another called 
Hooke, who used to threaten to 'tell my Papar' of me and one 
named Henning who rejoiced in the soubriquet of 'Vos quis sunt' 
in consequence of his approving of a Latin sentence so constructed." 
A fourth was known as 'Joey Taylor'; so indeed he may have 
been to his pupils, but he lived to take a degree and become a 
headmaster, author of various religious works and one political, 
A Commentary on 'A Chapter of Autobiography by the Rt. Hon. 
W. E. Gladstone, M.P., proving, from his own words, that no portion, 
however small, of the interests of his countrymen should be entrusted 

9. Such snobbery was common form and not confined to Sherborne. There was a survival 
until fairly recent times at one famous public school where the boys were not expected to cap 
maths and science masters. 
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to his hands. The university men at this time were the Rev. J. Day 
and the Rev. F. H . A . Scrivener. The former was "a tall, rather 
gaunt, but good-natured man. The old Vicar said to him 'J never 
see you drive through Newland, but I feel there must be a special 
Providence over little children and bad drivers.' He was not musical, 
but liked to hear people 'make a joyful noise.' He thought they 
sang more from the heart when they sang out of 'toon' as he called 
it." Day seems to have had a few boys boarding with him, when the 
school was very full about 1838, but this arrangement did not last 
long. Of Scrivener the headmaster's son wrote, "a very accurate 
scholar, but very dry. He had no power of maintaining discipline, 
but was most painstaking and his form always did well when 
reviewed by my father; but directly my father left the room, noise 
began and the boys played terrible tricks on him." In 1888 Scrivener 
had printed (but not published) an autobiography in which he 
somewhat revealingly recorded "The change from the scholars' 
table at Trinity to an assistant master's desk in a provincial market 
town is a pretty considerable downfall. I remained ten years at 
Sherborne a period too long for my interest, but I lived a laborious 
life." The latter may well be true, for in addition to teaching classics, 
divinity, writing and arithmetic, he was all the time deep in research 
and critical work in connection with the Greek New Testament. 
Starting almost alone in this field, by 1845 (the year he left Sher
borne) he was able to publish A Collation of all MSS of the N.T. 
deposited in the United Kingdom, price £4. 4s. Od. On Lyon's resigna
tion in this year he unsuccessfully sought the headmastership of 
Sherborne, but by the time of his death in 1891 he had become one 
of the N . T . revisers and was recognised as a leading authority on 
the subject—not the only instance of a bad schoolmaster who was 
a good scholar. 

By the statutes of 1851 Harper brought it about that the head
master no longer had to pay his assistants in toto. For sixteen 
years more the Governors undertook their appointment; there
after men have been engaged under the modern system. Mention of 
some of the more outstanding occurs elsewhere. 

A S T O R M I N A T E A C U P 
The following jeremiad is worth quoting in full for the vivid 

glimpse it gives into the Sherborne of 160 years ago; the characters 
mentioned are as follows:— 

M r Lake, Usher or Lower Jem Ayres, Foundationer. 
Master. Joseph Ayres, Writing Master and 

M r Cutler, Headmaster. father of the above. 
M r Tucker, The Warden. 

"Akerman Street. 
Thursday, September 21th, 1804. 
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M r Lake's Compliments to the Warden and Trustees of the 
School, and is sorry to be obliged to lodge a complaint against one 
of the Boys on the Foundation. It was his intention to have pass'd 
over the matter, & to have been content with the flagellation which 
M r Cutler would necessarily have inflicted on the offender, had it 
not been for the unjust insinuations and insolent carriage of the 
father of the Child since the transaction; as M r L . had made every 
preparation for leaving Sherborne to-morrow, but, in consequence 
of what has lately come to his knowledge, he deems it necessary 
(altho attended with inconvenience to him) to abide the result of 
his Complaint. On a representation, from the Lower Master to 
M r Cutler, that Ayres had struck one of his school fellows on the 
face with a large house key, & had a few days before cut open the 
head of another school fellow with the same instrument, & bit 
a third in the arm, the boy talk'd with great insolence on the 
occasion to the lower master who was chiding him, & to avoid 
corrections from M r Cutler, who has constantly supported M r L . 
in the most friendly manner, left the School and ran home. This 
happened on Monday last, & he has not since made his appearance 
there. The following facts might perhaps appear irrelevant, did 
they not seem to afford grounds for supposing that the Lad is 
supported in his insolence by his friends. Before M r L . had been 
a month in the School, the writing master (a situation by the bye 
unknown to the founder) conceiving himself if not superior, at 
least equal to the lower master, undertook the office of inspecting 
and reporting to M r Cutler on certain Days, the time of M r L's 
leaving the school; thus making himself a spy on the actions of 
one with whome he was in no ways concern'd. At a subsequent 
period, when, in conformity with the Statutes, the Lower Master 
had been instructing this man's son in the Church Catechism, & 
in consequence of the Boy's incorrectness punish'd him by ordering 
him to write out some part of it, the Lad neglected to do so, 
alledging that his father had forbidden him, & had refused him 
paper; in consequence of M r Cutler's interference the imposition 
was at last done. A very few months ago, conceiving his Son i l l 
used, instead of applying to the Trustees for redress, he way laid 
the under master on his Road to the School, & clenched his fist 
at him, & afterwards made his vulgar boasts of his behaviour to 
the boys, to the subversion of all discipline, choosing moreover a 
time when M r Cutler was confin'd to his Room thro' illness, & the 
whole management had devolv'd on M r L . For this he consented 
to ask pardon in the presence of M r Tucker, & promised to behave 
better for the future; but has since forgotten himself in one or 
two instances. M r Lake submits to the Trustees wether these 
collateral circumstances do not afford presumptive proof that the 
Boys impertinence arose from encouragement from his Father. 
Still however it was M r L's intention to have pass'd the matter 
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over in silence & to have quitted Sherborne tomorrow without 
complaining; had it not yesterday come to his knowledge, that the 
father, in a very plausible manner declares, that the notice M r L . 
took of the boys offence proceeded from spite, and that M r L . had 
neglected his education. To the former assertion M r Lake begs 
to say, that on a discovery of the Boys misconduct by himself, he 
took no notice of it, well knowing the disagreeable temper of the 
father, had it not afterwards been complain'd of to him by the 
praeposter, whom it is the duty of the master to support. As to 
the Latter he hopes M r Cutler will be desired to examine the boy, 
& to report the manner in which he conceives, from his appearance 
& proficiency, that he has been treated. It will no doubt be urged 
in his defence that it is his first Fault, whereas from the above 
statement it must fully appear to be at least the second, from the 
act of contumacy before mention'd. Neither would the child's 
expulsion appear so great a punishment as might be supposed, if 
one may credit the Boast of the Father yesterday to the young 
gentlemen of the School to degrade the lower master in their 
eyes, namely 'that he could construe Jem (the name he calls his 
Boy); as well as Lake; ' with disgusting and impertinent familiarity 
omitting then, & in two or three other instances when he mention'd 
the name, the M r which, as a schoolmaster himself, he ought to 
have known should never be left out in talking to boys concerning 
those for whom they should have a respect. M r L . hopes this 
complaint will meet with a patient investigation. He would by 
no means presume to suggest his ideas to the Trustees, yet he must 
think that unless exemplary punishment be inflicted on the delinquent, 
all respect for masters will be at an End. His application to the 
Trust he must again repeat is principally to clear his Character from 
these insinuations which he well knows will be thrown out against 
him by this man, unless he waits till the enquiry has taken place. 
Which he hopes will not be postponed to any distant time, as every 
hour which he stays will involve him in additional difficulty as to 
his Situation in Cornwall ." 

Far-away petty jealousies—all long since forgotten. Lake was 
drowned in 1812 near the Frisian Islands when serving as Chaplain 
in H . M . S . St. George. 
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T H E S C H O O L F R O M T H E ABBEY T O W E R A T T H E BEGINNING OF YOUNG'S TIME 
Note the uncovered Fives Courts, and the absence of Carrington Buildings, Preparatory School, 
Sanatorium, Hospital extension, Headmaster's House, north classrooms, Tower, and Abbey 

House Studies. 

SCHOOL H O U S E (?) G R O U P , c. 1884 
The only such photo in which no face can be identified. 
Note clock dial in its temporary position (see page 305). 
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T H E SCHOOL'S D E C L I N E 
"What dire effects from civil discords flow."—Addison. 

IF with Harper's departure it seemed that the spring had gone 
out of the year, there was at least the prospect of a brilliant 
summer following. It is true that but nine candidates presented 

themselves for the position of headmaster, the smallest number in 
modern times. But within seven weeks of Harper's resignation the 
Governors had elected a successor and in four more he was installed. 
The man chosen, the Rev. Edward Mallet Young, appeared to have 
everything in his favour. Born in 1839, he had been at Eton, 
Browne's Medallist at Cambridge and Fellow of Trinity. Not only, 
however, was he a fine scholar 1 but at Harrow he had shown him
self a brilliant teacher of a classical Sixth and was strongly supported 
by the great D r Montagu Butler. 2 Matthew Arnold also, whose 
two sons he had instructed, wrote on his behalf. 

Young was a nephew of W. M . Praed, the poet, and his social 
connections were of the highest—always a useful thing for a head
master. He was, moreover, fortunate enough to look the part to 
the last button; he was very handsome, with trim beard and clear-cut 
features, and it was remarked of him that, attired in silk cassock, 
he might well have played the chief part at Oberammergau. Always 
beautifully turned,out, he kept great state, going about with a fine 
carriage and pair and two coachmen—unless it were that he was 
riding (his favourite sport, and one with which he enlivened the 
school cross-country races, spurring from point to point to watch 
the boys). A d d to all this that Young was witty, with a gift for 
epigram, a good actor, 3 something of a cricketer and fives player 
(a game he is said to have introduced at Harrow) and, above all, 
endowed with a natural kindliness to boys; it might well have been 
expected that a man with such panache would guide the school into 

1. His Apis Matina bears witness to a flair for classical composition. He was, too, a tolerable 
writer of verse in his own tongue. 

2. Young was an ardent disciple of Butler; the following letter speaks for itself:— 
The School House, Sherborne 

19th Jan. 1878 
" . . . . in all my movements in this new sphere you are with me more than you know. I feel 

at every turn the strength of your example, the stimulus of your success. It is no exaggeration to 
say that, whatever ideal I may have formed of what a Headmaster should be, a very great part is 
occupied by your figure, and I know that to realise that part will give me more than enough to do 
for any length of time that I am allowed to work." 

Written by a new and untried headmaster clearly awaiting his first influx of boys to a successful 
and established one, in view of what was to happen, the words have more than a touch of pathos. 

3. He was not averse to recalling that as an undergraduate he had been playfully thrown 
into a thorn bush by the future King of England. And he could successfully hold an adult-audience 
with Shakespeare readings (tragedy or comedy)—varied voices and facial expressions—for two 
hours. 

177 
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a new era of prosperity in which the vigorous regime of Harper 
might perhaps be blended with and improved by something more 
sophisticated and refined. But what was to be a beneficial grafting 
operation proved a tragic failure, and it was in the attempt to 
produce the change that were sown the seeds of discord, so prolific 
of trouble later; for not only were there many masters established 
in the Harperian tradition, but a powerful body of old boys repre
senting many generations at the school, most of whom were averse 
to change. Even Harper himself cannot quite escape the charge of 
tactlessness. It is true that in Young's early days his ties with 
Sherborne were not only those of an ex-headmaster, but also those 
of a parent; yet he allowed himself to be elected to the Governing 
Body (the Lord Lieutenant of the County relinquishing him his 
seat) and for several vital years at the beginning of his successor's 
reign did not maintain at meetings the aloof silence on matters of 
school policy that loyalty might have demanded. In later days, too, 
when schism had become an accomplished fact, his letters showed 
very clearly on which side his sympathies lay. 

Despite these potential stumbling blocks the new headmaster 
was able to make a good start. There was no difficulty in maintain
ing the numbers 4; courteous and impressive to parents, as a scholar, 
too, he attracted clever boys. 5 In addition the agricultural depression 
of the '80s hitting many prominent families hard induced them to 
send their sons to Sherborne rather than to schools which at that 
time were both better known and more expensive; hence the material 
at Young's disposal was perhaps more promising than had hitherto 
been available. At any rate there is no doubt that the boys of the 
'80s were less wild and rough, better disciplined and turned out 
than those of previous decades. A master whose teaching career 
spanned both Harper and Young was once honest enough to write 
of the former era, " A t that time the School was one of those 'hearty' 
institutions where the lads, figuratively speaking—and not entirely 
figuratively either—washed at the pump, and where milksop airs 
and graces, and drawing room accomplishments were despised." 
Now things were somewhat different, "Travelling home from London 
by the South Western line the train stopped at Sherborne in Dorset
shire, and my father saw that the station was crowded with boys in 
broad brimmed straw hats, who promptly swarmed into the carriage, 
a half dozen or more with their baggage, and promising a noisy and 
disturbing journey to Exeter. To his surprise these boys settled down 
quietly, speaking in low tones. The result was that my father, 

4. ft is a curious fact that at his departure Harper had left only fourteen names on the 
entry books. Much therefore must have devolved on the immediate energies of his successor. 

In these days, when numbers for the future are a hundred times as great, such simple figures 
give pause for thought. 

5. Scholarship "league tables" are older than might be thought. By 1886, with one boy in 
54 getting an award, Sherborne was lying fifth in all England. 
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impressed by the behaviour of these boys, decided to send me to 
Sherborne. 'I do not suppose they will be able to make a scholar of 
you, but they may teach you manners,' he said. So to Sherborne I 
went in 1883." 

One of Young's first innovations was a big one—the institution 
of Commemoration, replacing the old end of term orations and 
examiners' report by a more social function which for the first time 
recognised the benefactors of the past and was designed to make the 
school more conscious of its history. In 1878 with no Chapel 
(extensions in progress) and no Big School (incomplete) only partial 
changes could be made. But a first service perforce in the Abbey 
proved such a success that the school has been there ever since. A 
concert on the other hand in the schoolroom, now the Upper Library, 
was the last to be given there—ushered out incidentally with the 
announcement by the Headmaster of the Oxford and Cambridge 
exam results, which sent in error to Sherborne School, Yorks 6 , had 
arrived only by that evening's post; next day the boys went home. 

In 1879 the celebration was moved to mid-term. The Abbey 
service (containing for the first time the formal "Commemoration") 
was at 11.30 to fit a London train arriving at 11.12. At 12.30 the 
Big School was declared open and for the first time the prize giving 
was interspersed with speeches and representations from Shakes
peare, Moliere, Aristophanes and the like. Lunch was not till 2.30 
(in a marquee on the Sixth Form Green or in the houses; late 
though the hour was, the boys still had to wait till the guests were 
done). The remainder of the afternoon was spent inspecting the 
buildings, watching a cricket match or at a garden party. A t 7 an 
elaborate concert concluded the proceedings—acoustics of the new 
building proving excellent. 

This one day form of celebration lasted till 1919 when a two 
day programme took its place. Only in 1968, as a result of public 
exam dates, was the function put back to the end of term. 

Young tried more than once to secure the presence of Royalty. 
Prince Leopold nearly came in 1879 and would certainly have done 
so in 1884, but for his death. Not but what there were other celebrities. 
Dean Farrar (of " E r i c " fame) preached in 1879 and William Barnes', 
the Dorset poet, spoke in 1880. 

Within a year the builders had finished off Harper's programme. 
But Young was not one merely to complete the plans of another; 
he had many of his own. In continuous succession came the west 

6. A dissertation on the various Sherbornes has yet to be written. King's School, Sherborne, 
Glos, has often produced mail, and once at least prospective parents. 

7. It is a pity that more direct connections cannot be traced between this very great man of 
Dorset and the school. In the first half of the 19th century one or two boys, destined for the Indian 
service, left to be taught Hindustani by Barnes; but the rest is silence. 
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cloister (1879), the conversion of the old schoolroom to a library 
(1880, carried out entirely at the headmaster's charge and a worthy 
memorial of the man to this day), four classrooms and lobby to the 
north of the Big School (1883), an organ and gallery for the latter 
(1884), the Gymnasium (1885), the restoration of the School House 
Dining Ha l l (1886), the Sanatorium (1887) and the addition of a 
small field to the Upper (1888). It is curious to read (yet from the 
repetitions there is no doubt but that it is true) how O.S.S. of the 
Cutler-Lyon period revisiting the school at this time simply failed 
to recognise the place at all. It is easy to overlook that it was much 
less than half a century since the school was confined to "old low 
ugly buildings" clustered beneath the Abbey. 

Not content with these extensive additions to the fabric, Young 
continued his predecessor's work in developing the timetable. From 
1880 Greek ceased to be a general subject—with the consent of the 
Charity Commissioners and parents' written permission in the case 
of each individual boy (so hardly died the medieval traditions). In 
its place considerably more stress was laid on modern studies and 
the new feature of an Army Class appeared, designed to keep boys 
away from tutors; the general industry of the school was kept up to 
the mark by a scheme of superannuation. 

Perhaps more important still was the far greater attention paid 
to the humanities, art, elocution and music. In his first year Young 
founded the Glee Competition and did all he could to foster a school 
orchestra to replace the hired German bandsmen of the past. 
Concerts became much more ambitious and a very characteristic 
feature of Sherborne appeared with the publication of the series of 
school songs.8 Young also compiled a special Sherborne hymnbook 
which remained in use for over thirty years. In 1887, at the Jubilee, 
14 seats were reserved in Westminster Abbey for the headmasters 
of leading public schools. Young got one. 

To encourage this type of activity it was natural that the head
master should appoint to his staff men in sympathy with his ideals, 
which did not mean that they were necessarily also in harmony 
with the older men who had put in their best years under Harper. 

8. There had been songs long before this in Harper's day, music adapted from Bishop 
and words of unbelievable badness. But the Sherborne songs proper all date from Young's time 
or the period of patriotic revival under Westcott. Beginning with "Fair and Grey and Ancient" 
in 1881, there followed a perfect stream of which the best is the Carmen (first done at the 97th 
concert, at Commemoration 1887). The words are by Young—in Latin, the only possible medium 
for a school song—and the music by L . N . Parker, the MSS. now hanging in the Library. It is 
said that originaily all its five verses were sung and it is not without interest that in 1889 when there 
was a demonstration at the school of the Edison phonograph the chance was taken for the Musical 
Society to record it. Later three songs were recorded commercially and even found their way into 
the trenches in 1914-15; words and music meant a great deal to the generations for whom they 
were written. However times change and they have suffered eclipse. 
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The masters of the '80s were an exceptionally able body of men, 9 

but they lacked the essential quality of being able to work together 
amicably; thus, in a period that seemed almost Augustan, behind 
the facade of progress and prosperity were entrenching themselves 
two camps—at variance over the policy and personality of the 
headmaster. In 1886 Young brought out a "Masters' Manual" 
and issued it to his staff. The brochure itself is sensible and harmless 
enough, i f perhaps hardly the thing to present to men who had 
spent their lives in school work. But one copy survives in which 
the headmaster has noted the comments of a meeting held to 
discuss the book. One of the staff " in the most offensive way 
remarked 'he had not read as far as that.' " The touch is revealing 
of the atmosphere and typical of the man; "Hubris" was one of his 
favourite words and he could not brook opposition in any form. 
Lack of tact had never been noted against him in his previous 
career, but corruptio optimi pessima, and his position at Sherborne 
had proved too much for him. 

Once this sort of thing gets abroad in a school it will not stop 
with the staff. Amongst some boys Young's wit could pass for 
cheap cynicism, his suavity for condescension and his scholarship 
for pedantry. 1 0 He was, too, credited with the heinous crime of 
spying. L . N . Parker tells an amusing tale of how the headmaster, 
secretly investigating his discipline as choirmaster in the Big School, 
was locked by him in the recess under the dais, Parker himself having 
no idea of the intruder's identity. 

His public warnings against "The Pink One," as he called it, 
were also a matter for derision; and a story survives, not without 
its significance, of a member of the Sixth who, due for public 
degradation for some offence and knowing that the ceremony 

9. Even at a time when writing textbooks was more a recognised bypath of the schoolmaster's 
profession than it is now there was a most impressive array of educational matter of every kind 
from their pens. A. C. Clapin produced 30 works on five languages, with Drawing thrown in for 
good measure. Nor in personality did they lag behind. James Rhoades, poet and close friend of 
Young, was a striking figure—handsome, immaculate, ingenious punster and the translator of 
Vergil. So, too, W. B. Wildman, historian and liveliest of teachers. H . R. King, editor of Pindar 
and brilliant English scholar who was said to know 10,000 lines of poetry by heart; (C. L . Barnes, 
a scientist, was also reputed to be word perfect through the whole of "Paradise Lost"). C. H . 
Hodgson, "a glass of fashion" and a gifted musician, who served the school for forty years and 
left £15,000 for scholarships. And two Germans, H . V. Weisse, friend of Joachim, illusionist and 
pioneer of colour photography, and Otto Delfs, 'a handsome ex-Uhlan with a baritone voice.' 
Decorated for gallantry in the Franco-Prussian War (his recollections of the campaign were for 
long used as a German textbook) he was accustomed to weep when he sang songs of the Fatherland. 
His dog was called Kaiser and his Prussian helmet remained a cherished relic, invariably shown to 
boys when they visited his lodgings for tea. 

Nor should there be omitted H . D . Elam who took the bottom form in 1880, without apparently 
making any special impact on the Sherborne community. Later, however, at St. Paul's he became 
a celebrated character, appearing as "Mr Neech" in "Sinister Street". And as late as 1961 (111 
years after his birth) he was the central figure of Ernest Raymond's novel, "Mr Olim"—surely for 
a schoolmaster a considerable distinction ? 

10. A boy's letter of the period (a rare thing indeed) contains the telling sentence "have to 
go to a gab with that Chief who looks so pie." 

Actually Young's sermons were literary and original (he had on several occasions been 
University select preacher), but his hearers' chief recollection of them seems to have been his 
pronunciation of Satan as Satan. 
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involved the tearing of the blue hatband from his hat, attached 
the former with the strongest pack thread, baffled by which the 
headmaster was constrained to throw the whole on the floor. 

Headgear again. Once a poacher perforce left his with a keeper, 
a straw in which, not without wit, he had erased his name with the 
letters G O L G O T H A . Next day the headmaster solemnly retailed 
the incident to the whole school—Golgotha and all. "There was 
a general smile, including the masters, but devil a titter; it was 
however too much for one boy who gave a little giggle, soon to be 
taken up by others, and then followed by a roar of laughter." There 
are too many of these stories; in public at least Young lacked the 
common touch. 

Outside the school in the town Young's public relations were 
not always of the happiest. That causes of friction should arise 
was inevitable, but his handling of such things was apt to be 
indiscreetly uncompromising and he had a bad habit of publishing 
controversial correspondence. Nor did he always carry his own 
Governors with him; it was felt that he sometimes took too much 
upon himself. While in the ordinary way he humoured parents 
most successfully, 1 1 when things went wrong he could ride roughshod 
over their feelings and more than once embroiled the Governors 
in disputes when he felt impelled—rightly or wrongly—to remove 
boys from the school. 1 2 Finally, himself a Liberal, in those days 
an advanced creed, he never hesitated to air his political views, 
which did not weigh in his favour with a Governing Body pre
dominantly Tory. Like his predecessor, Goodenough, some 200 
years before, Young never learnt the lesson that politics and the 
scholastic profession do not mix. 

Tf the above paragraphs have tended to paint in somewhat 
sombre colours the portrait of a man who had many virtues, such 
has not been their intention; but rather to explain how a brilliantly 
qualified headmaster, who had done much for his school, enjoyed 
at the end of ten years only a modified popularity, and indeed in 
various important quarters had openly avowed enemies. "Be 
right and persist" runs the motto on Young's crest, and the root 

11. Sometimes in most unusual ways. There was a boy who suffered somewhat at the hands 
of two others who diverted themselves by making his nose bleed every night; eventually the father 
got to hear of this and lost no time in coming down to see Young. The story continues: "They 
speedily came to an agreement as to the best course to pursue. The two bullies were summoned 
forthwith, and found themselves confronted with their victim's outraged parent—a youngish man 
of muscle and determination. The latter proceeded, with Young's consent, to give both of these 
horrible brutes such a thrashing as they would never be likely to experience again. And having 
accomplished this task with eminent satisfaction, father took the next train home again." 

12. On one occasion he even had to apologise publicly for a miscarriage of justice. Yet 
of Young's sincerity there can be no question; the trouble was that his standards of conduct 
were higher than could be expected of every schoolboy and he did not always have the popular 
backing. The boys more than once showed this most pointedly, in the only way available to them, 
by turning out en masse with the unlucky victim (released from solitary confinement in a sickroom) 
to see him oft" at the station. 
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of the trouble was that he obeyed the latter without previously 
making sure of his ground in the former. But even so, not to put 
all the blame on the one side, a greater loyalty in the place might 
have obviated a good many of the difficulties. In any case some 
preliminary explanation is necessary in view of the events which 
overshadowed the years from 1888 onwards. 1 3 

In 1886 Young had engaged as School House Tutor a man of 
remarkable characteristics. This was E. C. Malan, who had been 
in the school under Harper some twenty years before, a rowing 
blue and ex-preparatory schoolmaster; he was also a British 
Israelite. " A n enormous man with a bull-like neck, reputed to 
wear 23-inch collars," records one of his pupils, "he had a rather 
ferocious expression and a mass of prematurely white hair." To 
these startling outward features were added a violent temper and 
at the same time an unusual gift for dealing with boys. For two 
years this pair of men, so widely different, yet both so strong in 
character, worked together in harmony, but at last in 1888 occurred 
the clash which was to have such momentous consequences. Some 
disagreement arose over a case of discipline with a boy. Neither 
man would give way, tempers were lost and a heated interview 
in a locked smoking room in the School House ended with the 
threat of a personal assault on the headmaster by his lieutenant 
and the former's rescue by his own butler. To such a scene there 
could of course be only one sequel and Malan was instantly dis
missed. Unfortunately this distressing episode, which by itself 
might possibly have been hushed up, was by no means the end of 
the story. Young thought fit to justify his action before the rest 
of the staff and with great indiscretion publicly referred to his late 
tutor in terms that might be construed as libellous. This was the 
signal for the headmaster's enemies to reveal the pent-up resentment 
of years and a regular revolt was started by the malcontents on the 
staff. These latter were led by a typical product of the Harper 
epoch and incidentally a contemporary and close friend of Malan; 
this was H . P. Price who has been mentioned before. He was now 
in orders and a senior and influential housemaster. 

In the wrangling that followed Young was able to dismiss the 
lesser rebels, but Price as a housemaster had the right—at once 
invoked—of appeal to the Governors. The latter showed plain 
signs of divided counsels and were reluctant to proceed to extremes, 
for Price was the main link with the past, a man with a big connection 
extending over thirty years and a considerable influence with the 
old boys of many preceding generations. Thus a patched up com-

13. It should be mentioned that such episodes are by no means exceptional in schools 
and that the Sherborne annus cladis has had plenty of parallels elsewhere, both in fact and fiction. 
G. F. Bradby's well-known novel The Lanchester Tradition has a very similar sort of background. 
A. N . Malan, himself an O.S., consciously or otherwise incorporated some features of the Sherborne 
quarrel in his story The Silver Whistle;, published in the Boy's Own Paper about this time. 
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promise was arranged by which it was expected that harmony 
within the school might be restored. Vain hope indeed, for the 
dismissed Malan had meantime been induced to sue Young for 
libel, and in March 1889 the unfortunate headmaster was dragged 
into a special, and needless to say very crowded, session of the 
local police court, at which it was decided to pursue the action on 
civil lines. 

From now on the case assumed a complexity and notoriety 
which were to prove almost fatal to the fortunes of the school. 
Disinterestedness was nowhere to be found; sides were taken by 
all, Governors, staff—and their ladies—O.S.S. (freely circularised 
by Price), boys, and even the Press. The London papers them
selves contained tendentious summaries, while Malan's lawyer, 
being also a director of a local paper, was in a position to see that 
outspoken comment was freely available in the district; special 
arrangements were even made to sell copies to boys at the school 
gate, and it may be observed that the staidest of journals in the 
'80s had nothing to learn from the yellow press of to-day. 

In due course, in November 1889, the libel action, Malan v. 
Young, came up in the Queen's Bench before M r Justice Denman. 
The judge had wisely advised arbitration as both sides might come 
to regret merely "providing sport for Philistines"; no one listened. 
The case was heard in camera and lasted three days. Judgement 
was given in open court in January 1890; it was plain that Young 
had been most indiscreet, impugning Malan's sanity in letters on 
no less than four occasions. It was his fatal habit of offensive 
correspondence and while two of the occasions were regarded as 
privileged, two were not, and on these he had to pay damages of 
Is. each (as described by the boys "two bob and a kick." Had it not 
been for the obviously spiteful nature of the action, the figure might 
not have been nominal, but nearer the £10,000 actually claimed). 

But the harm had been done and the consequences now had 
to be faced. If Price and his adherents had been less fiery and 
more thoughtful, they might well have recollected the fable of the 
limbs and the belly as recounted by Menenius Agrippa and realised 
that the downfall of its headmaster would inevitably react on the 
school as well. Discipline, strained already for months past, 1 4 

could hardly survive the absence of three-quarters of the staff in 
London to give evidence. Worse still, the hearing of the case 
in camera, a knotty legal point in itself, far from achieving its 
object of avoiding publicity, had in effect given the worst possible 
impression; for many people were only too ready to imagine that 
concealment was desired for worse scandals and maladministration 

14. The judge commented at the trial on a boy's quite open question to the headmaster: 
"Sir, I want to know what will happen to me if I do not do your lines." 
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than in fact existed.1 5- It was then hardly to be wondered at i f 
boys were withdrawn wholesale from the school and sources of 
future recruitment dried up almost entirely. 

A t length the Governors realised that the continued presence 
in the school of the man who, more than any other, was responsible 
for its distressing state was an impossibility. A successful mal
content would be an embarrassment not only for Young, but also 
in the long run for any subsequent headmaster who might be 
called upon to work with him; accordingly Price was dismissed 
(though only by the Chairman's casting vote) and in 1890 left with 
a large proportion of the boys in his house and migrated to Wey
mouth College. 1 6 This dereliction, together with the general wastage, 
left the school at about half strength, 140 boys instead of 280. 
Young's position was a tragic one, yet in nothing is he more admirable 
than in his courageous efforts to retrieve the disaster. N o step was 
omitted that could possibly help to restore the school's reputation. 
In Apr i l 1890 Young's mother, an old lady of 85, gave away the 
prizes at the sports, and with her son as mouthpiece delivered to a 
large gathering the oracle, "Remember all of you that prosperity at 
a public school depends on its unity". In London a meeting of 
parents was held, when—with only one dissentient voice—a vote of 
confidence was passed in the headmaster, who replied by appealing 
to all parents to secure just one entry each to the school, a course 
which would set all to rights. 

Commemoration was signalised by an able apologia from Young 
against misrepresentation, and the Governors followed this up by 
a circular to parents assuring them of the school's essentially sound 
condition; in August the headmaster actually broke his holiday, 
returning from Brittany to Sherborne for one evening to read a 
paper on the school buildings to the Dorset Field Club who were 
meeting in the School Museum. Finally there was a reunion of 
O.S.S. by invitation at the end of the Christmas term which, despite 
bitter weather, was largely attended. Young entertained his guests 
in the School House Dining Hal l , and brandishing a huge bundle 
of sympathetic letters asserted his readiness to have resigned two 

15. Even Punch did not stand aloof, printing the following doggerel under the title "A (Law) 
Court Lady." 

"I go to Court to hear what I can't read 
And I enjoy it very much indeed. 
Yet there may come a day (forbid the thought) 
When rudely I may be 'ruled out of Court.' 
Public opinion is a strong sledge-hammerer, 
I may be crushed and cases heard in camera, 
As was a recent one we know. But then, man, 
The Baron, bless him! doesn't rule like D E N M A N 
When there's another like this last, or near it, 
I, as a lady, hope that I may hear it." 

16. It is interesting to note he was amongst the most successful of all the housemasters 
there. "If a stickler for etiquette," runs the History of Weymouth College, "himself the soul of 
courtesy and considerateness, and the staunchest of friends to those who won his regard." 

But perhaps all men learn from bitter experience. 
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years before had it been in the school's interest. A concert followed 
at which a new song was sung, specially written for the occasion, 
with the following refrain:— 

"Pul l all together and pull with a will. 
There's life and there's lift in the old boat still ." 

A l l this and more was tried, but there was no immediate sign of 
numbers rising. 1 7 Little imagination is required to picture what 
happens in a school half full . Only the keenest and most devoted 
masters remain, responsibility devolves on boys earlier and a spirit 
of loyalty and helpfulness greater than the normal arises. 

"With hope, though boyless, we may still be buoyed," wittily 
wrote James Rhoades in one of his rhyming house supper speeches 
of the time, and Prologue at Commemoration in 1890 was very much 
to the point with his "Hoc certo scio non omnia in malis ponenda 
esse quae in praesens dolenda esse videantur." Indeed, it is not 
fanciful to attribute to the KaQapcris of those bad times the 
intense love of and loyalty to the school which did so much for it 
in later years. "Tn those dark days," an O S . wrote long after, "there 
were men and boys who made a quiet vow that it should be their 
work to dispel the calumnies and refute the scoffers because they 
knew that the School was a good school and a great school in spite 
of a l l . " 

But short numbers equally bring other less attractive things 
like ill-balanced concerts, since there were no treble voices—a 
trifle indeed, but rather a pathetic one. More serious the case of 
housemasters1 8 whose fortunes were bound up in their houses, and 
who now had scarce enough funds available to feed their boys 
properly. Here, where it might least have been expected, was a 
further cause of friction between the long-suffering headmaster 
and his staff (whose salaries in any case he was largely subsidising). 
His own care, the School House, though reduced to some 45 boys, 
was inevitably from its central position and long tradition less 
affected by the drop in numbers than the newer out-houses. It was 
vain for the headmaster to plead to a man whose house built for 
35 boys contained but two, and was mortgaged as well, that he 
could not transfer boys without damaging recruitment prospects. 
It was in circumstances of this sort that the man in charge of Harper 
House installed his gardener in a cottage at the bottom of the drive 

17. A local resident's letter gives a good idea of the atmosphere. 
9th Nov. 1890 

The H . M . and Mrs Young have had two Tuesday even: at homes and one more to come. 
We went last Tuesday & they were very civil. & I rather enjoyed the even: it was not badly done, 
& music, and about 40 people, all the local non-hostiles. Weisse writes to me and says he hears 
on Rhoades' authority the H . M . will soon resign. I don't know, but I do know when, & not till 
when, the school will begin to revive! ' 

18. And others, too. L. N . Parker has feelingly recorded how he scoured the countryside 
on a bony nag in a desperate attempt to supplement his failing supply of boy pupils. 
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in Long Street (as it then was) mainly to vend surplus produce, and 
that the housemaster of Maperty saw fit to sell his property without 
even informing Y o u n g . 1 9 

In short, the situation was impossible and after a couple of 
years the Governors were reluctantly forced to ask themselves 
whether it was likely to get any better. A change of headmaster 
at the height of the crisis would have been out of the question, but 
now that the storm had subsided a new man might be able to make 
some headway. Young himself courageously was for staying, 
quoting the large sums he had spent on the school and the fairly 
bright prospects of recovery—and with characteristiclack of reticence 
not above gibing at those who wished for his departure. It is a fact 
that during a lecture on his experiences in the Caucasus he made 
mention of insect bites acquired on the Volga steamers "which like 
other pinpricks to which I have recently been subjected, do not 
conduce to resignation." 2 0 

None the less, in 1892 he did resign 2 1—publishing as a last 
gesture all the relevant correspondence in The Times—thus closing 
a period which for brilliance and success at one end and disaster 
at the other has been without parallel in Sherborne history. 

There will probably always be dispute as to the pros and cons 
of the case. In his last few weeks a meeting of parents at the Holborn 
Restaurant extolled Young's virtues and put on record their regret 
at his retirement. In his first few days his successor, also at the 
Holborn Restaurant, was guest at the O.S. Society Dinner and high 
hopes were expressed that things would now soon pull round. " A 
hard-hearted man with an unforgiving spiri t ," 2 2 wrote an enemy. 
" A cultured and liberal-minded gentleman who was persecuted by 
all the bully boys in the place" runs the verdict of J. C. Powys. 
Wiser than either of the above is the obituary notice written on 
Young's death in 1900, for like the Laodiceans neither cold nor hot, 
it yet contains much that is true beyond question. " A man of 
brilliant and varied gifts and kindly heart, he somehow failed 
through fault or misfortune to secure the loyal co-operation of 
many of those with whom he had to deal and his last years at 

19. "Eight nuns from Ghent" immediately appeared and the building was adapted as a 
convent, a purpose it still serves. Thus in a school which derived its earliest premises from those 
dedicated to the Roman faith it remains the sole example that has undergone the reverse process 
and returned from the later to the earlier form of religion. 

20. He is also said to have publicly remarked to a hostile meeting "Two sorts of creatures 
hiss—snakes and geese." But this story may be apocryphal; it has also been attributed to Thring 
of Uppingham. 

21. His pertinacity did not meet with universal approval. It is said that on Guy Fawkes 
night (then much more Saturnalian than now) a dummy gun was paraded about the town 
placarded "The Sherborne canon that won't go off"—'Young was of the Salisbury Chapter. 

Only one of his colleagues, H . R. King, was present to wish him godspeed at the station. 
22. When the Gymnasium was built it was not long before a boy broke his wrist. The 

instructor, visiting him with permission in the School House sick room, apparently on his departure 
pocketed a saltspoon. Young prosecuted, but the case was dismissed. 
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Sherborne were not happy. But of his intense affection for, and 
belief in, the school, the fabric of which owes so much to his taste 
and generosity, there can be no question." 

Perhaps to him above all of the long line of Sherborne head
masters is applicable the celebrated epigram of Tacitus, "Omnium 
consensu capax imperii, nisi imperasset." He retired to be Rector 
of Rothbury, a pretty Cheviot village, as different from Dorset as 
anything could be. Six years to the day after his induction he died 
suddenly—in a West End hotel. But the church he left has several 
memorials to him; the last chapter at least seems to have been a 
happy one. 

S C H O O L SOCIETIES 
Of very early days no records survive, but with the Harper-

Young period there sprang up a regular crop of societies—hence 
the position of this appendix; it is moreover fairly safe to say 
that later additions have been in the main either mere, adaptations 
of what has preceded or else too exotic in conception to survive 
long. If the birth and growth of numerous societies is the sign of 
a strong and vigorous constitution, at no time during the past 
hundred years has Sherborne been an ailing body. The subjoined 
paragraphs are not intended to be a complete catalogue, but com
prise merely a brief account of the older and more important 
societies not elsewhere mentioned. 

T H E DEBATING SOCIETY 

The "Sherborne School Debating Club," soon to be more 
ambitiously renamed "The Sherborne Union Society," was formed 
on 22nd February, 1860. Its first debate was on the motion that 
"The Great Eastern is a failure." Thereafter meetings were held 
weekly for the next two years, by which time membership had 
reached the considerable total of seventy. A t this juncture the funds 
were diverted to provide prizes for the sports, and operations 
ceased till 1864. (Why funds should be necessary for debates is 
not clear). The new classroom built beneath the Chapel in 1865 
was soon ready to receive the resuscitated society and continued 
its home for very many years. In the '70s and '80s debates were 
carried on in the following manner; a president was elected by vote, 
choosing as colleagues a vice-president and secretary. The trio 
constituted a "government" and produced all the subjects for 
debate, holding office until twice defeated, when a fresh election was 
held. N o government would hold office for long; one occasion of 
defeat is recorded when the motion "that the franchise ought not 
to be extended to women" was lost by seven votes—advanced 
political opinions for the '70s. 
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We read that on 13th December, 1874, the members "got very 
merry and retired to their couches at 10.30 having passed the time 
away after dinner in singing songs and drinking wine, which the 
Headmaster, with his usual hospitality, had provided." 

A French debating society, 1888-91, though ephemeral, was 
clearly the forerunner of the more substantial Polyglottes (1933). 
Later the tradition of debate was maintained by the Sophists (who 
also did a certain amount of acting) until. 1926. The modern name 
Wildman Society (1930) is in memory of the man who was a keen 
supporter of debate in the early days. 

Thus the society in one form or another has continued practically 
without break for 110 years and is easily the doyen of the 
collection; it has produced at least two Presidents of the Union 
at Oxford and Cambridge. 

DRAMATICS 
Of plays in the very earliest times and in the 18th century some

thing has already been said. But ful l details are lacking until 1868 
when The Shirburnian prints a programme of "The Abbey House 
Theatricals," comprising The Area Belle and Whitebait at Greenwich; 
by a curious chance a photo of the cast has survived. A note about 
the same time says that such productions were general in houses 
throughout the school. A t a slightly later period the tradition of 
acting was kept alive by the representations at Commemoration, if 
with no scenery and not much help in the way of costume. The 
Sophists, too, did a good deal in the way of reading with action. 
But a real start with full-scale productions was not made till about 
1913 when the enthusiasm of K . B. Tindall, then housemaster of 
Harper House, led to some notable Shakespeare. Few years since 
have lacked some full-length standard work (Le Malade Imaginaire, 
in French, The Frogs,2* The Mikado, The School for Scandal, etc.). 
But for a very long time the lack of a proper theatre did not help! 
The Gymnasium (from 1923 to 1940, when all the stage apparatus 
was burnt in store—not by enemy action) was the best, though not 
very satisfactory, of a series of substitutes. For a few years after the 
war the corner of Library and Abbey proved hard to beat in summer 
weather, and such open air productions as Everyman and Sherborne, 
Story, with floodlighting, were very effective. 

Reference is made later to the extension of the Big School in 
1956 with vastly improved theatrical facilities, and the great stimulus 
given thereby to every sort of production. 

Films have been shown since 1923 (after 1935 fairly regularly 
with the school's own projectors). They have hardly had their 
traditional effect of dulling histrionic enthusiasm. 

23. For a production of The Wasps in 1919 football jerseys of the Green, a pair per actor, 
one used as trews, furnished a costume not only cheap, but perfect. 
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T H E NATURAL HISTORY AND NATURAL SCIENCE SOCIETY 

Of William Hey's hobby mention has already been made, and 
in 1830 he was not alone in his devotion to natural history. "There 
is quite a rage for Entomology in the school just now," he writes, 
"four or five boys are busy collecting, and the others pick up what 
they can for them, so that it is quite a thing of general interest." 

But no official organisation appears until 1868, when premises 2 4 

were hired in Cheap Street to house the nucleus of the School 
Museum, and a composite society was started which through one 
or other of its branches has fathered a multitude of descendants. 
In a part of the country rich in fauna and flora there have been the 
Field Club (1873), Archaeological Society (1908, with a scope much 
wider than its name implied) and the latest and very flourishing 
Ornithological Society (1947). For those with scientific bent have 
existed the Ben Davis Society (1934, in memory of a much loved 
Army Class master), Astronomical Society (1936) and the Alchemists 
(1943). By a kind of union with the Musical Society, science may 
even claim to have produced the Gramophone Society of 1931. 

LITERARY SOCIETIES 

In Sherborne the term immediately evokes the response of 
"Duffers"; but "vixere fortes ante Agamemnona" and the first 
literary society was founded in 1881 and was known by the plainer 
title. The inaugural paper was read by James Rhoades and the 
society had a continuous existence of seventeen years. In 1898, 
Rhoades being no longer on the staff (though his name now survives 
in yet another society), H . R. K ing founded the "Duffers ." 2 5 It is 
said that a prominent Sherborne master (who should have known 
very much better) on hearing of it remarked, "Is that another 
attempt to make boys read literature? Well, it won't last long." 
None the less, the founder presided over his creation for one hundred 
terms in a unique atmosphere of selected members of the Sixth Form 
and ladies of the staff, with papers and tea, each term culminating 
in a full reading of a Shakespeare play—evening dress and supper 
being the order of the day. 

Since 1931 the society has been widened in scope; the knitting 
needles have been banished, but many more masters and boys are 
now members. The 150th term in 1948 was one of special celebration 
and heard a series of brilliant papers of reminiscence by senior 
members of the society who had known the founder. 

24. The old reading room above the Savings Bank, now the International Stores—still a 
remarkable place with its star-spangled ceiling. 

25. Deriving the name from the Winchester "stolidi." Perhaps, however, in its possession 
of the "Interpretes" (1913), a classical literary society, Sherborne can claim to be unique. 
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REVIVAL 
"Renovato Nomine." 

TH E apprehension of the Governors that had led them to 
temporise after the crash of 1888—that they would not be 
able to secure a good man—proved to be without foundation. 

As had happened before when the school was in low water there 
was no dearth of applicants for the headmastership; there was in 
fact a choice of fifty-four candidates. The successful man was 
the Rev. Frederick Brooke Westcott, a Cheltonian, Fellow of 
Trinity, Cambridge, and son of the Bishop of Durham, Brooke 
Foss Westcott, the well-known biblical critic. The latter had been 
and was a close friend of Young, and it is pleasant to record that 
this never clouded the relationship of the two families. The new 
headmaster was 35 years of age and had behind him eight years' 
experience as a master at Rugby. 

However unedifying the events of the last chapter, some 
exposition was necessary in order that the difficulties faced by 
Young's successor may be realised and his achievements appreciated. 
The sixteen years during which Westcott guided the fortunes of 
Sherborne were essentially a period of slow convalescence after 
the crisis. It was not to be expected or perhaps even desirable 
that there should be any outstanding events. What was needed 
was time to heal quarrels and ta breathing space to let the school 
get on its feet again. For this no better man could have been found 
than Westcott, essentially a peacemaker. "Ne litis horror insonet," 
the words of the Latin hymn introduced and sung daily in Chapel 
during his time, form an apt motto of his aim and achievement. 
Himself benign and sincere, and as the years passed with something 
in his personality and appearance that impressed as spiritual and 
saintly, he became an intense lover of Sherborne and did much to 
inspire those around him with his faith and affection. It is significant 
that from his time are Shirburnians who can still vie in loyalty with 
all comers; of these several returned as masters and played a great 
part in making the Sherborne of today. 

The first few years of his rule saw three manifestations of this 
spirit, events which have done much to consolidate the position 
of the school and establish its tradition. In 1893 (twenty-three 
years after its being suggested) was published the first Sherborne 
Register, edited by H . H . House, an O.S. and sometime a master; 
this was followed in 1896 by W. B. Wildman's Short History of 
Sherborne, the two together pioneer works to which many, not 
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least the present writer, have had invaluable recourse. In the same 
year at Commemoration, when special trains brought down 
particularly large numbers of old boys for the unveiling of the 
Harper Window in the Chapel, the Old Shirburnian Society was 
formally founded with its moving spirit H . R. King. Not that this 
was by any means the first association of Old Boys, 1 but it was 
the first attempt to formalise the position and for over seventy years 
the Society has been an added strength to the school. In 1908 
there was also formed the O.S. Lodge, one of the earliest of public 
school lodges. 

Yet despite all this, at the school itself Westcott's period cannot 
be called a great one in the history of the place; it might rather be 
summed up as anxious and in some respects even disappointing. 
Numbers', depleted from the highwater mark of 299 in 1884 to a 
mere 124 in 1892, proved obstinately stationary, for it was eleven 
years before the 200 level was once more reached, and beyond this 
total right to the end of Westcott's time they refused to go. At such 
slow progress there was, of course, great disappointment (especially 
amongst housemasters), freely expressed. "Perhaps the Headmaster 
or some of. the people who were so anxious for a change of head
master can 'estimate'; but so far their estimates have been singularly 
falsified by the event." A n unproductive advertisement in The 
Spectator (the first such since the early days of Lyon) prompted the 
following, " A Lilliputian public school neither prospering nor 
altogether failing." For all this there may have been several reasons. 
A n i l l name dies hard and Westcott was no publicist; indeed it must 
be admitted that his manner and even manners towards parents 
were not his strong point and hardly calculated to attract new boys. 2 

Sherborne, too, was in the wrong part of the country for a man 
whose connection (largely through his father) was in the north. But 
these things apart, the school had much bad luck; a pistol accident in 
the School House Studies resulting in the death of a boy, the tragic 
end of a senior master manu sua in Honeycomb Wood and other 
troubles on the staff all left clouds behind that were slow to disperse. 

1. Quite early in the 19th century we read that "Old Sherbornianism has always been a tie 
much cherished by the scholars of the King's School." There had been old boys' cricket matches 
since the '60's and a club'for other fixtures since 1875. A regular X V and an annual reunion dinner 
had been mooted as early as 1873 and the latter actually held at fairly frequent intervals since 1880. 

Moreover, since 1870 old boys had put up funds, as already mentioned, to provide two or 
three exhibitions at the school each year. 

A short note on the history of the O.S.S. colours is appended to this chapter. 

2. Of this no one was better aware than Westcott himself; a pupil recalls his coming into 
school and remarking quite openly, "I have just lost two more boys by not impressing their parents." 

On another occasion when a new boy's cousin had paid a visit to cheer the former up in a 
bad attack of homesickness, he sent for the sufferer and enquired "Has that incommodious female 
gone ?" 

A story too was current that to one parent whom he particularly disliked Westcott would 
speak no other language than ancient Greek. 
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O.S. CRICKETERS A N D " T H E KING S SCHOOL C R I C K E T SHED" 
Midsummer 1871. The earliest known such photo, 22 years before the foundation of the O.S. Society 
Left to right, standing.—J. C. Heathcote, Benthall, F. W. Hesse, H . P. Price, J. B. Symes-Bullen, 
A. A. Henley, O. H . Channer, A. F. E. Forman. 
Middle row.—Captain L. A. Powys, W. C. Perry, R. G. Wood, W. J. Kendle, G. A. R. Fitzgerald. 
In from on ground.—A. B. Harris, E. S. Hall, L. E. Upcott, F. E. Bennett, C. F. Cameron, 
C. C. Tancock. 



C A D E T CORPS IN C A M P . A L D E R S H O T , 1906 
Lt. H . Dunkin Capt. W. B. Wildman Sergt.-Major G. W. Wood 

E. Davis (in the ranks as a master) 
Note the mess tins 



SHERBORNE P A G E A N T , 1905 
Group of school performers in the Old Castle ruins 



L- C. T. Room, O.S. 
SCHOOL CORPS B A N D , 1900 

Note evening light without the Carrington Buildings. 

VISIT OF T H E PRINCESS O F WALES, 15th OCTOBER, 1908 
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With money permanently short (despite a 10 per cent voluntary 
sacrifice of their salaries by the master's) there could be no building 
on a large scale, even if the school's numbers had warranted it. 
Additions indeed there were, but mostly small, and as often as 
not the fruit of benefaction rather than school funds; such were 
the purchase of the near playing field, the roofing of the Fives 
Courts, the building of rifle range and Tuck Shop, enlargement 
of the laboratories, and decoration of the Chapel and Big School. 

In 1898 a lecturer visited the school to talk on the then novel 
subject of wireless. In the course of his demonstration he success
fully transmitted the first messages the precincts had ever known— 
from the dais to the gallery of the Big School. (Thereafter silence 
till 1922 when the scientists rigged up a set in the labs.) 

1900, the 350th anniversary of the refoundation (though hot a 
red letter date like 1850 or 1950) did not pass quite unrecorded. A n 
illuminated address was accepted by the Queen who returned "her 
good wishes for the continued prosperity of Sherborne School." 

The Boer War came and went. Some eighty O.S.S. served, of 
whom 16 per cent (a very high figure) lost their lives;* they are 
commemorated by the mosaics at the east end of. the Chapel. 
Perhaps the school's greatest contribution to victory was the 
indirect one of G . Y . Lagden, O.S., who, as Commissioner of 
Basutoland, checked 25,000 tribesmen from embroiling themselves 
with the British. On the school itself "the last of the gentlemen's 
wars" could have no other effect than to stimulate the then volun
tary activities of the Rifle Corps which, with the news of victory 
in June 1902, "marched round the town, headed by the band"' 

About the same time opportunity was afforded the general 
public to learn something of the lives of Sherborne boys whose 
"bright young faces and graceful well-knit forms" made their 
first appearance in fiction in the pages of the Rev. E . E . Bradford's 
Stories of Life at our Great Public Schools. "It is. evident," com
mented The Shirburnian, "that the writer was never at the school." 
But those desirous of following the involved friendship of Fred, 
Frank and Ger w^ould be hard put to find a copy today. 4 

In 1903 Westcott was on the short list for Marlborough, but got 
no further. When the news reached Sherborne a town meeting was' 
organised at which an address of joy,that-he was staying in the place 
was handed to him—quaint consolation prize. 

3. "It was a Sunday at school in the beginning of the year 1900 that changed the whole 
course of my life. We were in chapel, and just before the service started, in walked my friend 
Teddy King in the khaki uniform of the Dorset Yeomanry; he was about to sail for South Africa. 
That was sufficient for me. From that moment I had only one thought—I must enlist." The writer 
(H. J. Buckmaster) did, and in 1966 was still inserting memorial notices to his fallen comrades in 
The Times. Though now decried, the South African War was real enough to those who took part 
in it. . ' 

4. More easily obtainable, and with a similar background, is Mr'Dennis Wheatley's enter
taining tale, "The Launching of Roger Brook" (1947), the opening pages of which are set in 
Sherborne. 
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In the summer of 1905 (overlapping the Commemoration of 
that year) in the Old Castle grounds was held the Sherborne 
Pageant, a spectacle which was to do much to bring the town and 
school before the public eye. This is no place to describe that 
historic week and how the pageant fashion thereafter ran riot, but 
rather, without detracting in the least from the achievements of 
those outside who carried the performances through to a triumphant 
conclusion, to show what part the school played in their production. 
The year 1905 was the 1200th anniversary of the founding of the 
see of Sherborne and the idea of some sort of commemoration had 
been current for several years; it was suggested at an O.S. dinner 
in 1903 and elaborated by Westcott himself in 1904 who in his 
Commemoration speech of that year neatly alluded to the 1679 
Statutes with their clause "The Master may, if he thinks fit, present 
the Governors and other inhabitants with a play or pageant." But 
the most practical step was taken when the Rev. A . Field, O.S., 
approached L . N . Parker, now turned successful dramatist, asking 
for his suggestions and help. The latter was well aware of the 
possibilities of the scheme. " A s Mammon must be made friends of," 
he wrote, "don't overlook what a colossal advertisement this might 
be for the town and the school" (actually it was to have but little 
effect on numbers). Parker did more than approve from a distance; 
he made himself the moving spirit of the enterprise and as producer 
infected everybody with his own energy and enthusiasm. With 
James Rhoades he wrote most of the script and built up the pattern 
of the whole tremendous spectacle, at that time without any 
precedent. The music was written by A . F . Tester, the school 
organist, and F. C. S. Carey, O.S., the chorus trained by C. H . 
Hodgson, the music master, while the orchestra was led by C. Regan. 
Much of the poster work was done by the art master, H . Hudson, 
while on the acting side masters appeared as ancient Britons, the 
boys in multi-coloured Edwardian costume received en masse their 
charter of 1550, and Westcott himself played St Aldhelm, for which 
part his saintly appearance well qualified h im. 5 Commem in 1905 
was held on a Wednesday when a programme of shortened speeches 
and a hasty lunch enabled hundreds of parents to see their boys in 
the show. 6 

5. His portrait in this role by H . A . Olivier, O.S., was exhibited in the Academy of 1906 
and is now in the school's possession. 

6. The recollections of one of them, even if written over 50 years later, were still vivid:— 
"From the start we boys knew that there would be over 900 performers whose costumes would, 
almost without exception, be made in Sherborne; that residents everywhere were throwing open 
their houses to visitors; that some twenty-five thousand tickets were printed. Then we saw a grand
stand to seat five thousand, as it was said, rising on the south side of the arena. For the writer 
reality perhaps began with the sight of his French master, huge Tom Bell, clad in a large skin, his 
face painted with woad, wearing long black hair, bicycling up Long Street with a great spear, 
extremely menacing, in one hand, a truly formidable ancient Briton. Then there was the trouble 
which made Tom Bowley, our Cricket Professional, fail in the fight with the Danes. Combatants 
had been told off in pairs and Tom had to fight the Master of the Workhouse. "I'm not going to 
hit him. I may be in the Workhouse some day." One to the Danes! 
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Later, The Shirbumian notes: "On Friday, October 20th, there 
was an extra half-holiday, and the School were allowed to attend 
a performance in the Fair Field of animated photographs, including 
some excellent pictures of the Pageant."' Nor was this the end, for 
in July 1906 many of the school went by special train to see the 
Warwick Pageant, the second of the great series that swept the 
country. 

Less spectacular, but perhaps equally important, 1905 saw 
the first Board of Education inspection of the school, which was 
followed by the advent of the new form of the Oxford and Cambridge 
School Certificate. Herein were revealed some weaknesses and 
it must be admitted that certain of the Board's criticisms were 
trenchant. The demoralisation of the years 1888-1892 had had 
its effect on the school work. "Facilis descensus Averno," and the 
past fifteen years, with their struggle for numbers, had hardly been 
the most auspicious time for setting things to rights; money to 
buy clever boys was lacking. Nor was the staff uniformly strong; 
laissez-faire was a trifle prevalent, typified perhaps by the master 
recollected as seated behind his Times the whole hour munching 
fruit "while the set conducted free fights and general Saturnalia." 
The headmaster, too, was a fine scholar, but perhaps as a teacher 
(save in divinity wherein he excelled) was not outstanding; nor did 
he make any special contribution to the curriculum save in some 
reorganisation of the science and mathematical work. Hence pure 
scholarship was not at its best during this period, though it is perhaps 
noteworthy that Westcott had at one time the idea (like Harper 
before him) of creating a special house for army candidates; but 
the man he intended as housemaster left and the scheme came to 
nothing. 8 

In 1908 the Schola Regalis received its first visit from Royalty," 
in this case the Princess of Wales; the following account of the 
afternoon of Thursday, 15th October, is taken from The Shirburnian. 

"The School Corps who must be congratulated on their smart turnout 
were drawn up outside the Headmaster's front door when H . R . H . came 
from the north door of the Abbey 1 0 The Princess then proceeded in company 

7. This film has had an eventful history. For some years it underwent hard use in Rowland's 
Fair, but was brought back by a member of the town, repaired and shown again in 1925 to survivors 
of the pageant on the occasion of the unveiling of the memorial stone in the Pageant Gardens. 
(This stone, quarried most appropriately from St Aldhelm's Head, bears an inscription by Westcott. 
Why twenty years elapsed before it was set up is a mystery.) The film, once more repaired, was 
shown again at Commemoration 1946—a striking tribute to the advance made by the cinematic 
art in forty years. 

8. Just as well perhaps. Schools do not flourish on this kind of segregation. In more recent 
times the idea of a Sixth Form house has been mentioned, but pride of place really goes to the 
parent who in 1882 enquired whether the school ran a "house specially for delicate boys." 

9. From Canute and Stephen in the 11 th and 12th centuries to George III in the 18th the 
town had received not fewer than half a dozen monarchs, but their visits were invariably assoc-
ated with the Abbey or the Castles (old or new); the school was not involved. 

10. H . R . H . signed the visitors' book of the Abbey, but the page was removed by a souvenir 
hunter. Later, somewhat surprisingly, it was returned and the autograph is now preserved in the 
Abbey Library. Fifteen years later her son used the same pen to sign his name. 
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with the Headmaster first to the School Library, then to the Chapel, then 
to the Big Schoolroom. There she was met by three fine motors into the 
first of which she embarked with F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq and Mrs Digby. 
Followed by the two other cars, she drove between the Corps drawn up 
in two long lines. As she reached the end of the Corps, three cheers were 
called and she drove through the School Gates amidst hearty cheering." 

Very shortly after this, on somewhat unexpected medical advice, 
and feeling perhaps that he had reached the limit of what he could 
do for the place, Westcott resigned. A contributory cause was 
doubtless also the deafness with which he had long been troubled in 
increasing degree. (From his very first term at Sherborne he had been 
accustomed to say to his classes, "Speak up, I am as deaf as a 
post.") The absence of notable developments in the school during 
his period tends inevitably to focus attention on the character of 
the headmaster himself, the more so as in many ways Westcott was 
a most remarkable man. He was so unworldly as to be almost a 
visionary, not an unmixed blessing for a schoolmaster; any short
comings in his pupils could and did genuinely distress him and 
he was not immune from being imposed upon by the more un
scrupulous of their number. In all his dealings he was generous 
to a fault, especially in supplementing from his own resources the 
not too liberal salaries of his colleagues and in his contributions to 
the decorations and appurtenances of the School Chapel. His is 
the credit of breaking away from the ancient dull daily service by 
the introduction of a Latin hymn (sung unaccompanied to music 
composed by a boy in the school) and a weekly rota of psalms. As a 
personality Westcott himself was undoubtedly at his best in the 
Chapel. He has been described as "a priest of priests" and genera
tions of Shirburnians bear witness to the power of his sermons. One 
specially notable example survives—that which he had to deliver 
at his first Commemoration in 1892 in the sudden absence of the 
expected visiting preacher. 

But there was another side to the man—his intense interest in 
games and sports. 1 1 In his early years he had been a cycling blue 
and ridden a penny-farthing against Oxford. Later this trait found 
expression in riding—his mare Susan was well known in Sherborne 
—driving a pony trap at breakneck speed, and in the possession 
of one of the first cars in the district. It was he, too, who taught 
hockey to the first nucleus of the Girls ' School and some may 
remember him attired in bicycling kit and rat-catcher cap taking 
part in mixed matches, shouting "Run , woman, run!" and beating 
ladies over the shins with his stick. In following the games of his 
own boys he was no less keen. One of his pupils recalls "a sporting 
Socrates, in snow shoes and a big Inverness cape, watching football 

11. 'Plum' Warner records some typical advice 'which I have always tried to follow". "Young 
Warner, keep a straight bat and a modest mind, and you will go far." 
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in all weathers with a frenzied interest." Another has described 
how he "would roam about the touchline in clerical top hat and 
tails, a never-to-be-forgotten figure as he followed the game up and 
down, exhorting the School side in the quaintest of English, inter
spersed with expressions and quotations in Latin and Greek." He 
could even go so far as to congratulate the X V on a victory from the 
pulpit. Eccentric? Yes, but the enthusiasm of the headmaster was 
only the reflection of the somewhat exuberant athleticism which 
began to take hold of the school at this period, natural enough when 
a diminished Sherborne was gradually recovering her name, and 
football, now for the first time compulsory and under the expert 
guidance of G . M . Carey, was really going ahead. Those were the 
days when small boys would dirty their knees after a game to 
convince their house captain they had been falling on the ball, 
when to be able to speak on coming off the Upper was regarded 
as a sign of inadequate effort, when a senior could borrow a new 
boy's umbrella and break it to shreds on a scrum of juniors unre-
buked, when the school would form two lines from pavilion to 
gates, and wait patiently after a match to cheer the players, 1 2 when 
even the railwaymen would put fog signals on the line to welcome 
home a victorious team. A more moderate spirit exists today. The 
enthusiasm of Edwardian times did not survive the first Great War 
(though the last half century has seen a far larger proportion of 
wins in school matches than the thirty years that followed their 
inception in 1893, the same applying to cricket also.) 

In the ten years between his retirement and his death Westcott 
was a frequent visitor to Sherborne, and a regular preacher—yet 
always a tactful and welcome guest without the faintest suspicion 
of being a "laudator temporis acti." A t his passing it was written, 
"He had an abundance of those little peculiarities or weaknesses 
which give a man a pleasing individuality and the recollection of 
which causes more poignant regret when he is gone; 1 3 he was 
without the slightest tincture of envy, jealousy, illiberality or indeed 
worldliness of any kind." He was a figure who inspired in boys, 
staff and townspeople alike a most unusual affection. Well may 
the words of the Commemoration Service be read each year, 
"Frederick Brooke Westcott whose memory is still dear to many 
here." 

A n unkind fate had yet one more blow to deal Sherborne before 
the return of real prosperity. Westcott's successor was the Rev. 

12. The descendant of this custom, "the tunnel" or avenue of spectators cheering teams off 
the Upper, less time-consuming for those involved, seems to have originated in the early 1920s. 

13. Examples of these abound. Westcott's jokes about his own handwriting, his absent-
mindedness, his whimsical address to his pupils, "Man, man!" his dog and the football he used to 
throw for it while doing the round of the dormitories, or the ejaculation he is said once to have 
uttered on grazing his finger, "How painful and distressing, how dismal and detractive." There 
was even a rumour that he put up "a prayer for strength and guidance before swishing a malefactor." 
These were the touches that made the man. 
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Charles Henry Thursfield Wood, son of the headmaster of Harrow, 1 4 

scholar of Christ Church and for the past fifteen years a prominent 
figure at Marlborough as housemaster and chaplain. On his arrival 
early in 1909 he immediately created a most favourable impression 
by his sincerity and sympathy, and this was endorsed by one or two 
powerful and moving sermons. But he was a sick man, weakened by 
a severe attack of influenza during the previous holidays, and after 
three weeks he was stricken by a malady that was to prove fatal. 
The situation was a difficult one for the Governors. It was naturally 
assumed at first that the headmaster would recover, but meantime 
there was no one officially at the helm. Eventually, when it became 
clear that the illness was likely to be of long duration, action was 
taken and Westcott returned from a holiday in India to tide over the 
summer term. 

In the event Wood died in May 1909, a man of great promise 
who in the space of a few short weeks had endeared himself to 
all. But Sherborne was now about to enter, under the guidance 
of a totally different type of headmaster, into a period of the greatest 
advance in her history. 

T H E R I F L E C O R P S , 1888- 1908 
"See where the Sherborne red-coats come 
To the bugle's call and the tuck of drum, 

In the grey November morning!" 
James Rhoades. 

The volunteer movement did not bypass the West Country and 
in June 1861 we read of the Sherborne Rifle Corps (7th Dorset) 
"there was a very good muster amounting to 80 including some 
30 recruits from the King's School." Apparently no obstacle was 
put in the way of boys joining, even in term time. A few years later, 
in 1867, voices were raised in favour of the school's starting its own 
corps, but they were in advance of their time and did not get much 
of a hearing. In particular Harper intervened with an official state
ment on the very heavy expense involved, £6 per boy for rifle and 
uniform, £150 for instructor and ammunition and so forth. Truth 
to tell, though he had long maintained drilling in the curriculum and 
employed a sergeant to teach it, the headmaster seems to have been 
against the military art on principle, as witness the following letter 
to a parent:— 

"My dear Sir, 
I am always at home of sheer necessity, and it is part and parcel of 

my daily work to talk over such matters as those now concerning your 
boy. I am very sorry he has chosen the army. I am always sorry for every 
boy who does so, not only because it is no profession in reality, but also 
because of the temptations into which he is so thrust. However in many 
points your lad is fit for a soldier and will be a straightforward brave fellow 
under any circumstances." 

14. Thus a father and son were to rule together^ however briefly, over two major public 
schools—surely no common event? 
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Harper must not be judged too hardly; he was, it should be 
remembered, very much of the generation in which "to go for a 
soldier" cast a stigma on the rest of the family. But meantime 
the lessons of the Franco-Prussian war were clear for all who 
cared to read them, and there were still found some who from 
time to time pressed that Shirburnians should be given the oppor
tunity at least of military training. However, nothing was done 
until 1888, when in the autumn of that year—not the'most favour
able time to have chosen with a heavy drop in numbers impending, 
and in the face of veiled opposition from those who thought that 
games would suffer from a rival activity—a corps was formed under 
the direction of W. B. Wildman. who was to command with 
enthusiasm and efficiency for twenty-two years. 1 5 

It is not the intention of this appendix to give more than a few 
random impressions of the early days of Sherborne soldiering. 
Enrolment was voluntary, but no fewer than 78 cadets were found 
ready to do the four hours of drill per week that were laid down 
(one boy, lame, was prepared to pay £1 Is. Od. per year for honorary 
membership). Rifles and uniforms there were none to begin with, 
but three preliminary parades were enough to prepare the con
tingent for a plain clothes inspection by an officer no less distin
guished than the Deputy Adjutant General. Soon thereafter a 
competitive examination produced the first batch of N.C.O. ' s and 
towards the end of the term uniforms began to arrive, glengarries, 
helmets, red tunics, black trews with red stripes and white patent 
leather belts. 1 6 Arrayed in these but still without rifles, the boys 
performed on 11th December, 1888, their first tactical exercise, 
"a march out" to clear the Slopes of a "phantom enemy" and 
occupy the town cricket ground beyond. 

The next term a band was formed, rifles issued and the first 
proper field day took place on Clatcombe Farm, an attack on a 
"held area," in the presence of several hundred spectators, the 
proceedings ending with three hearty cheers for the farmer. The 
Corps finished its third term of existence by attending with three 
other contingents the first Public Schools Camp at Churn, near 
Didcot. Conditions formed something of a contrast with those 
encountered now. Tents had to be pitched and struck by individual 
users. Reveille was sounded by means of a gun and was followed 
by an hour's work before breakfast—taken in a cheerless fashion 

15. Amongst the original officers was also T. C. Rogerson, then a boy in the school. Con
trariwise there have been cases since of masters working their way through the ranks. 

16. A School House boy recalls, "The red tunics with their white facings came from Silvers 
in London and were laid out on our beds. There were the spiked helmets too, neatly packed in 
bandboxes; the latter we promptly threw out of the windows. I think T can stil! see them lying on 
the green glinting in the moonlight. 

For ease of packing the spikes had been neatly screwed inside the helmets; one of us, too eager 
to wait, jammed a helmet on his head." Shall he count as the first corps casualty? 
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on the ground in the lines. On the last morning everyone was 
aroused at 3.5 a.m. and the whole day spent in attending a review 
for "the German Emperor, who noted with approbation the 
movements of the Public School Battalion." Hence the truth of 
the improbable fact that amongst its inspecting officers the Sher
borne Corps should have numbered the Kaiser. 

Thus ended a year of strenuous achievement, an admonition 
perhaps to those who complain in modern times. With experience 
things doubtless got easier, but there is no question but that the 
pioneers worked very hard, and that in particular the Annual 
Public Schools Field Days at Aldershot and the early camps were 
anything but a picnic . 1 7 To compensate, the latter were occasionally 
held during the term, but exams were invariably worked before 
departure and it was openly pointed out that camp discipline could 
be maintained much more easily if a return to school were 
impending. 

Tn conclusion three vignettes from those far-off days. Parades 
held on the frozen lake in 1890 and 1895, an indication perhaps 
that the pursuit of military knowledge was not a primary con
sideration all the time; "animated pictures of the School Corps" 
screened at a side show, Pack Monday Fair 1902; and the advent 
as a new boy in 1904 of C. P. Trevor, who, having served as a 
galloper to his father in the recent war, had the yellow South 
African medal. History relates that, somewhat unkindly, he was 
made to take it down. 

With the change to khaki in 1903, the introduction of Certi
ficate " A " in 1907 and the transformation of a cadet company of the 
Dorset Regiment into a contingent of the O.T.C. in 1908 (with 
almost 100 per cent membership) we pass to comparatively modern 
times, and such further episodes in Sherborne military history as 
are worth mention will be found in the accounts of the two great 
wars and in Chapter X X I . 

S H O O T I N G 
Shooting was regarded as important from the start. For many 

years—in fact till the building of a miniature range in 1902— 
during winter the empty bath served as a rough and ready range, 
though it was none too safe for the wild shot. A n ordinance of the 
period inflicts a fine of \0s. on those who fired wide of certain 
stated limits. In good weather the Dymore Range (its firing point 
still quite a local curiosity) gave practice in firing at 200 and 500, 
kneeling and standing and in "volley competitions." But at times 

17. Long hours and much foot slogging were the order of the day. But the record for the 
latter must none the less belong to more recent times—the eighteen miles marched on the way 
to camp at Warminster in 1934. 
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disputes unfortunately arose with the owners, and marksmen might 
have to travel as far as Gillingham to get their chance to shoot. 
The. first match, a local one, was in 1889, and a regular VIII to 
compete at Bisley was formed the year after. 

By the turn of the century the marksmen had established them
selves at Crackmore which was to be the home of Sherborne open 
range shooting till nearly the end of its time. 

Success in the Ashburton Shield proved elusive (the best being 
3rd in 1925), but the Cadet Pair Trophy was won four times, in 
1896, 1938, 1956 and 1963. In addition there were a number of 
individual Bisley awards for both rifle and revolver. 1 8 A series of 
photos of the VIII, still preserved, affords an arresting panorama 
of British military uniforms over 75 years. 

In 1964 Crackmore, by then almost falling to pieces, was closed 
and after a couple of years struggling with more distant alternative 
sites, open range shooting at Sherborne came to an end, to be 
replaced by a purely "civil ian" rifle club, using the C . C . F . miniature 
range of 1953. 

O L D S H I R B U R N I A N C O L O U R S 
Some time before the constitution of the O.S. Society there 

was a set of colours in magenta, blue and yellow. These, supposedly 
based on the tincturing in the shield of the Tudor founder, were 
certainly in use about 1890 and six years later were officially adopted 
by the Society, and freely made up into ties, caps and blazers. The 
effect was garish to say the least of it (the blazer even earning the 
nickname of "Jacob's coat") and was so unpopular that the O.S. 
Committee decided to give up any attempt to base their colours 
on the school ones. Hence were produced in 1904 the two shades 
of green divided by a white line. It has been suggested that the 
new pattern was an attempt to go back beyond the brilliant hues 
of the founder of 1550—back to the "clear stream amid the pasture 
and meadow" of St Aldhelm's time (as suggested in the Lady Chapel 
window). In 1923 a generally used variant was brought out. 1951 
saw a totally new pattern, red, blue and gold {double red to remind 
of both Edward V I and George VI ) ; this became an official alterna
tive in 1957. 

18. An O.S. of the 1920s is listed as World Champion pistol shot in continental competitions. 



CHAPTER X I X 

T H E CREATION OF T H E M O D E R N SCHOOL 
"Sherborne, Alma Mater, old yet ever young." 

IT was not for long that Westcott was called on to quit his 
retirement; twenty-four men were ready to relieve him, but 
the Governors called only one for interview and that a man 

they had themselves invited to stand, Nowell Charles Smith, aged 
38, Fellow of Magdalen and New College, and a housemaster at his 
old school, Winchester.1 He was, incidentally, the first lay head
master to be appointed to Sherborne for two hundred and fifty years 
—an innovation in vogue at other schools also at this time. 

The moment was ripe for expansion. Twenty years had sufficed 
to blot out the memory of the great setback and with vigour and 
vision at the top there was every chance for the school to rise to 
new heights. It cannot be said that the new headmaster failed to 
make use of his opportunities. Numbers, about 200 in 1909, reached 
300 in 1919 and 400 in 1927, a total which Nowell Smith himself 
was reluctant to exceed—indeed his personal preference was for 
300. 2 "The best school," he said, "could hear the voice of one 
herald." It may be that the first Great War and the subsequent 
boom played their part in sending up numbers to this extent; but 
much must be attributed to the personality and reputation of the 
headmaster—who was in some ways the complete antithesis of his 
predecessor. Like Harper before him, Nowell Smith devoted much 
of his time to the spadework of educational organisation, serving 
on the Government Committee on Modern Languages and as 
chairman of the Curriculum Committee of the Education Reform 
Council. Thus his position as an educationist was widely recognised, 
and his public utterances, letters to the Press and technical publica
tions were treated with respect; all of which served amongst other 
things to keep Sherborne in the forefront. In short Nowell Smith has 
been described as the perfect school public relations officer. 

At the same time, to cope with the growth of numbers, the area 
and fabric of the school buildings were extended to fulfil the dreams 

1. Very many years later he was to write a most charming account of how with no wish for 
change, he was induced to pay a visit incognito on Ascension Day 1909. The buildings impressed 
him. "Fair and grey and ancient, the charm had begun to work from the first, and when I strolled 
down to the cricket field and found the boys courteous and conversable, my fate, my happy fate 
was sealed. 1 was in love with Sherborne." 

2. Judged in terms of round numbers it is curious how tantalising the totals have been on 
several occasions. In 1884 there were 299 boys, and under Westcott numbers hovered more than 
once at 199. In 1925 they should have been 400, but a boy's running away reduced them to 399. 
In 1943 a total of 502 was scheduled, but three boys left unexpectedly, once more leaving a deficit 
of one from the grand total, which was not attained till the next year. In 1964 the jump to 602 

(from 589) was decisive. Since then the totals have fluctuated between 632 and 592. 

202 
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of the most optimistic former planners.3 To meet the heavy expenses 
almost the last remainders of the land endowment of Edward V I 
were sold; this was in' a sense tearing up roots that were buried 
very deeply in the past and thus a wrench for the traditionalists, 
but the capital so raised was sunk more profitably in new buildings 
or by securing that the boarding houses should also be school 
property. This latter was always strongly urged by the headmaster, 
for under the old system whereby the housemaster was the private 
tenant, it might be difficult to effect a change should circumstances 
demand it. Thus Lyon House, opened in 1911 with 16 boys, was 
from the first Governors' property; Abbeylands was similarly 
acquired in 1919. 

Almost at once the rise in the number of applicants allowed a 
stricter entrance test to be applied than had been possible for a 
number of years and the standard of work automatically benefited. 
To take advantage of this the time-table was largely recast and 
incorporated for the first time the feature of the 45-minute period, 
a great preventer of staleness in teacher and taught alike. A Board 
of Education inspection in 1912 proved more favourable than that 
of seven years before. 

In 1909 finances had not been strong; increased numbers did 
a good deal to remedy this and moreover, in response to an appeal 
to O.S.S. and other friends of the school, during the first three 
years of Nowell Smith's time £6,000 were raised to provide scholar
ships and also pensions for the staff. The headmaster urged his 
Governors to build on this and provide a definite scheme of 
insurance for assistant masters; this was effected in 1914." 

Much, then, was done in the five years before the war and it 
was long since Sherborne's prospects had seemed brighter; but 
during those halcyon days that closed an era there are few events 
to record in the little world of school. Tn 1910 the use of top hats 

3. The additions were so spaced out over the years and so numerous that to insert eacli 
in its place in the narrative would render it unmanageable; a footnote is not only a necessity, 
but a tribute. 

1910 Carrington Buildings. 1920 Westcott House. 
1911 Lyon House. 1921 Bow House. 
1913 Far Field, (now Carey's). Workshop. 

House for cricket professional 1922 Chapel Memorial Extension. 
House for instructor of O.T.C. 1923 Tower and Gateway Block. 
Block of classrooms on north of courts. Gymnasium. 

1926 Music School. 
Tabulation also allows a simple subtraction sum to show the difference between the Sherbornes 

of 1909 and 1927. 
4. Though from the earliest times there had been on occasion a pension for the headmaster, 

there is no record of any such thing for his assistants—ushers hardly ranked so high in the social 
scale. In 1876 Harper, in the fulness of his power, had raised the question, but our grandfathers 
were not keen on increasing the cost of education more than was absolutely necessary, and nothing 
was done. Young, like many wealthy men perhaps not very sensitive to the financial problems 
of others, does not seem to have pressed the point—and for twenty years after his departure, with 
the best will in the world the money just was not available. Hence the sad, but authentic, story 
of the man who, after devoting his life to the school in Victorian times, was forced in his old age 
to buy a black wig and secure other employment in London. 
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on Sundays by the boys was abolished 5; history relates that the 
announcement preceded what might have been more prudent— 
collection beforehand, by which a holocaust of hats on the Sixth 
Form Green could have been avoided. 

July 1911 saw an anxious time for the Governors with an action 
brought by a parent for alleged medical negligence. The case 
(postponed because of the Coronation) was heard by the Lord 
Chief Justice who, with the School Charter lying before him, 
presided over the four day hearing through a heat wave, in a court 
crowded largely with old boys. The plaintiffs retained Sir Edward 
Carson (who in the event was indisposed) and F. E. Smith; 6 but 
despite the latter's eloquence, the defendants were completely 
vindicated. The case attracted a good deal of attention and called 
forth at least one leader in the national press; but the costs were 
tremendous and took 20 years to recoup. 

But in that same month of July pleasanter things were a centre of 
interest at Sherborne—flying machines and the 1,000 mile Circuit 
of Britain. It is difficult now to recapture the intense fascination of 
early aviation, but a most charming article " M y first sight of an 
aeroplane," written by an O.S. exactly 50 years later, went a long 
way towards recreating the atmosphere.' 

During the coal strike of 1912, to save fuel the boys were sent 
to bed at 8.45 and got up at 6.30. "The change," we read, "gave 
pleasure by its novelty." A generation only too familiar with sum
mer time and B.S.T. can afford to smile today at such lack of 
sophistication. In 1913 a diphtheria scare, a much more serious 
matter then than now, temporarily checked recruitment, but in 

5. Sherborne headgear has had many variations. In the first part of the )9th century top 
hats were general wear for all bigger boys and for juniors either caps with shiny peaks or slouch 
hats like those of the Victorian tar. The straw seems to have been one of Harper's innovations, 
but its use was not universal. A series of photos taken in 1863 of the School House by forms might 
almost serve as pages for a fashion catalogue. The Sixth Form sport billycocks, the Third an assort
ment of tall top hats, cricket caps and straws with the colour bands running both straight and 
diagonally. 

6. Great names indeed. Many years later George Bernard Shaw was to flit across the Sher
borne medical scene with a letter urging a parent to resist the school health regulations. But neither 
of them got their way. 

7. "It was the final day of the race and only two serious competitors survived. Sherborne 
was on the last leg, Exeter-Brooklands with the LSWR as a very likely guide for the pilots. The 
enthusiasts crept out of School House at first light and made their way to the Slopes. "We $at 
there for ages getting horribly hungry. We dashed back to be in time for chapel and slunk in. The 
short service ran its normal course and we were within sight of the Blessing when to our horror a 
strange new sound filtered through the open west door. It could only be an aeroplane. With mad
dening slowness the service drew to its close, and as it did so the by now loud buzzing noise passed 
directly over the roof and faded beyond the east window. Of all the utterly infuriating things to 
happen this was the absolute limit. We streamed out, gathering to bewail our luck on the flat 
stone terrace on which a few years later was to rise the extension to the chapel, a war memorial to 
perhaps one in four of the boys gathered on it that sunny July morning. Suddenly there was a 
shout, "There's the other!" Sure enough about a mile to the north came floating along a spidery 
monoplane. It was flying at about 500 feet, very fast (at least 50 miles an hour!) and making a 
peculiar "humming-threshing" sort of noise. 

"It's Beaumont's Bleriot" we said, noting the uncovered rear fuselage. "I think it's the Borel" 
said a quiet boy, killed five years later in the R.F.C. "It's the Borel's landing chassis." Our first 
problem in aircraft recognition had been solved." (Reproduced from The Times by permission) 
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general numbers continued to rise until accommodation was over
taxed in a way unknown at Sherborne since the early days of Harper. 
Extra building of classrooms saved impossible teaching congestion; 
but the Chapel proved a more intractable bottleneck and since 1914 
it has never proved possible to include the Preparatory School at 
the services. For confirmations pressure was so great that the 
Abbey, as at Commemoration, had to be called into use. 

In May 1914 a special train filled with Masons from the Public 
School Lodges arrived in the town. The whole school attended the 
Abbey service and predictably, with the visitors, the building was 
almost entirely filled. At a subsequent gathering in the Big School a 
choir of boys introduced the guests to the Carmen. 

On such a tranquil scene of prosperity there burst the first 
Great War. Jt is not the intention here to do more than touch 
on one or two aspects of those four years. War, even total war, 
does not revolutionise the spirit of a school, nor is it right that 
it should be expected to. It is only too easy to lose all sense of 
proportion and put too much on youth, a mistake that was not 
made at Sherborne in either the first or the second great war. 
Yet in 1914 can be traced features of the tragic heroic muddle that 
engulfed the country in that year. Kitchener's famous poster 
"Your King and Country need you" was exhibited just outside 
the school gate and typified the general spirit of unrest; there 
were three captains of football in one week as boys hastily left to 
take commissions, and the Sanatorium was somewhat light-
heartedly handed over to accommodate twenty wounded soldiers. 
The place became a complete military hospital in miniature, theatre 
and all. One small ward was reserved for boys, the remainder going 
to a house on Greenhill. The whole thing was clearly a mistake; 
there were many protests and after a term the soldiers went. But the 
Governors did get a rebate of rates for the period. 

It goes without saying that a formidable programme was designed 
for the O.T.C. , daily drill parades (sometimes boys as cadet officers 
and masters in the ranks), one complete half-holiday each week 
devoted to field training, including trench digging (which proved 
quite popular), extra lectures twice a week to senior boys and so on. 
"We live in uniform," remarks The Shirburnian. Long past was the 
time when—to quote the same organ—"to show smartness was an 
offensive form of side." By the end of 1915 senior cadets were 
helping to train raw units of the New Army and General Sir Charles 
Monro, an O.S. of Harper's day, was in charge of the evacuation of 
Gallipoli. A t school concerts the National Anthems of all the Allies 
were sung and soon no prize was given to a boy unless it were a 
Savings Certificate; the war had arrived. 
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Between 1915 and 1917 six foreign refugees were given a 
temporary home at Sherborne, four Belgians, a Serb and a French 
boy, who afterwards joined the school as a regular member. (Some 
thirty years later he founded a school prize for his native language.) 
Two Russians came in 1919-20. It may be observed that in a more 
logical war all these belonged to nations allied to Britain. The 
process was repeated in a modified form in 1939, but this time 
Sherborne's guests were Jewish—and Germans; one was afterwards 
for a while interned. 

In 1915 was introduced daily physical training for the whole 
school; this was originally a war-time measure, but proved so 
successful that it long remained as one of the most characteristic 
features of the place. From the start it was taken very seriously; 
such early discipline was probably the foundation of the P.T. 
successes won by Sherborne teams at the O.T.C. camps of the 
'20s, and the mass displays, till recently always a feature of Com
memoration, remained impressive to the end. 

A i r raids were no great danger. With houses in private owner
ship the question of special insurance was bound to arise, but was 
not pursued; a far cry from the War Damage Contributions of later 
years. The Abbey Clock was indeed silent at night in order not 
to help possible gliding enemy airships. Blackout, on the other 
hand, constituted no very serious problem. In Yeovil, five miles 
away and in Somerset, no lights were obscured at all. Jn 1917 
official mention could be made of "the ringing of the Abbey Bell 
about sunset as a couvre feu bell to avoid devastation by Zeppelins." 
Surely here may be detected a note which verges on the playful. 
Food, however, was a very different matter; as early as 1915 some 
help had been given to farmers at haymaking time, but it was not 
until two years later when the seriousness of the situation dawned 
on the whole country that any real effort was made to raise extra 
crops. Then in 1917 there was done in a hurry what in 1939 was 
approached with deliberation. Part of the playing fields was hastily 
dug up and the "Cabbage Patch" still survives after fifty years 
to remind by its name (and the texture of its surface) of the school's 
first efforts to dig for victory. There is record, too, of holiday harvest 
camps in the last two summers of the war. But it is significant that 
in 1918 it was considered prudent to limit house matches to 15 or 20 
minutes each way. 

It was in 1917, in some respects the nadir of British fortunes 
in the war, that there fell on the jaded community a fresh bomb
shell—the publication of The Loom of Youth. The author, Alec 
Waugh, had left the school only two years before and was now in 
the army. His father, Arthur Waugh, has left this account of the 
book's genesis: "Just after Christmas 1915 he began The Loom 
of Youth, writing it on any odd sheets of paper which he could 
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collect in the hut of the Y . M . C . A . at Berkhamsted, and sending 
me the pages to read, morning after morning, between breakfast 
time and the next parade. He wrote the book with the conviction 
of a man who has had a task set before him, and he carried the 
task through within a period of six weeks. It was a genuine tour 
de force, done against time." The book runs to over 300 pages; 
written by a boy of 17 in the odd spare moments of army life (never 
conducive to literary activity) it remains something of an achieve
ment. The speed of its production alone would explain any little 
inconsistencies8; the wonder is that from a literary point of view 
the work is as well finished as it is. 

The M S . was refused by several publishers and more or less 
pigeon-holed when a chance meeting led to its publication. Arthur 
Waugh (O.S. and himself a publisher) had at first been dubious about 
the whole thing, but when the book was accepted felt unable to 
stand in the way of his son's success and merely urged him to tone 
it down; this was not done. Immediately the book caused a furore, 
with letters to the Press and all the sort of publicity which the 
Sherborne authorities would have wished to avoid, since the identity 
of "Fernhurst" was, of course, hardly for a moment in doubt. The 
book, states its preface, represented an attempt to show things as 
they are after the "ignominy of Farrar and the calculated falsity of 
Talbot Baines Reed." Its author (by this time inconveniently in 
France) claimed that it was never intended as an attack on his old 
school; this may well have been so, but the work, one of the first of 
the realistic public school novels, proved a tough morsel to digest 
and there was much indignation among Shirburnians, because 
certain characters were overdrawn and because it was felt that the 
book pictured the ideas of an unusual clique in one house only and 
was in no way representative of the school as a whole. Behind all this 
there was apprehension as to what the results were going to be. 
Sherborne had suffered far too much within living memory from the 
wrong sort of publicity to wish for any repetition. The letters from 
the school to both father and son (for it was felt that Arthur Waugh 
should never have allowed his son to publish) are fu l l of heart
broken recrimination; at the same time some of the foremost 
literary men of the day were writing to give the book unstinted 
praise. But with the passage of time all the agitation subsided, the 
author presented the M S . to the school in 1965, and The Loom 
of Youth is now probably regarded more with interest and even pride 
than any other sentiment. There have since been many more racy 
imitations dealing with other schools 9 and the author himself has 

8. One of the most obvious in the opening pages, Derbyshire reached from Waterloo, 
was actually due to a last-minute publisher's alteration in case of possible libel. 

9. But how many schools have been the subject of a book, a play and a film? By 1948, 
with The. Guinea Pig (by W. Chetham-Strode, O.S.), Sherborne could make this surely unique 
claim. M.G.M.'s elaborate "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" (1969) was indubitably at the school, but not 
primarily about it. 
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made Sherborne the background of at least one other novel. But 
compared with the effect produced by the pioneer work all such 
have created comparatively little impression. 

It is perhaps significant that just at this period within the 
school itself there was a literary outburst which took the form of 
three ephemeral rivals to The Shirburnian. These were The Critic 
(associated with Harper House), an imitation from School House 
The Criterion, and The Evergreen, continuing The Wilsonian of 
earlier times. The first-named ran for some seven numbers between 
1915 and 1918 and contained poetry, burlesque and much trenchant 
satire directed against its staid official rival; in. point of fact The 
Critic did actually anticipate the much more catholic and interesting 
flavour cultivated by The Shirburnian of twenty years later. House 
magazines, some of quite long standing, still appear. But these are 
merely duplicated and less elaborate productions altogether. 

News of the' Armistice reached the school about mid-day on 
November 11th. It is recorded that the,National Anthem was 
spontaneously sung in the Courts, followed by a Te Deum in 
Chapel; a 'two-day holiday was given devoted to more light-
hearted forms of rejoicing. "Few will forget the frolics of that 
afternoon, on November 17th 1918 when an enterprising Master 
borrowed a large policeman's uniform and solemnly arrested the 

, Bursar on some trumped up' charge." One thousand one hundred 
and fifty-seven Shirburnians in all had served in the war. 1 0 Two of 
these had won the V . C . , C. E. Hudson and E. Bamford; there were 
58 D.S.O.'s, 76 M.C. ' s , 137 mentions in dispatches and 101 other 
decorations, British and foreign. Lives lost amounted to 221, 
approximately equivalent to the whole strength of the school in 
1914—a ratio fairly consistently maintained throughout the country. 

With the cessation of hostilities there opened up the prospect 
of various developments which had necessarily been in abeyance. 
The first need was clearly a War Memorial ; a new gymnasium 
had been suggested, and perhaps more worthily, the present Gate 
Tower with the names of the fallen inscribed in the archway after 
the fashion of the Menin Gate. But the crying need was for an en
largement of the .Chapel, as congestion was now so great that 
junior boys had to attend an overflow service on Sundays in the 
Big School—a thing calculated entirely to ruin the ethos of a service. 
Eventually the memorial extension was built at the west end of the 
Chapel in 1920-22, which was not only a fitting monument, but also 
large enough to supply for twenty years the much-needed extra 
seatings. 

10. Many years later—in Nowell Smith's obituary actually—it was written;—"Practically 
every wounded boy in that First War had a letter from him (and there were hundreds) when he 
was nearly worked to death anyway." 
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Diagonal dressing untidy; inferior to later standards. 

Note absence of Tower and Medlycott Block. 
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VISIT O F T H E PRINCE O F WALES, 19th J U L Y 1923 
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Congestion on the boarding side was relieved by the addition 
of Westcott House, not for long to remain at the small total of ten 
boys with which it started, and soon, much enlarged, to become 
school property by the generous gift of its first housemaster, To the 
generation that for a quarter of a century has endured creeping 
inflation it may be of interest that, in 1921, school fees were raised 
60 % at one go. This was no doubt a heavy burden, but at the parti
cular moment was like an infusion of new blood. Salaries and 
pensions, hitherto admittedly inadequate, were improved and funds 
were available for a much overdue building programme. The return 
of normal conditions enabled Commemoration in 1919 to be extended 
for the first time to a two-day festival; 1 1 likewise was instituted the 
Carol Service which remains one of the features of the Sherborne 
musical year. 1 2 

It was a characteristic of the headmaster that, while having a 
proper reverence for the past, he could always look also to the 
future, and to the end of his time, despite difficulties caused by an 
unusually large number of staff changes, he was a bold and far-
sighted experimenter in curriculum matters—a self styled 'intellectual 
gadfly'. He introduced the study of Hellenics (albeit at the expense 
of German) and reorganised the teaching of English, Divinity and 
History throughout the school, creating in 1922 a Sixth Form of 
specialists in the latter. 

The connection of the school with Sherborne House, Southwark, 
dated from the immediate post-war period. Since 1898 a certain 
amount of social work in connection with a boys' club had been 
done in Portsea—the original liaison having been established 
through the curate of the parish, the Rev. "E. J. Nelson, an O.S. 
and direct descendant of the great admiral. But in 1921 Colonel 
L . W. Bennett, another old boy, appealed for the school's help in 
running the Sherborne company of the 1st Cadet Battalion, the 
London Regiment, "The Queen's." That a school should have 
some such association is desirable, for there will always be-a per
centage of boys who can give and gain thereby. But distance has 
its disadvantages, for direct contact between the two sets of boys is 
hard to arrange, except on such occasions as the Whitsun visit of 
a party of cadets to the school, or attendances by Shirburnians at 
the cadets' summer training camps or annual entertainments. On 
the other hand London is the best recruiting ground for O.S.S. 

11. To fill out the programme the annual inspection of the O.T.C. was arranged to coincide. 
But social occasions and military efficiency hardly blend; nor was the Upper ideal for displays 
of tactical craftiness. The two were dissociated in 1937. 

12. First given twice over in the Chapel in the now traditional form of carols interspersed 
with lessons; it appears that this form of service was not then common in the country and that 
Sherborne may have been the first or amongst the first to use it. 

It was soon transferred to the Abbey where (with the exception of one or two unhappy years 
in the Big School during the early 1930s) it has since remained—providing in 1947 the occasion 
for the school's first broadcast. 
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to take commissions in the cadet battalion and a high percentage 
of the officers since 1921 have in effect been Shirburnians. In 1955 
the club was affiliated to the Marines and at the same time moved 
to vastly superior quarters in nearby Bermondsey. Despite enormous 
social changes the connection with the school has continued on 
more or less traditional lines. 

Mention has been made of the enterprise of the science masters 
of the 70s in demonstrating the latest inventions of their day. None 
the less the school had no telephone before 1910, when contact with 
the outside world was first established via the headmaster, and it is 
curious to reflect that this single line sufficed for over ten years—the 
houses generally not being connected till 1922. Likewise it was only 
in 1923 that electric light was installed. The papers make quaint 
reading in these nationalised days. Several companies competed and 
the school very nearly had its own generator; it was to help the town 
that the choice ultimately was for the public supply. A n immediate 
by-product was the school's first showing of films—a performance 
laid on with what now seem fantastic preparations and precautions; 
however an observer could comment, "The Scholars were delighted 
with the Films and kept in roars of laughter throughout the per
formance." 

On 19th July in this same year the school was honoured by a 
visit f rom the then Prince of Wales. Like his mother fifteen years 
before him he made his entrance from the north door of the Abbey 
and passed through the main gate between two ranks of cheering 
boys; his short stay in the town also included a brief appearance 
at the Girls ' School and a game of polo on the Blackmore Vale 
ground. 

By 1926 Nowell Smith had been at Sherborne for seventeen 
years and had seen the numbers doubled with enormous accessions 
to the buildings. But such achievements, facile though they may 
appear in retrospect, can only be the result of unremitting effort, 
and the strain was beginning to tell. The headmaster took leave 
of absence for half the autumn term of 1926, but this not proving 
sufficient he offered his resignation as from Christmas 1927. He 
was but 56, yet his retirement was probably a good instance of a 
timely withdrawal with his reputation still at its zenith. Nowell 
Smith combined the taste and discrimination of a scholar with 
considerable powers of organisation and the gift of getting the 
best out of those with whom he came in contact. A strong supporter 
of the chapel services, he was himself a thoughtful, though not 
eloquent, preacher.1 3 In his day a competent athlete, he tended 
at Sherborne to give games second place, but never wavered in his 

[3. Members One of Another, a collection of his sermons, is the sole such publication from 
the pen of a Sherborne headmaster. 
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devotion to culture, especially art and music. He persisted, moreover, 
in a preference for quality of personnel rather than quantity, which 
brought its reward in a very characteristic spirit and atmosphere in 
the school during the post-first war period. "Certainly, of all the 
servants of the school," writes an O.S., "Chief was the most active. 
In retrospect, I associate one master with this activity and another 
with that, but Chief is connected with nearly a l l . " His attainments 
were widely recognised and more than once he could have moved to 
another headmastership, but he preferred to remain and carry 
through a singularly brilliant epoch in the school's history which, 
perhaps for the first time, won it a national reputation; his personal 
memorial is but a modest wing of the Sanatorium, but "si monu-
mentum requiris, circumspice." 

There are strong points of similarity between the succession 
of Penrose to Lyon and some eighty years later of Charles Lovell 
Fletcher Boughey to Nowell Smith. The second of each pair had 
taken charge of a school of ancient repute and high potentiality, 
but at a period of quiescence; each had succeeded in raising it in 
numbers and popular esteem. The others took over a flourishing 
institution, but had the shadow of their predecessor behind them; 
such a situation needs men of heroic mould, and both owing to 
causes largely out of their control were forced to relinquish their 
posts after a comparatively short tenure. 

Boughey came to Sherborne in 1928 from Marlborough with a 
great reputation as a successful housemaster; like Cutler before him 
he had seen active service in war and been wounded. For his first 
Commemoration he made the generous gesture of asking his pre
decessor to present the prizes, thereby giving him a better send off 
than had been possible seven months before. Though Boughey's 
stay was brief, he left his mark on the place with several important 
developments. In 1929 the first Bursar was appointed (though to 
begin with he taught some mathematics as well). For half a century 
hitherto the school accountancy had always been done by a master 
working part time; the change was but an indication of the growing 
complexity of the financial and administrative structure. In the same 
year the Green was bought and presented to the school by Lord 
Iliffe who had had two boys in the house. Abbey House and Harper 
House also became Governors' property in 1931, the housemaster 
in the latter case contributing largely to the cost; with this, despite 
the hard times, school ownership of the boarding houses was 
completed. 

Entirely new accommodation was provided in the shape of 
Elmdene, opened as a waiting house the same year; this has since 
proved of great value in relieving pressure when numbers have been 
swollen. There are also arguments in favour of small boys starting 
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public school life in a more domestic atmosphere than that found in 
a large house, though the system has its critics as well. 

To the new headmaster, (for he was always a keen encourager 
of boys' leisure time occupations—especially acting), 1 4 was due the 
remission of " H a l l " on Saturday evenings, a change that has done 
a good deal to transform the Sherborne week, probably without 
harming the work to any appreciable extent. He introduced too in 
1928 that still much cherished institution, the Ascension Day holiday. 
A n d f rom 1930 dates the establishment of the modern language side; 
up till then it had not been possible for a boy to concentrate entirely 
on French and German. More ephemeral than these changes were 
the meets of the Blackmore Vale Hunt in the Courts which were 
introduced as an annual feature in 1929; they have since been dis
continued. 

The early thirties were very difficult times for public schools 
owing to the world slump, and Boughey's principal contribution 
to the well-being of Sherborne was without question the unceasing 
personal effort by which he, backed by the other housemasters, 
enabled the school to weather the storm and keep its numbers up. 
For one particularly critical year there was put forward at his 
instigation a fees relief scheme, maintained by contributions from 
the staff and in large measure from himself. The headmaster believed, 
too, that a school's duty does not cease with boys and their parents, 
but that it extends to the town in which it is situated; 1 5 nor could 
any man have been a more loyal friend of the humbler employees of 
the school. 

As a housemaster Boughey's geniality and sympathy acquired 
him an immense popularity with his own boys; to the school in 
general he was a figure that commanded respect—his sermons, 
brief though they were, could be memorable. Yet all the time 
the headmaster was facing very grave difficulties. A natural 
shyness could give an impression of self-esteem and indifference to 
school affairs that had perhaps no great foundation in fact; he had, 
too, his own ideas of the part that old boys should play in dictating 
school policy and ultimately withdrew his support from the O.S. 
Society. Above all, a very conscientious worker, he had to fight 
against an i l l health that was largely the result of war service and he 
found it increasingly hard to make the public appearances or even 
to provide the constant private accessibility which a headmaster's 
position inevitably demands. He resigned in July 1933 and died the 
next year. 

14. His production in 1931 of a comic opera "The Headmistress" of which he himself had 
written the libretto made minor history. 

15. For the Census of 1931 he was prepared to alter the dates of the terms in order that the 
school might be in residence on the critical day and that the consequent benefits of having larger 
numbers might accrue to the town. 
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Very unusually there was an interregnum of two terms before 
the arrival of his successor; during this time the senior master, 
W. J. Bensly, took the place of acting-headmaster.10 One event 
only of this period, which excited considerable local interest, 
deserves a record. On 23rd January, 1934, Wolsey's great bell, 
weighing 2\ tons, which the Cardinal had had made in Tournai 
and presented to the Abbey, arrived back by rail from London after 
extensive repairs, and a large party of boys dragged it up the Digby 
Road and into the nave. It had last been recast in 1866 and on 
that occasion, too, the school assisted its return, for we read that 
the boys then dragged it round the town with horses before hoisting 
it into position. Something has been said elsewhere about the bells 
and their proximity to the school; such willing help is not without 
its ironical side. 

It was a remarkable coincidence that on the same day at exactly 
the same hour in the afternoon a set of bells from Tournai was on 
its way to Ypres to replace those damaged in the war. 

16. The last prominent contribution, but not the chief one, of a great Shirburnian to his old 
school; his memory is preserved in the room named after him in 1952. 



C H A P T E R X X 

T H R O U G H WAR TO QTJATERCENTENARY 
Memor peracti temporis 
Quo juniores viximus 
Sub rege dilectissimo. 

From a book of versions by a former Sherborne master. 

TH E advent of Alexander Ross Wallace as headmaster in 1934 
was remarkable in that, for the first time since Sherborne had 
become a recognised public school, the man at the helm (who 

incidentally was asked to stand) had had previous experience of such 
a post—his predecessors having either come direct from the university 
or from housemasterships elsewhere. But Wallace had been a head
master twice before, at a preparatory school and at Blundell's, in 
addition to previous experience in the I.C.S. and the Army. His 
reign falls naturally into three periods—before, during and after the 
war. 

The five years before 1939 were marked by a slight, but steady 
growth of numbers in spite of adverse external conditions; this 
led indirectly to a delegation of functions and the division of the 
superintendence of various school activities. Amongst the new 
headmaster's earliest changes was the appointment of departmental 
heads for every branch of the work and also the allocation of 
responsibility for each school game to individual masters. 

[n 1936 an appeal to O.S.S. on behalf of the Buildings and 
Equipment Fund proved very successful, bringing in between 
£5,000 and £6,000; this was spent more in improving the amenities 
of the boarding houses than in major extensions of the school 
buildings. But of the latter there were a few, a wing to the north 
of the Sanatorium comprising four private wards and a much-
needed convalescent room, a metal workshop, geography room and 
a first proper squash court. A t the same time A . H . T. Ross privately 
presented a biology laboratory, a fine room with excellent equipment1. 
A l l these additions to the fabric were completed and in use 
by about 1937—in the event just in time, for during subsequent 
years building was impossible. 

For a school whose origins were monastic an appropriate link 
was established with the Franciscan community at Batcombe. 
Starting with parties in 1937-38 which helped to construct a swim-

1. The foundation of the medical side proper dates from 1938. Other curriculum develop
ments were music and art lectures started in 1937 and the creation of the Upper Sixth in 1942, 
designed to bring the ablest boys in the different groups in the school into more frequent contact 
with one another. Also worth mention is the publication in 1938 of the first enlarged "literary" 
number of The Shirburnian. 

214 
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ming bath, a lasting association was formed of week-end visits to 
the monastery which has given great pleasure on both sides. 

In an uneasy period of international breakdown there was an 
opposite trend at Sherborne. Teams of young Canadian cricketers 
and German swimmers2 were both entertained in 1935. The next 
year saw the first American exchange scholar spending his three 
terms in the School House. 3 Less happy is the recollection of a 
young German graduate who taught intermittently at the school 
between 1936 and 1939, in which latter year he was interned and 
later found to be a confirmed Nazi . 

In September 1938 the headmaster took orders—as far as is 
known the first to do so while actually holding office; his admission 
to the priesthood a year later in the School Chapel was without 
question the first time that this service had been heard within its 
walls. Not but what other new and unprecedented things were 
taking place in Sherborne at this time, for with the war three weeks 
old the school (or some of it) had already reassembled ten days 
early 4 and was now busily engaged on blackout construction and 
trench digging round the Upper and Lower; this, for the benefit of 
the Abbey School, if far more practical than that of 1914, was less 
popular. Once settled in under the new conditions, however, the 
community was but little affected by the war for the last term of 
1939 and the first of 1940 (save for Sunday Evensong at 3.30).5 A 
battalion of the Grenadiers, commanded by an O.S., the first regi
ment stationed in the town, afforded opportunity for some pleasant 
contacts. Their successors, of the Queen's Regiment, borrowed 
school instruments to supplement their brass band; these were 
shortly afterwards captured in France by the 105th German Division 
and have as yet not been recovered. A silver bugle (presented by 
the borrowers in lieu) now reposes in the Armoury. 

On Sunday, 19th May, 1940, at the blackest period of the 
Flanders campaign, the K .O.S .B . beat Retreat on the Upper, a 
pretty spectacle at odd variance with what was happening elsewhere. 
After Dunkirk the war made its impact first really felt on the school. 
Some boys left to go abroad—about a score, mostly those with 

2. Lined up along the edge of the bath, they gave a solemn "Heil, Hitler," a performance 
received by the spectators with commendable gravity. Swimming contests were not the end of 
the tale; a member of the team answered a barrage of questions from the History Sixth on the 
scope and intention of Nazi Germany's aspirations. 

3. Since then, except for the war years, there has usually been one American in the school— 
a sound association, cemented by staff exchanges, various return visits and those of Sherborne 
headmasters in 1949 and 1969. 

4. On the first Sunday of the war word came to prepare beds for seventy expectant mothers, 
which was actually done in the School House; the train went astray and the visitors never arrived. 
But in times of such hasty staff work it was well to remember that possession is nine points of the 
law. 

5. Blacking out the Chapel presented insoluble problems and was never attempted. But 
compensation for the splitting of a winter afternoon was found perhaps in the early services by 
candle light which had an impressiveness all of their own. 
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Indian connections; nor was it very long before sirens and bombs 
in the near neighbourhood began to raise the question of how 
much work could be done with long night alerts and frequent 
daytime interruptions. 6 However, an elaborate A . R . P . system 
had been worked out long before and the essentials of shelter 
construction finished in M a y ; this provided a basis to work on 
which could be modified in the light of everchanging experience. 
In point of fact it was foiind possible to give up SLich things as late 
mornings after interrupted nights' and taking all in all school routine 
suffered extraordinarily little. The summer term of 1940 ended 
with an L . D . V . platoon (better equipped than many open units) 
practising bayonet fighting, 8 gangs of boys filling Molotoff cocktails 
in the laboratories, and cricket played amidst a forest of goal posts 
to prevent the landing of hostile aircraft. 

Though Sherborne had been declared to be in the coastal 
defence area by a few hundred yards, the locality was considered 
safer than many others and the houses were kept open during the 
summer holidays for those who wished to use them; the occasion 
was made the opportunity for a type of embryo harvest camp, an 
occupation to become familiar enough in later years. Farming 
had already started in M a y 1940, raising what proved to be one 
of the major domestic problems of the war—to hit the proper 
balance between on the one hand necessary but unattractive forms 
of national service, which i f carried to excess would certainly have 
affected the morale of the community, and on the other the tradi
tional but far less immediately productive games programme. On 
the whole a fair compromise was reached. 1942 was the peak year 
when mass parties put in some 13,000 hours, largely at weeding; 
thereafter more specialised work and less of it was done during the 
term, reserving greater energies for the holidays. From 1943 onwards 
large camps were held for several years all over the west country, in 
Cornwall, Somerset, Dorset and Wilts. 

September 1940 found the Luftwaffe still very active, so much 
so that for the first time in its history the J .T.C. (renamed in that 
year) had A . A . sentries on the field in case any lone raider should 
arrive unheralded by siren. On Monday, September 30th, at 4.40 

6. For some time a hundred School House boys did "Hall" and slept in cellars that might 
reasonably have accommodated twenty. The work seemed no worse than usual and health was 
never better. 

7. It was Double Summer Time, not fatigue, that led to the unlamented loss of early morning 
school. Mention may perhaps be made here of another wartime casualty, the School House song 
"The Football Jersey"—banned lest it aid hostile aircraft! This unique curiosity has never been 
revived; but fortunately there is now a good account of it on permanent record. (Shirburnian Mid
summer 1955) 

8. Unsheathed in anger but the once, "the false alarm when the Home Guard turned out 
ruther white in the face but very plucky and determined . . . . two of the toughest, thinking it 
was a genuine invasion proceeding up Long Street with fixed bayonets 'looking for Huns, sir,' 
after 11 p.m.!" 



T H E BIG SCHOOL A N D C H A P E L F R O M T H E N O R T H WEST, c. 1907 
The original Big School windows were blown out in 1940 and the railings removed for munitions 

in 1941. 
View taken from the upper part of the Old Mill Buildings. 



" T H E THIRD" 1863 
Left to right, standing.—E. H . Fenn, Thomas, T. S. Stevens, G. R. Kendle, W. B. de Winton, 
N . W. J. Mant, Day. C. H. Tamplin. 
Seated.—R. G . Wood, P. W. R. Peck, J. C. Hudson, E. G. Bennet, F. Davis, L. Johnson. 
On ground.—C. A. Doyne, C. E. Rodd. 
Hats include high toppers, fez and straws with plain ribbon and stripes—horizontal and spiral. 
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S U N D A Y TOP HATS, c. 1907 
Abolished 1910. 
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A L E X A N D E R ROSS W A L L A C E 
Headmaster, 1934 - 1950 



A.R.P. 
"It is a very beautiful spot, the Va Green."—The Loom of Youth 
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"DIGGING FOR VICTORY" 
Autumn 1939 

Site later occupied by Abbot's Acre. In the background the Yeatman Hospital. 



EVENING H A L L IN T H E SCHOOL HOUSE SHELTER 
Autumn, 1940 

C R I C K E T AMIDST GOALPOSTS O N C A R E Y ' S 
Summer 1940 to foil enemy aircraft. 
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A B B E Y R O A D 
Two photos taken the day after the raid of 30th September, 1940. 



Herbert* Weymouth 
VISIT O F T H E K I N G A N D Q U E E N , 1st J U N E 1950 

Bristol Evening World 
C O M M E M O R A T I O N , 10th J U N E , 1950 

Left to right.—The Bishop of Moray (OS.), The Bishop of Salisbury, R. J. L . Kingsford (O.S.), 
The Duke of Somerset, The Archbishop of Canterbury, Canon Wallace. 



Harvey .Sherborne 
FINALE "SHERBORNE S T O R Y " 1950 
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p.m. during afternoon school Sherborne was heavily raided by a 
force of some 150 German planes which, turned away from Yeovil 
by fighters,3 dropped several hundred bombs, about 60 tons, in a 
straight line from Lenthay to Crackmore. Of this load—at the time 
considered a classic case of daylight bombing—the school fields 
received some half dozen (the Upper was out of action for the rest 
of the season) and various houses near misses, while not less than 
six more fell on the central precincts (one by the door of the Armoury, 
at least three in the Courts , 1 0 one behind the Old Music School and 
one just to the north-east of the School House). But no building 
got a direct hit, and despite some very narrow escapes there were no 
casualties. Considering what might have been, the damage was 
comparatively slight, apart from tiles, ceilings and windows in the 
Carrington Buildings and Big School; yet there was much temporary 
dislocation, for in addition to absence of water, gas and light, a 
suspected time bomb put nineteen classrooms of the twenty-seven 
out of action. The boys from Lyon House and Elmdene, similarly 
threatened, also had to be specially accommodated. It was fortunate 
it was a time when labour and materials were more plentiful than 
they afterwards became; all the essentials were quickly patched up 
and many hands made light work of filling craters and removing 
debris. 

But though normality was thus speedily restored, proximity to 
the coast inevitably raised the question of further raids and the 
advisability of removing the school lock stock and barrel. The 
existence of this momentous issue was probably not generally 
realised at the' time, but after much discussion it was decided to 
stay and chance it. Any move at that period would have had to 
be to inferior quarters and would have had a devastating effect on 
numbers. The decision proved to be the right one. True, aerial 
activity was to continue on and off till the end of the war; once a 
false gas alarm caused a morning's flutter and the proposal to 
construct an aerodrome just outside the town was a matter of more 
lasting local concern. 1 1 The incendiary raids, too, of 1941 neces
sitated the nuisance of fire watching in term and holidays alike 
(the school employed from this time the services of a night watch
man—an official unnecessary since the riots of the early 1830's), 

9. By a story-book coincidence under the command of an O.S., who subsequently wrote, 
"A few seconds after I had spotted them, I saw their bombs falling away from beneath their bellies. 
On looking down to see what the target was to my horror I saw the old school courts, which I 
knew so well. I could not see much of where the bombs fell, as I was too intent on what was going 
on around me. I did, however, see in one instant a great deal of smoke round the old buildings 
and knew there must be some hits, and damage, and probably casualties." 

10. It could have occurred to no one on that day that 29 years later a German television 
team would welcome the chance to film a ceremonial parade of the C.C.F. on the identical spot. 

11. An official plane containing the respective heads of the school, Preparatory School and 
Girls' School, circled the district on a reconnaissance to prove that such a development would 
be quite inconspicuous from above. Indeed, the auxiliary landing ground that did eventually 
appear proved no attraction to the enemy. 
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but the Luftwaffe was never again to be a serious threat. 1 2 Such 
assaults as were made were less obvious and more insidious. Requests 
by more than one other school to share the premises had perforce 
to be refused owing to complete lack of accommodation. A plan 
of the Ministry of Health to step in right at the beginning of the war 
has already been mentioned; another crisis was caused later by the 
Admiralty's proposal to convert the whole school into a naval 
training establishment. Prompt action and appropriate representa
tions in each case averted the risk—a course justified by the many 
cases of requisitioning proved subsequently to be reckless. 

For the remainder of the war Sherborne was but a microcosm 
of the'country as a whole and not much need be recorded. Even 
with nearly a third of the regular masters in the forces, over a period 
of years a temporary staff ceased to appear so, and the traditional 
pattern of life continued much as usual; completeness demands 
a mention of such changes as there were, not a sense of their im
portance. Warship weeks, savings, domestic work and the like were 
all regular features of the time. Railings from the precincts and 
books from the Library were removed wholesale as scrap; 1941 saw 
the constitution of an A . T . C . 1 3 and the handing over of the Tuck-
shop 1 4 to the town for use as a British Restaurant. Economy and 
shortage of coupons were soon to dictate a departure from traditi
onal uniform; without going so far as some schools Sherborne may 
be said to have gone far enough. Grey trousers for cricket, ordained 
in 1941, were reasonable; less so the sports coats and polo jumpers 
soon to follow, which represented more the youthful desire for gay 
plumage and trouble saving than any husbanding of the country's 
resources.1 5 The high crowned variety of straw hat, which was 
latterly all that the industry could produce (again without any 
apparent saving of material) was, especially when circled with a 
narrow economy hatband, a thing quite literally of crowning horror. 

12. "Objects," as the newspapers of the period called them, did indeed drop from time 
to time. But those that were lethal were British, cartridge cases in the Courts from a dog fight 
and a vicious little anti-aircraft bomb in the School House garden, which fortunately did not 
go off. The sole further German contributions were minute portions of a plane which, exploding 
in the air above Poyntington, scattered its fragments all over the playing fields, and some anti-
radar strips which fell on the Sixth Form Green towards the end of the war. It is not without 
interest also to record that in May 1941 two boys from the School House captured a German 
pilot who had baled out from his blazing plane. 

13. In view of Air Ministry red tape and delay its officers at first held only a "headmaster's 
commission." 

With the addition in 1942 of a S.C.C. Sherborne for a period shared with one other school 
the distinction of having all three corps at the one time, J.T.C., A . T . C . and S.C.C. The A . T . C . 
did not long survive the end of the war and was disbanded in 1946, (only to reappear in 1955). 

14. Substitute premises in a classroom proved adequate for what could be provided. Luxuries 
disappear first in wartime; no one went hungry, but it is a fact that raw carrots and potatoes 
(outsize) were on sale at Id. a time. 

15. Battle dress for the J.T.C. was issued in 1942. This, a necessity for the troops, was a 
luxury for schools; but at times service departments are the reverse of niggardly. In contrast, 
rubber being virtually unobtainable, a set of communal plimsolls did duty in the Gym throughout 
the war, and (til! they fell to pieces) for a year or two afterwards. 
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Yet after the war not even these were to be available and the school 
went hatless until 1950. 

In 1944 (as in 1803) with the military situation critical, there 
was no ceremonial Commemoration, but soon thereafter the war 
moved further away from England. V - E Day, less unexpected and 
therefore more of an anti-climax than its counterpart in 1918, was 
celebrated quietly, though history was made in the arrangement of 
a dance with some members of the Girls ' School a few days later, 
a thing that perhaps would not have been possible thirty years before. 

By the end of the war the roll of service included some 2,000 
names of O.S.S., of whom one, J. H . Grayburn, had won a posthu
mous V . C . , 38 the D.S.O. and 81 the M . C . ; there were 142 mentions 
in despatches and 212 other decorations, British and foreign. Two 
hundred and forty-two names of casualties were incised on the walls 
of the Antechapel beside those of the 1914 war. The form of their 
final memorial was determined—a much needed enlargement of the 
Big School—and the funds largely raised; only the licence to build 
was eleven years ahead in the future. 

The period after the war was one of considerable change, not 
only with the return of the regular staff and the switchover to peace 
conditions, but with the long discussed centralisation of house 
accountancy and the increased measure of general control by the 
Governing Body therein implied. If housemasters lost some of their 
independence and perhaps part of their income, freedom from bills 
and fees collection was a huge compensation; and no more was 
heard of the old problem—how a housemaster may do his absolute 
best for a boy whose father owes him considerable sums of money. 
The introduction too in 1947 on a small scale of state bursars was an 
innovation with considerable possibilities and worked very success
fully; its phasing out after only some half a dozen years was due solely 
to the cost of the places which fell too heavily on the county authority. 

The visit of Boulting Brothers and their company in May 1948 
to take scenes in the school buildings elicited the astonishing fact 
that even in perfect weather, with not a minute lost through dull 
skies, it takes a fortnight to make about a quarter of an hour's film, 
and may have served to convince any stage-struck members of the 
community that picture-making on location is extremely hard work 
quite lacking in romance. The resulting production "The Guinea 
P ig" was later viewed privately by the school at the local cinema 
with a professional interest not untinged with cynicism. 

On the domestic plane may be briefly mentioned considerable 
musical activity 1 6 and the "New Venture" (backed by the Pilgrim 

16. Since (947 a major choral work has been done each Easter term in the Abbey, a Concert 
Club founded to give opportunity to hear first-class professionals more often, while a Music 
Club, run by the boys themselves, stimulates amateur activity. 

The Carol Service was first broadcast in 1947. 
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Trust and very loyally supported by parents and O.S.S.). There 
was also the local survey undertaken for the Ministry of Town and 
Country Planning, and the technical additions to the curriculum of 
1948, together with the stimulus given to military ceremonial—a 
great deal more important than perhaps appears at first sight—by 
the constitution of the Dr i l l Squad and full brass band in the J .T.C. 
(or by its third rechristening in 1948, the C.C.F.) . 

Post-war conditions allowed only one small piece of building, 
an addition to the Sanatorium annexe; yet this, with its convenient 
central out-patient department for the boys in place of town surgeries, 
continued the advance begun by the provision of the sanatorium 
itself some sixty years before. 

For the first term of 1949 Canon Wallace was absent in America. 
G . O'Hanlon emerged from retirement to act in his stead (and 
incidentally arranged for the school the short weekday Abbey Ser
vice, a welcome change which still survives). In July 1950 the head
master resigned to become Dean of Exeter, a logical result of the 
authority on religious matters that he had grown to wield in the 
Headmasters' Conference and elsewhere.1 7 

For sixteen years, one third of them during the greatly increased 
anxieties of wartime, he bore the school's burden on his shoulders 
(despite the offer of other and easier appointments) to the age of 59, 
older than any headmaster of the previous hundred years. Endowed 
with great personality and possessing in large measure the indefinable 
quality of inspiring confidence, he would meet every difficulty, large 
or small, with unfailing resource, and there could have been few 
who did not feel the better after a frank and helpful discussion of 
any problem in hand. 

Finding a great school, Wallace created a greater; not primarily 
in buildings—for conditions made that impossible (though the Big 
School enlargement of 1956 really belongs to his time)—but in esteem 
and numbers. The 555 boys he left on the rolls were at the time "a 
prodigious maximum" and as a natural corollary to the process of 
selection there was a new level of scholarship as public exams and 
lists of university awards showed. To a great period of progress the 
summer term of 1950 formed a fitting climax. Finis coronat opus. 

In M a y was broadcast "Portrait of a School," a complete 
programme devoted to Sherborne, devised with sympathy and 
understanding by an O . S . ; 1 8 there could hardly have been a better 
curtain raiser to the Royal Visit on June 1st. 

For this weeks of preparation had gone before and it only 
remained for the weather to be kind; a glorious day set the seal on 

17. His theological book of 1940 "Tlie Three Pillars'' gracefully commemorated in its title 
one of the most ancient and venerable parts of the school, the Norman undercroft. 

18. V. C. Clinton-Baddeley, who also wrote Sherborne Story. 
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the occasion. Heralded by peals of bells from the Abbey, at 12.30 
the King and Queen arrived at the main gate, to be greeted by a 
Royal Salute from a Guard of Honour. Entering the Courts, they 
were hailed by sustained cheering from the school drawn up in a 
line down to the School House Studies and from visitors on the 
Sixth Form Green. After a short pause in the School House they 
were escorted by prefects to a lunch with senior boys in the Big 
School. Coffee with the Governors in the School House Dining Hal l 
was followed by a visit to the Abbey. Emerging thence Their M a j 
esties passed up the drive towards the Library where the school was 
assembled on a large stand; here the headmaster's announcement of 
five days extra holiday by royal command was greeted by cheers even 
louder, i f possible, than those of the morning. When masters and 
their ladies had been presented at the foot of the Chapel steps, the 
royal party embarked on an extensive tour of the school. From this, 
visiting Westcott House en route, they drove to the fields where a 
match, School v. Masters, was in progress. After tea, served in a 
marquee, the K i n g and Queen finally made their way through groups 
of pupils of the various Sherborne schools to their cars in front of the 
pavilion, and so through the beflagged town back to the station. 
Other accounts of the occasion, fuller and more picturesque, are not 
lacking. Yet words alone, however eloquent, cannot do justice to the 
dignity and graciousness of the visitors. Only those lucky enough to 
be present experienced to the full one of the greatest of Sherborne's 
many days. 

Within a week, still in ideal weather, the school was celebrating 
its Quatercentenary in a festival based on the ordinary Commemora
tion, but with additional ceremony. Once again other pens have 
written more descriptive accounts, and mention can only be made 
here of a few special features. Floodlit Abbey, flower boxes and 
marquees, the grandstand packed time and again with audiences of 
"Sherborne Story," which brought to life for the first time some of 
the tales in this book, colourful and spectacular always and at its end 
profoundly moving. The Oratio ad Portas to the Archbishop of 
Canterbury on June 10th and his absorbing speech, and so for a 
mighty gathering through the fireworks to the Final Act. Few of the 
three or four thousand people gathered together near midnight 
beneath the starlit sky of that Saturday will forget the ceremony 
round the floodlit Chapel steps. 

A n d on that note it is best to end. If with the Quatercentenary 
was aroused a consciousness of Sherborne's long past and a realisa
tion of her present widespread unity, so the Bishop's blessing must 
have evoked many thoughts and resolutions for her future. 



CHAPTER X X I 

PRESENT DAY 
"Perpetua futuris temporibus duratura."—The School Charter. 

TH E new headmaster, Robert William Powell, had derived his 
main experience from fifteen years' association with Charter
house, five before the war, five in the Army, and five as house

master thereafter. He was elected in the Lent term of 1950;1 the 
spectacular events of that summer were yet to come, and by the 
autumn did not perhaps afford the easiest of wickets for a successor. 
However after a few months, with Powell ensconced in a private 
house of his own a little apart from the central precincts—the first 
headmaster since 1550 to reside outside them—changes began to be 
visible. One of the earliest was the passing of what might be called the 
Victorian Sunday with its up to five periods devoted to religious 
instruction or observance. Pruning of these meant a much more free 
weekend (perhaps too free, with the danger of boredom) subtly 
affecting the week days also, and it was judged a welcome 
improvement. 

In May 1951 the Board of Education undertook an inspection, 
which was long overdue (owing to the war, there had been none 
during the previous regime). This coincided with the reintroduction 
of early morning school (also a war casualty); the inspected no doubt 
drew some consolation from observing the inspectors following, 
during a bitterly cold spell, the same timetable as themselves. After 
20 years since their last visit H . M . Inspectors no doubt made various 
suggestions which were to lead to changes in administration, but 
not apparently such as to question early school which was to enjoy 
a second (and final?) life for 13 years more. 

In 1952 the school bought some 12 acres of land to the west of 
the playing fields, an inconspicuous transaction little noticed at the 
time (indeed it was to be ten years before the acquisition was in full 
use for games). The Spitzbergen expedition of that year (one master 
with five boys) was more generally remarked upon. This incidentally 
emphasised the sound foundations of the New Venture which had 
previously attained its zenith by reaching the Cairngorms. If over 
the years trie original name was gradually to die out, not so the 
achievements; by the end of the sixties expeditions had been made 
to the Atlas Mountains, the Western Desert and Arctic Norway, 

i . In one respect this occasion was curious. A rival candidate was some years later to work 
into a novel recognisable features of the election—an unusual, if not unique, feature in school 
fiction. 

222 
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destinations as practicable for pre-war generations as America was 
for the Elizabethans. 

On March 28th 1953 the school had its first T V presentation, a 
rather murky view of the Boat Race—put on, be it said, just as soon 
as the service covered the district. Later, on June 2nd, came the 
Coronation—for which many schools were given exeats. Sherborne 
was not (in contrast to lavish dispensations on royal occasions a 
hundred years or so before), but there was a day off to watch a 
technically much better picture in a record number of cells of 
viewers. 

Tn the holidays between these events the school won the Public 
School Sevens at the Old Deer Park, competing amongst a field of 
70, very likely the sporting event of a lifetime for Shirburnians there 
that day. A good side, good luck—and good support. The frenetic 
cheering, it was said, "must have been heard in Sherborne." 

In the summer of 1853 there had been held in the Courts "a 
monster Bazaar" to raise funds for the Abbey Organ. It was well 
attended—"so large an assemblage of fashionable visitors to the 
town not within living memory." To these incidentally were exhibited 
the plans of the Digby Buildings shortly to be realised. Exactly a 
century later on the same site an Abbey Fair was held to raise money 
to restore this same instrument—the whole organised by A . H . T. 
Ross, aided amongst others by a host of boys. The crowd was local 
and perhaps less self conscious than the "fashionable visitors". But 
no one can carp at £1,000 secured in one afternoon. This time no 
plans of future school buildings were on view; yet well they might 
have been. With a new prefabricated Armoury and range (ironical 
that one of the first major post-war additions should be military) 
together with considerable extensions to the labs, the big building 
programme was just getting under way. 

1955 saw the first O.S. Dinner in Sherborne for 105 years; 130 
were present, surpassing in a quiet unpublicised way the total at the 
Tercentenary; with the advantage of hindsight it is pleasant to record 
that the gathering took place at the Digby Hotel. (Six years later, 
1961 saw the first O.S. Dinner ever held on the premises). Commemo
ration 1955 provided, for those who noticed, a short but dramatic 
pause in the even flow of additions and extensions of the time. After 
many months, at 2 p.m. on the Friday the workmen finished the 
four new classrooms now known as Medlycott in memory of a 
distinguished Chairman; for some little time they remained watching 
the displays and colourful crowd in the Courts. They were next to be 
seen (by somewhat less festive spectators) on Monday morning 
methodically demolishing the south wall of the Big School—the first 
stage in the construction of the War Memorial. The Big School was 
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to be out of action for 15 months, more than the bombs had achieved; 
but the school and town are not lacking in other resources and things 
carried on without too much interruption. 

Initiated by the authorities and largely subscribed for in the 1940s 
and thus really belonging to that period, the Big School War Memo
rial Extension was opened with impressive ceremony by Brigadier 
C. E . Hudson, V . C . O.S. at noon on November 10th 1956. Many 
relatives of the boys who had lost their lives were present; a dedica
tion service for the school was conducted in the evening by the 
Bishop of Salisbury. 

This important addition inevitably had two meanings; for those 
who remembered the war and were directly affected, a tangible 
memorial after eleven years delay during which only the award of 
bursaries had been possible, and for the younger generation who 
hardly recollected the war, an assembly room and place for enter
tainments such as the school had never before possessed. Ideally 
perhaps the two might have been dissociated, but in practice the 
latter could not be debarred, as a concert within a week showed— 
incidentally revealing the new acoustics as excellent. Soon, surely 
largely inspired by the much improved facilities, a stream of plays, 
operettas and other spectacles was being produced, reaching a parti
cularly distinguished standard during the 1960s.2 Thus the Big School 
became "not a memorial alone, but also a means of carrying on 
those activities which had once been a part of the lives of those who 
had fallen." As they themselves would have wished. 

In 1957/8 (at that period the Oxbridge scholarship season 
extended throughout the winter) boys won twenty-one awards—a 
record for the school. A t about the same time the Industrial Trust 
gave the spacious labs in the garden opposite the former miniature 
range (in 1965/6 an upper storey was added and the whole named 
"The Alan Turing Laboratories" after a distinguished O.S.) 

Commemoration 1959 was honoured with the presence of Field 
Marshal Lord Montgomery who inspected a parade of a high order 
including the presentation to the corps of colours worked by ladies 
of the staff. 3 A t Speeches the next day (with Field Marshal Lord 
Harding also on the platform) the visitor, in terms which stick in the 
mind, gave warm praise to all concerned. Perhaps too Prologue's 
quip deserves to be.remembered:— 

"P.S. I hope it won't cause trouble, 
But are you Monty, or his double?" 

2. The site on the lawn to the east of the Library which served so well for outdoor productions 
in the immediate post war years thus fell out of favour; but Julius Caesar on the Va Green in 1960 
with a huge grandstand deserves brief mention. 

3. Of the band a journalist wrote "Viscount Montgomery of Alamein had to be convinced 
they were schoolboy musicians and not surreptitious imports from T.A. bands." 
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The Medlycott block of 1955 was sited so as to leave the original plan viable if required at some 
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W. H. Rendell, Yeovil 
T H E B A R G E Y A R D 

Both photos were taken early next morning. 



W. H. Rendell, Yeovil 
L O R D M O N T G O M E R Y 

Commemoration, 1959. 
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W. H. Rendell, Yeovil 
L O R D M O U N T B A T T E N 

Commemoration, 1964. 
Major M . R. G. Earls-Davis, O.S., appears in both photos. 
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By 1960 with growing pressure of numbers, talk of extra boarding 
accommodation was becoming commonplace and in that year 
Greenhill House, a fine mansion associated in one way or another 
with the school for centuries, became Governors' property; it is 
curious to reflect that their primary object was to secure the garden 
as the site for an eighth house. Plans changed and instead there was 
conversion of the mansion into flats and several much needed society 
rooms; the garden, once one of the beauty spots of Sherborne, 
remains parcelled and truncated, its future uncertain. 

Displays at Commemoration 1961 were held for the first time 
on Carey's, thus implementing a suggestion made many years before; 
perhaps it was the vastly superior parking facilities, mundane but 
practical consideration, that caused parents to be led to an area of 
the school (with its magnificent background) unfamiliar to many of 
them. 

"Digs", a very worthwhile school activity, started this year on a 
Roman site near Bradford Abbas, setting the fashion for a most 
rewarding series nearer home in the precincts of school and Abbey 
(1964—continuing). 

On 21st October 1961 Princess Marina, visiting the town on a 
mainly regimental occasion, yet found time to inspect the School 
House Dining Hal l , Library and Big School. 

The launching in 1962 of the "Twentieth Century Fund," an 
appeal for £175,000" to make the school "well found", was the largest 
such thing in the history of the place and proved highly successful; 
its results are visible for all to see.5 

On the night of Sat./Sun. 7/8 July 1962 Abbey House was very 
badly damaged by a fire of unknown origin, by far the most disas
trous in the records. Almost the whole of the top storey was destroyed 
and several fire brigades had to work for most of the night before 
the flames were finally mastered. The limelight of the press focussed 
on the inevitable "human interest" of two boys having to leave, not, 
of course, for starting the fire by interfering with electrical circuits 
(which was never proved), but for breaking bounds at night, a mis
demeanour instantly disclosed by the roll call. More important, that 
fire drill functioned perfectly with complete absence of panic and 

4. Appeals must always be slightly controversial; their justification is simple. Governors will 
axiomatically try to keep fees as low as possible; but inevitably at intervals reasonable development 
and modernisation are held up by lack of funds. There are two remedies; raise the fees—which hits 
everyone, or issue an appeal—which affects only those able and willing to subscribe. 

5. Sandwiched between the headlines of-1962 two small paragraphs deserve their place. 
Over the centuries the school has built up a debt to the Abbey, which fabricwise can never be fuily 
repaid. But during the installation of heating in the latter, the Chapel was licensed for marriages 
and for the first time so used. 

At House Supper weekend, a youthful O.S. railway employee, furnished with a footplate pass, 
is said to have driven the school train some distance on its way. A refreshing variant on the sports 
car. 
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that, when day broke, the boys of the house worked to the point of 
exhaustion to clear up; so that with improvisation and help remini
scent of wartime days the house was once more operational in 16 
hours. Complete restoration was, of course, a much longer business 
and it was the next year before every boy was back in his customary 
study and bed once more. 

The early part of 1963 was marked by the most severe and pro
longed frost within memory. Suffice to say that as the weeks passed 
by even winter sports (with their traditionally popular social contacts) 
palled and an extra full school day was put on; but learning, at any 
rate for the mass, encountered a surprisingly speedy saturation 
point. The year ended with the introduction (or rather reintroduction 
after 76 years) of the Michaelmas half term holiday. Originally 
designed to save expense, it turned out a notably popular innovation; 
for once everyone was pleased (except perhaps local hoteliers). 

As 1959 had seen Lord Montgomery at Sherborne, so 1964 
welcomed Admiral of the Fleet Lord Mountbatten. After the Troop
ing of the Colour, the inspecting officer in a forceful speech described 
it as "unquestionably and undoubtedly the best cadet parade I have 
seen." 

Two years previously unexpected rises in the estimates for build
ing a new house in Greenhill garden had coincided with the equally 
unexpected chance of securing the Digby Hotel on very reasonable 
terms and the Governors clinched the better bargain forthwith. 
This third and largest conversion of an hotel to school use provided 
ready made headlines for the journalists, and knowledge of "Sher
borne's three-star hotel" was probably more widely spread at its 
demise than at any other time. Extensive alterations and additions 
followed (made possible by the 20th Century Fund) of which the 
most important were a residence for the housemaster on the S.W. 
and a range of boys' studies on the N . E . ; some trouble with the 
foundations here served to remind that the whole area is a plateau 
of made ground. 

The recruitment of the new house, mainly by transfers so that 
from the first it could be a complete 13 to 18 entity, was directed by 
the headmaster with great care and skill. "The Digby" (as it was to 
be called, after much discussion of other names) was brought into 
use in September 1964 and given an official ceremonial opening by 
Lord Boyd O.S. on October 10th. Most appropriately, in this same 
term the school first attained the total of 600. 

School naturalists, a sizable body, if not quite of Victorian pro
portions, received a notable bonus in the summer of 1965 when they 
were entrusted with the maintenance of Holway Woods (more 
familiarly now "The School Wood") some two miles north of the 
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town. Fencing, afforestation and surveys of plants, mammals, birds 
and insects were all made possible in particularly attractive sur
roundings. 

The three modern language classrooms in the School House 
garden were built in one day during the Easter holidays of 1966; a 
pity the school was not present to witness and profit from so remark
able an example of productivity. 

In the autumn H . M . Inspectors paid a second visit to the school; 
this, falling fifteen years after the first and towards the end of Powell's 
reign, would obviously represent a judgement on the whole. Their 
confidential findings were gratifying and in no way insistent on the 
need for many major changes. One however was manifest and 
immediate, the disappearance (after 51 years) of daily P . T . 6 

About this time were beginning the very important discoveries 
in the old room to the south of the Lower Library (to be formally 
opened as the Beckett Room in 1968); with these, more fully des
cribed elsewhere, Sherborne joined the very -few schools able to 
boast of Saxon remains. 

In May 1967 (53 years almost to the day after the last occasion) 
the school entertained the Public School Lodges at their Masonic 
Festival, the boys' function this time being limited to that of guides. 
Tn the same month "The Sherborne Journal" was started by a few 
boys as a magazine of comment and criticism; this pursued a some
what faltering course until its demise in 1970. 

With no "speeches" at Commemoration there was broken a 
tradition which in one form and another was as old as 1791. But 
antiquity in itself is not unassailable; for about a century there had 
never been room for everybody, except perhaps during the disastrous 
1890s when the school numbers were reduced to fewer than 150. 

Next year, another change, for under pressure of exams Com
memoration was held right at the end of the term; here was no 
hallowed tradition, but a return to the earlier timing of the mid 19th 
century.7 From the evidence of numbers (the Abbey was notably 
short of seats on Sat./Sun. July 13th/14th) this was a welcome change 
for parents. 

"On Tuesday July 16th 1968 cameras began to roll in Sherborne, 
a small picturesque community in Dorset, England." M . G . M . and 

6. T h e following anecdote, related to the present writer 21 years after the incident happened, 
is perhaps for that reason not misplaced here. In the air raid of 1940 a small boy in the bottom form, 
surveying the devastation in the Courts through a classroom window, exclaimed, "Wel l anyway, 
no P .T. for at least a fortnight." N o doubt, peacetime reaction'a quarter of a century later was 
similarly favourable; but no constructive suggestion in lieu was or has been offered. 

7. 3rd July 1862. "The sumptuous luncheon was scarcely over when the sounds of departure 
became already audible; cartloads of luggage were moving on towards the station, and the general 
holidays were begun." 
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M r . Chips had arrived. The film's sponsors went on to explain why 
(after visiting 25 schools) they chose Sherborne "just the right 
atmosphere of history and tradition, beautiful old buildings and 
fine looking well behaved boys. Then there was the village itself with 
. . . its narrow streets, market place... and railroad station." The actu
alities of the occasion comprised the novel and potentially explosive 
situation of hundreds of boys in holiday mood and garb (and after 
the first week, funds) amongst familiar termtime surroundings. With 
some very hard work by the staff, especially the ladies, and a few 
extraneous ripples, after some weeks all came to an end at last. The 
film itself was shown rather more than a year later, excellent enter
tainment for admirers of fine photography and for those who like 
sentiment spread on with a trowel. But the historian has a plain 
duty. Lest there be (to quote the text) " A puzzle for posterity", 
hardly any Sherborne building looked and no Sherborne boy behaved 
quite like that in 1968. 

For the headmaster (an indispensable adviser to the company 
throughout) there yet remained to be surmounted a tour in the U . S . A . 
during the autumn of 1969 to support the film over there.8 Enough 
for the moment; as with the Pageant of 1905, one day the massive 
documentation preserved in the school archives may inspire a fuller 
account—to include perhaps the fee (at present undisclosed) that 
IVT.G.M. paid the Governors for the use of the buildings. 

This account of modern times has so far been such as suggests 
itself to an annalist. But from here on topics fall naturally into self-
contained wholes and so they are treated. 

Of these, buildings, as visible and permanent, inevitably come 
first—though some well qualified to judge would not necessarily 
rank them so. During and after the war there had been much growth 
in numbers, but owing to national stringency, no corresponding 
expansion in accommodation. However thanks to some relaxation 
of controls about 1952 the remainder of the period proved one of 
marked building activity; activity in each case to meet a crying need. 
Thus examination of the bare list below reveals the nature of the 
priorities at the time and focuses sharply the school's great growth 
in the last two decades, matching the similar expansion of some fifty 
years before. This itself was but repeating the developments of half 
a century again before that; 1950-70 was then a period of centenaries, 
such as Library, Chapel, Upper, School House and The Green (not 
to mention The Shirburnian and the railway). None failed of its due 
commemoration, and all served to remind that the Victorians too 
could progress. 

8. Exactly twenty years before, his predecessor had also paid a visit to America during term. 
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Today the Chapel alone remains an insistent problem, though 
not for lack of experiment; staggered services, voluntary services, 
overflows at Castleton (the most attractive expedient) all have been 
tried. The final solution remains obscure. Since 1964 the Abbey has 
been used for Confirmations (as it was with the much smaller chapel 
of 1914-22). 

1951 Headmaster's house. 
1953 New Armoury and Range. 
1953-6 New labs in area of Old Armoury. 
1955 Medlycott Classrooms. 
1956 War Memorial Extension to Big School. 
1958 Industrial Trust Laboratories (top storey added 1966) 
1964 The Digby (greatly extended). 
1966 Westcott House enlarged. 

Three modern language classrooms (Terrapin). 
1967 Elmdene enlarged. 
1970 School House enlarged. 

With these went purchases of private property too numerous to 
list in ful l , the most important being:— 

1955 The Beeches. 
1960 Greenhill House 
1967 Hyle House 
1969 Abbey Grange 

Thus nowadays some half of the staff (and half of their cars) are 
accommodated by the school. And for those guests of rather longer 
standing—the boys—there have been developments and improve
ments in all the houses. In general it might be said that the school is 
as near being on terms with its requirements as during any period in 
the last hundred years. 

Buildings are a responsibility shared by governors and head
master. Curriculum is the latter's alone. Powell, first and foremost 
a scholar, has always made public examinations and scholarships a 
top priority, never ceasing to search for the ideal syllabus and the 
most efficient timetable. Amongst many developments have been 
some science for everybody (almost a national "must"), Russian, 
modern mathematics, a printing shop, language lab and many other 
"aids". 

A wide choice of ' A ' levels allows more boys to follow their bent 
and, with a notable spirit of industry abroad amongst senior boys, 
there has been a great increase in the amount of time allotted to 
private study, and more attention than ever before is paid to speciali
sed university entrance work. The 21 awards of 1957/8 still hold the 
record, but 38 (including for the first time two in Geography) in 
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1967, 1968 and 1969 against ever stiffening competition will bear 
close comparison. 9 

The story of the C . C . F . during this period falls naturally into 
two quinquennia, 1959-64 begun and ended with spectacularly 
successful inspections (with a camp in Germany in 1962 thrown in 
for good measure), and 1965-69 when economy lessened the volume 
of War Office support and senior boys (in fairness, under new 
extreme pressure with their work) were given the chance to opt out, 
thus leaving the job to less mature N.C.Os. Waning enthusiasm (not 
of course at Sherborne only, but throughout the country) was inevi
table and on November 19th 1969—the date deserves record—the 
C . C . F . became voluntary. It is far too early to assess the effects of 
the change. The alternative "activities" have yet to establish them
selves; the reduced C . C . F . will have a more attractive programme 
and could become a corps d'elite. 

The Band alone, a very considerable feature of the school through
out this period (with one eclipse), has weathered the storm and seems 
likely to survive unquestioned. 

On Band and indeed on instrumental players generally the 
Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra (later the B.S.O.) must have had 
a great, if only partly sensed, influence. By their engagement in 1950 
of a full top class orchestra the Concert Club made history in school 
and town. Its earlier performances were eagerly anticipated and 
intensely enjoyed. Twice did Directors of Music conduct and 
strengthen the association. Later custom staled the occasion and 
players' rising fees put it out of reach. But many will recollect with 
gratitude their share of the fifteen years of the series. 

A Music Masters' Conference held at the school in 1958 (when 
there was much talent) was memorable. 

Powell's headmastership fell during huge social changes in the 
country. For an 18-year-old 1950 offered rationing and National 
Service, 1970 the fashions andicustoms of the affluent (a better word 
than permissive) society. This, of course, had to be reflected in 
school life if boys, ever quick to sense any over-wide gap between 
term and holidays, were to be satisfied. Criticism, question and 
desire for concessions have then been inevitable. But vast as have 
been the changes of the last twenty years in the school, they have 
been deliberately gradual, so much so that their scope has not been 
fully apparent to any one generation. Festina lente. Powell has kept 
the best of the old without too much witholding of the enticing new. 
The frustrated minority will always exist, with its craving for the 
outre and grotesque, but it is a minority and a very small one. 

9. House Tutors, today familiar enough figures, contribute appreciably to all this; it is curious 
to read that in 1931 the then headmaster reported that any such arrangement was "most distasteful 
to his housemasters and in his view unnecessary." 
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The less authoritarian policy now in vogue has brought greater 
flexibility. There is, for example, a better balance between work and 
games, and between game and game. Athletics (originally mainly 
for non cricketers!), tennis, cross country and sailing are instances.1" 

The blurring of the old distinction between major and minor games 
has so far in no way lessened the enthusiasm with which either is 
played. There is too a host of extra curricular activities, from the 
Duke of Edinburgh type with variants to frequent visits to quite 
distant towns for plays and concerts. 

In 1950 the school resumed its straws (unobtainable during the 
war) with real pride; in 1969/70 they were phased out amidst acclaim. 
In between have been many innovations in dress, first coloured 
waistcoats, then shirts, economical duffle coats, casual clothes, cool 
and warm. The list could be extended, inevitably so controversial, 
basically so unimportant. Alas only that each concession breeds the 
request for more. 

And here is undoubtedly the place to mention Social Service 
(undreamed of by previous generations as an organised activity) with 
its visiting of old people and the large sums raised by the efforts of 
boys in term and holidays—£400 for Freedom from Hunger (1963) 
and £60 from one pop concert for Shelter (1969). 

And , to conclude the list, the'opposite sex. In 1952 a solitary 
joint society meeting with the Girls ' School was billed as "strictly 
historical" so as not to outrage tradition. In The Shirburnian of 1958 
a lone correspondent made his plea:—"Liberty! Equality! Fraterni
sation!" It was perhaps the last time such a letter was necessary. 
Naturam expellas furca. Now there are many shared debates, 
services, societies and just social occasions. In a nutshell, with 
Pinafore in 1953 the "sisters, cousins and aunts" were all small boys. 
Hardly so with Gilbert and Sullivan productions of 1968/9. 

Of Powell himself much more will be written in time to come. 
For twenty years (the longest reign for nearly a century) a transparent 
room, never before so used, has been his study. This accident of 
glass does none the less emphasise his constant central presence, 
unfailing accessibility and close contact with all the business of the 
place. 

None can have missed the regular post-Chapel ritual, the queues 
of new boys shyly (or cockily) announcing their names, and the 
brief colloquy most days with the Head of School or a master. But 
few are likely to know how numerous are the interviews with parents 
prospective and actual, (and here it seems appropriate to mention 

10. Boxing disappeared during the late sixties, while soccer made its debut about the same 
time. 
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the Family Service introduced in 1952, not only one of the pleasantest 
features of Commemoration, but also very characteristic of its 
originator). 

That Powell is an effective speaker and preacher will be manifest 
to all. Pupils can appreciate his scholarship and the chosen few the 
music making in his own home. His business flair is much less 
obvious. Ultimately Governors control finance, but the man on the 
spot has a key advisory position. To maintain and improve standards 
and at the same time to spare parents' pockets, a compromise never 
easy to reach, has hardly been made simpler by two decades of 
creeping inflation. On this vital issue the record is clear. 

Finally to tie up with the policies and trends outlined in the 
previous pages, a brief glance at the future. Egalitarianism versus 
excellence; political pressure is an old story. Before the war it was 
said that independent schools were so bad that they would soon be 
replaced by the state system. Nowadays it is rather that they are so 
good as to be divisive, and (in a divisive world) must not survive. 
Yet i f political influences are ever brought to bear they tend to be a 
great deal more gradual and less drastic than expected—as indeed 
events at Sherborne in 1538 and 1869 both showed in their time. 

Financial stringency is often quoted by prophets of gloom; yet 
statistically incomes rise quite as fast as fees, and even a wealth tax 
paradoxically might increase the flow of entrants. Lists are full 
(significantly with a large percentage of O.S.S.) and so far as can be 
foreseen it appears that, given free choice, there will still be a demand 
for independent education where academic standards can at least be 
kept as high as any and where the relatively undisturbed boarding 
atmosphere forms the best background yet devised. 

It could be however that the most formidable adversary is 
internal; an unshaken respect for academic teaching (Sixth Form 
house?) but a lessening regard for other traditional aspects of board
ing school life—a growing cult perhaps of the classless pop image. 
Who shall say ? Changes will come,.but they do not seem so imminent 
and revolutionary as to make repetition of the old words of the 
Charter absurd in 1970. 

"Perpetuis futuris temporibus duratura." 



C H A P T E R X X I I 

FIELDS A N D G A M E S 
"The playfleld echoes with the joyous noise 

Of troops of agile boys, 
Who, bare-armed, throw the rapid-bounding ball; 

Who shout and race and fall." Lewis Morris (O.S.). 

TH E scope of this work is not intended to include any complete 
account of games as played at Sherborne in modern times, 
but merely to attempt a brief historical retrospect. But before 

dealing with the. games themselves, it were well to consider since 
when and where they have been played. By analogy alone it must be 
assumed that exercise of some sort was always taken, but at Sher
borne evidence, though definite, is somewhat scanty, The school 
account for 1654 mentions:— 

"Making the woodhouse, sellers and place of recreation for the Schollers 
and levelling the ground therefore. £53 12.?. Id." 

The first two items do not concern us, but the third is the earliest 
reference to any official playground, doubtless provided at the 
instigation of the then headmaster, Birstall, whose views on games 
are expressed in a letter written two years later to the Governors; 
"The Playing of the Scholars also by themselves, at their times 
allowed, was a thing I have found by 14 or 15 years experience in 
this way of how much concernment it is to the good of a Schoole." 

It is not certain where this recreation ground was, but it probably 
abutted on the Abbey to the north-west, for from 1670 a site there 
was enclosed and a regular rent paid for "erecting a wall against the 
Church wall ." But there is no doubt as to its function, for mention 
is more than once made of it as "ye fives place" (1675) and "the ball 
court" (1694). From 1686 till 1709 an annual rent was paid to the 
nearby tenant "for the use of his Backside for the Scholars to play 
in . " The landlords were in turn Messrs. Sansom and Partridge, both 
Governors and therefore presumably sufficiently well disposed to the 
school to put up with the proximity of boys at liberty with the 
inevitable noise and destruction entailed. 1 

1. There is no more striking feature of the early accounts than the glaziers' bills, running 
year after year into an almost incredible number of panes. N o t only the school buildings, but 
the headmaster's house and the Abbey itself suffered damage impartially. In 1724 the C h u r c h 
wardens spent the sum of 6d. for "putting in two bars in the window against the Bal l C o u r t . " 
The Governors too seem content to have paid up meekly for many years. There are but two entries 
indicating the mulcting of the culprits; 1577 "vd. receyvid of M r Seward Schoolemaster there 
towarde the repacions o f the glasse windowes of the sayde Schoolehouse wh. was given by the 
Schollers" (incidentally the first mention of boys in the accounts). A n d 1749 " T o M r Paget, being 
C a s h received of several Scholars, who broke the Windows. £ 0 . 4s. Od." But f rom 1773 the master 
was ordered to make his own arrangements with the careless and the clumsy; this remains the 
modern practice. 

233 
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But that at times the neighbours were less benevolent and even 
tried to stop what must have been a nuisance is suggested by an 
entry in the Almshouse Minute Book under date 10th August, 1743. 
"The Rt. Honble Wm. Lord Digby went with the Warden and 
Several of the Governors of the Free School in Sherborne to take a 
view of the Ball Court who was then pleased to declare that he 
believed the same belonged to the said free school and was not 
granted to his Tenants in his lease of the Abby House" (i.e. the 
present School House Studies). This Digby was a good friend to the 
school, for it was he who six years later gave a grant of £50 towards 
the cost of purchasing the Priory. 

About this time also the ground now occupied by the School 
Courts was an open space with a cattle pound and a horse pond on 
its northern edge. Since 1559, as it was the land through which the 
water was piped to the Conduit, the Governors had had certain 
rights therein. Perhaps because of the liability of the surface to be 
broken up at any time for plumbing operations, it was treated as 
waste (only the Vicar reserving the right to pasture his horse there) 
and used as a playground by the youth of the town, the boys from 
the King's School nearby doubtless included. But about 1760 Lord 
Digby enclosed the area for the benefit of his tenants in the Abbey 
House; the pond was filled up and the whole laid out as an orchard. 
These tenants were the Foot family, more than one of whom had 
been educated at Sherborne and since served as Governors; it is 
hardly likely that either they or their landlord, who had already 
shown himself so well disposed, would have done anything to harm 
the amenities of the school. In fact the enclosure, as the usher 
J. K . M o o r writing almost contemporaneously pointed out, was 
probably the result of an exchange by which the school got some
thing equally good or better.2 

So although as far back as 1679 the statutes had appointed a 
prefect of the "fields," 3 it is not until towards the end of the 18th 
century that there is the slightest hint of a field in the modern sense, 
standing away from the main block of school buildings. Such being 
its position, the Governors ceased to regard it as any concern of 
theirs and consequently there are no records of rents paid or other 
details. During the earlier part of the 19th century there is clear 
evidence that for the rather infrequent cricket match, the boys were 
allowed to play on Lenthay Green where there was a pitch and a 
tent maintained by the Town club, and even an extensive stable— 
either for spectators' carriage horses, or perhaps for the racehorses 
at the Diversions? 

2. T h e exact date of the enclosure is unknown. If it fell within the period during which 
Bristed was connected by marriage with these leading Sherborne residents, it is just possible 
we may here trace his influence exerted on behalf o f the school. 

3. T h e term might refer merely to the countryside in general; on the other hand, the statutes 
of Saffron Walden School (temp. Henry VIII) mention "prepositors in the field when they play." 
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But this was for formal occasions, and for day to day use, though 
headmasters seemed willing enough to find the rents, arrangements 
were more haphazard and varied. The Terrace and a field near 
Oborne have their place in tradition, and in 1834 the three acres 
known as "Troy Town Close" 4 were in the tenure of Lyon; this made 
a flat and spacious field close at hand. But his own son in the school 
at this very time could recollect games of a sort being played in 
"Humpty Dumpty" between the Bristol Road and Combe. This 
was the four acre quarry field north of the town "retired and rather 
picturesque", clearly identifiable with the area north of Priestlands. 
While in modern times its use as a town rubbish tip has produced a 
series of level plateaux, it is very unlikely that in the 1840's there was 
anything in that naturally craggy region which came near satisfying 
modern standards. 

"Roasting chestnuts and potatoes in the old quarries," as re
membered by another contemporary, suggests as much 'messing 
about' as serious pursuit of games. Matches, colours, and indeed any 
sort of official organisation were quite unheard of; hence doubtless 
the rough and ready encounters failed to interest many of the boys. 
This, together with the fact that they then entered the school much 
younger, goes some way to explain the vogue for tops, peashooters 
and purely playground games so often mentioned in contemporary 
descriptions. A letter of Penrose to the Governors in 1846 makes it 
clear that in his early days at least he was able to provide some sort 
of ground. His proposed alterations to the school buildings would 
have contracted the area of what was then the court, but this, he 
maintained, was no hardship for the boys as "they are always allowed 
to go to the field, when the weather is fine, once a day." But he left 
no such legacy to his successor, for in 1853 we find references in 
Mrs. Harper's diary, "Went with Hugo . . . . search for a cricket field 
without success though there are two or three places that would do 
if we could get them." However, despite all difficulties, in games as 
with so many other things Harper's enlightened views prevailed. To 
quote from a letter written to the Governors in 1855, "The great 
object is to get a long period for exercise in the day. For this object 
I should propose to put the 3rd school one hour later so that our 
work will be from 4 to 6 instead of from 3 to 5. This will give sufficient 
time for a good game of play every day, in which T shall hope 
eventually to get most of the boys to join—instead of their having 
their play time cut up as it is now." 

N o makeshift arrangement sufficed a man with ideas like this and 
in 1856 "a field lying a little way out of the town was rented from 

4. N o w the site of the Convent with the ground adjoining to the east. The attractive name 
is still used, but without classical significance. T h e derivation is probably f rom the British "caertroi" 
= maze, and indicates some sort of labyrinth such as is found elsewhere in Dorset. 
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the butcher." 5 The necessary £33 per annum was raised in the first 
place by a boy, H . J. Rawlinson, the captain of games (though when 
early enthusiasm waned and funds ran short Harper himself came 
to the rescue with a generous subsidy). The field was Abboty or 
Naperty Hal l , the eight acres of the present Upper and Lower, 
eulogistically described in 1860 as "the finest piece of ground in 
Dorset, perhaps in the south of England." Yet improvement as it 
was on anything that had preceded it, in early days the field was a 
crowded and ill-equipped place. As a first step a large pond in the 
north-east corner had to be filled (its lining stones have been dug up 
within living memory). Thereafter four pitches were squeezed in— 
Upper, Lower (then known as "The X X I I Ground") and two side 
grounds. A large iron grating embellished the former at its east end 
near the National Schools; despite this, in winter lack of drainage 
and hard wear on the turf often made it necessary to break up the 
prolonged scrums and put the ball down in another place. Facilities 
for cricket practice were very limited. A writer in The Shirburnian of 
1864 begs for the provision of several wickets in a line, "of course no 
leg hitting permitted." Nets were far beyond the scope of those 
simple days. The pitches themselves were dangerously rough. " I f 
anyone bowls fast downhill," was another complaint in 1868, "he 
stands a great chance of breaking the batsman's head." The rest of 
the ground, as contemporary photographs show, was little better 
than a hayfield. Such conditions are reflected in the very low scores 
recorded in all the early matches; it was considered noteworthy when 
a player "caused the ball to visit all parts of the ground till he had 
scored 16." or "carried off the leger playing a steady innings of 15." 
In summer the teams and scorers appear to have shunned the con
verted "pavilion" and to have frequented a tent instead; ginger beer 
and other refreshments were brought down from the town in a 
donkey cart. There may still be some of a slightly later generation 
who can remember Tuffin in white apron with his baskets of cakes, 
and the half-time lemons and other fruit supplied by an individual 
of the name of Jacob Poddister; it was the granting of a contract to 
Ford to carry on business from the Pavilion shop that paved the way 
for the same man to manage the central Tuckshop some years later. 

The history of the fields has been one of continual improvement 
and expansion, due to the devotion and care of many, but to none 
more than E . J. Freeman, professional 1910-47; it is fitting that part 
of them should now bear his name. Originally the field had sloped 
away to the south down to the level of the Dorchester Road. In 1869 

5. T h e owner was actually M r Digby, but the trade of the previous tenant, one Sherrin 
whose shop was in South Street, left its mark in the "stall" which, converted in 1860, d id duty 
as a one-storey pavilion on the site o f the present structure. This shed "formerly used for cows, 
pigs and the l ike" had become by 1863 so ruinous as to be dangerous. It was then rebuilt by sub
scription ( £ 1 securing a locker and 10s. a peg for a boy's time at the school). Behind was a little 
shop for the professional. In 1873 it is recorded that the latter caught two six year old infants 
stealing gold watches "left by members of the X I in the King's School cricket shed." 
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it was levelled all over and an entrance was made on the north side. f i 

The drainage system dates from 1883. The present pavilion was 
erected in 1877, the year of Harper's departure.7 Much to be regretted 
are the elms (said to date back to the time of George II) which once 
flanked it on either side, softening and beautifying its rather harsh 
lines. Similarly the last years of the next headmaster saw an addition 
to the first field in the shape of Pigeon House Close. 8 This, or to 
give it its other names, "The Little Field" or "Third Ground," lay 
just to the west of the Upper and was bought by Young in 1888 from 
Wilmott's, the silk weavers, to keep it out of the builders' hands. 
Though the purchase price was £860, the rent Young charged the 
school was purely nominal. 

But the "Little Field," previously merely the haunt of the 
Blackmore Yale Archery Club, was at first a toilsome spot for games. 
Its boundary with the road was dilapidated, and the surface cor
rugated and strewn with loose sticks, tins, glass and stones, while till 
the end of the century it was apt to be covered with grazing sheep; 
it is true that the Games Fund benefited to the tune of some £10 per 
year from these occupants, but they were unruly and even had a 
habit of straying through the fence on to the adjoining Upper. 

With extraordinary generosity considering his experiences at 
Sherborne, Young left the ground to the school in 1900, provided 
that within three years the Governors would purchase the first field 

6. Supplemented in 1923 by the stone archway. But the original somewhat mean wooden 
gates survived alongside for another quarter o f a century to be replaced by the fine iron pair o f 
west country workmanship from Mi l ton A b b as ; these were dedicated to M . B . Elderton at C o m 
memoration 1948. 

7. The baths behind and the clock were added in 1913, the upper part of the wings in 1930, 
the interior decorations o f the first floor and the eastern clock face in 1936; the latter lessened 
the risk o f accidents for those laggards who, cycling at speed to their games, would glance back
wards as they passed to see how time went. The balcony was doubled in area in 1954. T h e bell 
still hanging on the west wall recalls the afternoon "rolls" o f former days, when all games were 
interrupted and the boys clustered round the master of the week to answer their names (prefects 
keeping the ring with malacca canes). One of the school songs records the custom: 

"Under the elm tree all together 
Sherborne scholars around ten score 
(by times in the court, when it's evil weather) 
Fret and fidget till roll be o'er." 

" F o r the master stands to call the roll 
A n d never a boy can go his way 
T o sport or study or wicket or goal 
T i l l he hear and answer his name and say A D S U M . " 

Tn those days o f lesser trust roll was taken not only on the Field, but wherever the majority o f 
the school happened to be. T h e Abbot of Sherborne, a rag paper edited at the end of the last century 
by some of the masters, contains the following amusing paragraph: "The School R o l l which was 
taken in the precincts o f the Show by one o f the masters, made quite a sensation on the first day 
of the Horse Show. T h e mustering o f so many boys round the master in a corner o f the grounds 
seemed most mysterious, and accordingly a rush was made from all quarters to see what was going 
to happen. T w o 'mashers' among the crowd hearing the boys answer A D S U M to their names, 
caught the Lat in inspiration, and at each name responded all A D S U M . T h e master then stopped 
and informed these enthusiastic 'mashers' that if they spoke again before their names were called, 
he would give them a hundred lines; whereupon the crowd applauded vociferously and the 'mashers' 
vanished ignominiously." 

8. In days when fresh meat was scarce, pigeons and their eggs formed a standard article 
of diet, and substantial round dovecotes were common. Several are known to have existed in the 
Sherborne area, one apparently always on these three acres which once formed part o f the Bridportes 
estate; its size must have been considerable, for in 1654 the tenant converted it into a house for 
himself, of circular f o r m — i f Ladd's 1735 plan of the town is to be trusted. 
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outright. This, urged by Harper as early as 1863, was done in 1902 
and Young's bequest has ever since borne his name. The profits from 
the working of an old gravel pit on its southern edge were used to 
level it and build up the west wall securely; this latter, finished in 
1904, considerably increased its area. 

By this time, too, some land beyond Ottery Lane to the west 
of the cottages on what is now Carey's was rented, a rough uphill 
and downhill stretch running north and south "with a ditch as 
touchline." To this was added the pitch still known as the "Cabbage 
Patch" (in commemoration of its use 1914-18) and a boggy and 
undrained area on the site of the present N o . 10 ground, called for 
no obvious reason the "Old Thirds Ground," which was approached 
through an ordinary farm gate. These makeshift extensions sufficed 
for the comparatively static numbers of Westcott's time, but with 
the sudden surge upwards under Nowell Smith the Governors 
decided on a bold move. 

In 1913 they bought from the Almshouse nineteen acres of 
Hyle Farm, an area known formerly as Hickpark and Hyle Cow 
Leaze; these too, like the Little Field, had been scheduled as small 
holdings. Site apart, the purchase was not ideal for its intended 
purpose, being ordinary agricultural land, honeycombed with springs, 
intersected by a dozen or more hedges and containing a large pond; 
there were also rights of way on a road leading south to Westbridge 
Farm and the paths used by the agricultural labourers living in the 
cottages at its north-east corner. However, all difficulties were 
smoothed out and in the one year available before the first world war 
stopped operations, a hundred yards westwards from the sunken 
road were levelled and the Central Pavilion put up (for some obscure 
reason now known as the Chinese Pavilion). During the same period 
a house for the professional was built on the old field and the availa
bility of large amounts of soil from the foundations of West Lodge 
and the new classrooms provided means to fill up a dip of some 2-3 
feet deep at the west end of the Lower, a nuisance at all times and to 
fielders running backwards for catches a positive danger.9 

The end of the war saw the initiation of a period of great activity. 
Between 1919 and 1928 levelling was continued westward for about 
250 yards. Some figures of the work achieved by Freeman and his 
staff of four, assisted only intermittently by gangs of boys, are worth 
recording; incidentally, it has been computed that £7,000 was saved 
to the school by this means. In all 82,000 square yards of ground 
were levelled, involving the cutting of nearly 250,000 turves, the 
clearing of 520 yards of hedges and banks, and the shifting of 

9. In 1914 the 30 workmen concerned with all this were given a spread in the School Tuck 
Shop—surely the last occasion of its kind? 
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46,000 cubic yards of soil, sometimes to a depth of five feet. In 
addition 2,000 yards of land drains were laid, with the help of which 
the grounds, situated as they are at the bottom of the Sherborne dip 
slope, dry with amazing rapidity. In 1927 the Devitt Pavilion was 
erected to mark the boundary of the work . 1 0 The. next year the 
whole area was named Carey's in memory of the man to whom 
Sherborne games owe so much, and the handsome iron gates flanked 
by plantations of flowering shrubs now form a worthy northern 
boundary to beautify what was formerly a somewhat barren stretch. 
At the same time A . H . T. Ross bought Westbridge Farm and 30 
acres of land adjacent to secure permanently the fine view to the 
south. Between 1928 and 1931 the last area of the then western end 
of the field was levelled and in 1932 the work was brought to a close 
by the completion of three more grounds, Nos. 8, 9 and 10, the whole 
being much improved by the laying out of hedges, fencing and paths, 
the erection of bicycle racks and, not least, the Tuckshop Pavilion; 
the latter was surmounted in 1950 by a much-needed clock, the 
parting gift of Canon Wallace. A n artesian well on Carey's with 
hydrant points dates from 1953; this was divined in the first place 
by a hazel twig. 

In 1952 the Governors had reversed the policy of many decades 
and bought land—in this case some 12 acres of Hyle Farm. At first 
the tenant was left quite undisturbed, but gradually a few games were 
played amidst stones, nettles and thistles. Eventually the whole area 
was bulldozed—in 4 or 5 weeks" and brought into general use in 
1962 under the name of Ross's. 

The Upper's first score box (small and i l l placed in the Pavilion 
balcony) seems to have lasted, incredibly, from Victorian times till 
after the second war. A much larger replacement in the south west 
corner of the ground was given, after some twenty seasons' service, 
to the Thornford Club. The present box was presented by the 
Pilgrims in 1965. 

A handsome wooden pavilion, built in 1968 from War Damage 
money (surely the last drop in that widow's cruse) marks the bound
ary between Carey's and Ross's. In 1967 Ottery Lane was widened— 
a measure long uneasily anticipated (a bridge was being discussed as 
far back as 1924). If a strip of Carey's was sacrificed, there was an 
unexpected gain in visibility and safety for the crossing. 

Against this background there may now be briefly traced the 
development of the games themselves. The order of treatment is 

10. Its life was but a brief thirteen years, for in 1940 it was too badly blasted for repair 
and was replaced by a brick shelter. i 

11. Carey's with hand labour had taken nine years. Stones were removed on a summer 
Sunday afternoon in 1961 by the school working en masse (an operation reminiscent of wartime 
weeding). 
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purely chronological and in no way represents their present popu
larity or importance. If some features of early organisation raise a 
smile to-day, it must be remembered that athleticism was not then 
developed. Games were not compulsory till about 1890—as late as 
1886 the editorial of The Shirburnian records strong disapproval of 
any such idea—and we have already hinted at the strong counter-
attraction provided by other occupations. House spirit was far less 
keen and outside fixtures very difficult to arrange owing to primitive 
travelling facilities. Moreover, masters had little hand in the manage
ment of the games; in 1874 the Governors had laid it down that they 
were to be solely the boys' province. 1 2 Hence for many years there 
was no coaching of any but the top sides and almost complete neglect 
of the less promising player. 

Thus the curious expedients to which recourse was so often 
had were doubtless merely well-meant attempts to keep interest 
in games alive, for it is patent from the early numbers of 777<? Shir
burnian that to begin with lack of enthusiasm was widespread. 

1. FIVES 
The game is ancient (a document in the Castle archives of 1552 

mentions "pila manualis"), and has not always been, as now, almost 
entirely a schoolboy pastime. In the west country its relics are associ
ated particularly with churches and inns. A striking example at 
Bradford Abbas shows church buttresses worn or hacked into steps 
by players climbing on to the roof to retrieve balls, and amongst 
other courts in south Somerset there is the fine specimen at Milborne 
Port . 1 In Sherborne itself we read of "the fives court at the back of 
the Hal f Moon , now the garden, where M r . Justice Toogood used to 
play." This must have been early 19th century, for William Toogood, 
later a county magistrate, was in the school about 1790; and another 
court was built behind the Sun Tnn in 1844. Of these unfortunately 
no trace now remains. 

12. Y o u n g went further than this and made it plain to his staff that too frequent resort to 
the fields was beneath their dignity; thus we find one o f his heads of school writing: " N o master 
either played a game or interfered with advice except by express invitation of the boy who was 
captain o f games. We were not efficient; we enjoyed ourselves." But there could be disadvantages 
for the keen boy. Speaking o f the lower cricket games a writer in The Shirburnian laments "i f any 
o f the eleven do not approve of a posted match they stay away, or, worse still, adding insult to 
injury, pitch their stumps against the hedge and play there quite unmoved by the entreaties o f 
their captain, who has to take the field with, perhaps, half-a-dozen men. O r again, as constantly 
happens, if one o f the side that goes in first happens to get out without making any runs, he declines 
to field and calmly walks off." 

By way o f contrast to such detachment may be mentioned the case o f an O .S . playing on the 
other side o f the'world in the 1960s. Television revealing to his former coach some fault o f technique, 
airmail advice within the week suggested a possible cure. 

Television incidentally first visited the Upper in M a y 1968, but not for a school game. 

1. Built in 1847 by Sir Wi l l i am Medlycott who was a boy at Sherborne about 1818. Its 
dimensions probably reproduce those to which its constructor had been used in his young days. 
T h e f loor is paved and the "walls'of dressed stone; it measures some 9 by 16 yards, the front wall 
being about 25 feet high and the back about 5: there is a buttress. Its generous proportions would 
well admit o f either fives or rackets being played therein. 
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SAXON GUOIN & PLINTH 

SHERBORNE ABBEY 

T H E B E C K E T T R O O M , 1968. 
Formerly N o . 18 Classroom. F r o m a sketch by M r . J. H . P. G i b b . 

Note the Saxon "long and short" work standing on its plinth, originally part o f a western transept 
of the Saxon Abbey. 

A remarkably early feature for any school building. 

T H E P A V I L I O N , 1877. 
There have been not fewer than half a dozen separate alterations since. 

Note the long grass on the Upper. 



Harvey, Sherborne 
G E N E R A L V I E W O F T H E F I E L D S 

Inspection, 1955, 



T H E B A L L C O U R T , 1802 
From a painting by J. Buckler. 

The school's playground for centuries, especially associated with fives. 
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" O L D BUILDINGS JOINING T H E A B B E Y USED AS A SILK F A C T O R Y , 1853". 
From a sketch by J. H . Le Keux made just before the school took the place over and completely 

converted it. 
For the chimney, clearly 19th century, see page 276. 



T H E XI, 1861. 
Identifiable figures, from left, are—2nd, W. L. L. Downes; 4th, H . P. Price; 5th, G . A . R. Fitzgerald 

(wicket keeper); 6th, E. L . Fenn (captain); 10th, E . F. Henley, One figure missing. 
The background is the School House Studies—diamond panes in windows. 
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T H E X V , 1868 (the first listed) 
"As there is a properly constituted X V they certainly ought to have a uniform." The Shirburnian, 

1868. (As it is, the costumes repay detailed study). 
Left to right, standing.—A. J. Sturmer, A. F. E. Forman (captain). W. B. de Winton, C. C. Tancock, 
L . E . Upcott, E. W. Holland, W. H . Game, J. F. Peter, H . T. Twynam, O. H . Channer, J. E . Wills. 
Seated.—J. H . N. Barton, C. Eade, R. W. Boodle, E. S. Hall. 
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Enough has already been said to show that in the school too 
from at least the mid 17th century the game was played against the 
wall of the north transept of the Abbey. The erection nearby of the 
Box Buildings in 1697 would have increased the possibilities for the 
players, for its western wall, we read, was of dressed stone and in the 
'40s of the last century "Fives and rackets were constantly going on 
and the best fives player Oxford ever had was an O.S." The same 
authority remarks "Fights came off in the Ball Court ." 3 In summer 
when the boys were away on holiday the court was lent to the towns
people, "6-8 p.m. except Wednesdays. N o bets and no liquor." 

The demolition of the Box Buildings in 1855 caused the game 
a setback. But its popularity and the fact that it was still played 
somehow in this area of the school are alike proved by an unusual 
entry in the Governors' Minute Book for this year. A large number 
of the boys (having themselves subscribed £10) asked for a further 
£15 towards the cost of repaving the Ball Court: to refuse the request 
in the circumstances would have been churlish and it was granted. 
The acquisition of the Chapel too about this time provided a further 
rudimentary court in the cloisters beneath. It is interesting to note 
that an individual fives cup (the first such award) was presented by 
the masters in 1859—a date when the Box Buildings had gone and 
the new courts were not as yet built—which suggests that the old 
style game played against the Abbey wall still had both a science and 
a following. 

In 1861 at a cost of £200 (partly met by M r . Digby) the stone 
pavement near the Abbey was taken up and reset in two proper 
courts on a site just south of where the Big School now stands; 
it was from then on that the great days of the game at Sherborne 
began. Played here (and in two adjacent courts added by subscription 
in 1869), it enjoyed for a time an enormous popularity. Possibly 
the novelty of the courts was the cause, but the pages of The Shir^ 
burnian leave no doubt that it was considered the game par excellence,. 
For the finals of the competition most of the school and also the 
masters were customarily present as spectators—presumably not all 
at the one time, though even so it is recorded that they crowded and 
incommoded the players. A curious rule was in force. Double-
handed matches carried on for two terms; i f one member of a pair 
left, his surviving partner continued alone and in some recorded 
cases even won single-handed. 

In 1874 the courts were removed to their present position where 
they form a natural boundary and windscreen to the bath; two 
more were added very soon afterwards on the new site and for a 

2. There have been rare occasions, almost within living memory, of disputes being settled 
in traditional style "behind the fives courts"—or by modern Sherborne geography, in the swimming 
bath area. 
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time the game seems to have maintained its vogue (H. P. Price even 
went to the expense of fitting up a court in the back premises of his 
house—the remains survive); but thereafter enthusiasm gradually 
waned and the courts began to fall into disrepair; the floors with 
uneven, broken paving collected puddles and vegetation, while the 
hobnailed boots of the players 3 tended to complete the damage. A 
variety of bat fives, popular at this time, was also hard on the walls. 

Despite periodical protests very little was done, though one 
court was restored in 1893 by the generosity of H . R. King . But 
in 1906 three of the courts were roofed, refaced and improved by 
the addition of a back wall and gallery. The remainder were similarly 
treated in 1910—one of J. B. Carrington's many benefactions. Two 
more courts, of very fine quality, were built in the School House 
garden in 1928, the gift of W. J. Bensly, while the original six have 
since been improved in appearance and comfort by the addition of 
an outer wall enclosing the galleries. 

Of the eight courts, one was originally constructed on the 
Winchester model with buttress, but the tactics of this game are 
quite different to those of Rugby fives, and the variation proving 
unpopular, it has been converted. 

In recent years the game has had a consistent and increasing 
following. Various outside matches have been played which have 
helped to stimulate enthusiasm. 

The game of rackets, as already noted, is no newcomer to 
Sherborne. For a number of years in modern times a variety of 
squash has been played in two of the fives courts (and also for a 
period in the 1930's in a court hired in the town). But in 1935 and 
1937 two proper squash courts were built in the School House 
garden—the first by the masters for their own use and later taken, 
over by the school, the second presented by the Pilgrims. The latter, 
badly blasted by a bomb in 1940 and pulled down, had to wait till 
1957 for a renewal permit (by which time, of course, the War Damage 
grant bore little relation to current prices). 

Mention should be made of the Pilgrims' winning the London
derry Cup in 1963 after what The Times called "a memorable final". 

2. C R I C K E T 
Though organised cricket, including matches with other schools, 

was certainly played by boys elsewhere well back in the 18th century, 
at Sherborne the origins of the game are wrapped in mystery. The 
earliest known reference is to small boys' games in the Ball Court 

3. The game was quite regularly played in ordinary clothes. 
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about 1805 with a senior as umpire whose "fiat was not to be gain-
sayed." We also have two boys' letters of 1829. One merely mentions 
the season as about to begin; the other contains a hint of compulsion, 
" M r . Lyon sends us to the cricket field generally, instead of letting 
us go where we like." Our first eye witness account, about 1840, 
tells us of nothing more than primitive games played in a rough 
field with piles of clothes for wickets; for juniors at least there was 
probably the minimum of official organisation. Yet a print of similar 
date, showing boys carrying more elaborate gear, hints at better 
things and is borne out by the first newspaper accounts, of a series 
of three matches in August 1841, Dayboys v. Boarders—the former 
winning on the decider. As with all such games till 1856 this was 
played on Lenthay Green. Such a fixture seems perhaps somewhat 
tactless at a time when the standing of boarders was so controversial 
an issue. 

In 1846 comes the first school fixture, v. Bruton, played at 
Sherborne. A very ful l account describes a large crowd of parents 
and other supporters and mentions "round arm bowling" and pretty 
specimens of "forward play, the cut to the off and the hit to leg." 
More important, we get the detailed score and the composition of 
the first of all Sherborne elevens. Bruton won, but only by virtue of 
the prowess of a master whom they had included in their team, a 
tactic not appreciated by the home side. However an excellent 
dinner given by Penrose in a marquee on the ground and an easy 
victory at fives thereafter back at the school court smoothed over the 
incident. The fixture was to become an annual one which lasted some 
years. In September 1851 Sherborne won—and were in their turn 
criticised for having procured some professional coaching for their 
side. 

A week later a X V of the School trounced X I of the Town. 
"Ripping bowling, excellent long-stopping and splendid batting," 
writes an admirer of the boys who describes also the "juveniles who 
were scattered over the field and gave the most unequivocal demon
stration of the joy they felt when their comrades had beaten what 
appeared to them to be an invincible body of cricketers." Two 
years later, on June 18th 1853, the last Saturday of the "half," X I of 
the School beat the Town again and this fixture, still continued, 
ranks as the oldest on the list. 1 Even at that time the town club was 
not invincible, but founded in 1824 it had a tradition and from 1846 
had employed its own professional, John Brown, the only one in the 
county. And there is no doubt that for a keen schoolboy cricketer it 
provided an obvious avenue to the first class game. In 1848, we read 
that the Sherborne Cricket Club "met in good force and being well 

1. The Centenary game of 1953, which the town lost, was marked by the runs being hit off 
by three boys who had made history by being simultaneously members of the XI and of the 
School House Dayroom. 
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recruited by the Senior boys of the King's School two elevens were 
soon chosen and a very interesting game was played." Next year in 
a match v. Weymouth seven of the side were almost certainly O.S.S. 
and similarly in 1851 there was a game "18 of Dorset" v. an England 
X I at Sherborne, in which three of the local team bore school names. 

From 1856 the school had its own ground and the first Upper 
match recorded was against the Westminster Club, Stalbridge, "won 
by the juveniles in one innings with seven runs to spare." Next year 
the G . W . R . opened up possibilities to north and south, Hadspen 
House, Castle Cary and Kingston, Dorchester. After 1860 the 
L . S . W . R . further widened the field. 

1861 Past v. Present2 

1864 South Wilts. 
1866 Highstead Club, Torquay (played at Exeter, the first "halfway 

fixture") 
1868 Exeter Grammar School 
1870 Royal Fusiliers 
1872 Past and Present v. Dorset3 

But though communications were quite good, in pre-telephone 
days "foreign" matches could lead to disappointment. "Owing to 
the very wet weather no match could take place although the young
sters were 'plucky' and came 'in spite of wind and rain ' " . 

Things would hardly have flourished thus without the whole
hearted support of the headmaster. The following letter casts a good 
deal of light on the general atmosphere of the school in his time:— 

"King's School, 
Sherborne. 

May 21, 1863. 
My dear M r Kendle, 

Don't say, or think one word of disparagement of cricket. At any rate 
these boys of yours must have inherited it somewhere, for it's plainly 
in their nature. I fancy the youngster is higher than any boy of his age 
on the cricket lists, and is full of life and activity for it. As for Willie 1 
look to it to bring him out a good deal and to give him much more confi
dence and self dependence and believe he is getting good and will yet 
still more. I was quite delighted when I was told of the wish to put him 
in 'the eleven.' According to school point of view it is a great honour and 

2. "Between the first eleven and the eleven who have gone away" runs a quaint variant. The 
first O.S.S. game on record though described even then as an annual match. "There was a goodly 
muster of the past and the field presented a gay appearance, there being a large muster of the elite 
of Sherborne." 

And again, "My thoughts turn to a day between 1860 and 1866 when the Old Shirburnians 
mustered in such force that they were able to put two elevens in the field, the second contingent 
playing on the twenty-two ground—altho' they were considered inferior as regards their cricket 
powers yet they were able to attract all the spectators. The heroes of this team were your uncle and 
Bulldog Henning and when these two were batting the fun was at its highest. The instructions of 
the sea captain being met by the remonstrances of the army warrior and uttered in voices that 
could be heard in the town were indescribably funny and I think I can now hear the shouts of 
laughter as well as the applause, both led by Harper himself, which accompanied the play. Hard 
knocks were given and received as these hard warriors scorned the use of both pads and gloves". 

3. This fixture aroused some feeling, as it was held that a purely school XT would have been 
more worthy opponents for the county. Yet in 1868 H . P. Price, then a master, had played for the 
First XI. 
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dignity as well as privilege. He becomes in the foremost rank in the school 
in one great part of school pursuits, and has the honour of the place to 
maintain. 

Personally too he gets thrown amongst the most manly spirits of the 
place all of whom at the same time must necessarily be good honest fellows 
for the question always arises whether I can trust each one of them out 
of my sight as entirely as I can before my eyes and I am thankful to say 
that their admirable conduct and bearing is almost always noticed by 
the various clubs with whom they play. Of course we play with gentlemen 
only and I am consulted as to every arrangement for matches or indeed 
I may say about everything that involves more than their ordinary afternoon 
play. We keep expenses down in every possible way and have always been 
strictly 'economical.' Of course however a boy in 'the eleven' ought to 
make his cricket the outlet for his pocket money and as he knows he must 
have occasional calls, if he wants to play a neighbouring club for example, 
he should save up for such emergencies. Still in your boy's case I think 
it is so grand a gain for him to have the moral training it gives him that 
I should be ready to back him to almost any extent. Of course if you think 
it better for him not to be in it, he may withdraw at any time, but I shall 
vote against you for I entertain no shadow of suspicion of his being led 
into temptation by it, whilst 1 look sanguinely for good. I ought to add 
that we have never gone away for more than 3 matches in a season and 
always play on half holidays so as not to waste time unnecessarily." 

Harper's sentiments are truisms to-day; but this was 1863. More 
common then were the opinions held by the parent to whom it was 
necessary to address such a letter. 

For run of the mill cricket there were plenty of ingenious 
domestic combinations. 

1858 First XI v. Next XXII (played out over several days because of rain) 
1865 Sixth v. School 
1866 Cornwall, Devon and Somerset v. The School (i.e. sides composed 

of boys) 
1869 First XI with broomsticks4 v. Second XI with bats (the former won) 
1871 Light v. Dark 

In addition there was no lack of matches against privately raised 
teams and in 1861 there appears a "King's School Vacation Club," 
dayboys no doubt who liked their holiday cricket. 

What was soon to be the most important school fixture was that 
against Clifton, dating from 1865, arranged to encourage a new foun
dation. The first result was a tie (as again in 1966,101 years later—the 
only two such in the whole Sherborne cricket record). But "the infant 
grew up rather more quickly than expected," and Sherborne victories 
were few and far between; when success did come, it was an occasion 
for rejoicing. "The triumphant heroes returned in a large open 
brake," writes Harper's daughter. "Everyone sat up late to receive 

4. Such a fixture loses some of its Walpurgis Night effect when it is remembered that "broom
sticks" were really shaved down bats used ordinarily for small cricket in the school premises. 
This barge cricket, as it is sometimes called, is a common enough game, but it is quite distinct from 
the game of 'barge' itself. The latter is a kind of yard hockey played with a special ash pole and 
is a peculiarity of Sherborne. 
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them, and even the sky was resplendent with a wonderful aurora 
borealis . . . . At last cheering was heard in the far distance; it came 
nearer and nearer; the school gates were thrown open, the boys 
rushed out cheering to meet the victors, cheering too; the brake 
drove in under the three old elms (which still endure) surrounded by 
crowds of proud and congratulating masters and boys." One more 
extract will bear quotation, this-time from The Shirburnian of 1881 ; 
it well illustrates the difficulties of travel. "We played the match of 
the year at Clifton. On Friday morning at 5 a.m. we took our places 
in the drag and drove to Yeovil , whence we reached Bristol at about 
a quarter to nine, where we found another drag waiting to take us 
to Cl i f ton; and that drag was a shaker. However breakfast revived 
us 5 and play began about half past eleven." 

Seemingly, at first, the boys were responsible for preparing the 
pitches themselves. In 1858 we read "the ground was really splendid 
and it reflects great credit on the Captain of the King's School Eleven 
to have got it into such good condition." But very soon it was more 
convenient to employ professionals and groundsmen, originally 
engaged by the year only. The first known name is Dakin 1859 (son 
of the England player). A string of others follows, 0 since 1886 always 
county players. Perhaps the most picturesque were the Parmenters, 
father and son—an unusual relationship for the job . 7 Some will still 
remember Tom Bowley (Surrey) 1893-1910, in his day the best bowler 
in England and said to have once performed the feat of getting 
W. G . Grace out three times in twenty minutes, and E. J. Freeman 
(Essex) 1910-1947, of whom something has already been said. 

A "shop" seems always to have gone with the job; a very early 
site was at the east end of the Abbey Road, and later the central 
house in Raleigh Place only a few yards from the present Cricket 
Lodge. 

In conclusion follow a few facts and dates not elsewhere collected 
together. 1872 saw the presentation of a cup for seniors' house sides, 
followed in 1884 by one for juniors, though no better comment on 
the very different attitude of those days could be found than the 
statement in The Shirburnian that a house "withdrew from the contest 
feeling they had no chance." Clearly entrance was as voluntary as 
individual participation in the game. 

5. As at most schools in those days, the travellers would have had to pay for it. At Sherborne 
visiting teams were charged for their lunches till at least as late as 1920. 

Likewise the parent of a versatile athlete might well expect a sizeable termly bill for fares, 
until after the second war the Governors stepped in; mean sounding customs, but accepted without 
question in their day. 

6. "In my first year," writes an O.S. of the time, "the Harper Aisle was being built and we 
had prayers each morning in the Big School (now the Library). The prefect reading the School 
Prayer for the first time was nervous and read "Christian Professional" for the words "Christian 
Profession". There was, of course, some merriment among masters and boys, especially as X was 
not a man of very good reputation". 

7. Well known in their day for a unique pack of dogs trained to retrieve balls at the nets— 
a service no doubt welcome to the fags who at that time were detailed for this dull duty (or worse. 
"If they missed a ball, they generally had another shied at their heads.") 
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"Colts" are first mentioned in 1872, but the side given contained 
not only senior boys, but three masters as well. 

Sherborne has played once only at Lords—in 1874 v. Rossall . 8 

Second X I matches and colours also date from this year. 
In the late 1870's, towards the end of Harper's time, a cricket 

"week" of traditional matches at the end of the summer term had 
become established. This did not long survive the advent of Young; 
probably even in those days it consumed too much of a boy's time. 

In 1885 there was a final house match on the lines of the former 
Three Cock, School House v. The Rest. The experiment was not 
sufficiently successful to repeat. 

From this year too dates the only recorded instance of a ball 
being hit on the Upper to square leg over the Pavilion. The hero was 
W. El ton . 9 

The highest recorded individual innings is W. H . Game's 281 in 
4k hours v. Motcombe House in 1871. 

The record total for the ground is 511 for three, scored in 1898 
by the home side in a match Sherborne Past and Present v. Dorset. 
The ball is preserved at the school. 

In 1901 the school played the Incogniti. The visiting side con
tained both Conan Doyle and E . W. Hornung (his brother-in-law)— 
"the former," remarks one who was there, "inevitably Sherlock 
Holmes to the boys." 

A . W. Carr captained England against the Australians in this 
country in 1926, and another O.S. played in three separate Australian 
series after 1950. 

Descending from the sublime to the ridiculous, mention should 
be made of more lighthearted house clubs, the Duckhunters of Abbey 
House (1931) who originally at least specialised in holiday tours, 1" 
and the School House Agriculturalists (1932) with termtime village 
fixtures. Since the war there have been various imitators in other 
houses. Perhaps such clubs provide the most enjoyable cricket of all. 

3. H O C K E Y 
Ti l l ousted by football about 120 years ago, hockey was the 

school's regular winter pastime, but, wrote one who took part, 
"Tt was played in a rough and ready way which had no pretence of 
the scientific." 

8. No doubt on a pitch discreetly sited towards the edge of the ground; a member of the 
Sherborne team ran seven off a snick to the Mound. 

9. Appropriately known to his friends as "Cow". Tn those days the pitch ran east and west; 
the present north-south layout dates only from 1951. 

10. It is even alleged that The Times was once induced to print the result of a match. 
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From then on for about thirty years no more was heard of it, 
ti l l in 1877 it was accorded the status of an official school game 
with a season between the football and cricket. But it failed to make 
a popular appeal and seems to have died out almost at once, though 
it retained (as it always will) its attraction as an occupation for odd 
moments. "We should like to see," runs a complaint in The Shir-
burnian of 1883, "the practice of Hockey in the School Courts stopped 
during Football hours, for we think that many who would otherwise 
play Football slave at Hockey, because the former involves a change 
of clothes." 

It was introduced officially for the second time in 1902, though 
without the compulsion that by then applied to football and cricket, 
and played apparently in a somewhat lighthearted spirit. The 
Sherborne Register (4th Ed.) quotes some pleasing reminiscences of 
mixed hockey and the "Redlegs." 

After a long gap, serious outside fixtures were resumed in 1927, 
colours awarded in 1929, and the official status of the game estab
lished for the third time in 1931. Senior house matches started in 
this year, and junior a year later. The first match against another 
school (Downside) was played in 1938, and a member of that team, 
by playing for Scotland twelve years later, became Sherborne's first 
hockey international. 

The English winter and the nature of Sherborne turf have ever 
curtailed activity in the traditional Easter term. Some hockey in the 
summer was inevitable sooner or later, but starting only in 1968 it 
has been a long time on the way. 

Ice hockey on the Castle Lake, when conditions have served, 
has a very long tradition behind it—whether hockey has or has not 
been officially recognised at the time. 

4. F O O T B A L L 
Football had no general following in schools till about 1840. 

We have seen that at Sherborne it was introduced from Rugby by 
Penrose in 1846, and it is worth remembering that while for all 
the 20th century it has reigned without question as the premier 
game, for its first few decades it was forced to take second place to 
cricket. 1 

1. Cricket cups were presented several years before anything was offered for football. 
The Captain of Cricket was automatically the Captain of all games; a subtle distinction existed 
in that the XI were photographed, while the X V were not. As late as 1878 it could still be written 
in The Shirburnian "of course it will always be considered a greater honour to be in the first XI 
than in the X V . " 

Even after the introduction of three terms in the year much less time was devoted to football 
than now; e.g.:, in 1880 the cricket season filled the whole of the summer term and continued 
through the autumn term till October 2nd. Two paperchases in one week followed, then football 
from October 9th to March 12th 1881. It is questionable how well this could have worked. On 3rd 
October 1964 the school sat in shirt sleeves to watch a football match on the Upper; but none 
could recollect ever seeing such a phenomenon before. 
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For twenty-five years or so the rules of Sherborne football seem 
to have been of a fluid nature, varied from time to time at the whim 
of the players and a mixture of rugger and soccer (natural enough 
when the two codes were followed generally in the country without 
clear distinction). The game was very rough; those were the days of 
hacking, tripping and scragging. One O.S. (who none the less lived 
to a ripe old age) recollected being on crutches for two years as the 
result of a football foray; another, very badly damaged in 1871, could 
read in the local paper—no doubt with added frustration—that the 
disaster occurred "while playing at football on the cricket ground at 
Horsecastles." 

Ti l l 1865 there was only one game twice a week, which appears 
to have satisfied the popular demand; as an occasional variant, 
mainly for small boys, a second game was sometimes arranged on 
a side ground. But as there might be up to forty players a side and 
there were no referees, it is hardly surprising to read that the event 
was not conspicuous for its success. 

Matches, such as they were, had a purely domestic character; 
the following were some of the combinations devised:— 

1868. Organ v. Pulpit Side of Chapel. 
First VI v. Next XJ. 
Names with an E v. The School. 
Sixth Form i». The School. 

1870. Middle of Chapel v. The School 
1871. Dissyllables v. The School. 
1874. Classical v. Modern. 
1875. Majors and Minors v. The School. 

A to L v. Rest of Alphabet. 
1877. Oxford v. Cambridge. 

Cornwall and Devon v. The World. 

Some of these games were played for two or even three days, 
and as the sides were not necessarily the same on each occasion 
startling reversals of form were sometimes revealed, according as 
this or that prominent player absented himself. Though masters are 
often recorded as turning out, the slackness of boys comes in for 
some criticism. Writing of a match in 1869, First X I v. The School, 
The Shirburnian notes, "The School were not represented in any 
large numbers," and an interesting sidelight is thrown by the 
"character" of a member of the X V about the same time, "We 
should like to see him take more interest in the game." 

The first mention of a house match is in 1868, Tancock's and 
Dayboys v. Curteis' and Stanford's, 2 also the genesis of the Three 
Cock in a melee between the School House and the School with 
numbers unlimited on both sides. By this period the game had gained 
both standing and popularity, for it was urged for the first time that 
it should be put on an official footing; from this year, too, dates the 

2. But house colours were unknown until 1886. 
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list of school fifteens in an unbroken sequence to the present day. 
The first O.S.S. match recorded, "Past v. Present," occurs in 

1871, but the fixture was evidently older than this, for it is spoken 
of as being an annual event. Tn the same year the important step 
was taken of adopting the Association game in its entirety, though 
on Nov. 27th-28th in that year, for a two day match "Light v. Dark", 
we read that on the first day soccer rules were in force, but that on 
the second reversion was made to the "old rules" (i.e. rugger) "to 
afford the fellows some practise (sic) in anticipation of the match 
with Dorchester." But the next season, by a sudden volte face, the 
official Rugby code, then recently drawn up, was substituted. (Al l 
the same Soccer has had an unofficial following during most of the 
present century—and even a measure of support in recent years; but 
the general trend of the two games in the West Country has been 
heavily in favour of Rugger and any official adoption of the other 
game seems virtually out of the question). Immediately after, in 1873, 
the Three Cock assumed something like its modern form, a X V of 
School House v. selected representatives of the next three houses; 
but it still continued to be played for two or more days (80 minutes 
on each) until in 1887 its duration was limited by Young to one hour. : i 

From about 1870 onwards, therefore, football seems firmly 
established at Sherborne,4 but for at least twenty years more the 
game was in the experimental stage. To begin with teams were 
composed of ten forwards, two quarter backs, two half backs and 

3. The continued contests must have been gruelling. Of one of the lust a participant writes, 
"We members of the School House XV under 'Gigas' Gray, our only 1st colour, kept the 3 Cock-
house X V from scoring for two consecutive days. We were then so battered that we were not 
allowed to continue the struggle." It may have been regard for the boys' health (aided perhaps 
by distaste at the somewhat irreverent repetition for two nights running at house prayers of the 
hymn traditional on those occasions, "Know ye not your captain's power") that induced the 
headmaster to make the change; but it was not popular and he had some difficulty in enforcing it. 
His negotiations with the Games Committee survive, a revealing example of the man's weakness 
—intolerance and lack of tact. "The Headmaster." he concludes a long letter, "cannot leave 
the subject without expressing his regret that the Games Committee should have committed 
themselves to a course which on the face of it is unsportsmanlike and childish. They must bear in 
mind that they are responsible to him for maintaining a spirit of generous rivalry in the sports 
of the School; and if this match instead of fostering such a spirit is to give birth to petty jealousy 
unworthy of the best public school traditions, it will be necessary for him to consider once more 
whether it can be allowed to continue." The subsequent vicissitudes of the Three Cock have been 
considerable. Originally, as the name implies, the side chosen to challenge the School House 
(ninety boys) was composed of fifteen players from the next three houses (thirty boys each) in 
whatever proportions seemed most advantageous to them. In 1915, however, to meet changed 
conditions, a mixture of two houses only was allowed. This, though tending to equalise the sides, 
none the less made the term Three Cock a misnomer, and in 1928 a sysiem was brought in by 
which the School House played the best outhouse with one representative from each of the next 
two houses; this in its time produced some fine games. In 1960 School House played through 
the rounds and in that competition, for the first time in some ninety years, sadly they failed to 
appear in the final. 

The game is still important, but has lost some of its traditional excitement. Only four times 
has the series been broken, 1886 (with a dispute over the time limit,) 1958 (illness), 1947 & 1963 
(prolonged frost). Mention may be made here of the silver gilt Loving Cup, presented to the school 
in 1906, an unusual possession and too valuable for daily exhibition. It is by tradition brought out 
for the House Supper of that house which has won the Three Cock. 

4. There was a Football Song as early as 1874; but this was apparently of Uppingham 
origin, a product of Harper's friendship with Thring. Sherborne's own song, a very good specimen 
of its kind, was not written till 1884 and had to wait four years for its first concert performance, 
now traditional. At one time visiting teams were regularly regaled with its strains at small informal 
concerts held in their honour the evening before a match, concerts at which even the referee—it is 
recorded—would sometimes oblige with a song. 
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one ful l back. The preponderant number of forwards (mainly slow 
and heavy, but hard shovers) indicates the chief feature of the game 
in its early days—close play, prolonged upright scrums where heeling 
was considered bad form, and much kicking and hacking of the 
ball through the opponents' ranks which were breached by main 
force. Of the effect of this sort of thing on an undrained ground 
something has already been said; and of a game in 1876 we read 
that "an unforeseen accident occurred—the ball, from its severe 
treatment, burst." 

T i l l 1877 tackling round the waist was usual and it was only the 
introduction in 1878 of the rule that a collared player must loose the 
ball immediately that gave the first impetus to more open play. 
Thereafter the numbers of the pack tended to be reduced to strengthen 
the back division which assumed an ever-increasing importance. 
Three quarter backs are not found at Sherborne till 1880 when they 
make their appearance with a new player "the flying man." Various 
other combinations were tried from time to time, the most usual 
being nine forwards, two half backs, three three-quarter backs and 
one full back. T i l l well on into the present century the two halves 
alternated in their functions according to the position of the game, 
the one taking the scrums on the right hand side of the field while 
his partner dropped back and vice versa. The formation of three 
three-quarters was peculiarly suited to Sherborne owing to the nar
rowness of the Upper, which was at that time a dozen or more yards 
short of the regulation width (though the Lower was ful l size)— 
a good example of the limitations of a field tending to mould the 
shape of a game. Experiments were first made with the modern 
formation in 1893 (the year, incidentally, that high goal posts were 
brought in, thus removing the old term "poster" from the Sherborne 
vocabulary) and in the next year four three-quarters were generally 
adopted and have continued ever since (though the older formation 
survived in Thirds till 1929). 

Standard terms of those days—mauls, rouges, touches, dapping 
tries and the like—are meaningless to the present generation, few of 
whom would credit that the X V of 1879 lost a match after scoring 
8 tries to one goal. "Grovel ," though remembered, is hardly ever 
heard; the obsolescence of what was perhaps the commonest 
Sherborne slang word deserves passing mention. 5 

5. The term is said to have been introduced into the football field in 1868-9, having originally 
referred to the melees caused by ejecting intruders from the School House Studies. The meanings 
of both "scrum" and "pack" were combined in its use; e.g., "The school grovel drove their oppo
nents into their twenty-five." 

A modern games phrase universally heard is "on" for "in" a team (e.g., "on Colts"). 
Sherborne is not rich in peculiar slang. "Harry"(manservant), "Fred" (laundry stud), "Bottle" 

(detain in school), "Hall" (preparation), "Toey" (Tuckshop), "Chief" (headmaster), "Ship" 
(overturn a bed), "Kickers" (bathing shorts), "Hat" (steamed pudding) are, however, still commonly 
used and probably in this school alone. Other words, once familiar, have died out. "Grovel" 
itself is the best known; others included "Tack" (feast in study), "Dibs" or "Dobs" (prayers), 
"Stodgers" (buns), "Dome" or "Doom" (bedroom) and "Rux" (rag); the latter though still used 
elsewhere seems to have originated at Sherborne. 
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Referees were non-existent till 1885; until then the two captains 
in consultation made all the decisions. But after this year there were 
a referee and two umpires (subsequently linesmen) to whom appeals 
might be addressed, though it is specifically stated that such appeals 
were not supposed to stop play. 6 

Decisions were made no easier by the indiscriminate use of 
colours, all the houses mixed up together. There seems always to 
have been some attempt at uniformity in matches, but for practice 
games whites and stripes were not used till 1885 and then only for 
the Upper . 7 The avowed intention was "to improve the passing." 
Clearly it did not encourage backs to open up the game if they had 
to look carefully to see what side a player was on. 

A list that has survived from 1881 gives an idea of the ordinary 
games organisation of that time. It shows eleven X V ' s arranged 
roughly in order of seniority down the school, divided up without 
reference to houses.8 This would indicate a kind of ladder system 
and that rather more than half the school played the game regularly; 
others probably turned out from time to time. With all the games 
congregated on the near field, then and for many years thereafter 
a much more informal atmosphere existed than now. A t the begin
ning of the afternoon between 2 and 2.30 boys would gather together 
in the area now called Young's to punt about and practise place 
kicking. A t the stated hour the captain of football appeared and 
called out "Come up, please." Games then started; one period was 
sufficient for the numbers and the time allowed was one hour. Later, 
when the fields extended over the road and players became more 
scattered, a more rigid system had to be adopted. 

With so many local variations of rule, coupled with the difficulties 
of travel, it is not to be wondered at that, to begin with, outside 
fixtures were fairly limited, and preference shown for such domestic 
matches as those mentioned above. But there were some club fixtures; 
a solitary match against Salisbury in 1869 seems to have been a 
failure and was not repeated. But after the adoption of Rugby rules 
in 1872 the fixture list grew and there were in the '70s and '80s 
various games against Evershot, Exeter, Dorchester and also privately 
raised teams. Yet it was not till 1893 that any school match was 
played, the authorities being partly guided by the conviction that 
such encounters would be dangerous. For several years, however, 
cricket had been waning in popularity (perhaps in consequence of 

6. The Shirburniati records of an O.S.S. match v. Old Haileyburians in 1883, "Two tries 
were disputed and the O.S.S., as usual, gave way, not wishing for any unpleasantness." 

In 1889 House Captains were allowed on the ground in junior house matches to appeal on 
behalf of their sides. The task of a referee can hardly have been an enviable one. 

7. The actual wording of the rule refers to a white or black jersey. Further information 
about colours will be found at the end of this chapter. 

8. This type of organisation has been tried since in recent times, but it has never worked 
as satisfactorily as one based on houses. 
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the long series of defeats in the chief match of the year—against 
Clifton). Football, for some time now played voluntarily by the vast 
majority as a matter of course, was officially made compulsory, and 
it is probably from this period that its present ascendancy dates. 
(In 1891 the School Debating Society decided by a heavy majority 
that football as a game was superior to cricket). A t all events in 1893 
Cheltenham was played and Haileybury the year after, and since 
then the X V has always had a full programme, 9 though the second 
X V had to wait until 1910 for their first regular fixture. Colours indeed 
they had for many years before this, but only on the result of house 
matches.1" 

The technical developments of the game during the last half-
century can have no place in a particular account, though local 
patriotism goes so far as to claim the loose heel as a purely Sherborne 
innovation. Of the tremendous enthusiasm shown for football at 
the school during the early years of the century something has 
already been said. Certainly Sherborne may claim to have played 
her full part in the growth of the game in the South-West. 

For completeness, to bridge the transition from the quaint and 
haphazard methods of the early days to modern times, a few dates 
are here inserted. The fin de siecle period saw the introduction of 
several features which are still important today, the Two Cock in 
1896, 1 1 Leagues in 1897, Thirds and X X X blazers in 1904. Colts 
made their debut in 1912 and so on to the Standard Programme of 
Games drawn up in 1927, in which each boy's requirements were 
mathematically calculated and (by the utilisation for the first time 
of most of the grounds for two consecutive periods) as far as possible 
catered for, a programme which, with some modifications, is still 
broadly the basis of organised football at Sherborne to-day. 

A l l Blacks match programmes for long used to announce that 
the game had been introduced into New Zealand from Sherborne by 
Charles John Monro in 1870; the statement has been repeated as 

9. The fixture with Llandovery was unique in being played each year at the same halfway 
venue. An account for 1908 has the quaint entry; "Saloon (G.W.R.) to Cardiff £0 - 15 - 0." 

The first X V to be unbeaten was that of 1906. Amongst their victories was one (41 - 5) gained 
on the Upper against St Paul's. The captain of the visiting team was the boy who later became 
Field Marshal Lord Montgomery. 

10. An unusual episode ensued in the case of a player who failed to get into the Sherborne 
X V but later got his blue for rugger at Cambridge. He was given honorary First X V colours to 
enable him to wear the Sherborne stockings in the 'Varsity Match' of 1894. 

It may here be mentioned that the first Sherborne international was a member of the original 
X V of 1868; there have been many others since. In 1879 (the last time the universities played at 
the Oval) four Shirburnians got blues, one for Cambridge and three for Oxford. 

In the same week in January 1967 a member of the school and a master were respectively 
captains of the English Schoolboys and of England. 

11. Junior house matches had started in 1884, a certain number of senior boys in each 
house being barred on a scale corresponding to its numerical strength. In 1894 was tried, for 
one year only, the experiment of a junior Three Cock. The Two Cock proper (School House 
Juniors v. the next two houses) was played from 1896 to 1938 when the present knock-out competi
tion was adopted, partly with the intention of lengthening the Colts' season and partly to give 
more School House boys the experience of match play. A similar alteration, involving the playing 
of Thirds on the American tournament system, was effected in 1950. 
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late as 1968 in Winston McCarthy's H A K A ! As in a well documented 
period there is no record of this name at the school, and as in the 
late sixties there was no firm adherence to the Rugby code, local 
reaction could only be one of gratified puzzlement. In 1968 further 
research in New Zealand and England simultaneously disclosed an 
error in family tradition and assigned C. J. Monro definitely to 
Christ's College, Finchley. So died a pleasant legend. But there is 
much better evidence that half a century later, in a very similar 
manner, from a Sherborne origin there developed the game in 
Canada. 

Finally, amongst the many distinguished players whom the 
school has turned out during this century, an O.S. was President of 
the Rugby Football Union in 1959-60. 

5. A T H L E T I C S 
"Paper Chase," to quote a Shirburnian of about 1845, "was a 

very popular sport with middle class boys, and often led to amusing 
episodes. I remember about fifteen or more of the 'hounds' jumping 
a low fence almost simultaneously and the five or six in the centre 
of the line finding themselves in a pond that, covered with green 
weed, had not been perceived. This was unintentional, but on another 
occasion the 'field' voluntarily underwent a deliberate ducking. The 
'scent' lay across Lenthay Common to the river and could be seen 
also laid upon the opposite bank. Hounds came to a check. Inquiry 
from labourers near at hand elicited the information that men with 
planks had been at work there, but had gone away about half-an-
hour, and opinions were expressed that as the means by which the 
'hares' had crossed the river were removed, the 'hounds' were not 
bound to follow, but 'Who' l l follow me?' cried the leader. And in he 
went and in all went, the water about waist high, I fancy. Following 
the 'scent' partly across country and partly by road for a few miles, 
the 'hounds' covered with dust turned to mud and otherwise dis
figured, entered an open hall door and would have dashed upstairs 
to the drawing room, but were stopped by the owner of the house, 
who led them to a 'lower room,' better fitted for boys in their condi
tion than a lady's drawing room, and hospitably entertained them 
with bread and cheese and cider. One of the 'hares,' two were always 
sent together, for a practical joke had led the way to his father's 
house." 

On more officially organised occasions in later years very senior 
O.S.S. presenting the prizes are several times on record as saying 
that there were sports in the time of Cutler and Lyon, only "not so 
good." They probably date back much before that. But we get no 
details till 1858, when on Dec. 2nd and 5th there was a meeting on 
Lenthay Common. It is further away than one thinks and many 
carriages were needed by the guests, for whose comfort the Cricket 
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Club marquee also was taken out and put up. This innovation was 
paid for with money hitherto devoted to a Guy Fawkes display for 
the school. 1 The moving spirit was H . J. Rawlinson, who had also 
been instrumental in raising money to rent the new field. This 
diversion of the funds was at first most unpopular and caused much 
opposition; is there perhaps in The Shirbumian of 1859 an unwonted 
note of satire in its account of "that jolly affair, the school flat races" ? 
(Hurdles) "Hol lo , there goes ; by Jove, what a lick he came 
down." (Mile) "Only three are left, who come in pluckily half dead 
with exhaustion and most awfully winded." Later opinions changed, 
Rawlinson was rewarded by the presentation of a silver tankard and 
was publicly thanked by Harper. 

By 1860 "the Races" were deemed worthy of the cricket field, 
where they have been held annually ever since—in Victorian times 
at least, one of the main events of the school year. For three quarters 
of a century the chosen time was round about Easter when (the 
school in residence) a large number of visitors would have more 
leisure to attend. A military band and boy stewards in fez and long 
whites would do something to brighten up the scene in weather 
conditions which were often unattractive. (Of a one legged race) "The 
ground was literally soaked; we wondered how the hoppers managed 
to keep their footing." 

Competition seems to have been intense, the spectators partisan, 2 

and rewards liberally bestowed; "a rush was now made," we read, 
"to the Cricket-house, in the front of which a circle was formed, 
and in the centre the prizes, consisting of bats, umbrellas, albums, 
whips, leggings, scarf-pins, studs, goblets, skates etc. presented a 
very pretty appearance." But about 1875 changing taste rejected 
such trading stamp display and substituted the bronze medallions 
of which many specimens survive. For a good many years now the 
meetings have been held in the summer, a better time for everybody. 
From 1936 most of the events ceased to be individual and there was 
the added interest of a house cup. Since the war with improved 
equipment and more coaching the standard and standing of athletics 
have risen greatly. So in 100 years the wheel has turned full circle 
and the simple enthusiasm once felt for the "eighty yards backwards" 
race (11J seconds in 1860!) is now replaced by a keen mathematical 
assessment of (say) the modern paarlauf, for it is noticeable that 
matches attract large numbers of spectators. 

1. "Evans' Firework list is prospering," noted Harper in 1853, "and has nearly reached 
£8." The products, home-made, were let oft in the Courts. "Now the whole place was aiive," 
writes an eye-witness, "with fellows running hither and thither in all directions, with these fizzing 
machines in their hands. At one time a cracker would disperse a few who had gathered together, 
or at another a Roman Candle would throw up a blue, red or green ball and light up the old Abbey." 

The custom was long-standing and in earlier days things could go wrong. An O.S. of Penrose's 
time mentions how "an erratic rocket rushed, congreve-like, through into an upper room, to the 
no small astonishment of a boy lying iil in bed." 

2. Some seventy years later Harper's daughter could still recall "how angry we children were 
when a member of another house won the challenge cup at the Athletic Sports instead of one of 
our School House boys." 
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"Cross Country" is the logical descendant of the original "Hare 
and Hounds." This developed into official paperchases which were 
a regular feature til l towards the end of Young's time. There were 
four of these each year over various routes of about 4-5 miles. But 
they were run hard—in about an hour; a pleasant way of seeing the 
country appears to have been an unpopular penance for a great 
many boys. 3 

In 1889 these paperchases were replaced by a "Point-to-Point", 
a longish race of 5-7 miles on the runner's own course provided he 
passed certain definite landmarks. From 1878 there had also been a 
steeplechase, a shorter race on a marked course with stiff obstacles. 
These were both run in March, originally in the Blackmarsh Farm 
area and latterly in the Yeo valley. 4 In 1924 the two were combined 
into one race. With haphazard training in the early years, doctors 
were not always in favour, 5 but in more scientific modern times, the 
sport never lacks its chosen few enthusiasts whose prowess, if not 
envied, is much respected. 

House relay swimming races date from 1910; but individual 
contests were held much earlier. There were cups in 1873 and the 
first competitions included such practical, if outlandish, things as 
races in clothes and pickaback, a smaller boy being ferried along by 
a larger, a kind of competitive life-saving. 

Gymnasium competitions of one sort or another such as boxing, 
were introduced in 1885 as soon as the school possessed a place in 
which to hold them. 

6. T E N N I S 
The game was played unofficially by pioneer enthusiasts in the 

middle '70s who chose for their sport the obvious and convenient 
site of the Sixth Form Green. Later their activities were transferred 
to the area now known as "the Fives Courts," but at that time 
passing under the name of "the Tennis Place." Here play was 
carried on under difficulties, for fives balls constantly flew out from 
the backless fives courts, while the tennis balls themselves were 
frequently lost in the dense shrubbery which covered the site of the 
present Workshop and Geography Room. 

3. "Slogging through charming villages whose names I never knew, with my tongue hanging 
out, in the wake of the ever-to-be-condemned paperchase"; thus one who ran, and there are many 
similar recollections. Finishers, however, might arrive amongst sympathetic spectators "black in 
the face with their efforts to come in," but "evoking loud cheers by the style of their spring." 

4. As a douceur to the tenants over whose land these races were run a prize was given each 
year for the Farmers' race in the local point-to-point, provided by a levy on the boys' pockets 
and satirically known as "Butter Money." Even so things did not always go smoothly. A competitor 
in the run of 1907 recollects "a fight with a farmer who resented our going through his yard; he 
finally set his dog on the last man." 

5. There is always an element of danger in Marathon races for boys. One fatality is recorded 
—in 1915. 
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Such conditions did produce an Oxford Tennis blue in 1887; but 
the game had no great standing; there could be few remarks more 
revealing of changed opinions than one in The Shirburnian of 1890 
(endorsed by hearty editorial approval): "I am quite sure that 
Sherborne would much prefer to turn out a first-class cricketer than 
produce all the champion lawn tennis players in the world." 

The growth of the game's status during the present century may 
almost be measured in terms of the ever increasing number of courts. 
Three grass on the south of Youngs sufficed from 1904 till three hard 
(the school's first) were laid out near Hyle House in 1948. Finally 
Youngs was almost entirely covered with six hard in 1965—with the 
danger that the name itself may be forgotten. Makeshift patches on 
Carey's and housemasters' private courts have too been useful 
standbys; the latter remain essential for the secluded entertainment 
of female guests. 

Always a popular rival to cricket, the game has long been an 
official variant. A VI constituted in 1934 has had progressively more 
players to draw on, ever more intensive coaching and longer fixture 
lists. It has well held its own in inter-school matches and tournaments. 

7. S A I L I N G 
" A heavy ship's boat was installed by the station master and let 

out to hire on the reach from the railway station to Westbury Bridge 
—the proceeds being given to the Yeatman Hospital. We often 
invited shipwreck with our charity." So an O.S. of his time in the 
school about 1875, and thereafter silence for nearly three quarters of 
a century, till the national upsurge of sailing after the second war. 

A start was made at Portland under the auspices of the New 
Venture and to begin with the emphasis was on cruising in largish 
boats. But these were unwieldy, quite unsuitable for racing and 
affording little opportunity for the individual to develop his talents. 
So after a year or two activities were switched to dinghies in the ideal 
surroundings of Poole Harbour. Weekend camps, originally on its 
townward side, latterly moved west to the remote region near Arne. 

A dozen or more sailing boats, outboard motors and much camp 
gear with a large hut built at Sherborne in 1967 to house it all are 
not trifles; thus, despite much maintenance work by boys during the 
winter, it is a somewhat expensive business. Distance too (even with 
the willing help of devoted members of the staff) remains 35 miles 
each way. None the less the sport flourishes exceedingly, not only 
on the level of "messing about" but with house competitions and 
fixtures against other schools (some with addresses far more medi
terranean than Sherborne's). 
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8. G O L F 
At the beginning of the century boys (as masters did) may well 

have played on the course of the Blackmore Vale Go l f Club situated 
on Lenthay; if so, appropriately enough, as they would have been 
using the site of the school's very first official games activities. In 
1910, moved up to Clatcombe, the course started a new life as the 
Sherborne Golf Club, but was soon to be closed during the first war. 
On its reopening boy members were made welcome by the committee 
and so it has been ever since. 

For many years the stiff pull up the hill was a deterrent to cyclists 
perhaps not quite counterbalanced by the long coast back. Nowadays 
with some official transport provided, the permitted quota is seldom 
unfilled and the game flourishes to the extent of house matches, 
outside fixtures and tournaments. 

T H E P I L G R I M S ' C L U B 
In conclusion might be mentioned the founding in 1923 of the 

Sherborne Pilgrims, an active association of athletes amongst O.S.S. 
and in some cases also boys in the school. 

S H E R B O R N E C O L O U R S 
C R I C K E T . 

Colours were certainly in use as early as 1865, and a specimen 
survives in a narrow hatband of light yellow and dark blue stripes 
of equal breadth. This was later changed to something very like 
the modern pattern, yellow and ultramarine—the latter predominat
ing. It seems plain therefore that substantially there has been very 
little change and that some sort of blue and yellow has been associa
ted with the game as long as it has been played scientifically at 
Sherborne—well over a hundred years. 

F O O T B A L L . 

The X V had its colours first in 1868, though at that time there 
were no outside matches. The original design was magenta and 
black stripes on a white ground for the jerseys (shirts were never 
used till 1893) with a cap to match; the latter was a striped flannel 
monstrosity of the skull cap type, intended if desired to be worn 
during actual play. 

These colours did not meet with approval and were replaced in 
1874 by plain blue with badge, the second twenty wearing the blue, 
but not the badge. This has varied in design. It was first a large affair 
of floral pattern, irreverently known as the "cabbage," but at the 
end of the last century, at G . M . Carey's suggestion, was substituted 
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the "Wessex Dragon." The design of this is said to have been taken 
at random by a boy from a book on heraldry in the Library. 1 

For many years white knee breeches, not shorts, were worn. 
Blue shorts replaced white about 1941 as an A . R . P . measure. 

H O C K E Y . 

From 1927 the first team played in white cricket shirts with a 
blue "Wessex Dragon" on the pocket; the particoloured stockings 
were introduced in 1936. These, the design of Canon Wallace who 
himself cut the Gordian knot of committee deadlock, are not only 
distinctive, but of unsuspected tactical value in a game where the 
eyes are largely directed downwards. The attractive quartered shirts, 
to match the stockings, were first used in 1949. 

H O U S E C O L O U R S . 

In 1868 the School House adopted a plain white jersey for 
football. This was replaced in 1874 by the magenta and black then 
recently discarded by the X V which has remained the house colour 
ever since. 

The origin of the colours of the other houses is shrouded in 
obscurity; most have probably been the same ab initio, though when 
Abbey House was restarted in 1868 its colours were broad blue 
barrel stripes on a white ground. 2 But there is fairly clear evidence 
that the purple and black was in use by about 1875. 

Two sets of colours that disappeared with the contraction of 
the school about 1890 have since returned, the blue and black of 
Price's (now Lyon House) and the white and black of Wildman's 
(now Westcott House). The green and black of the dayboys, so used 
till about 1914, reappeared some fifty years later with the opening of 
The Digby. Appropriately these are also the racing colours of the 
Digby family. 

On one occasion only is the school known to have had uniformity 
in hat bands—when all wore black on Queen Victoria's death in 
1901. 

1. Another account associates its origin with the blue flannel blazer introduced by Nowell 
Smith, the designer in this case being a master. 

The name is probably a misnomer, for the Richmond Herald has denied the existence of 
any such beast. But there is a red dragon in the arms of Edward VI, so its use is not entirely in
appropriate; furthermore something remarkably similar was adopted in 1967 by the Wessex 
Brigade, to which the C.C.F. is affiliated. 

2. These seem to have been later adopted by O.S. football teams, and were regularly used 
until the introduction, in 1923, of the Pilgrims' brown, blue and white. 
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T H E BUILDINGS 
"Be it a weakness, it deserves some praise, 

We love the play-place of our early days." 
Cowper. 

Dale when firs! brought 
into school use 
1560 Old School House (now Lady Chapel). 
1606 School House Dining Hal l (originally Schoolroom). 
1670 Oak Room (originally Old Library). 
1835 Bell Buildings. 

Abbey House (built, in part, early 19th century). 
1853 Lodge and Gateway. 

Library (Monastic Hall , 13th-15th century). 
1855 Chapel (Monastic Hal l , 12th-15th century). 

School House Studies (Abbot's House, 15th century). 
1858 Old Music House (built 17th or 18th century). 
1860 School House. 
1865 Westward extension of Chapel. 

The Green (built, in part, early 18th century). 
1870 South-west classrooms. 
1872 Abbeylands (built, in part, 16th century). 
1873 Harper House (built, in part, 18th century). 

Old M i l l Buildings (built 18th century). 
Bath. 

1879 North aisle of Chapel. 
Big School and Cloister. 

1883 Lobby to Big School and north-west classrooms. 
1885 Old Gymnasium. 
1887 Sanatorium. 
1902 Miniature Range, (partly demolished 1953) 
1906 Tuckshop. 
1910 Carrington Buildings. 
1911 Lyon House. 
1913 North classrooms (western portion). 
1920 Westcott House (built, in part, early 19th century). 
1921 Bow House (built, in part, 14th century). 

Workshop. 
1922 War Memorial extension to the Chapel. 
1923 Tower and north classrooms (eastern portion). 

Gymnasium. 
1926 Music School. 
1929 Bungalow wing to Sanatorium. / 

260 
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1931 Elmdene (built 1897). 
1936 Biology Laboratory. 
1937 Geography Room and Metal Workshop. 

North extension to Sanatorium. 
1948 Enlargement of bungalow wing to Sanatorium. 
1951 Headmaster's house. 
1953 New Armoury and Range. 

1953-6 New labs in area of old Armoury. 
1955 Medlycott Classrooms. 

The Beeches. 
1956 War memorial extension to Big School. 
1958 (extra storey 1966) Turing Laboratory. 
1960 Greenhill House. 
1964 The Digby. 
1966 Three classrooms in garden (Terrapin). 

Extension to Westcott House. 
1967 Hyle House. 

Extension to Elmdene. 
1969 Abbey Grange., 
1970 Extension to School House. 

The above list (apart from the first item) comprises only the 
main buildings which still form part of the school; such have 
received but passing mention in preceding chapters. Others which 
no longer belong to the Governors or have' been demolished have 
already been described. 

A few notes are also appended in this chapter on other buildings 
(not mentioned above) that have associations with the school. 

T H E O L D S C H O O L H O U S E 
The original approach to the school was not, as now, on the 

north side, but from Church Lane. 1 The "Skole Barton Door" 
of 1556 has given place to what is to-day known as the Sixth Form 
Door, but this itself is ancient enough, dating back to the 17th 
century at least. That it was the main entrance is proved by its 
inscription: 

EDVARDI impensis patet hie Schola publica SEXTI 
Grammaticae cupidis nobile REGIS opus, 

including a use of the words "public school" in a very different 
sense from that accepted to-day. 

Inside was the outer School Court, known frojti the earliest 
times as the "Barton" and quite distinct from t h e r B a l l y " as the 
ancient records show; it now forms the upper part of the Common 

1. The old postal address was King's School, Church Lane. 
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Room garden and is still one of the most charming spots in Sher
borne. On the east it was bounded by a high wall which survived 
till 1921, and on the west by the original residence of the headmaster, 
the " O l d School House," earliest of all the surviving post-refounda
tion purchases of the Governors. Of this the outer walls stand very 
much as they did, and though it is strictly speaking no longer in the 
service of the school, it is none the less included in this chapter. 

In monastic times there stood at the east end of the Abbey three 
chapels, the central of 13th century Early English work, possibly 
by Elias de Derham or one of his school; this was a considerable 
structure, for its foundations (revealed during the Abbey restora
tion of 1856) extended some 33 feet from the east wall of the Abbey 
over a breadth of 28 feet. This central chapel was flanked by two 
others of the 15th century. The one, in perpendicular style, is 
mentioned by Leland: "Ramesunne Abbate sette a chapelle caullid 
our Lady of Bow, hard to the south side of the Old Lady chapelle." 
Less is known of that lying to the north; indeed, some have even 
disputed its existence, since there is no record of its builder or 
dedication and it is not mentioned in the deeds transferring the 
property to the school. But though it may not have been standing 
at the Dissolution, enough traces in the stonework itself remain to 
make it plain that at some time there was a structure there. Either 
incorporated in these buildings or standing nearby was an Ankret 
House, as the name implies, the residence of a hermit. 2 

But these chapels were not kept up and at the time of the Dis
solution, though in part hardly a century old, they were in a ruinous 
condition. None the less in 1554 Sir John Horsey leased them to 
the Almshouse for a term of 200 years, for what purpose is not clear, 
unless to serve as a kind of mortuary (an account of 1556 has an item 
"6c/. for a kaye to the charnell-howse door"). Five years later, 
however, in 1559, "the part and parcell of two chapels sometime 
called our Lady chapels" were transferred to the school in perpetuity 
for a sum of £18. 17$. 2d., and the Governors, building upon an 
unpromising foundation of rubble and human bones, put up a 
residence where successive headmasters were to live for three hundred 
years, from 1560 to 1860 (the former date still clearly to be seen on 
the southern side of the east wall). Hard by are the traces of a roof 
and four holes, now blocked but probably once for beams. Though 

2. There is more than one reference to hermits and anchorites at Sherborne. In 1388 a 
certain John Sparkeford of Yeovil left i n his will "Item to the Anacarite of Shirborne at the Bouwe 
20 sh." and "Item to the improvement of the roads at Mulsantebouwe, 10 marcs which shall be 
at the disposal of John Allen, hermit of Shirborne. Item, to the said John the hermit for his labour, 
and in praying for my soul 40 sh." Mulsantebouwe probably refers to the road from the Bow 
Arch to the Abbey Mill; upkeep of roads was a regular function of hermits. A little later a document 
of 1397 mentions another recluse, "Edmund Artur anchorita capeile B Marie vocat. le Bowe 
infra scalare cimiterii ecclesiae conventualis de Shirburn." 

Hermits indeed survived as long as the monks. The Parish Register includes amongst its 
first entries the burial in 1538 of William Howell, hermit of John the Baptist. 
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they perhaps mark its site these relics are too late for the Ankret 
House; more likely some sort of extension to the headmaster's 
residence. 

There is a tradition that Bishop Jewel of Salisbury was responsible 
for the erection of the new building; this may well be so, for returning 
to his see from exile abroad in 1560, he was in that year residing at 
Sherborne Castle and may have felt (particularly as the see of Bristol 
was at that time vacant) that he should exercise the traditional role 
of the Salisbury Bishops, that of patron of Sherborne. Certain it is 
that his arms on the south wall, together with those of local gentry, 
friends of the school, 3 lend a great air of distinction to the building 
and to some extent counter the charge of desecration levelled by 
subsequent generations against the Edwardian Governors. Beneath 
are eighteen smaller shields with the initials of the Governors who 
built the house; many of these are defaced and illegible, but the 
names of their owners survive in the lists of subscriptions to the 
work (in one case a gift in kind—four bushels of wheat, a truly 
patriarchal touch; much too of the glazing of the house was the gift 
of different Governors). The Royal Arms are better preserved, 
having survived both removal during the Commonwealth and, 
perhaps more serious, a fall to the ground during a severe frost in 
1808. The sundial above is of much later date, erected in 1745 by one 
Benjamin Bastard, who four, years later became a Governor. The 
original cost of £5. 5s. Od. was paid by the school; thereafter, very 
properly, all repairs were debited to the town who benefited most. 
On the north side there seems to have been an early addition, 
judging from a quaint entry in the Almshouse Minute Book under 
date 1595. "It is ordered that a convenient room bee made within 
the house for the ease of Raufe Horsey's sonnes to be taught within 
the same." But by 1607 this extension (which must have sadly 
blocked the west window of the Schoolroom) appears to be reserved 
for the u«ie of the usher rather than these "parlour boarders." 

A good , deal is known of the interior of this unique building, 
even to-day a curious mixture of the lay and the ecclesiastical, with 
the domestic windows of vestry, music store and library in three 
storeys and the old tradesman's entrance, complete with knocker, 
still to be seen at its north-east corner. It was picturesque, but 
hardly convenient. The floors, connected by two very steep narrow 
stairways, each had three rooms, in several cases leading out of one 
another; "cupboards and mysterious crannies" abounded. Where is 
now the Children's Corner of the Abbey was the headmaster's study 
(its Elizabethan fireplace still in situ); where the Sanctuary, the 
dining room, and the vestry has replaced the kitchen. A l l these 

3. The sixth coat of arms, "Three Hons passant gardant," unidentified by Hutchins and all 
subsequent writers, has now been found to be that of Combe of Handley. 
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ground-floor rooms were wainscoted and paved with 14th century 
slip tiles. Above was the "Closset going out into the Leads" (as it 
still does) and a drawing room, lofty and reaching up through two 
storeys to the tracery of the original chapel roof, furnished with a 
piano that could not be played during service times in the Abbey as 
its notes penetrated the thin partition of 3in. lath and plaster." A t 
the top were what were known as the "Arch Rooms," bedrooms 
with stone carved walls and 13th century groining even bearing 
traces of pre-Reformation painting, red and gold, with shafts and 
capitals of Purbeck marble. Here doubtless at one time slept the 
headmaster's "tablers" and some vandal hand had cut away the 
stone to make the beds lit closer to the walls. 

To the east and north the windows of the Old School House 
looked out on to boys' courts, to the south on the churchyard, 
frequented by horses and cattle roaming at w i l l ; 5 as a background 
was the Town Hall or Grand Jury Chamber, an "unsightly, oblong 
block of yellow stone," flanked then as now by an avenue of lime 
trees. A n d where can we place "the posts in ye Courts for hanging 
Cloaths."? 

In the Old School House was born in 1827 W. H . Lyon, son of 
the then headmaster (and welcomed into the world by a Greek ode 
composed jointly by the Sixth Form); he was afterwards Vicar of 
Sherborne for thirty-nine years—not many parsons can thus have 
been born-in their own church. It was his father who in 1839 added 
a two-storey bay window to the facade of the house, greatly im
proving its appearance. Less attractive were the domestic offices put 
on to the north of the building by Penrose in 1846. These, together 
with the old usher's quarters of 1595, were removed in 1860 and 
only the marks of a doorway and traces of whitewash on the wall 
tell that they were ever there. 

In the latter year M r G . W. Digby had bought the old house 
from the school, generously paying a fancy price to enable a confident 
start to be made on the present School House. The intention was 
to reincorporate it in the Abbey, but previous restorations had 
strained current funds and the plan had to be shelved; thus for 
sixty-one years more, till 1921, the building remained on lease as 

4. A 19th century vicar is recorded as telling a party of tourists that "the master's lady 
heard all their chants, and they heard all her polkas." Certainly the lower notes of the Abbey 
organ were very penetrating and a feeling letter of Harper's describes his despair of settling down 
to work when thus disturbed, perhaps not the least of his reasons for wishing to build a new School 
House in 1860. • 

5. The gateway at the north-east corner was erected in 1723 together with railings elsewhere 
to stop this. Old prints show the level of the churchyard much higher and rougher than now; 
the present smooth effect was obtained by the removal of many hundreds of tons of earth to the 
cemetery in 1859. 



S O U T H SIDE OF O L D SCHOOL H O U S E 
Now the Lady Chapel, but sundial, arms, shields and domestic windows all serve to recall its 

school connection. Note on the right the Laundry Buildings, demolished in 1920. 



O L D SCHOOL HOUSE 
The Drawing Room, c. 1850 

1 
5 

Chaffin, Sherborne 
T H E SCHOOL H O U S E DINING H A L L , 1950 



B E L L BUILDINGS, O A K R O O M A N D SCHOOL HOUSE DINING H A L L , 1882. 
A slightly shabby appearance for a prosperous period of expansion. Note on the left the absence 
of the drawing room extension and on the right the ivy running up the Abbey. (See page 139). 



LAST D A Y S O F T H E SILK M I L L 
Two drawings by Petit, 1850, just before the school took over. 

Above, note the sexton's or cobbler's cottage in the foreground. 
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part of the school premises and served at various times as sick room, c 

common room and lodgings for masters and servants, and even as 
the original book pound. In 1921 the Governors gave it up "with 
regret after many generations of men" and restoration as a Lady 
Chapel finally began. One scheme involved keeping Lyon's bay 
window and using it as a recess for the altar, but there were various 
objections and in 1924 the window was removed and re-erected at 
the Preparatory School where it still stands.7 

Though some progress was made with the interior, lack of 
funds once more held up completion of the outside fabric and a 
hideous lead sheath and wooden hoarding defaced the east end of 
the Abbey for several years. But the present building was at last 
completed in 1934; to avoid the masking of the School House 
Dining Hall its proportions are smaller than those of the original, 
but its beauty is unquestionable and the service of consecration, 
attended by nine bishops, was a memorable occasion. 

T H E S C H O O L H O U S E D I N I N G H A L L 
The old schoolroom as reconstructed about 1555 does not 

seem to have been very durable, for from 1590 onwards repeated 
items occur in the accounts for considerable repairs. The turn of 
the century having seen an improvement in the school finances, it was 
decided to replace an unsatisfactory structure by something better. 
The result was the building now the School House Dining Hal l . 

In 1605 was acquired from Raufe Horsey 1 the lease of a site 
for 1,000 years; this was cleared of its occupants to make way 
for a new building, a sinking fund being established for the purpose 
"unless M r Anketell be compounded of his quit-rent." Further 
payments are mentioned in the accounts for 1608, "To M r Hyde 
Clarke for his interest in twoe shoppes near the school." "To 
Justions to goe forth of his house," and "To Widow. Bathlyns 
in satisfaction as agreed for a certain house removed from next 
the school." It is plain that the new building was to be considerably 
larger than the old. 

6. Eight beds, but in far from suitable surroundings. A patient in the '80s, half awakened 
from a feverish sleep, found himself gazing at the groining of the roof. Well might he, as the story 
runs, wonder if he were in this world or the next. Another tradition (surely bearing the marks of 
boyish invention) relates that one of the last patients died of pneumonia "with snowflakes falling 
on his bed"—an incident which hastened the building of the present San., 

Visiting teams were put there too, of course. The following note on the match of 1891 comes 
from a Bradfield source;—"Against Sherborne we failed miserably, the long journey and lodgings 
in their clock tower taking all the heart out of us. C. C. Barnes alone slept; he got 50 the next day." 

7. The price paid was £60 and a prospective purchaser from the U.S.A. forestalled by one 
day only. 

1. A collateral relation of the three Sir Johns. He may have been led to this step by financial 
stringency,_for it was at this time that the family fortunes began to fail; or perhaps he was influenced 
by the motives set out in the deed of conveyance "the good regarde and care he hath to the advance
ment of learninge and thereby to the education and bringinge upp of all children that shall bee of 
his alliance bloudd and name." He had six sons. 
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Site and lease settled, paymasters and supervisors were appointed 
and materials ordered for beginning work in the spring of 1606, 
one Roger Brinsmeade being engaged as mason and John Reape 
as carpenter. A generous initial grant was made towards the cost; 
"£100 shalbe employed to the building of a newe scholehouse." 
A little later'additional funds were forthcoming, perhaps because 
the original estimates had proved too low, but also perhaps in 
order that as many people as possible should contribute to what 
was evidently intended as something unusually fine in the way of 
school architecture. None the less only the south face was done in 
ashlar, rubble sufficing elsewhere (a similar parsimony in fine stone 
tiles is still visible on adjoining roofs). £37 were advanced by several 
Governors in the form of a kind of mortgage (repayment being made 
in 1609) and various others gave amounts of 7s. each for "cariage 
from Hamdon H i l l . " Among these were Grove, the headmaster, and 
his usher. Members of well-known county families subscribed for 
their arms to be set up in the glazing of the windows (Strangways, 
Trenchard, Mohun, Jordan, Freke, Turges, Maubank and Horsey 
are all mentioned; the interior of the room must have been the 
brighter for these long lost coloured panes). Outside on the south 
facade were set up the shields of Edward VI , Horsey and Combe of 
Handley. 2 

Below, over the door lintel the royal school was naturally at 
charges to put up a handsome coat of Edward VI , the work of a 
certain Roger Moore, tinctured at great expense; the account for 
1608 has an item "payd for settynge coulors upon the Kynges 
Armes iij l i . " But in 1670 it was ordered that these same arms 
"be only washed over with Oyle and some other sad colour without 
any more adorning." 3 To compensate, however, in a minute of 
the same year the Governors asked "the Schoolemaster to make a 
paire of Latin Verses to put under the King's Arms to be seen and 
approved by the Company at their next meeting." The result, 
inspired in all probability by a similar curiosity on the tomb of the 
Countess of Bristol not twenty yards away in the Abbey, was the 
best thing that Goodenough did for Sherborne, a chronogram, 
unique in that it contains a double date. For many years purists 
criticised it as containing sixteen additional "numeral" letters 
which give an unreckoned total of 634; it was only the discovery 
that the legend conceals two dates that made up for this offence 
against the canons of the art of chronogram construction. This, 

2. In 1635 the south wall was further adorned by the addition of a sundial, the work of 
a certain Reynold Gillard, at a cost of 21/2. £1 for the dial, I/- for the iron style and Id. for "one 
to hold upp the ladder." This was revealed during the restoration of 1886 and is still preserved. 

3. Why this should have been so in Restoration England is hard to see. The arms remained 
in this drab condition until 1912, when decayed beyond further repair, they were completely 
replaced by the generosity of J. B. Carrington. Their present colouring dates only from 1946. 
The original 17th century arms suffered in 1937 a greater indignity than the Puritans had ever put 
on them by their removal, being sold as scrap for £2. 
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Sherborne's best known inscription, the "carven legend" of James 
Rhoades, reads as follows:— 

Tecta Draco custos, Leo vinDeX, fLos Decus, auctor 
ReX pius, haec servat, protegit, ornat, aLit. 

The first combination of rubricated letters D L + D X + L D + X L 
gives 1550, the date of the school's refoundation. The second, 
D + L + D + X + L + D + X + L , comes to 1670, the' year of the 
chronogram itself in which some restoration of the building took 
place. 

Beneath is a further Latin couplet from the pen of a much more 
recent headmaster, Boughey, couched in lighter vein:— 

Hanc cigarettanis dona, sis, finibus iirnam, 
Atria qui fumans docta, viator, adis. 

Of the interior of the room unfortunately very little is known, 
for apart from regular items for cleaning, there are but few references. 
The most distinctive feature, the statue of Edward V I , was set up 
in 1614, carved of Portland stone by a certain Godfrey Arnold at 
a cost of £9, with 5s. Ad. for painting. Unlike the arms, it has 
always been kept coloured, and cumulatively the items for tincturing 
and cleaning must have amounted to far more than the original 
outlay. Of many such entries the best is one for 1777 "To Cleaning 
and Painting ye Figour of King Edward, including To Gold Size, 
Best Red Paint, Black, Blue and Green, Best White." 4 Beneath are 
four lines of verse:— 

En tibi, Flos iuvenum, Britonum Decus, Inclytus orbis 
Splendor, Apollinei Deliciaeque Chori 

Gymnasium hie pueris statuit gratumque Minerval 
Ut gratis discant—discito —gratus en's. 

These lack the inspiration of the chronogram, despite the play on 
words in the last line, rendered by a translator in The Shirburnian 
of 1884— 

FEELESS learning hence to ail 
Learn and F E E L HIS bounty more. 

A minute of 1670 makes it plain that while these lines had been 
deleted during the Commonwealth, they had existed before it. 
Thus they are probably contemporaneous with the statue and 
may well be the work of Grove who was then headmaster. 

4. In 1887 the statue was removed for repainting and Y o u n g commented publicly on its 
return "Dux redux", the leader back again—in red ducks. Ineffable as the pun now sounds, it may 
have gone down well at the time. T h e title was that o f a sketch by James Rhoades, recently presented 
as the very first staff play. Furthermore, not content with a successful production in Sherborne, the 
cast had actually transferred itself to L o n d o n for a one night stand on January 18th 1887 at the 
now defunct Novelty Theatre. 

In earlier days Edward V I had rough treatment enough. A n O. S . of Penrose's time mentions 
as a common feat the tricky cl imb up the wainscot, "winning r ich store of five balls, which, aimed 
at the royal countenance, had found a resting place behind the shoulders." 

F o r the House Supper o f 1938 the statue had been adorned with a swastika, beneath which 
Canon Wallace refused to sit; very properly—in 1939 it was wearing a gas mask. 
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The hall was for two hundred years and more the main teaching 
room of the school with later only the Oak Room and the small 
chamber beneath it available as overflow space. Of the struggles 
of two or three men with six forms of 12-15 boys something has 
been said elsewhere. Only infrequently does an odd reference 
throw a little light on the busy scene. In 1608 a sum of 35s. was 
expended "for making the schoolmaster's deske and for bording 
and makyng of the deske for the schollers about the school." The 
headmaster's rostrum seems always to have been beneath the 
statue while the usher worked at the other end of the room. We 
find mention in 1640 of an "hourglasse," clear indication that 
the curriculum already described was divided into something like 
the modern "periods." In 1690 a sum of Is. Id. was spent on 
"15 turned pins to hang the Schollars' Hatts on in the schoole." 
A n inventory of the hall taken in 1695 lists "a set of wainscott 
Book-Presses and two long oaken tables with four forms and one 
picture." The bookcases must have been for classroom manuals, 
for at this date the library proper had for some time been housed 
elsewhere. The "picture" may refer to the framed set of statutes 
which hung behind the usher's desk—some of the provisions would 
have been edifying reading for the boys, not least those dealing 
with their masters.5 

About fuel and light, provided by the Governors on a not very 
princely scale, we know something. Two tons of coal were supposed 
to serve for twelve months, and till 1841, when gas fittings were 
first put in at a cost of £5, three dozen candles per year was the 
ration. Either the gloom was Cimmerian, or else the boys provided 
their own, for it is known that ordinary hours were kept. 

The rest is silence or nearly so. Perhaps the devices and hundreds 
of names cut and burnt on the panelling round the room best 
summon up the past when, lessons over, the place served as 
cramped living space for scores of boys to pass their time as best 
they might. The picture thus conjured up is by modern standards 
sordid enough, but it persisted without much change until 1853 
when Harper had vision enough to sweep away the old traditions. 
For a time, while planning his extensions of the school, he con
sidered turning the room into a chapel, but finally adapted it to 
what it now is, a dining hall for the boys of the School House. 

Some thirty years later it was discovered that the foundations 
(of 18in. depth only and based on spongy soil—possibly an ancient 

5. T h e custom of having the school rules on view seems to have been of considerable antiquity, 
obtaining even in the originai 16th century schoolroom. W e learn f rom the account for 1595 
that a John Okeley was paid 7/10 for engraving the 1592 statutes on tables and hanging them on 
the walls. Despite this they were regularly read out to the boys once a quarter which seems an 
absurd waste o f time. Yet in more recent days Y o u n g did the same thing with the school rules at 
the beginning of each term. 
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water course) had become unsafe; in 1886, after the walls had 
been propped up for some months, a complete restoration took 
place within the seven weeks of the summer holidays, a considerable 
feat in itself and not the least of Young's benefactions to the school. 
The east and south walls were rebuilt and a rather attractive shrub
bery (encased, according to the fashion of the day, in shallow 
protective railings) was swept away. This was replaced, centrally in 
the ancient Barton, by a monkey puzzle tree which perhaps 
fortunately did not long survive. A t the south east corner of the 
Hall was thrown out the bay window which has so improved the 
proportions of the room; this was lined with panelling from the old 
"Sun Inn" (now the Bow House). That in the body of the Ha l l was 
cleaned and stained, many fresh names being revealed in the process,6 

and the fine oak barrel roof was cleared of the sorry plaster covering 
which had showered its flakes on the food below.' Paradoxically it 
was this restoration that gave the room its present air of antiquity, 
and there have been few changes since. But the good oak tables are 
worthier of their surroundings than those of deal that they replaced, 
and the windows, if no longer bright with the coats of west country 
grandees, are none the less to some extent embellished by the arms 
of various recent headmasters, and two crests commemorate old 
School House boys, F. J. Lys and H . R. Dean, who in the same 
decade were Vice-Chancellors of Oxford and Cambridge respectively. 
A l l these things are the gifts of O.S.S. 

In the above account the traditional date of 1670 for the erection 
of the Dining Hal l is rejected in favour of one sixty-four years 
earlier. It was Hutchins who first attempted to deal with the problem, 
assigning the building somewhat loosely to the reign of Charles II. 
R. H . Carpenter, much employed about the school in Harper's time 
as an architect, put the date at 1670, probably working on the 
obvious single letter combinations of the chronogram; in this he 
was followed unquestioningly by Wildman. Since then, however, 
fresh evidence has appeared in the shape of a detailed building 

6. The carvings repay study. The neat workmanship in some cases suggests a professional 
hand. T h e dates are mostly about 1790 and 1830. T w o are as early as 1698, but the most arresting 
inscription reads "John Latham came here on Fr iday , Sept. 20th ? 1793, and went away on Friday 
June 8th, 1798." Certainly the earliest known Valete, if a trifle uninformative; however, as Latham 
has left his mark in at least seven other places in the hall , knowledge how he spent his time is not 
entirely lacking. F r o m one of these inscriptions his address is learnt—Cork, surely a formidable 
journey for a schoolboy in those days. The names in the older parts o f the school have been carefully 
recorded. But a new curiosity occasionally turns up. e.g. as late as 1966, H . P. P R I C E (of unhappy 
memory) on a very heavily painted panel in what is now the School House kitchen. 

7. A detailed description by a School House boy of exactly this period has survived. A p a r t 
f rom its intrinsic interest, the coincidence alone perhaps justifies its appearing here. 
Breakfast. Porridge or egg or bacon (the two latter only very occasionally) Stale bread with a 

thin scrape of butter. 
Dinner. Meat , bread, pudding, swipes. 
Tea. O f the plainest. 
Supper. Bread, cheese, swipes. 
If the narrator is to be believed, without the beer he would hardly have managed. 
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account which is quite definitely of the year 1608. In this are certain 
significant items:— 

"Five settings of iron barres for the schole windows." 
"For cuttinge the kynges Armes." 
"For the Rayle and fronte and other freestone work." 
"For crestes of freestone for the said scholehouse." 

all of which, together with the mention of Ham Hi l l stone, are 
exactly applicable to the room of today with its five barred windows, 
the King's Arms which indubitably date from 1608, and the striking 
stone balustrade on the top of the south facade; this latter was in 
addition formerly adorned with crested shields, one of which bore 
the date 1608. (Old prints show the shields, but not the figures.) 
What, too, of the leaden drainpipe on the south wall with its date 
1660, the proportions of which suggest that it was designed to fit 
this particular building? 8 

It may be argued that the style of architecture is unusual for 
the early 17th century; but it is reminiscent of Inigo Jones and, 
while there is no firm tie to connect the great man with the school, 
it is perhaps worth noting that he is known to have been at work 
about 1600 in this part of the country (e.g., at Clifton Maybank, 
where he was commissioned by the very Raufe Horsey from whom 
the Sherborne site was soon to be acquired). 

In view then of the very strong evidence for a date about 1606, 
what documentary proof is there, tradition disregarded, that the 
building was first put up in 1670? One casual entry only in the 
Minute Book for 1669, that "The Warden do treat wt. workmen 
for the rebuilding of the schole." The words are significant; in 
1605 it was "a newe scholehouse." 

It is probable that some sort of restoration took place at this 
time after the rough treatment of the Civil War aggravated by 
subsequent neglect.9 But it is far from certain that such changes 
were sufficient to date the whole building from 1670. 

It seems more likely that the reference in the Minute Book 
applies to the construction of the Library block to the north (vide 
infra).. Goodenough's chronogram, put up to order by a new 
headmaster, is then best explained as rather ostentatiously com
memorating what was a comparatively minor operation. 

The earlier date adds very considerably to the interest of the 
building, for it was thus within these very walls that the assizes 
were held in the time of Charles I and Cromwell's troopers installed 
themselves during the Parliamentary occupation of the town. 

8. Possibly erected to mark the return of Charles II to the throne. 
9. Such, incidentally, would explain the immuring o f the sundial of 1635. There is also 

the reference to the purchase f r o m L o r d D i g b y in 1671 o f a "portall" (double door, perhaps 
to exclude draughts). This , costing £ 2 . 18s. Ad., was evidently a fine antique brought probably 
f r o m the Castle. T h e erection of such a thing is more in keeping with a restored rather than a 
completely new building. 
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But whatever its date, the School House Dining Hal l still stands 
complete in itself, oldest by at least one hundred and fifty years 
of all the buildings specifically designed for school use—with its 
five doors and many other curious features a perfect gem of 17th 
century architecture, by its antiquity and associations the very 
heart of Sherborne School. 

T H E O A K R O O M 
The tablet which so catches the eye at the east end of the drive, 

"John Whetcombe ye Elder Warden 1670,"J 

must surely date the building to which it is affixed even if there 
were no other evidence, and it is hard to see why all have not agreed 
on this. 

The Oak Room has an interesting story, since for nearly two 
hundred years, till 1861, it was the school library. We have seen 
that the nucleus of a collection of books existed before 1670, but 
housed in a room used by boys for living in as well as working, 
it would appear they had been sadly misused. There survives a 
chit dated 1670 stating that all the dictionaries "were missing (and 
these, together with an atlas, were the only books at this period 
left unchained). But in this year the Governors seem to have 
approved the statement made by a contemporary educationist that 
"the greatest benefit to learners after the Master is a good Library," 
and the whole question of acquiring and maintaining a collection 
of books was taken more seriously. 

There is no doubt about the primary purpose of the new 
building; in a list of materials sold in 1670 it is specifically stated 
that they were left over "upon finishing the library." In 1676 
occurs a note that "the Warden be impowered to finish the Library 
forthwith, as he shall think expedient." This bore fruit in the same 
year in a payment of 20s. to "Oliver ffitzgerard 2 for painting and 
Gilding the Varnish round the Library and for Leaf Silver used 
about the Library with Colouring it Gold Colour." Also, in the 
next year annual provision was made of the sum of 2s. 6d. for 
sweeping the room. 

In 1678 we find the following items:— 
"Pd John Reynolds the Oxford Carrier for 2 dozen of chains for thx, use of 

the Library. 16.?." 
"Pd M r William Thornton of Oxford for two books for the Library (viz.) 

a Register Booke and one of the Catalogues of the University Library. 
£2. 3s. 8d." 

1. H e seems to have belonged to that not uncommon class o f persons who like to see their 
names displayed; amongst the few tradesmen's tokens issued in Sherborne during the 17th century 
to supplement the ordinary currency is one bearing his name. 

2. The name smacks of an expert imported f rom some large town; actually, as the Parish 
Register informs us, ffitzgerard was a local man, who at this time had just buried three children. 
H e had fought in the Civ i l W a r , been a baker in the town as well as a decorator, and died in the 
Almshouse in 1683. 
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In the statutes made in 1679 it was thought worth while to 
insert the following:— 

"It is ordered that the Master shall take the care and charge of the 
Library, he shall not permit any to go in 3 that shall do any prejudice to 
the Books or that place, he shall not suffer any that comes to read there 
to take Notes or write upon any Books for fear of blotting the same, neither 
to cut out anything or in any way deface any Book, he shall see the Names 
of the Benefactors4 and Books fairly engrossed in a Book for that purpose, 
and the Books fastened with convenient Chains, at the charge of the 
Founders. And likewise that the place and Books be kept very clean from 
dust and Filth, the Windows well glazed, for all which he shall give an 
account to the Warden at Michaelmas, and receive what money he shall 
disburse that way, or oftner if Need be." 

The same statutes elsewhere require a payment of 6d. per boy on 
entry, to go towards the cost of new books; this was an entirely 
fresh item. 

Thus armed with protection against the pilferer, statutory 
powers against the careless and rough handed, and with a modicum 
of funds at least for their purpose, the authorities launched out on 
an extensive programme of book buying. Of the considerable 
sums allocated in the accounts surviving bills cover practically every 
penny. One is for £95 16.?. Id. for books bought in 1687 from 
Robert Clavell, a well-known dealer in his day. 

When Gerard came as headmaster in 1695, an M S . catalogue 
comprising 364 volumes was made, itself a copy of an older one 
which has perished. This catalogue, kept up to date by various 
of his successors, was in use till 1807 and still survives. Additional 
precautions were taken to protect the new and valuable collection; 
the following occur in the accounts for 1695, of interest as revealing 
the mechanics of a librarian's trade:— 

"For clensing of the Rods that ye chains are fastened to and the key that 
locketh fast the Rods." 

"For rings and swivels and bras pleats and rivating." 
"Five dozen and 9 yards of Portmantua chaine.5 27 yards of Wyer chaine." 
"Painting and Gildinge the Varnish. Leafe Silver. Locks and keys to the 

presses." 

For nearly half a century more great care continued to be taken 
of the room and its contents. Further bills for new books occur 
till 1734 and there are occasional references such as the following:— 

1714. "Cleaning all ye books in ye Library and for Charcole to keep a 
fire there for 3 days and for a large earthen Chaffindish." 

1723. "Tt is ordered that some of the Company doe forthwith take an 
ass. of ye books in ye Library to see what are missing." 

3. A t this point in the 1791 statutes, with a sad disregard for the ambiguous possibilities 
of the English language, are inserted the words "except the Warden or Governors ." 

4. Some account of the Benefactors is given in the section dealing with the present Library. 

5. " N . E . D . " gives "Portmantua chain" as a chain used to secure luggage to the body, 
a reminder o f the days o f footpads. There are still plenty o f books in the present Library with 
the marks o f these old chains upon them. 
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Then the general demoralisation of the times set in and for 
over fifty years the Library seems to have been grossly neglected, 
a process doubtless hastened by the final removal of the chains 
in 1780. It is true that Cutler, on his arrival did what he could 
to restore order by modernising the catalogue6 and repairing the 
books; his own son has described the pleasures of "reading Fuller's 
Church History which I met with in the school library, under the 
shadow of the venerable Abbey Church." (The book happily 
survives to this day.) Latterly once again chaos asserted itself; in 1815 
Hutchins comments on the badly kept condition of the room, the 
chains piled up in a corner, the books much defaced and crowded 
together so as to free space in the room for other purposes—probably 
teaching. Lyon, as might be expected, did a good deal to improve 
things; and a contemporary observer could describe the place as 
"neatly fitted up as a library, with crimson moreen window curtains, 
and the old oak book shelves replaced and varnished, and the books 
repaired and new bound." Moreover, finding the collection very 
deficient in classical authors, he induced the Governors to furnish 
£10 per year for new acquisitions, the first such regular grant ever 
made. Had it not been for the system of providing foundationers 
with free books even more money might have been available. 

Early in Harper's time, with the building of the School House 
in 1860, the books finally left their old habitat and were transferred 
to the Reading Room in the new block. Since then the Oak Room 
has had a less important part to play. For a time, divided into two, 
it served as a matron's quarters. In recent years it has been a staff 
room and a convenient and capacious meeting place for School 
Societies and the like. With its barrel roof, deepset diamond-paned 
windows, rich panelling and the charming view to the west that it 
commands, it is one of the most attractive corners of the school 
and deserves a wider acquaintance than it has. 

The room beneath was originally intended as a writing school 
and so it was used for nearly two hundred years, also serving as a 
dining hall for the headmaster's tablers. In 1853 the School House 
boys went for their meals to the larger room adjoining and the little 
room became a servants' hall. This is still its function, but traces 
of its earlier existence are yet to be seen on the panelling, which, 
like that in the room next door, is covered with names incised by 
successive generations of boys. 

T H E B E L L B U I L D I N G S 
The site was first occupied by a Brewhouse put up in 1642 with 

cellars for wood beneath and some primitive dormitory accommo-

6. T h e pilferers included those who should have known better. One valuable volume to 
this day contains a note that it was handed to Cutler in 1810 by the executors o f Bristed, who 
must thus have retained a library book for twenty years—while all the time residing within a 
hundred yards o f the school. "Query," runs the finish, "Is it not possible that other books, that 
are missing from the Library , have been conveyed away by the same hand ?" J . C . 
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dation above. By Lyon's time these could be described as " in a 
wretched state of repair and a source of constant expense," and 
they were demolished in 1835 and replaced by the present structure, 
designed to increase the teaching room and give better dormitories; 
the 17th century cellars were, however, incorporated. 

The main feature of the new building was a fine schoolroom on 
the ground floor, with, as a contemporary record runs, "two stories 
of airy and commodious sleeping rooms over . . . the whole being 
surmounted by a handsome Gothic cupola for the bell." 

Full advantage was certainly taken of the commodity of the 
sleeping rooms and in the worst days of pressure under Lyon the 
boys were packed in like sardines. The room on the ground floor 
was indeed a notable and impressive addition to the teaching 
space of the school, though it was perhaps designed more for 
appearance than comfort. "In August to go into school at 2.15 p.m.," 
wrote one who studied there, "with large windows towards the west, 
was really no joke." Even before the sun went round the atmosphere 
could be oppressive. "The weather here now is so excessively hot," 
complained Harper in 1854, "that we are quite unable to-face it. 
Two of the lads came to the verge of fainting in school yesterday 
morning." 

But it was for a bare twenty years that the room was destined 
to serve the advancement of learning; now its use is purely domestic. 
The floor level has been raised three feet and the original area 
subdivided into kitchen, larder and storerooms. The external 
dimensions and its bricked up windows can still be traced in out 
of the way corners of the present School House which engulfed it 
in 1860. Only the inscription over the door (put up in 1843) and 
the bell rope running up through the marrow of its fabric now serve 
to remind of the position in the school that it once held 1. But the 
curious, almost French, aspect of the exterior with its high-peaked 
gables and the elaborate belfry which gives the building its name 
still has a charm all of its own, and forms a pleasing background 
to what is perhaps the finest of Sherborne views, that looking east 
from the Library steps. 

T H E L I B R A R Y 
A 15th century building with foundations of a hundred years 

or more earlier, surrounded on all sides by relics of the past, the 
Library block forms one of the most interesting parts of the school. 
In monastic times there stood on the south the church of A l l 
Hallows, the north wall of which survives, its connection with the 
Library marked by the remnant of a flying buttress on the south 

1. M a n y will remember "the fiver", that somewhat unreliable warning of the approach of 
chapel time. 
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of the latter; on the east a cloister aisle of eight bays, of which 
Leland says "The Cloyster of the Abbay on the north side of the 
Chirch was builded by one Abbate Fr i th" (1349-71.) In part it was 
of two storeys, of considerable height shutting out light from 
adjoining buildings (the north aisle of the Abbey nave being known 
as 'the dark aisle' in consequence). Further details were revealed 
during the restoration of 1853 and the library wall here forms a 
fascinating palimpsest of stone with its blocked door alongside the 
corbels, weathering and springers of the former cloister. This was 
the entrance, perhaps to the monks' scriptorium, or much more 
likely the Abbot's private chapel (described in a deed of 1554 as 
"that other little chapel as then standing adjoining the north part 
of the west wall of the said church.") Of its fittings there only 
survives in the Abbey wall a lamp recess or piscina—today an 
irresistible target for questions and pebbles; on the north a main 
entrance which, though now blocked up, is but thinly disguised by 
the headmaster's notice board; on the west a chimney masquerading 
as a buttress and a covered stairway leading to the first floor, the 
sole trace of which is the dripstone or slanting coping on the outside 
wall. 

Of the three conventual buildings now forming part of the 
school, Studies, Chapel and Library, the last is perhaps the finest; 
it is a pity that so little is known of the use to which the monks 
put it. Early 19th century accounts are all content with the term 
refectory. Wildman first elaborated this to Guesten H a l l ; but 
however that may be, the diverse styles of the beautiful oak roof 
suggest that at one time the room was divided into two by partition 
or minstrel gallery (perhaps to separate different classes of guest). 
The lower portion of the building was probably used as a malting 
floor or store house for odds and ends and the wines traditionally so 
popular with the Benedictines. The spiral staircase between the 
two floors with its intriguing little 14th century window may well 
have once been the scene of more interesting traffic than to-day. 1 

With the Dissolution the building fell on evil days. The cloister 
was soon largely torn down and a few lingering traces are said to 
have been finally destroyed during the Civi l War, likely enough at 
the hands of Fairfax. On the south side, on the site of a side chapel 
of A l l Hallows (formerly dedicated to St. Swithin), was put up a 
lean-to shanty, extending well back into the main body of the lower 

]. T h e "Guesten H a l l " theory rests more on analogy than any definite evidence, as in 
Benedictine monasteries such a Hospi t ium above a Cel larium was usual enough on the west 
side of the cloisters. Others have supposed that the room was used as a Misericorde where more 
substantial food was supplied than was to be found in the Refectory proper, assigning the function 
of a Buttery to that part o f the room covered by the cusped roof. Others again think it was a 
Domus Conversorum or dormitory for the lay brothers to whom the monks delegated certain 
of their less important duties (in this case the spiral staircase was no doubt used to descend to the 
cloister and so to the night services). B u t there is little to suggest that such members were ever 
numerous enough to justify so large a room; nor are there any traces o f separate cells. Its original 
purpose then must remain a mystery. 
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floor; the old doorway through A l l Hallows wall can still be seen, 
together with traces of a fireplace. This served as a dwelling, perhaps 
originally for the Abbey sexton, but used latterly by a cobbler 
(the parvise over the Abbey porch being his workshop). 

From about 1740 the main body of the Library formed part of 
a great silk mill , one of the many for which the district was well 
known; an account of 1793 mentions a rent of £100 for the premises 
and a wage bill (huge for the period) of £956, despite the fact that 
many employees were workhouse inmates—adults and children 
recruited from all over Dorset. Old views show how floor space was 
increased by the insertion of an extra storey and light provided by 
piercing dormer windows through the roof. 

A little later, about the turn of the century, there is some evidence 
that the building was connected with brewing. One traveller certainly 
describes it as a malthouse and one drawing shows a large chimney 
halfway along the eastern side of the building (hence perhaps even 
today can be traced some reddening of the stone in this area.) 

However in 1851 by the gift of Lord Digby 2 the place returned to 
more dignified uses. Weavers and cobbler were evicted and a 
restoration followed, removing the second floor and the dormer 
windows. The east wall was found to be bulging dangerously 
and, by something of an architectural feat, was forcibly compressed 
by powerful longitudinal bolts and propped up by the three present 
buttresses. (Harper had wished to restore the cloister.) The present 
outside staircase is of the same date, doubtless replacing some
thing similar. During the process of these works traces of Early 
English lancet windows were discovered in the north wall, sure 
proof of the 13th century date of part at least of the structure. The 
two floors were to develop on different lines and are best treated 
separately. 

The first use of the new (upper) hall was not as a library. Much 
more pressing was the need for a place of general assembly or Big 
School and it was thus that it was employed to begin with (furnished 
with a temporary gallery at the north end for special occasions.) 
N o illustrations and far too few references unfortunately survive of 
this period of the building's history, but the following account of a 
prizegiving in the '50s is not without curiosity value. "The room was 

2. Hi s generosity is commemorated by an inscription on the north wall, while the actual 
date o f the room's return to the service o f learning is contained in a neat chronogram devised by 
W . B . W i i d m a n , devoted librarian for many years; it deserves perhaps a more permanent form 
than the hand board in the library provides. 

M D C C C L I l i 
A u L a ful monaChis ollm: Me turpls AraChne 

Polluit, at Pallas vinDiCat usque sua. 
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crammed to excess and the scholars amused themselves during a 
long interval by getting up a small 'Commemoration' piece. Cheers 
were called for the 'Ladies,' 'Mrs Harper,' 'The School Eleven,' 
'The Old Boys,' 'The Gentlemen with hats off '! (a strong hint 
to those with hats on), for ' M r James, the Second Master,' 'The 
Examiners,' 'The boys in the opposite window' reciprocated by 
'The boys facing us,' 'The ladies in bonnets,' 'The pretty girls' (Voice 
'And that's all of them.' ") Contrariwise "The name of M r Bright 
was received with groans." A revealing picture of a less sophisti
cated generation. On other occasions the room was used for 
concerts and plays. It was suggested that a permanent stage should 
be fitted up at the south end, the spiral staircase to be used as a 
means of communication with the classroom below as green room; 
but nothing came of the idea, a better one than most. But these were 
festive occasions and the main function of the room was more 
prosaic, for from the start it was used for teaching to relieve the 
pressure elsewhere. A letter written by Harper in 1871 mentions 
seating for one hundred and twenty boys. These were divided into 
three forms, as may be gathered from an interesting inventory of 
the time which reads:— 

"12 19 foot desks and forms. 
3 Masters' tables and cupboards on Platforms. 
3 Folding Class Screens. 
3 Blackboards." 

In 1869 the first two honours boards, one of university distinc
tions, the other of school prizes, also found place on the walls. 
Yet, like the School House Dining Hal l in earlier days, these must 
have seen and heard much of less happy things at this time, and 
the windows, discreetly frosted to conceal painful scenes of retribu
tion, tell a tale that could doubtless be capped by many a better. 

But as the school grew the room became less and less adequate 
for full assemblies; when every seat was occupied boys were still 
left standing in throngs and proper order was impossible. Tn 1879 
the present Big School was completed and its forerunner became 
available for other purposes. So came to an end its first school 
existence—brief enough, for Harper speaking in his last year could 
recollect the place in his first as "a ruin where small boys ran up and 
down spinning silk." The idea of a museum had its supporters, but 
finally it was decided to turn it into a library, for the school's 
collection of books—cramped for the last twenty years in the School 
House—had reached the limit of expansion; it was also obviously 
undesirable to have a possession belonging to all kept in premises 
used by boys of only one particular house. To begin with the books 
were accommodated after the change in somewhat rough and ready 
fashion. For the dignified fittings that now make the room so 
beautiful Sherborne is largely indebted to the generosity of Young, 
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who spent out of his own pocket some £600 in the transformation. 
Shelves, flooring,3 heating and gas (for thirty years the room had 
been cold, draughty and quite without artificial light) all were his, 4 

and there has been small change since. 

The interior presents many features of interest. The side 
windows, some at least of 15th century work, are in no case exactly 
opposite one another. The south window, replacing one of square-
headed pattern (visible in old prints), is not central in the wall, 
as the close observer can easily detect; the error—ten inches—is 
larger than the eye would estimate. The stained glass dates from 
1887 commemorating the Jubilee of Queen Victoria. The variation 
in the style of the roof work has already been mentioned, and the 
lighter coloured stone at the top of the window arches suggests 
perhaps their concealment for many years by the second floor. 
Books apart, there are many other curiosa. The pictures on the walls 
have mostly a local flavour; many of the views are old and rare 
and of great interest to the antiquarian. The small and somewhat 
crude painting of Edward VI is said to have been given to the 
school by Nathaniel Bristed and remains the sole personal relic of 
that notorious headmaster. The large portrait of a young man in 
Elizabethan costume has been in the school's possession for at 
least 170 years and was identified from its arms by the College of 
Heralds (in response to a query from the Governors in 1822) as 
that of Sir Hugh Smythe of Long Ashton, 1560-1627; but the 
nature of this Somerset nobleman's connection with Sherborne 
remains an unsolved mystery. Tucked away in a corner are two 
globes, once the property of W. E. Metford, O.S., of whose abilities 
as an inventor something has already been said. The two fine 
volumes recording the Pageant were given to the school by L . N . 
Parker in 1943, the year before he died.' The card index, characteristic 
product of the indefatigable industry of W. J. Bensly, dates from 
1920. 

The (lower) ground floor with specially inserted windows was 
originally formed into three classrooms. Teaching gradually ceased 
in the central room and after varying uses (including a period as 
headmaster's office) it was knocked into its northern neighbour in 
1926 to form the Lower Library and ease the pressure of books 
above. In 1961, at the charges of Mrs G . M . Carey, the now 
superfluous door was blocked up and the interior vastly improved. 
The most southerly of the three rooms was used for teaching until 

3. Transferred, as we have seen, from the old T o w n H a l l demolished in 1884, which forms 
a slight sentimental link with the figures that must once have walked on these boards—judges 
of assize, "General" T o m T h u m b , Dickens at a penny reading, Japanese conjurors, negroes 
genuine and spurious (slaves freed after the American C i v i l W a r and Christy minstrels) and all 
the other peripatetic entertainers o f those simpler but by no means dull days. 

4. H e gave also an extremely valuable set of Chippendale chairs, long since removed for 
safe keeping to the private side of School House. 
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1967, when it was planned to convert it (in memory of Sir Eric 
Beckett O.S. and Governor) into a much needed muniment room— 
thus incidentally making the whole block homogeneous. The story 
of the remarkable and totally unexpected finds that a trial excavation 
in the floor brought to light has been fully told elsewhere.5 The 
medieval pottery shop was perforce re-covered, but the 15th century 
fireplace, external chimney and above all the plinth and quoin of 
long and short work of the Saxon Abbey are left plain to see—the 
latter a discovery of the first importance; few schools indeed have 
any pre-conquest work to show. It is almost incredible that the 
architects and builders of Harper's day (who must have seen at 
least some of all this) left absolutely no record of it. 

Throughout there has been steady growth and increased acces
sibility to both floors. To begin with a sizeable subscription was 
exacted from users, and Young, perhaps jealous in his care for the 
fine fittings, largely confined the upper room to members of the 
Sixth Form to whom alone, we read in the rules of the period, was 
accorded the "privilege of access to this noble room, for each has 
his separate key (which he is in honour bound never to lend to any 
unprivileged person). For others admission is arranged at special 
hours, but all have facilities for taking out books." The subscription 
continued till 1920 and restricted access till 1925, but since then the 
libraries have been as they should be, free and open to all. 

The ancient books are now grouped in the Beckett Room to 
better advantage than ever before; mention can be made only of a 
very few. -

The once great treasure of the place, a mid-17th century Bible in 
Cherokee (gift of Robert Boyle of Stalbridge, the great chemist) 
was sold half a century ago for the then large sum of £400. But a 
Bible in Irish and the unique set of madrigals by Gastoldi and 
others still remain (the latter the most valuable thing in the Library) 6 

and the leisured browser may yet discover first editions of Johnson's 
Dictionary and Pope's Iliad, and Wesley's autograph in a copy of 
Xenophon's Cyropedia. The most ancient book is Aquinas' Opus 
Aureum (1493) and it would be pleasing to think, though proof is 
lacking, that this volume at least was in the monastery library, and 
passing on to the school, after a sojourn in Dining Hal l , Oak Room 
and School House Reading Room, is now the doyen of a family of 
books ranging from the musty yet magnificent tomes of the past, 
with the marks of the chains still on them, through the thin off-white 
productions of the war years to the ubiquitous paperbacks of today; 

5. The Shirburnian 1969.1., which also describes the associated digs just outside (1964- ) 
which form perhaps a part o f Abbey history rather than School. 

6. Pride in their possession seems to have long sufficed and no one ever contemplated a 
performance. T w o , however, were done at a Mu s i c C iub concert in 1947, perhaps the first time 
they had been heard for centuries. 
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a family which has grown in number 7 f rom the 364 of the first 
catalogue of 1695 to the rising 19,000 of today and which has thus 
proved a means of sound learning in a part of England where good 
books in large quantities have not always been easily accessible. 

T H E C H A P E L 
The early history of the Chapel is very similar to that of the 

Library. Some time in the 15th century there was built over a 
much older undercroft a hall for the Abbot of Sherborne. Here, 
well above ground level to avoid the prevailing damp, the heads 
of the monastery received their guests and conducted their business. 
The records are largely silent, but it was in this room that was 
held on 12th November, 1436, Bishop Neville's enquiry into the 
well-known quarrel between the monks and the townspeople. This 
hall, changed almost out of recognition, still forms part of the 
Chapel—the sanctuary, chancel and eastern portion of the north 
aisle. 

Others again, less romantically, merely regard it as the remains 
of the refectory; but the building would have had to extend con
siderably farther to the east in order to have any sort of convenient 
access to the kitchen. 

The Abbots were not to enjoy the use of the hall for long; 
with the Dissolution the building was made over to other purposes, 
and ultimately formed part of the same silk mill as the Library; 
like the latter its roof was pierced for windows and a second floor 
inserted. 

The undercroft is Norman transitional, late 12th or early 13th 
century and therefore the oldest complete portion of the school 
buildings. A careful observer who visited the place in 1850 has left a 
detailed description; decayed and obscured as it then was, the Early 
Pointed work excited his admiration. The western portion, embracing 
the first two pillars, was divided off into a room entered from the. 
present south-west doorway; in the centre were traces of the original 
vaulted passage which led from the Norman dogtooth door on the 
north through to the Gothic entrance to the Library opposite. But 
the whole area was filled with rubbish, save where a space was 
cleared for donkeys tethered round the great pillars. 

7. M a i n l y , of course, by purchase. But there have been benefactors as well. It is natural 
enough to find Governors, masters, ushers and O.S.S . all making their contributions. But we 

• have also the names of the E a r l o f Bristol , L o r d D i g b y and many members of other well-known 
West C o u n t r y families—names not without interest as showing the position held by the school 
in its earlier days. T h e longest dedication (in a Cicero) is from an otherwise unknown dopor, 
but runs with a human touch: "in usum studiosorum Juvenum sub praesidio R d i doctissimique 
V i r i Georg i i Gerardi (Scholae Sherbornensis Moderatoris) operam bonis Uteris et moribus navanti-
u m ex dono Richard i Wright, Rectoris de Stalbridge in C o m t . Dorset 1695." 



Harvey, Sherborne 
T H E L I B R A R Y , 1950 

Note the non-central position o f the south window. T h e shields o n the walls (now in store) were 
some of those used in the Pageant, painted by J . A . Ffooks , O.S . and Clerk to the Governors. 



T H E S C H O O L H O U S E S T U D I E S A N D T H E C H A P E L I N ITS F I R S T F O R M , 1855 {from a photo.) 
O n the extreme left can be seen the Bell Buildings, and next to them the Box Buildings (shortly afterwards demolished) 

Note the original course of the Abbey R o a d through the Courts. 



T H E C H A P E L , c. 1870 
The earliest known view, before the addition of the north aisle, and showing the original east 
window, the first organ and the entrance to the School House Studies through what is now the 

"hencoop" 



•1 

T H E FIVES C O U R T S A N D O L D M I L L BUILDINGS, c. 1880 

; 
• 

mi 

T H E C A R R I N G T O N BUILDINGS, 1910 
Note the original south end of the Big School and absence of the workshop. 
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The property came to the school, like the Library, by Lord 
Digby's gift of 1851. The words "Aedes religioni olim deditas 
religioni restituit" which record the change were better perhaps 
on the Chapel walls than those of the Library. After restoration, 
in 1855 the building was consecrated as a chapel dedicated to 
St John the Evangelist. The date is inscribed on the lectern bible, 
probably the last of the original furnishings to survive to-day. 1 

For the first time the school had its own place of worship; the 
undercroft below was cleared and its curious uneven vaulting with 
square section ribs displayed to better advantage.—"a pleasing 
retreat to the scholars for recreation in unfavourable weather." Yet 
the restorers did not excavate to the original level; while the outer 
arches, facsimiles from Boxgrove Abbey, are modern and in 
proportion, the massive old pillars within and the Gothic door to 
the south look short and stumpy. The original dimensions of the 
latter are better visible from inside the lower library. Somewhere 
three or four feet down is the floor the monks trod; as in later years 
James Rhoades wrote:— 

"Through these clamorous cloisters 
Silent forms have strayed; 

Dark cowled Benedictines 
Haunt the pillared shade." 

Hence perhaps the persistent rumour that the cloisters are haunted. 
Granted the eeriness of the place in the small hours of a dark and 
windy night—an eeriness never experienced (officially at least) by 
members of the school until the second war—authentic proof has 
yet to be furnished. 2 True that for many years the chapel steps 
were haunted by a predatory raven, but he was untidy perhaps 
rather than uncanny. 3 

1. Long since gone are the pulpit in oak on a base of Caen stone, the brass lectern and 
gas standards in medieval style and the seats with ends carved in poppy heads—all in their day 
the quintessence of good taste. Most have found other homes; since about 1930 the seats have 
adorned the bath and pulpit and lectern churches in Aldershot and Parkstone. The most curious 
transmutation is perhaps that of the Communion vessels of Harper's time which in 1901 were 
given to a mission in Florida, Melanesia, where for all evidence to the contrary they may still be 
in use. 

2. Arthur Scott, that inimitable figure so well known to many generations (when he retired 
after succeeding his father as Custos, their combined service to the school totalled 108 years) 
who knew the cloisters as man and boy better than most, was wont to say that "he never met 
anyone there worse than himself." 

But an O.S. of the '70s has claimed that he definitely saw the ghost of a monk—though 
not in the cloisters. He was engaged late at night on his duties as librarian when the phantom 
appeared at the top of the spiral staircase in the S.E. corner of the room. 

In comparatively modern times the present writer has heard accounts of at least half a dozen 
spectral visitations in various-parts of the school; such lack confirmation and are best attributed to. 
"prava superstitio." But a row of busts from the Library ranged on chapel pews for cleaning did 
once give a very considerable shock to a nocturnal visitor when he switched on' the lights. 

3. Ravens were the favourite birds of St Benedict; hence there has always been a certain 
appropriateness in their presence at Sherborne, from an almost mythical pair "Jack and Grip" 
in the '60s to the better-known "Moloch" who has even won himself a place in the Sherborne 
Register (4th Edition, p. 211). Housed in the Slype or "Raven's Nook", he showed a poor sense 
of gratitude for the cheese and biscuits with which he was regularly fed, by pecking latecomers 
to chapel, attacking the headmaster's dog, and destroying hymn books wholesale. It is said that 
Stubb's sermons alone proved too dry a morsel for his voracious taste. 
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But the new Chapel, notable addition though it was, did not 
long prove sufficient for those halcyon days when the school was 
growing fast term by term. Jn 1865 it proved necessary to add 
two bays to the west, supported underneath by the room long 
known as the Pound." 

Again in 1871 Harper was obliged to complain to the Governors 
of serious congestion: "On Sunday last," he wrote, "we had 78 boys 
overflowing into the central aisle of our chapel." By the end of his 
time an extra room had to be pressed into service to accommodate 
the surplus worshippers. But it was not till 1879 that any adequate 
addition was completed—the north aisle resting on the perpendicular 
cloister beneath. Its building was initiated by Harper, but was the 
subject of such hesitation and prolonged argument that he had left 
before it was finished.5 

The Governors, and to begin with most of the masters, wished 
to turn the existing chapel into a library and to erect a completely 
new chapel on the north of the Courts. But Harper supported 
the scheme which was ultimately adopted, quoting particularly 
the expense which would be involved in desecrating the Chapel. 
Jt is a typical instance of his strength of character that he should 
have carried through his ideas in the face of such opposition. 
Chancel seats, reredos of Ham H i l l and Mansfield stone (long 
desired by him), together with the window above are his memorial 
in the building he preserved. 

Up til l now the pews had been arranged "college style" or 
"chapel-wise" facing one another north and south, but the new 
aisle rendered some sort of rearrangement inevitable. One scheme 
was to move the north bank of seats back to the new wall and fill 
the nave with pews facing east. But this was neither one thing 
nor the other and finally all the seats were placed to face the altar— 
probably the best solution. "Whatever may be the propriety 
ecclesiastical," tactfully wrote the author of a contemporary guide 
book to the school, "there is very, little doubt that for schoolboy 
worship it is infinitely better that the seats should be arranged all 
facing eastward." 6 

4. This was first used as the Sixth Form classroom; the early meetings of the Debating 
Society here have already been mentioned. About 1907 lost property and a few books began to be 
stored in the room and for some years teaching continued in their midst; but gradually their number 
grew too great and from about 1920 it was used for nothing except the buying and selling of second 
hand books. In 1969 it was cleared and converted into studies. 

5. Chapel extensions have inevitably been much discussed at Sherborne. But surrounded 
as it is by other buildings, it has ever been difficult to enlarge. The unusual height of the buttresses 
to the north was originally intended to support a single large roof, nave and aisle combined into 
one. The discussions of 1877 also included a projected tower on the east end and an ante-chapel 
to the west; all these things came to nothing. Later planners have found matters no easier, and in 
1946 onwards no agreement could be reached about a War Memorial extension based purely on 
the Chapel fabric. 

6. A prudent precaution perhaps; however, it may be mentioned that at this period morning 
chapel in summer was at 7 a.m. In School House it was reckoned—.not always correctly—that it 
was safe to leave the upper dormitories on the first note of the chime, to be in ones place by the 
last of the strike. 

After Chapel there was one hour's work before breakfast. 
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Young created additional room in 1881 by extending the 
Harper aisle eastwards right into the School House Studies, "with
out the loss of a single study." It is this area that is now irreverently 
known as the "hencoop." 

Later, in less prosperous times, Westcott, great churchman 
though he was, had the means to effect only smaller improvements. 
But he transformed the sanctuary by the painting of the reredos, 
and the addition of the South African War Memorial mosaics 
(unveiled by Lord Methuen in 1904), the marble flooring and the 
present altar and frontals, though both the latter have been improved 
more recently.7 

The arrangement of the west end at this-time deserves mention. 
Ascending from the present arch in the cloisters a flight of steps 
swung left through what is now the vestry up to an open terrace 
with a very charming view over the Abbey Close. Access to the 
Chapel was by a door facing directly west. This door is stiJl in 
use, but with the last great change—the War Memorial Staircase— 
it now faces north. This new extension, begun in 1920, was con
secrated by the Bishop of Madras on 5th July, 1922. It engulfed 
the old terrace (though the view therefrom is preserved by the little 
window facing south, the raison d'etre of which puzzles some), 
but added many seats and generally improved the proportions 
of the building, which before had been somewhat broad for its 
length. Room, too, was thus found for a painting "Easter M o r n " 
by H . A . Olivier, O.S . 8 The staircase itself is of very fine workman
ship and a magnificent place for sound. The names of the Fallen 
of both wars are engraved round the walls, and a plaque of Hopton 
Wood stone records an appropriate inscription; 9 the albums with 
portraits of the casualties are an unusual and impressive feature. 

Music for services has never been neglected. Two organs 
(manipulated from a console placed opposite on the north side of 
the choir) were successively placed in the recess 1 0 above the present 
console; these were blown manually from the Library, a reliable 
system mostly except when tampered with by the mischievous or 

7. Previously there had only been a Holy Table with no sides, beneath which the brooms 
and dustpans of the cleaners had found an uneasy resting place. Westcott banished them forth
with. He also brightened the dim religious light of earlier days by the introduction of incandescent 
gas burners; these were generally considered an improvement," though at first "we found the 
effect a little dazzling." 

8. This was painted for a church in Italy, but put in such a bad light that the artist refused 
to leave it there. 

9. It is said that H . R. King was asked quite casually what he would consider suitable. 
With hardly a moment's hesitation he produced the couplet from Milton which was ultimately 
adopted. 

10. This now empty space is not without its own curious story. In 1878 a sub-committee of 
Governors (during the dismantling of the organ for cleaning) authorised Young to deepen the 
recess, at his own expense, and move it 2\ feet to the east aligned with one of the new arches 
opposite. Harper (though later placated) was furious that the whole board had not been consulted 
and threatened to resign or at least to boycott the dedication ceremony. 
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neglected by the indifferent; the story goes that on one occasion 
the communion wines, kept in a cupboard nearby, were too much 
of a temptation for the functionary in charge. In 1926 the present 
organ was installed, the gift mainly of two masters, and the old east 
window placed behind i t ; 1 1 below is an extension of plain glass, a 
most unusual feature, said (though this was not the intention) to 
concentrate preachers' attention on their auditors at the back. The 
Harper Memorial window was moved to the east end; this, a cross 
section of the history of Wessex, repays study, though a guide to its 
complexities is necessary. 

A cross section of history indeed and so too is the Chapel 
itself of the story of the school's development. In windows, reredos, 
pulpit, screen, panelling, seats and mural tablets 1 2 are called to 
mind Sherborne's "noble ghosts of manhood." The devotion and 
foresight of many of them are commemorated annually in the 
Abbey, but daily in the Chapel for those who have eyes to see. 

S C H O O L H O U S E S T U D I E S 
Though now "house" property only, the Studies from their 

central position and striking appearance deserve inclusion in any 
list of school buildings. In monastic times they were the residence 
of the Abbot, of 15th century work executed on a sumptuous scale, 
i f ancient records and surviving traces are any guide. 

The main entrance was on the north through a finely carved 
doorway, which with its own empty niches above still exists, though 
now blocked up. Gargoyles, close to the ground for their large size, 
were obviously a startling feature. "Whimsical and ludicrous figures 
on some houses adjoining to the north side of the church, that were 
probably residences of the monks," observed a traveller of 1794. 
"Here may be seen heads, and whole bodies, of animals created only 
by the imagination of the sculptor." If twenty years later Hutchins 
could pick out a horse among the "dragon and other grotesques", 
now of all alike only unrecognisable fragments remain, and the five 
quatrefoils, including the Abbey arms, have long since totally 
disappeared. The best external carving is a well-preserved 15th 
century headstop. Inside on the right was a porter's room and 
hatchway, while on the left five exterior steps led to a staircase in 
the hexagonal turret with "four or five comfortable apartments 
with ancient wainscoting and ceiling." 

11. Some think that an east window should properly follow tradition and centre round the 
figure of our Lord, and many may have wished to see once more revealed the old window with 
its "insinuating green serpent." But alas ! after September 30th, 1940, they never will. 

12. To quote them all would savour of a mere catalogue. One alone perhaps deserves special 
mention, the brass in memory of William Harper, son of the headmaster, who died in 1881 as the 
result of injuries received in the Three Cock. The circumstances are of unusual pathos and the 
monument was put up at the instigation of his schoolfellows without prompting of any kind from 
their elders. 
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The east part of the building formed the Abbot's kitchen. Not 
a vestige survives inside to remind of the operations within and 
their products "not entirely for the use of the 'house', but to be 
distributed in winter among the poor in broken victuals, bread 
baked in a huge oven." The massive chimney alone remains still 
faintly adorned with lamb, 1 owl, ram and human figure "sitting as 
writing with a bird flying to its ear." 

After the Dissolution, restored from the ruins of the other 
conventual buildings, the place seems for a time to have been a 
private residence, the "Abbey House." A n old plan about 1750 
labels it "Writing School," probably no part of the existing grammar 
school, more likely a reminder of one of its uses in monastic times.2 

But by the end of the 18th century the building was incorporated 
into the nearby silk mill. 

Just to the north-west was another house, adjoining the Studies 
and also communicating with the Chapel by a very ancient apsidal 
doorway; this was the traditional residence of a doctor, who more 
than once was a Governor of the school. 3 The evidence for calling 
it the school doctor's house is tempting, i f slight. When the school 
acquired the property in 1851, this building was swept away and 
the whole of the main block, very largely ruinous, converted into 
boys' studies. So cleverly was the work done that it is hard to believe 
that the north wall alone is original and the east and south are 
19th century imitations; hence perhaps the persistent myth that the 
actual studies were once monks' cells.4 

Since then the "Studies" have never been anything else, though 
at one time a master had rooms in them and very attractive ones 
they must have been. One recalls the fires of this period, still 
marked by calcined tiles and charred beams in the roof and reddened 
Ham H i l l stone, and the escape of this master, W. L . Hetherington, 
who on emerging through the window is reported to have said, 
" I got my head through, then I knew my body could follow." 
It is said that after the second conflagration Harper, annoyed at 

1. This device at least may still be seen in modern work on another wall in Sherborne, 
the St John's Buildings, just to the south of the Conduit. 

2. This is the most likely interpretation; it is also possible that it served as premises for 
one of the new independent schools just beginning to multiply. It is known that a certain Charles 
King ran a writing school in Sherborne about this period. But we have seen that it was here that 
the Foot family lived, and they would not have been likely to sublet any portion of the house. 

3. Amongst the series is the name of Dr Abraham Bragge, the discoverer, according to 
the Gentleman's Magazine of 1786, of a very efficacious cure for cancer. He was grandson of 
Matthew Bragge, the respectable lawyer, whose execution was one of the major scandals of the 
Bloody Assizes. 

4. At the north-east corner under the foundation stone lies an inscription in which the Gover
nors recorded their presence at the Masonic ceremony. Part is fine enough to merit reproduction, 

Omnia quae in honorem Dei inserviant 
Omnia quae ad pueros bene erudiendos faciant 
Omnia denique fausta et felicia ominantes. 

And who, with great changes impending, shall say that over the years their hopes have been quite 
unfulfilled? 
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the carelessness that engendered it and always avid for more 
teaching space, proposed to turn the gutted remains into more 
classrooms; his dispossessed boys were to go to an entirely new 
set of studies to be erected at the north end of the School House. 

Since that time the only changes of note have been the loss of 
the upper landing (sacrificed in 1881 to the needs of the Chapel) 5 

and the conversion in 1934 of some pairs of "two" studies into 
"threes", an arrangement which lessens indeed the total population, 
but gives more scope and variety to the social combinations possible. 

In 1937 the Studies were scheduled as an ancient monument. 
N o w a fresh future is planned for the building. Traditionalists will 
do well to bear in mind that this is at least the sixth change of its 
k ind; and if the rehoused occupants miss their short open air walk, 
they may be glad to be not so close to the Chapel. 

T H E O L D M U S I C H O U S E 
The structure is composite, consisting of two ancient cottages 

behind, fronted by a more modern block, apparently of Georgian 
date. About 120 years ago the whole, then known as "Abbey 
Cottage", was the residence of the proprietor of the silk mill just 
to the south; with it went the present School House garden. The 
property passed to the school in 1858, and of its use to house 
Army candidates and later small boys something has already been 
said. 1 

In 1872 it was converted into a Music School "containing two 
good-sized rooms and two or three dark dens . . . where fiddlers 
might practise with impunity." Traces long survived of double doors 
and names scratched on the walls. According to the custom of the 
time the rooms were so arranged that the master might supervise 
and teach as many as three or four pupils at once; but the premises 
were makeshift at best and ruinously damp for pianos.2 

5. On the somewhat inaccessible ledge so formed the present writer found in 1944 a Greek 
prose inscribed "Lovett". Comparison of dates and presentation to the then Bishop of Salisbury 
(a member of the School House 1882-6) proved alike both authorship and its sixty years' undis
turbed sojourn. 

1. Half a dozen of the unusual hatpegs designed to secure the Sherborne straw are still in 
the entrance hall, now the sole relic of this period of its existence. 

A story is told of A. C. Clapin, the first housemaster. In the late '50's the district was full of 
railway navvies and burglaries were frequent. At the same time, whether by coincidence or design, 
there was a craze amongst the boys for pistols, complete with ammunition. When discovered 
these were, of course, confiscated. In view of the prevailing unrest Clapin got the habit of sleeping 
with one of these under his pillow. One night, hearing suspicious sounds in the garden, he crept 
down to his conservatory, weapon in hand, and peering through the glass saw a long face with 
two glaring eyes. His finger trembled on the trigger when some trick of the light revealed—his 
neighbour's white donkey. 

2. Owing to its nearness to the stream the house has ever been a water trap, and foot deep 
floods of "a very malodorous character" remained a hazard till a final cure in 1962. 
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Since the present Music School was put up in 1926, the old 
building has served many purposes; in front, classroom, language 
lab. and Bursary; at the back, clothes pound, photographic studio, 
prefects' room, mechanical workshop, tool store, Careers Room, 
offices of the O.S.S. Society, 20th Century Fund and the like. 

In contrast to such impermanence, in the westward wing succes
sive gardeners have lived for well over a hundred years. 

The existence of this interesting old house has been threatened 
by talk of larger school buildings on the site. Since hard fact is 
apt in time to become legend, future planners would do well to 
remember the unexploded bomb, dropped in 1940 and never 
recovered, which now reposes in its garden. 

T H E S O U T H - W E S T C L A S S R O O M S 
Before its acquisition by the school in 1851 the present Va Green 

was a garden. The classrooms that now enclose its western side 
were built in 1869-70 when pressure elsewhere was at a maximum. 
It was a time when not only every public room in the School House 
was utilised in addition to the regular classrooms, but even Harper's 
own study where he complained that nineteen boys had to do the 
best they could without desks of any kind. 

The block was at first dubbed "Classrooms for Science and 
Ar t " and consisted originally of four rooms only, the two to the 
south being intended as lecture rooms with desks on rising tiers 
in the approved manner. Despite the congestion in the school 
one of the other rooms was scheduled as a Board Room for 
Governors' meetings; but plans were changed and the school 
still lacks this desirable amenity. 

In the upper room to the north may yet be seen traces of the 
large window blocked by the chapel extension of 1920.1 To provide 
more space again, in 1932 the lower room to the south had its tiers 
removed and was divided into two. 

Thirteen inexplicable corbels adorn the east wall and measure
ment, if not the eye, reveals that it does not form a right angle 
with the Chapel. The wall on the south of the green was the north 

1. Here for many years sat "Gaffer" Wood, the last assistant master to be appointed by 
the Governors, admiring the fine view from the high desk and shifting his feet on the rest till 
it became paper thin. "It was firmly believed throughout the school," writes an O.S., "that when 
he wore the rail through, he would die at the same moment and many were anxious to be present 
whenever this happened." The legend, revived, intrigued even the modern generation of boys, and 
it was a subject of comment when the footrest finally gave way in 1962—without ill effects on the 
occupant of the desk. 

Wood's subject was mathematics and he was said to have a prejudice against "over-teaching", 
merely collecting at the end of each period the marks claimed by the boys for their unaided efforts. 
Possible defects of such a lax system being pointed out to him, he is said to have muttered in reply 
"Ay, but oid Gaffer don't always put them down." 

But jocular gossip apart, there was no assistant master on whose judgement Westcott put 
more reliance. 
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wall of A l l Hallows Church. Hardly noticeable from ground level, 
but very obvious from the rooms above are the recessed wall 
faces marking the former position of the windows, similar in style 
to those of the Abbey (the Decorated windows of the north aisle 
are Victorian, said to be exact copies of one removed to this position 
from A l l Hallows in 1543). A t the west end the masonry is notably 
thicker and more substantial, presumably to support the tower of 
the church. At one time this wall was pierced by a doorway leading 
into the garden; traces still remain on the southern side of a Tudor 
arch or fireplace spanning three apertures apparently of different 
dates. 

The irregular little courtyard thus formed is charming, even 
now when bereft of the fine pear tree that once stood in its south
west corner. Here from 1876-83 stood an official Dorset rainfall 
station, managed by the boys, which regularly furnished returns 
each year. 

T H E O L D M I L L B U I L D I N G S 
(SCIENCE BLOCKS, ARMOURIES, A R T SCHOOL, WORKSHOP AND 

GENERAL AREA OF THE FIVES COURTS) 

The monks always ground their own corn; a bull of Pope 
Eugenius from Rome to Sherborne dated 1145 with its mention 
of "molendinum unum juxta monasterium vestrum" probably 
refers to a mill on this site. But after the Dissolution the place 
was long devoted to the silk trade and by the 19th century contained 
a factory 1 surrounded by sprawling outbuildings, though its local 
name "the abbey lands" recalled the previous owners. 

In 1871 purchase of the area as a "playground" was mooted 
and two years later it was actually bought. But far from being 
swept away to make room for games its buildings served the school 
till 1910 practically without change, and some, adapted, are still 
in use. Of these the greatest vicissitudes have been undergone by 
the range sprawling centrally across the site, parallel to no roads or 
other walls in the vicinity, and at its awkward angle only just leaving 
room, as it were, for the Carrington Buildings to the east. Originally 
a brewhouse, it served as the school workshop till 1921. Thereafter 
it became an ordinary classroom, known from its barnlike appearance 
as "The Cowshed". During the second world war it was used as a 
Tuckshop owing to the requisitioning of the proper one as a British 
Restaurant. After housing the Bursar and his staff for some twenty 
years thereafter it is now in use as minor offices. (For this building 
and the one described below see the illustration opposite page 281). 

1. Here by tradition was made the silk for Queen Victoria's wedding dress. 
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T H E ABBOT'S FISH POND, c. 1865 
On the croquet lawn (now School House tennis courts) are Mrs Harper and her three daughters. 

In the background can be seen the Abbey Tower. 

T H E B A T H , c. 1875 
Note the absence of changing sheds on the right. The "beam" (not in position) is visible at the 

north end. 



T H E BIG SCHOOL, 1879. 
In the absence of the Carrington Buildings the roof of the Old Mill Buildings is just visible. 

T H E BIG S C H O O L , 1879 
Looking towards the north end where the original dais was. See pages 295-6 for a description of 

subsequent changes. 
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A t right angles to the above was a single storey range now 
practically entirely removed, a portion only surviving in the Ar t 
Room store and small laboratory beneath. T i l l 1880 it served as 
concert hall and then as school museum replacing the very unsatis
factory substitute of a room hired in the town for that purpose. 2 

The old chemistry laboratory was more or less as now (from the 
start something of a curiosity with its fifteen windows and two 
skylights) and to the east of it was a science lecture room, which 
bit by bit after 1890 was taken over by the nascent Rifle Corps to 
form the old armoury (very dark with a miniature range put up in 
1902 just outside the windows). Above was a so-called Art School, 
likewise lacking in light—and commodiousness. 

In the open area to the south, bounded by a dense shrubbery, 
the first military parades were wont to take place in what was 
doubtless a decent and desirable seclusion; here too was a tennis 
court of which something has been said elsewhere. 

In 1910 all was changed by the erection of the Carrington 
Buildings, of which the fine Ar t School is a memorial to Westcott 
(subscribed for by O.S.S.) and the remainder the gift of the man 
whose name it bears.3 The foundation stone of "the new pile 
dedicated to Art , Science and Arms" as it was somewhat pre
tentiously described at the time, was laid on 8th December 1909 in 
beautiful weather with ful l Masonic ceremonial by Lord Shaftesbury 
who used the same trowel as his grandfather fifty years before in 
the case of the School House. Immured with the stone is a complete 
set of gold and silver coins of the realm in,a phial—and a Sherborne 
Rol l book. The buildings were formally declared open by Lord 
Milner on 11th November 1910. 

The block, in a distinctive Queen Anne style, has been immensely 
valuable, especially to the science teaching, to which the entire 
ground floor is devoted. The centre of the upper portion was originally 

2. Though the public was still admitted on one day each week. Here were .first exhibited the 
treasures of the Dorset Field Club (now at Dorchester) and the society itself met.several times in 
the room. But "the boys had a mania for collecting" and the place was soon'filled with school 
specimens too—some very important, such as the unique Megalosaurus fossil found by Cleminshaw 
and a palaeolithic engraving on a rib bone representing the.forepart of a horse. This was unearthed 
in 1911 and there is only one other similar example in England. (But a scholars' controversy as to 
its genuineness appeared in Nature 1926.) 

The best specimens happily survived the dispersion after the bombing of 1940. 
3. Plaques over the doors record the names. Each has its story. The one (ungilded) is a 

replacement of the badly blitzed original. In the other, just before the date of opening, a boy 
noticed an error in the Latin due to a workman's mistake and only hasty removal in the headmaster's 
car to the masons enabled things to be righted in time. To this day the slab remains an opistho-
graph, concealing on its reverse side a "howler" of the worst order. To-this day also survive the. 
letters about who should pay for transport. The sum involved was 50/-, but in all the archives 
there is hardly a more acrimonious correspondence. 

- Though his other benefactions were many and are mentioned elsewhere, in no other place 
is there visible memorial to J. B. Carrington. His first connection with Sherborne was quite fortui
tous. In July 1888 he paid a visit with a friend who was looking for a school for his boy. Falling 
in love with the place he himself became a parent later and thereafter was to be distinguished as 
one of the most generous benefactors in the school's history. 
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one fine room, unusual in that the number of lights was not the 
same on each side. Hither were transferred the contents of the old 
museum. 

In the air raid of 1940 the latter suffered in common with the 
rest of the block, whose honourable scars were allowed to remain 
till damp enforced their removal; 4 its numerous glass cases proved 
easy prey for blast and, deemed at the time irreparable, it served 
throughout the war as H . Q . for the S.C.C. In 1947 it was divided 
into two rooms for teaching and its contents scattered to various 
corners of the school. 

The Devitt Workshop dates from 1921. It was put up regardless 
of expense and is of particularly fine construction. Its foundations, 
like those of other buildings hereabouts, are of immensely thick 
concrete—necessary in view of the swampiness of the subsoil. A n 
inscription (its Latinity useful for instructors in the classroom 
opposite) records the donor and his untimely death. 

The last two additions in this area have been the Biology 
Laboratory of 1936, gift of A . H . T. Ross, on top of the Faraday 
Laboratory of 1904; this was planned according to the most up-to-
date principles and formed a long needed home for overcrowded 
medicos. And the Geography Room and Metal Workshop (now 
Language Lab.) of 1937—admired for the cupola, if not for the 
"Cyclopean" window arrangement. But with their weathered stone 
they were easy to look on from the first and a great improvement on 
the untidy builder's yard that occupied the site before. Digging their 
foundations revealed traces of the old mill , the leet arid huge blocks 
of stone pierced with bolts for the machinery; untouched they still 
form a solid basis. 

The new Armoury and range in the School House Garden, 
provided by the War Office in 1953, prefabricated arid quickly 
erected, removed the claim of the Carrington Buildings to serve 
"Arms" , but made more space for scientists in the old room (the 
lighter for the disappearance of the miniature range); space still 
further increased by the modern laboratories opposite, gift of the 
Industrial Trust, put up in various stages between 1958 and 1966 
when they were named after a distinguished O.S., A . M . Turing. 
The languages block dates from 1966. 

T H E B A T H 
Boys have always liked their swim. "Neither shall any presume 

to go into the Water, without leave of the Master, Usher or parent 

4. This was in 1954. Beneath the foundation stone there came to light all the relics exactly 
as described in the records of 45 years before. A note of their disturbance, signed by Chairman and 
Headmaster, was put back with them. 
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that some may be present to prevent the danger that often doth 
ensue." Thus the statutes of 1679, which in this respect at least are 
strictly enforced to-day. But where the water was we get no clue. 
In times when there is more evidence—the middle of the last century 
—there was no more insistently voiced demand at the school than 
for an official swimming place. Denied all proper facilities, enthusiasts 
would traipse four miles to where the Yeo widens out at Mudford. 
A new boy of 1847 recalls "the summer joys of the river, where on 
my first essay to swim across a big fellow played leap-frog with me 
in the middle (only the 'play' was all on one side)." A n d big and 
small alike were apt to return, grumbles another contemporary, 
"hot and dusty and not much the better for their dip." More locally 
there were other opportunities, probably somewhat inferior. The 
sheep dip that stood behind the old Brewery (now sacrificed to the 
demands of a car park) or where in 1858 a small bath was dug out 
" in an elbow of the river in Purlieu" with paved bottom and staked 
and boarded sides. Or there was the upper Yeo near where it leaves 
the lake by Denny Bridge, a site the advantages of which were 
specified in The Shirburnian of 1872, "no fear of finding unpleasant 
dogs and badgers and suchlike nastinesses just where we are going 
to jump in" . These were at least above the outlet of the main town 
sewer. Not so an alternative recollected by another O.S. of the 
period "poor shallow bathing fifty yards below Westbury Bridge 
where there was a pool dug out." This spot was known to the boys as 
"The Dirt River" and was blamed for at least one serious outbreak 
of fever. 

Harper, keen as any of his pupils (he often affirmed that swim
ming was his favourite sport), had as early as 1866 proposed to 
the Governors the construction of a properly equipped swimming 
pool; despite the sanitary drawbacks, three years later arrangements 
were made with the miller on the Yeo and a quarter-acre site was 
actually pegged out in the lands of Hyle Farm; but at the last 
minute a dispute between landlord and tenant held up the scheme 
and eventually caused its abandonment. Disappointing as this 
must have been at the time, it proved a blessing in disguise, for the 
acquisition of the Abbey Mills and adjoining land afforded the 
possibility of a bath at a much more convenient distance from 
home. Mrs Roberts describes how she remembered as a small 
girl "walking round with my father exploring the possibilities and 
tracing the swampy stream that ran between our garden and the 
orchard, with a view to making it supply water for a swimming 
bath." This stream was, of course, the brook down the Combe 
Valley combined with Leland's "Newelle a little Burne rising in 
the West Part cummith by the West Part of the Abbey and from 
thence goeth to the River of Schirbourne." 
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In 1873 these dreams were realised, and the site of the bath 
was duly excavated—in the astonishing time of seven weeks; 1 most 
of the surplus earth was used to f i l l up the Abbot's Fish Pond, the 
western side of which is still marked in the School House garden 
by a few survivors of what was once a stately row of Scotch firs. 
The increased acreage thereby produced enabled a businesslike set 
of Governors to raise the garden rent by £3 per year. 2 

The Combe stream, i f better than the Yeo, passed through 
various farmyards and reached the bath in none too clean a condi
tion, not a good thing in a typhoid age; eventually only the Newell 
water (which had fed the old mill leet) was diverted. Even this, to 
quote a contemporary, was "open to the headmaster's ducks and 
they made the most of it, with the result that we often bathed in 
what looked like cafe au lait." 

Bit by bit, beginning in 1883, after much haggling with unwilling 
landlords, various portions were piped; thus no more may the 
curious trace its course once visible through garden and orchard 
back almost to its source near the Crown Hotel. But it ran strongly; 
there is record of cattle drowned therein and the Victorians con
sidered it for turning an electric light motor. Thus the school at 
least enjoys in the purest possible form the benefits of the 
"Christall Wel l" , as the stream is called in the curious anonymous 
poem of Elizabethan times "Willobie his Avisa." The outflow is 
also almost entirely piped—through the Close, under the Almshouse 
Chapel where in former days a trapdoor would be lifted to display 
it to tourists, across the top of Westbury (a print of about 1800 
shows it in the open here), beneath the Digby Dining Hal l and so 
emerging for a few yards at the bottom of the garden to fall finally 
into the Yeo in the station yard—the first stage of its long journey 
to the Bristol Channel. 

1. Boy labour was extensively employed, amongst it a well-known trio from School House 
known as the World, the Flesh and the Devil, subsequently to become a doctor, stockbroker and 
divine. 

The Flesh claimed to have cut the first sod in the new work. At a later stage the World, who 
could not swim, fell into the bath; to whom, dragged out by his friends, Harper standing by remarked 
dispassionately, " i always thought you were a fool; now I know it." 

2. The Abbot's Fish Pond is so much a household word in Sherborne that although of 
its long life less than the last twenty years were spent as school property, a few words may not 
be out of place. The catchment area hereabouts is considerable, though deceptively concealed. 
Acreman Street itself is largely a cutting in the side of a hill and there is a distinct fall to the west 
down from upper Cheap Street. In the lower reaches of the valley thus formed was a pond an 
acre or more in extent. Hutchins calls it an "antient carp pond" and the description was justified. 
As early as the 12th century there are documents ordering the preparation of nets and directing 
the disposal of the tithes of eels caught on Saints' Days; and there is a diverting grant dated 1695 
by which Hugh Hodges, a young barrister just returned to practise in the town and recently made 
a Governor of his old school, is given fishing rights by the Earl of Bristol for an annual reservation 
of eight carp, to be delivered to the Castle. But when the pond came into the school's possession 
it was fallen from its former glory. "Little better than a solution of mud" was Harper's own verdict 
in 1866, with first-hand knowledge after rescuing his small son who had stepped boldly from the 
pond's decrepit boat into the water after reading Matt. xiv. 25. An epidemic of typhoid in Acreman 
Street in 1867 was attributed to its stagnancy and its final obliteration six years later was regretted 
by no one at the time. Today the name alone survives with a fragrancy and romance probably 
much greater than the original possessed. 
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The bath received a triumphal opening (if inevitably anticipated 
piecemeal by the impatient) and Harper himself took the first 
header, as recorded by Westcott's Latin inscription on bronze 3; 
from the very first it was enormously appreciated, "an unqualified 
success causing abundant delight to all who have tested it ," runs 
an early verdict. Then as now, outsiders were admitted, on terms 
which have a curiously old-fashioned ring today, "gentlemen 
tradesmen and others between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., and respectable 
artisans before 6 a.m. or after 6 p.m. There is no bathing on Sun
days." It is worth noting perhaps, in these pampered days, that an 
original subscription of \0s. 6d. per year was payable and that 
244 out of 246 boys chose to join, a figure which bears very favour
able comparison with the official lists of today. It was thus possible 
to engage for the season an expert from the London Swimming Club 
to teach the boys. Popular though it was, however, the amenities of 
the place were nothing to what they have since become. The sides of 
the bath were of coursed rubble and the floor of Long Burton stone, 
both rough and excessively slimy. The edges were uneven and at the 
south end of deal planks, the splinters from which were inimical to 
bare feet. High dives were unheard of; the foolhardy, not to be 
deterred, put forms on end to serve instead or even dived off the 
wall above the lion's head 1 into the shallow end. Even so no record 
of any consequent death among members of the school survives. It 
is however a fact that in relatively recent times a master dived in 
to save a boy, in cap and gown—and emerged with them still on. 

The story of the bath has been one of continual refinements. 
Its original site was very exposed, and marred on the eastern edge 
by a huge heap of mud from the excavations; things were much 
improved by the removal of the latter in 1874 and the placing there 
of the Fives Courts. The first high dive of 1888 was followed by 
a better one in 1909 with chute attached; in this year too the rough 
sides and floor were concreted over to combat the slime, a process 
still further developed by the chemists.5 But even with the present 
lucid, successfully doctored and filtered water, 6 some may regret 
the passing of the good old unhygienic days, when in between 
its fortnightly replenishments the bath acquired a peasoup con
sistency and a temperature of anything up to 76 degrees; when 

3. The original in stone was removed from the narrow door with its Gothic arch, when 
the entrance was widened in 1939 as an A.R.P. measure, to allow access to the town's fire engines. 

4. Or actually at that time a plain drainpipe. The lion came in 1913, gift of A. H . T. Ross. 
5. Various experiments were made in the early days; but the pioneers had their setbacks. 

About 1912 a new and potent mixture was infused into the bath which may or may not have had 
the desired effect; but the high mortality among the fish in the Pageant Gardens caused it to be 
hastily discontinued. 

6. In 1935 the school entertained a party of swimmers from a German school. To minister 
to the comfort of the guests the water was left unchanged for a few extra days to keep it warm. 
The contest duly came off; after it was over a spectator parent, who was also an analyst, lingered 
behind and took a sample of the fluid. It is said that his outspoken comments, conveyed to the 
appropriate quarter, led to the introduction of the present very efficient filter. Now only white 
tiles with racing lines are required for perfection. 
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water rats in its murky depths were not entirely unknown; when 
the striplings planted on'the Acreman Street side in 1873 had grown 
to a noble windscreen (even i f leaves and pine needles did fall in 
large quantities into the water), before more austere taste con
demned the trees and substituted the present lawn in 1933. 

Almost forgotten is the distinctive feature so well known to 
earlier generations—the "beam." This was an enormous tree 
trunk, rough-hewn to about two feet square, forming a kind of 
bridge across the northern end of the bath.' After a useful life 
of nearly fifty years it rotted away and was not replaced: red lines 
mark its site. 

Swimming, of course, has never been the whole story, i n 1875, 
before "a large number of scholars" a local parson exhibited a 
model steam frigate which "went from one end of the bath to the 
other in one minute ten seconds." Over the years canoes, floats, 
frogman suits and the like have met with varying degrees of tolera
tion, but the genius of the place has not altered and the artless 
enjoyment which is its main characteristic makes it perhaps the 
happiest corner of the whole school. 

T H E BIG S C H O O L 
With so important a place it seems right to repeat for the record 

the gist of what was written some twenty years ago; but no building 
in all the school has changed more and indeed those who did not 
know it before 1956 may find it hard to visualise its former state 
(but see illustration opposite page 289). 

The conception of an adequate place of assembly was Harper's 
and the negotiations by which he put the scheme through and 
finally squared off the north west corner of the Courts were almost 
his last contribution to Sherborne. To accommodate the north end 
of the building it was necessary to divert slightly the course of Abbey 
Road. On the whole the town authorities were co-operative, but it 
was suggested that in return the school should give up a slice of 
land and widen Finger Lane "so often crowded with a phalanx of 
boys impetuously rushing to the cricket field." And the Clerk to the 
Governors riding his horse through it could produce a tricky 
encounter. Harper, however, seeing that any such widening would 
merely create a through road bringing heavy carriage traffic under 
the windows of the school, objected strongly; rather than this 
better to give up the idea altogether. So having gained his point 

7. The beam was in constant use for teaching swimming: nowadays nearly every boy can 
before he arrives. Yet up to 1939 the various coloured 'kickers' provided a stimulus in this direction. 
Originally 'muds' were a variegated hue, 'reds' red and white stripes, 'singles' blue and white 
stripes, 'doubles' plain blue —hence the name. 'Trebles' added yellow piping. With clothes rationing 
these all vanished and now bathers may wear what they will, though psychedelic styles are not 
encouraged. 
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he stayed long enough only to see the foundations dug (allegedly 
half as deep as the building is high), and to Young fell the duty of 
formally opening the new hall in 1879. The exterior is perpendicular 
and its style has not always been acceptable to modern taste. But in 
its day it was the last word in elegance and so expensive that for 
reasons of economy the interior fittings were of the plainest. The 
new addition was partly intended for teaching and a curtain sus
pended across its middle made possible the housing of two extra 
forms. Its use for music was more in the nature of an accident. 
L. N . Parker tells a story: "I was examining these foundations one 
day, thinking what a fine concert hall the room would have made, 
when D r Harper suddenly knocked all the wind out of me with 
one of his genial and gigantic slaps on the back. 'Aha, ' he roared, 
'you're thinking you'll have that room for your music! But you 
won't.' " Young, however, proved more sympathetic and when the 
acoustics of the hall turned out to be excellent he gave Parker 
carte blanche to design an orchestral platform, which also served as 
a masters' dais; this turned out a primitive structure at the north 
end with a narrow entrance passage along its side—traces of the 
original tiny north door can still be seen in the wall. Gradually the 
room was embellished, largely by private gifts; there were originally 
to have been three galleries, two down the sides and one at the 
south end, giving 700 seats in all. In the event only the latter was 
ever built and that by Young's gift, to replace the raised seats below 
on which the Sixth had previously sat. In 1883-4 the building of the 
lobby and the new classrooms to the north afforded the opportunity 
of constructing an organ recess into which "a fine, i f rather 
tumultuous instrument" with a console on the dais below was put 
in the latter year. 1 For a long period the instrument (valuable to 
supplement an orchestra) played an important part in Sherborne 
music, not least when the celebrated, Guilmant gave recitals 
characterised by brilliant improvisations on two tunes handed up in 
sealed envelopes. On these occasions Young would say a few 
graceful words of thanks in French. 2 

In 1894 H . R. K ing did much to beautify the room by adding 
dais railings, panelling, new desks and oaken floor— and, perhaps 

[. Parker raised most of the money; the Headmaster did not entirely endear himself by 
insisting that every boy should take home a collecting card and bring back a minimum sum. The 
thing dragged on. A year and more later we find advertised an organ fund, "Conversazione. 
Waxworks by Le Chevallier Jarli. Gymnastic performances. Two Concerts. 2/6 (Waxworks 16)." 
Modern techniques seem more dignified. 

It was the first tubular pneumatic instrument in England and always suffered from its experi
mental design. The action grew faulty and at last not even teams of blowers perspiring beneath 
the dais could keep it going. It grew silent about 1925 and was gutted in 1940 for the sake of its 
lead and other metals valuable for munitions. 

Orpheus alone survived and, if a suitable site is found, may even yet return from his under
world—a storeroom. 

2. This must have required courage, though not perhaps as much as was shown very many 
years later by a Head of School. He, presenting chocolates to the ladies of a visiting French troupe, 
kissed the hand of each recipient—an unrehearsed effect greeted by the audience with what may 
conservatively be described as eclat. 
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not least conducive to comfort, illumination by means of sixteen 
incandescent gas burners in place of the original ninety fishtail 
lights which must have made the atmosphere almost unbearable. 
It is of interest to note that K ing was a friend of the rising young 
architect Reginald Blomfield and that the latter's work in connection 
with these interior decorations was his first introduction to Sher
borne, for which he was to do much later in a far larger way. 

There was a bust of Archbishop Temple whose friendship to 
the school has already been mentioned. This likeness by M r George 
Frampton 3 was exhibited in the Academy of 1905 and presented to 
the school in a niche designed by Blomfield; it was unveiled by 
Temple's son, later himself Primate. The portraits of headmasters 
(sadly incomplete) were given at various dates4 and all the time huge 
honours boards crept over more and more of the walls. 

In its day the Big School has been used for some regular functions 
which now no longer take place; for example the daily roll after 
chapel for the whole school (including masters) when absentees 
were announced by "reporters" in each form and chapel fines 
collected5—a pure waste of a valuable ten minutes unless the 
headmaster had something of consequence to announce. Yet the 
custom continued till about 1910. 

In former times at Commemoration a red baize-covered platform 
at the south end of the room half under the gallery served as 
rostrum for the recitation of prize compositions and scenes from 
the classical and foreign drama. "There see," runs a contemporary 
account, " in the midst a platform and prizewinners and actors 
clustered nervously about the door all in dress clothes." Female 
roles, it may be added, were distinguished by the addition of a 
fan or scarf and apron over the black. This custom, introduced 
from Eton by Young, lasted long enough to satisfy fin de siecle 
conventions, but was later abolished in favour of a reasonably 
legitimate stage on the same site, occupying about half the room. As 
the auditorium was small two houses were necessary to get the 
school in and the actors would bump their heads on the bottom of 
the gallery if they were not careful; later again the north dais was 
tried, but only with moderate success. 

3. Later Sir George, better known as the designer of the Peter Pan statue in Kensington 
Gardens. 

4. The earliest is of John Gaylard (1733-43). This hung for a very long period in the Alms
house, though claimed by the Governors without success in 1897. But five years later indisputable 
evidence cropped up that the picture had been bequeathed to the school in the mid-19th century 
by a Mrs Rae. Restored to his proper home in 1902, Gaylard surveyed the scene of his earthly 
labours in the School House Dining Hall till 1947 when he joined the remainder of his colleagues. 

5. These could be as much as 1/-, a stiff penalty in the currency of that day. Fines were 
widespread—for losing a ball, for scratching an entry in the Sports-and seem to have played a 
significant part in the economy. 
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SPEECHES A T C O M M E M O R A T I O N , 1896 
In the foreground is the platform for acting. 

"DEEP A N D CRISP A N D E V E N " 
i J. M. Neale O.S. 
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T H E SCHOOL G A T E W A Y 
Moved to the Upper in 1923. 

" T H E CLOISTERS", c. 1900 
For "The Three Pillars" (see page 220). 

Frith 
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T H E ABBEY A N D SIXTH F O R M G R E E N , 1899. 
Note the high wall, lowered in 1928. 
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T H E O L D MUSIC HOUSE A N D T H E O L D G Y M N A S I U M , c. 1900 
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"TUFFINS" 
From the west and from the north 
The old shop, demolished in 1900 
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In 1940 the Big School was badly blasted by bombing, losing 
most of its windows and tiles and suffering considerable interior 
damage to roof and walls, the more regrettable since it had been 
redecorated just before the war. But the pictures were freakishly 
unscathed. Boards over the windows and artificial light sufficed 
for the duration, i f not appreciated by School Certificate candidates 
in July. After the war no addition was more eagerly anticipated than 
the memorial extension to the building. New windows were inserted 
quickly, in the autumn of 1945, a vast improvement on the greenish 
glass they replaced; then amidst increasing congestion (a temporary 
enlargement of the gallery in 1952 did little to help) the main plans 
suffered a frustrating eleven year delay. But when they were put into 
effect the final result of 1956 proved to have been worth waiting for. 

The old dais to the north was swept away to make room for the 
present large gallery, while, the southern wall knocked out, the old 
gallery with its spiral staircase was replaced by the stage with good 
rooms below. The facade of the disused organ finally disappeared 
to give place to the projector and the old honours boards (hallowed 
but hideous) were photographed and broken up. This reorientation 
of the hall was most successful. There was room for all, acoustics 
turned out to be good and the general effect handsome.6 With the 
Temple bust removed to the lobby, only floor, panelling and 
portraits survived from the previous era. Externally the new work 
blended in very well. Old stones refaced and used again were 
surprisingly white, giving fresh meaning to "Cana perstat aedes"; 
the handsome fire escape at the N . W . corner came later—in 1970'. 

T H E C O U R T S 
The plural has some justification; at one time the Bow House 

garden and the V a Green were known respectively as the Old and 
Little Courts and the yard to the north of the School House is. 
marked "Bal l Court" in one ancient plan—more in hope than in 
fact, because it was not school property till 1936 and has never 
thus been laid out; the School House back yard is also still called 
"Duck Court" by the older inhabitants of the town—presumably 
after Duck Street, as the present South Street was formerly named. 
Even omitting all these, there were once two or three more courts, 
though for all practical purposes they have long since been merged 
into one. 

In the early days of the school the main courts in use were 
two, the Bell and Ball Courts. The former lay just to the west 
of the School House Dining Ha l l and the Bell Buildings and was 

6. The coloured shields in the roof added a vital touch. These were a last minute addition by 
the happy thought of a master; a team of boys made and painted them as a rush job and they were 
fitted from a movable scaffolding just before it was dismantled. 
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the central court of the school. On what was its south side there 
yet stands what is probably the original monastic cistern containing 
Fons Limpidus, no longer indeed housed beneath a crude penthouse 
to serve as bathroom, and bared of the monstrous rockery that 
enswathed it earlier in the present century, but still in its antique 
simplicity an object of interest. On its west side the Bell Court 
was bounded by the Old or Box Buildings which ran north from 
a point on the Abbey wall just east of the Slype. Beyond this again 
was the area known as the Ball Court, a roughly gravelled space, 
containing at least one fives court, and bounded on the west by a 
substantial wall. Beyond this ran a right of way to a door in the north 
transept of the Abbey (still clearly visible though now blocked up). 
But there was a gap in the wall and no doubt the boys infiltrated into 
what was then waste land below the east windows of the present 
library. Here then, and hereabouts, the boys took their exercise, 
amusing themselves when other diversions palled by throwing 
pebbles and pennies at the Abbey flag—with a supreme disregard 
for pedestrians in the churchyard beyond. 

But with the enormous expansion of the school in the middle 
of the 19th century, the entire layout of the place was changed. 
The acquisition in 1851 of the Library, Chapel and Studies, with 
the whole area north of them which forms the present Courts, and 
the building of the School House in 1860 prepared the way for 
the ambitious quadrangular development which Harper always 
had in mind. A wall was run across from the School House to 
the Studies replacing an even earlier one which had been con
structed in 1753 from the stones of the Priory. 1 South of it the 
Box Buildings had already been demolished in 1855, leaving only 
from their ground floor parlour a remarkably tenacious coat of 
white distemper which can still be seen after defying more than 
a hundred years of sun and rain. 2 The Governors agreed that "the 
space between the wall and the church" was to be set aside for the 
headmaster's private use and thus the Bell Court, extended to the 
Library and engulfing the Ball Court, was laid out as a garden— 
with the ivy-covered Abbey wall, its flower beds and at least two 
sizeable trees a very much more shady and secluded spot than the 
present exposed and busy thoroughfare. To the north of the wall 
the main area of the newly acquired ground, at that time part 
orchard, part timber yard, was quickly converted into the "Great" 
or " B o y s ' " Court, while from the former garden of the headmaster 

1. Harper had planned for a cloister, which even appeared as a fait accompli in the Illustrated 
Loudon News of 1861; but eventually he came down to a wall, though this was over six feet high 
10 begin with. It was lowered in 1928; few things have changed the place more. 

2. The surviving buttress presumably did not project into the room, but rather replaces 
the whole building which acted as an effective prop to the Abbey fabric at this point. 
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was fashioned the Sixth Form Green. 3 Not but what there were 
teething troubles in dealing with this large new area; a glance 
at the foundations of the Big School shows that the Courts are by 
no means level and in early days drainage was a problem. "We 
are now briskly engaged," wrote Harper in 1861, " in getting our 
Courts and roadway inside the gates into proper order, but in heavy 
storms not only the water from the road, but streams from the mill 
pour in through our gates." 

On the north side of the new court (or "King's School Play
ground" as the title of a contemporary photograph delightfully 
describes it) ran a wall backed by a shrubbery and fronted by a 
row of some eight or so lime trees which added much to the beauty 
of the school. Under them for more than fifty years, in the absence 
of a proper common room, masters paced their "beat" in break, 
while for boys a lone tree a little in advance of the others, just in 
front of what is now No. 9 Classroom, formed an ideal wicket for 
impromptu cricket. At the east end of the wall rose the Lodge and 
School Gate, erected in 1853 before the area they guarded was in 
working order, a lonely outpost for a year or so, staking, as it were, 
a claim on the ground the school was presently to take in. The 
Lodge, though overshadowed by the present Tower, still retains 
something of its original character; the little lancet window— 
surely one of the smallest in the district—remains a feature.4 The 
gateway, supporting wooden doors and itself unadorned by the 
royal arms till their incising for Commemoration 1889, was for 
long a central feature of the whole school until its removal to the 
fields in 1923.5 

3. High altitude aerial photos reveal two different shades of grass, with a firm line of de
marcation running east and west across the middle; the reason for this has never been satisfactorily 
explained—perhaps it marks the old boundary of the monastery precincts. "One parcel of pasture 
land converted into Orchard and Barton" it had passed to the school with the purchase of the 
Priory in 1749 and was cultivated by successive headmasters for over a hundred years. The area 
was considerable, some three quarters of an acre, and the charm of its situation must have been 
very great. To the west in the Abbey Road outside ran a row of ten elms dating back to Civil War 
times (the present three trees are the last survivors). To the north were a dairy and coach house 
with stable; the latter became a picturesque ruin. Even in 1881 Young complained that he had 
"propped up the roof to avoid disaster to his horse." There were no further occupants after about 
1910 (the year in which E. C. Ffooks describes his driving the family car to Sherborne as a new boy) 
and the building finally disappeared in 1955. Somewhere was an old well and a shed known as the 
"Box House" in which books "and other things not wanted in the bedrooms were kept by some of 
the junior boys." Towering to the south stood the Abbey, very much as it is today. 

But with the changes of the mid-19th century the time had clearly come to make other use of 
the old garden. Since then, laid out as the Sixth Form Green, it has been sometime a tennis court, 
sometime a site for a marquee and Commemoration lunches (so once affording W. H . Lyon, 
Vicar, Governor and son of the headmaster, the effective point that he spoke "standing on his 
father's cabbage ground.") Thus even this familiar lawn has not been without its little history. 
Stripped, since 1932, of its posts and chains, it still remains (as its name implies) very much the 
haunt of privilege. 

4. The Lodge has long been the residence of the school Custos, but the latter office was 
only first created in 1870 in the person of Charles Scott. Before this the tenant was Harper's 
gardener. 

5. When the Tower was built there was some doubt as to the fate of the gateway (itself 
completely restored just before the war). A suggestion that it should stand at the north entrance to 
the Abbey Close came to nothing, and the stones lay for some months dismantled and neglected 
till G. M . Carey and E. J. Freeman conspired to resurrect them (plus a small buttress) on their 
present site. At the same time some German guns, which had formed a somewhat depressing 
ornament to the Courts were also removed to the fields whence they departed about 1940—for 
munitions. 
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By the beginning of Young's time the Big School and Cloister 
block to the south of it enclosed the western side of the Courts; 
and with these additions the former right of way through the area 
was finally diverted to the present Abbey Road . 6 On the north 
the limes and the wall behind them were gradually removed to 
make room for more classrooms, Nos. 9-12 in 1883, Nos. 5-8 in 
1913,7 and finally the Tower block in 1923, the latter with its shields 
and initials of Governor, headmaster and architect8 setting a 
worthy crown on the whole. It is curious that on this last job, 
uniquely, the builders made a heavy loss. If the Tower shut off the 
view of the Abbey Clock from the north, it opened up a glimpse 
(still unimpeded) of playing fields and trains running beyond. 

For all these works deep foundations were necessary owing to 
the nature of the soil, and many thousands of cartloads of spoil 
found a final resting place at the west end of the Lower where they 
were used to fill up a large depression. More sudden and less 
welcome excavations on September 30th, 1940, if equally deep, 
revealed no such interesting relics as are preserved from the labours 
of more constructive delvers in the past.9 The early builders had 
faith and foresight. On each separate addition a serrated edge of 
keystones was left to lock in with the next extension; only the 
last, the Tower, presents a smooth and apparently final quoin. 

But this was not the plan once. The Shirburnian for 1917 shows 
an architect's drawing of what was then envisaged—yet a further 
extension carrying round at a right angle till the north end of the 
School House was reached, the new block to be used as classrooms, 
a common room for masters and studies for boys. In fact the first 
answer was to be the four classrooms of 1955 (named after Sir 
Hubert Medlycott, forty-four years a Governor, 13 of them as 
Chairman), an ingenious construction economically heated through 
its visible connection with School House and designed with its two 
entrances to cut down the inter-period melees to four forms instead 
of eight as elsewhere. 

The siting, leaving the plans of 1917 still viable, if necessary, was 
carefully thought out; the reverse order would not have been 
acceptable. 

6. For a fortnight after the air raid of 1940 old times were lived again, for the public came 
freely through the Courts to avoid the unexploded bomb which had fallen near the road outside. 

7. These were built at a time of congestion unknown since Harper's day. The situation 
was so acute that, in order to make sure of the building season, the Governors, distrustful of 
the leisurely methods of the Board of Education, began the works without formal permission—a 
course not entirely welcome to Whitehall. 

8. "R.B." is a modest enough memorial for Sir Reginald Blomfield, the man responsible 
above all others for the aspect of modern Sherborne. First introduced to the place, as we have 
seen, to redecorate the Big School, he subsequently designed practically all the important additions 
between 1910 and 1926, including the Carrington Buildings (1910), the arms on the School House 
Dining Hall (1912), Classrooms (1913), Workshop (1921), War Memorial Staircase (1922), Tower 
(1923), Gymnasium (1923), and Music School (1926). 

9. These include a key of Romano-British type, and by some strange chance, a medieval 
trade token from Nuremberg. 
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Excavations for the foundations yielded skeletons, 12th century 
pottery and a fine champfered buttress of Ham H i l l stone, perhaps 
associated with the monastery infirmary. A victim was the last 
Courts lime, to be replaced immediately by an elm at the other end 
of the green. 

T H E G Y M N A S I U M 
The Shirburnian mooted a gymnasium as early as 1867, but 

nothing was done during Harper's time to supply the need. In 
1881 Young acquired (primarily as an overflow ground for small 
boys' football) what was then known as the Paddock and on the 
southern end of this, where had stood a timber yard, there was 
erected in 1885 an iron building some 30 feet by 70 feet1; this 
was a makeshift pending-the provision of a permanent gymnasium 
on the site of the stables behind the Lodge. In fact the temporary 
structure, with the sole addition of a changing room in 1912, served 
the purpose for thirty-eight years till the more ambitious project 
had long since been forgotten. As a gymnasium it was fairly 
adequate,2 tricked out with "superb palms, greenery and bunting" 
for summer ceremonial gatherings it was an oven; enough survives 
today incorporated in the larger modern building to show that its 
exterior was not beautiful. 

It was replaced in 1923 by the present wooden structure, which 
as a gymnasium leaves little to be desired, though as examination 
room it suffers from extremes of temperature. 

T H E S A N A T O R I U M 
The demolition in 1855 of the Box Buildings, which for over 

150 years had provided the only sick room accommodation, created • 
a problem. Boys still got i l l , and in the absence of any official 
wards within the school premises other arrangements had to be 
made; for thirty years two houses in the town with appropriate 
staff were permanently maintained by housemasters for any boy 
who might be i l l enough to require isolation. The system was 
wasteful and inefficient and it is not surprising that ultimately they 
pressed for something better and less hard on their pockets. 

In 1885 Westbury House, just vacated by the Preparatory School, 
offered itself as a possible sanatorium. But it was thought that 
complete isolation was desirable and eventually the present building, 
standing well away by itself in the garden, was finished in 1887. 

1. Complete with what was the fashion of those days—a French instructor. He lasted but 
a very short time, to be replaced by Sergeant-Major J. N . Taylor who served the school for nearly 
fifty years. 

2. dvSpES ou Telxr|. Those trained therein performed with more than average credit in 
the old gymnastic competitions at Aldershot. 
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"Everybody I know," commented an early admirer, "says the 
Sanatorium is one of the prettiest buildings in Sherborne, and I 
quite agree." The style is in harmony with the rest of the school, 
though the general effect does not always please the modern eye. A 
contemporary description mentions "absolute atmospheric discon
nection" and the possibility of treating "at least three different kinds 
of fevers simultaneously." The architectural feature designed to 
meet this fortunately rare contingency—the arch between the north 
and south blocks—is obscured today; wood partitions, which quite 
hide its proportions, now prop up, as it were, this graceful Bridge of 
Sighs. 

Plans to extend with a large wing to the north were curtailed 
when the land so earmarked was devoted to another purpose; 
later additions have had to be on a smaller scale. Such have been 
in 1929 the four single wards in bungalow style to the east—a 
memorial to Nowell Smith—and in 1937 a much-needed con
valescent room to the north with four private wards above. One 
wall alone is faced, the other two remain of brick, but the interior 
is very well fitted up. The addition in 1948 of quarters for nurses 
and staff above the Nowell Smith wards was the first post-war 
building. Soon after, as with most schools, no further attempt was 
made to gear beds to rare epidemic numbers. Indeed from 1957 one 
large ward (with a master's room attached) served as an overflow 
dormitory for Westcott House and thereafter as an extra classroom, 
in surprisingly constant use—or even as a small theatre. 

T H E T U C K S H O P 
That the official diet did not satisfy the youth of Cutler's time 

we have already seen, and so it doubtless always was. Towards 
the end of the last century some three or four confectioners in the 
town 1 were each at the service of a house or houses; in.addition 
light refreshments were brought into the Courts in break for the 
benefit of those, small boys especially, who did not go into the 
actual shops—the whole arrangement known colloquially as "The 
Basket." A well-known engraving by F. P. Barraud 2 shows two 
firms, the Tuffins and Lintern, dispensing their wares, "stodgers" 
and "oranges boiled to increase their size." But in the shops them
selves things were not always satisfactory. Occasionally there was a 

1. Best remembered are Ford's in Cheap Street (its owner a master of the pastrycook's 
art and his namesakes long connected with the Tuckshop), and Tuffins at the west end of Church 
Lane with its truly Dickensian atmosphere. The proprietors were Dick Tumn "a pleasant little 
man with a big red moustache" and "dear little Miss Tuffin" whose corkscrew ringlets are still a 
cherished memory. Here in the shop sunk a foot or two below street level Shirburnians would 
stuff themselves with delicacies to the envy of less fortunate boys of the town who flattened their 
noses on the glass outside. The other tradesmen were Dawson and Anstey. 

2. Francis P. Barraud, uncle of Francis J. Barraud, designer of the world famous "His 
Master's Voice" trademark. 
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case of a poached pheasant or the like cooked sub rosa for a boy, 3 

but it was complaints from the town that eventually led to a change 
—the charge that boys were overcrowding the counters, behaving 
noisily and generally making things difficult for the ordinary 
citizen." 

The result was the erection of the "Toey" in 1906 with funds 
advanced by masters, an arrangement incomparably better than 
the old one. Not only have the boys their private place of refresh
ment, which is no less than they deserve, but there is even a modest 
profit available for school use. 

The Tuckshop, like the Gymnasium that overshadows it, is 
not superficially attractive; i f the roof had to be, better concealed 
behind the old music school or on the site of the workshop, as was 
once projected. For now it is the first thing to strike the traveller 
as he approaches the school from the north. 

In 1941 the building was taken over by the Town Council as 
a British Restaurant and refurbished, it is said, at a cost greater 
than that laid out on its erection. It was returned to the school 
in 1947. 

T H E B O W H O U S E 
The property is ancient; it is said that a 14th century date 

was once exposed on a beam during restoration. From its site 
it has always been important for trade—and the school has hardly 
been able to ignore its proximity. Old deeds stress its buffer position' 
"adjoyning to the School House Garden and over against the 
Market Place" and its owners at various times have included names 
well known in Sherborne annals, Cooth, Whetcombe, Toogood 
and Foot. 

In the 17th and 18th centuries all the property hereabouts went 
under the generic name of "Bow Houses" and seems for the most 
part to have been used as shops; but by the middle of the 19th century 
the block had become a licensed premises, the Sun Inn, with some-

3. "Our bag, I may add, was taken into the town and there in a tuckshop, which by the way 
was out of bounds, was made into good big pies. These pies were eaten by a few chosen friends 
and ourselves, on Wednesday afternoons after football." By banning tradesmen for this sort of 
irregularity Young did not make himself any more popular. Better control of the boys might well 
have been suggested as a remedy. Catapults were illegal but none the less common; elastic and shot 
were obtainable from a shop in Westbury. Even ferrets and guns were not unheard of; yet perhaps 
the latter were always so. We have seen how little Bristed could check them, and there is an unforget
table vignette of a boy of Penrose's day "the gun stock in his pocket and the barrel slung round his 
neck and reaching into his 'continuations,' shuffling stiff legged downstairs, and so off the premises." 

4. An established custom was that of "tasting," by which a boy could sample one sweet 
of a variety before committing himself to buy. Needless to say a succession of trials was usuai 
enough—by no means invariably followed by a purchase. There was also considerable ragging, 
and not all by the boys. The following is a perfectly true story. One day a boy was in a shop in 
forbidden hours. The tradesman went to the door and said, "The Chief is coming up the street. 
You must hide. Get in here," and he raised the lid of a large bin into which the boy disappeared. 
There was no Chief and the bin was half full of flour. 
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thing of a reputation for. rowdiness. In 1884 Young bought the 
place, probably as a precautionary measure, but on his enforced 
departure not unnaturally sold it again without giving the Governors 
first refusal. In 1916, however, the latter did purchase it—doubtless 
with the same motive—and though it was left untouched until the 
end of the war (during which at times it provided billets for as many 
as sixty or seventy troops), in 1-921, renamed "Bow House," 1 it was 
definitely and for the first time taken over for school purposes; the 
ground' floor was converted into a common room and above were 
lodgings for two masters, some of the School House staff, and 
(since 1936) for boys. 

The situation is out of the way with regard to the centre of the 
school—to some this may seem an advantage, to others the reverse. 
But few can dispute the charm of its surroundings between Conduit 
and "Barton," surely never in time past more colourful than now. 

T H E M U S I C S C H O O L 
The erection of "Schola Musicae" in 1926 was long overdue, 

perhaps in part because five separate sites were considered at length. 
Its twelve small practice rooms and concert hall above (with the 
louvre or gazebo an unusual and attractive feature) combine in 
the one building both the "dens" of 1872 and the original concert 
room of 1873. 

Though purists condemn the union of Ham H i l l stone and 
roughcast which is the dominant feature of the exterior, for its 
purpose the interior planning could hardly be better. 

T H E S L Y P E 
This curious 13th century pile, if architecturally speaking an 

appendage, to the Abbey, is legally Governors' property; it also 
enjoys the unique distinction of. being the only building in school 
use (albeit in a humble capacity) without intermission from 1550 
to the present day. 

Of two stories (strictly speaking the term "slype" applies only 
to the lower) in monastic times the upper part contained the plumb 
house where lead work for . the Abbey roof was done, and part of 
the monks' dormitory; the sole surviving trace of this is now the 

1. The revival of the name was due to a suggestion of W. B. Wildman. "Bow" =arch; since 
Cheapside had its Bow Church, it were well, he argued, that Cheap Street should also perpetuate 
the name in the house which adjoins the great arched gateway that marked the boundary of the 
Abbey precincts. A Shirburnian of about 1805 mentions "a massive oak gate still standing in my 
early days." Now only hinge pivots and ornate stonework survive. • 
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Note the absence of the Studies, and the shrubbery on the right 
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H A R P E R HOUSE, c. 1895 
Note the drive on the left; this led down through to Long Street. 
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inverted V of its roof on the Abbey north wal l . 1 

The lower part, containing three vaults and traces of a 12th 
century arcade flush with the southern wall, was not only a slype or 
passage out of the cloister, but also when necessary the monks' 
mortuary, pending burial in the Lytten nearby.2 It has been held 
that the northern chamber with its barrel roof was also used as a 
punishment cell for offending members of the community. In this, 
though cut off, the occupants might hear something of the services 
through the window; the latter, too small to climb through, would 
also have been partially covered by bars to stop food being handed 
in. (Al l this may be fanciful theory; but it is undoubted fact that the 
noticeable depression in the lawn some six feet north of the modern 
grating covering the window marks where a large boulder fell in the 
air raid of 1940.) The buttress now blocking the ancient exit is 
marked 1569, doubtless the date when the destruction of the cloister 
rendered its erection necessary to support the Abbey wall. 

But the school has had possession of the slype for longer than 
the monks ever did. The account for 1598 identifies the plumb 
house with the school brewhouse; the 16th century authorities 
evidently lost little time in providing the means to furnish them
selves and the boys with the then universal drink. Later on premises 
for this purpose were built elsewhere, and the slype is next mentioned 
in 1732 as the school laundry. As this it continued for a century or 
more, until replaced by the "Laundry Buildings" purchased by 
Lyon; an open fire so close to the Abbey had apparently struck the 
latter's guardians as none too safe.3 Though this phase of the slype's 
existence is now long past and for many years it has been a gardener's 
store, till recently the pulleys for the drying beams survived, poised 
above the trays of apples over which a rather fine window, quite 
probably from the dormitory itself, casts a dim light. 

The lower part has probably been a lumber shed, boot room 
or wood store ever since the Dissolution. 

1. Herein many remark the incised signature which looks like J. GILL, but which inspection 
with a glass proves the result of a long ago prank by an O.S. identifiable under a very different 
name. 

Beneath this again, centrally placed on the wall of the Slype itself, some three feet below the 
eaves, is a plug of wood, seemingly inserted in the masonry as a support for ivy or the like; but 
this is hot the case. When the Abbey Tower was restored in 1884-the clock was necessarily dis
mantled; rather than be without a timepiece the Governors affixed their own dial below which, 
actuated by independent mechanism, did duty 1883-85 (if the less usefully because there was no 
strike). A cavity in the masonry behind to take the works, and the wood block itself with drilled 
circular hole for the spindle survive as relics of their enterprise. 

2. The bones lie thick beneath the soil hereabouts; skulls were unearthed as recently as 1964, 
skeletons in 1888 and 1903—the former year a climacteric in the school's history, and the latter 
curiously enough marking a turn of the tide. For it was when the numbers once more reached 200 
after the lean nineties, that Westcott excavated to add a bay window to his study in celebration of 
the occasion; then was revealed the course of Fons Limpidus which ever since has been carried in 
the unromantic pipe just beneath the window. 

3. The sweep of its chimney up the Abbey wall can still just be traced. 
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T H E C O N D U I T 
This ancient relic may seem so dissociated from the school as 

to be out of place here; to the casual visitor as often as not it appears 
a Market Cross. But in point of fact it does deserve mention, 
having been for nearly four hundred years Governors' property 
and figuring prominently in the accounts. 

Its erection took place between 1505 and 1535 when, according 
to Leland, "Myer, the last Abbate of Shirburn saving one, made 
the fair Castel over the Conduct in the Cloister and the Spoutes 
of it. The Hedde of this Water is in a Peace of the Towne and 
is caullid New Welle," the same source in fact that supplies the 
bath. The intention was clearly to provide a central water point 
for the monks, a purpose which, standing on the north of the 
cloister garth, it well fulfilled; there were not then, as now, entrances 
through five bays but one only, the remainder being blocked by 
low walls with stone tracery above—as is the case today with the 
eastern facet. The general design of the building would have been 
in harmony with its surroundings; hence from its proportions we 
can get some idea of the style of the vanished cloister. 

A permanent reminder of the Conduit's original connection 
with the Abbey may be seen in the arms of the latter which still 
adorn the centre of its lierne vault. But it did not give service to 
the monks for more than a few years, for the Dissolution super
vened when it was still practically a new building. However, it 
was clearly too useful an adjunct to the town's amenities to neglect 
entirely and in 1554 it was leased by Sir John Horsey 1 to the 
Almshouse for 200 years for a sum of £40; though apparently the 
"condyt yarde" was provided with a door and lock, the townsfolk 
were allowed free use of the water. Five years later the lease was 
taken over by the school, and very shortly afterwards the Conduit 
was removed to the Parade where it now stands.2 The reason for 
the change of site was partly the inconvenience of having a bulky, 
i f picturesque, monument in the school precincts, and partly the 
increased accessibility of the water point in its new position. The 
potential area for getting rates was enlarged, while the school 
itself could still draw off all its requirements from the pipe that 
passed through its premises.3 

1. His arms too once decorated the fabric, though now no trace remains. 
2. The exact date of this removal is nowhere recorded, But in 1889 the Conduit was set 

back a few feet from the road to its present position and advantage was taken of the opportunity 
to effect a complete restoration. It was then found that many of its inner stones were from the old 
Lady Chapel. This would suggest very strongly that it left the cloister garth about 1 560, when the 
Lady Chapel was being dismantled to make way for the new headmaster's house. 

3. We have seen how the water was used by the boys for washing purposes. The Governors 
continued to pay rent for the land through which the feed pipe ran—Hospital Orchard, School 
House Garden, in front of the old Music House, through the Courts, down the drive and along 
Church Lane; they were also responsible for repairs which occur in the accounts at irregular 
intervals from 1576 onwards. On the other hand the water was now no longer free and the rates 
received seem to have balanced the expenses and rendered the investment a satisfactory one. 
Half a guinea or a guinea was the usual cost of a pipe and a curious old map of 1814 shows the 
exact area that was served by the Conduit system. This included not only the school itself, but 
the whole of the silk mills nearby and all the houses to the east end of Half Moon Street. 
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In 1629 the school bought the Conduit outright from the 
Almshouse instead of merely leasing it, and the transaction was 
followed by extensive repairs. A t the Restoration, as mentioned 
elsewhere, by some trick of the plumber's craft water was replaced 
by wine to mark the joyous occasion. 

In 1691 there was further decoration. One Charles King was 
paid Is. "for setting the yeare of Or L d in Golden ffigures on 
two of the pillars of the Conduit"; at the same time plaques were 
put on the upper part of some of the walls; though the latter 
appear in old prints there is no record of their legends, and they 
and the date have long since disappeared. But this sort of attention 
was the exception; repairs on the whole were confined to essentials, 
and in the 18th century there were few even of these. Inevitably 
the fabric grew decayed and a visitor to the town in 1826 described 
its condition as "much mutilated." Wind and rain were not the 
only enemies. Malicious damage and petty pilfering seem to have 
caused the Governors much trouble and expense; some of the bills 
for advertising rewards for informers have survived:— 

1822. "Paid the Crier for twice crying a Reward to anyone that would 
discover who did the damage at the Conduit. 6s." 

1847. "Journeys to Bristol, Wincanton and Yeovil searching for lead 
stolen from the roof of the Conduit. £3 . 4s. Od." 

A n important change occurred in 1834. The Conduit was partly 
bricked up and the small apertures left were glazed; the cost was 
considerable—£140, but there was now a weatherproof structure 
(unless damaged by one of the periodic assaults on the windows by 
vandals) which was let to a stationer of the town as a reading room, 
"the most spacious and handsomely decorated place of its kind in 
the county." Ten years later the fabric was further strengthened by 
the addition of an iron railing, with gates and a lock, while the 
windows were apparently reinforced by "diamond wire work." At 
the same time the Gothic ornaments were tinctured. If this was 
intended to make the Conduit more attractive as a kind of public 
library, it does not seem to have achieved that effect, for in 1847 its 
use as a reading room was discontinued. 

Thereafter for some years it was lent to the town rent free for 
the use of the constabulary (either as a rest house for the men or a 
lockup for malefactors), but in 1854 a sizeable sum began to be 
charged. Could this have hastened the building of the first separate 
police station in the Digby Road in 1858? 

In 1861 it once more began to bring in a small rent to the 
school, being let to the Vicar for £1 per year as a penny bank. 
This scheme too was of short duration and after a year or two we 
hear no more of it. That, however, the Conduit still continued 
as an enclosed structure can be gathered from the fact that in 1870 
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it was used as a "depot for the reception of articles for the use of 
the sick and wounded in the war between France and Germany." 
The Shirbumian notes, "Fellows are constantly tearing up waste 
paper into minute pieces, for stuffing pillows, many of which have 
already been sent away." 

In 1872 the Vestry offered to purchase for a nominal sum what 
they described as "a prominent object in the centre of the Town 
and at the present time in a very delapidated condition of no use 
to its owners, but on the contrary a positive expense." The Governors 
refused, but were stimulated to remove the railings and open up 
the'building once more. The drinking trough was added ten years 
later, replacing a mere barrel if the old prints can be believed. Since 
then the Conduit has served no real utilitarian purpose, but merely 
beautifies the Parade, which, viewed from Long Street, is ever a 
magnet for artists. 

By 1928, at the instance of the Dorset Field Club, the Conduit 
had been scheduled as an ancient monument, but the passage of a 
hundred years had made but little difference to the pattern of human 
behaviour and there is plain record of trouble with housewives 
beating carpets and youths destructively swinging on the tracery. In 
1933 the Governors, probably glad to be rid of a liability, gave the 
Conduit to the town to whom by every modern canon it belongs. 
Though it is not clear whether there is any connection, by custom no 
boy at present in the school ever walks beneath its roof. 

T H E B O A R D I N G H O U S E S 
In the majority of cases the history of the boarding houses follows 

a uniform pattern. They were taken over in the latter half of the 
19th century by masters who ran them entirely as a private specula
tion. (Hence no doubt the long survival of identifying houses from 
the names of their tenants. This over the years could mean several 
names to describe one house—names too not all equally euphonious 
for football supporters. In 1950 the housemasters, modestly and 
thankfully, voted that the building was greater than the man, and 
so it has been since.) Starting thus from very small beginnings, they 
have gradually grown to contain some four-fifths of the school. 
Long past are the days when Sherborne School consisted of the 
School House with a few small satellite out-houses, a term 
reminiscent, as a wit once remarked, of a kind of tool house. 

As their importance to the school grew greater it became plain 
that the system of private tenure was unsatisfactory, and one by 
one the houses have become the property of the Governors. 

Yet some of the actual buildings (or part of them at least, for 
often a boarding house represents the amalgamation of what was 
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originally more than one property) have had an indirect association 
with the school of even longer standing. Unfortunately the title 
deeds are not complete and knowledge of their past is fragmentary, 
but ranking as they do amongst the largest and most centrally 
placed houses in the town, it is natural enough to find that their 
owners and tenants have sometimes included well-known Sherborne 
names, in many cases members of the old local Board of Governors. 

The School House, dating only from 1860, has (apart from the 
Bell Buildings and the Dining Hall—fully treated elsewhere) no 
ancient associations. Its genesis seemed to fit more naturally into 
the main story of the school's development. Architecturally it 
calls for no special comment, though for the sake of completeness 
might be mentioned Young's castellated addition to his drawing 
room in 1884, which quite changed the S.W. aspect, and in 1903 
a similar extension to his study by Westcott, the occasion for which 
has already been described. The western facing gable window of 
1958 (pleaded for by successive Tutors for thirty years at least) 
conferred benefits on everybody totally disproportionate to its size. 

ABBEY HOUSE 
In the middle ages the site was occupied by some of the 

monastery farm buildings, hence the modern name (formerly 
applying to the School House Studies) is apt enough. What is 
now the private side of the house is said to have been built in the 
19th century by a well-to-do confectioner whose business premises 
were in Cheap Street. Tt is a beautiful specimen of Georgian work 
with some unusual features, a light well running the whole depth 
of the house and a considerable cubic space unaccounted for 
between two rooms. The ancient gibe ran that the architect forgot 
the staircase, and indeed the curious projection in which the latter 
is contained is remarkable, if by no means unpleasing. 

The property passed into the hands of the Digby family, from 
whom the Governors rented it between 1835 and 1849 to accom
modate Thomas James the usher and the few boys he wished to 
board—an episode in its history of which something has already 
been said. This part of the house served the school once again 
in 1860-61 when Harper and his family lived there during the 
building of the present School House. 

To the west during the first half of the 19th century stood the 
National School or, to give it its other title, the Abbey School for 
the Poor. 1 In 1861, after the building of the present school in Horse-

1. Of this establishment the name of only one pupil is known for certain, G. A. Brine (b. 1812) 
who was in residence for a couple of years about 1820. An intelligent, but highly disreputable 
character, he ended his days in the Sherborne Workhouse in 1881, by which time he could boast 
he had seen the inside of every English prison except two. 

His autobiography "The King of the Beggars" is still extremely readable. 
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castles, these premises were used as the H.Q. of the old Volunteers. 
Tn 1868 the two properties were combined and after some improve
ments (the first building ever undertaken by the school outside its 
gates) were reopened as a boarding house. Further extensive changes, 
designed to bring the exterior into harmony with the main school 
buildings, were carried out in 1887; these involved the construction 
of the extreme westerly wing of the house. Since then there have 
been numerous further additions, but mainly at the back—the most 
important the Reading Room in 1935 and a neat set of studies' 
in 1958. 

The general effect, if heterogeneous, is by no means unpicturesque. 
The whole premises have belonged to the school since 1931. 

T H E GREEN 
From about 1750 this large house had a busy and prosperous 

existence as the Angel Inn, poised on the top of a hill with charming 
views from its upper windows and situated at the junction of two 
important coaching routes, London - Exeter and Weymouth - Bath.2 

In 1865 the yard and further premises behind were acquired by the 
Governors from the Chandler family and the whole was opened as a 
boarding house, thus the oldest such that can claim continuous 
occupation. Though now almost totally reconstructed, relics of the 
distant past can be seen in the curious stable-like windows of a few 
studies. In 1952, during the course of cleaning the stonework, the 
inscription 

LICENSED TO LET POST HORSES 

came to light above the front door; this has been preserved as a 
curiosity. There was too within living memory a mounting block in 
the yard. 

The mother of a local resident (alive till quite recently) could 
remember often being taken into the place by her father when he 
went for his customary market day drink. And in the early years 
after its conversion stories were not lacking of travellers returning 
to the town after a period of absence who, remembering only its 
previous existence, walked in and demanded rooms and refreshment 
from its harassed housemaster.3 The school's present ownership 
of the house is due to the generosity of Lord Iliffe in 1929. 

2. The following advertisements are from early 19th century newspapers:— 
" T H E R O Y A L C L A R E N C E 

Cheap London coach will every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings leave Mermaid 
Inn, Yeovil at 7, Angel Inn, Sherborne at 8. And will arrive at the Black Horse and Red Lion Inns, 
Salisbury, at 3 in the afternoon, and the Beil and Crown Inn, Holborn, London, the following 
morning at 8. Fares—Sherborne to London: Inside, £1. 155. CW.; Outside, £1 ." 

" T H E J O H N B U L L C O A C H 
from Weymouth to Bath will in future leave the Angel Inn, Sherborne, at 11 a.m. on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday mornings." 

3. A similar intrusion at Elmdene is recorded as late as 1967. 
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HARPER HOUSE 

The older part of the house, the present private side, of 
18th century work, was originally the property of the Digby family. 
Amongst the earlier tenants were a branch of the Toogoods and 
also, about 1820, John Mil ls Thorne, a brewer and Governor of 
the school. Under the title of "The Retreat" (the present name 
dates from 1910) this house was opened for the reception of a few 
boys in 1873. The portion of the building that the present much 
larger number now occupy was not added until considerably later 
by free adaptation of the older offices and the erection of a spacious 
new wing, itself since enlarged and added to at various, periods. 

On the other hand, at that time and till about 1900, the garden 
of the house was much bigger and was connected with Long Street 
by a drive debouching where Childs' Garage now is. The whole 
property thus formed a connecting link between Hound Street and 
Long Street, and possessed in its handsome gates at the south 
entrance a more imposing approach than now. 

The sale of this part of the grounds was the action of the then 
housemaster, J. Blanch, who is said to have been obsessed with 
undue fears of financial difficulties. But if the garden is curtailed 
in area, the curious summer house with its shell and seaweed ceiling, 
ancient entablature and conical thatched roof still survives as a 
feature that must be unique. 

The Governors, with very generous help from its occupant, 
R. W. Macfarlane-Grieve, acquired Harper House in 1931. 

ABBEYLANDS 

Once the site of farm buildings of the monastery,4 this house 
now represents the combination of two separate properties. Of 
these the main part running east and west has been used as a 
boarding house since 1872. The front door, constructed, it -is said, 
from ancient beams found on the premises, bears above it the 
date 1649. 

In the early part of the last century the house was in the occupa
tion of John Melliar, an old boy of the school and in 1817 a Governor 
(his portrait is in the Almshouse). Later it passed to Cutler's 
descendants and from them was first rented as a boarding house. 
In 1919 it came into the school's possession by a roundabout legal 
transaction, being sold by John Cutler (grandson of the headmaster 
and founder of the exhibitions)—not, as might have been expected, 

4. Ancient tradition asserts the existence of an underground passage between its cellars 
and the Abbey; of this there remains no physical trace, nor is it easy to see what would have been 
its purpose—-at least in a well ordered monastic establishment. 
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to the Governors, but to the then headmaster Nowell Smith acting 
for them. The money was raised on loan, and a year or two later 
the mortgage was transferred to the name of the Governors. The 
reason for this method of purchase was some obscurity in the 
terms of the lease (the title deeds being long since lost) which 
meant the withholding by the Board of Education of their official 
permission to purchase. 

The changing room with studies above dates from 1920, its 
conversion a gift from the headmaster. A little later the school 
incorporated the eastern end of the house, fronting on Cheap Street, 
and revealed the picturesque plaster and timber work—the latter 
marked with its Roman numerals for ease of assembly. This part is 
Elizabethan (it was formerly possible to see on the facade 157 . . . 
fourth figure illegible) and without doubt the oldest part of the whole 
building; it contains some fine domestic wood carving. The premises 
had -been occupied by a firm known as the "Sherborne Coal, 
Timber, Corn and Cake C o . " The rats attracted by the wares of 
this concern, knowing no property boundaries, had frequented 
both houses alike; hence from more than one point of view the 
addition was an advantage. 

LYON HOUSE 

Alone amongst the out-houses, Lyon House has no previous 
history, for it shares the distinction with the School House of 
having been constructed solely for educational purposes, "an excellent 
house to accommodate 35". Its original complement of boys was 
put up for a short time in somewhat unsatisfactory conditions at 
Duck House 5 in South Street, and migrated in 1911 to their new 
home. This was erected by the Governors on a site formerly known 
as "Sherrin's Fields" (the name a reminder of the tenant of the 
Upper before the school rented it for games). Thus from its inception 
Lyon House has been Governors' property—a unique feature. 

The road through the School House Garden, now known as 
Carrington Lane, was constructed in 1912, almost entirely for the 
benefit of its occupants; it is odd to read that at the same time it 
was seriously proposed to put Finger Lane out of bounds. The 
garden exit to Lyon House was originally made in 1917 to allow 
easy access to the sub-post office in Wingfield Road; though the 
latter has gone, the short cut remains handy for the privileged. 

The private gymnasium added in 1935 by the housemaster 
constitutes a notable and unusual amenity. 

5. The modern name preserves the memory of Duck Street; at that time it was known as 
Gainsborough House. Skeletons have more than once been found under its floorboards, the last 
time most unfortunately during the alterations in 1910. The Crippen case was then headline news, 
and the discovery was not helpful to an inexperienced housemaster trying to establish himself. 
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WESTCOTT HOUSE ' 
The centre of the present imposing block is the oldest portion, 

and has had an almost unbroken connection with the school. 
Formerly named Grosvenor Lodge, it was built about 1800 for the 
Melmoth family, a name appearing in lists of Shirburnians and 
Governors. Perhaps the best known tenant was Colonel Thomas 
Rattray who with his Sikhs in the Mutiny added, a new name to the 
Indian Army List; (his son was in the X V in 1879). Other occupants 
have since sent their boys to the school, one later to become Bursar, 
and another, following in his father's footsteps, the school doctor. 

Renamed Westcott House, it was opened as a boarding house 
in 1920 under the care of G . O'Hanlon, who during the next two 
years completely changed its appearance by the addition of two 
wings built at his own expense.6 The dining hall incorporates as 
its fireplace the top of the fine stone door that once formed part 
of the Workhouse opposite. 

In 1925 by a generous gesture the housemaster made over the 
whole to the Governors at a nominal figure and crowned his 
benefaction by paying rent during the rest of his tenure. Very large 
additions were made at the back in 1965-6. 

T H E DIGBY 
With the railway the main approach to the town from the south 

was via a level-crossing. It was felt that Sherborne deserved some
thing better and, with M r . Digby quick to act, "a new street has 
been made, leading up in a direct line to the south transept of the 
Abbey. This street will be continued over the railway and the river 
Yeo by a fine three arched bridge of stone and will then branch off 
to the castle and Dorchester, thus forming the chief entrance to the 
town." If the scheme was never completed and the level-crossing 
still remains, at least the Digby Road stands firm on its embankment. 

It had long been planned to build a station hotel (to be known 
as "The Raleigh"); now for obvious reasons there was a change of 
name and "The Digby" was opened on Pack Monday, 11th October 
1869. The legend persists that it was intended exclusively as a 
hunting box for friends of the Digby family. Though indeed its 
first manager was their old butler, the Digbys designed it from the 
start as a general purpose hotel, "a half way house for tourists on 
their way to the far west", effused the journalists, as well as for "the 
disciples of Nimrod." Not that the latter were not well provided for 
with excellent stables—"bedrooms for grooms, boxes for 17 healthy 
horses and some sick, singeing room and housing for twenty 
carriages." (Now cars have displaced the carriages and spare parts 
the grooms.) 

6. For their purpose probably amongst the best in the school, if somewhat gaunt. It is a fact 
that during the second war an American soldier in all good faith asked a delighted occupant whether 
this was the town penitentiary. 
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The architects (fittingly enough in view of what was to happen 
90 years later) were the same as had done much work about the 
school at that time, and the style they chose was "an adaptation of 
Elizabethan with square headed and transomed windows, gables 
and numerous chimnies." The ostriches (the Digby family crest) on 
the roof, each grasping a horseshoe in its beak must attract no less 
attention. 7 

In 1878 was added a "handsome Assembly Room"; this, re
placing the old Town Hal l which was pulled down a year or two 
later, was for many years the chief hall in Sherborne and the scene 
of many important occasions. Now the house dining room, it is 
decorated by the portrait of Westcott as Aldhelm in the Pageant; 
a few feet away beneath the floor there flows, most appropriately, 
Fons Limpidus. 

The hotel registers have been lost—thus no impossible task of 
selection arises; but amidst many half recollections it is definite that 
Ramsay MacDonald, while P . M . , lunched in 1932. Literary associa
tions however there are. Recent research has shown that "The Earl 
of Wessex" in Hardy's "Woodlanders" is almost certainly The 
Digby—not the former New Inn on Greenhill as used to be thought. 
Two other references in novels by O.S.S. are less controversial, 
"The Lovelace Hotel" in J. C. Powys' Wolf Solent and "The Sawley 
Arms" in A Murder of Quality by John le Carre. 

How the school bought, converted and reopened The Digby 
(1962-4) has been told elsewhere. 

ELMDENE 
As an inscription on its wall records, the private side was built 

in 1897 by a member of the Trevett family, well known in, the 
town, as a residence for himself. Later it was used as a private hotel. 

Tn 1931 the Governors rented the property, built a large wing 
in the rear and opened it as a waiting house—a bold step in what 
was a time of depression. Since then it has accommodated some 
30 boys, mostly, but not entirely, destined to pass on to the School 
House. Tt was bought in 1953 and extensively enlarged in 1967. 

ABBEY G R A N G E 
This beautiful house (bought as recently as 1969) was built in 

the 14th or 15th century as the monastic granary, "the gigantic 
Abbey barn into which the corn from Sherborne Field was gathered 
and laid up in store." After the Dissolution its exact use is uncertain, 

7. Of these there are three, two sound and one much mutilated; legend, probably Herodotean, 
says by gunshot. 
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but it gradually decayed. Tn 1827 James Ridout, an O.S. and 
Governor, removed the east and west ends, by then ruinous 
(some traces of the foundations still seem to project very slightly 
into the roadway at the foot of the garden wall) and repaired the 
transepts to make a dwelling house—a purpose the building has 
fulfilled ever since; the remains of the ancient stables conveniently 
form a garage. 

The next known tenant was a Major Hammond whose seven 
sons8 were all foundationers at the school in the time of Penrose 
and Harper. In 1918 it was briefly considered turning the place into 
a school boarding house, but actually for well over half a century 
it has always been occupied by masters or others closely connected 
with the school. That in 1970 it should become the headmaster's 
house is an appropriate fulfilment. 

OTHER PROPERTY 

Of this the school owned but little up to the end of the second 
war, Wharton and Nowell Cottage acquired almost casually by 
bequest in 1922 and 1943 respectively. But thereafter changing ideas 
about a school's duty to house its staff led to a series of purchases, 
too long to list in full, but in sum total formidable. 

Stonegarth (1946) and Amberley (1950) were the first; these were 
followed by Abbot's Acre (1951) an obvious necessity for a new 
headmaster (enlarged in 1960 with shrewd foresight so as to make 
two flats if need be). The Beeches (1955) had been the home of a 
former Chairman of Governors. Greenhill House came in 1960, 
a 16th—17th century mansion, one of the finest in the town; in its 
long list of known tenants there is hardly a name that is not familiar. 
The purchase was largely to secure the garden ground as a site for 
a new boarding house; with changed plans the building provided 
two flats and several much needed society rooms. But the garden, 
formerly famous locally for its charm, was sadly cut up and spoiled. 
And finally Hyle House (1967) where the outlook is on buildings 
associated with farming for 700 years, embellished with loopholes 
from the second war. 

The school's tenants cannot complain of being housed unima
ginatively. 

8. Among them A. G. Hammond) who won the V.C. in 1879, during the Afghan War. 
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Creech, Rev. Thomas, 36 n, 40-1. 
Creyghton, Mr, 50 n. 
Cricket, 107, 140, 196, 242-7. 

— Lodge, 246. 
Crimean War, 122. 
Crippen, Dr., 312 /;. 
Criterion, The, 208. 
Critic, The, 208. 
Cromwell, 26, 270. 
Crown Inn. 50, 51. 292. 
Crutwell, William,§ 155 n. 
Curgenven, Petert and Thomas,! ? 

44. 
Curgenven, Rev. Thomas,** 37-41, 

43-4, 46, 65, 78 n. 
Curriculum, 74-79. See also under 

Cutler, Lyon, Harper, Young, 
Westcott, Nowell Smith, Boughey, 
Wallace, Powell. 

Curteis, A . M . , * 171 n, 249. 
Curtis,! 96 n. 
Custos, The. See under Scott. 
Cutler, Edward. 89. 

— Henry.t* 87, 89 n, 171 n. 
— John, 90, 311. 
— Mrs. See Guise. 
— Rev. Richard,! 89, 90, 95, 

172. 
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Cutler, Rev. John,** 79-95, 112, 115, 
120, 132. 156, 163, 164, 
170, 171, 172, 173, 174-6, 
211, 254, 273, 302. 
Curriculum changes, 81-2, 

101. 
Everyday conditions under, 

90-2. 

Dacombe, Robert, 152 n. 
Dakin, 246. 
Damper, 17. 
Dampier, Samuel, 49, 66 n. 
Dancing Hill, 90. 
Danes. 3, 4, 194//. 
Darby, 17, 18. 
Dawson, 302 n. 
Day, Rev. J . ,* 174. 
Day Lewis, Cecil,t 36//. 
Dayboys. Proportion of to boarders. 

(See also Foundationers), 65-6. 
de la Pole, Sir John, 82, 86 n. 
Dean, H . R.,t 269. 
Debating Society, The, 188, 253, 

282 n. 
Deckham, Robert, 152 n. 
Decorations won by O.S.S., 122 n, 

200, 208, 219, 315 n. 
Delabere, John,** 15. 
Delfs, Otto,* 181 n. 
Denman, M r Justice, 184, 185 n. 
Denny Bridge, 291. 
Derham, Elias de, 262. 
Devenish, Mr, 21. 
Devitt Pavilion, The. 239. 
Dickens, Charles, 53, 121 n, 124, 163, 

278 n. 
"Digby Buildings, The", 118, 223. 

— Estate Office, 126. 
— F. J. B. W.§ and Mrs. 196. 
— G . D . W.,§ 123, 136, 157 n, 

236 n, 241, 264, 309, 313. 
Digby, The, 226, 229, 259,292, 313-4. 

— Hotel, 141, 157 n, 223, 226. 
— Lord, 46 n, 58, 60. 61,81,103, 

116,117,118, 123, 169,234, 
270 n, 276, 280 n, 281, 311. 

— Road, 90 n, 213. 307. 313. 
Digby's School, Lord, 104, 152 n. 
Digs, 225, 227, 279. 
Discipline, 6, 51-2,57, 68-70,102,107, 

136 n, 140-3, 147, 174-6, 178,181-3, 
184, 200, 277, 296. (See also under 
Lyon, Harper, Young). 

Dissenters, 49, 100, 121-2, 131. 
Dorchester, 30, 33, 49, 80, 125, 170, 

250, 252, 313. 
— School, 31 n. 55 n, 80, 

89 n, 95. 

Dorset Field Club, 137 //, 185, 289 n, 
308. 

Downside School, 248. 
Dramatics. (See Theatricals). 
Dress, 68, 100, 104, 106 n, 163, 178, 

182, 194, 203-4, 218-9, 231, 258-9. 
Du Bois. Dr,* 119 //. 
Duck Court, 297. 

— House, 312. 
— Street, 297 312 n. 

"Duckhunters, The", 247. 
Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, 

12. 
Duffers, The, 190. 
Dunkirk, 215. 
Durham, Bishop of, 191. 
Durnford, Henry , t§ 27, 28, 78. 
Dymore Range, 200. 

Eastbury, 6 //. 
Edward VI, King, 8, 12, 15, 46, 75, 

124 n, 171, 201, 203. 
— Arms of, 28, 259 n, 266, 

270. 
— Portrait of, 278. 
— Statue of, 28. 1 3 9 « , 142, 

267. 
Edwards, Zachary.j 36 n. 
Elam, H . D. .* 181/;. 
Elderton, M . B.,* 237 //. 
Elizabeth, Queen, 14, I 5 2 « . 

— Princess. 161 n. 
Elmdene. 125 n, 211, 217, 229, 310 n, 

314. 
Elton, W.,t 247. 
Endowed Schools Bill, 130, 133, 160. 
Engelbert, William,f 20 n. 
Engelberte, Nicholas, § 12 n, 14 n. 
Englishcombe, 46. 
Eton, 14, 72, 80, 81, 85 n, 177, 296. 
Eugenius. Pope, 288. 
Evered, J. G . C.,t 122 «. 
Evergreen, The, 208. 
Evershot, 252. 
Examinations, Early, 96 n, 103, 113, 

120, 135, 138. 
Exclusion Bill, 36-7. 
Exeter, 46, 252. 

— Bishop of, 122 //. 
— Dean of, 220. 
— School, 244. 

Exhibitions, 7, 20, 22, 38-9, 90, 96, 
100, 119-20. 129, 131. 153, 156, 
178 n, 181 /;, 192 «, 203, 224, 
229-30, 311. 

Fairfax, Lord, 26, 275. 
Farewell, James,t 36 n. 
Farrar, Dean, 179, 207. 
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Fees, 13, 35, 46-8. 63, 119, 129-31, 
162-5, 209, 212, 232. 

"Fernhurst", 207. 
ffitzgerard, Oliver, 271. 
Ffooks family, The ,t§ 109 n, 116 /;, 

156, 159-60, 299 n. 
Field, Rev. A. , f 194. 
Field Club, The, 190. 
Fields, The, 221, 222, 233-9. 
Fifth Form Green, 116, 287-8. 297. 
Fights, 123, 141, 241. 
Finger Lane, 294, 312. 
Fires, 145-6, 225-6, 285. 
Fireworks, 221, 255. 
Fish Pond, The Abbot's, 292. 
Fisher, Francis,f§ 46. 49. 
Fitzgerald, G . A. R . , t § 146 n. 
Fives and Fives Courts, 193, 233, 

239-42, 293, 298. 
Fletcher, Richard, 13-14. 
Floods, 41, 286 n, 299. 
Florida. Melanesia, 281 n. 
Folke, 26 n, 40, 43. 
Fons Limpidus, 106, 298, 305 n, 314. 
Food, School, 90, 106, 143, 186, 206, 

218 n. 236, 269 n, 302-3. 
Foot family, The, t§ 59, 234, 285 n, 

303. 
Football, 111, 140, 196, 248-54. 
Footner, J. B.j and diary, 134-5. 
Ford, 236, 302 n. 
Forrester, Robert,t* 41 n. 
Forsyth family, The,f 105 n. 124 n. 
Foster, Richard, t§ 20-1, 132 n. 
Foster's School, 20, 80 n. 104, 132, 

152 n, 173. 
Foundationers and Tablers. 13, 38, 

64-6, 78 n, 86-8, 95-6, 100, 119, 
129-30, 155-6, 162, 172, 174, 263. 

Fowler. J. , 1-2, 9. 
Frampton, George, 296. 

— Robert, 30, 154-5. 
Franciscans, 214. 
Franco-Prussian War, 181 //, 199, 

308. 
Franklin. Mr , 50 n. 
Freeman, E . J. , 236, 238, 246, 299 n. 

— Thomas, 14. 
Freemasons, 205, 227, 285 n, 289. 
Freke, 266. 
Frisian Islands, 176. 
Frith, Abbot, 275. 
Frame, 108 n, 125. 
Fuller. 1, 20 n, 273. 
Fyler, John,* 20. 

Gainsborough House, 312 n. 
Gallipoli, 205. 
Galpin, A . J.,t 134. 

Game, W. H.,t 247. 
Games, Early, 34, 233-6, 241, 242-3, 

247, 248. 297. 
Gastoldi, 279. 
Gatehouse, John, 157. 
Gateway, The School, 117, 299. 
Gaylard, Rev. John, * ** 55, 65, 

296 n. 
Geare, Rev. John,** 21-2, 57 n, 65. 
Genoa, 53. 
Geography Room, 214, 256, 290. 
George II. King, 237. 

— 111. King, 195 «, 
— VI, King. (See Royal Visit). 

201, 221. 
Gerard, Rev. George,** 41-2, 45. 46, 

58, 272, 280 n. 
Gettysburg, 171 n. 
Ghent, 187 n. 
Ghosts, Sherborne, 124 «, 281. 
Giles, 156. 
Gillard, Reynold, 266 n. 
Gillingham, 125, 152, 157, 161, 201. 
Girls' School, The Sherborne, 126 n, 

196, 210, 217 n, 219, 231. 
Gloucester, Bishop of, 30 n. 123. 
Glover, John. t§ 158 n. 
Goadby, Robert, § 158 n. 
Goldsmith, 101 it, 161 n. 
Golf, 258. 
Gondomer, 20. 
Goodbye, Mr Chips, 207 it, 228. 
Goodden, Col. J. R. P.,§ 160 n. 
Goodenough, Francis and Richard, 

37. 
Goodenough, John, ** 35-7, 38, 39, 

46, 182, 266, 270. 
Gorganey,** 22. 
Goscelin, 5. 
Gouger's, 116. 
Governing Bodies' Association, 160. 
Governors, The Sherborne, 151-60 

and passim. 
Grace, W. G . , 246. 
Gramophone Society, The, 190. 
Grandison, Lord, 43. 
Grantham School, 164. 
Gravel, Mr, 50 n. 
Gray. "Gigas",t 250 it. 

— Jonathan,* 169. 
Grayburn, J. H.,t 219. 
Great Eastern, The, 188. 
Great War, The First, 110 it, 197, 

202, 205-8. 
— The Second, 110 n, 

215-9, 288, 297, 313 n. 
Green, The, 91 n. 124, 126, 189 n, 

211, 228, 310. 
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Greenhill House, 53, 225, 226, 229, 
315. 

Grenadier Guards, 215. 
Grosvenor Lodge, 313. 
Grove, George,** 22-4, 28, 42, 68, 

78, 266, 267. 
Grovel. The, 251. 
Guilmant, 295. 
Guinea Pig, The, 142 n, 207 «, 219. 
Guise, Mrs, 85, 86. 

— Sarah Eliza (Mrs Cutler), 80, 
85, 86, 87. 

Gulston, Bishop, 35. 
Gurgayne, Hugh.** 22. 
Gybson, Rev. William,** 9, 14. 
Gymnasium, The, 189, 203 n, 218 n, 

300 n, 301, 303. 
— The Old, 180, 187 n, 

301. 

Hadspen House, 244. 
Haileybury College, 96 n, 252 n, 253. 
Half Moon Hotel, 33, 140 n, 240. 

— Street, 6, 83 n, 90, 155 n, 
306 n. 

Ham Hill, 148, 266, 270. 301, 304. 
Hamblin, 156. 
Hammond family, The,f 120 n, 315. 
Hancock. Rev. John,** 15, 19, 29, 

162. 
Hann. Robert,t 165. 
Harding, St. Stephen,! '•' 4-5. 

— Lord, 224. 
Hardy, Thomas. 60 n, 314. 
Harper House, 126, 186, 189, 208, 

211, 311. 
Harper, Rev. H . D.,**$ 105, 109 n, 

110, 111, 114-150. 171, 
177. 178, 180, 183, 188, 
205, 274, 299 n, 300 n, 315. 

Administration, 67, 118, 
133, 138-9, 156, 195, 
198-9, 202. 

— Buildings, associations with, 
97 n, 111 n, 116-7, 123-4, 
126, 136-7, 147, 179, 264 n, 
268, 269, 273, 276, 277, 
279, 281 n, 282, 283 n, 285, 
287, 291, 292 n, 293, 
294-5, 298-9, 301, 309. 

.— Curriculum changes, 82, 101, 
119, 128, 137-8. 

— Discipline, 91 n, 121, 140-3, 
147. 

— Everyday conditions under, 
139-45. 

— Financial reforms, 88, 119, 
129-131, 161 n, 164, 165, 
172, 174, 203 n. 

Harper, Games, support of. 235-7, 
238, 244-5, 247,' 250 «, 
255, 291. 293. 

— Governors, relations with, 
30 n, 118, 130, 156, 160, 
178. 

— Personal characteristics, 
146-8. 

— Recruitment of the School, 
57 n, 111, 115, 178 n. 

Harper, Mrs, 133, 141. 235, 277. 
— William,! 284 n. 

Harrison, George,* 168. 
Harrow, 110, 177. 198. 
Harston, C. G . , ! 102 n. 
Harwich, 53. 
Haselbury Bryan, 96 n. 
Hawker family, The,t 81 n. 
Haydon, 20, 55 n, 60. 
Hazlegrove House, 53. 
Headmasters' Conference. 23 n, 

133-4, 139, 160, 220. 
Hearne, Thomas. 40, 42. 
Hele, Mr, 159. 
Helyar, Captain,! 28. 

— (a workman), 156. 
Henning,* 173. 

— "Bulldog",! 244 n. 
— Rev. E. N. , 121 n. 

Henry VIII, King, 7, 8 n. 
Hereford, 20. 
Hermitage, 20. 
Hermits, Sherborne, 262. 
Hero, H.M.S. , 80, 92. 
Hetherington. W. L . ,* 148, 285. 
Hexham, 95. 
Hey, Samuel and William,! 112-3, 

190. 
Hickpark, 238. 
Highgate, 148 n. 
Highmore, Nathaniel (c 1650)t§, 23, 

37, 38; (c 1820)!§. 67; 
(c 1830, a boy)!, 96 n. 

— Mrs. 38-9. 
Hill, Elizabeth and M . , 55 n. 
Hill, Rev. Joseph,** 58-60, 61, 66 /;. 
Hockey, 196, 247-8. 
Hoddinott, J . , !§ 160 n. 
Hodges, H u g h ! § (c 1650), 24, 27, 28, 

34; !§ (c 1690), 292 n. 
Hodgson, C. H . , * 167 n, 181 n, 194. 
Holborn Restaurant, 187. 
Holidays, 70, 72-3, 77, 91, 101, 103, 

109 n, 117, 120, 123, 135, 136 n, 
195. 212, 221, 226. 

Holm Bridge, 93. 
Holman, George,* 167 n. 
Holway Woods, 226. 
Honeycomb Wood, 192. 
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Hooke,* 173. 
Hopton, Sir Ralphe, 26. 
Home, Mr , § 159. 
Horner,t 57. 
Hornung, E . W., 247. 
Horsecastles, 309. 
Horsey, Sir John (d 1546), 8, 16; 

— {d 1564), 8 n, 17, 18, 262, 
306; (c 1590), 19. 

— Sir Raufe, 29, 263, 265, 266, 
270. 

— Captain John, 27 n. 
Houghton, H . Hall,t 75 n. 
Hound Street, 6 n, 311. 
House, H . H . , f * 191. 
Howell, William, 262 n. 
Hudson, C. E . , f 208, 224. 

— H . , * 194. 
Hughes, Sir Edward, 85. 

— Thomas, 110//. 
Huguenots, 64. 
Huish Exhibition, 131 n. 
Humpty Dumpty, 235. 
Hussey, Captain and Hubert,! 165. 
Hutchings, George, § 158. 
Hutchins, Rev. John, 98 n. 
Hyle, 229, 238, 239, 257, 291, 315. 

Iliffe, Lord, 211, 310. 
Illumination of School. Candles, 140, 

158 n, 168, 215 n, 268. Gas, 140, 
268, 283 n, 296. Electricity, 137 n, 
210, 217, 292. 

JJminster School, 35. 
Indian Mutiny, 102 n, 122, 313. 
Inspections, 99-100, 128-9, 195, 203, 

222, 227. 
International Stores, 190 //. 
Interpretes, 190 n. 
Ironside, Bishop, 34-6, 69 n. 

Jacob, John,* 167 n. 
James I, King, 20, 52. 
James, Thomas,* § 41 n, 87, 89 n, 95, 

97, 98, 111, 116, 156, 171-3, 277, 
309. 

Jeffery,t 156. 
Jewel, Bishop, 24, 263. 
Joachim, 181 n. 
Johnes, Mr, 171. 
Johnson, Dr, 60. 
Jones, Inigo, 270. 

— D . S.,t 115 n. 
Jonson, Ben, 77. 
Jordan, 266. 
Justions, 265. 

Kaiser, The, 200. 
— the dog, 181 n. 

Kendle. G . R.,t 135. 
— Mr, 244. 

Kennedy, Mr, 171. 
Kennel Barton, 140. 
Kensington Gardens, 296 //. 
Kenyon, Lord, 62. 
Keylway, Robert, 12. 
Kidd, John, 126 n. 
King, Charles (1750), 285 /;; (1691),. 

307. 
— E . W.,f 193 //. 
— H . R.,* 181 n, 187 //, 190, 192, 

242, 283 n, 295. 
— Mr, 50. 

King Edward's Casket, 123. 
King's Arms, 93, 116, 124, 157 n. 
King's School, Canterbury, 134. 
"Kingsealer", 107. 
Kingston Lacy House, 86 n. 
Kington, 58. 
Kitchener, 205. 
Knight, William Bruce,f 82. 
Knight-Bruce, James Lewis, t 82-3. 
Knott, Miss, 59. 
Knox-Little, Rev. W. J. ,* 148. 
K.O.S.B. , The, 215. 

Laboratories, The, 136-7,229,289-90. 
Lacy,§ 72 n. 
Ladd, 173, 237 /7. 
Lagden, G . Y . , | 193. 
Lake, The Castle, 200. 248. 
Lake, Mr,* 86, 174-6. 
Lakes, J. G.,t 101 n. 
Lands, The School, 13, 125, 152-4, 

161,203. 
Lane, 18. 
Langdon, Mr,§ 89. 

— Rev. J . ,* 98. 
Langton Matravers, 168. 
Language Lab., The, 287, 290. 
Laodiceans, 187. 
Latham, John.t 73 n, 269 //. 
Laud, Archbishop, 25. 
Laundry Buildings, The, 66, 97 n, 

172, 305. 
Le Carre, John,t, 314. 
Lenthay Common, 91 n, 161 n, 217, 

234, 243, 254, 258. 
Leopold, Prince, 179. 
Library, The, 274-80,283 and passim. 

— Use as Big School, 75 n, 117, 
138, 147 n, 179, 246 //, 
276-7. 

— Use as Library, 277-80. 
— Curiosities in, 12,40 n, 42 n, 

75, 83 n, 103, 112« , 180 n, 
272 //. 276 //, 278-80. 

Lillington, 19. 
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Lincoln, 112. 
Lintern, 302. 
"Little Field" (see "Youngs"). 
Liverpool, 124 it. 
Llandovery College, 253 n. 
Lodge, The, 117, 299, 301. 
London, 12 n, 47, 53, 124-5, 184, 185, 

209, 213 and passim. 
— Bishop of, 20. 

Londonderry Cup, 242. 
Long Ashton, 278. 

— Street, 187, 194 n, 216 n, 308, 
311. 

— Sutton, 55 /;. 
Longman, f 92. 
Longmuir, A . D. ,* 137. 
Loom of Youth, The, 206-8. 
Lord Lieutenant of Dorset, 85. 160, 

178. 
Lords, 247. 
Lower, The, 215, 236, 238, 251, 300. 
Lucknow, 122 n. 
Lukin, Dr. 87. 
Lyall, Edna, 26. 
Lychett, 153, 161. 
Lydlinch. 157. 
Lyford. Rev. William,* § 25, 72 //, 

166.' 
Lyme Regis, 22 /;. 
Lyne, Thomas, 22. 
Lyon House, 203, 217, 259, 312. 
Lyon, Rev. W. H . , t § 103, 109, 124, 

173, 264, 299 n. 
— Mrs, 103. 106, 109. 

Lyon. Rev. Ralph,** 66, 95-113, 115, 
116, 117, 119, 120, 123, 140, 
142, 143, 172, 174, 211. 

— Buildings, associations with, 
66, 97-9, 172, 265, 274, 305. 

— Curriculum changes, 99, 101-3. 
— Discipline, 102, 107/;. 
— Everyday conditions under, 

104-9. 
— Finance, 95-6. 99, 164-5. 
— Games, 235, 243, 254. 
— Library, care of, 103, 273. 
— Personal characteristics, 103-6. 
— Recruitment of the School, 

66, 95-7, 99. I l l , 132, 172. 
— Religion. 69 n, 104-5, 116. 

Lys, F . J.,t 269. 
Lyte, Thomas,f 20. 

Macclesfield, Lord Chancellor, 47-9, 
122. 

MacDonald, Ramsay, 314. 
Macfarlane-Grieve, R. W.,* 311. 
Macready family, The, 121. 
Maddock,t 109. 

Maddy, Mr, 96 n. 
Madras, 43. 

— Bishop of,t 283. 
Magpie Lane, 56. 
Maiden Newton, 34. 
Malan, E. C.,t* 135, 183-4. 

— A . N.,t 183 n. 
Malmesbury, 1. 
Manchester Grammar School, 169. 
Manor House, 27 it. 
Mansell, T h o m a s , t § 41, 158 n. 
Maperty, 126, 187. 
Marks, 53. 
Marlborough College, 149, 193, 198, 

211. 
Marnhull, 161. 
Marston, 108 it. 
Martin, James,* 169. 

— John, 167 n. 
— Thomas,t* 168. 

Martock, 161. 
Mary Tudor, Queen, 14, 17 n. 

— Queen of Scots, 14. 
Mason, Andrew, 18. 
Maubank, 266. 
Mayor, J. B., 120//. 
Meade, W.,t 108 n. 
Medlycott, Sir H.,§ 223, 300. 

— S irW. C. , t§ 88/i, 240 «. 
— Classrooms, The, 223, 

229 300 
Meer, Henry , f§ 158-9. 

— Joan, 15 n. 
Megalosaurus Bucklandi, 137 /;, 

289 n. 
Melliar, John , t§ 311. 
Mells, 57. 
Melmoth family, The, 80//, 313. 
Menenius Agrippa, 184. 
Menin Gate, 208. 
Mercers' Company, 14. 
Merry, W. W., 120 it. 
Metal Workshop, 214, 290. 
Metford, W. E.,t 102 n, 278. 
Methuen, Lord, 283. 
M . G . M . , 207 n, 227-8. 
Micheldever, 108, 125. 
Michell, John,* 168. 
Milborne Port, 240. 
Mildmay, Carew,§ 48, 53. 

— Sir Walter, 12. 
Milner, Lord, 289. 
Milton Abbas, 169, 237 n. 
Miniature Range (1902), 193, 200, 

289. 
— (1953), 223, 290. 

Mitchell, Molley, 51. 
Mohun, 266. 
Moloch, the raven, 281 n. 
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Monastery, The, connection with 
School, 2-3, 5-7. 

— Existing traces of build
ings, 16-7, 115, 262-3, 
274-5, 280, 284-5, 288, 
298, 301, 304-5, 306, 
311, 314. 

Monck. General, 29. 
Monk's Barn, 126. 
Monmouth, Duke of, 39. 
Monro, C. J. and the All Blacks, 

253-4. 
— H . A . J. , 40 n, 110. 
— Sir Charles,t 205. 

Montgomery, Lord, 224, 226, 253 ;;. 
Moor, J. K . , * 86, 170, 234. 
Moore, Maria, 90 /;. 

— Roger, 266. 
More. William,* 22, 168. 
Morris, D r Claver, 49-53, 73, 137, 

163. 
— Mrs. 52. 
— William,t 50-53, 73, 74//, 

163. 
— Sir Lewis,f 36 n, 115 n. 

Mortimer, John, 40. 
Motcombe House, 247. 
Mountbatten, Lord, 226. 
Mudford, 291. 
Mulsantebouwe, 262 /;. 
Munich, 119 n. 
Munnings, Robert, 19/?. 
Muschaweck, C. G „ * 119/;. 
Museum, in Cheap Street, 190. 

— in Old Mill Buildings, 65 /;, 
185, 289. 

— in Carrington Buildings, 
289-90. 

Music (see also, Band, Carol Service, 
Songs, The School), 50, 
137-8, 143, 179, 180, 189, 
194, 219, 230, 279 /;, 283, 
295. 

Music School, The, 203 n, 287, 300 /;, 
304. 

Myer, Abbot, 306. 

Naperty Hall, 236. 
Napoleonic Wars, 81, 83, 87, 162, 

171. 
Napper, Samuel,§ 158 n. 
National School (see Abbey School), 

309. 
Neale, Rev. J. M.,t 101 n. 
Nelson, Rev. E . J.,t 209. 
Neville, Bishop, 280. 
New Inn, 17 n, 91 /;, 314. . 

— School (see also Bell Buildings), 
106, 116. 

New Venture, 219, 222. 
Newell Stream, 42, 291-2, 306. 
Newgate, 25. 
Newland, 38, 126, 174. 
Newman, Richard,!** 23-4; 

(another?) 31 n. 
Nightingale, Florence, 122 n. 
"Noah's Ark", 90. 
Nooth. Mr, 50. 
North Wootton, 60 n. 
Novelty Theatre, 267 /;. 
No well Cottage, 315. 
Nowell Smith,** 202-11, 259 /;. 

— Buildings, 203, 208-9, 
302, 311-2. 

— Curriculum changes, 
202-3, 209. 

— Personal character
istics, 210-1. 

— Recruitment of the 
School, 202, 204-5, 
238. 

Numbers in the School. (See also 
under headmasters' names), 38, 
47-8, 60, 62, 64-6, 85, 89, 95-7, 99, 
111, 115, 124, 139, 178, 185-7, 
192, 194, 202, 210-2, 214, 220, 226. 

early recruitment from 
non-local sources. 46-7, 50, 66, 
86-8, 96, 112, 115 /7, 269 n. 

Nuremberg, 300 ;;. 

Oak Room, as Library, 35, 38, 101, 
106, 110, 271-3, 279. 

— Used for other purposes, 
268, 273. 

Oakham School, 110. 
Oberammergau, 177. 
Oborne, 101 n, 235. 
O'Hanlon, G.,*§ 220, 313. 
Okeley, John, 268 n. 
Old Mill Buildings, 136, 262 it, 

288-90, 291. 
Old Music House, 217, 286-7, 306 /;. 
Old Sarum, 2. 
Old School House (see also Abbey, 

Lady Chapel), 17, 18, 32, 65, 69 n, 
70, 261-5. 

Old Shirburnian Society, 192, 201, 
212, 223, 287. 

— Lodge, 192. 
Old Thirds Ground, 238. 
Olivier, H . A.,t 194 n, 283. 
Orcheston St George, 39. 
Ornithological Society, 190. 
Osmond, Walter, 27. 
Ottery Lane, 238, 239. 

— School, 30, 31, 164. 
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Outhouses, origin of, 126, 172-3, 
308-14. 

Oval, The, 253 n. 
Oxford, 14, 56, 63, 67, 166, 271 and 

passim. 
Oxfordshire Minstrels, 143. 

Pack Monday, 91, 200. 
Paddock, The, 301. 
Pageant, The Sherborne, 1, 194-5, 

228, 278, 314. 
— Gardens, 195 n, 293 n. 

Paget, Rev. Thomas,** 56-7, 66 «, 
168, 233 n. 

Palmer, C . G.,t 122 n. 
"Panne, The", 145. 
Paperchases, 135, 248 //, 254, 256. 
Parade, The, 18 n, 90, 144, 306, 308. 
Pargeter, Robert,* 63. 
Parker, L . N . ,* 138, 180 n, 181, 186//, 

194, 278, 295. 
Parkstone, 281 n. 
Parmenters, The, 246. 
Parsons, Rev. John,f§ 97 n, 98, 99. 
Partridge, Mr,§ 233. 
Parvys, Thomas,** 14. 
Patney, 87. 
Pavilion, The, 221. 236, 237, 247. 
Payne Smith, R., 114. 
Peacock, T. L. , 99. 
Pearse family, The,t* 44 n. 
Peddle, Rev. J. , 61. 
Penney, W. C . , f 130 //. 
Penny, Mr, 83 n. 
Penrose, Rev. C. T. ,** 108 n, 109-12, 

114, 123, 162 «, 164, 172, 
211, 235, 243, 255 n, 264, 
267 n, 303 n, 315. 

— Introduction of football, 
111, 248. 

— family. The, 112 n. 
Pensions, 23, 28, 42, 46, 58, 59, 173, 

203, 209. 
Percy, Robert,** 6, 8. 
Peshawar, 146 n. 
Peter Pan Statue, 296 n. 
Peter the Usher,* ? 6 n. 
Peterborough. Dean of. 14. 
Peterloo, 107. 
Phelips, Edward.t 83. 
Philip, King. 17/7. 
Phillipps, S. March.t 83, 85. 
Pickersgill, H . W., 103. 
Pickwick,t 121 n. 
Pierce, Miss, 50. 
Pigeon House Close (see "Youngs"). 
Pilgrims, The Sherborne, 239, 242, 

258, 259 n. 
Pinnie, 22 n. 

Pitt family, The, 43. 
Plague, The Great, 34, 157 //. 
Player, William, 78 «. 
Plowman, William,t* 169. 
Pluralism amongst masters, 35, 39-40, 

46, 58, 60-1, 85-7, 104, 167. 
Poaching, 62, 140, 182, 303. 
Pococke, Richard, 58. 
Poddister, Jacob, 236. 
Police Station, The, 307. 
Polyglottes, 189. 
Pond, Reynold,f § 158 //. 
Poole Harbour, 257. 
Pope, Alexander, 46 n, 53. 
Porter, Mr, 86. 
Portland, 257, 267. 
Portsea, 209. 
Post Office. The Old, 140 n. 
Pound, The, 110, 265, 282. 
Powell, R. W.,** 222-232. 

— Buildings and fields, 222, 
228-9. 

— C . C . F . , 230. 
— Curriculum changes, 229-30. 
— Finance. 232. 
— Games developments, 231. 
— Modern trends, 230-1. 
— Numbers, 226. 
— Personal characteristics, 

231-2. 
Powys, J. C.,t 126, 187, 314. 

— L . C . , | 141, 144. 
Poyntington, 26 n, 56, 57, 168, 218 n. 
Praed, W. M . , 177. 
Prayer, The School, 69 n. 
Prefects, Early, 69, 97, 140, 234. 
Preparatory School, The Sherborne, 

126-7, 205, 217 n, 265, 301. 
Price, Rev. H . P.,t* 126 n, 148-50, 

183-5,242, 244/7, 259, 269 n. 
— Rev. T., 150. 

Priestlands, 235. 
Prince of Wales (Henry), 161 n; 

(Edward VII), 101, 135, 
177 n; (Edward VIII), 195 n, 
210. 

— Regent, 86 n. 
Princess Marina, 225. 

— of Wales, 195. 
Prizes, 103, 119-120, 205. 
Prowse, Mrs, 52. 
P.T., 206, 227. 
Public Record Office, 92. 
Punch, 185 n. 
Purley, 291. 

Quarrels between Governors and 
Headmasters, 30-7, 46-8. 56-7, 
59-63, 87-8, 187. 
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Quatercentenary, 221. 
Queen Camel. 53. 
Queen's Players, 79 n. 

— Regiment, 209. 215. 

Raby, H . J.,t 122 n. 
Rae, Mrs, 296 n. 
Railway, Early History of the, 124-5, 

286 n. 
Raimond, John, 166. 
Raleigh, Sir Walter, 15 n, 18 n. 21, 

22 n, 29, 159. 
— Place, 246. 
— The, 313. 

Ramsam, Abbot, 2, 262. 
Rattray, Col . T. and H . M.,t 313. 
Ravennas, 2 n. 
Rawlinson, H. J.,t 236, 255. 
Raymond, Ernest, 181 n. 
Reape, John, 65 n, 266. 

— Mr,* 78. 
Reed, Talbot Baines, 115 n, 207. 
Regan, C.,* 138, 194. 
Retreat, The, 311. 
Reynolds, John, 271. 
Rhoades, James,* 181 n, 186, 190, 

194, 267, 281. 
Richards, Sieur, 91. 
Ridout, James,t§ 93, 315. 

— Walter,t§ 26, 159. 
— The Canadian family of, 

93-4. 
Ringwood School, 22. 
Roberts, Mrs (nee Harper), 245, 291. 
Roger. Bishop. 2, 16, 54, 98 n. 
Rogerson, T. C . , | 69 n, 199 n. 
Roll, 76. 237 n. 
Rome, 288. 
Romney, 86 n. 
Ross,A.H.T. , t*§ 214, 223. 239, 290, 

293 n. 
Ross's, 239 
Rossall School, 247. 
Rothbury, 188. 
Rowland's Fair, 195 n. 
Royal Visit of 1950, The, 220-1. 
Ruegg, L . H. , 125. 
Rugby School, 69, 80, 90 /;. 105 n, 

110, 111, 122, 141, 147 n, 191, 248. 
Rupert, Prince, 26. 
Rydeout, William, 18. 
Rye House Plot, 37. 

Sackville, Richard, 12. 
Saffron Walden School, 234 n. 
Sailing, 257. 
Sainsbury.t, 121 n. 
St Edmund's, Canterbury, 134. 
St George, H.M.S. , 176. 

St George's Hospital, 89. 
St John's Buildings, 285 n. 
St Margaret's, Westminster, 166 n. 
St Paul's School. 13, 14, 181 n, 253 u. 
St Peter's School, York, 113. 
Salaries, Early, 161-2. 
Salisbury, 169, 252 and passim. 

— Bishop of 117, 118, 123, 
160, 221,224,263,286/;. 

— Dean of 35, 68. 71, 168, 
169. 

Samson, William,! § 52 n. 
Sanatorium, The, 180, 205, 21 I, 214, 

220, 301-2. 
Sansom, William ,t§ 28, 78, 233. 
Saxons, 1,3. 
Scholarships. (See Exhibitions). 
School Certificate, Origin of, 138-9. 
School House, 18, 123-4, 183, 186, 

215, 250, 259, 300, 
308,309 and passim. 

— Dining Hall, 16, 22-
24, 58, 65, 73 n, 83, 
142,185,265-71 and 
passim. 

— Garden. 136, 218 n, 
227, 242, 286, 292, 
306 n, 312. 

— Studies, 116, 140 «, 
145, 192, 221, 234, 
251 », 275, 283, 
284-6, 298, 309. 

Schoolroom of 1555, The original, 
15-18, 265, 268 n. 

Scott, Charles and Arthur, 121 n, 
281 n, 299 n. 

Scrivener, F. H . A„* 104, 174. 
Sedgemoor, 39. 
Selwood, Forest of, I. 
Sevens 1953, The P.S., 223. 
Seward, Rev. Thomas,** 15, 19, 

233 n. 
Shaftesbury, 58. 

— Lord (1680), 36; (18601, 
§ 123; (1909), § 289. 

— School, 58, 154. 
Shakespeare, 79. 
Shambles, The, 18 n, 27, 28, 90 
Sharpe, William,* 169-70. 
Shaw, G. B., 204 n. 
Sherborne School, Origin of title, 

134. 
— Academy, 126 n. 
— Bishop of, 2, 4. 
— Diversions, 91, 
— House, 56, 121. 
— House, Southwark and 

Bermondsey, 209-10. 
— • Journal, 227. 
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Sherborne, the locomotive, 125 /?. 
— Park, 106. 
— Register, 4, 23, 64, 67, 

115 n, 127, 191, 248, 
281 n. 

— the ship, 44. 
— Story, 189, 220 n, 221. 
— Yorks and Glos, 179. 

Sherrin, 236 n, 312. 
Shirburnian, The 

— first number, 123. 
— enlarged, 214 n. 
— centenary, 228. 

Shooting, 200-1. 
Shrewsbury, 45. 

' — School, III. 
Siegfried Idyll, 138 n. 
Silver Whistle, The, I 83 n. 
Silverlake, 160 n. 
Silvers, 199n. 
Simmonds, the crier, 91. 
Simms, W. B.,* 161 n. 
Sixth Form Green, 58, 179, 204, 

218 n. 221, 256. 299. 
— Door, 69 n, 261. 

Slade, W. H.,t 122;?. 
Slang, Sherborne, 251 n. 
Slopes, The, 102 n, 199, 204 n. 
Slype, The, 23, 281 n, 298, 304-5. • 
Smith, A . H.,§ 158«. 

— F. E., 204. 
— Rev. Peter, § 159. 

Smythe, Sir Hugh, 278. 
Snow, T.,t 84 n. 
Social Service, 209, 231. 
Societies, School, 188-90. 
Somerset, Protector, 10, 12. 
Songs, The School, 4, 180, 186, 205, 

237 n, 250 n, 297. 
Sophists, 189. 
South Street, 155 n, 236 n, 297, 312. 
Southwark, 209. 
South-west Classrooms, The, 133 n, 

287-8. 
Sparkeford, John, 262 n. 
Sparkford, 96 n. 
Speke, Sir Hugh, 39 «. 
Squash and Squash Courts, 214, 242. 
Stalbridge, 41, 244, 279, 280 n. 
Stanford, W. B.,* 249. 
State Bursars, 219. 
Station Road, 127. 
Statutes, 13, 28, 34-5, 64, 73, 75, 119, 

121-2, 130-1, 151, 154, 194, 268, 
272 and passim. 

Steepleton, 152 n. 
Stephen. King, 195 n. 
Sterndale Bennett, J. R.,* and Sir W., 

138. 

Stevens, John, 17. 
Steward, The office of, 152. 
Stoke-under-Ham, 112. 
Stonegarth, 315. 
Strangeways, Sir John, 29, 266. 
Sun Inn, 240, 269, 303. 
Susan, the mare, 196. 
Swan Inn, 91, 141 n. 
Swayne, Mr, *33. 
Symonds, Richard, 27, 28 n. 
Symondsbury, 161. 
Symons, B. P.,t 83. 

— T.,f 163-4. 

Tablers. (See Foundationers). 
Tacitus, .188. 
Tancock, C. C.,f 44 «, 134. 

— O. W.,* 44 ;;, 148 n, 249. 
Tanner, Bishop, 40. 

— Lloyd,* 137 n. 
Tate, C. R.f and H . R.,f 171 n. 
"Taterloo, Battle of", 107. 
Tatum,** 15. 
Taunton Commission, 128-9, 160 n. 

— School, 32, 33. 
Taylor, Sergeant Major J. N . , 301 n. 

— "Joey",* 173. 
Temple, Frederick§ and William, 

122 n, 296, 297. 
Tennis, 256-7, 289. 
Tercentenary, 115, 223. 
Terrace, The, 235. 
Terry, Timothy, 46. 
Tester, A . F.,* 194. 
Thackeray, 108, 121 n. 
Theatricals, 77, 189, 194, 212, 221, 

224, 231, 296. 
Third Ground. (See Young's). 
Thomas, James,* 41 n. 
Thorne, John Mills, § 311. 
Thornecombe, Alfric, 7 n. 
Thornford, 7 n, 239. 
Thornton, Mr (1723), 163: (1678), 

271. 
— William.t 34. 

Three Cock, The, 247, 250, 284 n. 
Thring, 133, 187 n, 250 n. 
Thurlow, Lord Chancellor, 61. 
Tibbs, Mother, 90. 
Times, The, 187, 193 n, 195, 204 n, 

247 n. 
Tindall, K . B.,* 189. 
Tolbord, 156. 
Tom Thumb, General, 278 n. 
Tonbridge School, 134. 
Toogood, John,t§ 42, 45, 48, 51 

55-63, 66, 80, 96, 153, 
158-9, 163, 303, 311. 

— W.,t 240. 
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Torbay, 39. 
Toronto, 93-4. 
Torquay, 244. 
Tournai, 213. 
Tower, The, 203 n, 208, 299, 300. 
"Town and Gown", 23 n, 68, 71, 

99-100, 103, 118, 132, 143-5, 158, 
182, 193, 212, 237 n, 238 n, 241, 
293, 303, 308. 

Town Hall , The Sherborne, 23, 81, 
83-4, 116, 142, 264, 278 n, 314. 

Trenchard, 37, 153, 266. 
Trevelyan, G. M . , 8. 
Trevett, 314. 
Trevor, C. P.,t 200. 
Troy Town Close, 235. 
Truro, Bishop of, 139. 
Tuck Shop, The, 193, 218, 236, 238 n, 

288, 302-3. 
— Pavilion, The, 239. 

Tucker, Mr,§ 174-6. 
Tuffins, 90 n, 125, 143, 236, 302. 
Turges, 266. 
Turing Laboratories, 224, 290. 
Turner, Edward,f§ 142. 

— "Nosey",* 173. 
Twentieth Century Fund, 225, 226. 

Uncle Tom's Cabin, 119 n. 
Under Bow, 90. 
Uniformity, Act of, 25, 168. 
Upcott, A . W.,t 134. 

— E. A.,t 145 n. 
Upper, The, 180, 197, 209 n, 215, 

217, 228, 236, 237. 247, 251, 252, 
253 n, 312. 

Uppingham School, 133, 187 n, 250 n. 
Upsale, 156. 
Ushers, 12, 48, 59, 78, 161, 166-76. 

Valor Ecclesiasticus, 7. 
Verrall, A . W., 120 n. 
Vicar of Sherborne, 118. 119 n, 160, 

166, 174, 234, 264, 307. 
— as staff, 24-6, 28. 32. 
— staff as, 60-61, 167 n. 

Victoria, Queen, 101, 122 n, 193, 
259, 278, 288 n. 

Villiers, Harriet. 43. 
Volga, 187. 
Volunteers, 81, 84 n, 198, 310. 

Wadham College, 67. 
Wallace, Rev. A . R..** 214-21, 239. 

259, 267 n. 
— A i r raid, 216-7. 
— Buildings, 214, 220, 302. 
— Curriculum changes, 214 n, 

220. 

Wallace, Numbers, 214, 220. 
— Personal Characteristics 

220. 
— Royal Visit, 220-1. 
— Quatercentenary, 221. 

Walpole, Horace, 53. 
Walter, Rev. Henry, 96 n. 
Warden, Office of, 13, 152. 
Wardlaw, G . f and R.,t 122 n. 
Wareham, 92-3, 98 n. 
Warminster, 200 n. 
Warner, Sir Pelham, 196 n. 
Warwick Pageant, 195. 
Wase, 3. 
Water supply, 106-7, 140, 217, 298. 

306. 
Waterloo, Battle of, 171 ;;. 

— Station, 207 n. 
Watts, Bartholomew, § 153, 158 n. 
Waugh. Alect and Arthur.t 206-8. 
Weisse, H . V.,* 181 n. 186 n. 
Wells, 33, 49. 163. 

— School, 50, 55. 
Welwyn, 40. 
Wesley, John, 56. 
Wessex Brigade, 259 n. 

— Club, 126. 
— Dragon, 259. 

West Hi l l , 169. 
— Lodge, 203 n, 238. 

Westbridge Farm. (See Hyle). 
Westbury, 6 n, 93, 292, 303 n. 

— Bridge, 257, 291. 
— House, 126, 301. 

Westcott, Rev. F. B.,** 23 n, 180 /?, 
191-7, 202, 287 n, 314. 

— Buildings. 193, 283, 289, 
293, 30'5 n, 309. 

— Chapel services, 69, 191, 
196. 

— Curriculum changes, 195. 
— Numbers, 192, 194. 202 «, 

238. 
— Personal characteristics, 

191-2, 196-7. 
Westcott, Brooke Foss, 191. 

— House, 203 n, 209, 221, 
229, 259, 302, 313. 

Westminster Abbey. 3, 53, 180. 
— School, 77. 

Weymouth, 244. 
— College, 126 n, 185. 

Wharton, 315. 
Wheatlev. Dennis, 193 n. 
Whetcombe, John,t§ 271, 303. 
Whitehead. A . N . , t 44 n, 120/;, 140. 

— C. S . , t*44«. 
Whitgift, Archbishop, 21. 
Whyte,** 15. 
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Wickham, John,t§ 50, 158 n. 
Wilding, Rev. Benjamin,** 35, 42, 

45-52, 54, 55, 56, 58, 65, 
71 n, 122, 158 n, 163, 165. 

— Mrs, 45, 49 n, 50, 51. 
Wildman, W. B.* 

— as historian, 1, 5, 9, 16, 62, 
145, 191,269,275,304n. 

— as master, 144, 181 ;;, 199, 
259, 276 n. 

— Society, 189. 
William of Malmesbury, 4, 5. 

— of Orange, 39. 
Williams, David,* 88. 

— John,§ 27. 
Willmott, family, The,f 93, 156, 237. 
Wilsonian, The, 208. 
Wimborne, 152, 161. 

— School, 11, 21, 22, 65. 
Wincanton, 307. 
Winchester, 3, 4. 

— College, 36, 190 n. 202, 
242. 

Windham. William, 80, 85, 87. 
Windsor, Mr,* 50, 51. 
Wingfield Road, 312. 
Winniffe, Thomasj 20. 
Winter, Chariest and Robert,§ 84, 

158. 
Wolsey, Cardinal. 213. 
Wood, Rev. C. H . T.,** 198. 
Wood, William,** 20-3, 42. 

— Rev. Alexander,* 148, 287 n. 
— Anthony a, 20, 25, 36 /;. 

Woolcott, G . W.,t 91 n. 
Workhouse (the. first), 57-8; (the 

second). 309 n, 313. 
Workshop, The Devitt, 203 n, 256, 

290, 300 77. 

Workshop, The Old, 136-7, 288. 
Wratislaw, A . H . , 114. 
Wright, Mr,§ 159. 

— Rev. Richard, 280 77. 
Wulfsy. Bishop, 2. 
Wyatt, Sir Thomas, 8 n. 
Wyndham, Rev. Dr,t 83. 
Yarlington, 50, 55 n. 
Yeatman, Rev. Charles,! 58 77. 

— Rev. John, 68. 
— Hospital, 257. 

Yeo, The, 256, 291-2, 313. 
Yeovil, 49, 125. 142, 206, 246, 262 77, 

307. 
Yetminster, 92. 
Yong, John. 6. 
Young. Rev. E. M . , * * 69 77, 83, 128 77, 

134, 138, 170 77, 177-188, 
191, 203 77, 296. 

— Buildings, associations with, 
97 77, 179-80, 237, 269, 
277-8, 279, 283. 295, 299 77, 
300, 301, 304, 309. 

— Curriculum changes, 128 n, 
180. 

— Differences with staff, 180-7. 
— Discipline, 178, 181-3, 184, 

268 77. 
— Games, attitude towards, 

177, 240 77, 247, 250, 256. 
— Numbers in the school, 178, 

185-6. 
— Personal characteristics, 177, 

181, 185, 187, 267 77, 295. 
— Town, relations with. 182, 

303 7 j . 
— Lady, 185. 

Young's, 146, 180, 237-8, 252, 257. 
Ypres, 213. 


